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Mortuus EstMagister

By Benjamin Sledd

In that last Easter term the Master’s strength
Had broken down, under the weight of cares;
And in the Long Vacation rumours came
He would be set aside—“retired,” they said.

On opening day, all shepherdless, our flock
Sullenly gathered round the Chapel door.
Huddling away from raw September winds
That whirled the fallen leaves about our feet.

The Master was not there! Hever again
Would the grey figure slouching come
Along the walks, a greeting in his eyes
For all his lambs,—each of us called by name.
With added word that left the heart aglow.
Hot ill, but broken on the wheel of toil.

The Master lay, and waited for the end.

Silent and hostile, in the Master’s room
His Senior Class, pride of the old man’s heart.
Awaited one put in the Master’s place,

—

A mannikin with titles numberless.
Fire-new out of a famous foreign mint,

—

Our silence needing but a leader’s voice
To break out in rebellion loud and fierce;
When word like wildfire ran over the room

^

From Cyclops’ panting bulk blocking the door

:

‘The Master is coming out ! is at his gate !”

And down we stormed, and out, and formed in line.
Bareheaded, reverent, either side the door;
While tall Bell-Wether and his next in rank
Took each an arm and helped the Master in.
And up the steps, and put him in his chair.
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But no ! His chair, table, and books were gone.

And in their place a lecturer’s reading desk.

Shining and new, and tall revolving chair.

“Oh, never mind ! He could stand up for once!”

And as the Master leaned over the desk

And gazed at us once more with beaming eyes.

The Mannikin, a roll of manuscript

Displayed under his arm, paused in the door.

With looks of pompous, injured dignity,

A sparrow at an eagle rufl3ing up:

But our mute warning kept the words unsaid

On lips agape.

“Give the new boy a place,”

The Master said; and the room rocked with glee

As to a seat tiptoed the little man.
“And now,” went on the Master, “a review

Of Roman History, Law and Literature,

In brief.” And as he kindled to his theme.

Even the New Boy forgot his manuscript

And listened like old Wordsworth’s three-years’ child

!

But in the midst the Master paused, tottered.

And would have fallen, but for the score of hands.

The wee man’s first of all, stretched out to save.

We made a couch of jackets, overcoats.

What not, heaped on the floor, and laid him down
And gathered round,—a mute, despairing flock.

Knowing this was the end. And one by one

We knelt and lifted up the thin white hand
And laid it to our cheeks in mute farewell.

The poet tells us how, with their own hands.

His scholars bore the dead Grammarian
Up to fit burial on the mountain-top.

We bore our Master down the college walks.

Through the staid town which never knew his worth.

And on the hilltop left him to his sleep.



Water Bound

By W. A. Sullivan, Jb.

CHARACTERS:
John Crawley A mountaineer farmer
Sarah Crawley His wife

Mrs. Georoe Crawley A stranger

Chauffeur

Stage Setting: A fairly large room in a log cabin, with a door to

the right opening to the kitchen, and a door in the center opening
outside the house. A large fireplace is in the left end of the room.
A window is on the right side of center door. A bed, chairs, and a
table are arranged conveniently around the room. A small oil lamp
is burning on the table.

A heavy rain is heard falling on the roof; the wind can be heard
blowing on the outside. Sarah is sitting before the fireplace, with
folded hands, looking into the fire.

[Enter John at right with unlighted lantern in his hand. Re-
moves coat and hat before taking a seat beside the table.}

John: Wal, I ’low as how it’s raining ’bout as hard as I ever seed
it sence I bln horned, and the way th’ wind’s a blowin ’s a sight. It

blowed my lantern out ’fore I tuk a dozen steps cumin’ frum th’
barn.

Sarah [looking up as John takes his seat]: Why, John Crawley,
'What s th’ matter with yo’ for’ed? It’s bleedin' all down on this
side!

John [rubbing his fingers on the side of his forehead] : By gad,
I dldn t know it broke th’ skin. Why, I run in that dang garden
SRte out thar’ cumin’ frum th’ barn. It ’uz spread wide open right
acrost th’ path. Th’ wind musta blowed th’ button off.

Sarah: Well, I do say! Watt a minit, an’ I’ll go get a little warm
Water an’ wash it off, an’ tie it up. Why, you mighta hurt yo’self
real bad like. I bin try in’ to git ye to fix that button: it’s bin loose
I don’t know how long, an’ I bln propping it with th’ end o’ that ol’
chicken coop. [Goes into kitchen at right.]
John: Don’t know’s ye need to put yeself out any. It haln’t

nothing but a scratch. [Puts a stick of wood on the fire and sits
'^ck down.] Wal, I rec’on th’ river ’ll be plum’ out o’ its banks, an’

all^ over th bottom, ef it keeps this up long. It shore wuz raring
an a snortin’ when I cum from th’ store. 01’ man Jed Stewart sez

f
highest it ’s bln sence ’81. An’ we bln livin’ here eight year

this cornin’ spring, an’ it’s th’ highest I ever seed it.

Sarah [Returns with a pan of water and piece of white cloth for
<*Hda£;e]: Law, it doii*t seem like it’s bin eight year since w'e
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moved frum Georgia; then agin it seems longern ’at. [PitZZs up

chair beside John, and begins washing the blood from the side of

his forehead. Neither of them says anything for a while; then

Sarah takes the comer of her apron and slyly wipes her eyes. John

turns around and sees her.]

John: What’s ailin’ you, Sarah?

Sarah [tries to be calm]: Nothing much, John; hut ye know I’ve

had my mind on George ever sence this rain set in. It ’uz rainin’

like this when th’ news cum that he got kilt by th’ Germans, an’ I

jes’ bin settin’ here ponderin’ how he mighter suffered ’fore he

died, an’ apt as not he never had a soul to tie up his hurts. [Wipes

her eyes again, and ties the piece of cloth around Jobln’s head.]

John: I know it, Sarah, an’ 1 don’t rec’on we’ll ever know nothin’

’cept what that telegram said. It jes’ don’t seem right some time,

but I ’low th’ good Lord knows what’s bes’ for us. He wuld of bin

thirty year ol’ this cumin’ spring ef he ’uz a livin’. [il knock is

heard at the door.]

Sarah: Listen, John, wa’n’t that somebody knockin’ at th’ door?

John: Naw, I rec’on not. It mus’ be th’ wind Mowin’ them
winder shetters agin th’ side o’ th’ bouse. [^InofZier knock is

heard.] Danged ef it don’t sound like sumbody, shore nuff. [Gets

up and opens the center door. A gust of wind bloics out the light,

but the blaze in the fireplace dimly shows a uniformed figure of a

man standing in the doorway.] Howdy do. Won’t ye cum In?

’S purty raw outside, ain’t it? [Lights lamp again, and sees negro

in a chaujeur's uniform standing just inside the door.]

Chauffeur: Yassuh, yassuh, it sutny is. Ah—ah, my boss dun

sent me up ter see ef we cud git lodgin’ fer a little while. Dis here

bridge down here done gone an’ washed away, and we turned around

an’ ’uz gwine back ter dis here nex’ town ter ketch a train, an’

sumpin got th’ matter wid de car, an’ we caln’t get no fudder tel

it’s fixed. Mlsta Gawge’s a flxin’ on hit now. He want ter know
ef he kin bring ’is wife an’ youngun’ up ter warm a little, tel he

gits hit fixed.

John: Shore, Shore! Tell ’em to cum right on in. I’ll git my
lantern an’ go down thar atter ’em. Ma, you build on a good fire,

an’ I’ll go down thar an’ pack ’em up here in no time. [Grabs his

coat and hat, lights his lantern, and goes out center with the chauf-

feur.]

Sarah [pitfs some wood on fire, and goes in the kitchen, returning

shortly with a coffee pot]: I’ll put some coffee to heatin’ on th’ fire

here, ’cause they’ll need it, an’ they hain't nothing bettern coffee to

warm a body up in cold weather. I jes’ hope that pore woman an’

child hain’t froze clean ter death. [Looks out the window.] Here

they cum a’ready. They cyar musta stopped right in front uv th’
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bouse. [Sarah opens the door, and a well-dressed young woman
carrying a young baby comes in, foliotoed by John.]

John: Here we be, ma. I jes’ brung ’em right on in. Now jes’

make yo’self to hum, an’ git up close to th’ fire. Ma’ll take ye coat.

I swan, ef I don’t believe the little chap’s asleep.

Mrs. Gbxumse Crawley [comiwj; closer to the fire]

:

How are you?

I certainly hope that we will not inconvenience you in any way.

But I didn’t have any idea how long it would take to fix the car.

So 1 thought it would be best to bring the baby in where it is warm.
I have to be so careful with him just at this age.

Sarah; Why, law, we’re jes’ as glad as kin be to take care of ye.

Have a seat. It never crossed my mind thet th’ river ’ud git high

enuft to wash th’ bridge away. Hit’s a mighty good thing ye cyar

give out jes’ when it did, ’cause they hain’t nair house but ourn
less’n five mile away on this side o’ th’ river.

John: Now, jes’ make yeself to hum. Whut we got here’s purty
rough like. But ye shore air welcome to it, ef ye kin put up with
it. Ma’ll take care o’ ye, an’ I’ll go see ef I kin help out with th’

car. I don’t know much erbout them sort o’ contraptions, but I

nought kin hold a lantern er somethin’. [Exit center.]

Sarah [sitting down]: I don’t see how they kin do much fixln’

on th’ ortermobile tonight. They could leave hit ’til morning, looks
lak.

Mrs. Crawley: Well, I tell you, George—that’s my husband—is

ih an awful hurry to get down to Atlanta to attend to some very
important matters, and so he doesn’t want to lose any more time
than he can possibly help. He is trying to fix the car, so we can
set back to the little town that we passed through last, and catch
a train on to Atlanta. Our chauffeur is all right as long as the car
is running all right, but he is not a very dependable mechanic.
George was with the aviation corps during the War; so, since the
War, working on cars has become a sort of hobby of his.

Sarah: 1 had a boy who driv a airship in th’ War, too, but he
never did come back. His name ’uz George, too.

Mrs. Crawley: I’m so sorry. It’s strange how many sad cases
Were caused by the War. When my husband came back, after he
had been held as a prisoner by the Germans for over six months,
he went back to his old home-place, and found that his father and
Mother had moved away. Nobody seemed to know where to, and
he hasn’t been able to find a trace of them since. I feel so sorry
ior him, for he has tried every imaginable means to locate them,
nt without any success. We’ve been married for nearly four years

now, and he has made quite a success in the brokerage business,
ut 1 don’t believe he will ever be completely satisfied until he finds

his parents.
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Sabah: Well, now, haln’t that quare? We moved from down in

Georgia up here in th’ mountains, 'bout a month atter we got word
that our George ’uz kilt. We jes, wanted ter git away frum ever’-

thing that 'ud put us in mlnd.uv ’im, and we bin here ever sence.

But it don’t do much good, ’cause I jes’ cain’t keep my mind o£fa

’im, an’ John’s th’ same way. [Wipes the tears from her eyes loith

her apron.] Ye know he ’uz our only child.

Mbs. Cbawley: I know It must be awful. [Pauses for a moment.]
I believe the baby is warm enough now. Will it be all right to put
him on the foot of the bed here?
Sabah: Yes’m, that’ll be the very thing. You can spread that

quilt over him, an’ he kin jes’ sleep right along.

Mrs. Craw^ley [Puts baby on the bed, and returns to her seaf]:

Pardon me, but 1 don’t believe I told you my name. It is Mrs.
Crawley.

Sabah: Well, we both got th’ same name. Mine’s Sarah Crawley,
too.

Mrs. Cbawley [standing up]: Is it possible that my husband
could be your son?

Sarah [slowly shaking her head]: No, child, that cain’t be. I

still got that little yellow piece of paper whut says that George ’uz

kilt.

Mbs. Crawley [excitedly]: I know, but there could have been a
mistake. Maybe your son wasn’t killed, after all. What part of
Georgia did you move from?
Sabah: Why, we usta live in Martin County.
Mbs. Cbawt-ey: You are George’s mother! George is still alive!

[Rushes to her. Rugs and kisses her.] Oh, !

Sabah: You mean that ?

Mrs. Cbawley: I mean that your son is still alive, and has been
looking for you all this time.

John [from the outside]: By gad. by gad! I cain’t believe my
eyes ner my years neither! Walt here tel I break th’ news to ye ma!

[CUBTAIS]



Ruben Dario

By G. H. McNeill and S. N. Parker

I. Biographical Sketch
By G. H. McNehll

RUB^N DARIO, foremost poet of the Modernist Reno-

vation in Latin American letters, and perhaps the

greatest the new world has produced, was bom in

1867 at Leon, Nicaragua. His maternal grandmother
told to the child horrible tales of headless monks, myste-

rious hands, sinners carried off by the devil, so impressing

his early years that a neurotic sensitivity followed him all

through life.

He was able to read before he was three years old;

when he was twelve a daily newspaper printed one of the

several rhymed elegies he had already written. Soon
he accepted a position as newspaper reporter, which he
left to become instructor in grammar in a colegio at the
age of fourteen.

Continuing his preparation for his life’s work, Dario
was persuaded to go to the capital, Managua. Here he
Was given a position in the National Library. During
this interval Dario read everything he got his hands on.

At the tender age of fourteen the young poet announced
his intention to marry. This proved to be nothing more
than an amorous love affair. This incident was closely

followed by the most reckless epoch in Dario’s life. Love
affair followed love affair in rapid succession. With each
of these came a verse to the loved one.

The journalistic career of Dario was really begun in
Santiago, where he secured a position on “Le Epoca.” He
lasted here but a short time, and then went to the Valpa-
raiso “Heraldo.” Here his first assignment was on sports

!

Which he did so very well that he was invited to leave,
pario had always cherished the secret ambition of becom-
ing a correspondent to “La Nacion’’ (Buenos Aires).
Through the influence of his friend, the Chilean poet,
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Eduardo de la Bara, he was accepted on “La Nacion.” It

was this newspaper that taught him, he tells us, his jour-

nalistic style.

June 22, 1890, marked another important date in the

unusual life of Ruben Dario. It was upon this day that

he was finally married to Rafaela Conteras, in civil form
only, however. The religious ceremony, which was to

take place shortly after, was postponed on account of a
revolution that broke out in Salvador that very night.

Becoming involved in a political issue, Dario was forced

to flee into Guatemala. It was six months later that the
religious ceremony of marriage took place.

Two years later Dario was sent to Spain as Nicaragua’s
delegate to the Columbus centenary. Here he formed the
acquaintance of such men of letters as Menendez y Pelayo,
Castelar, Nunez de Arce, and Valera. These men later
influenced his writings considerably.

It was on his return home that Dario had the most
severe shock of all his life. Upon reaching Laon he was
informed of his wife’s death. For a week he resorted to

the forgetfulness of drink, in the face of the terrible

blow. The fact that the bringing up of his child was
entrusted to other hands does not prove any special pa-
ternal affection.

Dario next comes to our attention as Consul from
Columbia to Buenos Aires. He did not proceed at once to

Buenos Aires, but instead took a boat for Paris. Here
the poet was in an ecstasy of glorj\ “Paris, to me, was
a sort of Paradise in which the essence of earthly happi-
ness was breathed.”

From this period until 1906 Dario was increasingly
active in his journalistic and prose work. He was em-
ployed during most of this epoch by “La Nacion.”

The last years of Dario’s life were gloomy ones, espe-
cially those which wound up his career. After he had
received a tumultuous welcome in the various countries
of South America, the enthusiasm for the writer cooled

almost to a negligible quantity. On a visit to New York
he was presented with a medal of honor by the Hispanic
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Society of America. With the exception of this incident
the coming of Dario to America was hardly noticed,
except in intellectual circles.

Dario was stricken in New York with double pneumo-
nia

; he was able, however, to make his way to Guatemala,
thence to Leon, where he died on the 6th of February,
1916.

II. “The Hymn to Gold,” Translated from the Spanish
By S. N. Parker

That day there arrived a vagabond with the appearance
of a beggar, perhaps a pilgrim, or perhaps a poet, under
the shadow of the tall poplar trees that line the broad
street of the palaces

; where there were contests in haugh-
tiness between the onyx and the porphyry, the agate and

e marble; where the tall columns, the beautiful arches,
e gilded cupolas were receiving the pale caress of a

Moribund sun.

appeared behind the glasses of the windows, in
ose vast edifices of wealth, the countenances of elegant

women and of charming children. Behind the iron gates
cou d be distinguished extensive gardens, green lawns
0 ed with roses and shrubs swaying uniformly and
anguorously, as if under the law of rhythm. Farther
on, in the spacious drawing-rooms, there must have been
purple tapestries, broidered with gold, white statues, Chi-
nese bronzes, vases ornamented with pictures of rice
news on a blue background. There were great curtains,
gathered like a skirt, adorned with opulent flowers, where
tne Oriental ochre made the light scintillate on the silken

een. There were Venetian mirrors, mahogany, cedar,
mother-of-pearl and ebony, and the open black piano,

ich, smiling, showed its keys like a row of beautiful
oe

, crystalline chandeliers, whereon the numberless
apers raised up the aristocracy of their white wax. Oh,n eyond

! the massive, time-gilded frame containing the
Picture autographed by Durand or Bounat in superb wa-

sW
° seeming to emerge from a pure

y and to enwrap in gentle echoes everything from the
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distant horizon to the humble tremulous grass. And be-

yond that . . .

(The evening dies. . . .

There arrives at the gates of the palace a flaming, varnished

carriage. A couple gets out and enters the house with such

arrogance that the beggar soliloquizes thus: “Decidedly, the

young eagle and his female are going to their nest.’’ The horses,

noisy and excited, after a crack of the whip, draw away, the

carriage making the stones flash fire. Night.)

Then into that madman’s brain, which a womout hat

covered, there budded something like the germ of an idea,

which passed to his breast and oppressed him, then to his

mouth, made into a hymn which burned his tongue and
made his teeth chatter. He had a vision of all beggars,

of all suicides, of drunkards, of rags and ulcers, of all

those who live—my God !—in perpetual night, measuring
the darkness, falling into the abyss on account of not
having a crust of bread to fill their stomachs

; then of that
happy couple, the soft bed, the luxury, the golden spark-

ling wine, the satins and silks that laughed at the famili-

arity of the blond lover and the dark-haired sweetheart,

covered with jewelry and flaxen lace, of the great hour-
glass that fortune had placed there to measure the lives

of the rich, which instead of grains of sand, ran in golden
coins.

That species of poet smiled, but his face had something
of a Dantesque air. He drew from his pocket a stale

piece of bread, ate it, and gave to the wind his hymn.
Nothing more cruel than that song after the bread crust.

“Let us praise gold!

“Let us praise gold, king of the world, which carries happiness and

light wherever It goes, like pieces of a shattered sun.

“Let us praise gold, which Is born of the fecund womb of the

mother earth; Immense treasure, blond milk of that gigantic udder.

“Let us praise gold, torrential river, fountain of life, which makes
young and beautiful those who bathe in Us marvelous currents, and
makes old those who do not enjoy Its waters.

“Let us praise gold, because of it are made the tiaras of the

pontiffs, crowns of kings, and Imperial scepters, and because It pours
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itself over their robes like a solid fire, and fioods the cloaks of
archbishops, gleams on the altars and sustains Eternal God in his
radiant reliquary.

Let us praise gold, because we may be depraved and it provides
lor us a screen to cover up the wild debauches of the tavern, and
he shame of adulterous bedrooms.

Let us praise gold, because on leaving the die it carries on its
isk the proud profile of the Caesars, and gees to replete the coffers

of their vast temples, the banks; it moves machinery, gives life and
makes fat the privileged maniacs.

Let us praise gold, because it gives palaces and carriages, fash-
onable dresses, knee-fiexes to adulating spines, the grin of eternally-
smiling lips.

Let us praise gold, father of bread.

1

praise gold, because it sustains in the ears of genteel
adies the diamond dewdrops, at the end of those blushing beautiful

acoles; because, in the breasts, it feels the palpitations of hearts,
g on the hands the symbol of love and holy promise.

Let us praise gold, because it seals the mouths of those who insult
s arrests the hands that threaten us, and puts bonds on thewretches that serve us.

it
gold, because its voice is enchanted music; because

sandal
glitters on the bucklers of homeric heroes, on the

of tha
th® tragedians’ buskins, and on the apples01 the Garden of the Hesperides.

iyre^^
of it are the strings of the great

Wheat ts
^ tenderest of loved women, the grains ofoeat the overskirt that clothes Olympic Aurora at sunrise.

Of the highTaymS'"’

wor^rmLm.a'®,r'‘’’ oarnival of the

“I at
rading as paper, silver, copper, and even lead_^t us praise gold, yellow like Death.

ooal black
^® *’^®o hungry; brother of

man struect.,^
that incubates the diamond; king of the mine, where

'Where it
®-®"“^er; powerful in the west,

^ove the sra

blood; flesh of idols; fabric of which Phideasove the garment of Minerva.

®harfo\s''Sf^wn'^^^‘’*n
trappings of the horses, and in the

elrds brilliant mi d ?
Pio that woundr h K

""P® Dionysian festivals, in the

obampag^e bnSieP gne bubbles resembling the boiling of molten topaz

young.
® cultured, educated, and

L®t us praise gold, because it is the lodestone of all friendship.
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“Let us praise gold, purified by fire, as man by suffering; beaten
by tarnish as man by envy; maltreated by martyrdom as man by
need ; framed In a silken purse as man in a marble palace.

“Let us praise gold, slave, scorned by Jerome, cast out by Saint
Anthony, reviled by Macarius, humiliated by Hilarion, cursed by
Paul the Hermit, who had for a castle a rude cave and’ for friends
the stars of the night, the birds of the dawn, uncouth wild beasts,
and the savages of the wilderness.

“Let us praise gold, calf-gold, marrow of the rock, mysterious and
silent in the interior, but tumultuous when it breaks out into sun-
light, into full life, sounding like a clash of kettledrums; foetus of
stars, residuum of light, incarnation of ether.

“Let us praise gold, become a sun, wooed by Night whose ebony
gown he sprinkles with brilliant stars, after the last kiss like a
horde of sterling pounds.

’

“Come! miserable drunkards, solemn paupers, prostitutes beggars
vagrants, gutter-mongers, bandits, mendicants, pilgrims ’and you’
exiles, and you, idlers, and above all, you, oh poets'
“Let us join ourselves to the happy, to the powerful, to the bank-

ers, the semi-gods of the earth!

“Let us praise gold!”

And the echo carried away that hymn, a mixture of a
moan, a dithyramb, and wild laughter; and since now the
dark cold night had fallen, the echo resounded in the
darkness.

An old woman passed and begged an alms.
And that something of a vagabond, with the rags of a

beggar, perhaps a pilgrim, perhaps a poet, gave her his
last crust of petrified bread, and withdrew into the terri-
ble shadow, muttering between his teeth.



The Last Catfish Stew

By M. L. Griffin

C atfish stew is mighty good stuff, ’specially when
s made right. I know, because I’ve eaten it lots

about
picnics and family reunions it’s

bLiner^ f
’ "^°st inviting thing about the whole

catfish Qt
prospect of getting some real good

coffee V? honest-to-goodness black coffee. This

look like”e^ff*
boarding-houses doesn’t even

who refnt k. T"" somebodywno really knows how to make it for you.

that"i<iV*^^*®‘^ stew—something

iust rVulZT be mad?
stew c??’t be f

^ Catfish

alone • you’ve
anything or of catfish

potatoes tomatn
° roastin’ ears, beans of all kinds,

offatmeat bftte^
‘bese), some kind

you can finV?esi?;rth^"^.a^"' vegetable

the catfish are ?nlv a T that

stew And r>f

^ small part of a real, honest catfish

blark nft 1? bas to be brewed in a big

fish. And you\??e t^
creek bank where you catch the

the bones Then if
° it till the fish meat comes off

you’ve ne;er seen tht'iik
such eating

catfish stew and bla.t n I T bfe ! Steaming hot

ers—that’s food fif f
reek-bank coffee with soda crack-s food fit for a king, if you want my opinion

are ^Iry 'L^c^ i^T
^ originated these stews

"^onthsfa?? fmake if? h
summer

them whenever it is nn
attend and participate in

always 7?'?., <1° »> There’says a certain group at these memorable gathering!
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commonly known as the “Catfish Crowd” ; and I must say

they do justice to the title. The preacher of our church

is ’most always there, partly to lend dignity to the crowd
and the occasion, but chiefly because he likes catfish stew

as well as the rest of us do. Then there’s a big part of

my mother’s family, and all their friends, and besides

these just lots of others, all of them belonging to the

“Catfish Crowd.” And just about every one of them is

present for every meeting, too.

A summer or two ago the crowd was having stews
almost every week, always with a full attendance. Every-
body was thoroughly enjoying those stews—they just
couldn’t seem to get enough of the delectable dish. Ac-
cordingly, as a grand climax, they planned the biggest
party and the finest stew of the summer.

Fish of all sizes and in all quantities were caught for

the occasion, and were prepared in the traditional way
with as many extras as were practical. The cooks were
priding themselves on that stew and everybody was get-

ting ready to enjoy the fisherman’s finest dish. And
there was a memorable crowd present for the occasion,
too. The preacher was there, and many other folks who
had not been in regular attendance, but had heard of
these parties and were anxious to participate in what
promised to be the biggest, best, and finest one of the
whole summer. In order to dignify the ceremonies a
little, the preacher was asked to return thanks over the
pot, and he did this in a very praiseworthy manner.
Then it was time to eat

!

Everyone had provided himself with the standard
equipment of a pasteboard soup bowl, a pap)er cup for
coffee, and a small box of soda crackers. The women
folks did the serving from the big black pot that had been
set off the fire. One by one the members of the party
filed by and got their dish of stew. But only a few were
destined for this privilege, for after about six had been
served there was a sudden screaming among the servers

and a bewildered howl from the men.
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The cause of the whole commotion was this : an old gray
cat had suddenly bounded through the crowd and leaped
head first into the boiling pot of catfish stew. Undoubt-
c y he soon realized that he was in the wrong locality, for
out he bounded and was off like the wind, howling and
screaming at every bound.
But it was too late then—the stew was spoiled, and the

party was ruined. Not a soul could be bribed to taste
a stew not even that which the cat had never touched,
e next day the whole thing was played up big in the

oca paper. And, needless to say, that was the last cat-
nsh stew for that summer.

Metropolis

By Elbbsit a. MacMillan

Your craggy spires reach up frantically—cp to dizzy heights,
Up into the clean blueness;

^''strms^'^^
subjects mill about crowded

You, Metropolis, are their conception of Bigness,
heir souls worship you.
i^eir souls see nothing higher than you.

t in the endless stretches other planets gleamSpn silently round their orbits,
’

^Jiuipsing at times a dull and tiny star-^our home, O proud Metropolis.

Till
skyscrapers rose ten times their height,

Enrtv.
® surface cracked beneath the load!

h yet would be-but earth,
ujj, and dead, and lost—
c you, 0 proud Metropolis.



The Klectron

By Elbest a. MacMillan

S
INCE Professor J. J. Thomson, the English physicist,

in 1897 succeeded in verifying the hypothesis offered

shortly before by Sir William Crookes that there is

a separate existence of particles of mass smaller than the

hydrogen atom, there has come about a complete revision

of the scientific conception of the fundamental unit of

matter.

Sir William Crookes, in his work on the so-called “cath-

ode rays” that proceed in luminous streams from the

cathodes of highly exhausted vacuum tubes, reached the

conclusion that these tiny particles constitute a new or

what he called a “fourth state” of matter. Until this

work of Crookes’ the hydrogen atom had been regarded

as the ultimate unit of matter, and it is not surprising

that this new theory met with no little strenuous opposi-

tion at the hands of the recognized authorities of the day.

It was not until the quantitative experiments on cath-

ode rays of Professor Thomson in 1897 that the scientific

world was entirely convinced of the soundness of the new
theory. These experiments, however, served to convince

the most skeptical that the hydrogen atom is not a solid

particle having a certain diameter, but is in itself a sys-

tem resembling in more than one particular our solar

system, and consisting for the most part of empty space.

In fact, through the work of Thomson, Rutherford, and

other eminent physicists, we know today that if the

hydrogen atom were enlarged to a diameter of one hun-

dred yards, the proton, or positively charged nucleus,

would have a diameter not greater than that of a pin-

head, and the one negatively charged electron, rotating

in its orbit about this proton, would not be greater in

diameter than the proton, and would have only l/1850th

of the mass of the proton.

In experimenting with the cathode rays. Professor

Thomson learned that the negatively charged particles
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composing the rays move with velocities varying between
20,000 and 50,000 miles per second, and that the mass
of the particles is about l/1850th of the hydrogen atom.
The fact that the introduction of magnetic and electric
fields into proximity with the vacuum tube in which the
rays are given off causes a deflection of the rays was
instrumental in determining the mass of the particles.
The dimensions of an electron are estimated at about

a hundred-thousandth of the dimensions of its orbit.
he electron, moving about one of a certain set of orbits,m the case of the hydrogen atom in which there is only

one electron, chooses the orbit nearest the nucleus. In
his case the distance between the nucleus and the nega-
ively charged satellite circling it is reckoned at half a
undred-millionth of a centimeter. The electron, swing-

about this tiny orbit, manages to cover about
every second. In doing this, it traverses

distance about its orbit 7,000,000,000 times in one-
1 lonth of a second. In the case of helium, the second
lement in the periodic series of the elements, there is a

t«r 1
charge on the proton, and consequently

proto^
swinging about on two orbits around the

to ‘1>« of ele-

on tte
positive unit of electricity

numter'^f i'!"
“ corresponding increase in the

Se^th ‘’“f;.
“““ 'Otollbrium may be

its thrp!^I
condition must hold. Thus, lithium, with

three electrn^^^
Positive electricity on the proton, has

corresDond[n
’ positive units, has a

with
of electrons; and uranium, finally,

prota ha? r. '‘““otoy on the

Sous 'in
° o'oottons revolving about its nu-

ing about Ihl
"toety-two electrons revolv-

off a coi“n?„di
“ “tor system mark

orbits he fn aifd"*
®“to‘iool orbits. These

nucleus.
tlnnensions about the positively charged
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When light is given off from an atom there is concrete

evidence at hand which leads us to the theory that the

radiation is due to the jumping of an electron to an orbit

nearer the nucleus of the atom. In this change the atom

loses energy into the surrounding medium in the form

of light waves. When an electron is transferred from

an orbit relatively near the nucleus to a point farther

away, energy is taken from the surrounding medium
which is utilized in making the change. There results

in this case an emission of light of a characteristic fre-

quency when light of the same or greater frequency has

been absorbed. The return of this electron to its first

orbit requires the addition of no energy from without;

instead, the process gives rise to light belonging to a line

of the atom’s spectrum.

The method by which an electron passes from one orbit

to another, presumably instantaneously, has not been

satisfactorily explained. It seems that the electron passes

from one orbit to another in no time at all. It is moving
in one orbit, and, without the passage of time, it is mov-
ing in another orbit. Perhaps there must come a com-
plete revision of our notions of time and space before we
can understand the intricacies of this opint.

It has been shown by experiment in measuring the

velocity of an electron at different speeds that the mass
increases as the velocity of light is approached, and that

the origin of the mass of the electron is purely electrical.

It is possible that the electron, then, is but a charge of

electricity, possessing, because of this charge, the charac-

teristic property of matter.

Another theory of the arrangement of electrons about

the atomic nucleus of an atom—a theory’ conflicting in

some points with that of Bohr, explained above—is that

proposed by G. N. Lewis and developed by I. Langmuir.

According to the Lewis-Langmuir theory, the electrons

are arranged around the nucleus in concentric spherical

shells. The atom, then, is static, and there is not as in

the Bohr theory the rapid rotation of the electrons about

the nucleus. The innermost shell can have no more than
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two electrons in it, the next no more than eight. For
elements of a higher atomic number than ten, the elec-
trons occupy more than two shells. This theory is utilizedm studying and predicting various chemical and physical
properties of elements.

Chemical reactions and changes are believed to involve
only the very outside electrons of the atom. These elec-
trons are known as valence electrons. In the case of
metals of high heat and electrical conductivity, the slight-
est change in potential in any part of that metal resultsm a stream of electrons passing from atom to atom,
t^ertain free electrons are believed in the case of such
metals to pass on by impact with one another their heat
vibrations. The fact, borne out by constant experimenta-
mn, that those metals having a high heat conductivity
also are high in conductivity of electricity, bears out this

There lies before the scientist and the inventor a vast
explored universe within the atom. Work has pro-

We may
cone

° development of the vacuum tube and the

as
development of the radio and the X-ray

significant evidence of the progress that has been

miracioe^^y^r® undreamed-of series of

to thp that it is due

of our sol
energy within the sun

its trL / tiody continues to give off

up w thL there is stored

acco^nr 1 sufficient energ>' to

rrearltb T --^t ofthis

selfish i!+

revealed today to a war-hardened,

of civilization
complete annihilation

mate mw ^^o^haps when man does solve the ulti-

wealth of
sufficiently wise to utilize the

revealed power to his advantage and uplift.



The Unworrying Tad
By F. Martin Howard

M iddleton, looking at his recently arrived guest

—

an old friend, though much younger than him-
self—whom he had not seen for a year or more,

marveled wistfully at the young man’s youth; at his
careless, easy-going manner; at his characteristic spirit

of insouciance, and his excellent trimness of figure and
charming good humor. Wherry was obviously an un-
worrying, light-hearted lad.

Middleton himself was an honest old man, a lovable
old chap. He had worked for the majority of his years
upon the modest salary of a bookkeeper of average ability,

in the meantime begetting and upbringing a liberal-sized

family. His pleasant, wrinkled old face evidenced a
most kindly disposition, but his bespectacled eyes were
not quite so bright as they had been in his earlier days,
before the years of toiling over ledgers and the debili-

tating worry of living. Now that he was in his fifties,

he looked upon young Wherry as embodying the essence
of youth. Wherry had long been an unsolved mystery
to the bookkeeper. Several years before, in a different

town, Middleton had been a bookkeeper in an office where
this youthful, good-natured, unworrjung guest of his had
been a very minor clerk. Yet this minor clerk had appar-
ently always lived well. And there had always been a
flare and a flash to Wherrj’—Wherrj’ the carefree and
the adorable.

And now, after two or three years. Wherry suddenly
drops in upon Middleton and his family. Twenty-six and
sparkling, he talked humorously in a light-hearted vein

with the whole family. His amber eyes and careless

smile endeared him to every one, young and old alike.

He dressed well, apparently as a matter of little con-

cern. In truth, Middleton had often marveled at this.

He himself drawing a more liberal pittance for his weary-
ing labor, found life ever difficult. Wherr}', always draw-
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i^ng the minimum pay, apparently fared weU and was
carelessly happy!

Tvna
queried at length, “have you ever

rned. Old Middleton was curious, and though his
u h was very pleasant, his book-wearied eyes behind

s glasses were serious and wondering.
Wherry’s body tensed imperceptibly; to the old book-

keeper, however, only a spirit born of a light mood was
laughed, lazily blowing cigarette

wifp
^ yet—uh—annexed a

banally, “I find it difficult

famiwt^^^
myself, to say nothing of a—uh—

hidrtpn’j It weariness

Thnno-v, u-
^ umber eyes just then, no one remarked it.

lessne,,
uncertain, his easy care-

belief
Middleton’s admiring

obvin, ^ ^ Wherry never worried over anything was

pertly, and the entire Middleton tribe laughed heartily.

retLnTncr Lr!
° Middleton, after

nioney to thp h
J“uch, went with the firms

In securing an
because of any difficulty

old bookW
^ b®‘^uuse the careful-souled

‘''' “'‘““l banking

sponsible. ^'*‘®‘=tly re-

refreshed after his midday meal with his

bad ionve7sp7
^^^^ative with young Wherry, who

Middleton
carelessly than usual,

dollar deposit toThe bank'"
two-thousand-

o’cL^ck beb!l'^^fv,"^°^®
crowded as usual. One

nr three huLn 1 \ two

Windows wH^ilpd"';
terminating at the various tellers’

enterinjr’thl K f fu" '""Patiently. Thus Middleton,8 he bank at his customary time, took his place
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at the rear of one of these uneven lines, finding himself,

as usual, near the door.

Some one took his place behind Middleton with no undue
notice. But when the old bookkeeper felt the crawling

clutch of a hand upon his deposit books of money, and the

simultaneous insinuation of something hard and pointed

against his left kidney, a shiver froze his back. More
by reason of an instinctive thought for his firm’s money
than by virtue of any thought for his own safety, he,

instead of meekly submitting, whirled uncertainly to one
side of the line in an erratic jump.

As quick as his turning had been, he caught but a swift

glimpse of a man with hat slouched low over his eyes, as

something spat flaming smoke with a loud report. Some-
thing whistled as it clattered into the top of the bank.

And even while Middleton looked about, striving to see

clearly through his glasses, there was a hasty, mad
scrambling at the entrance as the holdup man made his

exit, upsetting several incoming people. Within a very
short space of time there was another loud report out
upon the street.

Old Middleton, trembling with excitement, cached his

firm’s money hurriedly into his coat as he was perforce
ushered out of the bank by the maddened mob. And out
upon the sidewalk a still more excited mob was gather-
ing. Through the shifting openings made by the network
of nervously moving legs, Middleton could obscurely dis-

cern the figure of a man sprawled upon the street, with
a uniformed officer bending above him. Some one, then,
had been shot.

From some involuntary, some stronger impulse than
inspired by mere curiosity, Middleton with swift strength
shouldered and pushed his way through the crowd. The
policeman was busy above the prostrate form, angrily

commanding the mob to keep back and give the man air.

Seized by some subconscious foreboding, Middleton looked

on with quickening pulse.

The cop suddenly raised himself, and glancing about
at the crowd, directed a man to call an ambulance. Thus
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It was that Middleton was able to see clearly the fallen
^an. His dimming old eyes now flared up and peered
through his glasses in sudden horror. Amber eyes, dim
and rapidly drooping, having roved uncertainly about the
crowd, met his own.
“Why, Wherry, man! what’s all this?” asked the old

bookkeeper, his worn voice weak. He kneeled beside the
gure of the young man and gently raised his head with

a shaking arm. Wherry’s shirt was crimson, and blood
was issuing from his lax mouth. His eyes had closed
spasmodically, and when they opened weakly again theywc e moist old eyes of Middleton with poignant re-
morse.

lad, how did you happen to

pni,
the way?” Old Middleton was talking brok-

riPTif
^ grieved that Wherry should have been acci-

a y wounded for another’s attempted holdup.

hea^Hh!*^
^ closed tightly and he breathed

^ Ills mouth, passing

of boriv «
lungs. Only for his splendid stamina

y would he have been conscious at all.

tratf^'^
Middleton’s bespectacled eyes with

“I never-intended to be-
then Tk And,

older m
sl^iinued, slowly comprehending look in the

driven
continued uncertainly: “I seemed

and as if
only way out—” He coughed,

itself
that a sable curtain were draping

blood -^“Tf
^ ^ S^^sped through a trickle of

em drooneT'^'r*’"*-^^^"
• • •” His ambery s drooped in a glassy half-stare.

IntltTo? oriSL^oTting^
<(

years'l For

keep apice iV” 1 ‘‘o^er been able

<10-1 have nn.
prudently and economically as you

girl—who loves me quite as well as I her. But there
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has been no way out. I could not marry her when I could not
even take care of myself. ... My life has come to be a por-
tion of hell-and this seems but the one thing for me to do. God
as my witness, I did not come to see you with this in mind—butyou will not suffer for it; the company will not and it
will clear me. and I can marry her, and go way off some place and
begin all over again. . .

.”

With many repetitions and implorings for forgiveness
for what he intended to do within the day, the letter
ended, signed in young Wherry’s careless scrawl
Wherry himself—the careless, adorable, unworrying

young man with amber eyes—reposed stilly, coldly



Alone tn the Woods

Sy H. H. McMillan
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after dinner. A drove of our small friends came tagging

on behind as usual. As the afternoon passed and our

shadows lengthened, the children began to fall away, but

one little urchin followed close on our heels. He wore
his straw shoes off his feet and still, barefooted, he fol-

lowed. It was in the night when we returned to the city

weary and footsore, yet our small companion was with

us, unwilling to admit fatigue. Being solicitous for these

innocent and fun-seeking children, one hesitates to fire

his gun, knowing at the same time that the hillsides are

dotted with the country folk gathering straw, leaves, and
shrubs as cooking fuel for the city population.

So one can imagine what a day like this means to me
after twice seven years in a land where the woods are

gone and where one is so seldom alone.

But these were no ordinary' woods that I entered this

autumn day. They were laden with the sweetest and
most precious memories. My mind went swiftly back to

the time when I used to follow through these same woods
and swamps the “older” boys with their guns and dogs.

No clump of woods is ever the same to one who has
gone through them with John Charles McNeill. Here I

would come to where Arch and Jim twisted many a

rabbit out of that very same hollow gum. Here is where
Buck and I fought and finally killed the coon with dear
cost to ourselves and clothes. Those ducks flying over-

head remind me of the ducks we used to shoot on the
sandhills just after sunset. And so it goes as the after-

noon spends itself.

Those were happy, wholesome days, and today is a day
of memories, holding sweet communion with the past.

More than once I stopped and silently lifted my voice* to

God in gratitude for such a heritage.



Portraits

By Aeiex

J
IMMIE REDMON, aged six, is an anemic little piece
of a fellow, but he stands squarely upon his feet and
sticks a scrawny, dogged little chin out at the world.

His black hair might have been cut round a saucer, and
IS straight and shiny. He has started to school, and
a though the whole process of class work is a terrible
ore to him, there are recesses and “the giant strides.”

Giant strides, it may be explained to the uninitiated,
consist of a metal pole ten feet in height, to the top of
which is attached a revolving bearing with some eight or
ten chains dangling from it, their lower ends equipped
wi andles. During recess-time there is always a great
Clanging of these chains against the sides of the poles and
a great rush for places. Jimmy periodically is afforded

e privilege of being allowed to wind his chain aboutwose of the other children, with the result that he is

^ the others. His
uttle torso writhes with joy on such occasions, and his^ap ot happiness brims over.

® ^ deal of respect for his teacher. Miss

btw . "T"’ her when she has her

timo
however, become sadly bored at

nin,.i!’
^l^uses himself with the delightful pastime of

cahrerntM^^^ the tender

Sion
° Another diver-

of fi
endless possibilities is the throwing

tiny pebbles, scrupulously gathered during recess.

B
- r.

It

TTONS” WELCH rates as a sophomore, although
ne has already had two years at a large university.

tin« +
®hm-hipped youth, who wears, in addi-

latPo+°
hottest” of suspenders, an assemblage of the

vnto
^ sweaters, striped trousers, and loud cra-

ahiir,’^
spends all his spare time, of which he has an

dance, in the most popular smoke shop in town. He
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knows the betting odds on every football game worth
mentioning, and when poker-playing leaves him flush, he
risks five or ten on his favorite. In spite of the fact that
he considers himself quite a connoisseur of football teams,
he usually manages to lose his bets, upon which occa-

sions he is wont to “drown his sorrow” with the choice

distillate of old boots, waste paper, and rotten com. Hav-
ing had university training, it is but natural that he feels

just a slight sense of superiority to most of those about
him. Of course, there are a favored few, likewise habit-

ues of the smoke shops, whom Welch considers his friends.

He doesn’t like his new Alma Mater, being especially

disgruntled with the football team, the professors, the
buildings, and the class of students who attend. He is

not a literary person, but he is fond of having one of his
professors find him in the library reading The American
Mercury. He is peculiarly fond of the Americana section
in this periodical, and after acquainting himself with
the choice ignorance and grammatical blunders of the
worst newspapers in forty-eight states and the District
of Columbia, he strolls about the campus feeling immeas-
urably superior to the average man (all, of course, being
“average” except himself).

He considers himself a typical, blase, college man. As
such he couldn’t work up much enthusiasm over Lind-
bergh, and takes particular pains never to be, or appear
to be, thrilled over anything which delights his inferiors.
He envies George Jean Nathan his eminent position,
thinks the realism of Sinclair Lewis is the only kind worth
producing, and wishes other American writers could take
lessons from the profound Mr. Mencken.

HI

J
OSEPH ROSWELL HOUSTON, having tried vainly
for three successive years to make the college foot-
ball team, should be by this, his senior year, slightly

disgruntled. But Joe is not that kind of boy. He is no
longer a member of the squad, having been released
gently by the coach some three days after practice
started. But he is an ardent follower of the team, and
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never feels the slightest glow of guilty pleasure when the
team gets licked by some overpowering score. Joe is

unfortunate, in the modern point of view, in being much
of a dreamer. Once, after he had finally got into a high
school football game as a substitute, an eminence toward
which he had been toiling for months, he let a punt get

^ him and lost a perfectly good game for his school.
Most people, the coach included, attributed the error of
omission to plain dumbness, but as a matter of fact it
Was because Joe had become interested in a bank of
eathery

, golden clouds piled up in the east to reflect the
slanting rays of an afternoon sun.

Joe is yet a dreamer of dreams. There are dreams of
great train wrecks, in which he is the hero and is alone
nn unaided in saving the lives of hundreds of people.
(A rather indefinite procedure, but it worked out splen-
1 y in Joe’s mind.) There are dreams of making, in

some pa,inless and ill-defined manner, a million dollars and

H
^ bored gesture, a couple of hun-

thLgs^’^^'^^^”^
college for “gymnasiums and

Joe, as a consequence of these dreams, is alone much

f
he has formed the habit of walking

tif.,
involved in the ramifications of a par-

rio +
vision and is unaware of those stu-

sn^ " 7 he has gathered the reputation among

queer ® hit

He makes good grades in the work he likes and gets a
^ hke. He plans to teach

it f ^
leaves college, and may succeed. But

on t hurt him too terribly if he doesn’t.

S
IV

OMEONE has said of Paul Wilder that “he spends
all his waking hours regulating the world, and at
night goes to sleep and dreams he’s H. L. Mencken.’’

had a real nightmare of the
*here is little doubt that he does«pena a considerable proportion of his time worrying
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over the affairs of others—matters out of his control and
beyond his jurisdiction. To put it briefly, Paul feels him-
self divinely appointed as a sort of godfather to the uni-

verse, and it is easy to believe that the fall of a sparrow,
if it is not noted by God on high, is certainly carefully

watched and commented on by Paul Wilder.

One wonders, perceiving Paul for the first time, if it

matters much whether or not he is concerned with vast
world problems, and whether, in any case, his opinion
would matter much one way or the other. For he is an
unattractive, abject bit of humanity. He is short and
pudgy, with dark oily skin, and a dank, heavy mop of
hair pushed wearily back from a pale forehead. His
general appearance belies the fiery blueness of his eyes,
which are always peering anxiously from behind beetling
eyebrows. The fact that he is overweight and carries
his excess avoirdupois badly would indicate to a stranger
a laziness that is utterly lacking in Paul’s makeup. True,
he doesn’t run about when there’s nothing happening, but
only let a fire break out within the town, or let out a
rumor that there’s an interesting (even mildly interest-
ing) case on the municipal court docket, or that a visiting
professor of astronomy has come to the college chapel for
a lecture—let any one of these or a thousand other minor
incidents be brought to Paul’s attention, and watch those
pudgy pounds get up and go.

Paul should be a newspaper reporter. He has a nose,
as well as eyes, ears, hands, and feet, for news. On the
other hand, he should be in politics. To hear him speak,
one would gather the impression that he is absolutely
familiar with all phases of politics, and knows every weak-
ness of each party and faction. But there are so many
other things with which Paul is perfectly familiar that I,

who am not so versatile in the affairs of other people, am
loth to suggest a career for him. But, poor fellow, he has
gone, lo, these years without choosing a definite work
for himself. It’s hard to understand. He knows how to
advise everybody else what to do, and finds time to do
so ; but he never got around to himself.



Some Cameos
(In Imitation of the Japanese Verse Form)

By Edwin B. Doziek

the CHERRYBLOSSOM
A pink floweret,

Almost forgotten among
The green and umbrette,

Endures until evensong

Gently hides her from the throng.

THE MAPLE
Golden leaves, and red

Tinged, grace anew the same
Old tree, kissed hy winds

:

Autumn paints in color-flame

Beauty’s soul for ev’ry name.

THE BOAT-RIDE

Swish and splash the oar
Strikes the dark and trembling sea

;

Swish and splash, and more.
Stroke on stroke the boat with me
Glides down the moon-track for thee.



Book Iofthe Faerie Quee?/e: A Study

By A. L. Atoock

W HEN Spenser began his Faerie Queene, in which he

had for a "general end ... to fashion a gentle-

man or noble •person in vertuous and gentle dis-

cipline," ^ he apparently had a well worked out plan in his

mind, as is indicated by his letter to Sir Walter Raleigh.^

The Fairy Queen held her annual feast of twelve days. On
each day some knight undertook an adventure to right a wrong.

The first was this. In the beginning of the feast, there presented
hlmselfe a tall clownishe younge man, who falling before the Queen
of Fairies desired a boone (as the manner then was), which during
that feast she might not refuse: which was that hee might have
the atchievement of any adventure, which during the feaste should
happen, that being graunted, he rested him on the floore, unfitte

through his rusticity for a better place. Soone after entred a
falre Ladye in mourning weedes, riding on a white Asse, with a
dwarfe behind her leading a warlike steed, that bore the Armes of
a knight, and his speare in the dwarfes hand. Shee falling before
the Queene of Faeries, complayned that her father and mother an
ancient King and Queene, had bene by an huge dragon many years
shut up in a brasen Castle, who thence sullred them not to yssew:
and therefore besought the Faery Queene to assygne her some
one of her knights to take on him that exployt. Presently that
clownish person upstarting, desired that adventure: whereat the
Queene much wondering, and the Lady much gainesaying, yet
he earnestly Importuned his desire. In the end the Lady told
him that unlesse that armour which she brought, would serve
him (that is the armour of a Christian man specified by Saint
Paul V. Ephes.) that he could not succeed in that enterprise, which
being forthwith put upon him with dewe furnitures thereunto, he
seemed the goodliest man in al that company, and was well liked
by the Lady. And eftesoones taking on him knighthood, and
mounting on that strange Courser, he went forth with her on that
adventure: where beglnneth the first booke, vx.

A gentle knight was prickling on the playne. *c.s

I Letter from Speneer to Sir Walter Raleigh, dated Jaajarr XS ISM and nuh-
liahed with the first three books of the Faerie Oaeeiw. ISM.

'

3 ibid.
8 Ibid.
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This knight, afterwards known as the Eedcrosse Knight from
t e red cross on his shield, is accompanied hy the suppliant

Canto I riding on the white ass, and the dwarf
walking. As they proceed across the plain a storm

arises and they seek refuge in some nearby woods, where they
ecome lost. After wandering around for some time, thev
come to “Errours den’’—

A monster vile, whom God and man does hateM

Redcrosse, after being almost overcome, enmeshed in the
ragon s coils, slays the dragon and the company proceed.
Soon they meet a hermit who leads them to his cell and

0 ers them his hospitality for the night. It turns out that this
ermit is none other than Archimago, an enchanter. By means

0 a seductive dream-spirit in the shape of Una, Archimago
nes to poison the knight’s mind against Una, but fails. Then
Canto II Ilia dream-spirit resembling Una and

th A
resembling a squire and, placing them in

lie bed together, calls in the Eedcrosse knight. Convinced that

witl
kmglit rushes away, carrying the dwarf

hpJ
^

f
she follows him, herself in turn

Kniglit
Archimago, who is disguised as the Eedcrosse

th^^l
Eedcrosse proceeds on his journey with

P 7 ,«,

^ knight accompanied by a lady. A fight

ladv°Vr
strange knight, Sansfoy, is slain, and the

Dnf’
calls herself Fidessa, but who is really the witch

bv
P^'clciiding that she is a king’s daughter held captive

undt If >-est

beeins
‘lie knight breaks a twig that

heart

" V the witch Duessa, he and his sweet-

thefr he restored to

tbau "°T'
‘‘"‘5'“’* >“<'?- ”»a«

^plkXur”'
*
^“erie Queene. I. i. 3.
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Canto III
meantime Una, in search of her knight,

meets a lion which fawns upon her and follows

and protects her. Seeing a rustic girl, Abessa, Una follows

her home, much to the horror of the girl and her mother, Cor-

ceca, who fear the lion. During the night Kirkrapine tries to

get into the house with some presents for this girl Abessa, who
is his mistress, but as he enters, the lion springs on him and

kills him. Una and her guard fare forth the following morn-

ing, and she meets Archimago, whom she mistakes for the Eed-

crosse Knight, so perfect is his disguise and his explanation

for having left her. She is disillusioned when Archimago is

overthrown in a fight with another strange knight, Sansloy.

Una becomes the captive of Sansloy, who kills her lion.

Canto IV
-^fter reviving from her pretended swoon,

Duessa guides the Rcdcrosse Knight to the House
of Pride. Here they find revelry and feasting. In a very elab-

orate pageant. Pride, or Lucifera, is drawn in a chariot by six

animals, each of which is ridden by one of her counselors who,
with her, represent the Seven Deadly Sins. Idleness rides an
ass. Gluttony a pig. Lechery a goat. Avarice a camel. Envy a

wolf, and Wrath a lion. In this pageant Duessa takes a promi-
nent place and seems to feel very much at home; the knight,

however, stands somewhat aloof. Sansjoy comes in and chal-

lenges the Redcrosse Knight to combat for having killed Sans-

foy, Sansloy’s brother. Duessa has the combat arranged for

the following day and secretly promises Sansjoy her aid.

Canto V combat that follows, Redcrosse over-

throws Sansjoy and is about to kill him when
Duessa interposes a cloud and makes him invisible to the con-

queror. The witch then pretends to hail the Knight of the

Redcrosse victor, and exclaims.

Thine the shield, and I, and all.

That night, however, she carries Sansjoy to hades, where Ac
has his wounds healed and him restored to life and health.

The dwarf, who has been investigating, learns the true nature

of the castle and warns the knight of their danger; they fice.

When Sansloy, Una’s captor, tries to make her “the vassall of
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Canto VI pleasures vilde,” first by entreaty and then by
force, he is surprised and scared by “a troupe of

J<mnes and Satyres.” Una dwells with these simple folk for a
I e, and is finally rescued by one Sir Satyrane, with whom

s e sets out to find her lost knight. They meet a man who tells
em that Redcrosse has been slain. Sir Satyrane goes in pur-

suit of the slayer, and they fight. His opponent is the same
uig t who had overthrown Archimago disguised as the Red-
osse Knight and had captured Una. Una, fearing recapture

b^li
^ Sansloy, flees, pursued by Archimago, who,

uiuden, had witnessed the combat and her flight.

Canton VII Upon her return from hades, Duessa sets out
®ud the Redcrosse Knight; she finds him

eated near a fountain, the waters of which have made him

th7 Orgoglio finds them and makes

tPo™
®PP‘‘*'uutly a very willing one, becoming

with^!r”V^
mistress. The dwarf, seeing his master fall, goes

storv r
to find Una. He tells her the whole

mw>f
” -^jchimago’s trickery and Duessa’s treachery. They

his / and squire who turn out to be Arthur and

to

Canto VIII Arriving at the giant’s castle, they find Duessa

Arthur 1
" dragon, a “many-headed beast.”

about
^ tn a conflict. When Arthur is

shield

® oome the covering falls from his shield and the

the cL
' then kills the giant and slays

lie takerti'
dungeon beneath the castle,

free
®«ts the Redcrosse Knight

in ail
duessa, exposing her

After «r
iiideousness for the vile witch that she really is.

Kedcrosl^r^
enough for the Knight of the

0 recuperate, the company set out once more.

Canto IX <^n the journey Arthur tells of his birth and

also t 11 I

education under Timon and Merlin. He

tU " r-T Inly »•!.. ».nc hi„ i„ .

part A
'^^0 knights then exchange gifts and

’ eoing his way and Una and her knight going
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theirs. As they proceed they meet a man fleeing from Despair.
They go to Despair’s den, where Redcrosse, persuaded by
Despair, attempts to commit suicide. He is rescued by Una,
who reminds him of his mission, and they continue their jour-
ney, arriving soon at the House of Holiness.

Canto X House of Holiness they meet the sis-

ters Faith, Hope, and Charity, and their serv-
ants, Zeal, Humility, Obedience, and Reverence. Redcrosse
also meets Patience, Amendment, Remorse, Penance, Mercy,
and others, and is there purged of his sins and beaten with flails
until ho is purified and ready for his final adventure. After a
few days spent in contemplation, he and Una set out on the
final lap of their journey.

Canto XI knight and Una finally arrive at her
father s castle, which is besi^ed by the dragon.

Redcrosse immediately begins his fight with the dragon. The
baUle rages with varying fortunes until the dragon pushes the
knight into a well (or spring) at the close of day. This well
happens to be the Well of Life, and by the neat morning the
knight IS recovered from his injuries and is as fresh as ever
ready to renew the battle. The knight is again sorely wounded
and almost killed by the sting in the dragon’s tail; he is re-
vived a second time by the fruit of a nearby tree and ’the stream
that flows near it. On the third day he is completely victori-
ous, slaying the dragon and thus freeing the captives. Una
approaches, and they enter the castle rejoicing. ‘

Canto XII champion are welcomed by her !

mother and father, and the knight, who has now
|

proved his worth (“won his spurs”), is promised Una for his
|

bride. The people turn out in large numbers to view the slain 1

dragon, and in this scene occurs one of the few touches of humor
found in Spenser’s work. The wedding is postponed for a time
by a message from Duessa, brought by none other than the
crafty Archimago. Duessa claims that the Redcrosse Knight
13 engaged to marry her. The whole plot is disclosed, Archi-
mago 18 imprisoned, and Una and her knight are married.
After this the Redcrosse Knight spends only a few days with
his bride; then he returns to finish his service for his Faerie
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Queene. Thus in his first book Spenser traces Holiness through
IS trials, temptations, and conquests.
In structure this book is less complicated than some of those
at ollow it. If we forget for the time being that Spenser

th
^ purpose in the first book of his Faerie Queene
an that of telling a story, I think we would be justified in

eading and enjoying it for that alone. The plot is fairly well

i

or e out, and the action is fast enough to keep the reader
erested. The hero and heroine set out with a definite goal

th
^ chance to prove himself. Then

^

0 VI am appears in the person of Archimago and causes the

then
become estranged. The “other woman”

of
appearance in Duessa, and there follow a series

lovpr
ufter which, through divine intervention the

marrlrtt
triumphed in the end, the hero

punished
’ accomplices are duly

stories hv h succeeding

"Vices of his sovereign, the Fairy Queen.

intr!dl!' Spenser not only

those in^ A^'^ J
uracters, but he also carries over several of

carefullv^k
the first book, thus making the plot less

ment sn^ ^"i'*

topther and more complicated and the move-ment some ,iat slower. It was not his primary purpose, how-

gentleman n
^oteresting story, as such, but “to farfiion a

n /
vertuous and gentle discipline,

totie hatrV°-*^/»
private morall vertues, as Aris-

^ork as an J i

^
to study this

Thn m- ,

®®°'‘y.that Its full significance becomes apparent.

^ame 0,/T
of the allegory in the first book of the

i^ed briZ
" Winstanley may be summar-

saint of^nirla d" J as the patron

in Zrcht il
^^‘'^^'’^Truth (Una) or Protestantism,

^vagon of sin v‘'il"r’
to slay the

Truth he cn
mankind in subjection. Aided by

Hyprdcrisv
separated from Truth by

^ (Ajchimago) or Catholicism, and is then led by
°

Ralelsh, op. oil.
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Duessa (false-faith) or another phase of Catholicism, to the

House of Pride. Una, or Truth, being found and defended by

the lion, or power of Eeason, Truth and Season terrify Corceca

(Blind Devotion) and Abessa (Superstition). Attacked by
Lawlessness (Sansloy), Truth is rescued by the satyrs—plain,

uncultivated people who receive Truth when the upper class

cast it aside. Redcrosse, escaping from the House of Pride, is

captured by Orgoglio, another type of Pride, and is rescued

by Truth and by Arthur, the perfection of all the virtues. “The
wicked Duessa is stripped and exposed.” Weakened by the

consciousness of sin and having lost his moral courage, he falls

a victim to Giant Despair, hut is rescued by Truth, who takes

him to the House of Holiness. Purified here by Kepentance
and Penance, fortified by Faith, Hope, and Charity, and
strengthened by a short period of contemplation, he sets forth

again. Succeeding in slaying the dragon of sin, he is rewarded
by his marriage to Truth, “typifying without doubt the final

acceptance of Protestantism by the English nation.” ®

Padelford has somewhat the same attitude about the ethical

meaning of the allegory in this book
;
he links it up very closely

with the theology of Calvin, giving numerous quotations from
Calvin’s Institutes with parallel passages from The Faerie

QueeneJ

In the spirit of this theology, Spenser chooses as the hero of the
first book "a tall clownish young man who rested him on the floore,

unfitte through his rusticity for a better place,” yet who, when clad

in the armor of a Christian man, “seemed the goodliest mon in all

that company,” so recreated was he by the Grace of God.
It is thus the grace of God that converts this rustic into a pro-

fessed knight of holiness, and likewise it is the grace of God alone
that establishes him as an actual knight of boliness-S

This, the author points out, is illustrated in several instances.

Having been separated from Truth and made a prisoner by
Orgoglio, another type of Pride, Redcrosse is helpless and is

only rescued by Arthur, “the personification of the grace of

God.” Yielding to a fit of religious melancholia, and about

•Lilian WIntUnInr (aditor), Sptnttr: Tkt Fuiri, Qutrmt. Bm* /. Cainbri<ls*>
1924, pp. vlil-ix.

T Frederick Morsan Padelford, "SpenMT and tl>e Tbeoim of CaMn.** Uoitr*
Phaoloeu. V, 12 (1914), pp. 1-18.

« vamn. afooer

* Op. cit„ pp. 12-18.
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to commit suicide, he is saved by Truth, who snatches the
agger from his hand and reminds him that he is one of God’s

e ect. In the House of Holiness there “is a pictoral setting-
ort 1 in systematic form of the mode of obtaining the grace of
od, and of Christian growth therein.” a

Miss Winstanley has also worked out a very elaborate and
detail^ political allegory for this book.io Since it is rather
dag, shall only indicate her identification of the chief charac-
ers Duessa as she first appears is Mary Tudor. In the last
an 0 s e is Mary, Queen of Scots. Orgoglio represents Philip

ot Spain. The imprisonment of the Eedcrosse Knight, the
religious genius of England, in the castle of Orgoglio repre-

0^1^ r ^ marriage and the temporary triumph of

tho
° Duessa does not want Kedcrosse killed, but in

the ZTL of Spain). Arthur, who resouea

Or^o^l
as Leicester. Ignaro, the keeper of

Archfnl^
^ ignorance under the Catholic rule,

an eS""’! f Hypocrisy, is identified as

Bishop of'^W^
1°

Church of Rome, Stephen Gardiner,

ton Hun
i® identified as Elizabeth Bar-

Corceca or hlf ^
raonk or nil

Kirkrapine is a representative

solved the mn T Henry, who dis-

Thomas ‘^^®thers, Sansfoy is Sir

Reginald ^ol^
Courtenay; and Sansjoy,

credit for this’,’

Wnistanley does not claim the entire

Hpton made
but suggests that Padelford and

“idjorparfofiTTH'''®^'!!'”"part of It, and considers it a valuable bit of scholarship.

lieve.^the the allegory in Book I is, I be-

to SpenseriarLLT t been able to make
est. I have -inn A

and will, i trust, prove of general Inter-e spared no pains to make it accurate.i*

WTOcf U
inlcrprctation ot SpouKr’, .llegor, be

-w Pur’occ
‘ I'i'wedo-l to

P 0 fashion a gentleman or noble person in vertu-

lor*’;
®'*" r- IS.

“ Op op. «t., pp. viii-xHii.
Op. cit.; pi

**'''• "°‘®» ® “nS 4.
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ous and gentle discipline,” but has also given an excellent alle-

gorical political history of an interesting period in the life of

the English nation.

Perhaps one of the most outstanding pictures in this book

is the pageant in the House of Pride. In this Spenser has

pictured the deadliest of the Seven Deadly Sins, Pride, drawn

in a chariot by six animals on which are mounted the other

sins, her counselors. Though in his use and treatment he has

made the picture his own, the device is an old one, and was

used by his predecessors and contemporaries. Professor Lowes
has made a study of this pageant and its antecedents with some

very interesting results. The following tabulation will show

his comparison between Spenser’s and Gower’s use of the Seven

Deadly Sins. The order of the sins is Spenser’s; numerals

indicate Gower’s.

SIN
BEAST OBJECT CARRIED

Gower Spbnsb Gown SraMSB

Pride Hon. mintM*
breviary
bousing can
burning heart
[gold]
[toad]
burning brand

Idleness (8)......... aaa.

Gluttony (5)
Lechery (6)

wolf ...

ffoat
awixM.
ffoat..

kite ( H- veasel of wine)

Avarice (4).......^

Envy (1 ).....

horse. ........

doff...............

cameL
wolf

hawk (-4- boorces)

Wrath (2)_ boar lion. ..

SIN

Pride -
Idleness (8)
Gluttony (6)
Lechery (6)
Avarice (4)
Envy (1

Wrath (2)

MALADY
Gown SrsNsn

frenrv

fever
drotxsy
pox (?)
Boot
leproay
•pleen. paky. etc.

leprosy

eardiade - -

The writer then discusses at some length the different objects

carried by the sins and the maladies with which the sins are

afflicted. He accounts for the difference in the treatment by

the two poets by considering the purpose each had in mind.

Spenser has all of his sins masculine except Pride or Luci-

fera. The reason for this is obvious when we remember that

they are Pride’s “six sage Counsellours.” To heighten the

effect and to bring out more clearly the characteristics of each

18 J. L. Lowe*. **Spcnter and the Mirrpur O9 t P, M, L. XXI^
(n. a. XXH). 888-462.
This tabic { from pave 898.

14 Oitcctic, I. Hi. 28.
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SID, Spenser uses four devices. First he pictures the character
Itself, with its attributes. Then he places it on a beast that
would be most easily associated with that particular sin, as
Gluttony and the swine. Each carries in its hand an appropri-
ate emblem, and finally each has a disease which illustrates
something of the qualities of the sin—Gluttony and dropsy
eing one of the best illustrations.

Another table by the same writer^® shows the manner in
which the Seven Deadly Sins were depicted in four works, and
the similarity of treatment. Only the beasts are given. The
table follows

:

SIN

Pride
Idleness...,

Gluttony.,
Lechery
Avarice..."
Envy
Wrath....!

GOWER SPENSER ASSEMBLY OF
THE GODS

lion

asR....

wolf
Koat goat coat.

dog
boar....

wolf
Hon

elephant
wolf
boar.

ASCREN
RIWLE

lion
bear
sow
scorpion
fox
adder
unicorn

ere is no special attempt here to show that Spenser is
especially indebted to the other works, but to show that the
even Deadly Sins was a very popular theme, especially as

Dandled in pageantry.

Spenser’s Hou^ of Pride reminds one of Chaucer’s Hotu of
ttwie, not from identically similar incidents, but from the gor-

geousness of the whole, and general “impressions.” In Chaucer
^6 get a revue of the famous (and infamous) persons of an-
tiquity, while in Spenser we get a parade of the Seven Deadly
>DS. Both houses have very insecure foundations. Let us

consider first the IIous of Fame,

That stood upon so high a roche,
Hyer slant ther noon in Spaine.

But at the laste espeyed I,

And found that hit was, everydeel,
A roche of yse, and not of steel.

Thought I, ‘By seynt Thomas of Kent!
This was a feeble foundement
To bilden on a place hye;
He oughte him litel glorifye
That her-on hilt, god so me savel’i#

w kr'w *’*’• P- 899-
« Hout of Fame, Bk. 3, 11.11I6-11SG.
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As to Spenser’s House of Pride, we find that

—

It was a goodly heape for to behould,

And spake the praises of the workman’s wit;

But full great pittie. that so faire a mould
Did on so weake foundation ever sit:

For on a sandie hill, that still did flit.

And fali away, it mounted was full hie.

That every breathe of heaven shaked it:

And all the hinder parts, that few could spie.

Were ruinous and oid, but painted cunningly.iT

Another one of the many passages in Spenser that remind
one of Chaucer is the catalog of trees given in this book.**

A similar catalog appears in Chaucer’s Knight’s TaleA^ Miss
Winstanley calls attention to another passage in Chancer^®
from which she thinks Spenser copied his.2* In the same con-

nection she calls attention to the fact that Spenser at times
adopts a Chaucerian habit of noting time by the constellations

and by the positions of the stars, quoting several passages from
each to illustrate. His use of astronomy, however, is not con-

fined to the Faerie Queene, but he uses it in the Shepheardes
Calendar and other pastorals.

Other instances of Chaucer’s direct influence on Spenser
might be noted. He is also indebted to numerous other writers,

as every author is, and is especially indebted to the general

influence of the Renaissance. To study his sources would be to

review most of the literature existing when he wrote. As
numerous streams are gathered into one vast reservoir and
their energy is there changed and sent out over thousands of

wires, just so Spenser is, as it were, a vast storehouse where
the streams of literature have been gathered, and, being re-

vitalized and given a new impetus, have flown into the poetical

“Pierian Spring” of every important poet since his day.

The more one reads and studies Spenser the better he is able

to appreciate what Hazlitt must have had in mind when he

said, “Of all the poets, he is the most poetical.”22 J. B.

Fletcher has interpreted the appellation “The Poet’s Poet” as

n FairU Quetne, I, iiti, S.
IS I. I, 8-9.
IS 11.2919-29ZS.
^ParUment of FotdeM. 11.178-182.
SI Op. eit., p. liv.

*2 William Hailitt. /.aefurat on tho Englith Potto. Srm York. 1M9. p. 11.
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meaning that Spenser is read mostly by poets or that many
poets are indebted to him. 23 The latter is very true, and holds
good with the more modern poets as well as with those immedi-
^ely following Spenser. The poets of the English Romantic
ovement were especially indebted to him. Keats was an

3r ent admirer of The Faerie Queene, and some of his earliest
P etry is a direct tribute to Spenser. 24 Corson says of Keats:

English poet who has used the Spenserian stanza,

stanz^^^
“Hated so fully the spirit of Spencer, before using his

effectfv
Keats, and to this fact may be partly attributed his

lovino.
^ organ lor his imagination in its ‘lingering,

lag, Particularlng mood’ 25

e Eve of St. Agnes is perhaps one of Keats’ most successfulems written in this stanza. He seems not only to have used

^ Sood deal of the Spen-

Shell
in ilia Childe Harold,

Thom? ”1
^donais. Tennyson in his Lotos-Eaters, andmson had used it in his Cattle of Indolence.
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in the fi

examples of his ability along this line are found
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as sh
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' in her father’s home; but

up in 1

opposite, Duessa, as she is shown

could weP
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Orthir n' “'S'-' rio'ot.r, Hunt, and o.hnr,nim the Painter of the Poets.” 2 8
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Englith Verte. Boston, 189S. p, 24
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pp, 62-l”o.” Imagiiuitioti. London. 1891.
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“The Student is designed to advance

the educational interests of the State,

to encourage and develop the taste for

literary effort in the students and alumni of the College,

and to be a means of instruction and pleasure to all who
may read it.”

The above words compiose a part of the first paragraph

of the first editorial of the first Wake Forest Student,

that of January, 1882. In the first regular issue of THE
Student for 1928-29 can there be found a better keynote,

a better statement of policy, than this stately bit of Vic-

torian rhetoric?

“To advance the educational interests of the State.”

This seems today somewhat ambitious, if not presump-

tuous. But who is to say that there is not yet a need for

such an advancement? It is a far cry from 1882 to 1928,

but there is still room for enlightenment, and perhaps

after all there does rest with the editors of The Student
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a heritage and a potential power for constructive work
in this respect.

"To encourage and develop the taste for literary effort
in the students and alumni of the College.” Surely this
IS an aim towards which The Student may well work
oday. There has never been and will never be a time
en the man who is able to express himself forcefully

an well, whether on paper or by word of mouth, does
no enjoy an advantage over his neighbor not so well
equipped. Our ideas have undergone striking changes in
niany particulars since 1882, and we of the younger gen-
eration sometimes tend to feel that anything farther back

hopelessly out of date and not to be consid-
e 0 ay. But we have not in our most advanced think-
g gone beyond the above sentence—“To encourage and
ve op a taste for literary effort . . .” Certainly this
an important function of the college of liberal arts of

yeaS’aSr
^"o^her editor, forty-six

• •• To be a means of instruction and pleasure to all

STunJSf for the new

paired
through the years, from the tanned old

ment Pn
magazine of another day, this frag-

other ?! ^ toiling in an-

belipv.^
^ "'o reason to

blairp
instruction to a restless, wandering assem-

staLard^^”"^ methods have brought new

But
concepts, and new, increasing demands,

montliu
entering this work of editing the College

instrucLlT^^f^?® ^ '^oth

otherstr students and any

honest effn
Pitting our hearts and our

to wlin
^ Student, and we hope that thoseWhom we are writing will bear with us.

and
will appreciate suggestions from students

1928 M *"®"^bers, and hopes that The Student of

of the pa^t
^ successor to those tomes
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‘The Great God
Football”

Such is the title of an article in the cur-

rent issue of Harper’s Monthly. Mr.

John R. Tunis, under whose name this

suggestive piece of work appears, is making the point,

and justifying it by a recitation of gate receipts and ex-

penditures at a number of the larger universities of the

country, that America worships beyond all else about this

time of the year the Great American Game, football.

According to Mr. Tunis, the Game has become an obses-

sion with us, and we are paying such homage to it as

would delight even Gaius Julius himself.

All of this may or may not be true. But it occurred to

us that there is another and perhaps more important way
in which we of the colleges enslave ourselves to the Game.
To be sure we go to see the games. Everj'body does.

But the striking thing is that we must follow our favorite,

whether it is up the peaks of sudden glory or down past

the crags of the valley beneath. And when we lose, no
matter how good sports we may be, we can’t keep down
that feeling of despair. Sometimes, in a half-hearted

effort to forget our sorrow, we jest playfully after our
team has gone down in the slough of despond. “Oh, well,”

we say with our lips, “it’s only a football game.” But the

Great God Football, looking down from his eminence,
chuckles softly and knows that our spirits, keyed so

highly but a few short hours since, are leaden and gray,
and that life for us is a complete and dismal failure.

But Time, the great healer, works hand in hand with
the Great God Football, and this latter personage chuckles
again as he sees our spirits rise with the passing hours
and hears us as we ask our neighbor, whose heart has also

been leaden, what he thinks about our chances in the

coming game with Rah Rah College.

And there is yet another chuckle when our neighbor,

he of the erstwhile leaden heart, replies: “If you ask me,

we’ve got at least an even break, and a dam good chance

to win!”
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EflSciency Where Mattison, of the 1929 Howler,
It Is Needed happily combined the time, the

His clear, crispmement at chapel recently of the affairs of The Howler

tinn
^ worthy of commenda-

^ ^ statement is badly

onp
'4..^^® annual was mismanaged in more than

niio
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in no '"n
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annual
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^ sections. Also, Mattison
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^
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misplaced pictures in the
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^hich they shoulfapS"^
students in the classes in
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management might be mentioned.

The Howlpr V?
Mattison and the staff of

the studlits
^ Position clear, have taken

forestalled anv f
•

confidence, and have, at the outset,stalled any friction which might have developed later.

Voluminous the reports being circulated against
’Vhispers the principals in the current political cam-

more vigoroiw^?^" rejoices that a

been res^terto
‘=f/"Pai«m propaganda has not

endless arrlt nf'
whispers toward which an

their venom f

^ Political speakers and writers have cast

termed stavp
months have been well

thought of
°"® shudders at the very

ern s^ateA
shouting campaign"! So far as the south-

at the
the “whispers,” ere they arrive

voices f^ have become stentorianand are being hurled from the front pages of he
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newspapers and from public platforms. The first time

a “whisper” is heard it is consuming two-column block

headlines on the front pages of the press and is receiving

space on the editorial page.

To cite an example, we hear, by way of the newspaper,

that Miss Mary Doe has seen A1 Smith, under the influ-

ence of intoxicating beverages, driving an automobile at

a reckless pace down Broadway. Along with the whisper,

the Associated Press tells us that Smith cannot drive an

automobile. Hoover is declared by the Governor of Mis-

sissippi in a public speech, broadcast over the radio and

the wires of numerous newspaper services, to have

- stopped over in Mississippi and paid a call on a dusky citi-

zen of that state. Republican headquarters prove, in the

next day’s papers, that Hoover did not call on said dusky
citizen, and that the Governor was talking through his

hat.

One thing is certain. So long as whispering is conduct-

ed under public supervision, and is corrected by wary
campaign managers before it is well on its way, there is

little danger of serious damage one way or the other.
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/ Think of You

By Charles A. Maddry

In early morn
The sun new-born,
I think of you.

At midday bright

With noon-sun bright,
I think of you.

When evening falls

And slumber calls,

I think of you.

So be it morn or noon or night.
In all my thoughts I have delight.
Because I think of you.



Something Different

By F. Maktix Howard

W ITH a clicking whir Brant Stafford pulled the copy
from the typewriter, swung his chair about lazily,

and propping a lengthy leg across the edge of the

desk, scanned through the item he had just written.

Obviously his liking for the content was but an indiffer-

ent one. Same old thing, he said to himself for the sev-

eral-hundredth time. Always the same dry local items of

news: commonplaces of the State building, brief write-

ups of dry lectures, the routine of city court.

Brant, young reporter on the Morning Herald, heartily

wished that he might get a break to write something
different. He was fed up to nauseation with his limita-

tion to city news. For Brant Stafford, newswriter, har-
bored the secret conviction that, given a chance by the
gods—of even the minor god in the front editorial sanc-
tum—he could punch out upon his typewriter a very com-
mendable feature story, one that would be mentioned
for its freshness of style and originality of handling. His
limitation to city stuff was hampering his style, as it

was ; he craved to write something different.

He glanced again at the copy he had just withdrawn
from the typewriter.

“The Sea-Gull, new and elaborately finished yacht
of T. Hayden Roberts, editor of the Morning Her-
ald, will break its mooring tomorrow afternoon for
its maiden voyage, having on board besides its

Captain McKenzie and crew, its owner and ”

And thereafter followed the names of the party as

Brant had hammered them out upon the machine, with a

brief concluding paragraph explaining that the smart new
Sea-Gull with its party would take a cruise of several
weeks, swinging down the Southern coast and ultimately
out to a group of tropical islands.

Well, conceded Brant, after glancing through the copy,
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thonJv,^^
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“Have you written up the item about the old man’s
yacht ?”

“Yes, sir.” Brant threw the copy upon the editor’s

desk,

Billings glanced through it hurriedly. “Still think
we’re keeping genius confined by keeping you on the
local beat?” He glanced at Brant’s young face, his eyes
twinkling.

The young reporter colored. “Well, sir, local stuff is a
bit dry. I’d like to try my hand at something different.”

Editor Billings smiled dryly. “Hum-m-m. That’s not
a bad ambition, but it all proves dry and routine when
you grind away at the business long enough.”
He was thoughtful a minute. “The old man,” he con-

tinued abruptly, “wants one of the staff to go with his
party on the yacht cruise tomorrow.” He watched the
young reporter’s face.

Brant’s face warmed at this and his eyes kindled.
“Nixon,” the editor added, referring to the Herald’s

feature writer, “Nixon, you know ”

Brant’s new-born enthusiasm faded. Of course, there
was Nixon—he was the feature writer. “I suppose he’ll

cover the trip, then?” He spoke his thoughts aloud
almost unconsciously. There was a faint trace of disapn.

pointment.

“Nixon,” Billings went on, “is covering that case at
Bankston.”

Brant’s hope revived. Perhaps he would be sent to
Bankston, then, to take Nixon’s place on the murder trial.

“I suppose he will come in from Bankston tonight?” he
asked, failing to consider the interruption.

“No, he won’t come in from Bankston tonight,” the lit-

tle editor’s firm mouth said with mock asperity. “Quit in-

terrupting me!”
Brant mumbled a word of apology and grinned. Editor

Billings at that grinned too. “Nixon,” he said, “is going
;

to remain through the case at Bankston. You’re going ;

with the old man and his party. It’s your vacation time,
j

anyway.” 1
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of Their Educational Contributmis

By Gladys Sledd

TO compare and analyze the contributions of Locke
and Comenius, we must first know the educational
aims of these two men, what their conception of

education was, and the method each developed.' Accord-
ingly I shall first discuss each man separately, with refer-
ence to these points. With the facts before us I shall
then discuss the educational contributions of each man

Religion determined for Comenius his educational aim.
When I speak of religion here, I do not mean the religious
education of the reformation, which worked only for the
regeneration of the indvidual, and consisted mostly of
scripture reading, and the learning of the catechism, but
the religious idea of Comenius that worked for the good of
society as well as the individual. These two religious con-
ceptions are similar, but their fundamental purposes were
different. With Comenius the ultimate religious end was
to obtain moral control over oneself, which could only be
secured by knowledge of oneself and of all things.
Comenius had this idea because he considered that man

is the highest, the most absolute, and the most exceUent
of all created beings; that the life beyond is the ultimate
end of mankind, and that this life is merely a preparation
for eternity; that man has a natural craving for knowl-
edge, which Comenius considers is learning, virtue, and
piety

, and that the seeds of knowledge are implanted in
every man; that the mind of man is unlimited in its as-
piration, and that there is no boundary either in Heaven
nor outside of Heaven for the mind it is free.
Comenius believed that the mind and the body of man

were in perfect harmony. He compares it with the world
as a clockpiece put together with many wheels and bells
and arranged in such a way or with such art that
throughout the whole structure one part depends upon
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the other, through the harmony and perfection of the
niovements. This bodily and mental harmony can only
he made possible through education.
To Comenius education should consist of an encyclopedic

organization of human knowledge. Education, to him,
should give an accurate anatomy of the universe, dissect-
ing the veins and limbs of all things in such a way that
there should be nothing not seen, and each part should
appear in its proper place and without confusion.

Comenius wished, in advancing this idea of universal
nowledge, to group his facts or knowledge around uni-

versal principles, or in other words to arrange human
nowledge so that the arts, sciences, and languages could

as a basis the universal law; then study could pro-
nee from what is best known, by slow degrees, to what
IS ess known, until all knowledge becomes expanded,
ringing about a greater development of human power and

nappiness.

sh'^°
introduce his aim and educational conception, and to

chnT
could be applied in the education of the

m, Comenius wrote “The Great Didactic,” “The School

trian
Teaching of Languages,” and the “Aus-

ods f ^ these he gave the different meth-
or eveloping his educational aim and conception.

inW pre-school child, from

dealin
^
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taken
^ ^ early phase of the child’s education, has

wit>i
place among the classics which deal

childb
childhood. He believes that the early
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the for child’s exercise should be in

jovfiii 1 .
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the verv rf

health, and the joy of the heart is

exercko, ^e thought that these
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^or a laf^^
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later development.

years^ s^oHm^
training of the child during its first six

Id be based upon the requirements of two
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classes of study
: (1) those which furnish the material of

thought, such as nature study, geography, and household
economy; (2) those which furnish the symbol of thought,
such as drawing, writing, and language.
Under the first head, the mother is urged to teach her

children geography through outdoor lessons. For ex-
ample, to teach direction let the child find his way home
from the market. Later the geography and nature study
and language can be combined in field lessons in the
orchard, in the forest, and by the river. Stories are very
good for developing the knowledge of the child in connec-
tion with these subjects.

In the second group the child should be allowed to draw
write and talk as much as he cares to, and whenever he
wants to, for in doing this he will acquire the habit of
doing things that will be expected of him later in life.

attempt of the young
child, the object should be placed before him to prevent
him from having only a childish idea of the object.
Moral and religious training Comenius stressed, for the

^ndamental aim of his education is moral and religious.He believes that the parents should live as models before
their children m teaching them virtue, temperance, and
frugality, and that a child should be punished for acting
immorally. *

Religiously the child should be taught the Ten Com-
mandments, the Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s Prayer andmany hymns. These should be taught from memoi4 and
early in the life of the child.

In his Great Didactic, Comenius gives his method for
instructing the school child or youth in sciences, in arts,
in languages, and religions. He has, to do this three
types of institutions. First, the School of the Mother
Tongue, the age being from six to twelve years; second,
the Latin School, the age being from twelve to eighteen,

University. In the first two, the School of
the Mother Tongue and the Latin School, Comenius has
ce^ain general principles of instruction and regulations.
He believes that education should be open to all classes
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and sexes, and that parents should send their children

to these public schools. The subject of instruction should
be common to the whole range of knowledge and should
be based upon the inductive method. Everything should
be taught according to one and the same method. The
same subject should be taught in each grade, but ad-
vanced in thought and requirement according to the
child’s age and mental ability. The subject should be
correlated, especially writing, spelling, language, and na-
ture study, and the textbooks should be full of pictures
und suited to the mental development of the child. There
should be no corporal punishment except in misbehavior.
The school day should be divided into play and recitation
periods, and the teachers should be better trained.

In the teaching of the different subjects, Comenius
stressed the correct method of instruction, for to him it

V’as a panacea for most of the ills of all teaching.
To teach a love for and knowledge of the sciences, the

cacher must see that his pupils learn everything through
actual observation and sense perception. Everything as
nr as possible should be placed before the senses.
In teaching the arts three things are necessary : a model

nr the pupil to imitate, material on which the pupil can

^

crk, and instruments for accomplishing the work. Prac-
*ce and guidance by the teacher are very important in
nstering these subjects.

of'^v
Isnching of language should be joined to the study

0 jects. These objects should be suited to the intelli-
ence and interest of the child. Each language should be
arned separately—first the Mother Tongue, then Latin,

^nen Hebrew and Greek.

is very important and children

incl'^d
specific instructions in piety. This should

liei'^

^ meditation, prayer, and examination. In his re-
^’'^ming or methods Comenius does not hold to his

reli
^ theory. He makes no provision for suiting his

instructions to the age of the child, centering it

Ijgio

^ ^^nnnd memory work and readings written by re-
ns men. The pinnacle of his education is religion ; his
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methods of teaching it are weak, and failed to have any
influence on his followers.

The methods suggested in his other books are like

these that I have given. The only exception is his Aus-
trian plan, which was a plan for a seven-graded school,

with organization, instruction, class periods, and course
of study similar to ours today. In fact our type of or-

ganization in the elementary school is based upon this

plan of Comenius.

The contributions of Comenius to education can now be
considered from two standpoints: the way in which his

ideas of reform were carried on, and the way in which
they were enlarged by such men as Francke, Rousseau,
Basedow, Pestalozzi, Frobel, and Herbart. The last three
of these men are the most important. So I shall only
consider them. With Pestalozzi, the vital principles of
his reform, love and sympathy for the child, were given
him by Comenius. Pestalozzi began with the child at
birth, believing that the mother should be the first to

nourish her child physically and mentally because she was
appointed so by God. This, we recall, was also Comenius’s
cherished desire and idea in the School of Infancy.
Comenius and Pestalozzi stand alone in proclaiming the

doctrine of universal education.

Pestalozzi s method of study of nature was inherited
from Comenius. Comenius was the first to emphasize
the study of geography, Pestalozzi was the second. Both
gave their lives for the sake of education that they might
teach beggars how to live like men.

In regard to the educational work of Frobel, it does not
detract, says Mr. Monroe, in his Comenius, “from the
fame of Frobel to say that the root ideas and aims of his

kindergarten are to be found in The School of Infancy.”
Frobel joined with Comenius in demanding that women
take a responsible part in the education of the child.
Herbart agreed with Comenius in considering simple

concrete facts in every field of knowledge, the sure founda-
tion upon which elementary education rests. The doctrine
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of interest, Herbart’s greatest contribution to education,
ss faintly suggested by Comenius.
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ecause Comenius asserts the claim of experimental
^cience in the elementary schools, places the Mother
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these three
Comenius was developing

'^^velopinjf thpm f

^ ^ '‘'he^ious good, while Locke was

Lock^i^"',^"" ^®"«ral good of the individual.

and mentarTi^®^^®^^
training the physical,

^orks. In .V, 1 abilities are presented in two of his
e Conduct of the Understanding he shows
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V

)

how the mind can be developed through disciplinary

training, and in his Thoughts on Education he states his

physical and moral training.

Locke makes the aim of these three aspects : vigor, vir-

tue, and knowledge.

The physical discipline is very similar to that of Come-

nius as stated in his School of Infancy. The physical
j

training should begin in the home, and the parents should j

manage or supervise it. It should consist of plenty of ;

open air, exercise and sleep, plain drink, and diet, no medi- i

cines, clothes that are not too warm and made straight.

The head and feet should be kept cold, and the feet i

should often be bathed in cold water and exposed to wet.
(

Locke’s idea was to harden the body and make it vigor- i

ous and healthy so it could endure hardships, and execute i

the orders of mind. As he states in his Thoughts on Edu-
cation, “nine out of every ten men are made what they

;

are, good or bad, useful or not, by their education.” 1

The moral training of Locke is one of his most strik-

ing educational points. In it he shows the difference be-
J

tween education and instruction. Education as a whole, i

to Locke, was discipline, while instruction was the method j

of developing intellectual education. Comenius with his
,

knowledge of methods and of education failed to make
j

this distinction. His methods of instruction and educa- i

tion were not only theoretically the same thing, but were
j

used for gaining the same primary end, which was reli-
'

gious training. :

Locke let the primary object of his moral training work

toward developing character. This is to be done by teach-

ing the child to exercise self-control, self-denial, and teiri'
,

perance. The child will not be able to accomplish this i

alone, but through the guidance and discipline of the par- ;

ents. They can only develop those virtues by appealing

to the child’s reasoning ability and by placing good ex-

amples before him. Rewards can be offered, but they

should be based upon esteem or disgrace, and not gifts*

Whipping never develops virtuous habits with a child.

Locke shows a deeper knowledge of child nature than
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Comenius. In appealing to the child’s natural love for

esteem and high reputation he goes far ahead of

Comenius’s idea that a child can be whipped into being
good.

Educationally Locke believes that the mind can be
trained to distinguish the truth largely through reflec-

tion and meditation. The subject of Mathematics he
thinks is the best suited to developing the reason, not that
it makes the individual reasonable, but through it he ac-
quires the habit of reasoning, which can easily be trans-
erred to any other subject. For the same reason he ad-

vises a wide range of sciences, “to accustom our minds
0 all sorts of ideas and the proper ways of examining
sir habitudes and relations, not to make them perfect in

^uy of the sciences, but to open and dispose their minds
us may best make them capable of any, when they shall
^PPly themselves to it.”

L ^
V

phase of education Comenius is superior to
oc e because in his divisions of schools Comenius em-

ni
specific mental training which today is recog-
being superior to that of the general method

stated by Locke.

basis^f
Locke’s disciplinary education was the

seve^ +

uiost of the elementary education during the

Pianv
eighteenth centuries in England, Ger-

Pinet
' -^Pierica. It was not until the opening of the

ture
century that the content studies such as litera-

their w^
geography, and the natural sciences found

Pf the
elementary grades, taking the place

isciplinary subjects and method of Locke.



Three Poems

By F. Martin Howard

Revelry

Liquid-sweet and earthly free,

A bird sings of mad revelry:

Revelry of a man and wine;

Revelry wrought by fruit of vine.

He warbles a note of abandoned care

:

Of the flashing eyes of a lady fair

;

Of a night of wildness inspired by whim,
Because the lady was not for him.

The bird sings thus to the world around.

Of the disconsolate man upon the ground.

Sobering his mind beneath the tree

:

I’m sure it is thus—for I am he.

The Poet

I have been mad.

The poet confessed

—

A strange light in his eye.s.

All my life long

I have sung only a song

Inflnitely sad.

Once it was sad, sweet, exquisite pain.

Now I have fear.

Said the poet, distressed

—

But faint hope in his sighs

—

That all my life long

I can only sing a song

Ineffably drear.

Now it is mad, vast torturous pain.
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Youth
While there still dances

A vestige of the youthful fire

Along the veins of my body
I would like to sing of it

And flaunt my young blood

Before the world of men.

For even now the flame wavers.
It is a fickle thing.

Presently it will die,

Leaving only dry ashes in its stead.

Even now the flame is fleeting

—

Leaping up intermittently,

Erratically jubilant and wild.

Soon, I know, there will settle

Upon my head gray hairs and thoughts,
And only an earnest craving
Eor a vast peace to reign.

But now—now—I yet thrill
To the wilder things

:

To things flashy and warm and bright;
To illusiveness and things
Of the will-o’-the wisp

;

To things reckless . .

Hot always noble.



Abstract ofArmistice Day Address
WINSTON-SALEM, NOVEMBER 11. 1928

By William Louis Poteat

S
URELY this is a great hour. Are we not thinking of

great matters? Are we not swayed by great emo-

tions ? Are we not encompassed by great memories ?

Memories of the resounding collision of millions of men

of all climes and races ; memories of the advance and re-

cession of civilization itself on the tides of battle along

the Aisne and the Marne; of the treasures of our racial

inheritance at issue and trembling in the balance of des-

tiny; ghastly memories of the Red Glutton’s feast in

Flanders stretching through a four-years night of horror

;

tender memories of youthful gallantry, heroic and radiant,

sailing Eastward, but forgetting to sail West again;

memories of the happiest day our distressed speck of a

planet ever saw, Bergson said that the French people

at the opening of the war felt called to a superhuman
task and they became grave and solemn as in a cathedral.

This is our cathedral. See its walls push out and out and

its ceiling lift to give us fellowship with our brothers of

all lands. And we—are we not all here. Frenchman and

German, Belgian and Austrian, Italian and Russian,

Britisher and Turk, Anzac and American?—recalling the

horror of great darkness ten years behind us, grateful

for the sacrificial devotion of the men who suffered in it,

and open to all the suggestions of our tragic experience,

all of us together, out of a common agony and a common
allegiance to the Prince of Peace, pledge Him and one an-

other that, God helping us, so far as in us lies, that

tragedy shall not be reenacted; it is off the boards for-

ever!

Remember, in that high commitment we appoint our-

selves no easy task. There are formidable obstacles to

be overcome. Look at them. National life seems to have

been organized on the basis of international suspicion and

jealousy. Alien means enemy. That is piossibly the in-
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evitable result of the earlier isolation of national groups

surviving into the period of intercourse and common in-

terests. Our present world is a new world, but the atti-

tude and habit of the old persist as an authoritative

tradition in the new, and the great nations, even in this

day of enlightenment and Christianity, look like armed
camps. Witness our own. Eighty-three per cent of our
national revenue is absorbed by past and future wars.
Before the war only two hundred officers were giving mili-

tary training in our schools ; now there are two thousand.

And there is the fighting instinct inbred and consoli-

dated in human nature by millenniums of battle, and a
Joint resolution, it is said, will not transform it over-
sight, no matter what names are attached. You might
as well have tried to stay Etna’s lava flood pouring down
uu Mascali with a hydrant and hose of the doomed city,
this fighting instinct, moreover, is invited to take prac-
ical expression in actual combat by its long association
^ith some of the heroic virtues, with courage, adventure,
and romance. That is precisely the perilous factor of the
problem. War calls out some of the finer traits of man-
ood and makes them glorious, but war itself is never

^orious. Some gentle natures have been brutalized by
6ar and filth and violence, but many a timid lad, under

f ^^^denge of a terrible duty, sprung to a height of

^
eness which transfigured him forever. We may hate
with the intensity of blue blazes. We may flame with

th^r^
confederate slaughter and sicken with disgust

sh^
nowhere, settles nothing. And yet there

glad^
stars in a field of blue, and our hearts swell with

^ar
^ name our great country. So that

^ill
^ connotes patriotism as well as heroism. You

^
not break that association and substitute another in

perhaps not in a generation.

barb*^°^-^^^
powerful influence tends to perpetrate this

yeste^^*^
tradition and block the road to peace. I refer to

thg
I

^^terests. I have read somewhere in Macaulay that

if ve^r
^^^'^^^^tion itself would be even yet in dispute

® ® interests had been involved in it. There is a
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vested interest which may be described as professional.

Military and naval officers and experts believe in their pro-

fessions, as we do. Of course, they believe in them. Every
now and again they deplore the necessity of war and sin-

cerely wish it abolished, but to them it is a necessity and
its abolition a uptopian dream

; you cannot change human
nature. And such a judgment, by an insidious fallacy,

acquires a degree of authority to which it is not entitled.

Because a gentleman out of West Point is skilled in the

equipment and handling of soldiers on parade or in battle,

it does not follow that he is an authority on national or

international policy. Nor is the gold braid of Annapolis,

which is the symbol of skill in battleships, any guarantee

of a clearer eye or a wiser head for a national emergency.
And yet the contrary is constantly assumed, and the

doubter is considered disposed of by citing the false anal-

ogy of consulting the doctor, not the man in the street,

when you are sick. A few months ago these gentlemen
gave us an exhibition of the insanity of extravagance of

which they are capable. They proposed a naval appropria-

tion which, with all the items involved counted in,

amounted for a period of eight years to four thousand
million dollars. And this, when not one of them was able

to name the enemy or combination of enemies against
whom they sought to protect our imperiled country ;

not

one could indicate the point on the horizon East or West
over which the threatening funnels would climb to e.x-

tinguish us. Such a revelation stirs at once our indigna-

tion and our pity, for to tremble before a nameless terror

is childish.

We have to reckon also with commercial vested inter-

ests. There are, first of all, large investments in the

manufacture of war materials. What is more natural and

human than the practical concern of munitions manufac-
turers in war propaganda, their solicitude for the safety

of our country, so helpless, so beset by covetous foes oD

all sides. Better be ready, they warn us, amply ready!

Especially, so they say, because you will not have to use

your munitions if you collect enough of them; whereas
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every child knows, and 1914 might have taught these en-

terprising patriots, that the men who carry guns are the
men who get shot.

Note briefly the effect of investment of capital in for-

eign industries. The foreign lands which invite such in-

vestments are as yet unindustrialized and “backward,”
and require some degree of superintendence in order to in-

sure the steady flow of income into the coffers of the con-
cessionaires. If a local disturbance occurs, of course the
mvestors appeal to the home government to maintain its

honor by protecting its threatened nationals and their
property. They organize a wide propaganda to push the
government into armed intervention, in which our blood

treasure flow out to keep the tide of gold flowing in.

itness recent history in Mexico and Nicaragua.
A third commercial factor in the survival of the folly

und crime of war is complex and all but inevitable in a
echnichological civilization such as ours. The coming of
c machine some two hundred years ago and its rapid
evelopment under the stimulus of the new science divided

^opulations into two groups, the agricultural and the in-
us rial. There was no trouble so long as the agricultural

industrial. But it turns out that the
® the industrial for food soon outgrows the local

the
food, for the city grows at the expense of

cou
Then you must invade the less industrialized

for*f
exchange your excess manufactured goods

is cal*l°^’
shoes in Argentina for beef. This is what

inte
“economic necessity.” It is easy to see that

lonal competition for such foreign markets carries

econ^^*^^^^^^^
menace of war. In reality there is no such

incrp°^*^ the industrial population has

to
beyond the native food supply, it is necessary

increa^°^^
population may continue to

CertaM “necessity” become yet more acute,

able a^ ^ policy cannot go on endlessly. Either avail-

Plus f
regions will be exhausted of their sur-

and rp
° themselves become industrialized
fluire all their own food products.
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There is no time to present three several suggestions
which have been offered to cut this vicious spiral and over-

throw the dangerous tyranny of the machine. I am the
more reconciled to this omission on reflecting that they
all are clearly impractical.

I beg to present my own view. Here is an elaborate

tangle of personal and economic relationships, of greed

and ambition, of an exclusive and bumptious nationalism

in a world of multiplied and swift national contacts, with

a traditional diplomacy to manipulate us in the dark and
tangle the tangle yet more inextricably. The situation is

intolerable. There is dynamite in it. If it explodes again,

it will blow civilization to smithereens. The only way out

is Christ’s way. The conversion of individuals, classes,

governments, and diplomacy to the Christian principle

will solve all our personal, social, national, and inter-

national problems and bring in the reign of peace in

righteousness. Instead of adding machine to machine,
plant to plant, and piling up an overplus of production
which would break through the peace of the world to find

its market, capital, for example, would then spend its sur-
plus to heighten the quality of its products and extend
the leisure of its operatives. There would follow as day
follows night the freedom of the backward civilizations

from the rapacious exploitation of the machine-driven
civilizations and the world from the threat of the havoc
and stupidity of another war.

But it will help to drop abstract terms. They befog all

such discussions. Let us say convert men and women,
convert capitalists to the teaching and spirit of Jesus.
For what is capital but a group of people who control the
work of other people? If both groups are Christian,
they will love one another as brothers. There will be no
need for conferences and arbitration. The employer and
the employee—these two men with different kinds of

wealth—will recognize themselves for what they are,

brothers in Christ, and cooperation will take the place of

antagonism.
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And what is the government but the men chosen by the
community to conduct its affairs ? The policy of the gov-
ernment is the way these men have decided to treat their
own people or the people of other groups. If the policy
needs to be changed, change these men, convert them to
he Christian principle, or substitute men who are Chris-
lans. And they will apply in their administrative and
egislative activities the Christian principle of justice and
fraternity.

It hardly needs to be added that Christ’s way is the way
or the gentlemen who sit in the foreign offices and em-
assies no less than for the other members of the govern-

ment. And the international law under which they oper-

Cl?
come ultimately into accord with the law of

spend some of their time and expert

m
e ligence in the study of the causes of international

j

let with a view to their elimination, instead of spend-
ng all of both in preparation for the next war.

^

s this solution also impracticable, a fair but utopian
ream ? Some practical statesmen entertain it. Woodrow

p
i son for one. He said he saw no solution of our inter-

ple
problems except in the application of the princi-

coulf^
Christ. And recently Premier Baldwin declared he

oth
^ ^ork, and would turn over his office to an-

kin^ri
believe and hope that some day the

othe
would spread over the whole world. An-

spher
group of men or any

task T
is not comprehended in the Christian

and tb
deeply misread the facts of human nature

He Cl
^ Master’s program of redemption. If

to
world, all sections of its life, it is time

whether He is able to save one of us.



Two Essays

By Ariel

On the Passing ofAn Institution

O NE who has grown a half-dozen years older than the
high school children about him can but shed a fur-
tive tear as he visits again the haunts of his earlier

teens and finds missing one of the institutions upon
which his high school days were virtually dependent. It

is that never-to-be-forgotten initiation into the sacred
mysteries of the Order of Long Pantsdom of which I

speak.

It is amazing that an event so epochal in the lives of a
group of former high school children now finishing college
should have completely passed before the kid brothers
and sisters of this group have themselves been graduated
from the public schools. In my day there were five big
days in the lives of members of the stronger sex. These
were, in the order named: birth, conversion, long pants,
marriage, and death. And who, in those days, was to
name the most important of these? Certainly if one of
my day were called on to name the least impnirtant of the
five, the third would not be the one.

I shall never forget the mingled emotions of pride,
shame, self-consciousness, and worldly-wiseness that ac-
companied me and my first long pants to school. It was
on April 25, 1924, and still that day holds for me memories
poignant and clearly limned. It was a beautiful spring
day, one of the first really warm days of the year. It was
the kind of day that makes one’s feet sweat and feel too
big for the shoes that cramp them

; the kind of day that
brings up sudden memories of past joys, of carefree bare-
footed days, of swimmin’ holes and ball games and long
bicycle rides. But this day I was launching my craft
on new waters. Bygones were bygones, and my new
pants tickled my shanks pleasantly, as if to remind them
that they were present, in all their woolly newness.
And what a furor the crowd raised when I reached

school, after an interminable ride on a bicycle. They
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pounced on me with eager hands. They made me get up
on the running board of an automobile and make a speech.
They hustled me around behind the building, and to my
speechless mortification “bumped” me against the oblig-
ing flanks of a hitherto bosom friend. They rolled up my
new pants legs and disclosed a bright pair of socks sup-
ported by spotless garters. (A week later I learned that
one mustn’t wear garters if one is to be anybody at all.

Garters were studiously missing from my wardrobe af-

terwards.) They added insult to injury by cramming my
pants legs under the spotless garters and causing me to
run around the school building, thus arrayed, three times.

This was only the beginning. There was a whole day
® it. And for other days, progressively less terrible, I
Was caused to be painfully aware that I had rearranged
my order of living and was henceforth a changed man.
But like all initiations, this one finally came to an end,

^ week after this fateful first day I could strut
^ my long pants as well as the next one. I still had

some trouble remembering to loosen the legs of my new

^

an s as I sat down, but I was a close observer of this in-

st*^^
Pi“mi6ss as practiced by others with a longer

wa^ f
Order, and was by this time well on the

y 0 full and unqualified membership.

lat
^ 1924. And now, four and a half years

the^' y. ^ when I return to my old haunts? Are

selve
groups of boys and girls enjoying them-

that
expense of some novice who wishes sincerely

four
were all sweltering in warmer climate? Are

Corn
° bumping some luckless initiate against the

ture’^
^ brick building or some slightly softer struc-

fir^°' a
There is none of this now. They are all, from

shoul^^ scarcely walk to seniors who

urravpH
college long ago—they are all of them

might i/u
punts! For the uniformity of it, they

pants ^
enrolled at a military school. There are long

There T ^^^agsters I could easily put in my hip pocket.

Jong fhere are^ pants for all intermediate sizes.
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Woe is me ! Has it come to this ? Is there to be found

no single male student who has not yet adorned himself

with this emblem which in the good old days stood for

something real, stood for an accomplishment? There is

not one. But hold! There was one, a twelve-year-old

youngster over there to the right. I sauntered up to him

and after a few preliminary remarks, asked as casually as

I could, “And when are you planning to put on long

pants?”

The boy cocked an incredulous eye my way, spat vigor-

ously and said: “Put on long pants, your Aunt Emma!
I’ve had on long pants lo these years. I got these golf

knickers for a birthday present three days ago.”

n

On Posingfor a Photograph

The gentle art of posing for photographs is to me as

interesting as a game of golf. In both pastimes

there is always an excellent chance of doing better

—much better—the next time.

I think I would not be exaggerating if I should say

I had posed for a thousand photographs—not much, any-

how. It certainly seems like a thousand. And just as

often as I pose, just so often am I confident that next

time there will blossom forth in the proofs that will be

returned shortly a countenance that will make Rudolph

Valentino turn uneasily in his grave and will cause the

veteran Mr. Barrymore to tear frantically at his remain-

ing locks. But for some strange, inexplicable reason, this

amazing likeness never is returned when the proofs of nU'

pictures come back to me. Always there is the same re-

sult. The only difference is that it is a new dollar and a

half I have paid for this most recent sitting. As for the

pictures, they are the same. Utterly drab and common-

place. The same old nose; listless eyes; a mouth that

droops a full inch and a quarter at each side—and of

course it’s all the phtographer’s fault.

I guess there’s something in the state of mind that

causes such uniformly bad results. I approach the do-
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^ain of the photographer with no less trepidity than if I

Were walking down the last corridor to the electric chair,

where my best friend was to strap me in the chair so

^’ly girl (if any) could throw the switch. Thus cheerfully

accoutered, I sidle into the room, sit solemnly down upon
the little piano stool provided for those condame d mort,

as it were. The photographer arranges my collar, tilts

^y head at a precarious angle, and tells me to fixate on
a little screw just above the lens of his terrifying camera.
I glare sullenly at this screw, ignoring his request that I
think of something pleasant, and wait until he squeezes
the little bulb in his hand. This done, my face is free to
regain its natural contours, and I can again straighten
out my head.

piano stool is revolved for the second sitting, and
he photographer again does his worst by my collar and
ead. Returning to his camera, he again urges me to drop
e cares of the world from my shoulders and smile,
hst a little. Just a little.” But I am firm and refuse

0 smile. Of course, to be perfectly frank, I couldn’t smile

gj.

Wanted to. I couldn’t smile if all the world were a
SQ and all the people fools acting on it especially for

y benefit. But the photographer thinks I’m not smiling
o®cause I don’t want to. Let him think that. And so,

I glare morbidly at the designated screw (it’s

® other side of the lens this time) and my counte-

littl^^
again imprinted on a photographic plate. A

ous^
tugging at my collar and neck, another feroci-

and
synchronized with the squeeze of the bulb,

1 s all over. The pictures, of course, are as usual.

Pext^f-
^ I’oi not too optimistic in thinking the

any better. Surely the next time can’t be

^aphe
oiaybe there will sometime be a photog-

All
enough to get me before I’m quite prepared.

togran°h
reminds me that I’ve a date with the pho-

^hree
annual, and I’m due there no later than

^Onch th^'f
right now. And somehow I’ve got a

a bic
•

shots he gets this afternoon are going to
improvement over any I ever had taken before.



Cold Night

By Elbert A. MacMillax

Brown leaves had been sifting down wearily all day.
Out of a leaden November sky came a northwestern
wind that bit deeply, even through flannel shirts and

heavy topcoats. I should never have started a bumming
adventure in such weather. Living was bad enough at
home in front of a fire—but to be on the highway at the
mercy of a none-too-philanthropic public

I had succumbed to the entreaties of a flighty child-
girl in a distant town and had set out the afternoon before,
with high spirits and a song in my throat. And now-
alone on the highway, forty-three long miles from home
and an early dusk rapidly approaching. The trip had
been a total washout. The girl talked too much; her
nose needed powder

; and she was ever waxing sentimen-
tal. I loathed her after it was all over and wondered too
late why I had left home.
The cold waxed more intense as night approached.

Away to the west the dark curtain of clouds lifted a mo-
ment just before sunset, long enough to allow a red disc
to shed its parting rays upon a seer, drear world. Motor-
ists whizzed by me, unheeding my entreaties, and I

stamped about on the asphalt and blew on my fists to

keep warm. An ancient Ford with a leaky radiator
passed, and before it was out of sight the stream of water
left on the road was a slender pencil of ice—a long finger
pointing away to the west where lay home, a warm fire,

a bed.

Fifteen minutes after sunset, after I had been waiting
in one spot for a little less than an hour, a big blue road-
ster heeded my thumb and creaked to a stop twenty-five
yards ahead. I hurriedly overtook my benefactor, finding
three men in the front seat. “Crawl in the rumble,” a
voice from within boomed at me. I had sworn I wouldn’t
ride a rumble if I never got home, but the prospect of

a ride to my front door (I had learned from the license
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P a e on the front that the car would pass through home)
Was too much for me. I jerked back the rumble seat and
as scarcely seated when the car tore away as a ship

its mooring.

Were headed into a strong wind, and its gusts,
ined with those created by the speed of the car, made

swirling, icy blasts. I sat up in the

tort'
^ but finally, by means of a series of con-

alloH
^ wiggle my way down into the space

this
^ bags, tools, and other odds and ends. In
Position I was able to close down the seat which I
just vacated.

suite
some time, but ere long I had arranged the two

quitp^^^^
which were in the compartment so that I was

Warm situated. The heat from the car soon

hours
^ aching bones, and for the first time in four

I snu
were not numb. In an ecstasy of bliss

began t ri

den, and feeling drowsy, soon

wheels
^ rhythmic rumbling of the springs and

condiif.,-
periodic “beep-beep” of the horn were

Ik
sleep that soon found me.

by the
^ was awakened suddenly

suddenlv^^^ •

of four-wheel brakes. I was thrown

felt the^
the back of the seat in front of me. I

from a^f
perilously to the right, heard a noise as

position
impact, and again was hurled from my

bright th
organs of equilibrium informed me

there was^
swung suddenly to the left,

seemed a f
impact, a sickening drop of what

®iuister
sil

silence. A terrible,

Soon fi

harrowing moment preceding it.

^here th^
bearings again, I scrambled down to

Uie an o^
should open, release me and give

'^^used bv^+r”*^*^^
determine the extent of damage

'^^ck of th
I maneuvered an arm under the

the s^
Pushed upwards. I was unable to

fion to neri^I
changing my posi-

®fhl I \va« u/
^ strength of the other arm.

nable to open the folding seat. Suddenly a
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terrible thought occurred to me. Suppose the seat locked

when I slammed it shut ! I pulled and pushed, frantically

now, at the stubborn contrivance. Only the play of half

an inch rewarded my most vigorous efforts, and gradually

it dawned upon me that the seat had automatically locked

when I shut it, and now—I am my own prisoner within

the bowels of a wrecked, silent car.

Before I had time to think, there came seeping up from
the cracks under me slender threads of smoke. Probably

just a stray bit of exhaust smoke, I told myself. But the

ribbons grew suddenly in size and new ones began to

crawl under the seat of the car. God, God! It couldn’t

be that the car was on fire I No ! Why did such a horri-

ble thought occur to me ? But again, after a momentary
lull, the threads of smoke continued with increased vigor.

The smoke got in my eyes, causing them to smart, and
into my nose, causing a staccato spell of sneezing. The
car was on fire! My God! 1 could see, through some of

the larger cracks, a reddish glow about the car and on the
ground beneath it.

In frantic desperation I tore at the relentless seat that
held me prisoner. I turned my body in such a way that

I was able to push against it with my two feet. But in

vain. I was held fast. I wouldn’t stop to realize my
predicament. To think would be to go mad. I kicked
and pushed and pulled in a frenzy of last-minute despera-

tion. It was beginning to grow hot within my cell, my
prison, my tomb ! I could see the flames licking greedily

back from the engine. I took off my overcoat. (Strange
that it seemed so suddenly a burden.) Spreading it upon
the floor served to stop in a measure the smoke, which
was now choking and blinding me.

There was an explosion in the engine. A quick thud of

an explosion. My hand, lying on the metal side of the

car, sensed heat in the metal. Heat, heat, heat ! It had

become sickeningly hot within my prison.

I removed my clothing, piece by piece, as the heat in-

creased. My left hand, feverishly groping about in the

crevices under the seat above, encountered red-hot metal-
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Terrific pain! The stench of burning flesh, my own,
arising before I could extricate my hand! The Stoics
sometimes burned from their bodies a hand or a foot.
id they ? “Man is the supreme, having embodied in him

^ of the ideal qualities of the universe.” Part of the
credo of the Stoics. Why should I think of that? But

e Stoics, they were fools. Man is nothing more than
puppet. It is my turn to be roasted to death. My

are pulled and I am cooked alive,
t^od in heaven, forgive my babbling! My clothes are

have caught fire from the heated metal.

I h
°
k’

naked, is pouring sweat in torrents,

mv^h^
myself badly in several places. My hand,

in s Tk-
burned it again in the same place, and

bon”^
‘ibing it away I have torn a piece of flesh from the

Shori •
madly, feverishly. I am a madman.

I am
I was freezing on the highway. Now

madm*^°^^^*"^ • • • We are all

Qj. i,
Only a combination of circumstances, one way

Went t
to prove it to the world. ... I

now? V m ^ name? Where is she

minuto
lies to somebody else. She needs a few

Red hnt
clothes are all burning,

a sheet T. I’b Pnsh my feet against

from j
''^bat an odor ! The hair is burned
tongue, terribly swollen, lolls out.

• ro die, to die!

buf tha^’,?f®?
air . . . hands that hurt.

Peace * • • insensibility . . .



The Historical development of
College Algebra

By K. T. Raynor

“That a formal science like algebra, the creation of our abstract

thought, should thus, in a sense, dictate the laws of its own being,

is very remarkable. It has required the experience of centuries for

us to realize the full force of this appeal.”—G. B. Matthews.

“Many arts there are which beautify the mind of man; of all

other none do more garnish and beautify it than those arts which
are called mathematical.”—H. BixiiNOSLET.

“They that are ignorant of Algebra cannot imagine the wonders
In this kind are to be done by it; and what further improvements
and helps advantageous to other parts of knowledge the sagacious

mind of man may yet find out, it is not easy to determine.”

—

John
Locke.

T his study is an attempt to trace the history of the

several topics that go into the content of what is

termed “college algebra,” which is usually taught
students during their first year in college. It does not,

therefore, go back to the first dawn of algebraic learning

and trace the history of the different types, as would be

necessary in a paper on elementary high school algebra.

The history of mathematics is treated only as it is di-

rectly related to advanced work along the different lines.

I. RATIO AND PROPORTION

It is useless to speculate as to the time or domain in

which ratio first appeared. One finds that Nicomachus
included it in his Arithmetica, Eudoxius in his solid

geometry, and Theon of Smyrna in his music. The word

“ratio” formerly meant computation, while the word

“proportion” was used to designate the relation between

two numbers. Later the word “ratio” was used for the

relation a:b, and the word “proportion” was used for an

equality between two ratios. At first there were three

general types of ratio of integers: namely, a ratio of

equality, a ratio of greater inequality, and a ratio of
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lesser inequality. It was rather confusing to have so

^any kinds, and Stifel (1546) spoke out against the last

two, which since that time have gradually disappeared.

The idea of geometric proportion first appeared in

Euclid’s Elements. Especially is this true of such ex-

pressions as “by alternation,’’ “by inversion,” “by com-
position,” “by division,” and “by composition and divi-

sion.” These terms were got from the Greeks by the
Arabs, who in turn gave them to the countries of Europe,
thus getting finally into England. The Rule of Three
came from the Hindus. Bramagupta and Bhaskara both
Piention it in their works. Robert Recorde in England
(1542) first called the Rule of Three by the name Propor-
tion, and Stifel (1553-54) was the first one to emphasize
its relation to the field of algebra. Prior to that date the
J^ule had been applied only in the field of geometry.

In 1631 Oughtred introduced the symbol : : for propor-

tion, and in 1686 Wallis brought it into common use.
Recently it has been practically supplanted by the sign —

.

haskara discussed Inverse Proportion, which results
when the ratio of two quantities is equal to the reciprocal
ot the ratio of two quantities. He also discussed Com-
pound Proportion, which he called the Rule of Five when

quantities were involved, the Rule of Seven if seven
Quantities were used, and so on. Later on appear such
erms as Double Rule of Three, Compound Rule of Three,
c. However, all such long problems were only artifi-

and soon passed out, till today there remains the
simple but very effective Rule of Proportion, which plays
such a large part in practical mathematics and is of the
Neatest importance in modern research.

II. SERIES

Arithmetic.—^The first definite trace of an arithmetic
^•^les appears in the Ahmes Papyrus (c. 1550 B.C.),

ere two problems are given involving such a sequence.
6y are as follows: “Divide 100 loaves among five per-

in such a way that the number of loaves which the
two receive shall be equal to one-seventh of the
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number that the last three receive.” “Required to divide
ten measures among ten persons so that each person shall
have Vs less than the preceding one.” The first of these
problems was solved by Ahmes by the use of an ascending
senes, and the last problem was solved by using a de-
scending series.

The Greeks also had some knowledge of the theory for
the Pythagoreans gave some attention to it. One also
finds some knowledge of it in China about the time of the
Christian era. Later one finds in Europe that the rule is
the same as that of the East. The rule for finding the
nth term is given by Cardan in 1539, since which date the
law of arithmetic series has remained practically the
same. ^

Geometric.—The first examples of a geometrical series
yet found are due to the Babylonians (c. 2002 B.C.) and
^blets containing such examples are still extant! In
Egyptian mathematics the first problem on this subject

us far found IS in the Ahmes Papyrus (c. 1550 B.C.),
which reads as follows :

'

The ONE Scale.

Once gives 2801
Twice gives 5302
Four times gives 11204

Together iggOT

This seems to have been intended as a deduction of a
rule for summing a geometric progression. Here Ahmes
found the sum of four terms to be 2800, and to this he
added 1 and multiplied the result by 7 in order to obtain
the sum of five terms.

Fibonacci (1202 B.C.) gave a similar problem which is
solved in much the same way. The Greeks also had rules
for summing such a series, and Euclid gave one from
which comes the common formula: s ar" a

r 1

The Hindus showed their interest in geometric series
chielly in the summation problems. The following prob-
lem IS taken from Bhaskara (c. 1150) : “A person gave
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a mendicant a couple of cowry shells first
;
and promised

a twofold increase of alms daily. How many nishcas

does he give in a month ?”

The Arabs got the rule for summation from the Greeks,

and they have used the rule in a very interesting form in

the chess-board problem in the works of Alberuni

(c. 1000)

.

The first modern treatment of the subject is found in

the “Algorithmus de Integris” (1410) by Prosdocimo, and
by Peurback (c. 1460). Chuquet (1484) developed the

formula further, but not until 1657 was the present

formula given by Wallis. All through the Middle Ages
there are puzzle problems running through all the mathe-
>iiatical literature, and a good many of them were to be

solved by use of the geometric series.

Harmonic.—^To Pythagoras is due the credit for the

discovery of the harmonic series, out of which has grown
the modern science of music. He discovered the fact that
the length of a vibrating string which gives a note its

fifth and its octave were in the ratio of 2 :3 :4. This dis-

covery later caused much investigation as to the different

heavenly bodies, planets, etc., and to the distances be-

tween them, giving rise to such expressions as the “Music
the spheres,” “Heavenly harmony,” etc. However,

this series has no special value in mathematics, and there-
ore has not been studied so thoroughly as the two others
Mentioned above. It is very interesting to note that here
^usic first came to be developed, and that it had its origin
in mathematical laws.

in. IMAGINARY AND COMPLEX NUMBERS

.
’^he first trace of the square root of a negative number

is found in the works of Heron of Alexandria (c. 50). He
nkes Vsi - 144 to be the same as — 81, or 8-1/16.
1 course the problem is impossible of any solution, and

can only be expressed in some simpler form. Possibly
e error cited above is due to some copyist and not to

Diophantus (c. 275), in attempting to compute
c sides of a right-angled triangle of perimeter 12 and
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area 7, ran across imaginary roots, but he failed to notice
any complex roots. Mahavira (c. 850) was the first to
state clearly that the negative quantity is not a square,
and hence can have no square root. Bhaskara (c. 850)
says:

“The square of an affirmative or of a negative quantity is affirma-
tive: and the square root of an affirmative quantity is twofold,
positive and negative. There is no square root of a negative quan-
tity: for it is not a square.”

In Europe Pacioli (1494) was the first to state definitely
that it was impossible to find the square root of -a. About
the same time Chuquet seems to have found that \/^
represents an impossible case. Cardan (1545) was the
first to use the square root of s negative number in com-
putation, the problem being to divide the number 10
into parts whose product is 40. He found the number to
be 5+\/l5 and 5 - \/l5, calling the solution “by the minus
root, and proved by multiplication that his work was
correct, Girard (1585) had to recognize complex roots
in order to establish his law as to the number of roots of
an equation.

Wallis (1673) seems to have been the first to have any
idea of the graphic representation of these quantities.
He held to the idea that since negative roots can be graph-
ically represented, imaginary roots could be represented
in some way. He saw that 1600 = 40\A~1, but yet
seemed unable to represent this quantity graphically him-
self. The great Liebniz also failed to graph it, and it

was not until 1797 that Casper Wessel, a Norwegian
surveyor, first succeeded in giving the modern geometric
theory.

The origin of the names for the different terms is due
to several mathematicians of the time in which these
terms were invented. Descartes (1637) named the terms
“real” and “imaginary.” Gauss (1832) gave to the term
a-fbyCI the name “complex number.” The use of “i”
for V-1 is due to Euler (1748). Cauchy (1821) sug-
gested the name “conjugates” for a-fbi and a-bi, and the
name “modulus” for Va^^pS^.
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IV. VARIABLES AND LIMITS

This subject is chiefly in the field of calculus, but since

it appears in some of the higher college algebras some
notice will be given to the theory. This modem idea

grew out of the notion of indivisibles used by Kepler in

1615, and further developed by Cavelieri in 1635. This

niethod of indivisibles rests on the assumption that any
niagnitude may be divided into an infinite number of

small quantities which can be made to bear any required
natios one to the other. In 1704 Newton published a
splendid treatment of variables and limits, which is the
first treatment of the idea of differentiation and integra-
tion. Liebniz also worked upon the same idea separate
from the others, but arrived at practically the same re-

sult as did Newton. However, any discussion of these
theories would lead beyond the scope of this paper. Only
the simplest forms of this theory are given in college

algebras, the full study of it being resumed for a course
lu calculus, where it rightfully belongs.

V. PERMUTATIONS AND COMBINATIONS

The idea of permutations seems to have had a small
eginning early in China, for some mention of it is made
m the I-King, an early work on mathematics. Also, in
t^reece, Xenocrates (c.350 B.C.) , Chrysippus (c.280 B.C.),
und Hippocrates (c. 140 B.C.) made many calculations in

ermutations. Boethius in Rome (c. 510) gave a rule for
n ing “ji” things taken two at a time. In India Bhas-

th'*^^
1150) gave the rules for the permutations of “n”

*ugs taken “a” at a time, with and without repetition,
the number of combinations of “n” things taken “r”

^
u time without repetition. Rabbi ben Ezra seems to

to'fi
this law and to have used it in his attempt

Co
number of ways in which Saturn could be

an? other planets in particular,

pi
’ general, the number of combinations of the known

s taken two at a time, three at a time, and so on.

p . printed matter extant on permutations is in
1 s Suma” (1494), where he shows how to find the
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number of permutations of any number of persons sitting :

at a table. In England Buckley (c. 1540) gave special

cases of the combinations of “n” things taken “r” at a
time. Tartaglia (1523) applied the theory to the throw-
ing of dice. About this time Buteo studied the problem
of the combination lock. In the seventeenth century Pas-
cal showed the relation between the formation of the
binomial coefficients and the theory of combinations.
Later the theory was fully developed by Huygens, Liebniz,
Frenicle, and Wallis.

VI. PROBABILITY

The first mention of the theory of probability is made
by Benvenuto dTmola in 1477 in connection with the !

throwing of dice. Also, mention of the theory, or rather
;

some application of it, appears in Pacioli’s “Suma” (1494) .

'

Here two gamblers are playing for a stake which is to go
to the one who first wins “n” points, but the play is !

interrupted when the first has made “p” points. It is
j

required to know how to divide the stakes. Cardan (1539) 1

makes mention of the general problem. But it was not
j

until about 1654 that the theory caused general notice
j

and investigation. This was caused by the fact that i

Pascal and Fermat were engaged in solving a problem i

very similar to the one just mentioned. They worked
separately and used different methods of solution, but
came to the same conclusion. As a result, it is now stated
that the doctrine of probability in general was founded
by Pascal and Fermat.

The first printed work on the subject was probably a
tract by Huygens (1657). In 1708 there appeared an
essay upon the subject by Pierre Remond de Montfort.
In 1713 Jacques Bernouilli wrote “Ars Conjectandi,” the

first book devoted wholly to the theory. The second book (

was De Moivre’s “Doctrine of Chances,” and the third
j

book was Thomas Simson’s “Laws of Chance,” published
in 1740. But probably the best known work is Laplace’s

“Analytic Theory of Probabilities” (1812).
John Graunt in “Natural and Political Observations” i
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(1662) made the first application of the theory of mor-
tality tables. However, the first tables of great impor-

tance were those of Edmund Halley in “Degrees of Mor-
Islity of Mankind.” These tables were superseded in the

eighteenth century by the Northampton tables. Later
on the Carlisle table was constructed by Joshua Milne. In
1825 the Equitable Life Assurance Company of London
constructed an improved table, since which time there
have been many improvements by many mathematicians.
These tables today are the bases of all work in life insur-
ance, which has gradually become of tremendous im-
portance.

VII. THE BINOMIAL THEOREM

The expansion of (a-f-b)" where “n” is a small integer
^as known in the East long before it appeared in Europe,
uclid (c. 300 B.C.) knew it when n=2. Omar Khayyam

(c. 1100) first generalized the law for other values of “n.”
n China Chu Shi-Kie (1303) arranged the coefficients

fTri^
now known as the Pascal triangle, which

1 not appear in print until 1627 in an arithmetic by
pianus. Tartaglia (1556) showed how the coefficients

® (l-|-x)» could be obtained from the coefficients of
-fx)<'-i by the use of the triangle, carrying his work as

nr as n=6. Bombelli (1572) carried it on to n=7, and

for^^^*^^^
(1631) carried it to n==10. In 1665 the rule

our present binomial theorem for positive integers

2
published. It was the work of Pascal. The generali-

^Th^
theorem was set forth by Newton in 1676.

® proof of the theorem developed slowly. Maclaurin
2) proved it for rational values of n ; Salvemini and

astner (1745) for integral values; Euler (1774) for
actional values of n; and Abel (c. 1825) for complex

int^^^
The generalization of the Binomial Theorem

(1°^® Polynomial Theorem was due chiefly to Liebniz
)> and to Jacques Bernouilli, and De Moivre a few

^®nrs later.

I
^

» ,

i

f
•:

(
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VIII. INDETERMINATE QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

The study of indeterminate quadratic equations begins
with such cases as x2-l-y2=z2. Pythagoras (c. 540 B.C.)

gave a rule for its solution. Plato (c. 280 B.C.) also gave
a rule which like the one given by Pythagoras is based on
a proportion by Euclid. Diophantus, however, is com-
monly known as the father of indeterminate equations.

His work was limited to work in equations of the second
degree. In 1600 Fermat extended the study of indeter-

minate equations considerably. He stated that the equa-
tion x2—Ay2=l, where A is a non-square integer, has an
unlimited number of solutions. The work of the present
day is but little removed from Fermat’s work. One rea-

son for little attention being paid to this work is because
it is not definite enough to be of any real service in re-

search or in practical application.

IX. CUBIC EQUATIONS

The cubic equation was early known to the Greeks.
The oldest known cubic equation is possibly due to Me-
naechmus (c. 350 B.C. ), although tables of cubes had been
worked out by the Babylonians two thousand years ear-

lier. Menaechmus solved the cubic by finding the inter-

section of two conics. Archimedes used the cubic in

cutting the sphere by a plane so that the two segments
shall have a given ratio. Diophantus succeeded in solving

the equation x*-t-x=4x2+4. This equation arose in con-

nection with the problem of finding a right-angled tri-

angle such that the area added to the hypotenuse gives

a square, while the perimeter is a cube.

After the time of Diophantus nothing more is heard of

the cubic until in the ninth century, when the Arabs and

Persians took it up. Almahani took into consideration

the old problem of Archimedes, but was unable to do

anything more with it than had been done already-

Qorra (c. 870) considered cubic equations relating to the

duplication of the cube. These he solved by geometric

methods, but he was unable to contribute anything to the

general algebraic theory. A little later (c. 960) al-Khazi**
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solved the cubic by the aid of conic sections. Later
Alhazen solved cubics by finding the points of intersection
of a parabola and a hyperbola. Omar Khayyam stated
that it was impossible to solve x3-|-y*=z® in positive inte-

gers. In general, the Arabs thought that it was impossi-
ble to solve the cubic equation.

The Chinese did nothing with the cubic beyond some
Work in numerical equations. Their interests lay princi-

pally in applied problems. Likewise, the Hindus cared
nothing for cubics except as they applied to mensuration.
This attitude greatly hindered further investigation of
these equations. In fact, one finds all along in the studj"^

of the history of mathematics that small progress has
een made in the science when only the practical side of
Was emphasized.
In the Middle Ages Fibonacci attacked the problem,

and also Regiomontanus worked on it; but neither made
^uch contribution to its solution. In 1494 Pacioli de-
ared that a general solution of the cubic was impossible.

w>^°
^ (1525) suggested three numerical equations, each

^ h one integral root, but his method would work satis-
ac orily only when x—12. However, the solution of the
n 1C was finally completed by Tartaglia in 1535, much to
e surprise of mathematicians. Tartaglia kept his dis-

tOvety secret, refusing to publish it. Cardan, his former
acher, under promise of secrecy, secured the method

th°^
which he soon published, in direct violation of

first^*^°^*^^
he made to Tartaglia. Since Cardan was the

C
^
H

the solution, it is commonly known as

diT
^ method. Vieta later simplified the work and

tio^°'f^^^*^
Ihe present trigonometric method for the solu-

^he cubic. Homer (1819) found a method approx-

Ch^
roots, which method he secured from an old

**)®se manuscript. Descartes (1637) discovered a rule

PosT^*^^
which one can tell the maximum number of

(18501^
negative roots of any equation. Later Sturm

the
^ finding the number and location of

roots of any equation. This rule and that of Horner
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mentioned above enable one to find approximately the
roots of any algebraic equation.

The quartic equation was solved in 1540 by Ferrari, a
pupil of Cardan, after many attempts had been made by
others. In 1846 Abel showed that the quintic equation
could not be solved by algebra alone. However, these
equations are beyond the scope of college algebra, and
hence no discussion of them will be given in this study.

X. CONTINUED FRACTIONS

Ths modGm thGory of continuGd fractions bcg^an with
Bombelli (1572). He used this method of getting the
square root of 13. The early Greeks, however, knew
something of the theory, and their knowledge has come
on down through the Middle Ages without there ever
being any successful study made of the problem. In 1613
Cataldi wrote out the theory in its modem form, and
worked out the square root of 18. Schwenter (1618)
found the approximate value of 177/233 by finding the
greatest common divisor. Lord Brouncker transformed
one of the formulas of Wallis into a fraction, but went no
further. Wallis later took it up and developed it, giving
it the name “continued fractions.” Huygens contributed
something to the theory in his description of a planeta-
rium. Also, in Japan, Hirojiro Kenko (1722) used the
continued fraction to get the value of “n/» stating that
the plan was due to his brother.

But it remained for Euler to lay the foundation for the
modern theory of continued fractions. This he did in his
“De Fractionibus Continuiis,” published in 1737. By the
use of his theory he developed the value of “n» and “e,”
two numbers of great importance in mathematics. Since
Euler’s time contributions have been made by Lagrange
and Galois, though it is principally to Euler that the
world is indebted for this splendid theory which plays
such an important part in higher algebra and in the
calculus.
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XI. DETERMINANTS

Chinese method of representing the coefficients of
e unknowns of several linear equations by means of rods

on a calculating board naturally led to the discovery of
simple methods of elimination. These rods were arranged
precisely as we now arrange numbers in a determinant.

e Chinese knew how to add and subtract columns and
^ows, just as is done now in determinants. But this is as
ar as they got. However, the Japanese, having learned

g f
from them, added to and developed it a good deal.

0 1 Kowa, the greatest Japanese mathematician of the
^eventeenth century, wrote a book in 1683, in which he
^xpanded determinants, though he never applied it to the

u ion of a set of simultaneous linear equations.

in
^ the theory began with Liebniz, who used it

^

so ving simultaneous equations as the Chinese had
carried it no further, and it was not until 1771,

detT^
recognized determinants as in-

to
functions, that the theory really may be said

the
appearance. Vandermonde made

justl
^oj^nected exposition of the theory, and may be

the
^ ifs formal founder. Laplace, in 1772, gave

of
method of expanding a determinant in terms

der
* ^‘^”^P^®Ji^ontary minors for any value of “n.” Van-

previously developed the expansion of a

Uiids^’
Lagrange, in his “Memoir on Pyra-

QJ.J
’ ”^^de considerable use of determinants of the third

is it^ if^^
demonstrated that the square of a determinant

^ determinant. Clebsch also made liberal use of
i*^ his study of curves and surfaces.

(I8nn
Sreat step in advance was made by Gauss

intr J'
study of “Theory of Numbers.” Here he

Pres°
word “determinant,” though not in the

Pant f
hut rather as applied to the discrimi-

Pocal d
^ ® piso suggested the notion of recip-

^heorem
and came very near the multiplication

fo^^u^ great contributor. In 1812 he
p ly stated the theorem relating to the product of

J
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two matrices of “m” columns and “n” rows, which for the
special case of “m=n” reduces to the multiplication theo-

rem. On the same day that he presented his paper to the
French Academy, Cauchy presented one on the same
subject, in which he used the word “determinant” in its

present sense. In this paper he also summarized what
was then known on the subject, improved the notation,

and proved the Multiplication Theorem more satisfactorily

than Binet had done. Therefore, it is claimed that Cauchy
began the theory of Determinants as a distinct branch of
mathematics.

The second greatest contributor to the theory was
Jacob Jacobi (1826). With him the word “determinant”
received its final acceptance. He used the functional de-
terminant, which Sylvester called the Jacobian after him.
In 1839 Sylvester and Cayley began their work in this
field, but a discussion of their works is beyond the range
of this paper. Suffice it to say that each of the above
mentioned contributed very important theorems in the
recent development of the theory.

XII. LOGARITHMS
The Invention of logarithms came on the world as a bolt from

the blue. No previous work had led up to It or heralded Its ar-
rival. It stands Isolated, breaking In upon human thought abruptly,
without borrowing from the works of other Intellects or following
known lines of mathematical thought.”

—

Loro Moulton.

Such words as those above serve in a feeble way to

describe the wonderful invention of logarithms, which
was given to the world by Napier, a Scotchman, in his

“Descriptio” of 1614, and which was at once translated
into English by Edward Wright. Napier had worked at

least twenty years on the theory. His idea at first was
to simplify multiplications involving sines, and it was a
later thought that induced other operations, applying loga-
rithms to numbers in general. In his time sin was not
a ratio, but a line. The radius was called the sinus totus,

and when this was equal to unity the length of the line

was simply stated as sin . If “r” was not unity, the
length was “a” sin *. With this explanation one is better
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able to understand Napier’s definition of a logarithm,
^hich is as follows

:

The logarithms therefore of any sine is a number very nearly
expressing the line, which increased equally in the meantime, whilst

b
whole sine decreased proportionally into that sine,

° motions being equal-timed, and the beginning equally swift.”

From the above one can see that the logarithms of the
sin^us totus is zero. Napier later saw that it would be
better to take log 1=0.
Henry Briggs, professor of geometry at Oxford, was

one of the first to appreciate the work of Napier. In 1615

distinguished Scotchman and suggested 10
he base for computation, which Napier had already

een considering, and which was soon adopted. The base
® IS not mentioned until 1648, when Oughtred, in his

^_Ppendix to Wright’s translation of Napier’s “Descrip-
shows clearly the advantage of that base for work in

tbe calculus.

lee*^
^ colleague of Briggs at Graham Col-

.P^^^^®bed a table of logarithms of trigonometric

Briggs published his

gate’
In 1625, in Paris, Win-

Tithrn
-^’'^^^^btique Logarithmique” gave the loga-

tanee^f
^ ^b^®ther with Gunter’s sines and

tableq^fiiV
Holland, in 1628, Vlacq republished Briggs’

apnea’ ^ 90,000. The theory

the
Germany in 1630. It got into China through

by Sie^p
appearing in that country in 1650 in a treatise

Smoffoi'
a pupil of the Polish Jesuit, John Nicolas

l^heir
logarithms had already found

Used f
elementary arithmetics and were being

Na
^ extraction of roots of all kinds.

&eomet^*^
logarithms from the standpoint of

the sub^^’
at the present time one approaches

'^as kn^^*^^
relation aman_am+n. This relation

tt is thiT'^'^i
"^^^‘^bimedes, and to various later writers,

raising justifies one in using logarithms in

desir
|l'^”^ber to any indicated power, in extracting

c root, or in simple multiplication and division.
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The word “logarithm” means “ratio number,” and was

an afterthought with Napier. He first called his work

“artificial number,” but adopted the term “logarithm”

before he published his work.

Briggs in 1624 introduced the word “mantissa,” mean-

ing “appendix,” but it was not commonly used until Euler

adopted it in his “Introductis in Analysis Infinitorium”

(1748) . Gauss later suggested using it for the fractional

part of all decimals. Briggs also, in 1624, suggested the

term “characteristic,” which was used in the 1628 edition

of Vlacq. At first the characteristic was printed in the

tables of logarithms, but rules were given for finding it

which were so simple that it disappeared from the tables

about the middle of the eighteenth century, leaving only

the mantissa, as it now appears. This is much to be pre-

ferred, owing to the varying number of digits in the char-

acteristic of larger and smaller numbers.

From this study, which covers briefiy the topics that

make up the content of college algebra, we have evidence

of the slow and tardy development of some of the topics.

As we realize how we get our modem science of algebra,

we are made to have great respect for those who through

the ages have been constantly searching for the truths

that underlie this great science, the oldest known to man-

kind. Respect for them is increased greatly when it is

seen through what difficulties they labored, often against

the power and prestige of the established church, and

with the opposition of ignorant and bigoted priests. Those

who love the science have just cause to feel proud of its

achievements.



Cameos

Bp Edwin B. Doziise

PRAYER
Murmuring soul-throbs,

Rising from the heart’s censer

—

Breathed in purity

—

Circle upward, the clearer

Seeking Truth, the Revealer.

THE SQUALL
Boom—splash; boom—splash; boom

—

Swirling, seething, stinging waves
Surge back, but to boom
Again in deep ocean caves

Bashing on and on as waves.
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There appeared in the November issue of
Compu sory

Atlantic Monthly an engaging article
Chapel compulsory chapel in American colleges.

Dr. Willard L. Sperry, dean of the Theological School of

Harvard University, is the author. His chief premise is

a rather widely accepted truth, to wit: a person cannot

be driven into manifestation of the finer things of the

spirit. The custom of forcing college students to attend

chapel services regularly will result. Dr. Sperry believes,

in widespread suffering on the part of village churches

with which these college students will be associated when

their college days are at an end.

Believing that compulsion in attendance upon religious

services breeds a hatred for religion in the breasts of col-

lege students, the writer half-seriously advises that lU

such colleges as attendance upon a daily religious se^ioe

is compulsory there shall also be set aside certain

at which selections from the Constitution of the Unit

States of America shall be read, so that the students sha
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be helped to hate their country. Other periods might be
devoted to the reading of some one of Shakespeare’s plays,

so that a desultory hatred of English literature might be

Materially strengthened. Religion, Dr. Sperry declares,

is quite willing to bear its share of the hatred of the stu-

<ients, but objects seriously “to doing all the rowing for

an eight.”

A criticism of Dr. Sperry’s article is that it deals with
the problem in too abstract a manner. To be sure, com-
pulsory chapel at his university has suffered an ignomini-
ous fate. But the problem is none the less striking out-

side of Cambridge. President William Allen Harper, of

Elon College, is more specific in an article dealing with the
same problem in a recent issue of “School and Society.”
Er. Harper distinguishes, at the outset of his article,

between the denominational college and the state college
M this matter of compulsory attendance. He believes
that a student, having chosen a denominational college
I’ather than a state college or university, should accept
compulsory chapel attendance as a rightful part and par-
cel of the college which he has chosen.

There is undoubtedly logic in this stand. Wake Forest
ollege, for example, being controlled by the Baptists of

^orth Carolina, may be expected to continue the require-

l^cnt of chapel attendance. The University of North Caro-
Ma, operated by the State of North Carolina, feels no
primary obligation for the religious welfare of its stu-
cuts. The distinguishing feature of Wake Forest Col-
cge is religious education. Without daily chapel serv-
ices, this feature must become a minor one or disappear
altogether.

And thus we must find justification for the continuation
® compuigory chapel attendance here at Wake Forest, as

th
^ other denominational colleges. It is hard for

c student in the street, to paraphrase an expression, to

this difference between a church school and a

h
® school. And there is, consequently, dissatisfaction

127^ Wake Forest, as elsewhere. The fact that only
s udents, by actual count, attended the chapel services
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recently when it was understood in advance that there

would be no “checking,” is an indication of the strength

of student sentiment.

But as long as Wake Forest College is the senior Bap-

tist college of the State for young men, we shall have com-

pulsory chapel. When compulsory chapel ceases, a part

of this Wake Forest will cease. Perhaps there are faults

in the system. But it is the best way we know now, and

until there is a better one introduced, the present system

will continue. It is certain, however, that if attendance

is to be compulsory there should always be forthcoming

at the chapel hour a talk worth hearing, or some other

feature worthy of the hour and valuable to the student.

There are occasional flares of student dissatisfaction with

the present system and its accompanying idea of compul-

sion, but we doubt seriously if there are many Wake For-

est College students who are being turned from religion

because they are compelled to attend chapel. The greater

number of those dissatisfied ones have not at any time

been overburdened with righteous zeal, and if they are

turned against religion, it is likely in spite of chapel, and

not because of it.

R1 th Suirit
more, with all its good-humored

^ crowds, its happy laughter, its carols, and

all those good things associated with Christmas, the holi-

day season is upon us. As this Student is distributed,

students here at Wake Forest and thousands of others

elsewhere throughout the world are counting the minutes

until the great moment of departure shall arrive. Shriv-

eled into insignificance are the petty cares of a world, and

for a fleeting few days the world is not earthy and of the

earth, but a castle where dreams come true. In a time

when the cares of the world are too much with us, and

petty differences with neighbors cause friction and alter-

cation, it is a beautiful thing that the Christmas season,

with its all-healing powers, shall come to bring peace and

good-will to the world. It is a time when the best that is
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in all of us is brought almost unwittingly to light. It is

a time when the spirit of Christ descends as the falling

snow upon a people who, absorbed in worldly cares, have
forgotten the things of the spirit. May God speed Wake
Forest students and all others who are going home for
these joyful days. May the Christmas spirit, with all its

significance, all its beauty, and all its tenderness, be in

abundance everywhere.
“And so, as Tiny Tim observed, ‘God bless us every

one.’ ”

Denominational
many years since there

Supremacy appeared in The Student an editorial,

by S. N. Lamb, if we mistake not, call-

ing attention to the supremacy of Wake Forest and Da-
vidson colleges in the athletics of the State. Wake Forest
^nd the Presbyterian institution happened in those days
0 be represented by enormously successful athletic teams,
®o successful, in fact, that one wondered if somehow the
® ate colleges had not taken unto themselves inferiority
complexes. Now, as nobody needs to be told, this edi-
c>“ial on “denominational supremacy” seems a far call.

^

uke University, which is in reality losing the aspects of
rue denominational college, is gaining additional pres-

but the other denominational schools are bowing,
Porarily at least, before the superior resources of the

1

‘^cl^oses. “The Big Five” seems, some writers say,
anger of disruption. But a little coaching and a few

ad • cover a multitude of sins, and it is our
\ce to those who want to eliminate Wake Forest and

lina^^^°^
from the quintet of superiors in North Caro-

but
f® bide their time. A man may be down,

f always a capital chance for him to scramble
his feet once more.
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In point of literary excellence, the October issue of the
Carolina Magazine, monthly publication of the University of
North Carolina, must be given precedence over the other maga-
zines that have come to this desk. Neatly bound, attractively
arranged material, and a certain literary saveur. combine to
make this issue a really worthwhile magazine.
As a leading article for this magazine, the editors have chosen

a sketch entitled “The Timid One,” by Joseph Mitchell. The
central figure in this ultra-modern dash of the pen is a young
girl who takes an automobile ride with a man who parL his
car under a tree (“. . . to be still under,” Mr. Mitchell
confides), and kisses her “like blue steel,” however that is.

Without much more ado the sketch is concluded with the as-
tonishing statements: “The night was like a pomegranate bush.
The night was like blue smoke tangling in the branches of a
pear tree. The night settled down like something you couldn’t
get free of.”

In spite of “The Timid one,” we shaU say, then, the October
Carolina Magazine is a good one. “Chapter Out of a Novel,”
Hkewise by Mr. Mitchell, is another bit of modern realism, far
better turned out, in our opinion, than the other sketch.
“Ehymes of An Enamored Youth” are just that, and are well

done, especially ‘T)isillusionment.” The last stanza goes like
this :

“I, too, have waited long
For my loved one to return.
And I have found that I, too,

Must only wait and learn.”

John Marshall, the editor, sounds once more the familiar
note of the editor sans anything to edit, and we are glad that
Wake Forest is not the only place where the editor of a literary
magazine ages perceptibly between successive issues.

We enjoyed especially in the October Waiaugan, State Col-
lege monthly, “Success,” a short story, and a feature article en-
titled, “Big-Qame Hunting in Africa.” One wonders mildly
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if it is a policy with the editor not to use verse or if it is the
policy of the State students not to write it. Among collie stu-
dents the latter is generally true, in seven languages.

>l< 1|E I|C

Our criticism of the October Acom is that two pages out of
twenty are about two pages too many to be devoted to humor
in a serious college publication. True, there is much to he said
nn both sides, but in our opinion the November Acom, which
or some reason is lacking in a joke section, is a better maga-

zine for the omission. The editors announce, in the October
issue, something about their “enlarged idea for the department”

^^0 joke department)—so we are afraid there is to be more.
e October Acom contains at least one original conception,

each
Wheeler’s play, “Sir Toby’s Wager.” An actor

from seven of Shakespeare’s plays appears in the cast of
nnd the story evolved from their union is a corking

colT^
ns yet received a magazine from any woman’s

We
State other than Meredith College. Nor have

Chr
fi"®!!! the Duke Archive. The Winihrop Journal, the

and
from Clemson College, and others, have been received

odito^^
comment in a later issue of The Student. The

exch
<S^tudent invite criticism, and will be glad to

nnge with any college publication.
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Sonnet

By Tiiubman D. Kitciiin, Jr.

Apollo’s early brightest rays, a cup

No worthier of his might and splendour whole,

The morning-glory to the heavens looks up

And shows to God a simple, honest soul.

A life, too brief, still onward winds its course.

And climbs whatever leads to nearer sky;

Though sprung from ground, it seeks its holy source,

Knowing that good and perfect things are high.

This breath of beauty, noble and unstained,

Gives praise to Gud and purer thoughts to man

;

A little plant from last year has remained,

Kor, humble, it was guided by the Hand.
The sunbeams, love, man’s heart these flowers lure

:

^ould that my soul might bo so fresh, so pure

!



General Alfred Dockery

By G. W. Pascual

Alfred DOCKERY was among the friends of

Wake Forest who served it most powerfully in its

early years. In fact, he will always be reckoned

among its most able friends of all time. He must also be

counted among the first of the great Baptist laymen of

the State. And he was a patriotic statesman. It is fit-

ting, then, that his portrait should be among those of

other Baptist worthies on the walls of Wingate Memorial

Hall. This portrait reveals that “he was a man of im-

posing personal appearance, of strong intellectual powers,

of great energy of character and untiring industry and

perseverance,” which is the language Rev. John Monroe

uses to describe him.

Only partial sketches of his life have been written.

We have the obituary notice by Rev. John Monroe in

the Biblical Recorder of January 14, 1874, and the article

in Major Wheeler’s Reminiscences. But the interested

student may find material for a comprehensive biography

in various legislative and congressional records, in the

minutes of Baptist associations and conventions, in the

proceedings of the Board of Trustees of Wake Forest

College, and in the files of the Interpreter, the Biblical

Recorder, and the Raleigh papers, the Star and the

Register.

Alfred Dockery was born in Richmond County, Nortn

Carolina, December 11, 1797, and died there on Decem-

ber 3, 1873. His father, Thomas Docker}', was a poo^

man, a small farmer with many children, of whom Alfre

was the oldest. Accordingly, as soon as he was able, he

toiled in the fields to help his father support the family'

and had little time for school. According to his own oft-

repeated statement, he never went to school three

secutive months in his life. But before he was thi

five years old he had acquired no mean education—a fa^^

revealed in his letters and papers; he had become po®
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sessed of a considerable property, even the great Dockery
plantation on the Pee Dee, long one of the finest estates
in the Commonwealth; in addition he had won the con-
fidence and respectful esteem of his fellow countrymen,
who as early as 1822 had sent him to the House of Com-
inons of the General Assembly, and who were ready to
elect him to any office, even the most exalted, in which
e would consent to serve them. In all this he had the

18?^
wife, Sallie Turner, whom he had married in

and with whom he lived in great happiness until
Ills death.

His public services were important and extended over

^

ong series of years. In 1835 his countymen chose him

^
be one of their two representatives at the Hillsboro

j.i°"®“^iil^ioiial Convention, which took upon itself to

ti^^l^^^
political wrongs under which the western coun-

ev’d
chafing for sixty years. No more striking

chl^^r regard his neighbors had of his

ele
ability could be found than in their thus

tion
represent them in this important conven-

the f
found himself among the ablest men of

of
,^’^^t®~Nathaniel Macon, William Gaston, and men

inter
^ ^i'^niP’ And while he learned much from his

himself^?®
ii® also commended

iinmn
^^®iii ii^ his liberal and generous views, his

He ca^^’
common sense and sound judgment,

leader convention one of the Whig

I'eloped fo™ed in 1833, de-

iii& of
strength in the senatorial district consist-

its rer>r
and Richmond, which sent Dockery as

Senate for the years 1836

Senate f
An inspection of the Journal of the

Powers >1

°^
the

iiiose D
^ ®iiJoyed in that body, and how wisely he used

*ires champion of all those meas-

®®^rces
development of material re-

^^® Peonl
improvement of the life of

'Patters
i^^Possible here even to mention the

n which he took a leading part, but let his atti-
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tude on the establishment of common schools serve as an

example of his interest in making the State serve its

citizens. When he became a member of the State Sen-

ate in 1836 North Carolina was still without public

schools, but a fund for their support had already been

founded. Showing himself a friend of the schools from

the first, just so soon as he considered the revenues from

the fund sufficient to provide for them, on December 6,

1838, Mr. Dockery presented the following preamble and

resolution

:

Whereas the Constitution of this State makes it the duty of the

Legislature to establish schools for the education of the people; and

whereas a faithful compliance with said requisition of the Constitu-

tion is calculated to perpetuate the blessings of a free government

to posterity, since all such governments must mainly depend upon

the intelligence and the virtue of the mass of the people, who are

the rightful source of all political power; and whereas this State

has now a large fund known as the Literary Fund, set apart by

former legislatures for the purpose of diffusing information among

the people:

Resolved, therefore, That the Committee on Education and m
Literary Fund be instructed to Inquire into the expediency of dis-

tributing the interest of said fund among the several counties o

this State, in proportion to their federal population, to be aPP*|®"

to the purpose of educating the indigent youth of the State,

to the control, direction, and supervision of a literary board, to

created by the county court of each respective county; and that they

have leave to report by bill or otherwise.

This resolution was adopted, and in accord with it the

Legislature for the first time made provision for the

establishment of common schools. It is hardly too muc

to say that they had no more zealous friend, "O"®

labored for them more ably and effectually than did N •

Dockery* f

In 1845 he was elected to Congress, defeating o*’® °

the strongest men in his district. Perhaps because

plantation required his services, he declined reelecti

But he stood again for Congress in 1851. Already

early as that year the question of sece^ion was

and the friends of secession had a candidate in
, jjt

Dockery, though a large slaveholder, was an ard
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Union man, and he could not remain inactive when the
cause of the Union was challenged. Accordingly he came
into the arena with sword in hand to do battle for the
Union. The call was for a valiant man, and one with
ess courage than Dockery might have hesitated. But

was only anxious to be up and at his foe. Says
wheeler (Reminiscences)

:

In 1861, impelled by a strong love for the Union, virhich he be-
jved to be in peril, he boldly bore the Whig Union flag against the
^g^ized power of secession led by Hon. Green W. Caldwell, of

c lenburg, and after one of the most animated canvasses that

^
er occurred in the State, he was elected to Congress by twelve

niajority. At the peril of his life in this canvass (for his
along the South Carolina line), he boldly proclaimed

undying attachment to the Union, even declaring

Qay
^ he “would vote men and money to whip South

*ueut
Union if she attempted to secede.” The excite-

*ag c
and he was in constant personal danger, yet noth-

h d deter him from a stern and fearless performance of duty.

TV»

Uock^
political campaign in which we find General

Tho
Whig candidate for Governor against

been”?^
Democrat, in 1864. The Democrats had

th°^
several years in the ascendancy, and were elect-

ees
cS'ndidates for Governor by increasing majori-

Srae-D-
election. But after a joint campaign with

^^Pina'
campaign Wheeler calls “the campaign of

the nr
State,” Dockery succeeded in cutting

^efeato^J^u^^
Democratic majority by two-thirds, being

^^sted
^ 2,085 votes. And had the campaign

^stnpai^
longer, such was Dockery’s power as a

Wheeler declares Bragg would have been

campaign of Mr. Dockery was so

crats wif
^hat it served to coerce the Demo-

^ounties
strength was in the central and eastern

*^®Pts t’h

° program of internal improve-
to

give th^*
opening up roads, railways, and rivers, so as

othpv^
western counties desired communication with

''^heeler
of the State and access to markets,

fleclared that “The people of western North
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Board of Trustees. Having been honored with this trust,

he was faithful in performing its duties. He was at the

first meeting of the Trustees at Wake Forest, May 3-5,

1834, and a regular attendant for many years thereafter.

Major Sanders M. Ingram, a student from Richmond in

the first years of the institution, says that General

Dockery was never too busy to lay down his work, get in

his gig, and make a three days trip to Wake Forest for a

meeting of the board. Another has said that “he made

large sacrifices of time, money, and labor” for the col-

lege. The records of the Trustees are full of evidence

that he put his fine business talents unstintedly to its

service.

At first he was especially interested in the manual

labor feature. The wealthy planters of the State had the

hope that improved methods of farming might be taught

at Wake Forest as they had been taught at the original

manual labor school of Fellenberg in Switzerland. On

this account when the school was opened they sent their

sons to Wake Forest in large numbers. But soon Dockery

saw that their hopes were not being realized. Only the

sorriest kind of farming was being done at Wake Forest.

The overseer was a man who knew nothing of southern

crops. Dockery saw that this must be corrected. Ac-

cordingly, as chairman of the committee on the farm, he

advised the Trustees at their meeting at Cashie in Oc-

tober, 1834, that a farmer should be employed who could

apply the methods of farming practiced in North Caro-

lina. Calculating that one hundred students working

three hours a day—the requirement in force at the Insti-

tute—would be equal to twenty full-time field hands, he

advised that for the year 1835 a crop of not less than 250

acres be planted—150 acres in com, 75 acres in cotton, 2

acres in peas and vegetables. He also advised the buil

ing of two shops—one for a turner, another for a joiner

in which students might be trained in mechanical arts

and at the same time make chairs, tables, and bed frames

to furnish the college dormitories. He also donated s

fine set of blacksmith tools, which were regarded with
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almost personal affection by the youthful students from

Richmond County.

The Trustees adopted the suggestions of Dockery, and

doubtless, could they have put the farm under the direc-

tion of a man of Dockery’s energy and resourcefulness,

their high hopes for it would have been realized. But the

overseers they found were very ordinary fellows. The

Trustees prodded them from time to time to plant a field

of clover, to repair fences, to cut ditches, and fill up

gullies
; but it was a hopeless task. Boys were not taught

how to farm at Wake Forest, and the big planters were
Uo longer sending their sons to the Institute. Finally,

in 1838, the Trustees ordered the suspension of the

nianual labor system. A committee, of which General

Dockery was a member, in a published statement gave as

reasons for the action: (1) that the system had proved

Unprofitable financially to students and Institute alike;

(2) that it was growing unpopular with students and
Patrons.

Two other important services were rendered the col-

lege by General Dockery. . Being entrusted by the Trus-

tees with the conduct of the matter, in 1838 he secured
rom the Legislature a revision of the charter by which
ne Institute was changed to Wake Forest College. This
eharter, under which the college was operated until 1912,
^as in the opinion of many the best of all our charters.

® charter of Davidson College, adopted on the same
uy, contained many of the features of the Wake Forest

charter.

second great service was in securing a loan of ten
ousand dollars for the college from the Literary Fund

® the State. In 1840 the college was greatly in debt,
ere was despondency among the friends of the college
road, and among teachers and students at Wake Forest,
•s despondency became dejection when President Wait

^unounced to the students one Sunday morning that the
* uings and grounds would have to be sold under the

nier. in these circumstances the Trustees, as a last
ert, late in the year sought a loan from the State, and
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entrusted the matter to General Dockery. But this loan
had to have the approval of the State Legislature. To
get this approval was no easy matter. The Legislature
of 1840-41, like that of seven years before, which so

nearly did to death the original charter, contained many
strong and influential enemies of the college. But Gen-
eral Dockery also had strong personal and party influence

in that body. He was the Whig leader in the Senate, in

which the chief opposition developed, and as such had
secured the election of Joyner of Halifax to be Speaker
of that body. He was thus able to command respectful

consideration for any measure he favored. By putting
forth his strongest efforts he succeeded in getting the

Senate’s ratification of the loan by a vote of 23 to 19-

Many think that had he not succeeded we should today
have no Wake Forest College.

Furthermore, General Dockery was able to impart his

interest in Wake Forest to the people of his county and
section. Before the war, Richmond, Anson, and Mont-
gomery counties formed a territory in which the college

had many friends. They contributed to its support and
sent their sons to it for instruction, between them send-

ing to the college more students three times over than
all the remaining counties west of the Randolph-Chatham
line. Among the first to register was Dockery’s younger
brother, Mr. James C. Dockery, the founder of the Philo*

mathesian Society, who in 1837 went with Professor
John Armstrong to France for further study, and became
a professor in the University of Alabama.

Turning now to General Dockery’s more personal

traits, those most emphasized by his contemporaries were

his kindness to every condition of men and women, and

his unbounded hospitality. Major Wheeler says that

“his benevolence was proverbial. The poor and needy
all races always found in him a friend. No one really

need of help was ever turned away empty from his door.

Much the same language is used by Rev. John Monroe|

who declares that “he was the verj’ soul of hospitality*

His own letters in the Biblical Recorder would indicate
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that he kept open house, and entertained not only the
high and great of the world, but also whatsoever crank
or fanatic that knocked at his door—and he was none the
Worse off for it.

His interest in his church work continued until his last

^^ys. After the War, in the general disorganization of

things in the South, many of the members of his

church moved away. Those who were left were in most
cases without means. But General Dockery did not suffer
the services of the church to cease. Largely at his own
expense a regular pastor was continued. Nor was this

The church built in 1826 had become dilapidated.
Accordingly under Dockery’s leadership it was tom down,
care being taken to salvage the sound timbers, and in its
P ace was erected a beautiful new structure, which, re-
ceiving some coats of paint, an unusual decoration for a
Country church in that day, showed its whiteness from

to the great joy of the old man. Yet his interest

primarily not in the church building, but in the
^Ag people of the community. As in his early young

^
^hood he had gathered them into the Sunday school

^
taught them the way of life, so his heart continued to
cut to them in his last days. On his dying bed he

“th
^ reclamation and salvation of what he called

ho
giddy world” the burden of his daily and

cont^
^ P*'uyer. It was fitting that the old hero, with the

and
being soon again with departed children

last
I'l'® heavenly home, should almost in his

have uttered the triumphant cry, “Glory to



At Sundowfi

By F. Martin Howard

In the purpling dusk

I set my face to the setting sun,

As with brilliant fire

Its lurid banks

Of orange and crimson,

And li<]uid streaks of somber maroon.
Flame in prodigality

Along the golden West.

A fine warmth is there outspread
And an uncertain closeness;

But stealthily creeping along the horizon
Are purple shadows foregathering

—

Shadows of quicksilver years.

Piling up and piling up.

Leading a backward trail

Into a half-forgotten past.

I see in this pageantry

Rich rubies and turquoises and amethysts
Rare gems of sweet, mercurial moments
Of vanished happiness;

Gems surmounting not a golden band
Nor yet a silver one.

But dear stones held imbedded
In the drab earth of an uncertain past

—

A gray pattern of tarnished cloth

Stretched in display

In the deepening glow

Of a retrospective sundown.

Jewels that were not jewels:

Swift years, rare Fashioners,

Have wrought them thus.

Each crimson evening

Has polished their facets.
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And more poignantly each time

Gleams their light,

Though farther and deeper

They recede into the purple shadows.

And, ah!

There now in the fading West

I see the scarlet

Of inconstant lips.

Whispering a touch of warmth and promise

From the sundown

—

A caress full of promise

Like the sundown. . . .

But there have been many, many sundowns.

Flaming warm and full of promise.

That faded in the dissolution

Of deep Darkness’ onslaught.

And the flagrant occidental fan

Has closed.

Fulfilling no promise.

Bringing disquietness afresh.

Twilight gathers.

Settling with chill dissonance

Upon the recent flame

Of the setting sun.

Thus passes Day,

Halting momentarily

With a final gasp

In the thin air of departing life.

Night,

With sudden descent foreshadowed.

Drops swiftly with sable wings outspread.

Piercing through the infinity

Of Darkness’ ceiling

Stars appear.

And for the clash of heart

With the wisdom of years

Brooding Night offers
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A disconsolate setting.

A disturbing presence

Moves in this enfolding mantle,

Lurking as a ghostly dream

Haunts the sable quietness of sleep.

The crystalline stars,.

Eemote and incalculable.

Perforating without form or pattern

The liquid blackness above,

Twinkle with a cold farawayness.

Millions of miles away they are

And otherworldly.

I wander aimlessly

In the troubling darkness.

With poignant thoughts

And silent lips.

Thinking—thinking. . . .

The fruits of Optimism,

What are they?

And of Virtue and Hope?
If they be false.

Shallow illusions

Compose their leaf.

For Disillusionment,

Coming in darkness.

Renders clear the verdict.

If this, then, be the extent

Of all Optimism,

If this the length

Of all Virtue,

And at last this the end

Of all Hope,

There remain nothing of Life

And naught of Sustenance;

For Hope is Life,

And Life fades anon

Like the vanished sunset.
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My feet grow heavy;

I fall afraid,

Fearing the wraithlike presence

Lurking about me in the blackness.

It is the unkind ghost of Happiness,
Shifting and elusive

As the will-o’-the-wisp.

Luring on and on

Into treacherous morasses.

Urgent fire of early Youth

!

Brief hours of untroubled spirit!

Sweet days of unsophistication I

You arc the rare precious stones,

For all your dismal mounting.
In the lost years of a vagrant life!



Place of Music in College Kducation

By M. L. Kksleh, Jr.

PUT on something hot, boys; we want some real

music.” Such were the words heard at one of the

college hang-outs on a recent evening. And the rau-

cous strains of a current fox-trot resulted, apparently

pleasing the one who had requested “some real music.”

The question arises, Was this jazz real music? Was
it music at all? To the ear of the untrained the notes

issuing from the phonograph in this particular “joint”

were pleasant and, in a manner, satisfying. As a matter

of fact, the fox-trot was little but a succession of dis-

cordant tones with a simple sing-song rhythm, popularly

known as “jazz.” Or, as an Englishman terms it, “the

Afro-American product.” Indeed, our friends across the

waters have been not at all favorably impressed by our

new music, and censure us for our lack of musical edu-

cation.

How many great composers have we in America pr®*

duced in comparison with, say, Germany? Very few,

certainly, partly because of the relative youth of our

nation, and principally because of our neglect of the culti-

vation of a substantial musical education. We study
,

language and English literature so that we may appreci- i

ate the works of our great authors. Why can we not
|

follow the same course in music? The fundamentals of
j

music are similar to the grammar of our language. Nots-
j

tion is analogous to the alphabet, theory to orthographyi

harmony to etymology, and counterpoint to the synta-^ !

of our language. Listening to and trying to appreciate

fine music may be compared with the reading of Shake-

speare. The first time we attempt either we meet with
‘

difficulties, but gradually with experience we learn

search out the finer qualities in each, and are infinitely

better prepared for finer appreciation of succeeding read-

ings, either in a master of the language or of music.
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If. on the other hand, we accustom ourselves to light
music we are not likely to appreciate the arias of an
opera. It is simply beyond us. It is only by training that
e become fond of the masterpieces of Verdi and

Wagner.

preference of jazz to the more
mvated forms of music runs somewhat like this: “I

^

on t know anything about music”; and it might be added,

anvfV cheap mind to grasp
ything which taxes it. Give me something painless

En
^o my mind.” We are not permitted in our

of Iv. ,

courses to substitute dime novels for the plays

thPTi^^u
novels of the masters. Neither,

mno-’
we be able to substitute inferior types of

SIC for that of the masters.
^^It IS not amiss here to consider briefly the two classes

exnr°^^-
music and jazz. Music is a pleasing,

ment T'r.
^“""bination of tones built on three funda-

of th^ tune, and structure. If any one

Let
lacking, the composition is not real music,

in rhvir”^^^^®
^ Beethoven symphony, which is strong

of
structure, to that particular type

satura
“hot-” I" the latter there is a super-

a tunp
° combination of rhythm and saxophone shrieks,

any
noticeable for its absence and little structure, if

a simnlp f
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony we have

of thp «
known as the theme, presented at the first

the idea
°J\Position. This theme conveys to the hearer

^lly builf
composer, the symphony being then gradu-

^les of
With this theme as the base, and with the

^eat c

narmony and counterpoise and the soul of the

the simnT^”^^^
^ suide, a masterpiece is evolved from

Hh th

^ introduced at the beginning,

the thrp”’’
structure are capable of expressing

spirit, r
components of man—body, mind, and

‘loacy of fu
S^^catness of a man depends on the ade-

"^^Pends
elements, so the greatness of music

t^lghest forni*®
these elements in their

m. Unly a few have succeeded in transcribing
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these characteristics to their music. These few have
lived and will continue to live as immortal. The “cheap
stuff” in music will soon be forgotten, but the music
which has come from the souls of men will live forever.

Six months is usually the maximum span of life for

the popular “hits,” few of which were inspired by any-
thing higher than the desire for financial gain. Millions

of dollars are being made in the production of the current

“theme songs” and popular numbers. The writers are

so carried on by the stream of popular demand that there

is not time for inspiration, and little time for the produc-

tion of anything of serious worth. Rhythm, or bodily ex-

pression, is the primal motif in practically all of the popu-

lar productions, the other two essentials being left to

their own devices and out of the composition.

Occasionally, of course, there comes from this mass of

high-production music something worth while. The com-
poser once in a while takes time to translate a genuine
and sincere sentiment to his music. But such occasions

are rare indeed.

We come to college, we are wont to say, to get an edu-

cation. Perhaps some of us do get during the four years

we are at college all the education we shall ever get. As
a matter of fact, our four years of college training are

but years spent, for the most part, in preparing for an

education. In college we should learn to appreciate the

arts, literature, and the finer things of life. Music, as

one of the fine arts, should be taught in every college-

Musical history and theory should be taught as a required

subject in the Bachelor of Arts course. It is gratifying

to learn that colleges over the countrj' are recognizing the

importance of this art, music, and are giving it an in-

creasing amount of attention in the preparation of their

curricula.

Man, to be completely educated, should have a kno'vl-

edge of the arts, music included, not alone because he

wishes to be a finished product, socially and culturally’

but also because such a knowledge will be a source oi

ever-increasing enjoyment throughout life.



The Bell of Miidera

By E. B. Dozikb

Shadows and the dusk,

Gathering softly and slow,

Herald deep-toned bells

Soulfully ringing and low,

Calling to vespers below.

Temple bells of the orient seem to be imbued with
souls that grip the very natures of those that listen
to their mellow notes reverberating softly down

e mountainsides into the snugly nestled hamlets or
^ by hills and the deep-washing sea.

load^S
evening as I was walking through fields

fai t K
abundant crop of grain I heard the first

^ but mellow boom of a temple bell which was hidden

sho
f^®^^tain grove several miles away ; and as I stopped

^^®tened the notes swelled into a deep-throated

The^
^ then died softly into the disappearing light,

erentl^^^^^
hour had arrived, and the people were rev-

their
their devotions or quietly finishing

bed of
gloriously into a feathery

tag th
''®’””!hion clouds, and darkness was rapidly shroud-

to inv^
®atire landscape in a sable cloak. I hurried home

Sea
burning fire and my books.

^ supper when Taro opened the slid-

aiakin^^b’^^*^ accustomed to

sance
himself at home, and sometimes a general nui-

heautif T’l
^h®*^8^h at other times he opened up vistas of

World T
nation alone could give to the

t 'vas n
^°”*^ht Taro was in a communicative mood, and

stored
to hearing some of the tales that were

down t

^ thousands in his brain. But before I settled

before
° ^ delightful laziness, stretched out in a chair

^'^d a nnf
^ a table with some cakes

hpnvji
before my friend, and then slipped into

y padded kimono and slippers.
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“What new tale have you for me tonight, Taro ?” I in-

quired of my bright-eyed companion who sat there sip-

ping slowly his tea and munching now and again from a

cake that he held carelessly between his thumb and third

finger. As if some muse had stirred him, the little fellow

put down his cup and finished his cake in a gulp and
started telling of the pilgrimages that were made to Mt.

Fuji and other sacred places. He went on to tell of the

pilgrimages made to the temple on Mt. Hiezan where
Benkei, the giant priest, is reputed to have dragged a

large bell; and then, when it wouldn’t ring there, he

dragged it back in a rage to its old home. Just as Taro
finished quoting the following tanka, I interrupted him:

Tinkling airily,

Singing cheerily, pilgrim bells

Swinging happily;

Ringing bllthcsomely, foretell

The pilgrimage of the bells.

“And, Taro, tell me more about your bells—those ex-

quisite temple bells that ring at vesper time and in the

early morning. I heard one of them tonight just as I was

returning from a glorious walk in the hills.”

“Ah ! so you want me to tell you more of our bells that

call us to prayer and summon us to rise and worship the

great sun-god? Bells in Japan are said to have souls in

them, and if you mar the bells through any mistreatment,

then they do not lift your soul to any heights of ecstasy-

They are rung so as to bring out the very best in one’s

nature. They are the mellow, loving tones of the gods-

Therefore, we worship them and make pilgrimages to

them.

“I think of one now, in the ancient monastery nt

Miidera. It is a great bronze bell hanging, silent noW,

in the bell tower. Tt rang out every morning and eve-

ning, a clear, rich note, and its surface shone like sparl^'

ling dew,’ says the old chronicle. The priests were
willing for any woman to strike the bell in any way, ^
so built a wall around the outside of the tower so that no

woman might enter.
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“At the festival of the cherry-blossom throngs of peo-
ple came to this famous temple, surrounded by a beau-
tiful grove of cherries, to hear the bell. People from
PPles around came, bringing their bedding, and slept out
under the trees during a period of about a week, in order
n hear the soul-stirring tones that the marvelous bell
gave forth.”

But, Taro, didn’t any woman try to peep in the inclo-
ure and try to see the great bell that they were forbidden

to ring?” I blurted out.

th
u^^'^utitnes a group of belles who wanted to see

of®,
of their pretty faces in the shining surface

the bell would try to wheedle the priests into letting
®ni in the enclosure. But the good old monks would
nionstrate with them and tell them that if through any

should be touched by a woman the metal

^
Uid lose its lustre and it would cease to give out the

ca?
tones that it now gave forth, and also w’ould bring

,f^^ty upon the entire monastery.

tifui
coquettes and the very beau-

and
their utmost in an attempt at wheedling

just
the kindly old priests into letting them

bell
themselves in the mirror-like surface of the

bee
‘ thought if they might do this that they would

lenv”!.^
beautiful and that their beauty would not

UQ even in old age.

bell
some people that had been to hear the famous

everv
Kyoto, the old capital, and related to

chron^^^
story of the marvelous bell. The

in Ky
‘When a certain pretty woman who lived

at last

° beard this she grew extremely inquisitive and

go atifi’
^0 restrain her curiosity, she said : “I will

Sound
wonderful bell of Miidera. I will make it

and b
^ shining surface, bigger

^ thousand mirrors, I will paint and
my face and dress my hair.”

’

*be sno^
months passed and the plum blossomed and

spring”"" the grass began to grow. It was
again. All the young folk were out early in the
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morning, playing in the zephrous breezes that swept the

countryside, verdant in their crops.

“Blustering March had swept by before anyone could

realize it, and April arrived, announcing the cherry-

blossom season when the entire nation takes a holiday

for carousal and enjoyment. Throngs surged from place

to place to witness the flowering of the pink trees that

filled places of natural beauty.

“One morning Hanako, the beauty of Kyoto, slipped

quietly out from her home and wandered down the city

to the place where the crowds gathered before leaving

the city for the various cherry groves. She inquired of

the people which company was making their way to the

Miidera temple. Soon this group started off and the

vivacious coquette, a member of the group, had the great-

est time that she was able to have. As they passed

through the villages along the road the young gallants

that were passing along stopped and looked with eyes like

saucers and mouths agape at the extraordinary beauty.

“The atmosphere all along the road was scented with

the delicate fragrance of the cherries, wafted gently oo

a soft April breeze. The journey to the temple took the

entire day, and just as the lanterns before the houses

began to shed their flickering light and the stars began

to blink the little company of tired travelers entered the

outskirts of the temple-village. There they found roo^

to place their bedding and they dropped wearily to their

pallets for a good night’s rest. But Hanako
”

“Is Hanko the little coquette that boasted she

powder her face in the reflection of the bell?” I

rupted. ,

“Yes. She slept on the outer circle of the little ban

and passed the night there. But before the first

streaks of dawn had pierced the blackness of the ni^

the maiden lay waiting for dawn’s approach in a ten
^

tingling of excitement. Here and yon over the county

side the shrill notes of chanticleer broke the

silence of the dawn. Then the occasional chirp of a

row high on a topmost bough of tree could be heard.
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“Then, at the flooding of the valley with light, Hanako
quietly slipped out from the covers and wandered in the
uirection of the temple grounds. The air was deliciously
00 from the chill of the night and in it there was a
ouyancy and restiveness that made the maiden skip

No one was up and the streets were deserted

heap^^
occasional dog prowling among the garbage

of
entered the grounds she heard the rattle

^
the shutters as the attendants of the temple were

to rise to pay their respects to the great sun-

fou d
slipped quietly around to the enclosure and

^hut it was unguarded and open. She looked around

gla
’ hurried to the gate, casting furtive

direction of the temple. She ran in and

fni-
quietly together and then sank exhausted

u moment to the ground.

^^6 sun rose behind a hill that overhung the temple

and?°K^^
began to make ready for the ringing of the bell

jT
° ^he incense at the altar. Time was precious

hell
herself in the wonderful mirror-like

uud th^ •

walked hesitantly to the bell tower,

®ud ,
^ flood of glory the sun beamed down on her

the
herself in the mirror. Forgetting her terror,

®uw h
smiled into the mirror-like surface and she
cheeks and laughing dimples. Then care-

Wavel t

^ loosened her hair and let it stream down in

®he loni!
her charming face and figure, and then

beauty ®he astounded herself by her own

the h •
have been more charmingly framed

sh
^^”*®hed surface of the sacred bell. Almost with

before t
''^^^‘^hed the reflection as it breathed and moved

touch timidly, she reached out her hand to

she t

^ “‘"^Ples in her cheek to feel if they were real.

*bat sofu'^'^r^^
^ distress escaped from it

®tmulta
^ *he entire neighborhood with its cry and

ttocted lost its lustre and no longer re-

bke ditYir.^
^hc sun. There are two fingerprints

”^Ples on the bell today.”



Chemistry and the Sulphur Industry *

By M. L. Spbixki.e

S
ULPHUR has been known to mankind since the ear-

liest times. The ancients called it brimstone be-

cause of “the circumstance that it is combustible, and

that when ignited it will continue to bum in the presence

of air with a characteristic blue flame until it is entirely

consumed.” The brimstone of the Bible was sulphur.

Sulphur, in the free state, is found in volcanic regions

in Sicily, Italy, Iceland, North and South America, the

Aleutian Islands, Japan, Asia, and other parts of the

world. Some of these places, especially Italy, Japan,

Sicily, and a small section in Louisiana and Southern

Texas, constitute valuable sources of supply.

In the United States much sulphur is found in union

with metals, forming sulphides such as iron pyrites

(FeS2), lead sulphide or galena (PbS), zinc blend (ZnS),

and chalcopyrite (CuFeSo) ; sulphates, such as gj’psu^

(CaS04.2H20), barite (BaS04), celestite (SrS04), and

epsom salt (MgS04.7H20), and other important metal-

liferous ores. These sulphides and sulphates, however,

constitute a secondary source of supply. Large deposits

of sulphur are found in dome formations at Calcasieu,

Louisiana; Bryan Mound, Freeport, Texas; Hoskins

Mound, Texas, and Big Hill, Texas.

Sulphur is also found in protein materials, thus P^^

ducing the offensive hydrogen sulphide odor on decay-

Eggs are especially rich in combined sulphur, so much

so that “antique eggs are easily recognized by the over-

powering odor of hydrogen sulphide.”

It may be well here to notice the production of sulphu*"

in the different sulphur-producing countries. Japanese

sulphur, of a very high purity, and “obtained from th®

deposits which have been worked for many years in the

volcanic district of Hokkaiedo,” has a market to the eS

tent of 30,000 tons per year. This is shipped, for t ®

• The author, now a srraduate student at Wake Forest, wrote this

he was a freshman, in competition for an award offered by the Americ^
cal Society. For much of the information contained in this article credit

to Professor Nevill Isbell, of the Department of Chemistry, who has had exp^

in connection with the mining of sulphur in Texas.
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part, to the Pacific ports of the United States and
to Australia.

The annual output of Italian sulphur is between 30,000
^nd 40,000 tons per annum from deposits in Romagna.

greater part of this sulphur is used in Italy for agri-

cultural and viticultural purposes.

It has been stated that Sicilian sulphur has been em-
ployed in industry for over 300 years. Sixteen million
tons or more have been extracted up to date, and until
the introduction of the Frasch process for the extraction

Louisiana and Texas sulphur, Sicily controlled the sul-
phur industry of the world. It is interesting to note that

addition to the 16,000,000 tons which have been mined.
Prepared, and sold, according to official report, “the quan-
ity of commercial sulphur still in sight in Sicilian mines
^niounts to about 34,000,000 tons.”

,

"^he total annual output of the United States before
® War was nearly 275,000 tons of sulphur per year,

exports being greater than the imports. Then during
e War, when sulphur was needed so desperately for the
anufacture of sulphuric acid so vital to munitions pro-
ction, the output, by the Frasch process, in Louisiana

Su
pushed to about 1,000,000 tons annually,

^h huge production, however, is not warranted in times
peace. Accordingly, production now is about 300,000

‘•ons yearly.

A brief description of the methods of mining sulphur
at this point. The Sicilian mines are dis-

wid^
an area about 100 miles long and 55 miles

in d'
deposits of sulphur vary from 150 to 600 feet

Formerly the sulphur was brought out of the

ohin^
manual labor. Now it is brought out by ma-

shalf^’
ILe sulphur is mined it is heaped in a

or calcerone 30 feet in diameter and 10 feet

be„i’ pit is on a hillside, with the sloping bottom

to Several draught holes are left from top

dropping

third
orush or straw into these openings. About a
the sulphur burns, melting the remaining sul-
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phur, which collects at the bottom near a tap-hole, from

which it is drawn at intervals of a few hours.

The method used in Louisiana and Texas is known as

the Frasch process. The sulphur is found at a depth of

1,000 to 2,000 feet, under several strata of earth. The

sulphur beds are located by the presence of mounds or

Dome Formations “which constitute a striking feature of

the coastal plains, which extend throughout the states of

Louisiana, Texas, and the Gulf States of Mexico,”

The following may be regarded as a typical descrip-

tion of the Frasch process: A large pipe, 10 inches in

diameter, is sunk to the top of the sulphur bed. Inside

this 10-inch pipe an 8-inch perforated pipe with holes

of half-inch diameter, arranged in spiral form, is lowered

to the bottom of the sulphur. Through this pipe super*,

heated water is forced throughout the entire thickness of

the deposit. Within the 8-inch pipe a 6-inch unperforated

pipe is sunk. The excess water is brought to the surface

through this pipe. Enclosed within the 6-inch pipe is

an unperforated 4-inch pipe, through which molten sul-

phur is raised to the surface. Inside the 4-inch pipe ®

1-inch unperforated pipe is lowered to the bottom of the

deposit, through which compressed air is forced.

In the oil-fired burner plants water is superheated

170 degrees C. at a pressure of 100-140 pounds. This

water is forced down the 8-inch pipe, and it melts the

sulphur, which has a melting point of 115 degrees y-

Four million gallons of water are used per day, and

order to get rid of the excess water a great amount JS

returned to the surface through the 6-inch pipe. Som®

of the water flows between the strata to an empty

or a “bleed well.” The molten sulphur collects at the

bottom of the 4-inch pipe, through which it is forced

the surface by the compressed air. The sulphur A®''

into great wooden bins where it cools into huge bloc

'

or there may be a relay station at which sulphur f*^

all the field is concentrated and then pumped into a h>*^^

Some of these bins are 60 x 160 x 250 feet, producing
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«ngle block containing 100,000 tons of sulphur and worth
Millions of dollars.

M^en the sulphur is needed for shipment the huge
lock is dynamited into fragments and loaded into cars
the rate of 35 tons of sulphur in 14 minutes. The

ading is done by means of steam shovels and mechani-

i

box-car loaders. At the port the sulphur is loaded
snips, to be carried to different parts of the world.

^
Now, is the development of chemistry in the United

of si
seriously impeded by an exhaustible supply

to i
sulphuric acid and paper industries

the TT ^
^nnause of a lack of sulphur? Is it possible that

havi^”*^^^
States is today faced with the prospect of

her
Sicily, in a few years at least, for

iPost^^^^
^ ®*^^Phur ? With the Louisiana deposit al-

from production of sulphur
decreased production of some sulphur

great
^ Texas, with no more deposits in sight, with

disDos
expenses, and with overproduction and

Statp/
foreign markets, chemistry in the United

Ey
^e facing a grave danger.

the Te”
Freeport Sulphur Company,

Phur
Sulphur Company, and the Union Sul-

amount producing a steadily increasing

an inr.°^
sulphur yearly, consider the fact that there

demand for sulphur, both pure and in its

Probahl
’ production of sulphuric acid, which

Paper ind
^

f

^ most important chemical known, in the

^Pd for
asrricultural purposes, for fungicides,

®lp&le Ob-
important uses. It is hard to look at a

^Pt had which sulphuric acid has
important part in the making.

^*Pst,
pro some of the problems we are up against?

Self
i’jj

immediate danger to the industry it-

^^Potrolvf^
overhead cost incurred through the

Cause
of ? P^P^s 1” fhe sulphur wells. Be-

Pumped^H'^^^’®” solution of water which

a ten 1

sulphur formation, there seems
uency to lose iron pipe. This tendency would
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seem to increase with rise of temperature and pressure.

We might imagine a gigantic battery formed, which

would involve both local and over-all galvanic action. Of

course if any such action is taking place, there would be

quite a loss of pipe, which is costly. It is said that loss

of such pipe amounts to between $30,000 and $60,000

monthly, depending upon conditions of operation and

certain localities. In order to keep ahead of this cost it

would be advantageous for a company suffering from

such a condition of affairs to produce as much sulphur as

possible through the pipe, which sometimes lasts less

than a month, and in some cases less than a week.

In the second place, no more deposits are being dis-

covered. The great sulphur deposits in the United States

are found under the Dome Formations of Louisiana and

Texas. The Louisiana deposits are almost gone. Only

a limited supply is being produced. In fact, it is said tha

the Louisiana company is taking steps toward moving

into the little Texas 40-mile triangle. Three mounds—

Hoskins Mound, Bryan Mound, and Big Hill—are actu-

ally producing sulphur, the Bryan Mound deposit a

Freeport probably producing the better grade. One o
^

two other mounds in the triangle probably contain poten

tial deposits. Nowhere else in the United States are sue

^

Dome Formations found. There are other deposits o

sulphur, of course, but they could not possibly be work
^

by the Frasch process, and doubtless they do not contai

very large quantities of sulphur.

We hear talk of Teapot Dome and the danger of

hausting our oil reserves ;
and yet our known dome s

phur deposits could be contained in a triangle whose si

are only about 40 miles long, while our oil deposits

all over the country.

In the third place, not all of the mounds have

successful in the production of sulphur. Hoskins *

in Texas gave promise of producing a great

sulphur when the field was surveyed. It was t ®

that the sulphur would be of great purity. But com^^j.

cations arose when production started; the su P
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seemed to be getting away under the ground, due to the
porosity of the formation or from some other cause.
Efforts were made to prevent the running away. Hay
^nd mud were pumped into the ground in an attempt to
close up the fissures. The hay was green. So was the
sulphur which later came up. The hay was stopped and
^ud started. Then oil got into the sulphur from some-
where. Judgment, based upon past experiences, shows
that even these sources of sulphur are of doubtful value.

In the fourth place, a great danger that faces us is

overproduction. How does overproduction affect the de-
velopment of chemistry? Again we must go back to

W'ly for an explanation. The Frasch process is a much
c eaper method of mining sulphur than that used in
^ic^ly- This process has been tried in Sicily, but it does

^ appear practicable upon a large scale because of the
^&h cost of fuel and the losses occasioned when much

Is present, as is often the case. Now Sicilian

nor
production, cannot, to any

degree, compete with Frasch sulphur. It is
y natural that the lower priced sulphur, of the same

P“”Iy> would enjoy a better market. This is
'^tly what has happened.

^^Another comparison is interesting. According to the

V Eook of Agriculture, 1922, published

and
^ Institute of Agriculture (Rome),

Phur
Board of Trade Journal: “Italian sul-

^0 172,000 metric tons, as

1913 p
274,000 tons in 1921 and 285,000 tons in

Pared
however, increased considerably as corn-

trade
11121, a year of intense crisis in the sulphur

sulni,
United States in 1922 maintained

^^6,000
(1,860,000 metric tons) and exported

P^ce of
a figure never reached before. The

lower la both Italy and the United States was

^Potatio»f”
United States monthly

then,
ig tu

below those before the war. This,

no
danger arising from overproduction!

other sulphur-producing country able to cope
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with the United States in the output of low-priced sul-

phur, it is natural enough that companies producing sul-

phur will produce all that they can put on the market;

and one day our sulphur wells will cease to pour out their

valuable molten sulphur.

In the fifth place, probably the real danger that faces

us, growing out of exhaustion through overproduction,

is the ultimate control of the sulphur industry by Sicily-

Before the Frasch process was introduced Sicily had a

monopoly of the world’s sulphur trade. Prices went up-

All industries, except possibly the sulphuric acid indus-

try—in which pyrites may be used with almost as much

success as pure sulphur—suffered to a great extent. This

would happen again should Sicily be able to establish

another monopoly. The paper industry would probably

be the hardest hit, since it is entirely dependent upon the

purest sulphur with which to whiten the wood pulp-

Agriculture would also suffer.

The United States is independent now, as far as sulphur

is concerned; but what about the future? What shall

we do when all our available supply of sulphur has been

extracted and placed for disposal on foreign markets n*

competition with Sicilian sulphur? What about the tim®

when we shall be forced to return to Sicily for our sul-

phur? Then we shall pay dearly.



From the Campus Wall

By Thurman D. Kitciiin, Jr.

I
N every small town there is always one main place

where loafers usually do their hanging out. Wake

Forest, being a college town, is distinguished by sev-

eral of these places.

One side of our college campus is a continual cun^e,

taking more than half a circle, and around this runs the

Federal highway from New York to Florida. The cam-

Pas is surrounded by a low rock wall, and this very wall,

opposite the highway, is a most alluring place when one

has absolutely nothing to do. On each side of the street

a sidewalk; so when sitting on the wall we get the

opportunity of observing thoroughly, and from all angles.

Passers-by, both riding and walking.

We see constantly the tourists from twenty-five per

oent of our states, and by tourists I mean the different

kinds. There are those who are dressed in brown—dirty

and tired looking—and who carry their tents and luggage

and around the cars, which are often open and old.

There are others who seem to have a house-car and make
this their permanent life. Both these types usually have
Several children and a dog or two. The most interesting
thing about them is to see what state they are from, or
Suess at the model of the car. Then there are large.

Pretty cars, which shine in the sun as they turn the curve.

We immediately spot them. We at once pronounce
® name of the automobile, where it is from—and then
stare at the tourists inside. They are usually nice-

ooking people, or we make them out to be, anyway. We
occasionally wave at them, and especially so if there’s a
Pretty girl along. And, yes, they usually wave back. In
^ct, they often wave first. We are delighted then, and
oa

ourselves “rating.” We often honor these larger cars
y asking the occupants for a ride to Raleigh, for ex-

Ple. We won’t bum in an old car, and by no means
0 in an open car on a cool day.
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And from a large portion of this wall we can see every

one that goes downtown. We see the town people riding

around, and our fellow students steadily walking back

and forth. On a pretty day when the young ladies are

out walking they cannot help passing within our view,

and I remind you again that on account of the curve of

the road we see the passers-by at all angles—as they

come and go. We like to see the different people passing,

and we usually have a comment to make on each one.

We don’t talk about any one behind his back, but usually

when one goes to sit on the wall he is in the mood to see

only his immediate surroundings, and to think only on

what is placed right before his mind. It is a good thing

every now and then, I make myself believe ; and certainly

very easy to do.

I am not writing a defense of loafing; but ever}' one

finds the time when he feels that he can do nothing better

than waste a little time. Then there are other times

when one feels that he is entitled to follow his own incli-

nations, selfish though they may be. I see my most

learned professors slowly riding around or taking a short

walk about town, and so we can easily afford to claim

that sitting on the wall serves the same purpose to us.

Again sometimes there happens to be a half-hour or so

between two important events, and to use this little inter-

vening recess nothing serves the purpose more conven-

iently than sitting on the wall—for instance, the time

between an afternoon show and supper. Now, surely yoi*

will permit a few matinees to college students, and then

they must have supper. So there lies a short time during

which, considering it even from a philosophical point of

view, we call ourselves justified in sitting on the "’all-

And we are not always useless there, though we really do

expect to be. At these times we have had the privilege

of directing prominent visitors to Wake Forest around

town. Old Wake Forest men from New England an

Florida have stopped and asked us how we were liking

our new President and our new Coach, and inquired abou

some of the older professors whom they knew when the>
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Were here. And one tourist has stopped and told us of a

very bad accident which had just happened a short way
down the road, thus allowing us to be among the first at

the scene.

But let’s not go too much into the justification and

Value of this idleness. If you are going to loaf, anyway,
the wall is my recommendation. You can lean against

it or sit upon it ; on cold days you can sit in the sun, and
on hot days you can find plenty of shade ;

and it is a per-

fect observation point—if you just want to rest and still

see everything which goes on about town.



The Commission to Cmtada in 1776
A STUDY

By A. L. Aycook

VERY often the turn of affairs in the lives of indi-

viduals and nations may hinge on minor incidents,

or what appear at the time to be minor incidents.

If we are to judge the relative importance of our diplo-

matic relations with Canada during the Revolutionary

War by the amount of space given it in most of our

present-day histories, it shrinks to insignificance. If, on

the other hand, we are to consider what might have been

the probable results if the United Colonies and Canada

had joined hands in the conflict, the affair no longer has

the appearance of a minor incident, but assumes one of

real importance. It is not my purpose in this paper,

however, to speculate or theorize on the probable results

of a union with Canada, but it is to show the attempt and

failure on the part of the United Colonies to form such

a union. I shall consider, first, the relations existing

between the Colonies prior to the spring of 1776, take up

the sending of a commission to Canada, and point out

some of the apparent causes for the failure of the com-

mission.

On June 27, 1775, the Continental Congress ordered

General Schuyler to protect Fort Ticonderoga, which ha

been taken by Ethan Allen on May 11, and to take po^*

session of Montreal. Illness forced General Schuyler to

give up the command, and General Richard Montgome^

took charge. After capturing St. John’s, he

Montreal, capturing the city November 13, 1775. Th^

expedition was not considered by the Canadians as

forced invasion. There was no lost love between mo

of them and the British troops, and they were glad ®

the “Red Coats” driven out.* Moreover, they had b^^

assured by their southern neighbors that the Continen

'8*« Juitin Smith. Our StruggU for tk* Fourttntk Voc*'.

I. ch. Till.
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Army came not to injure, but to “liberate and pr^^t/’

This is brought out clearly in a proclamation from Wash-

Mon Sit September 1, 1775, to his “Friends and

Brethren.”

In this proclamation Washington assures the Canadians

that everything possible has been done to avert the u -

natural contest between the English colonies and Great

Britain,” tells them that the colonies have appealed to

that Being in whose hands are all human events and

describes the British arms as “now tarnished with dis-

grace and disappointment” and the enemy “circumscri e

Within the limits of a single city 2 and its suburbs, suffer-

ing all the shame and distress of a siege, ... He tnen

congratulates the Canadians that they have not been

iJlinded by the British who had counted on their aid, and

i'e urges them to join in the conflict for liberty.

Uome. then, my brethren, unite with us in an Indissoluble union;

us run together to the same goal. We have taken up arms in

defense ot our liberty, our property, our wives, and our chi dren

are determined to preserve them or die. We
\

Measure to that day, not far remote, we hope, when the Inhabitante

America shall have one sentiment, and the full enjoyment o a

^’’ae government.

Incited by these motives, and encouraged by the advice of many

'^'euds of liberty among you, the grand American Congress have

**“1 an army into your province, under the command of General

f'Jiuyier. not to plunder, but to protect you; to animate, and bring

‘“‘u action those sentiments of freedom you have disclosed, and

the tools of despotism would extinguish through the whole

To cooperate with this design, and to frustrate those

and perlldlous schemes which would deluge our frontiers

the blood of women and children, 1 have detached Colonel

^^“uld into your country with a part of the army under my com-

1 have enjoined it upon him, and I am certain that he ^1
'^Mder himself, and act. as in the country of his patrons and best

/'^uds. Tiecessarles and accommodations of every kind, Khich you

y tumUh, he toill thankfully receive, and render the full value

’‘Uite you, therefore, as friends ond brethren, to provide him such

“Wies os your country affords; and I pledge myself, not only foras your country affords; and l picagc v

safety and security but for an ample compensation. Let

aa before
• an enemy.

'hoAton
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The cause of America, and of liberty, is the cause of every virtu-

ous American citizen; whatever may be his religion or descent, the

United Colonies know no distinction but such as slavery, corruption,

and arbitrary dominion may create. Come, then, ye generous citi-

zens, range yourselves under the standard of general liberty, against

which all the force and artifices of tyranny will never be able to

prevail.®

Such glowing promises did not fail to have their effect

upon the Canadians, and the “friendly disposition” and

the ready assistance “which they gave on all occasions,

when the troops entered Canada, testify to the fact that

they accepted the proclamation in good faith. Additional

evidence of the fact that large numbers of the Canadians

were friendly to the Colonies is found in a petition f^m

Nova Scotia to the Continental Congress. This petition,

dated February 8, 1776, follows in part:

We agreed In our committees that nothing should be done pu^

llcly, as it might Instigate the others to fall upon us sooner than

they Intended, and as we could not tell what was the Intention o

the Continental Congress concerning us. Therefore we pray

that your Excellency will please to relieve us that we may be a

to express our sentiments publicly and join our little strength

the other colonies In preventing the ensigns of slavery from be

set up In any part of this great empire. We further desire

this our request may be kept a secret for the present.'*

At the same time a member of the committee wro

a personal letter to Washington, asking him to use

influence to get Congress to vote favorably on the pe^^

tion. This letter, coming from a man who had h'

among the people for twenty years, should be an

statement of conditions, and the attitude of the

dians, around Nova Scotia:

The great contest between Britain and America has hitherto

only treated speculatively among us. I presume a sympat ^

our brethren on the continent reigns In the breasts of the gen
^

of the Inhabitants. With gladness would we be active in the

ous struggle. If our situation and the circumstances were sue
OUS struggle, ii uui

from
afford the least glimpse of success; but our remoteness

s Jared Sparks (editor), Tht Writingt of Grorge Boston.

pp. 02-94. (lUlics are mine.) Province of ^

4 Ibid., p. 8S5. This petition was sitrned by twelve men of the F

Scotia.
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other colonies and our form of government, joined with the indi-

gence of the Inhabitants, render it in a manner impossible without

euccor from some other quarter. As to the Arcadians, I have dwelt

among them near twenty years, and am well acquainted with their

manners and ways. They are to a man wholly inclined to the cause

of America. There are but about two hundred regular troops in

Halifax, including raw recruits from Newfoundland and other places.

Had we at present two or three hundred men, they would secure all

fhat part of the province between this place and Halifax.®

We have seen something of the attitude of the Cana-

dians toward the Continental Army when that army first

entered Canada; we have also seen what glowing prom-

ises Washington had made the Canadians in his procla-

mation. Now let us take a glance at the situation exist-

ing six months after the army entered. Colonel Hazen,

^ho took command at Montreal on March 27, 1776, to

succeed General Wooster, wrote General Schuyler of con-

ditions there. His letter, dated April 1, 1776, follows:

You are not unacquainted with the friendly disposition of the

Canadians when General Montgomery first penetrated into the coun-

the ready assistance which they gave on all occasions, by men,

'^'••'lages. or provisions was most remarkable. Even when he was
^fore Quebec, many parishes offered their services in the reduction

fhat fortress, which were at that time thought unnecessary. But
m most unfortunate fate, added to other incidents, has caused such

'hauge in their disposition, that we no longer look upon them as

J'ends, but on the contrary waiting an opportunity to join our
^“emies. That no observations of my own may remain obscure, I

leave to observe that I think the clergy, or guardians of the

and conductors of the bodies of these enthusiasts, have been

U®*'hap8 In some Instances ill-used. Be that as It will,

are unanimous, though privately, against our cause, and I

too much reason to fear many of them, with the other people

‘Consequence, have carried on a correspondence the whole

Goorge \Va,hir,gton, III, pp. S36-S36. ThU Irtter WM transmitted

l*«ve . m Conitrcsa on March 27, with the followina commcnli: 1 beg
Scoti* i"»''»n>it to you the copy of a petition from the inhabiUnU of Nova
*>th in 4 m hy Jonathan Kddy, mentioned therein, who it now here

f"*' from ’'vf'*'*"' which it appears that they are in a dittretsed situation ;

teducei yC'ldy’s account, they are exceedingly apprehensive that they will

'"'miea n, ,
me disagreeable alternative of taking up arms and joining our

msultg an j
fleeing their country, unless they can be protected against their

valuaiu “PPfehension. He says that their committees think many saluUry
‘'t't there

“ consequences would be derived from flve or six hundred men being

'measis*’’ ‘‘would not only quiet the minds of the people from tbe anxiety

w. the Colo^* “'0 now filled with, and enable them to take a part in behalf

"“nisteriai ,
*“'t be the means of preventing . . . government and the

"‘ne.”
( 11

,:^,°?^" from getting such supplies ... as they have previously
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winter with General Carleton In Quebec, and are now plotting ou

destruction. The peasantry in general have been ill used. The

have, in some instances, been dragooned with the point ot tn

bayonet to supply wood for the garrison at a lower rate ^
current price. For carriages and many other articles furn s

certificates have been given not legible, without slgnatye the

halt of consequence rejected by the quartermaster-general. It is ir

payment has been promised from time to time; yet they loo u

such promises as vague, their labor and property lost, and the W
gress of the United Colonies bankrupt. And in a more

point, they have not seen sufficient force In the country to pro

them. These matters furnish very strong arguments to be

of by our enemies. With respect to the better sort of

French and English, seven-eighths are Tories, who would wisn

see our throats cut. and perhaps would readily assist in
j

You may remember. Sir. in a conversation with you at Alb '

urged the necessity of sending immediately to Canada able ge^r
^

a respectable army, and a printer. Indeed. I had before *^P'‘

these measures in person to Congress, at least to the Commm

Congress, and we have since been flattered from time to time

we should have one or all of these essentials.*

This letter throws some interesting light on the
^

dian situation. Scarcely six months had elap^ s

Washington’s glowing proclamation had been »ssu
_

his “Friends and Brethren ” promising “ample consi

tion” for “such supplies as your country affords, an

“sent into your province ... not to plunder, bu

tect you.” According to Colonel Hazen’s letter, t

dians had taken Washington at his word, as

their “friendly disposition” and “the f
which they gave on all occasions.” Instead

g3iit3

compensation” for the supplies furnished, e
^ppiy

are “dragooned with the point of the bajone

wood ... at a lower rate than the current price.
^

are paid for their services with worthless
.gj to

The army sent to protect them has actually sta^^^

plunder them. Small wonder it is, then, that tn

should be petitioned for able generals, a respecta

and a supply of hard cash. ^jj^e

Though Colonel Hazen did not know of it at
pj

to

was writing, Congress had taken steps o a

A Manuscript letter quoted in TAe Hrifiaps of HooMiofftoo,
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relieve the situation. On the very day his letter was

Written, a commission from the Continental Congress had

set out for Canada. This commission was headed by

Benjamin Franklin ’ of the Colony of Pennsylvania, who
Was accompanied by Samuel Chase and Charles Carroll

(of Carrollton) of the Colony of Maryland.® John Car-

roll,® a very influential Catholic priest of Maryland, was
invited to accompany them. The commissioners were

Actually appointed February 15
,
1776 . They did not set

®nt, however, until April 1 ,
and arrived in Montreal April

29. Since the purpose of their going and the authority

with which they were vested are both clearly indicated

in their appointment and instructions, I shall quote the

former and give a summary of the latter.

Know ye, that we, reposing especial trust and confidence In your
*®al, fidelity, abilities, and assiduity, do by these presents constl-

and appoint you, or any two of you. Commissioners for and on

*'ehalt of us, and all the People of the United Colonies whom we rep-

to promote or to form an union between the said Colonies

^hd the People of Canada, according to the Instructions herewith

delivered you, and to such as you may hereafter receive; and to

**ecute all such matters and things as you are or shall be directed

y your said Instructions. And we do require all oflScers, soldiers,

®dd others, who may facilitate your negotiations, or promote the

®d«ce8s thereof, to aid and assist you therein; transmit and report
y®or proceedings to Congress.

"This Commission to remain In force until revoked by this or a

Congress.io

^ summary of the instructions with an excerpt follows

:

Arms carried Into Canada are to frustrate the power of the

ogalnst our common liberties.

Gov,Jl*"*d» W»8 Franklin'l pamion. It wa« he who had perauaded the British

Can,."®®nt to extend its operations in the Seven Years War from Europe to

it was not surprising that he should head the mission to Canada.”

"Viei, Bemis (ed.). TAs /IjneriVoit iVerstonVs of State and Their Diplo-

Pp. Introduction," by James Brown Scott, New York, 1927, I,

8

»aa 0^ Franklin were, at the time, members of Congress. Charles Carroll
of

the fiehest men In the country at the outbreak of the war. All three

»nd sign*?"**'''”'®''" *®''® b*®'‘ *" Philadelphia when war was formally declared,

Ojj,. Declaration of Independence,

pathoii" ipV'o". largely through Franklin's influence, later became the first

*>oth of the United SUtes. For a further account of the Carrolls,

lop^ *crc Catholics, see Vol. Ill of the Catholic Kneycloixdia,

(editor). The American Archives, Fourth Series, Washington,
the «1. Subsequent references to The American Archives will be to

Series, unless otherwise indicated.
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2. Our Interests and those of Canada are inseparably united; im-

press this fact on their minds.

3. Assures the people of Canada that they may set up their own

form of government.

4. Urge the Canadians to put themselves under the protection of

the United Colonies.

5. You are further to declare that we hold sacred the right of

conscience, and may promise to the whole people solemnly, in our

name, the free and undisturbed exercise of their religion, and to the

clergy the full, perfect, and peaceable possession and enjoyment of

all their estates; that the government of everything relating to their

religion and clergy shall be left entirely in the hands of the good

people of that Province, and such Legislature as they shall consti-

tute; provided, however, that all denominations of Christians 1>«

equally entitled to hold offices, and enjoy civil privileges, and the

free exercise of their religion, and be totally exempt from the pa^

ment of any tithes, or taxes, for the support of any religion.

6. Assure the Canadians that you have lull powers to treat w’ith

them.

7. Establish a free press.

8. Settle any disputes among the troops or between the troops

Canadians.

9. As representatives of Congress you have full power over mil

tary affairs and may
a. Suspend officers,

b. Issue commissions.

c. Raise troops, and

d. Vote in all Councils of War.

10. Use every possible effort to give credit and circulation to the

Continental money in Canada.n

When the commissioners reached Montreal they

accorded a very warm welcome. ^2 Crowds thronged to

see the representatives of the Grand Continental CoO

gress. Franklin, of “Bonhomme Richard” fame, «
^

especially the center of an admiring group. A banqu®

had been prepared, at which the brilliant and dann^

Benedict Arnold presided as toastmaster. Several bea

tiful ladies were present. The commissioners were trea

with as much respect as if they had been representati'

of France, England, or some other country equally po^
^

ful. With such an auspicious beginning, it seemed

tl American Arehivct. V, pp. 411-41*. ioo«r* “rfrf
I* For a very intercatinff account of the reception riven t»e comm

, ^
>ee

their arrival, ace Juatin Smith, Oar StrnpgU for tMe FonrteemtM

York, 1907, II, pp. 329-SSl.
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though the commissioners had an excellent chance to
regain some of the lost prestige of the Congress and to
give a fresh impetus to the movement for the proposed
Union of Canada and the United Colonies.

Prom the Canadian viewpoint conditions were assuming
u much brighter hue. The Congress, far away in Phila-
delphia, could not know of the ill-treatment the Canadians
^ere receiving, but a part of that Congress had now come

^ Canada and this treatment would surely be stopped,
rhey had been forced to furnish supplies for which they
received only promissory notes

; but, of course, the repre-
sentatives would soon redeem these and begin to pay cash
ur what they bought for their army. Had not General
ushington promised them “ample compensation for any

supplies furnished,” and had not the Continental Congress
®ent these, some- of its own members, to see that these
romises were fulfilled? When Franklin began to sense

attitude—a very just and sensible one—on the part
the Canadians, he remained outwardly calm ; inwardly

® in despair.

g

Luther reluctantly, and almost apologetically at first,

.
u of the Canadians presented their notes to Franklin

up^
They thought it somewhat unfair to take

pgj.,
time of this important man with such affairs;

^ ^

ups it would be better to wait until he had arranged

Were
purpose. But when the notes

Wit^
^®t paid, and it was learned that there was no money

to pay them, the final disillusionment of the

arriy
began, and, almost from the day of their

fail
^ commissioners dated the beginning of their

foil
I shall let them tell the story. The letter which

ip
''^us dated at Montreal, May 1, 1776, and was read

engress on the sixteenth of the same month

:

Aft

’^®orge
difficulty and delay In getting through the Ice of Lake

*‘®ceive,j
here on Monday last, and were very politely

Post.13
^ General Arnold, who, at present, commands In this

A Ictt

“""‘"“I O" L irivM •!> Intm-wUnc
ana ii

Canaila. It waa cncloacd with the rrporU of the com-• p*rt of the ofllcial record. ATtterican Arehive$, V, p. ll<7.
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It Is impossible to give you a just idea of the lowness of the Con-

tinental credit here, from the want of hard money, and the prejudice

it is to our affairs. Not the most trifling service can be procured

without an assurance of instant pay in silver or gold. The express

we sent from St. John’s, to inform the General of our arrival there,

and to request carriages for La Prairia, was stopped at the ferry

till a friend passing changed a dollar bill for him into silver; and

we were obliged to that friend (Mr. McCartney) for his engagement

to pay the calashes, or they would not have come for us. The gen-

eral apprehension that we shall be driven out of the Province as

soon as the King’s troops can arrive concurs, with the frequent

breaches of promise the inhabitants have experienced, in determin-

ing to trust our people no further. Therefore the utmost despatch

should be used in forwarding a large sum hither (we believe twenty

thousand pounds will be necessary), otherwise it will be impossible

to continue the war in this country, or to expect the continuance ot

our interest with the people here, who begin to consider the Con-

gress as bankrupt, and their cause as desperate. Therefore, till th®

arrival of money, it seems improper to propose the Federal Union

of this Province with the others, as the tew friends we have he'’®

will scarce venture to exert themselves in promoting it, till they s®®

our credit recovered, and a suSlcient army arrived to secure the

possession of the country.

There follows an account of the Council of War held

upon their arrival, at which they learn that “the troops

before Quebec have not ten days provisions.” The 1^®

paragraph harks back to the dominant note—the need

money

—

We hope tomorrow to obtain an account of our debts that

instantly to be paid. If, besides what is necessary for that purp®

we had a sum to manage, by opening a bank for the exchange of
^

tinental bills, it is supposed that we might thereby give circula

to these bllls.n

Six days later, after the commissioners had had

for a more thorough investigation into affairs in

they wrote again of the deplorable conditions and

necessity for hard cash. The letter, dated at Montr®

May 6, follows in part
: ^

In our letter of the 1st. Instant, we Informed you of the j

of the Continental credit in this Province, and the necessity

speedy supply of hard money. Unless this very essential a

American Archives, V, p. 1166.
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arrives soon, our forces will suffer exceedingly from the want of
’"any necessities, particularly flour, which might be laid in much
Cheaper than it could be supplied from New York, provided gold or
a ver could be procured to purchase it. It is very difficult to keep
c'hiers under proper discipline without paying them regularly.

^

is difficulty increases in proportion to the distance the troops are
^amoved from their own country. The want of money frequently
^^astrains the commanders to have recourse to violence in provid-

es the Army with carriages, and other conveyances, which indis-
se and irritate the minds of the people. We have reason to con-

Pla

* change of sentiments, which we understand has taken

oth'*
In this colony, is owing to the above-mentioned cause, and to

torw*^
arbitrary proceedings. If hard money cannot be procured and

opim
despatch to Canada, it would be advisable, in our

topr
^*thdraw our army, and fortify the passes on tl^e lakes,

enemy, and the Canadians, if so inclined, from making
P ions into, and depredations on, our frontlers.15

hen this letter was written the commissioners had
^ Canada a week. The transformation looked for

hrin •
had not been wrought. Instead of

of
^ supply of cash with them, the representatives

^.^congress had been trying to borrow from the Cana-

ofher
“violences” had continued. There was an-

hisL. ^^ain I shall let Franklin and
sociates tell the story:

*”5 Imm
ourselves obliged to report the necessity of send-

trl
supply of hard money mentioned. . . . We

the Ar
borrow some here for the immediate occasion

*^^*11101
e

®*ther on the publick or on our own private credit. We
''*®i'ed to^r

sterling bills of exchange, which some of us have

eur frj
seems that it had been expected and given out

has^rtf^
*^*'*^*^ should bring money with us. The dlsappolnt-

Is j

“^®‘^°“i'tieed everybody, and established an opinion that
their had, or that the Congress has not credit enough inown r

’

® tarthin
Procure it. . . . The Tories will not trust

®haii th^’
"^tsh us well, conceiving that

'’’’hgefl ““f “"'ll poverty, or from superior force be soon

*®st the
the country, are afraid to have any dealings with

Our^
should hereafter be called to account for abetting our

^*tteniptH)jg*”®®’®® advantage of this distress, to make us look

^ I'iolen
Canadians, who have been provoked

ces of our military, in exacting provisions and services

V, p. 1214.
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from them without pay—a conduct towards a people who suffered us

to enter their country as friends, that the most urgent necessity can

scarce excuse, since it has contributed much to the changing their

good dispositions towards us into enmity, and makes them wish our

departure; and, accordingly, we have dally intimations of plots

hatching and insurrections intended, for expelling us on the first

news of the arrival of the British Army. You will see from hence

that your Commissioners themselves are in a critical and most irk-

some situation, pestered hourly with demands, great and small, that

they cannot answer, in a place where our cause has a majority of

enemies, the garrison weak, and a greater would, without money.

Increase our difficulties. In short, if money cannot be had to support

your Army here with honour, so as to be respected, instead of being

hated by the people, we repeat it as our firm and unanimous opinion,

that it is better Immediately to withdraw it. The fact before our

eyes, that the powerful British nation cannot keep an army in *

country where the Inhabitants are become enemies, must convince

you of the necessity of immediately enabling us to make this people

our friends. Exclusive of a sum of money to discharge the debts

already contracted, which General Arnold Informs us amounts to

fourteen thousand pounds, besides the account laid before Congree®

by Mr. Price, a further sum of hard money, not less than six thou

sand pounds, will be necessary to reestablish our credit in this

Colony. With this supply, and a little success, it may be possible to

regain the affections of the people, to attach them firmly to our

cause, and induce them to accept a free Government, perhaps

enter into the Union; in which case the currency of our paper money

will, we think, follow as a certain consequence.**

This letter was read in Congress May 18. Six

later, May 24, John Hancock, President of Congress*

answered it as follows

:

Gentlemen: By the enclosed resolve of Congress, which I

myself the honour of transmitting, you will perceive that every *

has been taken to procure hard money that could be devised.

I have forwarded to General Schuyler, by this conveyance,

sum of sixteen hundred and sixty-two pounds, one shilling.

three pence, in hard money, which was all that was in the Treasu

Sixteen thousand pounds had been asked as a minimi**'’

sixteen hundred were sent.
. ^

Franklin had already seen enough. He was

of the futility of trying to carry on the war in Cana

l^^/lmcriVan Archives, V, p. 1287,
17 Op» eit„ VI, p. 6S8.
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without more men and money, especially “hard cash.”
After viewing the situation, he was sure he could do more
good in Congress than in Canada. It was impossible for
Congress to get an adequate conception of the conditions
there from letters, and it was imperative that the neces-
sity for money be stressed personally. On May 11, less
than two weeks after his arrival, he set out for Philadel-
phia. On the seventeenth. Chase and Carroll wrote an-
other letter from Montreal, telling Congress that Franklin
^as returning to Philadelphia and would explain the
anadian situation. They reported that there was plenty

ot wheat, but no money to purchase it. They urged that
the present situation of our affairs it will not be possi-

ti^
i'^i'O execution the great object of our instruc-

army be recalled unless

^
ard money” could be forwarded. The situation was

critical, and “we wait with impatience the
^'ther orders of Congress.”

^ Congress, but ten

diti^
(May 27) wrote another letter describing con-

reau”^’
had gone from bad to worse. When we

comm^
i^he army officers in Canada recognized the

representatives of Congress and had

Serins
the sickness in camp, expired

and m
to reenlist, shortage of powder, provisions,

better
hostility of the inhabitants, we are

'vith
^ understand the tone of this letter. Written

should
*’®P°''ts of these officers on hand, the letter

It fr,i]

^ ^ very good account of conditions in general. *8
^»nows in part;

'“Stance of the lowness of your

®'''“Ureal
• barrels of Kunpowder were ordered from Chambly to

three
mile

'’“'^‘•er was broiiglit from Chambly to a ferry, about
^ s off, where It would have remained bad we not luckily

J'or fi87-588.

g;
'.t'

‘•"mmUi.loncrii. k«
Thon!«I M “• the rrprciipnUtivr onm arc aa fol-

Thomson- 1= “n"M IV M.r
ouf expire,] torm^ Mny V General ^homaa wrote of alckncM

day"',***"''' Ihero w^rc boTj?
•“ ae««ltle.: "In all

nr‘'’“'’‘“on«. The^ i! :‘T
Ofy pound, of powder and

“t ‘ny kind were V
Inhnbitant. were much di.afTected. m thatWere obtained with irreat didlculty." (Op. et(., p. 451.)
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passed by, and, seeing the distress of the officer, undertaken to pay

ready and hard money for the hire of a cart to convey It to

Longuell. The Army Is In a distressed condition, and la In yani

of most necessary artlcles-meat, bread, tents, shoes, stocking,

shirts, &c. . . . Such Is our extreme need of flour that we v^e

yesterday obliged to seize by force fifteen barrels to supply the

garrison with bread. . . . Nothing but the most urgent necessity

can justify such harsh measures; but men with arms in their han

will not starve when provisions can be obtained by force. . - -

cannot And words strong enough to describe our miserable situatlo^

You will have a faint Idea of It when you figure to yourself an army

broken and disheartened, half of It under Inoculation, or un

other diseases; soldiers without pay without discipline. . . •

Your soldiers grumble for their pay; . . . Your military chest

contains but eleven thousand paper dollars. You are

your troops treble that sum; and to the InhabltanU above fifte

thousand dollars. . .

Chase and Carroll left immediately, for on

fifteen days after the letter was written, they were

Congress in Philadelphia reporting their failure, m
words of James Brown Scott, “The resort to arms

failed already.’’^!

Why did an expedition with such an auspicious uejs

ning end so soon in failure? We have already had P^

of our answer from the letters of the commission^^

which have been purposely quoted at some length-

us briefly review the situation. The Canadians

every possible assistance to the troops which had

sent into their territory. They had accepted in e

faith the promises made them by Washington an

gress^^; these promises were most shamefully ^roK

They had expected a well-equipped army ;
they

poorly equipped and without discipline. They
^ ^

pected to deal with a Congress capable of paying us

aisTmuel" (wlitor). Brw^S»tt,*N^*YoTk.
1**^’

Diplomacy, "HUtorical Introduction, by Jame» Brown Scott, ^
For'tcxt of the letter from Co"*"??'

ContinetUal Congrcu, Washington. 1904, I (1774), pp. 10*-
m to

'*‘7l'Be*u'':ki5‘’lo‘hV. c«dit. Washington took

that these promises were kept In a letter

19. 1776, he urged this very strongly, saying. 1 ^ trMt all

recommend to the officers and soldiers in the strongee
^ r«*P««*-

iunts, Canadians. English, and savages, with tenderness and respv-

Writinga of Waahingiony III. p.
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and maintaining its army ; they found themselves dealing

with paupers. They had been promised ample compensa-
tion for provisions furnished; they were given worthless

paper, and in some cases their property was seized by
force. They had been promised protection ; not even their

Priests, women, and children were safe from the violences
of the Continental troops. 2 •* Small wonder it is, then,

that the Canadians lost the friendly feeling they had for

their neighbors to the south. Professor Coffin, who has
*Pade a careful study of this period from the Canadian
^ad American viewpoint, says

:

"riiere would seem therefore abundant ground for the conclusion
^^at the colonial forces had conducted themselves In such a manner

to expose to serious maltreatment even the most friendly portion

^he Canadian people.25

fa the same connection he points out

—

• • • It will be found that not only did the revolutionists fall to
a'alce any effective use of the Canadian alliance, but by mismanage-
ment and misconduct of both officers and men, the Canadians were

the first impressed with the incapacity of their would-be
emancipators, and were gradually driven by actual ill-treatment to

'itrallty if not to hostility. The favorable moment was let slip

did not return.2()

Colonel Hazen wrote Washington from Montreal, April
1

. 1776 :

„ •
• We have ourselves brought about by mismanagement what

°'^ernor Carleton himself could never effect.27

have already considered several factors contribu-
fo the failure of the Canadian commission. There is

ting

still another—that of religion.
t will be remembered that John Carroll, a Catholic

He^^^
Marylanci, accompanied the commissioners,

to work immediately upon his arrival, but with

from*tV* been enUred with srcat violence* mnd hit watch plun*

becauB •nother house they, the soldiers, ran in debt about 20 ah.,

^onet, w wanted to bo paid, run him through the neck with the

to
children have b^n terrified, and forced at the point of t^

^ horses for private soldiers without any prospect of pay.**

871 ^ ^ Captain Goforth of the Continental Army. American Archtrea.

The Province of Quebec and the American Revolution, Madison,
i
Ihifi

Quoted ' * **^ rauurc 01 xne yimerica
« The of Waehington, III, p. 864.

r*The Failure of the American Expeditions,** pp. 618«S2S.)
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no success. The Canadian priests seemed to resent his

taking part in the enterprise. 28 When he suggested re-

ligious freedom to the people, they had only to point to

section three of the Quebec Act ,
20 and also to remind him

of the letter from Congress to the British people in 1774,

which contained the following sentence

:

Nor can we suppress our astonishment that a British Parliament

should ever consent to establish in that country (Canada) a religion

that has deluged your island in blood, and dispersed impiety, bigotry,

persecution, murder, and rebellion through every part of the world.^o

Suppose they should forget this stab at their religion;

suppose their neighbors had changed their minds about

the religious question; had they not broken every other

promise they had made to the Canadians? What assur-

ance was there that they would not break this one, also?

Finding his task hopeless, the Reverend Carroll took his

departure with Franklin on May 11. Thus the Colonial®

had failed at every point.

It is difficult to estimate the relative importance of the

part played by the religious element in this question-

Certainly it is true that the actions of the troops

strengthened the position taken by the clergy, if that

group was hostile to the proposed union from the begin-

ning. On the other hand, the very friendly disposition

of the people from the first, the fact that some of them

had petitioned for union with the United Colonies, and the

fact that later in the war they gave secret aid and shelter

to numerous Americans, all lead me to believe that, whil®

the religious element played its part, the real explanation

for the failure of the expedition is found in the miscon-

duct and mismanagement on the part of both officers an

men and in the lack of “hard money."

Justin Smith, op. ctt., II. pp. S84-S35. . ^
2® “That fuJl toleration of the Roman Catholic relirion shouki <*1*^

Province, including the removal of all disabilities by test oaths, and
Church of Rome should *hoId. receive, and enjoy' its accustomed dues and
with respect to its own adherents."

30 For the complete text of this letter, see The Journal* of the
Conprets, I, pp. 82«90. About a week after this letter was sent "To •-Th<
of Great Rritain" the one referred to above <p. 18, note 12) was sent to

People of Canada." When the Canadians read their letter Uw asked fof

of the one sent to England. The clergy made much of the sentence
in trying to show the Canadians that the Continental Congress was tres

and did not mean to keep its promises.
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The Editors Portfolio

-Announcement ^ great deal of pleasure that

The Student announces the publication
*n this issue of the first of a series of biographical
® etches by Dr, G. W. Paschal dealing with men promi-
I'ent in the history of Wake Forest College. The warm
^nterest evinced by the students in the series of chapel

ks by Dr. Paschal on certain figures in the history of

led the editor of The Student to suggest to
e speaker a succession of short sketches for this maga-

Wft ^nschal concurred with the suggestion, and
h his sketch in this issue on Alfred Dockery com-
‘^es a series that will appear in succeeding issues of

® 1928-29 Student.

We Know Our ^ strange paradox that in this

Minds? when America is so priding itself

,
on having attained high standards of

literature and art so admittedly senti-
^ a spectacle as the vitaphone production of “The
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Singing Fool” should enjoy the popularity which has come

to it following its production throughout the United

States. The story itself is deliberately constructed so as

to render vicious pulls at the heartstrings of those seeing

and hearing the picture.

The sequences throughout the picture are planned so

as to provide the most advantageous settings for the very

excellent sentimental singing of Mr. Jolson. Without the

tremendous artistry of Mr. Jolson we should find ourselves

enjoying a pleasant laugh or two at the expense of the

author who thought he could get a rise on a strained so^

story. But of course the picture was written and made

for Jolson, and there is no doubt that his splendid acting

and singing are responsible for its success.

But the paradox remains, and the question arises

:

we as hard-hearted and as devoid of sentiment as we pic-

ture ourselves? Have our emotions progressed so fnr,

after all, since the days when whole families read

mela” and were forced to retire to their bedchambers to

bemoan divers sad plights ?

_ . . The recent announcement that the^

ri ih were eighty-three deaths in
Swaddling Clothes p^^ember

from automobile accidents brings once more to the

tion of the thoughtful citizens of the State one of

major problems presented by the new Age of Speed,

a matter of fact. North Carolina has in many

outgrown its swaddling clothes and needs an abrupt a«

ening. It is to the disgrace of the State that ther«

State constabulary force and no system of

for drivers of automobiles. Any man, woman, or c

who can afford a ten-dollar Ford and a license pm ®

permitted, without more ado, to take to the

and speed recklessly hither and yon, to the peril o

citizenry of the State. The State needs, with

million automobiles, rigorous laws of the road and

enforcement of them. There is needed a board of ^
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iners to examine, as to physical and mental fitness, every
person who is to drive an automobile in the State. There
is needed a State constabulary force to enforce existing
statutes and any new ones which might be enacted.
The death list of victims of automobile crashes in the

State is mounting with alarming rapidity. There were
Nearly seven hundred people killed in the State during
1928. Thousands were injured. There is a responsibil-

ity on the legislators of the State to see that steps are
taken whereby law-abiding citizens shall be given the pro-
tection they deserve and whereby those unfit to drive an
automobile shall be kept off the highways.



Exchange Department

“A Christmas Garland,” the feature article of the December

number of the Winthrop Journal, is somewhat in the nature of a

new departure and provides the magazine with a unique

“Christmasy” note at the outset. The “Garland” is a series of

eight brief, spirited Christmas sketches. The general arrange-

ment of the material in the magazine is, as usual, worthy o

commendation. There is a diversity of subject matter that

savors of hard work and an interesting group of contributors.

The editorial staff of the Journal, by the way, is composed o

nineteen young women. There are an editor-in-chief, a

editor, two short-story editors, a feature editor, two essay

tors, two drama editors, two book reviewers, an exhange edi^

tor, a business manager, two assistant business managers, an

three stenographers.
* 4> *

Voices of Peace makes its first appearance of the year on the

reviewer’s desk in the December issue. We like the “*8*^*“

especially for its diversity of material. There are eight se

tions of verse in the magazine, some of which arc
.j^

efforts. In “Green and Gold,” Miss Marion Tatum, a

and prolific contributor, has done a pleasing bit of work-

also liked Miss Closs Peace’s “To a Sunset Rosebud.

quartet of jokes on the next to the last page serve quite

ciently as fillers—otherwise they are a total loss.

* * *

The December Bashaba, being the first issue of the

College magazine for the current school year, is a

and praiseworthy magazine. Jacketed in blue and pnu

attractive type, the Bashaba as a mechanical product c

the eye, and if one is induced to read its contents

impression is not marred.

Unfortunately, Miss Margaret Haynes, who for the p*®
^^(<1-

or four years has been an inveterate contributor of
gju-

lent poetry to the Coker publication, has gone the way o

ates, and is no longer eligible to contribute. The
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Bashaba is conspicuously lacking in Miss Haynes’ poetry, and

it might be said further, in any poetry whatever. “Poem,” one

of the two selections of verse in the magazine, resembles in

^ind, but not in degree, some of Miss Haynes’ work which was

appearing in the Bashaba of about a year ago.

“Marthe,” the only short story in the magazine, is terse, well-

oonstructed, and keenly interesting. There is a slight “kick” at

the end, and a very satisfactory conclusion to what might have

proved a disastrous situation.
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Simile

By F. Martin Howard

The graceful maple tree,

Which days ago stood autumnally beautiful.

Has lost its scarlet leaves.

Stripped of them by riotous winds;

And now they lie

Irregularly upon the ground ...
Like

A slender, graceful woman.

Who lately clad in frail crimson silk.

Has drojiped her scarlet robe;

Stripped of it by envious winds;

I-ying now
In disorder about her feet.



Blue Blood

By H. J. Rickard

The wood fire leaped and crackled, and shot small

embers out upon the bricks. The embers changea

from a red color to a dull black. Their lives were

short. They glowed, flickered, then died away.

watched them dreamily. He felt superior to all aroun

him. He had good cause to. Had he not won all the n

trials for setter championships of the country ? And vi

he not considered by all sportsmen alike the greatest D

dog ever bred ? But age at last was telling upon him.

was getting old. He realized it in a vague sort of

He was not as spry as he used to be in the days '

they had called him “The White Flash.”

As he lay this night before the fire he sensed from r

conversation that a long trip was at hand. He did

understand the Master’s talk ; his mention of
ge

the “Happy Hunting Grounds” where the Ruffled

abounded, or the description of long stretches of

land, impenetrable cover for birds, where the only ®

ing possible was that in back of a good dog. Yet he

in some uncanny way that a journey was in prospec •

felt that it was to come, and somehow dreaded i •

knew not why. Perhaps it was the dislike of L it

sunny California home, even for a short time;

was that strange foreboding of evil ; but neverthe e

felt it. With a sigh he closed his eyes and laps

sleep.
fhe

The Master and his friends talked far into tn

Plans were laid and final arrangements were -jpaiiy

the morrow they would leave. Don would

them. They looked forward eagerly to good s

There never was a better dog than the setter,
^^g

j,e

tended, and even though he was coming along i

had all the sense and pride of a thoroughbred.

Thus the gathering broke up. The dog
j^gir

^
accustomed rug before the fire and the men o
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spective rooms. Each was occupied with his own thoughts.
If the dog could only have expressed his fears, if he could
only have spoken, the outcome might have been different.
"Ut the span that can never be bridged, between man and
oonst, prevented expression.

The pines had done it. At first, Don had suspected the
oons, which laughed somewhere out on the lake. But it
nsn’t the loons, he was sure. It was the pines. Always
0 ore, wherever he had gone there had been noises, re-
ssuring noises, like the crowing of the rooster, the chirp-

^
& of birds, the bellow of cattle

; and best of all, a human
or someone’s whistle. But here all was silent,

on had the shivers, and the pines were responsible. He
nrd them at night. When the wind blew they made a
^0- He did not like it.

sho
the kitchen fire was banked, and he lay on a

lie

° close to the fire, he had begun to shiver.

through the cabin window, black

Cam
against the sky. So many of them! They be-

0 plainer as dawn broke.

but n “Happy Hunting Grounds,”

hu^tert”
not happy as he lay there, although he had

arrival. In the time that he had

^aste
grouse in many places. The

over W Master’s friends had shot

^ointert*”’)-
hugged him once when he had

Thi
^ with a dead bird in his mouth.

Gr “Happy Hunt-

8lad.
^nds.” They would depart tomorrow. Don was

^opldsv I®nve these silent pines, and he
fbey gx no more. His Master noticed him shiver, as

"^arrn
i

^^st trip, but remarked, “He’ll

Don
^

'^nn’t you, old fellow?”

fro7p
^ thicket, circled it cautiously,

Hiq
^ beautiful point. They hunted all mom-

^ continuously. First a double, then

a hunrf
pointed four single in succession at

red feet, he became more than a hero.
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They ate lunch in a small clearing. Don ate his two

sandwiches slowly. There was something about the sky

he did not like. As he watched it the shivers came back.

It was not the pines, but something else that he felt. It

was coming soon. He felt that it was almost upon him.

His Master’s voice checked his thoughts.

“Go on, old man,” he urged, and motioned to a distant

brush heap. Don wanted to put his tail between his legs

and run, but pride held him. He went. He was a cham-

pion. His Master had ordered him on. Champions al-

ways obeyed. .

Ah, yes—he thought so—there was a bird there, n*

Master had ordered him to point it. He came to a perfec

pose, head high and tail straight, like a true champion.

The blizzard broke with blinding fury. The roar of the

wind deafened him. It was as dark as night. He cou
^

scarcely breathe. The ice particles stung his nose,

he did not move. His nose remained true. It was

nose of a champion, and all of the power of the elemen^

could not stir his proud spirit—he had been ordered o •

He never flushed birds. v he
He found trouble in holding himself erect.

. ,

knew that he must. Champions always did. His

and legs ached. He became numb. The fierce
^

pierced his skin and chilled him to the bone. But

was a grouse in the brush, and he must not leave.

He wondered why they did not come and flush it.

could not hold out much longer. He felt sleepy.

warmer, much warmer. The snow now had

ered him. Yet, he never flushed birds—he was a

pion, and his Master had ordered him to the brus

thought of the crack of the gun that would

the bird would arise—he thought of the cry o

bird. Old Fellow!”—he thought—thought

by*******
bii^

The Master was carried unconscious into tb®

his friends. He could not be persuaded to sta
^

j^g^riy

cabin without Don, and had, consequently,
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lost his own life. They had carried him bodily through

h?s 1
the elements. As he opened his eyes

Was 11.3 1

was for his dog. He was convinced that it

blizzard, as he

thrL the door all

^oZ to tt" V bear and'^e to the cabin. It was in vain.

last f »t tha Cfibin window at

aW amothered in

faarinir to ^
*' anowshoes,

tonWn ! f f f “““ “f anow, lest they"tain a fearful secret.

been
arrived at the place where the dog had

stopped r^f-
^be Master’s heart nearly

carved in
head high. He seemed

°*ied bv
^ ^b® brush had been impris-

Th tvt”®
fluttered.

*^fack\enf
shouted in joy, chased up the bird, and

“Do .f
bis sun- The grouse dropped.

But n
^®bow!” he said,

beard.
move—he gave no sign that he had



The Charge At Fort Fisher

An Impartial Account of the Sanguinary Engagemml

on Sunday, the 15th Day of January, A.D. DfOj

By R0BE3T A. Jonxsos*

At noon on Sunday, the 15th day of Janu“W, 18«’

^Arnes’ division, composed of more than 3,000 m >

was formed in column by brigade, the right res

on the Cape Fear, about 300 yards from the Fort.

Three o’clock p.m., the hour fixed for the assault,

drew nigh. At that time precisely Terrj% genera

command, signaled the Navy to change fire, and Cun

brigade bounded forward with loud cheers. As tne

gade neared the moat that part of the line east oi

bridge, of its own accord, immediately exerting

movement “right forward fours right,” the ord®*^
a

assault thus became changed, in the left wing,

deployed line to a column of fours.

All this being done with the utmost celeritj , ^
g as ^

were falling on every side, it was necessarilj mo

of

RoberrA. Johnson, veteran of the
“fjf p^Jl-t

2 083 Confederate soldiers who remained allTe
fort,

during the terX siege of the Federal ?“‘r reurans

ered this address to the Richmond Countr Cl
^

T

January IB, 1885. twenty years * bold.

manuscript, old and
^Vrs^’A^A'^MeMUlan. n6e

The siory of the fall of Fort Fisher, one o/.

%

and.

IncTdenfs^ln the War Between the SUt^ 1. thrimngir
,

far as our Investigation has led us.
wisher „a a^

••Impartial account.” -Johnson was wounded JoV
months previous to Us fall, and wm wriouW^^^^

Jittori®?

the fort was taken. He was ““ facts ^ron* (oft

dently bolstered his memory ~ncr«e^«
f th

as to certain phases of ‘ho*‘f*/,•”{,_ jeCewn Davis in '
?. god

corresponds exactly with lhat given by Jefferron 5^1 , „

II of his ••Rise and Fall of the could
hate

presents In addition numerous allusions which
^.odof

made only by an eye-witness.
„xniorion of the m

It Is an Interesting fact that ‘he ®xplw

powder magazine at the fort on ^'onday State^^uO

1865, was heard as far as a hundred and A T m Rlchnaou^
Wilmington, and Indeed caused be shatter«o

ty. approximately one hundred milea disiani.
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tumultuous crowd that they thronged over the bridge and
ftruck the stockade under a terrible fire, both direct and
|u flank. Though it was certain death that seemed to
eckon them on, Curtis and his men, struggling through
ue gate, gained the west traverse; others speedily fol-
owed, A foothold was but barely obtained, and the bri-
gade here came to a stand, holding on by the eyelids, as

'Vere, while men fell fast on every side.
Its formation broken up, the leading officers struck
wn, without speedy support its destruction seemed

^artain.

^
The first man to gain the fort’s parapet was Sergeant
oardman. He planted his flag on the west traverse, the
St Union flag on Fort Fisher. In staff and pennon were

° ue counted 16 bullet holes.

uiiuutes after the advance of Curtis’s brigade, Pen-
^^Packer’s brigade came on like an avalanche. In the

the^
^ heavy fire, the waving lines swarmed through

Confederates from it west-

Possp •
200 prisoners and getting

inside
sallyport, which they opened from the

sisth,^
brigades led by Curtis and Pennypacker, con-

than 6,000 men, then advanced eastward

again f

^ ®»ch traverse successively

hour, f
desperate opposition, until after two

with heavy loss, their leaders both severely

the cr
one-half of the regimental officers disabled,

the bayonet and the clubbed rifle stopped them at^oth traverse.

Pennypacker’s advance. Bell’s bri-

Beli,
c

forward. As it neared the bridge General

Mth °”®Pi‘=uous by his gigantic form, was struck down
His wound, of which he died next morning,

i-evergp"’ forward, charged down towards the

land-face, while

flght
fiercely assailing it in front.

with unexampled ferocity until
‘ P^oach of night.
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Superior weight and skill alone could decide the result

where, as here, men of the same Anglo-Saxon race con-

tended with equally stubborn valor. Many were the indi-

vidual acts of heroism on the part of officers and privates

on both sides, whose names, now lost, were well worthy to

have been preserved in historical amber with those of

Pulfio and Varenas, immortalized in the writings of Csesar.

Along that narrow front 800 dead and wounded strewed

the ground;—but it was no time for private griefs—

7

traverses and 400 prisoners had been taken by the Fed-

erals; but still the Confederates held their remaining

works with the same admirable, dauntless, unyielding

tenacity.

Thus stood the contending armies at half-past 5 p.w-

Let us now turn to the naval attack. Porter, gener^

commanding the navy, had landed with 2,000 sailors and

marines. The point of attack chosen by him was the

northeast sea-face nearest the fleet, which, exposed to a

direct fire so long, had been pounded into an almost shap^

less mass. With its guns dismantled, and stockade le'*

eled, it was reasonable to suppose that a charge here

might easily break into the fort.

At precisely 3 o'clock, simultaneously with the arm)

attack, and distant from it 500 yards, the naval fo*^®

advanced to the assault. Defiantly and in silence tho^

keen-eyed men in gray waited until the Federals wo

come in good gun shot, and as the head of the com

neared the fort poured into it a terrible fire of small arn^'

shell, grape, and canister. Surprised at this recep

astonished at this to them new- mode of fighting, the

umn wavered and halted. To halt was fatal. I**

of the noble example of their chief officers, the "

force broke to the rear in disorder, leaving on the ^

about 160 dead and wounded. Generals Porter

ton were killed. Observing the repulse of the naval a

General Terry now sent over to request that this

should be reformed, if po.ssible, and brought over

Cape Fear side to his support. But the sailors **1.
^ to

rines were scattered along the beach for three m
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the rear, and it was obviously impossible to effect this in
time.

About dark General Abbot’s brigade, entering the fort
hy the postern gate, formed a line of battle with the river
in the rear and facing the reverse of the sea-face,

Night had now fully set in
; the intense darkness was

only broken by the fiery flash of guns and bursting shells,
^ith the order to charge, the brigade of fresh troops
ent forward with a momentum that nothing could stop,
^'^“Pying the whole land front

; while a general advance
the brigades of Ames, Curtis, Pennypacker, and Bell

lushed the Confederates out of the entire sea-face.
Through the whole evening, until long after darkness

Confederates, numbering scarcely 3,000 and

ord
^^0 heaviest and most destructive shelling on rec-

I

offered the most stubborn resistance to 20,000 Fed-

ujQ
®~~"®arly seven to one. Never did soldiers display

lead^
bravery and brilliant valor. With their

Whiting and Lamb, both disabled with wounds,

^fter
numbers, well foreseeing, too, the brigade

them to be brought against

hope f
circumstances, disheartened, with no

they gradually abandoned the fort—
extreme point of the peninsula,

^ardpfTt
Point,” where the river channel was

^ork
^ called Battery Buchanan. This

ance
t

'^as not intended or calculated for resist-

l>ad be
^ attack. By some fatal oversight no boats

stropir
^cllected here for such an emergency. The

*^Possihl
^^*'*‘ent of the Cape Fear made swimming

Was po
' ‘^^l ‘1® trom which no escape

tivity
the garrison now silently awaited the cap-

The
closing in upon them.

federal
i

minutes the whole

^•'ate ca
around them on every side and a Ck)nfed-

*^^*‘fison t
accord surrenders the little

lnclud?n^T*'“*
Numbering 2,083, rank and

®®''cj'elv vu
tienernl Whiting and Colonel Lamb, both

ounded. The former, a graduate of West Point
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and an officer of the U. S. Engineers, had come into the

fort without assuming the command to which his rank

entitled him, being unwilling to deprive Colonel Lamb, the

regular commander, of the glory a successful defense

might bring. He died in New York not long after.

Colonel Lamb, of the 36th North Carolina, had been in

command when the former unsuccessful attempts had

been made to take the fort. A man of conspicuous cour-

age, he was seen three times during the assault standing

alone and exposed on the traverse nearest the fleet, where

the air was crowded with bursting shells. Recovered

from his wounds, he has since been mayor of Norfolk.

Thus surrendered the garrison of Battery Buchanan,

closing the work of this memorable Sunday. Nothing

now remained but to place guards for the security of the

prisoners and to keep order in the fort.

All quiet at Fort Fisher now ! Cold, bitter cold, cheer-

less night! The sentinel stars sat their watch in the sky-

And thousands had sunk on the ground overpowered, the

weary to sleep and the wounded to die.

The harvest of death was not yet ended with the fnU

of the fort. On Monday morning at 8 o’clock the mn*®

magazine suddenly exploded with a tremendous shoe .

loud, deep, and smothered. Bell’s brigade was in hi'*®'*

around it, many of the men still asleep, others at brea*

fast. An immense volume of earth shot into the a ’

rolling to right and left ; it fell back in an irresisti

mass 30 feet deep. About 100 of Bell’s men, with aho
^

30 Confederate wounded, received at once a simultan

death and burial. With rifles forever stacked, there

still lie in bivouac eternal till the great Commander
^

Chief shall order the last reveille, the now deserted

at once their monument and their grave!

When the next war comes, may all sectional

prejudices, and hatreds have so subsided into

that the Union Blue and Confederate Gray can blen

gether under one flag once again, shoulder to shouWe

a common country, against a mutual foreign foe!

passion^’
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Let us, then, join hands with the North. Let there be
peace between us. Let judgment be reserved for Him
who knoweth the hearts of men and judgeth motives as
Well as actions. The old battlefields are covered with
verdure. The old armies, those vast hosts whose tramp
Was as the travail of the earthquake, have vanished and
belted away. The broad highway our legions made is

&reen now with the springing grain. If traversed now,
there would be heard only the sweet carol of birds where
°Pce echoed the booming thunder of massive cannon and
the whiz of the fatal bullet. There would be found only

freshness and beauty of summer where once lay man-
gled forms, tom by shot and shell, white faces upturned
Pi Voiceless agony to the tranquil sky.
So Nature strives to hide all ghastly sights, to heal
gaping wounds, to bring forth peace and beauty

^rom deformity and unsightliness. And shall we not fol-

example and bury our own animosities forever,
ting grow in their places only the olive of peace and
® Piyrtle of fraternal love and union ?

fold
^ opce again stand reunited beneath the blessed

® “Old Glory” while Peace spreads her protecting
leld over all our fair land.

to
bugles ! Fling up the starry banner

breeze! Bring forth the old shot-torn standards

Pon
.^‘'^^^ered guidons! Thunder out, 0 joyous can-

bear
ringing of jubilant bells! Catch up and

the
^ echoes, 0 ye eternal heavens, and proclaim

has
of great joy ! The day is dawning—yes,

come, is now here—when North and South,

goo(j
West, shall unite in one glad song of peace and

shall h
fraternal love ; and when their only strife

perp
® ^'be noble emulation of who best can serve, and

free a
immortal the glorious union of a

Po a happy and a regenerated country

!



The Call In the Wilds

By F. Martin Howard

To that mystic sphere, the moon, in that dark void of liquid

gray, ... /

Where trails the flying-fox to brush against its rim an edge ol

spray;

To that one that hangs so still and solemn, and silently holds

Aloof from the myriad stars—^jewels bedimmed by her mello’'^

light . . . and cold,

—

There has gone a call.

Over the barren wastes, where spread that cold hunger-dread

and lonesome stretch of snow.

There goes out that plaintive call—a doleful howl—an age-u

cry of woe.
^

A savage outcast thrusts white-fanged mouth into the cold a®

icy air;
. hU

Looks up with wildly glowing eyes, and to that distant moon

savage heart lays bare

—And goes that call.

And does that silent sphere of mystery respond to that einb‘

tered cry?
,

Responds not—does not take—hangs still, cold and aloof lU

serenity.

A friendless beast—the outlawed, lupine dog of ancient man •

Out into that unresponsive light, because he has no friend,

Goes his unheeded call.

Outlawed by man, and feared by beast of wood and snow,^^^^^j

lie goes alone, howls out his anguished call, resumes hia

ofwar, with everything his foe.
drink

He does not give—but takes his toll of life and bitter

. 1. -t, flaniiJ>«

And only to that cold moon, and the Aurora, with ii»

trails of red.

Go out his doleful howl and call.



A Parson's Tale

By M. L. Griffin

I
M a fool about oyster stew. I guess I inherited this

Weakness, for every member of my family likes it just
as well as I do. And when we have oysters for supper
cold autumn and winter nights we certainly have a

ime. We always look forward to winter and oyster stew.

•Jd that’s all we have for supper, too—but that’s enough,
'^^lieve me

!

,

^ remember one oyster supper in particular, since it
^as to do with this yarn. We had invited the parson of

^
r church out to help us eat it—he likes oysters just as

as we do, by the way. Oh, yes, we had other
besides oysters that night, ’cause the parson was

; but, let me tell you, he didn’t touch another thing
^hat soup. But he did do himself justice with

else K
^ little hurt over his not eating anything

jov
consoling even to her to see how he en-yd that soup.

we’d finished eating we were all sitting
telling tales, when Pa said something about

weights—he’d been to a fair or carnival or

gUggg letting the fellows

it, and b
weighed. Everyone of them missed

Candy
brought home an armful of walking sticks and

think
®ther junk. But Pa’s story made the parson

Of can.-
it was true, and I wouldn’t think

“B
parson a liar.

a reg^^
during the War Between the States there was

lessee trom the mountains of Ten-

"'here’u
Carolina, and Virginia, stationed some-

^^’^^gin^fb
Pennsylvania, where they were

^ont Yanks in occasional skirmishes. In this regi-

iJarvey^^ ^
’^^"‘^sssee mountaineer by the name of Bill

tiad gained the rank of corporal. On this
day the Confederates had made a raid on some
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Yanks and some of the neighboring farms and had driven

back into camp a considerable herd of steers. And they

certainly needed the steers, too, for they were about

starved. That night around the campfires the men began

to guess the weight of the steers, and they were having

lots of fun out of it. Finally they brought the biggest

steer in the whole herd—he was a regular giant—and

they all took their turn at the guessing. Corporal Bn

Harvey hadn’t been taking part in the sport, but noW

somebody suggested, ‘Let’s let Corporal Bill guess.’ An

so Bill started looking over the steer. First he look

at his fore-quarters ; then he looked at his hind-quarte^

he took in his sides ; he felt of his neck ; then he

out from the steer and got a look at him that way. *

studied for a good little bit before he ventured his guesj

but finally he said in his slow, hesitating drawl, ‘Well, tna^

steer weighs sixteen hundred an’ fifty-one pounds an
^

half.’ The object of so much consideration was weig

and found to weigh sixteen hundred and fifty-two

When this announcement was made Bill jumped “P

said, ‘Wait a minute—there’s somethin’ wrong

where ! Lemme look that steer over agin.’ And so

proceeded to reexamine the beast and study every pa

him carefully. Again he went to his fore-quarters,

the neck and head, examined the flanks, and

viewed the hind-quarters. And here it was he
j

trouble. ‘Look a-here,’ Bill burst out. ‘No

missed on that first guess ! These steers have been

through this clay all day, an’ here’s a ball of mud on

steer’s tail. Take that off an’ he’ll weigh what

you.’
”



Lucky
Anonymous

The log supported by brass andirons burned with
an almost melancholy flame. The faint glowing
light in the room was all its two occupants required.

'*ith just the width of the large fireplace separating

Ray looked, almost maliciously, with a much-be-
^dging envy, across at his brother. He looked and saw
pure, clean youth of twenty-three. He realized this
Hn a nervous twitch at the corner of his mouth. Yes,
up Was straight—bah ! Lucky devil—of course—to be

at twenty-three. Pure of body—pure of heart—be-
li,

littL

if he had been thrown, as I was, with that

But that’s just one angle of his luck. The
ates pray for him. He is no better than I. Somehow

j^^JUst started on a road from which he couldn’t stray.

for him—high banks on both sides—lucky

—

8ea
straight. But me? Hell!—temptation

to
Why, if mother hadn’t made me go

Counsel’s house-party. See there! Even

Uioj.
^ud her finger in the pie. Bet there is really

® in me than in him. He’s just lucky. That’s it!

slightly by the shadows. Bob looked at his

Somehow, he knew what Ray was thinking.

face; he had seen itoft,,I'®‘^°«nized that look in Ray
m tl

liatj remembered rather vaguely that he

his then. Bob looked at him, read

sjrjjj nnd then drew his lips slightly together, half

^^^6nib
indifferently. Poor Ray! He is

forgot^. ® things
;
so he is unhappy. He has

So he is jealous of what he thinks is my
hept fortune. He thinks me lucky—because I’ve

be
—’thinks it’s pure luck. Well, maybe so

—

forgotten what he used to tell me : “Come on,

^evej. j.

“ " never learn except through experience
; you’ll

0 along with the ladies unless you know them

® months—ever since Ray met Florence
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from the ground up.” Ray, poor fool, would put his wiU-

power under the greatest of tests. How often ha

told me, “There is no virtue in being pure if you h

had the chance to sin!” That’s true-but who hasn t «
^

the chance to sin without augmenting the
nj.

So I’m just plain lucky. Well, maybe so, but I ve cu

vated lots of my luck.
, v, tr, go to

The fire flickered. Simultaneously both arose to g

their respective rooms. „qIj>s

“Ray!” There was sudden determination m

voice, a note of resentment.

“What, Bob?”
, ,

yet

Bob looked steadily at his brother. He loved him,

there was no approach.

“Er nothing—who shall bank the fire
. „

“The usual procedure,” said Ray ;
“we 11 flip a com

The coin spun, then stopped.

“Lucky,” said Ray, as he reached for the shovei.

“Thank God!” said Bob, half-smile, half-frown.

Dawfi

By E. B. Dozif.b

Goldcnly,

Sunbeams do pierce the east,

Slantingly out of the flaming core

Sunk in a nest of soft, feathery clouds drifting ynce

Lightly o’er Helios burning and hounding up o

Dawn.



The Religion of Plato

By 3 . B. Mattison

The dialogues of Plato show that the religious sys-

tem of the ancient Greeks was in a state of disinte-

gration and transition. Homer was no longer a
®yfficient guide to men who listened seriously to the
teachings of the Sophists. The traditional conceptions

fight and wrong, the stories of the mythical gods, and
speculation concerning the next world must have been
'^Pics of discussion in the gymnasia. Some of the char-
^'^ters in the dialogues show a fervent desire to get at the
^oots of the subjects of their conversation. They seek to

the discussions profound, while others show antag-
toward any opinion which conflicts with their own

®sires. Amid this chaos of opinion Plato lived and
fote. He strove to separate the truer and more perma-

elements of religion from the false and passing,

lat

^ f^ligion of Plato is not to be considered as an iso-

tr
fystem, but as an outgrowth of the great Hellenic

li/
is, the Greek realization of an immaterial

th^f
seeking after the super-material existence

beb'
^ background for Platonism, and which lies

ine
western philosophy and religion. This paper

Pi
® y attempts to offer some suggestions regarding

the
° i'is distinction between the physical and

life of man, the relation of the ideal man to

Pien't
belief in reward for justice and punish-

tol,

and

T,
- injustice.

> Plato the teachings of ancient mythology were in-

- He vigorously attacks the writings of Homer

hero
because they often represent the gods and

4ohiif
®^*'^^P^bng with one another and even with men.

Theti
“Iliad” and son of the goddess

oti
his^’h

^ pictured by Homer as a cowardly weakling lying

lingg^ .
in a frenzy. 1 The gods are pictured as weak-

'~--_.5"^en to anger and insult, whose displeasures can be
'I’xWic

3. 888 ly
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appeased by mere sacrifices from men. The gods of

Greek mythology are even represented as entering into

marriage relations with mankind. 2 Plato refers to such

representations as lies, and bad lies, because they do not

give a true picture of the gods. He will not allow these

misrepresentations to be read to the youth of his state

because such fallacies will cause men to disrespect the

gods, and to do what they know to be wrong, with the

belief that they can easily regain the favor of the offended

gods.

In the second book of the “Republic” Plato presents

some definite discussions and conclusions concerning the-

ology. “God,” he says, “is truly good.”* With this a*

a basic premise, he goes on to say that no good thing

hurtful, and that that which hurts not does no evil. Then,

continuing, the good is the cause of only the good and not

of the evil ; and God, being good, is the author of only the

few good things of life and none of the evils. If

being the best there is, the most perfect in all that is

good, should change. He would have to alter Himself

the worse. We cannot conceive of this. Therefore, G®

is constant, remaining forever in His own form.

says Plato, does God lie, because “deceit regarding th*,

which is truest and highest is hated of gods and men-

Then, by way of summary, “God is perfectly simple an^

true both in word and deed; He changes not; He decei'®^

not, either by sign or word, by dream or waking vision-

Plato sets forth this definite idea of God in the first

of the “Republic,” because this is necessarj’ before "’e c

have any notion of justice or injustice, of right and

the theme of the “Republic.” Today there are many "

invite our attention to nature, saying that in its 0^^

and perfection we can find God. A parallel

found in Plato® where he points out the “earth an

sun, and the stars and the universe, and the fair ora

the seasons” as proof of the existence of the gods.

3 Uepublie 2. STS fT ; Rep. S. 408C ; Lave 10. SSOC.
s Republic 2. 297-283 ; Lave 10. 900.
4 Republic 2. S82e.
B La%o» 10. 686.
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With this idea of God well understood, Plato insists
that men be like God as far as possible. The ideal man

said to be “noble, gracious, the friend of truth, justice,

temperance, courage.”« This state of Godlike perfection

be nearest attained through proper education, which
"lato says is the doing away with the false teachings
®bout the gods and presenting true stories instead, up-
elding the gods as the embodiment of virtue, justice,

truth. The question is raised as to whether virtue
be taught. In one of the speeches of Protagoras,

lato insists that virtue, like anything else, can be
^eght.^ He also teaches that goodness is one of the last
bings that men can learn, s and that this is possible only
ter the proper training from one’s youth to maturity

resulted in the harmonious relationship between the
'^“dy and soul.

^

This leads to a consideration of Plato’s ever-present
^stinction between the physical and the spiritual life of

th^f
To Plato the existence of the soul is just as real as

ent
body. The soul is said, to have existed before

the body, and to have experienced the perfect

the
^ things. According to Plato’s doctrine of Ideas

the^^f
the perfectly good, or the idea of good ; there is

jTist, or the idea of justice; and the same holds
things. These ideas are the work of God and

and
conceived of by men.« They are invisible

unchangeable and are associated with the divine
®nt in man, the soul.i*>

befof^°.
that man’s soul visits this world of ideas

the f
^ 5®hationship with the body, and after it enters

ideas vague recollections of the perfect

the » which is mortal, should be servant to

and immortal soul.^i Plato divided the

tice in
elements—reason, spirit, and desire. Jus-

he state, as brought out in the “Republic,” might

. %’^'iblic 7
Jowett, Vol. I. p. 146.
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be defined as the perfectly harmonious and coordinative

working of all classes of men (guardians, auxiliaries, and

artisans), each class pursuing the duties for which it is

best fitted, never mingling in the work of the other

classes. In like manner we might define Plato’s soul

justice or virtue as the perfectly harmonious and coordi-

native working of the three elements of the soul—reason,

spirit, and desire—with reason, the highest element of the

soul, governing the latter two. Then, following, injus-

tice of the soul or vice is the inharmonious relation

these soul elements, or the rebellion of spirit and desi)^>

or passion and appetite, against reason. In the good lif®

this Platonic soul, free from discord, should govern the

actions of the body. Thus with great effort and very

gradually, through the guidance of the soul, which at

time has experienced an association with the GodhK

ideas, man may become more like God.

The practice of “evil for evil’’ is for the first time cha

lenged by Plato. Socrates convinces Crito that one

never justified in doing that which is evil, not even il

is wronged by another, In a general way religion

Plato is embodied in the following statement:

never in any wise unjust, but most perfectly just, a^^

there is nothing more like to Him than one of us

should make himself just to the limit of man’s power.

Moore says that Plato is very fond of dwelling on

idea, which from this time on was never to leave

Greek consciousness, i-*

For the Christian this idea readily connects itself

the statement in Genesis that man was made in the

ness of God, and with the later teaching of Jesus o^^^

good to those who hate us that we may become

Father in Heaven. This conception of becoming li*^®

seems to be to Plato the central fact of the neh^ous^^^^^

and is the same idea as Plato’s conception of the
. -jy

tual assent to the source of truth, which is so stn

and so beautifully presented in the allegory of the P

Crito,
13 ThejrtetuM, 176a.
1“* Moore, JUlipion of Plato, III, 87.
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slaves in the underground dungeon. There is an open-

ing on one side of the dungeon through which a reflection

of the light enters, throwing imperfect images on the

opposite wall. The slaves are chained with their backs to

the opening and can see only these shadows which are

made by the passing of the imperfect forms between the

source of light and the dungeon, so that these shadowy

images afford the slaves their only conception of truth

^nd beauty. One of the prisoners is at length unchained

®od, turning, faces the glow of the bright light of God.

ile is blinded and the strange new light pains him. He
Wishes to turn again and live again with his chained com-

panions, but he is led to where he can see the light itself

^hich is the source of reason and truth. Some time is

^oquired for him to adapt himself to the light, but after

once apprehends its beauty he can no longer appre-

^mte the shadows which were formerly the extent of his

P^derstanding. This is a clear picture of how Plato be-

*mved that man, through a gradual process of learning,

pass from the chaos in which he is born into a state

spiritual understanding, when the passion for intellect

^elt at once in its scientific and artistic forms. Keats
^*'^es expression to this in his “Grecian Urn”

:

“Beauty is truth, truth beauty,—that Is all

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.”

theology is an expansion of his philosophy of
® soul, and the strength of his conviction might be
Pmmed up in a later saying: “Blessed are the pure in

for they shall see God.”
«ust as Plato believes in the preexistence of the soul, he
mves in its immortality. Socrates says that all things
® destroyed by some evil within themselves. The body

its^^^
destroyed by a disease, but its destruction is due to

susceptibility to the disease. Sin, the evil which con-

is^^^
soul, does not harm the soul; that is, the soul

susceptible to the destroying qualities of sin.

says Socrates, the soul is immortal.

7. 614 IT
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At the close of the “Republic” Plato claims for justice

its rewards and for injustice its punishments. In the

myth of Ur he describes the two w’ays which souls are

sent after leaving our physical bodies, one way leading

upward to the joys of the rewards of Heaven, and the

other leading downward to the punishments of Hell.

compares life to a game at the end of which men, the

players, receive their rewards.

Plato’s religion is inspiring and challenging as far as it

goes, but there are inconsistencies here and there. He

teaches that we should strive to make our natures like

that of an all-good God. Yet he also teaches men

fight. Again, he teaches in the Crito that man shou^

not return evil for evil, which is the next thing to Christ s

command that we should return good for evil.

often refers to “the gods,” but w’hen he speaks of “God

he seems to refer to a unity which is very closely

dated with the cause of his ideas. But was not Pinto
^

God a deity for the philosophers and well-educated alone^

He clearly maintains that we can know Him only

long period of learning, the responsibility for which re

entirely with man himself. Plato’s God seems to

man in an austere and almost independent voice,

here ; and your problem is to find me.” How’ much mo^^

practical to the needs of mankind is the God of bro

hood and love as taught by Christ, who exerts the d}

force of His urging desire that we find Him,

promised that he who truthfully seeks shall find.



SherwoodA nderson 's
‘ ‘Poor White

AN ANALYSIS

By ErjiEUT A. MacMillan

I

S
HERWOOD ANDERSON’S expressed hope to make

“his true note as an individual ring out above the

hubbub of voices, and then ... to use the strength

and virility within himself to carry his word far” comes

^ near realization in “Poor White” as in any of his unique

*iovels. Purely psychological in type, this novel reaches

into the emotions of its characters, analyzing their

Motives and explaining their actions, and at the same time

pelves into the problems aroused by the new industrial-

ism. Give Sherwood Anderson a situation from which

emotional conflicts may arise, and at the same time

^
situation in which he may express his view on the

‘standardization” of the American—give him this combi-

nation and you have Anderson at his best.

®ut to get to the story.

Setting does not play an important part in any of Mr.

^nderson’s novels, and “Poor White” is no exception. It

true that the fact that Hugh McVey is a native of a
^iovenly section of the State of Missouri plays an impor-
snt

events which follow in the novel. But

reader is made to sense from the first that it is not

niuch where Hugh lives or has lived that interests the

^.^hor, but rather the emotions which pass through his

^

*nd as he grows from boyhood to maturity. The intro-

nction of machinery into American civilization forms the

Problem which interests the author throughout the book,
be problems which arose when efficient machinery was

j^^de to replace the artisans of earlier days are commonly
own. In “Poor White” we see these problems as they

ar^^
'b the mid-west of America. But these problems

sit
Poouliar to this region. We can imagine the same

Igg^btion that we find in "Poor White” occurring in other
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The time in which the scenes of “Poor White” are laid

is an intrinsic part of the story. Hugh McVey, the princi-

pal character, was bom in the year 1866, we learn in the

second chapter of the book. Machine methods had not,

as Hugh grew into maturity, come to replace the artisanry

upon which burghers of the Middle-West so prided

themselves. The scene in the book in which little Joe

Wainsworth, harness-maker in a little Ohio town, killed

Jim Gibson, his assistant, who to Wainsworth had become

the embodiment of the new age of Machines, could have

happened at no other time than the late years of the nine-

teenth century.

Mr. Anderson feels very deeply the tragedy the machine

brings into the lives of men, the deadening standardiza-

tion, the hewing down of individual workmen to fit a uni-

versal pattern. The picture certainly has its gloomy

aspects, and if there is a bright ray, or a chance for the

rediscovery of man by man, we do not find mention of i

in “Poor White.” There is eventually reached a certain

state of equilibrium in the tom emotions of the charac

ters, notably Clara Butterworth, but there is no

sion of hope for a better day. The last sentence
^

book tells of the “whistling and screaming” of the hug

factories which have come to disturb the quiet of a h

Ohio town.

II

It is in the study of character that there is found

greatest delight in the reading of “Poor White.”

there has been no more striking figure in Mr.

works than the gaunt, sensitive, thoughtful Hugh

The story of his lowly origin, his contact with

Shepherd, a thrifty New England woman who hated

“cussedness” of the Missourian, his passage out

great tide of the industrial movement, and his fina

tory over himself and his “poor white” origin, is
®

Hugh is the principal character of the book.
^^rdi-

story, and every other character in the book is su

nated to him.
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It is hard to determine just which of the minor charac-

ters is most important in his or her influence on the

character of Hugh. To begin at the first, we see, indi-

rectly, Hugh’s father, and we are aware at the beginning

of what a powerful effect the worthlessness of the older

man was to have on the son as he grew into manhood.

Hugh at first was satisfied to lie on the banks of the Mis-

sissippi, his drunken father beside him, and let things

come and go as they might. But Sarah Shepherd, wife

of the telegraph operator and express agent in Mudcat
Landing, instills into him a desire to grow away from the

habits of his father and make himself count for some-
t’hing. After years of fighting with the “poor white”

blood in his veins, Hugh does make a man of himself. The
fight is a hard one, however, and time and time again

throughout the book we get “cut-back” snapshots of a

^sgged, drunken man lying prone on the ground with flies

buzzing about him.

Hugh’s ambition led him away from Mudcat Landing
°u Wanderings throughout the mid-west and central

states. Another character whose entrance in Hugh’s life

to play an important part in later events appeared at
this time. This individual, a telegraph operator in a
small Ohio town who, believing Hugh’s life was being
fuined by drink (Hugh never had touched liquor), became
interested in him and obtained for him a position as tele-

^uph operator in Bidwell, Ohio. It was in Bidwell that
be real drama of Hugh’s life was to take place. Steve
Hunter, an enterprising young resident of Bidwell, is

important because he is the force which drives Hugh on
mto the accomplishment of those things of which he is

"iupable. Hugh has since his early youth shown signs of

^
sort of innate inventive genius. Had it not been for the
ucking of Steve Hunter, however, it is almost certain
ut nothing would ever have come of it.

H is strange, but entirely true, that the influence ex-
®^ted on the character of Hugh by Clara Butterworth is

j®8hgible. In this particular there is to be found what
consider a flaw in the craftsmanship of the author.
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Clara, independent, cultured, and individual in taste and
manner, might be expected to wield a weighty hand in the

character of Hugh, whom she chose as her husband.
True, Hugh comes to her view of the horror of the ad-

vance of the machine, but he comes to it through his own
reasoning and observation, and not through any influence

of hers.

Hugh himself, as we have mentioned before, is tied

down by a sort of inferiority complex. He wants to

mingle with the crowd, have the love of women, and be

able to tell a good story when the occasion demands it,

but he is just not that kind, and seems unable to change

himself. He is deeply introspective, extremely quiet,

and always bashful. As success came to him, he felt that

things would change for the better, and that some day

there would come suddenly to him all those powers of the

“good mixer”; but the day never came. His initiative

came to the front boldly but one time—when he asked

Clara to marry him, and his “dumbness” came near

wrecking the marriage relation in this case.

Hugh, through the realm of his inventions, proved to

himself and others that he really did have remarkable

ability as an inventor. He made good. But it was not

through his own initiative that this success came. Cir-

cumstances combined in his favor when his first invention

proved unsuccessful and the corporation, his backers,

saved enough from the ruins to finance another invention

which proved successful. Hugh alone would not have

succeeded. He would have considered himself beaten

after the first failure.

And in the end he comes to wonder if the contribution

he made to the progress of the machine was real progress

at all. A crazed harness-maker once flew at Hugh an

bit his neck. This harness-maker believed Hugh to be

the cause of the invasion of his industry by methods o

machinery. The harness-maker was forced out of busi

ness by the new methods of mass-production and
^

the savage attack upon Hugh because he believed t c

inventor responsible for his downfall. The wounds ma
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by the man’s teeth in Hugh’s neck healed quickly, but
from this time on he felt differently about the entire

problem of machine production.

The characters in “Poor White” are not created as
types, but as individuals. Anderson never has his charac-
ters act or say thus and so merely to emphasize traits

which brand them as “types.” Tom Butterworth, the
individual, does happen to have many of the traits which
nre commonly attributed to the American “Babbitt.” But
Lutterworth is always the individual, and never does or
says strained things merely because Anderson has him do
them.

In delineating their personalities, Mr. Anderson resorts
^ the simple expedient of telling what is going on in the
^inds of his characters. The characters talk about each
°ther to some extent, but it is principally through the
Comment of the author or self-analysis on the part of the
Parsons in the book that we come to know them as in-

'^ividuals.

Ill

Mr. Anderson is always the omniscient narrator. As
been mentioned above, it is through his habit of

^^alyzing the ramifications of the minds of the dramatis
Parsonae that the author tells his story. In a novel of the
ype of “Poor White” this method of narration is the
aal one. In fact, there is no one character who could

® the story in the first person quite so comprehensively
^oas the author. To quote from Boynton’s chapter on

„
®^ood Anderson in “More Contemporary Americans”:

• • • he pursues the minds of his characters, finds out
^t thoughts, relevant or irrelevant, the stream of

^Jants arouses in them, and then expresses these thoughts
^ the idiom of the people whom they are invading.”

passages in “Poor White,” as in others of
books, the propriety of which is extremely

Pla -i

’ author makes it appear so entirely
sible that the thoughts as represented were present
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in the mind of the character, that we can find no good

reason why they should not be chronicled.

The plot in the psychological novel is so entirely sub-

ordinated to the delineation of character that difficulty is

often encountered in the analysis of the bare plot itself-

An analysis of “Poor White” in the conventional manner

presents such basic difficulties. The exposition is quickly

over with. The incentive moment may be said to occur

when the talkative little telegraph agent who thinks Hugh

is a confirmed drunkard gets him a position as telegraph

operator in the little town of Pickleville, near Bidwelli

Ohio. Developing action includes Hugh’s experiments

and finally his success. The crisis, so far as his personal

life is concerned, occurs when Hugh renounces his desire

for the body of Rose McCoy, a school teacher who silently

yearns for him, and turns his attention to the procuring

of Clara Butterworth for his bride. Another important

crisis comes when Joe Wainsworth decides to kill his

assistant, Jim Gibson. This episode typifies the culnH'

nation of the resentment of the artisans for the machines

which Hugh has helped introduce to rural Ohio. All the

events which follow the union of Clara and Hugh compose

the falling action, in the relation of the two to each other-

The denouement is simply a backward glance at this one

chapter in the lives of the principal characters.

comes to realize that the work he has done has broug

not unmixed blessings.

The conflict throughout the book is in the mind o

Hugh. It is his subjective character which furnishes

principal struggle of the story. And then there is

beginning of the struggle between the forces of labor

the

and
tlic Ol/l UCtVYCCll me Awiweo v* ^

capital. This struggle has not ripened to its maturit>

the time of this book, however. And principally,

the struggle among those devoted artisans "’ho

machinery take their work from them and do a be

job of it.

Mr. Anderson is not concerned primarily in keeping

interest of his readers. Thus there are no subtert
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plot, no artificial methods of suspense. We are kept
•nterested in the story because we want to see what turn
mind will come next to Hugh, or to some other one of

ne principal characters. We are particularly interested
he story through the chapters when he is thirsting for

ose McCoy, and during this part of the story his
noughts are presented so realistically that the reader is
Ually “keyed up” with the principal character.

IV

indicated above,
ordinated to character in the construction of the story,

merely arranged, we feel, in order that the
opportunity to run through the

‘ite t f?
emotions which the author wishes to attrib-

to tl,”
^ certain importance attached

the story, this element is in no way pre-

sioif^”*^
^h‘te,” from its first chapter on to the conclu-

«enerl^
realism. One can easily imagine the

h
® of this story being turned, under differ-

•^ost
Anderson, into one of the

^ poo** country

^*’esti

^ *^°^es into almost unlimited weath, power, and
cist

certainly rich veins for the romanti-
that Mr. Anderson

McVey. Hugh spends his life

Wh^
striving for success, contacts, and power,

""^rth
wonders, mildly, if they are

’^borer the side of the

tion
th

to the realiza-
blessings attendant upon the rise of industrv

ilr
ones.

^^ts delights in toying with words. He ad-

his ? f

^ candidly, and his books are concrete evidence

^*’°ach
j

His style, typical of the dramatic ap-
^^'^^times verbose, and again as simple as that

ssant. He expresses the reactions of his charac-
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ters in terms of their own idiomatic vernacular. There is

a frank realism in his dealing with all the emotions which

gallop through the minds of his characters.

There is very little dialogue in “Poor White.” In fact,

there is just as little conversation as the author can use

and keep the story moving. There is often monologu®.

as when one of the characters is fighting a battle within

himself. Witness Hugh’s lecture to himself after he ha
^

stifled an impulse to make advances to Rose McCoy*

“ ‘You tend to your own business and don’t be going off

that road any more,’ he said, as though spieaking to an^

other person. ‘Remember she’s a good woman and

haven’t the right. That’s all you have to do. Remem
^

you haven’t the right,’ he added with a ring of comman

in his voice.”

With all its paucity, the dialogue in “Poor ” *

stands out in the memory of one who has read the
^

Its very scarcity and terseness gives it a flavor all itn o

and earns a place for it in the mind of the reader.
^

The problem which Mr. Anderson treats in

White” has already claimed some paragraphs m
paper. Sufficient be it to add here that the author

very keenly the weight of it, and throws himself at i

^

a vengeance. “Poor White,” written in 1925,

time when post-war reaction towards American me
^

of mass production and “standardization” ^^ns
^ ^

height, and is a distinct contribution to the
.^-iji-

thinking man. And, also, for the psychologist, the

atrist, and any other person who is interested * jjg” is

study of the workings of a human mind, “Poor

valuable and interesting.



Thomas Edward Skiniier

By G. W. Paschal

D r. THOMAS E. SKINNER was born in Perquimans
County, North Carolina, on April 29, 1825. His
father, Charles Worth Skinner, was a wealthy

P anter of an old and distinguished family of that section

;

P® of his brothers, Joseph Harvey Skinner, being a very

jgj
Jawyer of Edenton

; another, Thomas H. Skinner, a

^

ebrated Presbyterian preacher of Philadelphia and later

Y
in the Union Theological Seminary of New

^ third. Dr. Collins Blount Skinner, was
P^'ominent physician of the Albemarle section.

^hese three had been educated at Princeton Univer-

a pj' Skinner’s father, intending to become
^o^ianter, did not receive a college education, but did be-

also^
wealthiest farmers in the State, and was

the s!!!®
successful operators of fisheries on

'iith

Sound. Under the influence of Rev. Thomas Mere-

become a Baptist,

tist
i

^ lifetime he was probably the wealthiest Bap-

Progr^
State, as he was certainly most loyal to the

® enterprises of the Baptists of his day, and the

Cq
”®nefactor of Wake Forest College.

^^*1 parentage, as soon as the young Thomas

'Vas
required age for admission, twelve years,

thatT*'^
Wake Forest Institute. Wake Forest was

lieing
r

manual labor institution, every student

hours a day on the farm,
held

to
Skinner was sent along with others to the

stalk
instead of hilling the dirt around

^hich » 1^°*^ to cut them down, a proceeding

“®tore
t^*^#

^ signal honor of being summoned

r*’ C
^^ty, where he and two of his fellow-labor-

K Cap William Hunter, were rewarded for
twenty stripes each. Mrs. Wait, who

y while the flogging was in progress with
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uplifted hands begging for mercy, won the undying lo'®

of the youthful culprits. But such punishment was hara
^

a check for the mischievous lads. Not niany nights la

all three were caught by Professor White
j

sweet potatoes. But all became preachers of the gosp

After remaining at Wake Forest three or four >

where he learned to know and love Matthew Tyson xa

later the great missionary to China, Skinner was sen

the famous school kept by William Bingham, Senior,^^

Hillsboro. He had already been at this school one J

before he was sent to Wake Forest. Now he

turned there because, as he says in his

Bingham was regarded as a “bad-boy breaker,” an
^

ner was thought to need his attention. Here e

classmate of James Johnston Pettigrew, later one

most gallant soldiers of the Confederacy. Within a

Skinner was ready for the sophomore class of the

sity, but a “blacking club” of Chapel Hill had such a

tation at that time that the young Skinner

father to be allowed to attend the Caldwell Ins i

Greensboro, and had his request granted. Here

to know and love Alfred Moore Scales, later

the State, but does not seem to have made much p

in his studies. In 1844 he entered the

North Carolina, and was graduated from that ins

in 1847 with the degree of Bachelor of Arts,
^^jpioin®

lightful “Reminiscences” he declares “mo®*

“was granted—yes, granted—never earned.’’

intimate classmate” was James Johnston g^hocl
oi

whom he had formed a lasting friendship m the

William Bingham at Hillsboro. Another was

Ransom, whom Skinner always greatly ^s-
was Pool, the first United States senator of th

^^^juplc

In his student days young Skinner was a g

of the antebellum young gentleman ® gd,

respected family. He was handsome, w el

proud of himself and the station of his ’

father, but not arrogant; well endowed '
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^hich, however, he did not use very much in study. He
^as bent, rather, on pleasure, and pleasure he had, so far

Was consistent with the regulations of the institution

attended. He had no club, no fraternity, few oppor-
tunities for social relaxation except with his fellow-stu-
dents. With them he spent his money freely, and was
feady to engage with them in any pastime that promised
to add variety to his life. Religion did not enter much
^uto his thoughts, but politics was his native element.

In this connection may be told one incident of Skinner’s
ue at Chapel Hill, especially since it illustrates his own
®nrless and impetuous nature as well as his father’s
Patience. In 1844 Henry Clay was the candidate for
Resident against James K. Polk. As a scion of a Whig
^uiily, Skinner was an ardent supporter of Clay, and was

that he would be overwhelmingly elected. Betting
the election began among the students and Skinner

uuld not keep out of it. Returning late one night from

^
Possum hunt, he went to the Old Well for a drink of

^that well afforded the best water he ever drank

—

to
belfry, which was near by, a challenge

ull inen, everywhere, to meet his call and take up his
in favor of Clay. He says

:

the unsophisticated students, as I then thought,

®t
offer of suits of clothes, boots, hats, canes, cigars.

The
genus. To my joy, all my banters were accepted.

was that I was left to the tune of six hundred dollars,

'^uid
**^**^^ cent’ to liquidate them. I felt disgraced utterly;

other
*'o*-urn to college if those debts were not canceled. The

the of,
dilemma was, how can I inform my father of

Out of
escape his displeasure and refusal to help me

6ut
most embarrassing condition of my then young life?

'^®clslon was formed. I wrote, candidly confessing my

^Peaic
° reminding him that I had always heard him

''***5’
^®J'^^'*®*3’Stlcally of Clay as the greatest of men, if not the

hiy
gji I'

Worthy of the Presidency. I felt somehow that upon
•

. _

Was placed the responsibility of defending Clay, etc.

"^hlch
’ tedious and tasteless were the days and hours

that^r*****'
shadowed future—waiting for an answer

®Ploring letter to the father from his impecunious son.
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At last the epistle came with the six hundred dollars. . . . Fro®

that happy morn until now I have never bet one cent on any

thing.”

After his graduation Skinner returned to Perquimans

County and went to farming, to which he devoted himseU

with an enthusiasm which would have hardly been ex-

pected from one who was so recently a pleasure-loving

student on the University campus. In 1848 he marrie

Miss Ann Eliza Halsey of Tyrrell County. In his

he was very successful. He was also engaged in herring

fishery business in company with his brother Chare >

from which they were making fourteen thousand dol

a year. This continued for four years. It seemed t

he had found his place in life.
^

But the Lord willed differently. In wheat-sowing t^

in the fall of 1850 Mr. Skinner entertained for the nig

a poor, unlettered wheelwright named Parker,

been overtaken by a rainstorm on his way home.

man was an humble Christian and spent the

prayer for the conversion of his wealthy host, bj
^

kindness he was much pleased. When Skinner foun

out the next morning, by some casual questions

asked Parker, and found out how much that

Christian was interested in his salvation, he was

troubled. He prayed secretly twenty times
j^he

For a month he was in a miserable state of mind.

Negroes on the place were aware of his plight, a^^

dared that their master was struck, that the ^
got hold of him sure. In Januar>% 1851, he was

by Rev. Q. H. Trotman into the membership of tn
g

Baptist Church. He had already preached a ser
^^^jg

congregation of Negro slaves at the instance

Eden, a mixed-breed slave of his uncle, Josep • a

who though a Negro was a very intelligent m

Methodist preacher who labored among hi

servants.
g a

stiJ'

Four months after his baptism Skinner ^jtj

»

dent at the Union Theological Seminary in New
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from which he graduated on May 8, 1854. He had gone
to New York with his wife and young child, Thomas
Haley Skinner, who later was a student at Wake Forest

College and a physician in New York City. He lost his

''^ife while a student at the Seminary and married the

Second time, on the evening of his graduation, Ann Stuart

Ludlow, with whom he lived in the greatest happiness the

remaining years of her life.

His first pastorate was in Petersburg. This pastorate

terminated by the illness of his wife, which made a
change of residence imperative. He had received a call
fu Savannah, and was on his way there in the fall of 1855
^hen, on invitation, he stopped off in Raleigh to preach
°r the church there. In consequence, he received an
rmanimous call to the pastorate.

After getting the consent of his wife, he accepted the
and thus began the great work of his life—the devel-

opment of the Baptist cause in the capital of North Caro-

At the time Skinner accepted the pastorate it was

0
’fission station, one-half of the pastor’s salary of $800

paid by the Home Mission Board of the Southern
^Ptist Convention.

Skinner had accepted the pastorate with the under-

^

Uding that as soon as possible the church would build

’Meeting-house in a better location. At that time

and
Haptist Church was worshiping in “a damp

dismal basement,” into which such women as Mrs.

gj.
Williams and Mrs. Graham, the wife of the Gov-

down and “bore the cross together.” Skinner,
the help of his wealthy relatives and by stimulating

So
^®*^Lers of the church to make sacrificial gifts, was

day^
the Baptists of Raleigh what remains till this

of the stateliest churches in North Carolina,

the
^Le help of Jim Atkins, a colored member of

conf j
Le succeeded in buying from Dr. Cook, whose
servant Jim Atkins was, the lot on which the

street
Mt the corner of Edenton and Salisbury

The price paid was $6,000. The money for the
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erection of the building was raised, almost all of it in one

day, when Skinner had been in Raleigh less than a year.

The Baptist State Convention was meeting in Raleigh.

On that day more than $40,000 had been raised for Wake

Forest College, of which Richard Felton and C. W. Skin-

ner—Thomas Skinner’s father—had given $5,000 each,

and Thomas Skinner himself $3,000. At a meeting of his

church that night Skinner got $2,000 from each of these

men, and as much from two of his members, A. M. Lewis

and Mrs. Alfred Williams, and before the meeting closed

he had subscriptions amounting to $18,750. The church

was built, and for seventy years has furnished its mem-

bership a respectable and cherished home.

Soon the church began to develop under Skinner’s min-

istry. In a year it had added eighty members. It

no longer content to be a mission station, but support®^

its own minister, increasing his salary from

$2,400, entirely without any suggestion from him. T

day of the church’s progress had begun, and it has con

tinned to the present.

In this work Skinner’s social station doubtless

Another advantage was the friendships he had
j,

during his student days, especially at Chapel Hill,

his chief gift was his big, healthy soul. The same
^

siasm and good humor he had shown in his fun-ma

at college he now showed in his religious work. «

entirely natural, free from cant, free from bigotry,

never puzzled his brain with theological tangles.
|e

had big human sympathies, greatly admired

of both sexes, and never held that they were on t e

^

to perdition because of their youthful pleasures.

knew how to win them, for he was sincerely re iS

And he knew better than to drive men away
of

church by untimely solicitation. He waited ^ ^ jjjs

a century to baptize some of the ablest members

church. And he greatly loved his people, his
(.jics

at Chapel Hill, and especially the members of the c

he served, his noble women, and the Christian
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that he knew : Yates, Wingate, Poindexter, Durham, J. L.
Prichard, Dr. T. H. Pritchard, Dr. C. T. Bailey, Dr. Chas.
E- Taylor. One who knew him well said that he and his
^ife were the best friends the poor of Raleigh ever had.

Thus he built up the First Baptist Church of Raleigh
^nd made it perhaps the most influential body of Chris-
tians in the State, which place it retains until this day.
This was his great work. In this church he served two
Pastorates, from 1855 to 1866, and from 1879 to 1886.
tie served other pastorates, and did good work in them,

^
Nashville, Tennessee, and at Columbus, Athens, and

Nacon, Georgia. But his great work was with the church
Raleigh. To that church he gave tone and character,

^iid more than any other man made it what it is, if we
P’ay believe one of its ablest members.

our Civil War, in 1863, he ran the blockade on
® “Advance” and went to England for the purpose of
curing Bibles and Testaments for our North Carolina

^®ople. On his solicitation the British and Foreign Bible
^ociety sent a magnificent gift of Testaments for distribu-

lon”
of the South, who could no

ker buy them from the publishers in the North.

of
® ^®o did some other Christian services, not the least
hich was to occupy for a while the chair of Biblical

in Shaw University. In his later years he

pr
.^”^'ioial agent of what is now Meredith College, and

log^ of the Board of Trustees of Wake Forest Col-

aboaf f

College he gave his fine collection of books,

Vainabi
° thousand volumes, many of them rare and

®Pent
^ T^oNng the last years of the last century he

'P the
Wake Forest, finding great pleasure

"'ould
^?^PPP'onship of President Taylor. Together they

'Pk
watch the boys at their athletic sports, tell-

^
Poy a delightful anecdote and laughing heartily,

on f
before Dr. Skinner’s death his son was shot

^Ppavem
of Raleigh. The old man in his sore

long
^ retirement for a while. But not
He came out into the world again, triumphant
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in his faith, and he gave to the world the thoughts that

had occupied him. Nothing in St. Thomas’s “Imitation

is better. Here are some excerpts

:

Patience shortens our trials, and everything which has an end

is short.

“Next to sin, the greatest evil Is sadness,” said Francis de Saie •

God remains. Troubles make us depend entirely on God.

Speak little of your troubles to men, but much to God.

Bear your own trial well; this is the way of sanctification.

Be assured of God’s sympathy in time of trouble. It may see

far away, but it really is very near.

After this he left Raleigh and spent his last years at

Fletcher, in Henderson County. But in the last days

March, 1905, he returned on a visit to the city and

of his life’s chief labors. Though lacking only a

weeks of being eighty years old, he was stout, hearty, a^

happy, hardly showing either in carriage or conversa i

the marks of age. But he had come to the end

earthly pilgrimage. From the editorial obituary in

Biblical Recorder of April 12, 1905, 1 copy the storj’:

“On Sunday, April 2d, he participated In the Lord’s ^**^**^*^^^
9?^

the church of his love. That afternoon the chill of

upon him, and after a little he fell on sleep. Looking bac

now, it seems providential that he came to Raleigh, and ,

diction before the Lord’s table, ‘God bless you, God bless
gt

the last Sunday of his life, is cherished as a special a

heaven.”



Six Hours
By H. J. Rick.\rd

He had but six short hours to live. He was calm and

composed. A few minutes ago the prison chaplain

had asked him if there was anything he had to

confess. The answer had been a surly “No.” Now, left

^lone, he began to think.

The prisoner had been convicted of murder in the first

degree. At six o’clock on the morrow the sword of justice

^ould descend, wielded by the mighty arm of the law.

he sat in the dark cell, fleeting visions crossed his

^ind. Did he regret the murder he had committed?
^0 !—a thousand times no ! The man he had killed had
coined his father. His father and the man had been life-

long rivals, but his father’s enemy had been without
Principle. He had schemed and figured until by both
awful and unlawful means he had finally driven his rival
to the wall.” The parent had never recovered from the

shock. The failure had placed him upon his death bed.
t Was then that his rival, who had placed him there,

^Ppeared at his bedside, mocked him, derided him, and
with the parting taunt that his chances were gone

crever. But the heartless wretch had not reckoned with
•s Usual cunning. The dying man’s son had appeared,
ot Words followed. In the fight that had ensued the

Scoundrel had fallen heavily upon the hearth, striking the
ck of his head. He had never arisen. The coroner had
uuounced it death by concussion. It was just retri-

bution,

uow the prisoner was to hang for it. Even though
c had seemingly been justified in his act, there is no

,
®^cy In the law. He remembered incidents of his child-
uod with startling vividness. He thought of his father,

der^
bad died during the long trial. Then his mind wan-

had^^
wretch who had killed his father—well, he

tri
his just reward, anyhow. The vision of the

I’eturned—the judge—the lawyers—and the jury

—
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that anguish while waiting for the verdict. Guilty ! Ah

!

at last that awful suspense was ended. Then that fear-

ful sentence, “Hanged by the neck until dead.”

With a superhuman effort he checked his wandering

thoughts. The prison gong struck the hour of four. A
sudden realization burst upon him. He had but two hours

to live ! He lost all his previous calmness. In two hours

he would be dead—lifeless. The thought drove him mad.

That terrible uncertainty of being on the brink of that

great void called the “hereafter”! He became frantic.

His lips were hot and feverish. He tried to console him-

self with the thought that his act had been justified, but

the nearness of death drove all reason from him. He

shouted aloud. He tore at his hair. His restless eyes

suddenly focused upon his hands. In less than two hours,

now, those hands would be hanging inert. How cleverly

they were formed. The fingers, the nails—he had never

noticed them before. . . .

He was interrupted by the opening of . his cell door.

The time had come. The first light of dawn could be seen

peeping in at the barred window. He tried to move. Hjs

limbs refused to function. He covered his face with his

hands. Oh!—that frightful thought—where was he g®

ing? to what? They dragged him out—literally

him upon the scaffold. The noose was placed about >

neck. He was blindfolded and his hands were tied. Agm”'

calmness returned. He was ready. A great light s

denly seemed to dawn upon him. He felt that he

been forgiven. He was ready.

The floor of the platform dropped—a short strugg^
then all was over. As the shining sun peeped over

eastern prison wall, seeming to guild the windows o

prison with splashes of fire, another soul, liberated r

its earthly body, ascended to that endless void—Eterm



Downward
By H. J. Rickard

H e was in the grasp of the blue mud. It seemed to

be drawing him down like a fiend incarnate. It

clutched at him, and drew him continually, but

slowly, down. He had unsuspectingly tramped out upon

this apparently innocent mud flat, and had immediately

sunk to his waist. His gun was lost. He struggled fran-

tically, hysterically ;
but to no avail. The relentless mud

*ifew him slowly, very slowly, downward. He had shouted

^adly, until his voice was now scarcely above a whisper.

He beat upon the mud fiercely with his hands, yet with

®uch spasmodic effort he sank down—ever downward.

The mud now reached his chest. He gazed at the miles

meadows about him, and saw no living being. Reason

^®tt him. He fancied the mud filling his mouth, his eyes.

He tore at his hair. His facial expression became like

that of a madman. The pressure was becoming greater

—

^h!—hig arms were now under. Oh! the thought of

®mking to an unknown grave in that blue, bottomless

Uiud! He was now raving crazy. He laughed—he chat-

tered with his spent voice. A sand snipe, standing nearby,

uoked at him curiously. He sank still lower. That mud,
that horrible clutching monster, drew him on. It had
Nearly swallowed him now. It reached his mouth—a last

issued from him—then silence—unbroken silence.

Slowly the eyes—those staring eyes—disappeared; then

.

u hair alone remained visible. Slowly—yes, slowly

—

^^h by inch it passed below the surface and vanished,

he mud shimmered, as if smiling in satisfaction, then

®came quiet.
-^11 that remained was the sand snipe, looking intently

Pon the spot, which glistened in the rays of the setting
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There came to us recently one of the

^ t
stories we have ever heard of sacrifice

fPfTf an ideal. There is a ministerial student on

^ this campus who, at the close of the

semester’s work, found himself unable, for financial

sons, to return to college for the second half of the

work. College means much to this young man, an

was more or less broken-hearted over not being a

return. An official of one of the boards of the

State Convention heard of the unfortunate position o

young man, and upon investigating his case learoe

^
fifteen dollars a month was available, as a gift, ir®

Baptist State Board of Education. But this young

already knew of the availability of this fund, an

refused it. He continued to refuse it, because he

believe that he had a moral right to it. Inciden

made other arrangements and is in college now.
gjy

steadfastly refused to take money offered hin^

because he had chosen the ministry as his life ®

This young man was right. The Baptist to

tion, through its educational department, is 8^^
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prospective young ministers and workers for the foreign

fields some $10,000 per year. There are no strings tied

to the gifts to the young men and women, except the con-

dition that they continue in their chosen profession after

leaving college. As a matter of fact, a goodly percentage

of this $10,000 is given each year to students who never

give the ministry a thought after leaving college.

Corrupt as this practice of swindling on the part of

certain students may be, it is not here that the basic

defect is to be found. It is an unsound policy for the

denomination to start its prospective leaders out with an

Unfair advantage over those who have chosen other pro-

fessions—law, medicine, teaching, or business. The min-

isterial student bids fair to face many trying places on

l^ls road to a formal education, but the lawyer, the doctor,

^Pd the teacher will face the same problems. All are

''working, directly or indirectly, for the good of humanity,

^ho is to say that a ministerial student is more entitled

fp fifteen dollars a month from the denomination than
is a pre-med or pre-law student ? Who is to decide which

the three is to do the most valuable service for hu-

manity ?

Sadly as Wake Forest College itself and other Baptist

Schools in the State stand in need of money for buildings

^Pd equipment—money that is not forthcoming—how
mcongruous it seems to give $10,000 annually to a small

^opp of individual students.
The fault is not with the students who accept this aid.

f Pe money is there for them, and it is only in an excep-

mpal case such as the one stated above that it will be

^^fpsed. Human nature will see to it that the money is

pp- It must be the business of some one either to

^iPiinate the “pension” for ministerial students on the

hand or, as an alternative, commence paying each
® Pdent entering Wake Forest College at the rate of

•^0 to $15.00 monthly.
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ur . j The anonymous author of Dairy Diary, a

T
I
T • » column on the editorial page of a recent issue

* of “Old Gold and Black,” discusses what he

believes to be an increasingly serious problem of the

barrier between the fraternity and non-fratemity groups

on the Wake Forest campus. This writer sees an increas-

ing tenseness between those allied with Greek-letter or-

ganizations and those who are not.

There must always be a gap between the extremes of

these groups. The “collegiate” type will probably always

be found among the fraternity men. The extreme m
conservatism is likely to be found in the non-fratemitj'

group. But there is a group of students, consisting of

both fraternity and non-fratemity men, who work to-

gether in the same classes, busy themselves with the

same problems, and share the same joys and sorrows.

It is the sophomoric fraternity man who feels himself ii'

any way superior to those about him, not members of ^

Greek-letter group. And it is our sincere opinion that

this sophomoric element is decidedly negligible.

The author of “Dairy Diary,” admitting that this

“superior” element is at present but a ripple, sees the

prospect of the ripple becoming a wave, and urges Wake

Forest students to rally before this wave shall arise, t

seems to us that there is little cause for alarm at present-

There will continue to be “high hats” among fraternity

men at Wake Forest, but it does not appear that there

is any immediate danger that this group will come m
dominance.

Wake Forest College has always been a college

democracy in its strictest sense has prevailed. The

lege was founded upon democracy of the most
^

type, and by men who cherished ideas, perhaps, o

Utopian college where there would be but one fraterni - ’

that idealistic “Brotherhood of Man.” May these ide^

in so far as conditions permit, prevail, and may
^

always be a general fellowship between all Wake
students. As for the snobbish element—whether

there

it
be
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from the fraternity or non-fratemity group—may it

dwindle to a tiny drop in the ocean of college life at Wake
Forest.

But, meanwhile, may we suggest “Live and Let Live”
as an appropriate motto for every individual Wake Forest

student and for every group—fraternity, non-fratemity,
or otherwise.

Pronh “When the next war comes, may all sectional

And passions, prejudices, and hatreds have so sub-

Pealization
oblivion that the Union Blue and

the Confederate Gray can blend together
’^nder one flag once again, shoulder to shoulder, for a
common country, against a mutual foreign foe!”

How these words, coming down to us from another
Generation, another age, reach their prophetic tentacles

through the years and find realization—and a fuller

Realization than the author could conceive. They are
e Words of Robert A. Johnson, quoted from his “Im-

R^rtial Account of the Fall of Fort Fisher,” as it appears
^ Print elsewhere in this issue of The Student.
According to the plans for the inauguration of Herbert

H,

Bln

Cover as President of the United States, The Union
0 and the Confederate Gray are to march side by
o> shoulder to shoulder,” not against a “mutual for-

a r!^

but in a peaceful inaugural procession, taking

Pj.
^be ceremonies of installing into office a new

and ~ faces the happy prospect of years of peace
^^good-wlil among nations.

the f
of the Blue and the Gray are wavering, and

theiV
keen-eyed boys of ’64 and ’65 are making

bland
dwindling procession to the great Com-

may the spirits of those who have

side b
'vished for the Blue and Gray to march

Of
side--be present on March 4 when the thin line

^bouider^”^’
under one flag,” trudge shoulder to
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Bubbles

By Senoi

Deep in the Hills of Life there is a fount

Whence living waters flow, with bubbles bright

That rise up from the stream and slowly mount.

Drifting zigzag and passing out of sight.

Dilgrims oft come, thirsting, to this fair stream

;

Dut, ere they drink, the bubbles meet their view,

Rising, floating, with dancing, magic gleam.

Until each pilgrim, glad, starts to pursue.

Through brambles, thickets, woodland, far-off plain.

To precipice, pitfall, or slimy bog.

Each chases his own bubble, spite of pain.

To see it burst at last, or pass in fog.

Meanwhile the waters flow, sparkling and cool,

Eife to contented flsh in yonder pool.



The Pendulum Swings

By Elbekt a. MacMillan

J
OHN ABBOT KNIGHT, stretched out easily on tb

green grass of Haywood’s pasture, meditativey

chewed a blade of grass and contemplated a

downy white cloud meandering lazily across the

expanse of sky. The long, changing shadows of two

elms at the top of the hill kept the rays of a morning s

from disturbing the rest of the prone youth,

occasional note of a swamp robin down towards the r

served to remind him in some vague way t^
started out with the creek as his destination.

.-jit

catfish lines to be looked at, and he had thought he

get a boat and go across to his Uncle McCoy’s pla
_

look at his rabbit boxes. ... But there were comp

tions for just lying down and nibbling grass.
^jg

Of late John had come occasionally to think o

future. He was eighteen now, and most of
^ ^jotte

knew were going off to college or were going to
^

or Wilmington to work. Fred McKinnon had g

Charlotte and had found work in the Ford
. g its

had come back with tales of the city, its opportuni >

women. But none of that appealed greatly to Jon

wanted to go to college, where the boys all

headed, wore gaudy slickers, and rode in ancien

As he lay gazing into the sky this June morm^»^,
jjg

began to have visions of himself as a “college m ^

had pictured himself before as a man of the
^’^spe-

famous aviator, as a “captain of finance’’ (he

cially fond of this term), but he had not until

seriously considered the possibility of going n
^ted

lege. His father and mother were both unedu^^

had not encouraged him in continuing his sc

ther than high school.
^ . collet®’

But John had friends who had gone away

and some of them had painted for him
jjgge bo^®

and lurid pictures of the external life of the c

at the State University, and the prospect o
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intimately familiar with the athletes and men about col-

lege had wielded a potent change in John’s thinking for

some weeks previous to this morning.

It would indeed be pleasant, he had considered, to be
3'niong the four-hundred social lions of the University.

What a thrill there would be for him in being pledged to
some prominent fraternity! And when John Knight be-
came a renowned football star, how the folks back home
^ould rejoice that they had known him!

So John, as he lay on the grass of Haywood’s pasture
l^his June morning, became definitely obsessed with the
Idea of going away to college. He had, two days ago,
deceived his diploma from the local high school—had sat
Uncomfortably while long speeches were said, and had
’’cjoiced greatly when it was all over. But he was glad
now that he had stuck it out until the end. He had the
Acquired work for entrance into the best of colleges or
Universities, even if there was a superfluity of 75’s and
u s among the grades he had made.
Still toying with the idea which had come to him, John
ude his way back up the hill towards home, his errand

0 tile -Teek quite forgotten, but with a new resolve in his

On his way home quite naturally he saw Miriam
^eart.

^uskell.

?ue always saw Miriam. She was by far the most
iquitous person in Hopkinsville. She, too, had been

^
nduated from the Hopkinsville high school on the day

en
had concluded his strenuous career under the

te
influence of the laboring and long-suffering

But Miriam, although a next-door neighbor of

Ijgj,
^uights and a classmate of John, had not accepted for

life
standards by which John measured

*®iiin
approached her this morning, was cher-

ejjte
? ^ new-born dream of college life in its dramatic,

®®nse. Miriam, on the other hand, dreamed of

Uiade^
un Utopian place where great discoveries were

Of
^hsre men and women threshed out the problems

and became saturated with the wine of•uan knowledge.
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“Hello, Topper!” said John gaily.

“Hello yourself,” said Miriam.

And, quite unmindful of hazel eyes that followed his

easy, swinging approach, John paused and unbosomed his

newly found desire to his first possible listener, who, inci

dentally, was quite a good one.

“So you’re interested in the college of fraternities,

ball teams, class smokers, and bonfires? (pies ion

Miriam, after John had quite expounded himself.

“If there is anything else there worth having I

it back, too,” John countered.

“If there is anything at all there worth having

seriously if you’ll ever see it, much less bnng it back

you. I’m planning to go to college, too, this fall, b

not going simply to gratify my social desires and squ

my father’s money.” Miriam stamped a petulant fo •

John, leaning against the trunk of a conveni^t^^^ „

laughed easily. “Stay on the ground, stay on the
^

he advised. “It’s too hot to get in an argument.

besides. I’ve got to go.”
anvthio^

“It’s always too hot for you to argue alwut anj

that matters. You had much rather take thmgs ,a

come, and for you they always come
^ fuss

“If they’re predigested, why should I fume

over chewing them?” John shifted his long legs an

pared to continue his way.
,^.nn’t a^®®

“In college you may find a thing or two ° ^vame‘1-

with your elementary digestive system, * iri
_

They let it go at that, principally

commenced to amble on his way up the hi
, blonde-

superior, pitying look over his shoulder gn

hazel-eyed little girl who understo<^ so little

always wanted to fuss about something.
^ for »

Summer days lengthened for a while, s
ggptemb®

while, and before John and Miriam realized
. ^^nege

had arrived and they were face to face "

careers they had anticipated so eagerly.
Ala^^^

’

Miriam selected a college for women m

while John elected a Virginia university.
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There was a full moon on the night before Miriam was
to leave. Mrs. Gaskell was quite worn out with packing
and doing a thousand and one odd errands for her daugh-
ter before the great day arrived, and had retired early.
^Ir. Gaskell had walked down to Mr. Frank Thompson’s
for a game of setback, and Miriam, consequently, was left
alone on the front porch as John sauntered up, about
ten-thirty, to tell her good-bye.

They talked of one thing and another for a few minutes
Ontil, after a long silence, John recalled the conversation
they had had three months ago about college and its
leaning.

“You were pretty mad that time,” he drawled remi-
niscently.

“Some day you’ll find I was right, after all. You’ll find
hat the true worth of college education is that it fits you
0 serve—to serve humanity.” There was a ring in
l^iriam’s voice, there was a new note that made John
chne a nodding head her way.

^

Maybe so, maybe so,” he assented. “But you’re going

^
get a surprise or two yourself. This stuff of serving

j

nmanity sometimes strikes a snag or two. And, besides,
the most important member of the human race for

‘^oHege
^ ‘^nnided to marry you when we finish

n mqr’
^ You’re terribly kind

; but we’re about

sg
' miles apart in all our ideas, and you stand about

nhance marrying me as Wales himself.”

gUe
you’ve got yourself started again, I

^ better go,” said John. “It’s too hot to argue.”

„
° bard feelings. We’re just different.”

a
we’re not even so different as you think. Wait

Pino
* see. And in the meantime, put that in your

And
'^heek f

bis smooth kiss lingering on the

nf iu
bionde, hazel-eyed little girl who had a lot to

the World and its ways.

So ••••••
y Went away to college, John to the University ol
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Virginia and Miriam to her chosen

ters, brimful of enthusiasm and cheer,

for a time by the chill of homesickness, drifted back

Hopkinsville from John for the several weeks oO^^

stay at the University. He was out for freshman

was a modest contributor to the weekly
f

felt himself fitting nicely into the niche jL^al
for himself. The neighbors had it on strictly confiden

terms from Mrs. Knight that her boy was the apple ot

eyes of the respective fraternities at the University.

After these first weeks, however, Mrs. Knight h

much to say regarding her son, and the

bors were left to the impression so

not so well with John or that he was not writing

often as at first.

Information as to Miriam
busy

She liked her work, was presumably kept
^00-

it, and had met several girls with whom she

genial. In fact, she accepted an invitetion to g

lanta to the home of her best girl friend ^orthe Ch

holidays, only dashing home for a fieeting

post-holiday season. nvoweel^®

John came back to Hopkinsville for the entire

holiday period and seemed con^derably eriences

He hadn’t much to say about himself and

away at the University, and spent P’’a<^Uca
y ^j^^grin^

fortnight of vacation at his father’s that
led

through Haywood’s pasture and down the

away through the woods behind it. at

John saw Miriam only a moment
^y^ctory’ o®®'

home, and their meeting then
g grew

So away they hurried again.
at all

Jaa®

weeks, the weeks into months, and
pj^jnsviUe

rare days had returned to grace old Hop^n

Talmy breezes that stirred the graceful arms

oaks and graceful elms.
Tuesday'

John reached Hopkinsville on the fi
am'^^ a

noon in June. Miriam was ^ aftemo^a'

John was away from home on Thursday
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consequently did not share with the other members of his

family the pleasure of welcoming a returning neighbor.

It was not until Friday night that John and Miriam
^ere alone together—not until then, in fact, that they
spoke to each other, John having rather suspiciously

absented himself for the most of Friday. As he walked
'ip the steps to his home early that night he heard a low
thistle from behind the Virginia creeper which secluded
the front porch of the Gaskell’s home.

“Why not come over and see a body ?” came in piquant
tones as John paused for a moment.
John turned slowly and made his way across the lawn

oward the vine-covered porch. Miriam chided him for
^ot having called sooner and without such “unnecessary
'urging.”

“I’ve been pretty busy,” John replied.

Oh, well, it’s too hot to argue,” Miriam replied. “And
ou arg gygjj jf j have to waylay you. Tell
6 about yourself, about the University, and every-

•ning!”

John shuffled uneasily. There was something about
Is Miriam standing before him now which upset him

thr
element in her personality, which

gjj

him off his guard. And on top of this, which was
^
'^gh in itself, she wanted to hear about the University

!

There’s not much to tell. Things weren’t just what I
had

expected them.”
Things

there
never are. University life as you dreamed it

—

j
v^as a bounty of that, surely ?”

ojj
squared himself and focused his clear gray eyes

fact
gaily questioning ones. “As a matter of

hadl'
botched the university business pretty

^ didn’t make a frat, I didn’t make the freshman

thi,^
team. I lost interest in the other extra-curricular

^ork^’
ended up by making nothing but my class

expeg*. ^ splendidly there. The one thing I didn’t

thipjy at the University turns out to be the only
did get Rather funny, you see.”

tering smile in Miriam’s eyes had changed to
bante
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one of compassion. “Sit down here on the steps, Joh^

and let’s talk things over. Maybe they’re not as ba

you think.’’ T,r;,.;otTi

John seated himself heavily on the step below Mir

and smiled, a little grimly, up at her. “I shouldn t h

told you all that,’’ he said slowly. “After all, it s my

worry, and you shouldn’t have to bother with it.’’

“It’s not your worry any more than it’s mine, sa

Miriam quickly. “We’ve always talked these thing

together. Remember that talk we had a year ago

.

“That’s been a long time. We’ve both changed

then.’’ , , .f .„e’ve

“We’ve done different things, but I wonder it

changed much, after all. I let myself be drawn

current of outside things down at Ravel College, be

I knew you were interested in all that sort of
’ ^in.

I wanted to be congenial with you when we met

You remember the fine idealism I propounded to yo

we were arguing last June? I’ve let most of tha s

favor of a sorority, dances, football games. But

feel that I’m really any different.’’

“But you are, Miriam,’’ John interrupted jost

I am. I’ve lost out in the things I longed for. Yo

your desire to serve, lost your ideals. Since you

about yourself, perhaps I can admit that I

to treasure more and more the things you stoo

deliberately neglected outside things and spent

over books and in wondering about a professio

self. Queer world ! We were a million miles apa
^^.g

trying to get closer together we passed each otn

now a million miles apart in the other direction.

There was a long pause, which Miriam
jf

flfe

“There is irony there, John,’’ she said softly- gur

are anxious enough to please each other to
^ be

most cherished hopes for each other, there

some way out.’’
, John-

“There ought to be, sure enough,’’
^ ^re

“And there is,’’ said Miriam quickly.

children yet. We each have three more year
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We have profited by what has happened this year. From
now on we must look to the cultivation of those things we
have neglected in ourselves in this year of foolish sacri-

fice. I don't think we have really changed, and if we have

lost some of the dogmatism of last year we are the better

for it. I’ll spend next year, at least in part, on my books,

nnd you snap out—partly, now, mind—of your recently

acquired pedantic role.”

John grinned broadly at this last and agreed thoroughly

''’ith Miriam’s proposition. “We must be careful not to

overshoot the mark this time,” he admonished. “If we’re

^^ot, the situation next summer may be just as it was last

year.”

“If you’d write a fellow once in a while, maybe we
^ould keep things adjusted all along,” was Miriam’s coy
^oply.

“And if you’d go to college in the United States maybe
^ could come to see you once or twice in a year.”

They both laughed loud and long, at nothing in particu-

lar. and Miriam noticed that the moon was rising over the

elms on the top of the hill just this side of Haywood’s
Pasture.



French Symbolism: Its Influence

On Spanish Modernism

By G. H. McNeill

Prior to 1880 French literature was dominated by the

Realistic School, the exponents of metncal style and

description of persons and scenes as
' ^qoI,

any attempt at idealization. The opponents of this sen

who arose about 1880, were termed Symbolists.

The Century Dictionary and Ej^^yclopedia ^ves S

definition of this school : “One of a group of French P^^^

of which Verlaine was the most conspicuous

writers of this movement undertook to expres

ments indirectly by far-fetched of

sound of words, and of letters, quite

their received signification. They also assumed

established harmony between vowel sounds and

instruments.” v,o,-arteriz®‘^

The Symbolist Movement has been often cha
jg

as a revolution. That is a misnomer—as the move

an evolution from the pos^Kantian

philosophy of Kant, Schopenhauer, Hegel, and Ha
^

.

imbued as it was with the ideas of

through France, intoxicating its people.
. The

birth, through a process of evolution, to Sym
^gaio®^

Symbolists had as their primary ^ nio'^®'

realism, with its impersonality. Jhe leader m

ment were Charles Baudelaire, who
g treid^'

tion, the vibrating lyricist Paul Verlaine, an

lous, vague, enigmatic Stephane Mallarme.

Just as the Parnassians turned to sculpts
;

Symbolists turn to music for
j^^des

poetry consists of musical
^g^biage.

than definite color, an absence of P^P®^® 1% of

dom of structure, and independence in

Professor Lewisohn calls the movemen betr^^.g

ing toward selfhood.” The Symbolists earl> to

syn^sthesiac tendencies. Gautier compared
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precious stones. Mallarme decided that the word “Emil”

had a green-lapis lazuli hue. Arthur Rambaud attempted

to set his vowels up as colors: “a” as black; “b,” white;

“i,” red ; “n,” green
;
“o,” blue. Rene Ghil disagreed with

Rambaud as to his colors.

The Symbolists explain their purpose in this fashion:

It is their purpose to sound the welt of human personality,

snd to accomplish this aim by all the artifices of sugges-

tion they could muster. They explain their movement as

^ reflection of the dominant attitude of the social envi-

ronment.

The methods of expression employed by this school of

thought are few and extremely simple. They consist

^hainly in allegory, transposition, and allusion. Every
^ipe marks a stage in the battle against realism.

The constructive value of this movement in French
literature cannot be disregarded. It has made the French
^erse more free, subtle, intimate, and musical. Its influ-

®Pce has been felt on the exclusive, refined, delicate, and
the mystic beauties of the supernatural in later French
poetry.

As has been stated above, Baudelaire (1821-1867) and
^Prlaine (1844-1896) were the greatest of the French
..J'^bolist poets. The former’s best works are “Preface,”

Albatros,” “Hymne a la Beauti,” and “Spleen.”
®riaine’s most notable expositions are “Chanson D’ Au-
PPine” and “Art Poetique.”

®PPth American poets of the age read Symbolism at
®^Pry turn. They fairly gloated upon it, as it freed them

the age-old depression of old Spanish stiffness.
Piong the first to visualize the possibilities of this move-

j^^Pt Was the premier of all Modernista poets, Ruben
^Prio. Thjg South American constructed his poems from

ackground of the Parnassian, Symbolistic, and old

p
characteristics. The Symbolistic characteristics

ominate. In Dario’s poems noticeable freedom of

is predominant. The first great work of the

«j>
®^^i®Is, and of course written by Dario, was the
osas Profanas.” This embodied the abandonment of
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all rules of prosody that depended merely upon their age

and traditional prestige for their authority. A multiplic-

ity of metrical forms were employed. “Prosas Profanas

contains a superfluity of melodious verse, a typical char-

acteristic of Symbolism. The musical suggestiveness m

this poem is closely associated with the chief characte

istics of Symbolism as regards content, the suggestion o

ideas, sensations, moods, by means of symbols—by all
-

sion merely, not by direct mention or description.

Thus it can be readily seen that the French Symbolis

played a remarkably important part in the development o

Dario’s works. Dario means Modernista. He was tn

leader of the movement, the exemplar of all succeeding

Modernista poets. His was the work that was copied a

imitated throughout all of South America, and even

Spain itself. nario
Verlaine and Baudelaire have left their mark on iJar •

He in turn has influenced the entire Modernista

We cannot deny the fact that French Symbolism has

a lasting impression on Spanish Modernism of oo

America.



Admiralty Law*

By A. A. Lennon

“The judicial powers shall extend to all cases of admi-

ralty and maritime jurisdiction.”

The law of admiralty, while not the most extensive

branch of the law, still claims for its field the interest and

respect of the student of law. Because of the relatively

few ports in our State, questions in admiralty and mari-

time jurisprudence infrequently occur. However, at one

time, when North Carolina led the country in the produc-

tion of naval stores, one of its cities boasted of as much

marine trade as any southern port. With this city slowly

but surely finding itself again in the shipping world and

u State port reasonably assured for the future, the mari-

time law will again claim the attention of our lawyers.

The inland waterway, which now appears a certainty, will

»iot only build and develop our trade, but will also be of

professional interest to the lawyers in North Carolina.

There seems to be a difference of opinion as to when

admiralty courts had their start. Blackstone tells us that

they were erected by Edward III, but Lord Chief Justice

Coke concludes that the beginning of admiralty jurisdic-

tion was “so ancient that its commencement cannot be

known.” As trade among the European countries de-

^eloped those countries, so it brought about, in all proba-

bility, the establishment of the admiralty courts. As the

treater part of the trading of the world in the old days

'vas done by ships, it was necessary to have courts with

i*irisdiction to enforce customs of the sea as well as to

pottle controversies arising therefrom. In England the

jurisdiction of the admiralty courts was restricted, limited

y statute, and hampered by the decisions because of the

Jealousy of the common law courts. However, a reaction

place in favor of the admiralty courts which re-

^^^d to them their former jurisdiction.

‘Note—The chapter on Admiralty, In Ruling Case Law, has
^6d as a guide for this article.
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Admiralty is defined by one writer as the branch or

department of jurisprudence which relates to and regu-

lates maritime property, affairs, and transactions,

whether civil or criminal. Admiralty courts of the United

States are vested with authority from the supreme law

of the land. During the critical period just before the

Constitution of the United States was ratified, even the

most enthusiastic champions of states’ rights felt that the

jurisdiction of admiralty and maritime matters should be

placed in the Federal courts. Such a decision has proven

very wise, as the machinery of the Federal courts has

been ample to cope with all cases under admiralty an

maritime jurisdiction. The jurisdiction of the Federa

courts in regard to admiralty and maritime matters is

far-reaching. Mr. Chief Justice Jay in Chisholm vs.

Georgia says that it extends “to all cases of admiralty a*i^

maritime jurisdiction; because, as the seas are the join

property of nations, whose rights and privileges relativ

thereto are regulated by the law of nations and treatieS|

such cases necessarily belong to national jurisdiction.^

The jurisdiction of the Federal courts in this P^^tipua

is exclusive, and admiralty proceedings may not be ins^

tuted in a state court. The Federal district courts see^_^

to have exclusive jurisdiction in matters strictly

time and in rem, while it appears that state courts ^
^

concurrent jurisdiction in matters in personam whic

be strictly maritime.

The distinguishing and characteristic feature of

ralty jurisprudence is the suit in rem, a mode of
de

ing that had its origin in the civil law. No person is n
^

defendant in such a suit. Instead, the vessel or

^
thing proceeded against is itself seized and implea

^

is held that a state court can have no jurisdiction

suit in rem, which is cognizable by the district
^

the other hand, it is settled beyond dispute t

^
admiralty courts of the United States are ves

jurisdiction of proceedings in personam as well

However, the common law courts always offer a
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in personam, and the right to pursue this course of

redress is saved to every litigant by the provision of the

Judiciary Act of 1789. Of such suits the admiralty and

common law courts have concurrent jurisdiction.

Contracts and torts are the two phases of the law

which bring about most of the actions in the admiralty

courts. It may be said generally that any civil cause

arising from an act or contract pertaining to navigation is

within the jurisdiction of the admiralty courts. The

nature and subject matter of the contract, not the local-

ity, is the test. On the other hand, if the cause is one

sounding in tort it must appear that the wrongful act

occurred on waters to which the jurisdiction of the court

extends. If a contract relates to a matter, transaction,

or service that depends on, assists or furthers transporta-

tion on navigable waters of the United States, then, as

n general rule, it is a maritime contract, and rights

and liabilities dependent on it are cognizable by the dis-

trict courts sitting as courts of admiralty. Contracts

preceding and leading up to maritime contracts are not

'vithin the court’s jurisdiction. Hence, state laws giving

liens on vessels for labor performed and materials fur-

bished in their construction are valid, and the enforcement

bf such liens belongs to state tribunals.

In the admiralty courts the pleading and practice gen-

erally conforms to civil law. It seems that there is little

attention paid to form. There is always an effort made

to determine a cause on merit. Where possible, there is

a joinder of causes and suits if by such consolidation

justice can be done. At all times the courts of admiralty

Encourage joinder of parties. As to process, the admoni-

i^ion is given to the respondent to come into court. The

j'brm in rem is used where the vessel is arrested or taken,

bbd action is against the vessel where it is found. In

auits in personam the process may be in the form of a

simple monition in the nature of a summons to appear

bbd answer the suit. The parties to a suit in an admi-

mity court are the libelant, who is at common law the

Pi&intiff, and the respondent, more familiarly known as
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the defendant, while the complaint is known in the courts

of admiralty as the ‘libel.”

The maritime lien differs from that of the common-laW

lien in that the common-law lien depends on possession,

while the maritime lien does not. The maritime lien is

founded on principles of commercial policy, and originally

it was allowed for the purpose of giving credit to the ships

to enable the master to obtain, in a foreign port, the

things necessary to the safe and successful prosecution

of his voyage. A maritime lien, unlike a lien at common

law, may exist, in many cases, without possession, either

actual or constructive, of the thing upon which it is a^

serted. If the lien is the product of a contract or a to

which is maritime in character, then it is a maritime Im*^^

although it owes its existence to a state statute and no^

to the general maritime law. It seems, then, that sta e^

may create maritime liens, but may not provide for the
^

enforcement in state courts. However, states may

vide liens and state courts may enforce them provi

the transaction is not strictly maritime, that is, de& i

strictly with navigation. In case of torts, the vesse

considered the wrongdoer, and action for damages

be maintained against the vessel even in the hands o
^

innocent purchaser. According to the law of the Ui^

States, the master may pledge the credit of the

where it is necessary to do so. “Through all time,

Valin, “by the use and custom of the seas, it
^j^y

allowable for the master to borrow money on bo

or otherwise, upon the hull and keel of the

repairs, provisions, and other necessaries, to ena 6

to continue the voyage.” jd-
of the u

^

Seameh®
eh

vessel

The lien of the mariner for his wages is one

est and best recognized of maritime liens

wages, according to the favorite saying of

and of Mr. Justice Story, are sacred liens, and as

a plank of the ship remains the sailor is entitle .

all other persons, to the proceeds as a security ^

wages. The maritime lien confers upon its

right in the thing that he may subject it to con e
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and sale to satisfy his demands. A lienor may poceed

in rem in the admiralty courts, or he may waive his hen

and bring a suit in personam in the same jurisdiction, or

he may elect not to go into admiralty at all and may

resort to his common-law remedy in the state courts.

While this brief sketch of the law of admiralty may not

be of special value to the student of the law, and of no

peculiar interest to the layman, it serves its purpose if it

presents a few of the most important aspects of a great

branch of the law. The law of admiralty is not so fre-

quently or widely used or consulted as certain other

branches of the law, and for this very reason students of

the law may fail to give it the consideration it deserves.

In the words of an eminent jurist, “When a person needs

the law he needs it badly, then and there.



Milepost

By Telgip

WEARILY he leaned against the milepost and

viewed the little town before him. His face was

a deep study—a hard face, with a warmth and

softness about the eyes.

He looked upon the milepost. “Welcome to Hollis-^

One Mile.” He was fifty ; an old, old man for fifty. Again

he looked upon the sign, “Welcome to Hollis
”

wondered as he mused.

“Let’s see. Twenty-eight years ago I passed this spoL

What was it-

-ha!
going out into the world, going to-

I’ve almost forgotten—oh, yes, a lawyer. A lawyer-

What a flop! Didn’t even finish law school—gave it uP

for a good job.”

A splinter in the milepost pricked him from his re'"

eries. Why had he come back? What had been the ^
that drew him back to the town of his birth? Why na

he, a failure, not stayed out in the world, where nothia^

was expected, instead of coming here, the only P

where he would be judged?

He knew the answer. There was love down
--i

him. The old group, every one of whom had loved

best, were still there. Why, he could hear

“Well, well, well, ole Grady himself! Had a little °
,^g

luck, didn’t you ? Drop by the house tonight. I thin

got something that will interest you.”

A few years back Grady would not have relished^

thought of this. But now, Grady was beaten,

knew it. He wanted to go down there among his

He welcomed the love and opportunities they wou

A new light shone in his eyes as he

short, winding path leading to the village. T

that old cabin—completely wrecked, now. He r

bered how he and the other youths of the to'

charged upon it, pouring a heavy fire upon it wi
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new twenty-two rifles, much to the discomfort of a tramp

who happened to be reposing there.

Now his feet were upon the pavement of the sidewalks.

Though he had not seen even one person, it felt great to

be home. “Why, there is Charlie turning in at that green

gate—that must be his home—and there—there comes

his wife out to meet him. Charlie
!”

The neatly dressed gentleman stopped abruptly and

turned a perplexed countenance toward the call. A
shabby figure hobbled toward him with outstretched

band. Charlie’s wife looked up at her husband ques-

tioningly.

“Don’t remember me, do you, Charlie? Ole Grady

—

Grady himself.’’

“Grady? Let’s see—oh, yes. Grady, who lived in the

big brick house upon the hill. Er—I—er—thought you

^sre going to be a—a—wasn’t it a doctor?’’

A shadow crossed the old man’s face—then quickly

Passed. He looked up into the face of his friend with a

foolish little smile upon his face—a world of trust in his

eyes.

“Well, Grady, it’s—it’s about dinner time now. Sup-

pose you’’—his wife gave him a horrified look
—“suppose

you—ej.— later in the day.” Then he and his wife

''talked into the house—and closed the door.

.
Then it was that Grady saw the reality of his dream-

*Pgs. This was the way it would be. They—his friends

—

^ould be busy with their own affairs—not interested in

'P'l a failure.

a broken, sobbing laugh he stumbled blindly

^ough the gate, starting across the road.

A curse—a grinding of brakes—and the despairing

^J^'eain of a man mortally wounded. The heavy car

j^opped against the curb. People came from everywhere,
astening toward the figure lying, quite still, in the dirt
^ the road.

Was dying—and yet, somehow, he didn’t mind so
Uch. There was no pain. He was drifting, going back—

there was his mother! He was just a little kid, and
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his mother was urging his playful feet, step by step, up

the stairs to bed. She—she was kneeling beside the bed—

and he—oh, God! he was going to say his prayers!

A big, professional-looking man bent over the dying

figure. He placed his ear close to the moving lips of the

man. He started—turned pale—for he heard; “If I

should die before I wake, I pray
”

A Tribute

By Senoi

These roses, fresh as April, moist with dew.

Laden with all the fragrance of the May

And of a thousand Junes now passed away,

I plucked in early morn, thinking of you

:

The white, the r^—each to its nature true

—

Planted by unseen hand in Life’s young day,

A joy to sober Age and Childhood gay,

Comfort when life is dark and grief is new.

Some say the white should stand for purity.

The red for love, unchanged through changing y^* ’

Constant in storm, paled not by Death’s own fears,

All this, and more, these roses mean to me.

Symbols of all the graces, rare, divine.

The graces that are you, 0 Mother mine.



A True Eldorado

By W. W. CoiiooN

T his Eldorado of Ponce de Leon was as vain as it was

visionary. But, my friends, let me tell you of a true

Eldorado, an Eldorado which exists in the full reful-

gence of this modern day of progress and transition, in

this wondrous age of locomotion, an Eldorado yet more

splendid than that of which the Spaniard dreamed in vain.

Eldorado of which I speak comprises that common-

wealth which is frontiered on the north by another, serene

a just pride of her past as the mother of states and

statesmen
;
bordered on the west by the rugged grandeur

Pt towering mountains, silent sentinels of the grace and

'beauty of kindred states ;
southroned by hospitable people

^ho have wrought amazing thrift ’mid cotton fields and

^'Plmetto groves ;
while her eastern line is caressed by the

®6ptle surges of the Atlantic.

^t is the home of a brave, hospitable, and homogeneous

l^opie. 'Tis here that is centered all that can please or

^’Psper human kind. A perfect climate, above soil fertile

varied, yields to the husbandman every product of

a ^^"'Perate zone. In the same fields the clovers steal

^

® fragrance of gentle winds and tobacco catches the

^^®et aroma of orderly rains. Thou favored land—truly

Eldorado—magic commonwealth whose rapid and

^
strides in every line of civic endeavor at this hour

marvel of a mighty republic, we love to call thee

—

CAROt.tna r

,^ith• *'•11 startling rapidity North Carolina, already among
^Pst states in agriculture, is, with her southern sister

he
Proving away from the one-crop idea that was once

^^.cppse. Now the soil that produces cotton invites the

grasses, and often carpets the fields of winter

in
^^^Ee verdure of spring. Grains and legumes thrive

thfo
^ ppme inclosure. Improved herds and flocks graze

the year in fields and meadows over which
PP is but a passing breath, and in which spring and
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autumn meet in summer’s glad embrace. Here the farmer

no longer slaves in the fields, but commands

chinery to do his task. Rare is mortgage

and rarer still is there lien upon crops cultivated

by the hands of sullen and discontented labor, but sp^
ing from peaceful and inviting fields m which

and song rise above the hum of industry and contentme

runs with gliding plow.

But agriculture, basic as it is, alone canno r

sustain permanent prosperity. North Carolina h^

ized this economic law. Within touch of field,

mine, set amid sunny lands. North Carolina has

her mighty streams and made thein tu^rn
tive

the whirr of which is mingled with the melody of

voices.
,

, -iv. agri'

Under the wide and rapid diversification
^^tive

culture and industry. North Carolina, as rep

of all southern states, is thrilling ^ith "ew life a

^

scious of growth of power and Prosperity, bhe

up a system of industries that shall d^^le a

^
j^^ged

the world. Already this commonwealth has c

the spindles of Massachusetts, the quarries o
^gyl-

the factories of Grand Rapids, the foundries

vania, and the varied mines of
..^^orld, anj

Carolina has the largest hosiery mills in th

the largest towel mill, manufacturing f"OUgh to

year that if placed end to end would twice

Three out of every four men in the Unite
^.jjg of

wear blue overalls are clad in ^enim made t p

North Carolina, while her damask mills s PP yhe

one-half of the table covers and

Republic. She has the second largest alu ^pjp

the largest underwear factory, ^ppd larg®®^

mill in the United States. She ® pfpcture f
tannery. She leads the world ^he ma

tobacco, with more than one-fourth o pyra

supply, the excellence of which is
Agpives a

mids of Egypt. The Federal upa which

from the tobacco products of North Carolina
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Second only to the import duties garnered in the great

port of New York City; thus the industries of North

Carolina contribute more to the support of the Federal

Government than those of any other state.

She ranks first in the value and quality of mica pro-

duced, and first in the value and quality of millstone. The

bowels of her mountains supply the feldspar and kaolin

from which more than one-half of America’s crockery is

^ade. Her talc commands the highest price of any mined

the United States, and is borne in the vanity cases of

Maidens throughout the world. The product of her fumi-
fure factories adds comfort and charm to countless homes
throughout the Republic.

Her ceramic industries are unrivaled, though yet in

their infancy. In marble and granite she has no rival as
t'*

quality or quantity, while in yellow pine and hardwoods
t^urth Carolina is the world’s treasury.

. Sounds and rivers of eastern North Carolina are the

®^gest inland waters on the American coast, and in terms
''f

Potential wealth the most valuable waters on earth,

°uering in finfish a distinct advantage and in shellfish

®usy supremacy.
The wide reaches of our famous peach orchards flourish

uve jrolrt minpa that, rival those of California. Thegold mines that rival those

emacy of our apple crop arises

of California,

mid the beauty and
j^*®udor of mountains in which are stored priceless and
^Exhaustible minerals, whose wide variety gives North
^^^ulina just distinction as the only State in the Union

^Eh fills every blank in the census report.

UjQ Carolina’s magnificent network of highways,

fhan six thousand miles of enduring concrete, is

by every tourist and presents an unprecedented

. Jevement. With incredible swiftness we have re-
JllO'

^bb
^®^_bhe burden of an oppressive mud tax; we have

; we have facilitated communication, an-

h space’ extended the horizon of communities, and
bbe barriers of isolation. This achievement,

Dublin by the investment of many millions of the
*uuds and disbursed by officials without the slight-
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est whisper or suspicion of graft, is as unusual as it is

^My ^people have resolved to crown the

past and the splendors of

of a commonwealth serene and resplendent at

of human achievement and earthly
gg of

path and making clear the way up which all

Lth must come in God’s
®

to the fixed gaze of the world an ideal State, a pe

commonwealth-A TRUE ELDORADO-my own belo

and native State—North Carolina!



Music—Another Point of View

By Charles T. Lawrence, Jr.

The needle is screwed tightly in, the record placed on

the turntable, and the motor started. A well-known

singer is heard singing a modern composition.

The snap of a switch—the turn of a dial—a station is

selected—a well-known orchestra is heard. The strains

of the same tune come over the ether waves to greet the

oar of the listener.

A ticket is purchased—the usher shows you a seat—

the picture starts, and a “talkie” is in action. Again the

same song delights the seeker of entertainment.

What a wondrous age we live in ! Listen to the phono-

graph, as it faithfully gives a concert from a wax disc.

Listen to the radio as it brings down from space the

^usic of the air. Listen to the shadow from the screen

^s it entertains you as if from a musical comedy.

Everything has become modernized—styles, automo-

biles, homes, schools, necessities, and luxuries. Why can-

•^et music be treated the same way ?

It is very true that the classic work of immortals will

always be with us ;
but can’t we accept the modern? We

have classics of literature preserved through the ages to

^^light ourselves with, and we have present-day litera-

I'lre. It is just the same way in music.

There is one thing that quite a few people seem to have

•^ixed. There is a difference between popular music and

The difference is so great that you hardly have the

1'®^! jazz compositions on ordinary sheet music for an

•adividual to play
; it takes a whole orchestra to do that

the desired effect.

Popular music, as I conceive it, is music being produced

Y
^be present age. Take the theme songs of the talkies

examples. They were written to bring out the desired

^®cts of the picture, and through sheer enjoyment of the
^^sic the demand for them became so great that they

published.
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This music I term popular. Why? Because it is in

such popular demand by the public.

Another phase to look at: modem music is from the

side of jazz. Something just a little different, somethin?

just a little more unique, something that almost compels

one to pat his foot as though he were a soldier trampm?

to martial music. As I have mentioned before, in almos

every case it takes an orchestra to render properly thes

selections—in the proper time, snap, temperature, an

general dance value for which these pieces are used ^
most exclusively. These are tiresome to the ear, to

sure, if heard over and over again; but what does t

average dancer care about the tune to which he is
'

ing? He notices only the time, and pays the other pa^^

of his time to the young lady with whom he glides

the floor. Practically every time one hears these on

radio, they are not being played for the amusement

listener, but for the benefit of a crowd of pleasure-see

at some supper club. Nevertheless, the listener hkes

and nine times out of ten he is himself dancing.

Now, just where did this jazz come from? Let us

back the pages of history and see if we can find the

origin of music. .j^gt

As far as has been traced, the drum is the

of musical instruments. Now, just what tune ^ytb-
play on a drum? None, to be sure; but when

^ ..jjgjjce

mically, in time, doesn’t it impart a certain
yt?

to music that would be lacking if the drum were lei

The drummer is still with the orchestra, and in mo

is the highest paid man in the company
dth

Even the most primitive instrument is
j^ents*

in a modernized form to be sure. Musical ms

with some exceptions, have become modem

The piano is a good example ; the pipe organ a

During this development the compnisitions to
th®

on various instruments have been compos
•

^
instruments were combined to play together,

parts and assignments for each.
most msJ®®*

The philharmonic concert orchestra is the
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^usical organizations, and the music it playsghtly entitles it to this honor. But there are not very
orchestras, and their music is nSavailable to everyone.

“ weU-balanced or*amzation

miio-
^ living playing “jazz” and popular

« well Thev ara'''“'''-T*‘“‘''“^ ^0 suit the moods of people and

ZulZ JV: ‘'f -P-t to hearZ musicthey wish to satisfy their moods.

^ay'^nSTe v-^-hf
rhythm about him. It

Popuhe
humming the tune of some

ten yeLr“ ’"—f ' ^ PP-P^iy »{

‘^an vnii
the war-time tunes? How

otherwise than popular? They

stniTe composition, and

“‘““Pf spiritless, a

’tessta m^!f T”"; “ I""""
“ “**“ "“‘iP »f P>t-

had
®'^ery youth of every age

! imavinp^
Popular music to sing, dance, or whistle.

be^n® the Straw” must
^^50

fiddle T?
the strings of an

pieces

^ certainly as popular as some of our

'^^Ced" changed, music has
others Tbl^ Ben Jonson and

the Straw-
popular. We still hear “Turkey

?;PuIar. We ,n? once

are sfin
"

,
the Great War.

Now,

?*’‘^^ar?
modern music a just reason to be

of pianoXifh'’"'^ I trom the
a With as much enjoyment as the classics?



The Standard Man
By William Louis Poteat

The three Fates of the ancient Greek mythology and

the three Norns of the Scandinavian mythology^

which determined the life of every individual, were

a sort of pictorial, poetic representation of the fact that

there is a destiny which shapes our ends, rough hew them

how we will. Remote and unsubstantial as they now ap-

pear, they have their counterpart in modem science.

Only we give them different names. Instead of Fates,

speak of Factors. They are Environment, Training*

Heredity.

By Environment is meant the total situation in o

which one is born. It includes life’s physical surrounding^

of climate, food, shelter ; also, the climate of opinion an^^

sentiment, the intellectual and moral standards, the soci^

conventions, all the influences which play upon life fr®

without. Under their action life is passive.

The importance of this factor in determining life ina^^

be seen in one or two considerations. Life is not

in an unfavorable environment. Indeed, life has

defined as correspondence with environment.

types of life are seen to be modified in responsive a

ment to a changing environment. In the case o

environment is most extensive and varied, and i ®

ence is correspondingly great. Civilization is a

sort of environment, and the progress of civi iza

^
simply improvement in the environment of hum^

Social institutions and laws relate to the externa

tions of life, not to life itself.

The environment is good if it favors the
evil*

of strength for wholesome activity and for
jf

it

if it favors the making of good habits. It js

tends to retard development or favors the ma in

habits.
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The second factor, Training, includes all our work, our

play, our intercourse. As George Eliot says somewhere,
our deeds determine us as much as we determine our

deeds. In training life is active.

Our formal education is not reception, but awakening.

That row of little earthen jugs on the recitation bench,

with the teacher sedulously pouring into them what had
previously been poured into him, does not represent edu-

cation. Our fellowships educate us. One life signals to

another. Deep calleth unto deep. The contacts malevo-
lent or gracious of personal intercourse with our contem-
poraries or with our predecessors surviving in books
awaken and “draw us out.”

The drudging student trims his lamp,

Opens his Plutarch, puts him in the place

Of Roman, Grecian; draws the patched gown close.

Dreams, “Thus should 1 light, save, or rule the world.”

It is the active effort in response which constitutes

education. Even learning, or the acquisition of knowl-
edge, which may still be regarded as an element in edu-
cation, is limited, according to the new psychology, to two
Processes—trial and error and association. The first is

enviously active. The second is but another name for
cilowship with its power to call out into action our native
^astincts and capacities.

Character conceived as the end of education is the sum

id
organized responses, the set of our reactions. The

ca is neatly expressed in our common word, “You know
to find him.”

he third factor which determines the individual life is

Cfedity.
it has been variously defined, but the differ-

definition are chiefly verbal. Heredity is the

lik
offspring to develop characters (features)

tiv
their parents; or germinal resemblance be-

®*’Kanisms related by descent; or resemblance
on descent.

is of the greatest importance. It supplies the
of life, the material upon which the other

^s operate. It determines our nature, what we start
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life with, what we are by virtue of our ancestry. It can

be conceived to be different only in case of a different

parentage. Heredity ordains our inborn gifts and capaci-

ties, limitations, weaknesses, defects. It sets the bounda-

ries beyond which no favoring external conditions, n®

intelligence or assiduity of training, no passion of ambi-

tion, is ever able to transport us. Besides, while environ-

ment and training affect only the existing generation,

heredity affects all succeeding generations.

These three factors, which may be shortly described as

what we have, what we do, what we are, supply the

material and the impulse of life and fix its direction an

bounds. In nature they are not as sharply distinguishab

in the total result as it is convenient to represent the

here. They probably interact inextricably. They may b

graphically represented by the sides of a triangle. If f

“legs” of the triangle represent environment and trainio

and the base heredity, the shape and area of the triang^

vary according to the length of each of the legs,

though the base remain unchanged. The application

this fact is manifest.
There

Permit me now to call attention to a curious fact. 1 »

has been little improvement of the human stock

the historic period. A single illustration will be enou
^

Two centuries of Athenian history, B.C. 500-300,

larger contribution of genius than any two fubseQ

centuries, including the last two. Sir Francis “
jjg

comparison may possibly be extravagant, but it mu

remembered that, beginning with his “Inquxnes

Human Faculty” of 1883, he gathered a larger

fact than any other student in this field. He says t a

Athenian race of the centuries named was as
is

the present English race as the present / ipen

superior to the present African race. Did not

of that remote period set the standard of achieveme

all the later time?—in statesmanship, Themistc^i^^^^^^jg

Pericles; in philosophy, Socrates, Plato, and

(130 courses are offered in Aristotle today '^^gg^ylos*

in art, Praxiteles and Phidias; in poetr>,
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Sophocles, and Euripides with his drippings of warm
tears, as Mrs. Browning sees him; in oratory, Demos-
thenes, Lysias, and Isocrates. I recall that President
Harding and Pericles made funeral orations over the dead
of their country.

In striking contrast with this relatively stationary

biological inheritance, the social inheritance of the race
has extended amazingly in complexity and range. Man’s
World has developed faster than man’s capacities. Is not
this the explanation of the maladjustment and defeat
which characterize our time? As one has said, it is like

setting a cave man down on Fifth Avenue.
I venture to advance some considerations in explanation

of the anomaly of progress in the human environment and
training, on the one hand, and no progress in the human
heredity.

1. During all the lapsing centuries the emphasis has
been strong upon environment and training, slight or nil
'Jpon heredity. When we speak of the old world and the
|^®w, the differentia always relates to environment and
raining. Indeed, the term civilization itself connotes
ese two factors. We forget the man and the woman

'^ho alone give significance to civilization. When they
showed the eminent historian Renan through the bril-

liant corridors of the Paris Exposition and pressed him
°r his impression, he only said, “I have been thinking
ow many exquisite things there are that we can do

Without.”

2. la cases where the human stock has been weak or
^generate, the treatment has been palliative, not reme-

and preventive. Of course, betterment and relief are
noble as necessary, but they are costly and superficial
iionipared with the effort to forestall.

best blood of the race has been wasted in ever-
iinrring wars, or polluted by unrestricted matings.

ajg
’ has been a conspiracy of silence on this funda-

hom
^ hy all the agencies of enlightenment—the

school, the press, the church. It has been
y dismissed as “not nice,’’ as a fad in vulgarity. The
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superstition that a given percentage of disease and defect

is decreed of Providence has been operative. The canker

and tragedy of the social evil are condoned as “necessary,”

humanity rots at the roots, and we acquiesce. It is fur-

ther said in justification of this silence that there is peril

in bringing the phenomena of sex into the focus of atten-

tion. Better let sleeping dogs lie. Moreover, the atti-

tude of reticence and mysticism in regard to the physical

basis and connotations of love refines it to a spiritual

attraction and decorates it with the embroideries of senti-

ment and romance. To open out its evolutionary history

and its hereditary issue can only degrade it and turn a

herd of swine into life’s holy of holies.

And it must be remembered that our knowledge of

heredity and its application to man was verj’ meager up

to the year 1900.

Now, however, the conspiracy of silence is broken.

the Lambeth Conference of Anglican Bishops in 1920 a

committee presented the following statement: “Whateye

there may have been to say in the past in favor of a P®*^**^^

of silence on such subjects, the time for such a policy i

now gone.” As Mr. Wells puts it, where there are n

dark corners, there is little fermentation, little

or infection. We have seen the peril of feeble-minded^s^

and insanity multiplying under the cloak of silence.

in three hundred of our population is feeble-minded, o^^

in three hundred is insane. Probably eight per cent o

are a burden on the back of the rest of us. The progr

sive degeneracy of the race from mismatings and
^

lies in early sex life presented a dangerous possi

before which no social convention could stand. An

dogs were found not to be asleep. Innocence w^
violated by an underground system of education

rant nurses, the gossip of unclean and uninforme

panions, quacks and patent medicine venders, sex
^

and personal adventures. We saw, too, that the

exaggerated by the industrial revolution, which

tated the congestion of population in the centers o

facture and went far toward substituting the fac
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epileptic, the inebriate, the congenital defective of any

type, and the victim of chronic contagious diseases ought

to be denied the opportunity of perpetuating their kind to

the inevitable deterioration of the race.

CONCLUSIONS

1. We discover the limitations and relative superficial-

ity of our work in education.

2. The responsibility of teachers does not end with the

existing generation. Our ministry in many cases does

actually extend to two generations; but in any case we

must train one generation for the advantage of the next.

3. Biology must be required of all students. A large

section of that science deals with these matters, and the

biological approach is the proper approach.

4. Human nature can be changed, brass-tack philoso-

phers to the contrary notwithstanding.

a. Manifestly the first two factors in the production o

the standard man can be changed. They are amenable to

science. The social and psychic inheritance is in t e

hands of the teachers, is transmissible by them, chang^

able by them. Witness the transformation of Japan an

of Germany in a single generation. ,

b. The third factor, heredity, can be changed.

Ezekiel 18:1-4, which I interpret to mean, your heredity

not your fate. Of course, the individual once here is P

determined in important aspects of his nature. But co^^

ing individuals may be saved from hereditary defects a

handicaps.
-gt

c. But the best heredity is not good enough. The

and taint consolidated in a long line of continuous

plasm need to be corrected and expunged. The

given in heredity need to be called out, newly relate.

trolled, and directed to worthy ends. The standard

will be well bom, well conditioned, well trained, d

^
born again. Accordingly, I propose a modifi^ti^ o

triangle of life given earlier in this address, in orfe
gg

it may embody the Christian standard. I name t ®

sides: Eugenics, the science of being well bom
*

^
the science of being well conditioned, and Anagenic >

science of being born again.



Rev. William Hooper

By G. W. Paschal

Reverend william hooper, d.d., ll.d., the

second President of Wake Forest College, was the

grandson of William Hooper, one of the three who

signed the Declaration of Independence for North Caro-

lina. His father, grandfather, and great-grandfather

Were all named William, the first William Hooper having

t>een a famous preacher of Boston, first of the Congrega-

tional Church, but later taking orders in England and

l>ecoming a member of the Church of England. The

grandfather of our William Hooper had come to North

Carolina about the time of the death of his father, in

1767, and had made his home in Wilmington, where he

practiced the profession of law. Here his abilities were

soon recognized and he became one of the most prominent

^en, socially and politically, in the Province. Being an

Ardent patriot, he was elected one of the North Carolina

’representatives to the Continental Congress.

About the father of Dr. Hooper very little is known,
except that he lived at Wilmington and died young. But
I’is mother was during her long life one of the leaders in

the social life of Chapel Hill and the State. She was
^6len Hogg, a daughter of William Hogg, a lawyer of

Hillsboro and one of the commissioners who selected the

^te for the University of North Carolina. According to

Hr. Kemp P. Battle, she “had moved from girlhood in as

Polished society as the United States afforded.” Soon
^fter the death of her husband she had moved with her
two sons, William and Thomas Clark, to Chapel Hill, in

'”'der to educate them. Here, in 1807, she, “a fascinating
^oung widow,” became the second wife of President
®seph Caldwell, who had shortly before lost his first wife,

according to Battle again, “she adorned the station

^
the graciousness of her manners, the activity of her

^aneyolence and leadership in good works.” She survived
’esident Caldwell by eleven years, dying in 1846. Her
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oldest son, William, was bom in Hillsboro on August 31,

1792. He died in Chapel Hill on August 19, 1876, lacking

only eleven days of completing his eighty-fourth year.

I am taking the following account of the facts of his life

from Dr. Battle’s History of the University of North

Carolina

:

He entered the University of North Carolina (as “Prep” in

1804), obtained his degree of A.B. in 1809 and A.M. in 1812,

was tutor in the University, 1810-17, and Professor of Ancient

Languages, 1817-22. He studied at Princeton Theological Semi-

nary, 1812-13. His mother was a member of the Protestant

Episcopal Church, and naturally he followed her footsteps for a

time. He was made a Deacon in 1819, and ordained Priest in

1822. He resigned his professorship and was Rector of St. John s

Church, Fayetteville, 1822-24. In 1825 he rejoined the Univer-

sity, as Professor of Logic, 1825-28, and then held his old cha r

of Ancient Languages until 1837.

In 1831 he became dissatisfied with the doctrines of the Ep>a

copal Church on the subject of regeneration and infant baptis®-

and joined the Baptist denomination. In 1838-40 he was Theo^

logical Professor in Furman Institute in South Carolina: Profea

sor of Roman Literature in the South Carolina College, 1840-

and President pro tempore; President of Wake Forest ColleS

1846-49; teacher of a classical school for boys near Littleto®

1849-51; Pastor of the Baptist Church at New Bern,

President of Chowan Female Institute, Murfreesboro, 1855- ’

teacher in the Female Seminary, Fayetteville, 1861-65, and ass^^

elate principal, with his son-in-law. Professor John
^5,

Hooper, of Wilson Collegiate Seminary for Young Ladles, 185

when he removed with his son-in-law to Chapel Hill. He rece

the honorary degree of Master of Arts (A.M.) from the CoHeg®

New Jersey, now Princeton University, in 1888, that of

Divinity from the University of North Carolina in 1857, an

of Doctor of Laws (LL.D.) elsewhere. g{

Dr. Hooper married in December, 1814, Fanny P.. daug

Colonel Edward Jones, Solicitor-General of North Carolina.
^

had seven children. . . . The descendants of Dr. Hooper ar

only descendants of William Hooper, the signer, his othe

dren having left no issue.

Dr. Hooper’s labors were too numerous and too

for complete discussion in this sketch. His religi®^^

fluence on the denomination of his adoption was sw^
>

refining ; in education he was a student and a

as a writer, speaker, preacher he was distingui®
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productions showing moral no less than literary power
and charm of style.

Dr. Hooper’s conversion to the Baptist view and his

becoming a member of the Baptist Church caused much
satisfaction to the Baptists of this State. Dr. T. H. Pritch-

ard, in an article in THE Wake Forest Student, stated

it was eleven years after Dr. Hooper first became dis-

turbed about the subject of baptism before he joined the

Baptists, being baptized by Patrick W. Dowd into the

fellowship of Mt. Carmel Church, near Chapel Hill. But
because he no longer believed with the Episcopal Church
he resigned his work with the Fayetteville Church seven
years before his baptism in 1831. For six years after
this he was active in the meetings of the Sandy Creek
Association and of the Baptist State Convention, preach-
ing the introductory sermons, writing reports of commit-
tees, and looking after the interests of the Baptists gen-
^nally. At the Convention of 1832, which met at Rives’s
Chapel in Chatham County, he was chairman of the com-
inittee which recommended the purchase of the farm on
^hich Wake Forest Institute was established. But per-
aps the most important work he did as a member of the
invention was the report on education, which he wrote
1837 at the meeting at May’s Chapel in Chatham

nnnty. in the previous year the Convention had adopted
^ report recommending the endowing of a Professorship
® Sacred Literature in the Institute at Wake Forest,

bile seeing and pointing out the advantages of having

instruction in the College at Wake Forest, Dr.
Booper showed that it would fall far short of providing

that the young minister needed, and went on to recom-
^end that the Baptists of North Carolina should seek to

with the Baptists of other States in the establishment
^ theological seminary which, by the united support of

®6Veral states, could be made much better than any one
ate Would be able to establish and support. Since it was

^^obably this report that caused the Baptists of North
ohna to abandon the plan of some among them to
® Wake Forest a theological school as well as a college.
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and led them to cooperate with the Baptists of other

Southern States in the establishment of a theological semi-

nary, I think it well to give here enough of that report to

indicate how thoroughly Dr. Hooper understood the prob-

lem involved and the character of education needed. He

says:

But as such a professorship would not be in itself a sufficient

provision for the education of young ministers, your present com-

mittee would submit to the serious consideration of the Conven-

tion the expediency of further provision for the thorough prepara-

tion of our young ministers for their sacred work. It appears to

your committee that, in the present advanced state of knowledge,

our denomination will require a seminary of more ample endow-

ments and opportunities than the strength of our church in any

one State is adequate to. The several denominations of Christian^

in our country seem to have agreed that a course of study

three years, after the completion of a college education, is not to

much for furnishing the teachers of Christianity with the

edge and mental discipline requisite for the various exigenc

to which they will be called in this enlightened day.

They will be called, not only to instruct the ignorant and

suade the careless, but to defend the foundations of our

against the attacks of ingenious infidels; to detect and exp

and refute false doctrine, and to maintain against learned a^^^

acute antagonists the peculiarities of our denomination, un

they are carefully prepared for these various contlngenc

their spiritual warfare, they must be exposed unarmed

fraud and subtility of the adversaries of truth, and often

the grief and shame of seeing that precious truth, of
^giy

are the professed advocates and champions, wounded
jg,

through the want of their ability to defend it. Our young
pg,

ters are aware of the necessity of this sound and thorough P

ration for their sacred function, and therefore will not be sa^

with a limited and superficial course of Instruction
gnil'

not put them on a par with their young brethren of other

nations. They will, if they do not find competent
^tions-

seminaries near at hand, repair to distant and better
,j gtt®^

Thus new habits and connections are formed, not so w

for their usefulness In this part of our country, and many^^^^

have new fields of labor opening to them elsewhere, * yout^’

southern country is deprived of the services of her nat f

to whom she was looking for a future supply of pastors. ^^jy

vent this unfortunate result, your committee think jj,e

remedy will be for several of the Southern States to nn

support of a theological school.
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in showed an interest

that^n
“taWishment of the school at Wake Forest andhe was one of the charter members of the Board of

to dfwTth theWf
influence had something

VnZZ-it u
will which the friends of the

thatS f
institution in its early days, and

never ha^rit^f^
fifst meetinjfof

Legislature. At the

elected h m f^

the trustees, on May 3-5, 1834, the Board

he declined ’to^ President, which position

declinof? f

° ^ecept, because of indisposition.” He also

^esophv to
Professor of Moral Phi-

^834 But S'f
/he trustees elected him in December,

have seen fv, f u
^he institution continued. We

^ears at
^he State in 1838 and taught two

to the Coif
Theological Institution and later went

Cstm /T’ "°'"/he University, of South Carolina He

lege to
° h™ to become President of Wake Forest Col

'•'icorri' “r ---toed
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^4itin^ fpp tu„ It was because he was

J^ated in the
^ ^h® Campus, which was not yet va-
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^hen n,. tr^

South Carolina earlier

^nllege were at^^ri
resiaent tne fortunes of the

studentl / ri ^
®hb m its history. The number

a debt r
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“^^Ity of
the enthusiasm, if not the
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Europe, he found another man from the North occupying

the place for which he had a tenure on leave of absence.

Accordingly, it was the confident expectation that with

Dr. Hooper, to the manner born and a true Southerner,

as President, all this would be speedily corrected.

And, in fact, though the magical transformation seem-

ingly expected did not come, yet with the election of Dn

Hooper to the presidency the affairs of the College tooK

a turn for the better. Some of the former friends became

active again. Among these was George W. Hufham o

Duplin, who now came forward with a plan for lifting tn

debt from the College; the agents of the College began

to work with a new enthusiasm, and before Dr. Hooper

term was over Rev. James S. Purefoy announced in tn

Biblical Recorder that subscriptions for the entire

amount of the debt had been secured, although severa^

weary years were yet to elapse before it was finally pn^

in full. The number of students, also, began to

A renewed interest in the College w’as manifest in

State. But for all this it is evident that among the

tees and others there was a sense of disappointment t

more was not accomplished under the administration

Dr. Hooper. .j^e

We know very little about the internal affairs
y

College at this time. The records of the trustees are %

scant; there were only the rarest and briefest notice

Wake Forest events in the Biblical Recorder, for i j

not seem that the editor. Rev. Thomas Meredith, vi

the College while Hooper was President. One t i

certain: Dr. Hooper had not been at Wake Forest ^
before he became convinced that he was a misfit an

planning to resign. He offered his resignation a
^

commencement in June, 1848. Though he

withdraw it, he again offered it in the fall o

year, and left the College in June, 1849.
^ up

The reason usually given for Dr. Hooper s gi'in

work at Wake Forest is that he became discourag

cause of the financial embarrassment of the Col
^

.

records, however, do not bear out this supposi

the

be-

The

%ve
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have seen that the financial affairs of the College began
to show marked signs of improvement during his admin-
istration. The real reason for his leaving was different.
With all his great qualities, with all the beautiful sym-
metry of his character in which was blended intellectual
and moral excellence, with all his great kindness and
amiable affection of heart, he was hardly fitted by nature
to be the head of a college for men. He was too artless

tastes and aptitudes were rather those
01 the scholar, the preacher, the thinker, the author. He
as in his fifty-fifth year when he came to Wake Forest,

and it was too late in life for him to change. It is also
ighly probable that on his coming here Dr. Hooper did
ot find such social conditions as satisfied his family.

in^ u-
^*me was a very small village, its

oaabitants consisting of fewer than a dozen families,
nostiy those of members of the faculty. Few of themaa any great amount of culture or knew anything of

Gi-o
Hoopers had found at Chapel Hill,

inc
Columbia. About the only common meet-

his f
church, of which both Dr. Hooper and

rel„r
® members, though Dr. Hooper with much

displaced Dr. Wait as pastor. With deep hu-

served +1!'^ warmth of soul Dr. Hooper

sunp,.;
^
-f

magnanimous unconsciousness of the

the
accorded him (Jordan) . But even in

eral
doubtful if a man of Hooper’s known lib-

especially on the Lord’s Supper, was regarded

ers f
<^han suspicion by such strict contend-

activ«*^
Brooks and Walters, two of the most

gj^
V”®mbers of the church at that time.

shorf I

^ reasons for Dr. Hooper’s

thin^
Forest. I fear that there was some-

^ooper 1

appear, for Dr.\

\ Return
“ College never, so far as I have found, to 1

heafd end, and
'

^‘eatesf he had lost the

^^esidenev^^?^^*^?^^. ^^'^e up the
y- And it is certain that lovers of the College
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have felt and will continue to feel that the fact that this

great and good man was even for a little while its Presi-

dent has added undying luster to its early years.

Before passing to other things, let me say that during

his first year, at the request of the Board of Trustees,

Dr. Hooper succeeded in getting a postoffice at the College,

which was called “Wake Forest College,” with W. Hooper
as postmaster. It was discontinued after a few years,

probably when Dr. Hooper left Wake Forest, for it turned

out that the members of the faculty as well as the stu-

dents preferred to go to Forestville for their mail, since

they enjoyed the walk and got to see the train.

The great accomplishment, however, of Dr. Hooper as

President of the College was the wholesome and stimulat-

ing formative influence on the minds of the students.

was during Dr. Hooper’s term as President that Washing-

ton Manly Wingate was a student at the College. By their

fruits ye shall know them. Many of the fine traits of

mind and character of the master were later displayed by

the pupil. Another student of this time, who later was

associated with Dr. Hooper in the school work at Mur-

freesboro, was Archibald McDowell.

After leaving Wake Forest Dr. Hooper taught for ^

few years near Littleton, and later became pastor of the

church in New Bern. In 1855 he left this pastorate to

become Principal of Chowan Female Institute. In this

place he continued until the school was closed on accoun

of the War. During the War he was at Mount Vei^o”

Springs Academy, in Chatham County, for a short tnn®>

and then, as stated above, taught a school for girls in

Fayetteville, and still later, until the year before his

death, was associate principal of another school for

in Wilson. This was a work in which he labored with a

his heart. From his early years he had been concern

about the neglect of the education of girls in our b

and had expressed his sorrow at the disadvantages

which their inferior education subjected them. His

was big with sympathy for them. He believed that wi^^

the proper education they would be free to refuse
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become the wives of the first rake or other unworthy
man that sought them. He saw that the girls of his day
were not getting such education as they needed in the
^minaries of the day with their pretentious curricula.

ith reference to this he expressed himself freely in his
^eat speech on “Defects of the Schools ” delivered in
1833, saying:

In some of our female seminaries too much is attempted. The
Whole encyclopedia of knowledge Is embraced in the list of
studies, and in the compass of two or three duodecimos: and the
young lady, by the time she reaches her teens, is in danger of
hmking herself grammarian, geographer, astronomer, chemist,
otanist, musician, painter, and what not. She is taken from
c ool just at the age when she begins to be capable of apprecia-ng her studies, and having got by rote a little smattering of
’^erything, she forgets it all.

It was doubtless with the hope of doing something to
correct this condition that Dr. Hooper devoted the last
uecades of his life to the education of women. His view
^as that the teachers of girls, no less than of boys,

ould be persons of age, experience, and sound scholar-
ip, who would be able to inspire young women with a

unn^?’"
which would keep them in school

til they had made solid attainments in scholarship.

Drnf
prophetic vision he saw that, “such a solid and

that
education would rear a generation of women

Wa<!
^ mighty influence on society.” But he

in V,

^ North Carolina. In his work

^
schools for girls he sought to carry out his ideals,

men^
charge of Murfreesboro he secured such

Prea b •

^ ^^ter the greatest Baptist

Bp T United States, Alexander McDowell, and

the ri
of Marion, Alabama. A visitor at

ine
Commencement of 1856 reported that “noth-

^as .
any place here.” Thus doing work that

I^orth
® education of women in

travelpH .u Hooper

lipess
common way of a teacher in cheerful god-

the lowbl!^®
humility of greatness, laying upon himself

est duties. When another woman’s college shall
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be established in North Carolina it ought to bear the name

of William Hooper.

Dr. Hooper was busy all his life as a preacher, lecturer,

and writer. Though he published no book, his productions

were sometimes printed in the general periodicals of the

country, and often in the State press. They show the

wisdom and moral earnestness of the man, and on occa-

sion sparkle with wit and humor. Though nearly all had

a practical purpose, yet most of them make delightful

reading even to this day, since Dr. Hooper saw things m

their general and universal aspects and wrote in a clear,

unaffected style, enriching all his writings with many a

literary allusion and suggestion from the wide range o

his reading. As illustrative of his genius I have selecte

an essay, a sermon, and an address. .

The essay is entitled “The Imperfections of Our rti-

mary Schools, and the Best Method of Correcting Th®®'

It was read at Chapel Hill, June 20, 1832, before tne

North Carolina Institute of Education, and later pa
^

lished in the Raleigh Register, from which

Coon transcribed it for his “North Carolina Schools a

Academies.” In its delivery Dr. Hooper followed

William Gaston on the program and showed himself

peer of that able patriot and jurist. The essay as

contains ten or twelve thousand words. Dr. ®

thought proper to give an outline of it in his History^^^

the University. Even an outline would be too

the purpose of this sketch. But the essay as a

cannot be neglected by any student who desires to o

a clear understanding of the educational

North Carolina of that day. Passing over many pa

in which the author shows his strong common

wisdom and his charming humor and wit, I

one of the most prosaic sections of the essay, to s

in his views of teacher training, as well as ^
rentu’^^

other matters. Dr. Hooper was more than haU a

in advance of the thought and practice of his

says:
ptrectual

ant*'

There Is nothing which would provide a more e ^oul®

dote for the evils Incident to our schools, nothing ^
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sooner bring them to a high standard, than a Seminary for the
Education of Schoolmasters. This is really a desideratum. The
art of teaching is one" which requires all the lights that can be
collected from the inventions and experiments of past ages. As
things now are, every teacher has to acquire the art for himself,
after many years experience, after having labored under the dis-
advantages of involuntary Ignorance and mistakes through most
of his life. . . . Now, a seminary for teachers, conducted by men
of high reputation, would furnish the results of all the wisdom
and ingenuity that have been employed upon the science of
Instruction in different countries. There a man would learn
What are the best school books, what is the best course of study.
What is the best mode of imparting knowledge, the best mode of
Managing youth, and what are the greatest attainments practica-
le in a given time. All these important particulars he would

^carn, as well as bring his own scholarship to much greater per-
fection. A teacher trained at such a seminary would proceed
With a confidence and courage and enthusiasm now unfelt He
Would not take every step tremulously, with the hesitation and
'uncertainty of a man who is feeling his way and relying on his
own single experiment The public would feel confidence in such

teacher; and a certificate of having prepared one’s self for a
schoolmaster at such an Institution would be worth more than
a hundred college diplomas. It is astonishing that the public has
^ot long seen the necessity for such an institution. We have
eminaries for training up physicians, lawyers, divines; even
^achanics learn their trades under the best masters. But that

int^^
delicate, and difficult business of fashioning the

^^ellect, moulding the disposition, and wielding the nascent

to

orgies of those who are soon to be rulers of the world. Is left

oha^^t^
accident or falls to the lot of the most inexperienced

The sermon which I have selected is on “The Force of
and from the text found in Jeremiah 13:23

—

sn^f^
Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard his

accustomed to

^
evil.” It was preached before the students of the Uni-

ersity of North Carolina, March 31, 1833. On the re-

tio^^^
the students, it was published, but the first edi-

Ver
exhausted. It was republished in the Uni-

in th
^ ^^Sazine for May, 1860. It first discusses habit

a bH
psychology of the day, and then, after

to
^*®cussion of good habits, takes up the evil habits

>ch college students are subject, dwelling especially
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on trifling with truth, and at greater length with the

drinking habit. But it is much mor^ than a discussion:

it is a sermon, with all the moral earnestness of a great

soul behind it; read even today, its appeal is powerful.

President Swain prized it so highly that he read it to the

successive graduating classes for many years.

The subject of the address selected is “Fifty Year

Since.” It is the alumni address delivered by Dr. Hoope^

on the fiftieth anniversary of his graduation at the Uni-

versity Commencement of 1859. That commencement

was conspicuous on account of the presence of P>'eside

Buchanan, and the University was desirous to appear

its best. Therefore, it had on its program three an

speakers, two of whom had already spoken ^ef^e

President (who was a day late) arrived. Only
,

was left to maintain the honor of the University, a

right nobly did he do it. Battle calls his speech a m

terly effort, and it was. “It was composed of two pan.^^

the first a humorous description of the University

1805-9, with laughable stories of students and profess >

the second of wise counsels.” When the large au le

realized how well Hooper was doing, it was
..

a wave of enthusiasm and pride which one sees extii

today by partisans of the winning team in an

football game. The address was immediately puo
_

and widely distributed; later it was reprinted

versity Magazine. Dr. Battle has seen fit to
,gjie

excerpts from it in his History. And Dr. ^att e h ®

well in so doing; for the address gives with al th

ness of a moving picture scenes from the hie

University from the time it was five years old.

First the speaker brings on the University

three. President Caldwell, Professor Bingham, an „

Henderson, or in student titles, “Old Joe,

from the extreme glossiness of his naked
j-atoiY

tie Dick.” Then there was the tutor in P
plaster-

department, Matthew Troy, who tried a blist

made of chinquapin bark, on the backs of a
gg pf

“quicken the torpor of the brain.” Then folio
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half-awakened students trudging to morning prayers on
wintry mornings before daylight. But it is better to give
a picture or two in Hooper’s own words

:

Do you wish to know the ordinary bill of fare at the Steward’s
Hall fifty years ago? As well as I recollect, board per annum
Was thirty-five dollars. . . . Coarse cornbread was the staple
food. At dinner the only meat was a fat middling of bacon, sur-
niounting a pile of colewortz; and the first thing after grace was
said (and sometimes before) was for one man, by a horizontal
sweep of his knife, to separate the ribs and lean from the fat,

Monopolize all the first to himself, and leave the remainder for
fiis fellows. At breakfast we had wheat bread and butter and
ooffee. Our supper was coffee and the cornbread left at dinner.
Without butter. . . . You will not wonder if, after such a supper.
Most of the students welcomed the approach of night, as beasts of

that they might go prowling, and seize upon every eatable
Within the compass of one or two miles; for, as I told you, our
“oys were following the laws of Lycurgus. Nothing was secure
|^om the devouring torrent. Beehives, though guarded by a
‘Oousand stings—all feathered tenants of the roost—watermelon

potato patches, roasting ears, etc., in fine, everything that
®ould appease hunger was found missing in the morning. These
Marauding parties at night were often wound up by setting the
^'age to rights. I will relate one of these nocturnal adventures.

•
• • I must premise that Dr. Caldwell seems to have made it a

Part of his fixed policy that no evildoer should hope to escape by
swiftness of heels, and that whoever was surprised at night in any
at of mischief must be run down, caught, and brought to justice,

• that he was in the habit of rambling about at night in search
adventures, and whenever he came across an unlucky wight

bgaged in taking off a gate, building a fence across the street,

ex
7**^ ^ brother calf or goat into the chapel, or any similar

nor
he no sooner hove in sight than he gave chase;

the youthful malefactor spare his sinews that night; for

Ho
ever ran for life or glory, now was the time,

en
Makes his hero Achilles the swiftest as well as the bravest

esc
P^e^Ms of Troy. No foe could match him in battle or

Qj
pP® ^*M by flight. Dr. Caldwell was the podas okus Achilles

than
more occasion for powers of pursuit

contest, for his antagonists uniformly took to flight,

stud^
Soes on to tell how President Caldwell surprised two

®bd
PPd “Dog,” building a fence across the street,

ter an exciting race caught Faulkner.)

his
^Hoted largely from Dr, Hooper’s writings, for

own words reveal him much better than any of mine
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would do. I must now tell of his death. On the fourth

of July, 1876, he attended a meeting of the descendants

of the Signers of the Declaration of Independence at

Philadelphia. Returning by Raleigh, he preached in e

First Baptist Church in response to an invitation of D •

T. H. Pritchard, the pastor. While there he handed tne

editor of the Biblical Recorder the last of a great number

of articles, which was published two weeks before m

death. On his return to Chapel Hill he found that tn

trip to Philadelphia had overtaxed his strength, and n

took to his bed and, as I have said, died on August

“The death of Dr. Hooper was such as might have he

expected of such a man. His dying couch was as the
''fJ

tibule of heaven ;
and even before his soul dropped i

frail and wasted tenement he seemed to have a foreta

of the heavenly glory.” .

In resolutions passed by the University faculty,

penned by Mrs. Cornelia Phillips Spencer, it was said:

Dr. Hooper’s life was a bright example of Christian

rare culture, and of singular social excellence. • • •
®

with unselfish aim to the service of his fellowmen

attainments which in the academy and in the pulpit or w

help of the press were never idle. He gave to the Univer

best years, was during his whole life its staunch friend, an

over it the luster of his ripe and elegant scholarship, h s

and catholic charity, his unblemished career as a most us

honored citizen and noble Christian gentleman.

At his request, he was buried beside his mother and

last husband. President Caldwell, and the regains

three now repose on the east side of the
• g^ant-

ment on the University campus. Sic in pace req
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The Editor's Portfolio

Earlier “Tapping” clause recently introduced into

*^ate Now a Necessity
constitution of the Golden

Bough whereby only juniors and
^eniors are eligible for membership brings sharply to

,

Sht the need for a change in a time for the annual
apping” ceremony. Just at present there are twenty-

ar^^fi
in the organization. Of these, all save six

fan
work at Wake Forest this year. Next

Com'
mere handful of men will survive to

membership of the college honor society

doz”
selection of members. Manifestly, no half

flu
expected to wield any considerable in-

alm^'^f
affairs of the students. It seems to us

in
^ ^^‘^^ssity that the tapping ceremony be shifted

ubsequent years to the fall semester.

^ would not only tend to keep a sizable

year^h^*^^**^
the Golden Bough throughout the entire

Worth r
seniors as are deemed

an ^
f

•
"^^"^hership an opportunity to serve the society

collepp 1-?^® during the most important period of their
K iite. The Golden Bough differs from the Phi Beta
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Kappa and other purely scholastic fraternities in that it

is a recognition, in part, of leadership. The mere honor

of making the Golden Bough should be augmented, if the

aims of the organization are to be realized, by service to

the students on the part of members. So long as the time

for selection of members occurs in the spring, only two

or three months remain for the seniors who are selected

to serve the organization and the College in any helpful

way. .

It is our suggestion that in the future the date for tn

tapping ceremony come in the fall of the year, perhaps

about the middle of November. In view of the new ruimg

which makes ineligible sophomores and junior colleg

transfers during their first year at Wake Forest, a change

in the date is obviously a necessity.

, 1- ITT ij As science daily marches on we accus

Around the World
ourselves quickly to accept yes-

Without a Stop
terday’s marvelous dreams as the

commonplaces of today. But the proposal for a

around the world in an aeroplane without once a

quite able to stagger the imagination even of the

weary inhabitants of this modem universe. And to

^
plans for two such flights are rapidly nearing comple lO

^

The comparatively recent flight of the

Army plane, which remained aloft almost a w’eek, de

strated that such a feat as a non-stop trip around

globe is far from an impossibility. With

stationed at thousand-mile intervals about the 25,00
-

course, it would be mechanically possible to l^fP

plane in condition for a long grind. The

often made by conservative newspapers and

that there is no practical value in such feats as

posed world flight, does not lessen the enthusi^® ®

dered in the minds of the air-minded people of o

the prospect, progress, and completion of one o

hazardous undertakings.
ttei»P^

And, to be sure, there is a practical value in any
^

at a new mechanical feat. The conservatives of o
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see their children piloting planes as they themselves drive

automobiles. The experimenters of today are not to be

directly responsible for the mechanical improvements in

the planes of the future. The calamity howlers, then,

have little room to talk, and will get less and less support

from those who do things.

The recent improvements in the con-

Spring Cleaning ^^e college walks, along with

the planting of an abundance of new shrubbery about the

buildings of the College, harmonize well with the tender

new coats of verdure which have recently been acquired

hy shrub and tree on the campus. Commencement is not

far in the future, and the returning alumni, of whom

there will be an unprecedented number this year, will find

the old College looking its best, and only ripened by the

^ear of decade on decade, “since the mind of man runneth

•^ot to the contrary.”
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Cameos

By E. B. Dozier

Aspiration

At dawn, after night.

Rustling, awakens the lark

And wings skyward—bright.

Singing—to the solar mark.

May I Godward thus embark.

A Butterfly

glild, airily

Flying, resting, soon to die;

Bright-clad, daintily

Flitting, sitting. How and why
Bo you live, my butterfly?



How I Saved James

By Richakd Paschal

George Washington, in his oid age i believe,

advised young people to use common sense in choos-

ing their life-mates, since his experience and obser-

vation had taught him that young men and women
scarcely ever pined away and died when disappointed in

love, but in some way managed to survive and afterwards

lived as happily with other mates as they had expected to

live with those without whom they had supposed they

could not live at all. But Washington, as I found from

reading his life in my early years, had much sympathy

for those in love, and regarded it a hopeless task to try to

interfere after two young people had already formed ap

attachment for one another. He had had much experi-

ence. Did he not in his early manhood have a half-dozen

love affairs, one with the exquisite beauty. Miss Philips®'

before the charming Widow Custis finally proved irresisti-

ble to him ? And was he not put to it to save his stepson

from marrying at the early age of seventeen? And was

he not too wise to pay any attention to his pretty step-

daughter’s declaration that she never intended to marry'

and to see to it on the sly that she was thrown into the

company of the very young man he wanted her to marry»

the gallant Mr. Lewis ?

Now, early in life I became an interested student Ov!!f
philosophy of love and marriage. In order that I migh

better understand others. I dearly liked to read sue

stories as Scott’s “Redgauntlet,” in which the great nov^

elist’s reflections on these subjects are called forth ®

off the story of “Darsie Latimer.” But it was Georg

Washington’s common-sense views that I liked be

After him I determined to copy in all respects except

his example of marrying a widow with two

hope I may escape that, but one never knows. I as ii

^
expected that I should ever have to meddle in any

affair but my own and so far to depart from the ma-

of the Father of his Country as to allow myself to be u
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to break up a match between one of my college mates,

hell-bent on marrying, and the young lady of his choice,

who was of the class formerly known as “college widow.”

But so it was. It came about in this way

:

In 1920 young James Buckenfield entered our college.

As everyone knows, the Buckenfields were in colonial

days and afterwards until the Civil War the wealthiest

planters in the Carolinas. Some member of the family

has been prominent in every period of our State’s history.

James’ mother was of a family no less respectable, while

she herself was known far and wide for her sweetness of

character and strength of intellect. After the death of

her husband, on her fell the management of her large

estate and the rearing and education of their only child,

James. And she had ambitions for him: he must serve
the World and mankind in some great way, as a leader in

'religious thought reconciling Fundamentalists and Mod-
ernists, or as a social reformer righting all the ills of the

downtrodden classes while doing no harm to the capital-

ists, or as the great statesman who should make the world
fact safe for democracy. And her expectations had

been increased rather than diminished by the high-school
course of her son. James had won just the distinctions
®he had wished him to win. He was already a good classi-
i^^l scholar, an orator, a debater, an athlete; he was in
good health, well built, handsome, had pleasing, gentle

fanners, and at seventeen years of age was without affec-

^^^®ii—a hearty, manly fellow. We were all very proud
^hen she showed her Baptist loyalty and sent him to our
ollege. I hope it is not improper for me to say here that
is mother was influenced in some degree in reaching her
ccision to send James here by the fact that I, who had
nown him all his life, had already been here a year and

^Pld be depended upon to keep a proper but not officious

Watchfulness over her son.
All Went well with James for two years. He was a great

he
student

; he won laurels as a debater ; as a writer
had Won a prize in a nation-wide contest; he had

^
oved himself the best basketball center in the State, and
as the best man on the tennis team; and he remained
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unspoiled, the same hearty, friendly fellow, on terms of

easy companionship with every student in college. He

seemed to lend his own enthusiasm and charm to everyone

he talked to. I often observed him as he joined some

morose, hard-working fellow in threadbare coat, and in a

short walk from the campus arch to the administration

building transformed him into as happy and cheerful a

fellow as himself.
,

.,

But shortly after the beginning of his junior year an

this was changed. Something happened to James.
^

gave up athletics ;
he did not go out to make the debating

team ;
he could now be seen walking across the campus

alone, with eyes fixed on the ground, stopping now anU

then, seemingly absorbed in deep thought. On class i

teacher would often repeat his name before he aiiswer^-

On visiting his room one would find him with his elbo

on the table, propping his brow on his hand, and stanng

with a vacant look at nothing. Of course he was in lov •

That was what was the matter with him.

It was not long before everyone knew all about it. Hi

adored was Miss Adora Clendenstine of the college town,

a tall, large, rather awkward lady with high cheek-bone
^

and as pretty as paint and lipsticks could make her. Sh^

did indeed have a certain attractiveness and had by

of certain social graces pleased several generations

college students. To one fellow she had seemed of her

the very paragon, and with good deserts, too. He was o

^

of those fellows who enter college late in life, and '
^

already thirty years of age, thus being only a y

younger than Miss Adora herself. He had been
gj,

bashful among ladies, but he had shown wonderful de

opment under the sunshine of Miss Adora’s influence

could often be seen, now, brushing with hasty steps

dust away to meet her when the sun went down,
jg

declared with many blushes that he saw her in the o

flowers fresh and fair, and heard her in the tuneful d

charming the air. He had even been emboldene ° ^uy
pose marriage to her, and to his great joy an e

great astonishment he had been accepted. For

heart had won fair lady. After a year at the sein
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they were to be married. With this cherished hope he

had left college, the happiest of men.

But “varium et mutabile semper femina.” No young
woman in her senses ever lightly turned down the chance

of becoming a Percy. How Buckenfield got into it I know
not; no one knows, not even Buckenfield himself. But
before November the first he was desperately in love with

Miss Adora. And, what is worse, when I spoke to him
about it a week before Thanksgiving, I found him deter-

niined to marry her. I tried to reason with him ; he would
not hear me. She was his choice

;
she was worthy a king

;

he had never loved a woman before and never expected to

love another; he was going to marry her, and marry her

soon; why should he wait? He would make her famous
with his pen or otherwise. (He evidently had been read-

ing Montrose.) I saw that further remonstrance was
Useless and, to avoid words that might end in my being

kicked out of his room, I left.

On my way home I went by the postoffice, where I found
u letter from Mrs. Buckenfield extending an invitation to
uio to come home with James to spend the Thanksgiving
holidays. She added a postscript saying that she was
counting on having me and I must on no account disap-
point her

; that she would have her car sent for us. In an
hour James came to me with a like invitation. He tremu-
lously said that he was so glad that I was going, as he
Wanted me with him when he told his mother about his

approaching marriage ; that I knew how worthy was Miss
^dora, but that his mother, knowing nothing of his love
uffair, might be somewhat shocked on hearing of it.

If ever I was in a pickle for five days it was then.

M^hen we reached Mrs. Buckenfield’s I knew at first

®*&ht of her that she knew all. While James was out

footing the dogs, which seemed to be crazed at the scent
° him, she clasped my arm and burst into tears.

What shall I do? What can I do?” she cried. “You
find some way to help me, or we are ruined forever,

are planning to run away and marry on Christmas
uy in South Carolina. Oh, do find some way to help me !”
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James was already coming back, and the mother, hear-

ing his step in time, turned loose my arm and on his en-

tering the room gave vent to her aroused emotions by

hugging and kissing her son. All the while I was thinking

of nothing else than how to help that wretched mother to

save her son from the fatal step which he seemed so

determined to take. The next three hours were the most

miserable I ever spent. First, we had supper; I could not

eat; James could not eat; his mother could not eat; we

were all choking, and we said only a few mumbling words.

A blind man could have seen that something was wrong-

After two hours of this terrible suspense, James, pleading

a headache, went to bed, telling me to follow when I would-

Just as he was leaving the room the idea struck me ho'

he was to be saved. I now proceed to relate how it wa

done.
.

, i T

It was with a brighter face and a cheerier tone tna
^

turned and addressed Mrs. Buckenfield. “I have it-

have it !” I said. “We will save James.”

“How? how?” she cried.

I outlined my plan to her. Immediately she shared nv

hopes, and her face, too, brightened. She did not even lo

her calm when James divulged the secret of his
j

She only pretended not to believe it, and talked a

puppy love and shamed him. It was in vain that a

protested that he was telling her the truth. But ii

was intending to tell her of the proposed
jt.

Christmas he changed his mind and said nothing a

He only said that he would have something else to tei

when he came home for the holidays.
,,nnseiit

Before we returned to the college I gained the

of Mrs. Buckenfield that James should go home wi

for a day’s duck-hunting on my father’s island

sound. That was the first part of our plan. Jam
^

.

ily consented to this on my promise to return an

a day with him. I surmised that the reason for

consent was that he w’as wishing me to be
going

he broke the news to his mother that he was rea

to be married on Christmas Day. We left i rs.

field smiling.
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The night of the nineteenth of December found us at

my father’s house near the sound. Our plans for the next

day were soon made. We were to drive in our car to the

sound, five miles away. There we were to leave the car in

a shed, as we were to leave from there for James’ home

on the morning after our hunt. I was not to be back

home until January 2, as I intended to visit other friends.

This was the second part of our plan.

When we reached the sound the next morning Tom, our

colored man, put us across to the island in a rather leaky

boat. He had so fixed the sail that the boat was con-

stantly shipping water, and James was sure that we were

in danger of drowning. That was intended. On reaching

the island we sent Tom back to keep the car from being

stolen, with instructions to return for us at sundown, and

to be careful not to let the boat sink. About this last

James was very much concerned. That was the third

part of our plan.

Well, that boat did sink with Tom, or at least James

'vas certain that it did. Tom did not return that night,

Por the next day, nor the next. There we were, cooped

Pp on that island, with three miles of stormy sound be-

tween us and the mainland. We had plenty to eat, indeed,

'vith fish and ducks and other fowl, and the stores left in

the pantry of my father’s hunting lodge on the island.

We had expected—rather, I had expected—to be there

PPtil New Year’s; but fortune ruled better. On Decem-

29, to James’ great joy, but with misgivings on my
Part, we saw my father’s boat approaching. He had
tound our car in the shed and had come over to see what

the matter. He had the morning paper, which he
handed to me with a wink. I soon found the following

Pews-note in the society columns

:

On yesterday, at College Town, Miss Adora Clendenstlne became
® lirlde of Rev. James McS^ lnger. This was somewhat of a sur-

®''^8e marriage, as it was understood that it was not to be before

June. Rut the happy couple felt they could not be separated

nnother ilvo months.

When he got the chance to have me by himself my
Pther told me that he had got two telegrams, the last on
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December 26, from Miss Adora, inquiring of the where-

abouts of me and Mr. Buckenfield. He had answered

both by saying we said we would visit friends in the

western part of the State.

The next time I took James home with me that Negro

Tom came up grinning. James returned his grin. He

understands all, but is as warm a friend of me now as is

his mother.



Toledo: Epitome of Spain s History

By John A. Thompson

S
outhwards from Madrid lies Toledo, lingering echo

of an incantation from the past. For thousands of

years it has beheld with proud indifference the ebb

and flow of tides of humanity. Twenty-two centuries ago

Rome looked upon the city, promising in youthfulness, and

desired it for her own. That was one of its earliest recol-

lections ;
however, vague, fleeting memories come back to

it in moments of retrospection—memories of far-away

days when it was the playground of Phoenicians, Greeks,

and Carthaginians. Two or three centuries later the

Franks made a hurried visit, followed soon by the rough,

less cultured Vandals and Alans. In the fifth century the

Visigoths established there a kingdom, and prosperity.

The near-impregnability of the stronghold was recog-

nized by Wamba, who built around it a wall that looks

down precipitous declivities into the winding Tagus, which

almost encircles the city.

The course of destiny veered. Overnight Toledo be-

came an oriental city, teeming with worshippers of Islam.

Gothic austerity was gone. The luxury and voluptuous-

ness of the East was come. Not being able to expand

outwardly, the city grew in upon itself; and the streets

became filled with houses whose blank windowless walls

Save scant indication of the joyous abandon that reigned

within. The patios, like caged birds, gave forth a stream

harmony to passers-by.

The Catholic ' monarchs wrested it from the infidels,

nnd shortly thereafter it became the temporal capital of

the Holy Roman Empire. At Toledo sat the government
of the fairest realm of which there is record. Practically

of the Americas, half of Europe, and large portions of

Ulrica bowed in homage to the ancient city.

Here was the cradle of the monster that all but de-

voured its creators. King and Pope fostered the Inquisi-
tion, and thus prepared the way for the hideous, name-

crimes that Torquemada was to perpetrate in the
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name of- Christianity. The servant turned tyrant. The

monster broke his leash, and the masters fled. Toledo, no

longer the capital, settled rapidly into old age. Four cen-

turies ago two hundred thousand persons were sheltered

within its walls. Four years ago it coilnted as its own

barely twenty thousand souls.

Old and weary it now stands there, dignified in ad-

versity; too proud to kneel to modernism, which has

robbed it of its haughty splendor. It frowns with disap-

proval upon the excesses of its younger sisters.

One concession Toledo has made to the modem world--

it has traffic lights. But when a signal is flashed it

doesn’t mean that a hundred vehicles dash madly to the

next corner; it means that a tourist may drive his auto-

mobile up the steep, tortuous streets without fear oi

meeting another. Pedestrians crowd into the doorways

to allow him to pass. Threading the mazes he may arrive

at the cathedral, erstwhile lair of the inquisitorial mino-

taur. He may arrive there or he may stray into a stree

so narrow that a burro pauses to have his packsad

adjusted before attempting to squeeze through. There a

many of them—narrow streets and burros. He
^

to ask directions from a ruined nobleman, relic of

Golden Age—courteous, proud, penniless.

Once at the cathedral the tourist is beset by guides an

would-be guides. They do not come singly nor in pair .

but whole swarms of them—tall, officious men that spe

seven languages (and none of them well)—short, shag

Frenchmen, sunbrowned ragamuffins clad in little

than a smile—snub-nosed vagabonds—guides of all

and descriptions. They have three thinp in common.

of them know every interesting thing in the cit>

.

stick like leeches. The most pronounced trait is a

reaching and all-pervading odor of garlic. Let

himself of these pests and he is at liberty to '

through the vast cathedral, inspecting at ^

ish wealth of art, the delicate magnificence of th^e
_

ture, the superb splendor of the paintings, an

sal majesty of the architecture. The varied ®
^

g^ten

set off by massive wrought-iron bars, plated witn
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silver, with a coat of black paint applied to deceive French

soldiers during the Napoleonic invasion.

From the cathedral tower a six-thousand-pound bell

marks the hours of the day—uselessly, for Toledo is the

temple of eternity. Time is not money—it is a necessary

evil that must be endured before reaching a future life.

A Spanish humorist says that the news of the World
War came to him in the midst of a coffee-shop discussion

of the latest drama. He joined the Foreign Legion and

fought through the war. Returning, he found the same
friends that he had left, sitting at the same places in the

same cafe, with the same half-drained glasses of coffee

before them, discussing the same latest drama.

To call the names of the streets of Toledo is to read the

Catholic Calendar of Saints, for each street has a different

name for every block of its distance. Hence one can as

easily find his way in Bagdad as in Toledo.

The tourist wanders from the cathedral, and eventually
comes to the steel shops. A swordsmith takes a blade,

sticks the point into the floor, bends it until the hilt

touches the point. When he releases it, it springs back
ns straight as an arrow. He then places a heavy copper
coin on the floor, and with the same blade pushes a hole
in the coin with little apparent effort.

Street writes of Toledo

:

Pew cities that I have seen can compete In artistic Interest with
• and none can come up to It In the singular magnificence of Its

situation, and the endless novelty and picturesqueness of Its every
Corner, it epitomizes the whole strange history of Spain in a
fanner so vivid that he who visits Its old nooks and corners care-
*** y hnd thoughtfully can work out, almost unassisted, the strange
^arlety which that history affords. For here Romans, Visigoths,
aracens, and again Christians have In turn held sway, and all have
^ their mark; here, moreover, the Christians, since the thirteenth

®®ntury, have shown two opposite examples—one of toleration of

and Moors, for which It would be hard to find a parallel among
°krselves: and the other of Intolerance, such as has no parallel out-

® of Spain elsewhere In Europe.



The Whistle

By Telgip

The sweat dripped from the powerful, sun-blacked

arms. His ragged, tom clothes invited the fierce

heat of the August sun. Back came those arms,

high swung the sledge, then with a desperate savageness

he brought it down upon the small head of the “snap” and

the rivet was closed. Upward and downward—the spot

in the center of the “snap” grew hotter. Rivet after

rivet, blow after blow.

High again—then down—the sledge—always true—"

crashing within four inches of those strong fingers tha

held the snap. He wondered why the person who held

that little hammer didn’t fear him. The slightest inaccu-

racy would crush half those brown hands—crush thein

from the wrists, leave him helpless. He hated thos

hands. They seemed to challenge him—these two hel^

less hands, taunting him. He hated their owner,

that quiet, silent man had aroused his hatred. He ha

him! God! why didn’t the whistle blow? Ten nio

minutes! ^
Those hands, brown and smooth. His were callo

and seamed. Those hands—long, compelling hands

felt that he would go mad.

Why not crush them—really, why not? He hated

man. No danger to himself. Just turn his wnst

slightest, and it would be done.

It began to appear funny to him. He

helpless, unsuspecting man below him—he
^p,

and laughed. The man, his hands still holding

looked up, saw the laughter, and gave hini ® ® °
gj to

temptuous smile. Instantly his insane mirt
V, ^jriogt

vitriolic wrath. Smile—smile—that same c ^ ^

damnable smile. Hands—hands—he seemed

hundred hands—a hundred scomfuj smiles.
liiiurcu iiuiiun^ ow* Cfw
He would crush them. Yes, by God, he

them—crush them! High swung the sledg^^them—crush them! Mign swung me
Tijnffsod

poised, and then . . . the whistle blew. Its sta
lod
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pierced his excited brain like a sharp knife. Pain tore at

his ears and crashed through his brain. He swayed, and

fell with a rolling motion upon that lofty steel beam. He

slipped over the edge. Two strong, brown hands clutched

him, and drew him, safe, upon the scatfolding below.

1^



Dualism

By Feed M. Tatixje

OF the three theories of reality, dualism is probably

the easiest one to understand and therefore usu^ y

appeals more to the ordinary man than any of the

others. This is a doctrine which affirms the

reality of matter on one hand and mind on the

to the proper relation or description of these two fund

mentally real entities, there have been varying opinions,

and various theories advanced which ^
tention to the difficulties of a problem

"/f.^^ut
its birth in the last century nor the one before

_

which has occupied the thoughts and time of great thin

ers throughout the ages. '

* ^ +1,0 onbiect,

One can probably get a better treatment of ®ubj

and a better understanding of the

development of this theory of y-
IVLfxagoras

conceded by philosophical commentators that

was the first to place mind and matter as separa

ties. Undoubtedly the thinkers before his time had

ognized a difference between the external ^ ^e.
part of man which perceived this

is to

But, before the time of Anaxagoras, no such

be found in the fragmental works of those old ^
however, one can clearly obtain from the

Y°/„^,%hysical

xagoras his recognition of both mental

realm, but when he attempted to describe
*erini'

realm he ran into grave difflculties, ea^cally ^ i^ted

nology, ior no definitely formulated ideas of mm

Lfo^^his time, and he was he

mind with physical termmolow.
i^cd ''K"

said, "Mind is infinite and J ”
the ruler

nothing.’’^ He, therefore, “heiderrf mind as^

over all, the moving and ordering princip

verse, and the soul of an animated hein^
^

two

In Plato and Aristotle we have a recognition

1 Leighton, HUtory P- “
2 Bakewell. A Source tn

s Rogern. A Student’* Hutory o/ yhUoeopny, p
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realms, mental and physical. Matter, for Plato, was cha-

otic before God’s work upon it. In respect to the soul,

“He formed first the soul of the world, by creating from

two elements of opposite nature, the one indivisible and

immutable, the other divisible and mutable, a third inter-

mediate substance, and then combining the three in one

whole and distributing this whole then in space in har-

monious proportions.” ^

Matter, for Aristotle, had no reality apart from forms,

and was thought by him as mere potentiality with the

forms as the entelechy or energy. With the human, he

distinguished between the active and passive intellect,

giving the first immortality, and a prior existence to the

latter. 5

The dualism that appeared during the first few centu-

ries after Christ rested mainly upon ethico-religious nao-

tives, and produced ideas which ultimately resulted in its

own overthrow, for the antithesis between the spiritual

and matter, and the great distance between man and the

object of his religious longing, caused the people to desire

Some intermediary link to provide a union of what was

separated. This unification was later provided in the

idea of Logos.**

There is also a dualistic tint found in mediaeval phi-

losophy, undoubtedly influenced by Saint Augustine’s idea

®f man as being the union of body and soul, the soul being

immaterial and immortal substance.^ This dualism,

I'hen, is not so much a dualism of body and mind, as soul

^nd body
; however, the word soul, as used by many of the

early dualists, seemed to correspond very much more to

our present idea of mind than of soul. Even one of the

modern writers on this subject fails to distinguish be-

t'veen soul and mind. This writer, McDougall, gives the

soul the characteristics of mind, and in this way reduces

hopes and aspirations to the merely mental.

Modem dualistic tendencies took their rise in Descartes,

"^ho advanced one of the several theories attempting to

Hiatory of PhUoaovhyt Vol. I» P. 12B.

6
j**' of Vhiloaophy, p. llOff.

7 pnJ' j

.^•***^» ^ Hiatory of Philoaophy, p. 240.

Introduction to Philoaophy, p. 211.
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give further description of this connection between mind

and body. His theory is based upon the glaring distinc-

tions between the body and mind, and the very apparent

influence that the body has upon mind, and the mind upon

body. This theory is commonly known today as the inter-

actionistic theory, which posits mind and body as the two

entities that constitute reality, and in some way interact.

Descartes’ explanation of this interaction is absolutely un-

tenable and, as is readily recognized by any student oi

today, was made without any knowledge of physiology, or

of the structure of the body. Locke agreed

cartes as to the respective natures and relations of bodi

and minds, but he accepted interaction as a patent thougn

an inexplicable fact.s Few of Locke’s critics who thinn

of him as the founder of empiricism really bring out t

value of his works. He did recognize mind and matte

as two separate entities, and seemed to have

mind at the beginning the mind itself, holding

other characteristics of mind were acquired only at

experience. When he said, “We have as many and

clear ideas belonging to spirit as we have belonging

body, the substance of each being equally unknown o >

and the idea of thinking in spirit as clear as of

in body,’’** he was much in accord with modem con

tion which holds that science has no more authori y

believing in its own domain than do the religionis

believing in the reality of their domain.
umited

The advocates of the interaction theory are not nm

to the early dualists of modern philosophy, t"®^

plenty of advocates today who are well able to dete

theory, including McDougall in his book on

Body,’’ in which he traces the development ot tne

and body theories and concludes that the
of

dence weighs strongly against parallelism and in

animism, and thinks the latter to be a much
it

ing hypothesis of the psycho-physical relation

remains on the plane of empirical science, us

ing our curiosity for obtaining further light on

8 Leighton. HUtory of PhUotophy.VV-
0 Kogcrs. A Student’t IIMory of Phdotophy. V- 63-
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ject through further scientific research. This leaves the

whole religious sphere open for further speculation and

inquiry, allowing us to hope and even believe that the

world is better than it seems, that our moral efforts are

not futile, and that death does not end all!

Another theory that appeared in Leibniz and Spinoza,

and is sometimes offered as a solution of the body and

mind problem, is psycho-physical parallelism. This theory

attributes equal reality to both psychical and physical

processes, holding that for every psychosis there is a

neurosis, but that there is no causal relation existing be-

tween these processes, their relation being one of simple

concomitance.^®

Still another theory offered as an explanation of the

mind and body duality is the epiphenomenon theory,

which holds that mind is no entity at all, but merely a by-

product of matter.

Probably one of the best explanations of the body and

mind relation is the phenomenalistic or agnostic dualism,

as found in Kant, which “puts space and time in the sub-

ject, and leaves only an unknown, an X, as the objective

ground of sensation.” 12 For him, “space and time are in

the mind; the mind is not in space and time. Thus we
escape the difficulty of attempting to conceive how the

mind can act on or be acted upon by spatial objects. We
^0 not and cannot know the nature of the objective ground

at our sense experiences. But we do know that the whole

order of bodies, as these exist for common sense and

science, is phenomenal, not ultimate reality.”^® Leighton,

however, points out that Kant fails to show by what

^ight, on his premises, we assume at all that experience

hss an objective ground, and therefore necessitates our

applying the concept of causality beyond the limits of

experience. 1

This brief discussion shows us how old this problem

and how much anguish it has caused both phi-

ProbtetM of PhUoaophy, p. 298.

12t7j Mind and Body, p. 127,

13 of Philoaophy^ p. 205.

Ibid,
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losophers and psychologists. It may be properly classilied

as one of the “world riddles,” an absolute solution of

which wili probably never be found. Empirical evidence

does cause one to conclude with McDougall m spite of the

strong case put up by the physiologists, that there are two

separate entities, matter and mind, the former being

lined as “a sum not only as J. S. Mills Mid of ‘pemane

possibilities of sensation,’ but also of enduring PO^*ihties

or capacities of definite kinds of action and reaction upon

other material things,” and the tetter n num of endur

ing capacities for thoughts, feelings, and efforts of detc

mfnate kinds,” or for psychical activity and psycho

physical interaction,

15 Patrick, Introduction to Philosophy. P- in-

16 McDougaU, Mind and Body, pp. 864n.



Poems of John Charles McNeill

Reference to the flies of the student during the years 189$-
. 1902 reveals a number of poems by the student, John Charles
McNeill. Believing that readers of the present Student will

be Interested In some of the schoolboy efforts of the man who was to
ecome North Carolina’s poet laureate, we are reprinting here six
Poems selected from the Students of McNeill’s day.
Neither of the two published volumes of McNeill’s works, “Songs,
erry and Sad,’’ and “Lyrics from Cottonland,” contains any of the

ha
poems, and, so far as we can learn, no one of the six

s been reprinted In any publication since their appearance In
A HE Student.
A Dirge,’’ the earliest of the poems In the group, appeared in

^
Student for November, 1896. “Summer Dreams’’ came In

Farewell,” following In December of that

of P
Southern Maiden,” with Its clever refrain, reminiscent

editr*
Tlmrod, came In January, 1899. In 1898-99 McNeill was

the
^ Student. “My Wand of Dreams” came In 1902, after

flnlshed his college career and was engaged In the

^

tlce of law at Laurlnburg.
t must of course be remembered that these poems are the work

^Hh K
and are obviously not to be compared critically

•owine n
appeared during the decade fol-

earlv atf°“‘ already In these

fecoLp, to win him
edition In the years to follow.

T’Ae Coming of Spring*

Up rose the wild old winter-king,

And shook his beard of snow;
“I hoar the first young harebell ring :

’Tis time for me to go!

Northward o’er the icy rocks,

Northward o’er the sea,

My daughter comes with sunny locks:

Ibis land’s too warm for me!”

nay.
STUDK.T for® tiuc. The above title was supplied for this publication.
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Summer Dreams

On a moonlit night in the month of May

With the voice of a waterfall far away,

And near

The voice of a maiden, soft and clear.

In my ear.

Can I heed the tales of the men of old

And seek elsewhere for the Land of Gold?

On a sunny day in the month of June,

When, lulled by the drone of a lazy tune,

I lie.

And dreamily follow the clouds that fly

Through the sky.

Do I care to discover the long-sought truth

Concerning the fabulous Fountain of Youth?

A Dirge

Wail on, O Winds, for there is need of wailing!

Scream on, O Eagle, in the dusky sky!

For Nature feels her youth and beauty failing.

As o’er the hills her withered blossoms fly.

Wail on, O Winds, for in this dale is sleeping

One dearer to my soul than all things good.

O Pines, moan on, moan on, while I am weeping
. ^

And, song-bird, soothe me with thy mournful mood.

She was so fresh, so fair, when last we wandered

Through this dear dale, then bright with summe

And laughed with joy as life’s best gifts we squan er

And knew not then that joy was grief begun.

O cold, grey sky, send down thy snowflakes hoary
^

From Winter’s storms this lonely mound to save.

Some day the Sun of Righteousness in glory

Shall beam upon this man-forgotten grave.
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Youths Farewell!

Farewell, my boyhood days!

Sadly we part.

Time bears to unknown ways

My trembling heart;

And as we swiftly fly,

I strain with dimming eye

In vain, to trace

The fading features of thy face.

Sadly we part.

Full many a joyous time

Had we together.

In autumn’s dreary clime.

In summer’s sultry weather.

How often hoped, how often built in air,

And climbed to fame upon a golden stair!

But now ’tis o’er.

Thou com’st no more
;
no more

We’ll be together.

Would we might meet again.

Thou youth once mine

!

To follow in the ways of men.

To roam in open field or fen.

Thy hand in mine.

Far better than alone to soar

From height to height forevermore,

0 youth of mine!

But could we ever stay

Here side by side.

Romping like birds in May
Far, far and wide,

No smiling heaven could draw my heart

With thee and thy glad self to part.

Therefore, glad youth, calmly today.

But sadly, we part.
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My Wand ofDreams

Lightly along the wicket gate

Her dimpled arms do lie,

Where, mire as sunset, she will wait

Till I come whistling hy;

Her Hermes, who, with tidings fraught.

From mart and mountain trail,

For^o all thanks upon the spot.

To hear her ask, “Our mail?”

And much I wonder as I draw

The dainty missives out

What silken secrets this may know

And tell my Kate about;

Or that, so boldly traced in black,

’Tis surely, bane and ban

!

Could she thus twist me on the rack?

’Tis surely from—a man

!

But well I know thee who thou art.

Thou roguish, roguish Kate!

Love’s winking stars to me impart

’Tis but a girlish trait

To torture thus thy Hermes’ heart

Across the wicket gate

—

To torture thus his honest heart

With glances dark as fate.

Ah 1 bear in mind my wand of dreams.

Which prophesies by night

;

A background starred with primrose gleam ,

A form, like thine, in white.

Waiting beside the wicket low.

In somber twilight weather.

For him who in one pocket now

Brings both our mails together.
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My Southern Maid

She dwells in the Land of the Sun;

And her shadowy eyes tell a story of rest,

Wliile her dark, loose hair hides the snow of her breast.

And her voice is as soft as the voice of the woods.

As the soothing, melodious voice of the woods.

In that far-away Land of the Sun.

When I dream of my maiden there,

A deep tranquillity quiets my pain,

—

I live in the blossoming Southland again

And a slow, sweet music awakes in my heart,

A soft Southern song sings itself in my heart.

When I dream of my maiden there.



Death House

By B. A. Strickland, Jr.

I
CANNOT, for my soul, remember how, when, or even

precisely where I first became acquainted with the

Lady Rama. Probably at some reception, some social

affair, or possibly at the opera. Nevertheless this inci-

dent has no bearing whatsoever on the narrative which 1

am about to set forth.

She lived with her aged and venerable father, the UuKe

of Rondershire, who had passed the age of three-score

and ten years more than a decade ago. The vigor, the

vitality, the energy, displayed by the old Duke was singu-

larly remarkable. Perhaps it was his mental disorder

that gave him this surplus of physical power, or perhaps

it was due to his demented habit of walking the floor for

hours at the time. His unbalanced mind was attributed

to the death of Lady Rama’s mother, to whom he was

devoted to the extent of worship. He brooded contin
'

ally, and was grieved, it seemed, to such an extent tn

he had not put his foot out of the castle since her deatm

Some say that a smile never brightened his countenan

after her death, and that he never spoke unless it ''

absolutely necessary. His large aquiline nose, his wizen
^

features, and his broad forehead, crested with a fho^

snow-white hair, along with a wild gleam fro*"/*®

black, rat-like eyes, created in one a feeling of utter

pulsion*

In the Lady Rama just the opposite wm
The beauty of her soft grey eyes, the delicate aQ

nose and small ruby lips, all wreathed in a halo ot

black hair, radiated on one’s very soul a
^

warmth. But in those beautiful gray eyes one no

look of half-concealed dread or fearful anticipati •

all the social gatherings at which she ^PP®^
j^en-

always appeared to be ill at ease whenever some
gg^ial

tioned her father. It was considered an
^^er at

error among her near friends to mention her

all, because it seemed to cause so much emba
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on her part. Folk marveled at this, and attributed it to

the fact that she was sensitive on the subject of her

father’s apparent insanity.

No one was ever invited into the Rondershire house-

hold on any pretense. It was a kind of mystery house

which no one ever entered, with the exception of the in-

habitants and the trusted servants of the family. Prob-

ably the only reason for Lady Rama’s high rank in Lon-

don society was the fact that she was one of the peerage.

She never gave a reception or social, but always attended

those given by other members of the peerage. According

to the code, she should have entertained occasionally ,
but

in this respect she violated the code.

It all began one bleak, rainy, November night. I was

reclining leisurely in my great chair in front of the big

fireplace in the drawing-room. I was expecting a mater-

nity case, and so was passing away the time by rereading

“Macbeth.” Being an ardent admirer of Shakespeare, I

^as so completely absorbed in my reading that I was

nearly unconscious of my surroundings. I had reached

the beginning of the fourth act, where the witches are

brewing their hell-broth. I read

:

Sy the pricking of my thumbs, something wicked this way comes.

Open, locks, whoever knocks!”

At this moment the door-knocker sounded as if shaken
by an impatient hand. I started inwardly at the sudden,

'unexpected noise, and on the instant I dispelled my liter-

ary thoughts and opened the door. There stood a man
enveloped in a greatcoat. “Doctor, come w'ith me at

once!” he said, as if in a violent state of agitation. I

asked no questions, but grabbed my satchel, hastily

fionned a heavy cloak and cap, and followed the man to

^he road, where a carriage waited. By the dim outlines

of the carriage I recognized it as the one belonging to

Rama of Rondershire. I wasted no time in medita-

Jjon, but climbed in and we were off. The driver forced
fbe horses over the streaming cobblestones at breakneck
speed. I expected the carriage to upset at any moment,

lurched violently from side to side, and I had difficulty
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in remaining on the seat. Between lurches of the outfit

many scattered thoughts and probabilities rushed through

my brain, forming a chaotic jumble of dreadful anticipa-

tion. What was the trouble? Who could be ill? For

what reason could I be wanted in the Rondershire house-

hold?

It was a matter of only a few minutes before we drew

up to the gate of the Rondershire estate, ^le driver

climbed down from his perch on top of the carriage, threw

open the ponderous gates and led the horses through.

Without closing the gates behind the carriage, he resumed

his seat and galloped the horses up to the door of the old

palace. The tall grey walls of the ancient house of Ron-

dershire, streaming with wind-driven rain, presented an

aspect far from inviting. There seemed to be no lights

burning in the front wing of the structure, which fac

heightened the bleak and dreary effect.

My observations were interrupted by the cabman, who

opened the door next to the castle and beckoned me to

alight and follow him. We mounted the steps and entered

the hall. Without pausing, my guide led the way down

the hall to a stairway which seemed to descend into a

basement or cellar. As yet the driver of the carriage ha

given me no information as to what kind of case ^

going on. The journey had been so breathless that I n

not so much as had a chance to question the man.

By this time we had reached the bottom of

My guide turned to a door on our right, opened ^
motioned me to enter. I stepped across the ^hres ’

but I could go no farther. The scene which met my

would have disturbed the equanimity of the

a huge pool of blood, directly under a flickering oi

which hung from the damp moldy ceiling, lay an o

The redness of this blood, the horror of this bio

seemed to be the avatar and the seal of doom.

Summoning all my inward courage, I dispe e
, ^^jng

which the ghastly sight had inspired in me, ana

over the prostrate form listened for a sign o *
’ ^ i

body had been a corpse for at least five niinu e •

raised my eyes from the gruesome object whicn >
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feet, I perceived a couch in the far corner of the room

which I had not noticed as I entered. On the couch ap-

peared to be another body. I rushed across the room and

confirmed my suspicion. Yes, it was a body the body of

a young woman. I looked more closely. It was the Lady

Rama. On her beautiful neck were the marks of human

hands. I hastily examined her. She was still warm, but

dead. Here in this room lay two mute bundles of human

clay—the last of the great house of Rondershire.

The servants tell us that on that memorable night old

Rondershire had undergone a violent hallucination. In

his frenzied mind he pictured Lady Rama as the mur-

derer of his beloved wife, for in giving birth to her the

Duchess had succumbed. In his fiendish madness he had

taken an unspeakable revenge. With his mind inflamed

he went to Lady Rama’s bedchamber, strangled her, and

then lifting her bodily carried her to the basement room.

The cabman, who occupied the room adjacent to the

death-chamber, had heard the door slam shut. Knowing

that it was securely fastened when he retired, he investi-

gated. The door was latched on the inside. Seeing light

shining under the sill, he applied his eye to the keyhole.

Nothing was visible through this tiny aperture save a

small portion of the farther wall. Silhouetted on this

small portion of wall by the flickering light of the lamp

he saw the distorted, fantastic shadow of a man plunging

^ flagger into his own breast. For an instant still silence

deigned
; but only momentarily. A dull thud followed, as

af a body striking the floor. Forcing the lock, the cabman
found old Rondershire dying, and cursing vilely with his

last breath his dead daughter.



The Worthless -Check Law
John C. Ashcraft

There shall be no imprisonment for debt in this State, except in

case of fraud—IST. V. Constitution, Art. I, Sec. 16.

AT common law executions in actions where money

only was recovered as a debt, or damages for

breach of a contract, were of five sorts: (1) against

the body of the defendant; (2) against his goods and

chattels; (3) against the profits of his land; (4) agains

his goods and the possession of his land ;
and (5) agains

all three, his body, land, and goods. The first of these

executions was by writ of “capias ad satisfaciendum,

and, as said by Blackstone, was an execution of the hign-

est nature, inasmuch as it deprived a man of his liberty

until he made the satisfaction awarded. By means o

this writ a debtor could be imprisoned at the instance

his creditor, and in this State such an execution was

allowed prior to 1868, notwithstanding section 39 of tn

Constitution of North Carolina, adopted in 1776.

ever, since the adoption of the Constitution of 1868 t

^

present Constitution), containing section 16 of Article -

no judgment creditor has had the power to procure

arrest of his debtor by execution against his
^

a judgment of debt arising out of contract, unless i

was alleged and proved with respect to the debt.

With these things in mind, let us turn our

the bad-check law, which makes the issuance of a w

less check a misdemeanor in North Carolina, in

may have a clear-cut view of the act as passea ny

Legislature on March 2, 1927, it follows:

The General Assembly of North Carolina do enact:
corpo*’®'

SFxn-ioN 1. It shall be unlawful for any person,

tlon to draw, make, utter or Issue and deliver to
or its

or draft on any bank or depository, for the payment o
ytterin®’

equivalent, knowing at the time of the making, drawmg.

Issuing, and delivering such check or draft as afor or

maker or drawer thereof has not sufBclent funds on

coU«**

Note: ThU article was prepared by a student in the » «

School, without assistance from any other person.
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credit with, such hank or depository with which to pay the same

upon presentation.

Sec. 2. That any person, firm, or corporation violating any pro-

vision of this act shall he guilty of a misdemeanor.

Sec. 3. That the word “credit” as used herein shall be construed

to mean an arrangement or understanding with the bank or deposi-

tory for the payment of any such check or draft.

The question is, Does this act violate Article I, section

16, of the North Carolina Constitution? This matter is

fully discussed in State vs. Yarboro, 194 N. C., at page

498, in which case the court, by a three-to-two decision,

arrives at the conclusion that the act is not contrary to

our Constitution, and that imprisonment for violation of

the act is not imprisonment for debt. The members of

the court holding this view were Justice Adams, who

Wrote the opinion. Chief Justice Stacy, and Justice Con-

nor, while Justice Brogden and Justice Clarkson wrote

''vigorous dissenting opinions.

In the matter of making the issuance of a worthless

check a crime, let us consider the arguments pro and con.

Now, a crime is an act or omission punishable as an

offense against the State. Crimes “mala in se” are acts

which are inherently wrong, as murder or arson ; but acts

which are “mala prohibita” are crimes only because they
nre prohibited by the common law, by statute, or by ordi-

nance. The Legislature, unless restrained by the organic
law, has the inherent power to prohibit and punish any
net as a crime. 1 This is true by virtue of what is known
ns the police power of a state. We recognize the principle

I'hat the police power may not be exercised in breach of

nights which are guaranteed by the Constitution of the

State or Nation; but if the act in question is not in con-
vict with the fundamental law its enactment was a lawful

nxercise of the legislative power. The police power is a
necessary attribute of every civilized government; it is

not a grant derived from, or under, any written constitu-

but it is inherent in the several states. It is but
another name for that authority which resides in every
^^^n^gnty to pass all laws for the internal regulation

^ 16 Corpus Juris. 60.
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and government of the State,” and by means of it “the

LegiLture exercises a supervision over matters involving

rommon weal and enforces the observance by each

individual member of society of the duties which he owes

to others and to the community at large. -

It has been held in this State that by virtue of the

nolice power the lawmaking body may enact laws for

LLtv the security of the social order, as well as for

“ty
comfort of the citizens.^ This

ju^’'®Xch
imports authority, not only

has become a public nuisance, but t P
^ to

acts which tend to deceive, to destroy confidence, o

Sri the public interests. Does the giving of

iesrcheck tend to deceive? Does the custom of puttmg

it in the market-places tend
tie affirm^^

answer to both these questions is obviously
tely

tive. The offense consists not in obtaining ®

something of value by deceit, but in P^^ing ^

tion worthless commercial paper which w

result in financial loss Thus, ‘he 'onclu^n .s^
offense is not against the payee of the chw

consists in the public nuisance resulting from

nicious practice of placing bad paper into
ting

Justice Brogden in his very able and l^ed d

opinion in State vs. Yarboro ^"®^®".*J*Lig^gislation

follows: “The second ground upon which thi

to be upheld is" the~ an

nower. It must be conceded that the pouc ^ . gj..jiub'

tadelinable, illusive and elusive,
„f modetn

bard of the law. ‘>
1
= complex condawna

society, where rights and d“‘;es mte^
the police power is an essential e^^u j,„d in-

sovereignty, subordinating
'"'i'''“*"“X?rof the P»hh';

dividual rights to the dominant » ° „ot

But, however potent the police P»«er m“>
^;,tiluti»"

superior to the Constitution, and when th

lir;j ^^sK-.S’h-'d.'SvS-s:;
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speaks it must hold its peace. If the bad-check law is

unconstitutional, that ends the controversy and there can

be no police power involved. Obviously, the police power

cannot push the Constitution from its throne as the

supreme authority in this State, because the police power

must be treated as the handmaid of the Constitution an

not an indirect device, undermining and overthrowing the

highest expression of the supreme law. Of couree, e

preamble of the act contains a galaxy of descriptive ad-

jectives, but these mean nothing, as the body of the act

is plain and unambiguous. These adjectives
J

stitute the baby-ribbon, tissue-paper, and spn^ of holly

which conceal the ‘Christmas present’ contained in section

1 of the act.” , , „

,

Mr. Justice Brogden further says that under our bad-

check law, should a person give a check for one thousand

dollars which he knew would overdraw his account at the

hank five cents, and the payee of the check should present

it to the bank, and the bank should decline to pay it, he

Would be a criminal and a candidate for the chain-gang,

even though he intended to make a deposit within hve

minutes to cover the check and actually had the money o

Piake such deposit. .

Chief Justice Stacy, in concurring with the majonty

opinion of the court in State vs. Yarboro, says: “The

uttering of a worthless check, ‘scienter, is both a priva e

and a public wrong, like the passing of a counterfeit com.

The present statute is aimed at a practice which ^as

come a menace to trade, an evil and a mischief in the e

of commerce, where the major portion of business is one

on paper. A check is a negotiable instrument and P^ses

readily through the channels of commerce because of the

faith and confidence which those in the market-places are

"billing to repose in its maker, and it is a crime, an

to society, to undermine in any degree the very foundation

upon which all credit rests. It is to the welfare of the

State that such faith and confidence should be encourapd

rather than destroyed. And so the statute is written.

Justice Brogden attacks this at once by saying.
^

c

principle of ‘scienter’ cannot save the day. Scienter is
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a technical term denoting in the law of fraud a guilty

knowledge, and, so far as I can discover, is confined to the

field of civil actions for fraud and has never been used as

a substitute for that evil intent of the mind upon which

all crime rests. Indeed, in a civil action for fraud the

fraudulent intent is an essential to liability. ‘Scienter

alone, without the fraudulent intent, does not even esta^

lish a cause of action in a civil case, and yet it is held to be

sound law in the case at bar (State vs. Yarboro) that inere

‘scienter’ without the intent to deceive is sufficient to

establish a crime. In other words, the natural order ot

the law is reversed and a crime can be established upo

less proof than a cause of action in a civil case.”

Furthermore, the same Justice contends that the re e

ence to counterfeiting is beyond the point, in that coun-

terfeiting is not now and never has been a crime &rowi k

out of or connected with a debt, or in anywise possessing

any relationship whatever to a contractual obligation,

says, also, that the doctrine of ‘‘malum prohibitum ca

not control, for the simple reason that the Legislature

no power to declare the failure to pay a debt
j,,

hibitum,” and thus by indirection nullify the plain gn

antee of the Constitution.
_

.

. g

Yet, it would seem that the majority opinion oi

court in interpreting the bad-check act, and passing

its constitutionality, is correct, and that the ar^ ®

marshaled by the three Justices are overwhelming

conclusive. Article L
Thus, the bad-check law is not in violation of a

section 16, of the North Carolina Constitution, and oy
^.^

son of the public interest involved the "^a^ter falls

the purview of the inherent police power of the •



Spenser and Milton
A STUDY IN LITERARY RELATIONS

By A. L. Aycock

WHEN Milton called Spenser “a better teacher than

Aquinas” and acknowledged his as his “original,” he

was doing what so many subsequent poets have

done when they recognized their indebtedness to Spenser,

“The Poet’s Poet.” It is difficult at times to trace this in-

debtedness and to say that this is borrowed from Spenser

and that is not. When we begin to study Spenser’s influ-

ence on the poets who succeeded him, we can easily recog-

nize the Spenserian stanza, but the more subtle influence is

Usually found, not in the outward form or tangible borrow-

ings, but in the spirit. Thomson, for instance, in his

“Castle of Indolence,” has not only used the Spenserian

stanza effectively, but he has also reproduced Spenser’s

softness and dreaminess of tone. Professor Corson sug-

gests that “Probably no English poet who has used the

Spenserian stanza first assimilated so fully the spirit of

Spenser, before using the stanza, as did Keats; and to

this fact may be partly attributed his effective use of it

Us an organ for his imagination in its flingering, loving.

Particularizing mood.’ ” ^

Spenser, then, is not to be considered so much as a

source,” but as an influence. He is, as it were, a vast

^'oservoir, gathering up the streams of literature and re-

vitalizing them, sending them out into the “Pierian

Pring” of every important poet since his time. And as

So into this brief study of Spenser and Milton, it is not
juy purpose to treat Spenser as a “source” for Milton, in

the usual sense of the word ; I plan rather to consider the

poets first in their respective periods, and then to

^ their poetical relationship.

Edmund Spenser (1652-1599) was bom about twelve
p®ars before Shakespeare was and six years before Queen
Elizabeth came to the throne of England. He and Sir

Corson. “A Primer of EngUth Verge.” Boston. 1898. p. 124. For n fuU
^ of the Spenserian stanxa. see pages 108-188.
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Walter Raleigh were about the same age and were very

good friends. Among his contemporaries were such men

as Shakespeare, Sir Philip Sidney, Ben Jonson, Robert

Greene, Francis Bacon, John Lyly, and Christopher Mar-

lowe. This was a period of national pride and achieve-

ment. The exploits of Raleigh, Drake, and others gave

England prestige on the sea, and in 1588, while Spenser

was writing his “Faerie Queene,” the English met ano

destroyed the Spanish Armada, thus making the islan

kingdom secure from attack by Spain. Around the court

of Queen Elizabeth there was gathered a group of pol-

ished and accomplished noblemen, each striving to gai

and hold the favor of the Queen. Among the most suc-

cessful of this group was Robert Dudley, Earl of Leices e ,

and Spenser’s friend and patron.

Spenser himself was anxious to gain a place in th®

court, but after 1580 he was in Ireland most of the tim -

coming to England only at intervals for short visit-

Though he was some distance from the brilliant group o

writers, courtiers, and the court, Spenser was keen y

alive to and intensely interested in all that ^
England. His masterpiece, “The Faerie Queene, '

written to glorify Queen Elizabeth and her kingdom,

was in this period of national growth, when '. g,

going hither and thither, making new contacts and bn »

ing in new influences, that Spenser lived and wrote,

period from 1590 to 1611 has been called the .

years.” During that time “The Faerie Queene was P

lished and Shakespeare did the bulk of his "
j.

Renaissance, Italian, and French influences
racten

nent in English literature. Spenser’s poetrj' is cnar

ized by its imaginative splendor, beauty of
Jj.ong

exquisite melody; he himself is distinguished

sense of morality and righteousness and a hign m

In this sense he is “one of the finest '

once of the Renaissance and of the Puritan mov

John Milton (1608-1674) was bom n*"®
. had

Spenser’s death and five years after Queen iz

and B«ck«roand*
of I'**'

2 George F. Reynold, .nd G.rUnd Greever, “The F«eU

eraturc," New York, 1922, p. 72.
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been succeeded by James I. Among his contemporaries

were such men as Galileo, the Italian astronomer; Bacon;

Harvey, English physician and discoverer of the circula-

tion of the blood; Hobbes, English philosopher; Donne,

Herrick, Lovelace, Suckling, Herbert, Crashaw, and

Vaughan, Cavalier song writers and religious poets ; and

Massinger, Ford, and Shirley, dramatists.

Literature had lost some of the opulence of the Eliza-

bethan period. The Puritan element was asserting itself

and making itself felt more strongly in many ways. From
1642 to 1660 the theaters were closed, but masques were

still very popular. From 1649 to 1660 England was in the

bands of the Puritans and was governed by “The Com-
monwealth.” During this time Milton, as Latin Secre-

tary, was serving under the Commonwealth and exerting

bimself in its defense. The severe, austere simplicity of

the Puritan regime was hostile to the type of court life

that had made Elizabeth and her court famous.

This brief sketch helps to place the two men in their

Respective periods and environments, and gives something
the conditions under which they wrote. Let us turn

|*ow to the poets themselves and study their poetical re-

mtionship.

Although Spenser and Milton wrote in different centu-
p®s and under different conditions, they held, as Professor
Reenlaw has pointed out, similar views about poetry and

® Ucation. To both Spenser and Milton the poet is a
sacher.s Spenser, in writing Sir Walter Raleigh of his

“Tk
purpose in “The Faerie Queene,” declared that

^
he generall end thereof of all the booke is to fashion
Sentleman or noble person in vertuous and gentle dis-

g'P *ue.” 4 jjj jjjg tract on Education, Milton expressed
owhat the same idea when he said:

fits
’therefore a complete and generous education that which

Office
Justly, skillfully, and magnanimously all the

_____^®^oth private and public, of peace and war.s

^IV, Ofeenlaw, “A Better Teacher Than AQuinas," "Studiea in PhilolosT.’'
4 Lett

Spenser to Sir Walter Ualeiffh, dated January 28, 1589, and pub-

V,

^
‘‘The P three books of “The Fa€rie Queene/* 1590.

P* 467. Works of John Milton’* (Bohn ediUon). 5 volt., London, 1890, III,
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Another resemblance that should be noted here is that

the poets had much the same conception of a poet’s rela-

tion to the state. In his letter to Sir Walter Raleigh,

Spenser says that “In that Faery Queene I meane gloO

in my generall intention, but in my particular I conceive

the most excellent and glorious person of soverain

the Queene, and her kingdome in Faery land. And

his “allegory, or dark conceit,” he never loses sight of th

fact that he is an Englishman and a loyal and ‘devoted s

ject ot his Queen. In faet, in his “Mother Hubberfs

Tale” Spenser was possibly overzealous in his loy ’

and in trying to advance the cause of ^end Leiceste ,

and in attempting to point out to the

threatening the kingdom in the proposed French

riage, he got himself into trouble.'^

Milton gave up temporarily what he thought and fe

be his life’s work-that of writing a great

devoted himself to the Commonwealth as Latin Secre

It was only when he was old and blind, and
g,

exile, that he began the task for which he had

paring—to “assert Eternal Providence, and

ways of God to men.” « In doing this, he based his

ment upon the idea common to the two men, that
gd

active, not passive. As Professor Selincourt has ^^P’^gre

it, “Chastity to Spenser is no monastic virtue, t

escape from all the temptations of the flesh
• to

might have added that Temperance, in fact . his

Spenser is no monastic virtue. Milton’s attitu e

close parallelism in thought are best shown by

ment from his “Areopagitica :

As therefore the state of man now Is; what ^.[edge

to choose, what continence to forbear, without the

evil? He that can apprehend and consider ^
jgi,.

and J®

and seeming pleasures, and yet abstain, and yet ®
.-ring

^

prefer that which Is truly better, he Is the true

7 ProfMsor Gre*nl»w, In hit
to

XXV (1910), pp. 880-661. .ttribuu. ^ warn
Hubberd. Tale,” in which Spenaer^ Bar«bl«r

supposed impendini danser to her kinsdom from r
yflor^

» "Paradise Lost," I, 25-26. #_,i«nrs) "The Poeti

»J. C. Smith and Ernest de SOIincoort (editors).

Edmund Spenser,” Oxford, 1926, p. Xlrt.
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tian. I cannot praise a fugitive or cloistered virtue unexercised and
unbreathed, that never sallies out and seeks her adversary, but sinks
out of the race where that Immortal garland is to be run for, not
without dust and heat. Assuredly we bring not innocence into the
World, we bring impurity much rather; that which purifies us is
y trial, and trial is by what is contrary. That virtue therefore
Which is but a youngling in the contemplation of evil, and knows
uot the utmost vice promises to her followers, and rejects It, is but
a blank virtue, not a pure; her whiteness Is but an excremental
Whiteness; which was why our sage and serious poet, Spenser
<whom I dare be known to think a better teacher than Scotus or
qulnas), describing true temperance under the person of Gion,

^
ngs him in with his palmer through the cave of Mammon, and

ae bower of earthly bliss, that he might see and know and yet
^Dstaln.io

This shows that Milton had not only read “The Faerie
^uyne/’ but that Spenser’s treatment of temperance had

trp f
^ profound impression on him and influenced his

atment of this virtue. A brief outline of the Legend of

follo^
Temperance, to which Milton has reference,

s. Sir Guyon sets out from the court of the Fairy

lish^ .
overthrow Acrasia’s Bower of Bliss, an estab-

to a
®^oiilar to that of Circe, where men are lured

Guvnn ? intemperance and then turned to beasts,

teinnf f-

® adventures and is subjected to many

ThJdri repulses the advances of

of Mntvf'
^ ®®^vant of Acrasia; he is led through the cave

Pronii<?p"^T
i^empted with riches and even with the

Places
+1,°^ Mammon’s daughter as a wife; Mammon

ese and other temptations in his way

—

to do him deadly fall
a frayle Intemperance through sinful bayt;
o which if he Inclined had at all,
hat dreadful feend, which did behind him wayt,
ould have rent him in thousand peeces strayt:
ut he was warle wise in ail his way,
ad well perceived his decelptfull sleight,
e suffred lust his safetle to betray;

^Pyon
° *°°'**y beguile the Guyler of his pray.n

*^Pture resists these temptations, “purges his
impurity through trial,’’ and is thus strength-

-i'"®** Work. > TT
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ened and prepared to accomplish his task the destruction

of the Bower of Bliss and the capture of Acrasia. Guy

L accompanied by a palmer, who is Tempe-nce itself,

and who warns Guyon and urges him to stand firm.

Adam, likewise, is subjected to temptation, ^d

Guyon is warned by the palmer, so Adam is "'^rned

J
Raphael. Adam fell, Guyon did not. Milton, of co .

could not do otherwise than allow Adam to yield to temp

tetiL- he was bound to follow the historical account and

have Adam fall if Paradise was to be lost. Spen^^^h

ever, was interested in fashioning a noble f
eman, a

Te could not allow this noble gentleman to yield to the

femptlon of totemperanoe. For o-

result of the temptation is not as important
^e-

that both were tempted, and both had » ^han

hend and consider vice with all her baits an

pleasures, and yet abstain, and yet distinguish,
^

prefer ttat whfch is truly better." Both ^
with reason, free-wiU, and choice.

Jjae of

to Adam it was because he allowed the ir

his nature to gain control.
she

“Our reason,” said Eve, “is our law, - and

allowed that reason to be set aside by the ar^umen

tempter, and when Adam allowed his reason to De

“Against his better knowledge, not deceived.

But fondly overcome with female charm.

they had no one but themselves to blame
for

lowed. This point cannot be too strongly emph

if we lose sight of it we miss
.. In the

both “The Faerie Queene” and
... yertuous

former, Spenser fashions his noble ^rson

and gentle discipline,” by allowing them tf e^ch

tact with temptation in every form. As tne>

temptation they become stronger for the next,

are perfected in the respective virtues they

are likewise tempted, being
They have been

sin, they cannot impute their fall to God. 1 n >

n "Paradit* Loat.” IX. 54.
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created rational, reasoning beings, and when they allow

the irrational side of their nature to gam control, they

have to suffer the consequence.

In summarizing what he considers the most “extraor-

dinary set of parallels” between Spenser and Milton, Pro-

fessor Greenlaw gives four, as follows:

1.

The fact that Milton’s poetry on the scheme of salvation,

notably “Paradise Lost” and “Paradise Regained,” conforms to Spen-

ser’s idea of the mystic vision, to be gained through contemplation

and by the guidance of Sapience (Milton’s “Eternal Wisdom”). This

vision, attained by Milton, Is a complete development of what Spen-

ser said was the reward of contemplation, following the lines which

he laid down. Milton himself gives constant evidence of his sense

that what he wrote was the result of such a vision of Heavenly Love

and Beauty.

2. Spenser’s method, to attain this vision by the twofold contem-

plation of the entire scheme of salvation and of God’s works, the

Universe, Is exactly followed by Milton.

3. The conception of an action, deeply important to man and his

relation to the scheme of things, Is In Spenser made concrete by a

story In which titanic forces move upon a stage of stupendous pro-

portions, a universe as completely visioned as Milton s.

4. In both the statement of the entire theme and In parallels In

incident and plot there Is proof that Milton’s Imaginative deUil was

hue In no small degree to Spenser.i*

Miss Winstanley gives an excellent discussion of Heav-

enly Love and Heavenly Beauty and the influence of Plato

en Spenser in the introduction to her edition of Spenser s

“Fowre Hymnes,” and in the notes she calls attention to

Parallel thoughts and passages in Milton’s works. In

her edition of Book II of “The Faerie Queene” she likewise

points out numerous parallels in thought and plot.^®

One of the most obvious borrowings that Milton made

from Spenser is in his use of the Bower of Bliss,^® and

especially the Garden of Adonis, in describing Eden.

Greenlaw, "Spenacr’a InHuence on ‘Paradiae Loot.' " S. P. XVII. pp.

‘^Lilian Winstanley (ed.), "The Fowre Hymnes.” Cambrid^. I91S.

Winstanley (ed.), "The KaiSrie Queene. Book II. Cambnd«e. 1911.

IT Quoene, II,” xxt, 42ff.
"n»d.. Ill «i
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Another striking parallel is found in their conception of

generation. In Spenser we find

—

So after Nilus Inundation

Infinite shapes of creatures men do fynd,

Informed in the mud, on which the Sunne hath shynd.is

And in Milton

—

The Earth obeyed, and straight

Opening her fertile womb, teemed at a birth

Innumerous living creatures, perfect forms.

Limbed and full-grown. Out of the ground up rose.

As from his lair, the wild beast, where he wons

In forest wild, in thicket, brake, or den—

Among the trees in pairs they rose, they walked.i9

Milton, with his sensitive ear and keen appreciation for

music, must have been deeply impressed not only with

the beauty of the description of the Bower of Bliss, bu

also with the music in which

—

BIrdes, voyces. Instruments, winds, waters all agree.

The joyous blrdes shrouded in chearefull shade.

Their notes unto the voice attempred sweet;

Th’ Angelicall soft trembling voyces made

To th’ Instruments divine respondence meet:

The silver sounding Instruments did meet

With the base murmur of the waters fall:

The waters fall with difference discreet.

Now soft, now loud, unto the wind did call:

The gentle warbling wind low answered to all.w

When we read the gorgeous description of the

Bliss we are tempted to believe that Spenser has

for the time being his real purpose, but we are not let

doubt very long; the more beautiful and
-gr

place of sin, the greater is the temptation, and the gre

is the honor in overcoming that temptation. It

with the tempted to discern the difference between n

enly and ordinary Beauty. Thus Spenser’s Renaiss

luxuriousness was tempered by Puritanism;
^ jg.

find Milton’s Puritanism tempered with enough Ke

IS Ibid., III. vl, 8.

19 ‘‘Paradise Lost,** VII, 468-459.

20 "FaSrie Queene,** II, Xii, 70-71.
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sance luxuriousness to give us the beauty of Eden, which

is described with Spenserian ardor.

It is interesting to note that although Milton called

Spenser “a better teacher than Aquinas,” and acknowl-

edged him as his “original,” he never used the Spensman

stanza. Perhaps if he had done so critics would not have

been so late in looking for and finding so much in common

between the poets.
4. n

A more exhaustive study of this subject would naturally

deal with Spenser’s influence on Milton’s earlier poems,

and would include a more detailed study of Spenser s

“Powre Hymnes” and the beautiful “Amoretti, Epi-

thalamion,” and “Prothalamion.”
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With this issue of The Student the present staff

Finale
ggjjcludes its connection with the publication, and

retires in behalf of the men who will carry on the work

during the coming year.

The Student this year has suffered from its chronic

ailment—lack of interest on the part of Wake Forest stu-

dents in producing literary work for publication. As has

been the case for the past several years, the materia^

published monthly in the magazine has come from a hnij

ited group of students who have been overworked, an^

consequently have not produced the best that

them. There is little or no interest on the campus m
production of poetry ;

good fiction has been hard to
*

There has been an abundance of the more hea\T

much of which we are proud to have published. As^^^

versatility and originality of literary output, "C cc

there is vast room for improvement.

But we have done our best, and perhaps have

something in the way of clearing the path for

tors. It is our sincere hope that there will come
,gj.ggt

in the near future a new awakening of ^*^®*^*^
of

among Wake Forest students. Through the mediu
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the college publications students are given a rare oppor-

tunity to express themselves, and to gather experience

in presenting ideas, impressions, and thoughts in con-

crete form. May the coming years find Wake Forest stu-

dents more and more interested in the welfare of the pub-

lications which they support, and may there be an ever-

increasing band of men who contribute thoughtful and

original material to them.

The best wishes of the retiring staff go to the new edi-

tor and his associates as they assume responsibility for

the magazine. To the readers, the members of the staff

make their best bow, and exeunt.

1 It is with profound regret and with sincere

apologies to our readers that The Student an-

nounces that in our February issue there appeared a short
story by one of our students, H. J. Rickard, which was
plagiarized from a previously published dog story by the

^ell-known author, John Tainter Foote. “Ordered On,”
Foote’s story, appeared first in the American Magazine in

November, 1916. It was later incorporated into a volume,

Dumb-Bell of Brookfield,” published by D. Appleton.

Rickard’s story, turned in for publication in The Stu-
PENt, was entitled “Blue Blood.” The merit of the story
^as immediately recognized by the editors of this publica-
ion, who unfortunately had not read Foote’s stor>\ When
questioned before the publication of his story concerning
1 s source, Rickard claimed entire originality. The story
^as accepted in good faith and published. Several read-

of The Student, upon reading the story in the Febru-
ary issue of this publication, recognized Foote’s story. A
‘Comparison of the two stories revealed the fact that Rick-

had used “Ordered On” almost in its entirety. Many
®®ctions are identical in language, and the plots of the two
qries are worked out to identical conclusions.

Bl
®^P^unation, Mr. Rickard states that he wrote “Blue

der^t
' ^^24, and that he had not seen the story, “Or-

®d On.” But whether he copied the stor>' from the
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original and has forgotten the facts, or copied it from

some other person who plagiarized the original story, is

a matter of no consequence, so far as The Student is

concerned. We offer sincere apologies to the author and

the publishers of the original story and to our readers.

The gift of the Class of 1929 to the College is

The Senior process of construction and will be

completed by Commencement. It seems to us

that the gift this year, being in the nature of an adequate

driveway and approach to the west side of the campus,

comes as a timely and much-needed improvement. The

west side of the campus, for many years the “back yard

of the College, recently, through the construction ol

drive for automobiles to enter the campus, became qun

suddenly the front yard. Until the present, however,

nothing has been done in the way of improving the to^g

raphy of this newly prominent area of the campus,

entrance on the east side of Waite Hall continues as tn

main entrance to the College, and visitors who
j

automobiles, as they all do, are at the outset
j,

with the bleak walls of the rear end of the pnncipa

lege building. In order to reach the administrative o

they must either walk around the building or lu

through a succession of dark offices and storerooms.

The act of the Senior Class in constructing a
_

driveway from this west entrance is the first official r

nition the new “front” of the campus has received.

understood that the College is planning in the

to beautify the grounds adjacent to the new

that a new entrance to the building is to be
jeted

When all of these improvements shall have ^en c v

the College will present a vastly improved iron

casual visitor, as well as to those who are co

associated with the College.



The Exchange

By R. Paul Caudill

The March issue of The Wataugan is a fair piece of work,

on the whole. There is evidence of a real eifort on the part of

^te staff to produce a well-rounded publication. The poem,
The Engineer,” is a clever bit of invention, and is quite suited

*0 the publication, though there is nothing of literary excellence

nbout the poem. “The Story of Society’s Misfits,” by Dr. Carl

Taylor, is especially interesting and cultural in its theme.
Dr. Taylor treats in graphic, rapid survey the rises and falls

of civilization, pointing out logical conclusions as to some of
^te “misfits” of great races of all times. Dr. Taylor finally

^*ogs one face to face in a very striking way with some of our
^odern-day personal misfits, and institutional misfits, showing

*^t, after all, human life is hardly more than a series of adap-
tions adaptions of man to man.

The feature articles of this issue are especially worthy of

^cmmendation. Mr. Vipond presents to one a sweeping survey
the evolution of radio television from prophecy to reality.

of^^
Menaces” Mr. Loomis gives a realistic picture

the “T
today, pointing out in a significant manner

'don’t-care” attitude of the average Mexican. He might,
^uWever, have improved very greatly his theme by a more care-

be
the cultural influences of Mexico, which have

provoked quite largely by religion.

3^®rriam’s article on “State Highway Patrol” is also a

®^ticlo. Mr. Merriam is dealing in a matter of

Stnt
^ interest, and speaks persuasively in favor of
Highway Patrol.

Doobdom,” however, by Mr. Minas, is hardly

donv
conglomeration en masse, veiled under the pseu-

auth^~~l though, is significant, and the
8 ould bo congratulated on that, at least.

Sivos ev^d^*^
“Le Tableau Dans Le Cafe,” by Mr. Aydlett,

cnee of some ability on the part of the author, and
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adds pleasing variety of subject-matter to the issue. Let us

hope that the author will continue in this effort at drama.

“Courtship, Then and Kow,” by Mr. Fitzgerald, treats the

topic only as one might expect a collegiate hand to treat i •

It is of course intended to be highly overdrawn, and not to

taken too seriously.

The author of “Mountaineers” smacks of Paul Green m bis

portrayal or attempted portrayal of the mountaineer of Nortn

Carolina. The author is, from all indications, unfamiliar

the true nature of the mountaineer of North Carolina, e se b

would never have said, “The only ambition of these people,

seems, is just existing.

The poetry o( the issue, on the tehole, TOuU hardly “

more than pro«t. For the most part hotrever, tt eonfo
^

with the common and popular idea that poetry ts me e^y

mass of words assembled in unrhymed lines of uneven

and irregular stanzas.

The March number of Voices of Peace is very credit

for the most part.

“Dawn,” by Miss Tatum, is a charming bit of

expressed, and gives evidence of originality on the par

author.

“Metamorphosis,” while of no strict literary value,

flavor and taste to the issue.

“Checkers, the Unwelcome Visitor,” and “The EleP

are rather feeble attempts at verse, violating prac

laws of poetical device.

“Folklore and Superstition in Ireland” is probably t^^

standing number of the issue. Miss Cnnkley la

gratulated upon the very fine treatment of her topic.
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F'or Josephine

By R. T. Robinson

Now spring has come and sunshine bright

Spreads o’er the earth its golden light,

And love-birds call with all their might.

To Josephine!

The robin now begins his nest.

With gleeful song and heaving breast

Tells all the world I love you best.

My Josephine!

The new-wed cuckoos in the dell.

And all the growing buds that smell.

Just seem to say that all is well

With Josephine!

The flowers that bloom upon the tree

Are sought by every wandering bee.

While I am dreaming, love, of thee.

My Josephine!



The Reward

By R. L. Robinsos

N ot until after I had returned from the party and

was comfortably in bed did I begin to wonder

whether I had locked the office door. It was then

past one o’clock, and such a drowsy sleep possessed me

that it seemed impossible to keep my eyes open longer,

but the thought of the office door’s being left unlockea

almost made me jump from the bed. Hastily I reca e

each detail. I could remember hurrj’ing out and slam-

ming the door as I went. How stupid!
j. ^ t

“That door must be locked, and that immediately,

half muttered. “There are large sums of money an

invaluable papers lying in the drawer of

some rogue should attempt the door he would find a lo

tune without the least trouble,” I thought, and

would mean ruin to me and the company.”

I remembered that recently there had been t'''® ^

tempts made to break into the office. 'Then it oc^^nj^e
,

me that if the money should be taken I would be

responsible for it. As much as I dreaded to leave "jy
’

I knew that I must go. Still, I lay there a little lo

having no other intention than to go at once. ^

of the notion to call my employer, who slept in the

next to mine, and ask him if he had locked the door.

I decided that was useless, for surely I was the i

out. j -oinember
Why I did not go right then I do not know. 1 r

that I was so wrapped in sleep and the ple^nt e

the warm bed that I hated to go out again into

night. I assured myself that I would go in one m
^

and half dismissed the thought in order to
the

benefit of that one last pleasant moment. »

door for some time, I do not know how ^ vvith

the thought again came to my mind I was a

myself for even putting off for one moment ®

a matter. Sleep was sweet, but that sleep

much to me.
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“This is a matter that cannot be trifled with,” I argued,

and flung myself out of bed. I do not recall how I got

dressed, or how I left the house ; I do not even recall un-

locking my own door. The next thing I remembered I

Was walking briskly towards the office, which was about

half a mile away. I usually went to work by street car,

but cars do not run after one o’clock, and I decided to

hasten my gait.

The weather was cold and there was a north December

wind blowing. The stars were almost hidden by a hazy

niist across the sky. The pale crescent moon was en-

circled by a large yellow ring. A sign of bad weather, the

old folks would say. As I walked alone I could not help

thinking that on just such a night as this is when ghosts

and witches are present.

“I do not believe in ghosts,” I reassured myself, “and
what is the use of my considering such things?” I tried
to dismiss the idea, but there was that mysterious still-

ness of the night which impressed it again upon my
^ind. I hurried on, whistling the clear notes of a new
Jazz song which I had heard at the party. Upon hearing
a noise in a nearby house, I suddenly stopped, thinking
that it might not be best to whistle jazz songs on a night
^ke this. Surely there was no harm in it, but on such an
occasion one is so close to nature that probably some old
^oligious song would be better.

I Walked on until I came to the corner where I turn
owards the office. Just to prove to myself that I was not
^ faid, I stopped and leaned against a post, standing there
^'^zing off into the skies, thinking of the weird and an-
^^ent tales told about the stars, until I was losing count
® the importance of my mission. Suddenly I was awak-

from my reverie by the sight of a man coming up
® street straight towards me. I stood breathless and

him mysteriously disappear directly in front of the
ce. It vras so dark that I could not decide whether he
entered the office or not. He had either entered it

else gone around behind the building. No other

^
°^®ht entered my mind but that this was a burglar,

the feelings I had are unimaginable.
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Almost trembling with fear, I cautiously moved down

in that direction, childishly hoping that he would catch

a glimpse of me and flee. I cared nothing about meeting

him face to face. At last I was at the door of the mam

building, which opens into the hall, and had not seen or

heard anything else of him. If it had only been the out-

side door I could have quietly locked it and slipped away

without being heard, but there was no lock on it and I

must go inside. I remember how I shuddered at the

thought of entering the darkness of that hall. I was

probably marching right in the face of death, and was

certainly in its neighborhood. Everj'thing was still ana

soundless, and while I stood there listening and hoping

I had half a mind to abandon the building, leaving my

private door unlocked. Something seemed to tell me tha

death awaited me down the hall; yet I knew I could not

turn away. I knew that my employer would blame rne,

and besides he would lose—well, probably ten j

bor, and I myself would throw away a good positio •

That would not do; only a yellow coward would do sue

a thing. I was paying the price for my carelessness, a

I was disgusted with myself.

“That damned party was the cause of it all!” I said o

myself. I wished a hundred times, in that short

that I had not been in so great a hurry to

afternoon—then this would not have happened. At

I decided I must do something and quickly, for
^

no gain in standing there until the office was '

gg

opened the heavy door slowly. There was only
, j

before me. I had forgotten my flashlight! Ner%^J^

began feeling for a match. But I did not

a pack of cigarettes. I walked inside and stooa

gazing into the channel of darkness. Not a soun

heard ; and presently I thought that after all I cou

been mistaken and that there might be no one ther«.

“Why play the coward?” I urged. “I’ll walk insi „

turn on the light to assure myself there ** I

I stepped fonvard and opened the door quick >

stood in the office and heard a move within the
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The darkness prevented my seeing, but I knew there was

a man standing directly before me. My heart sank and

I stood motionless—scarcely able to breathe. Everything

Was dead for a moment. Then I heard a noise by the desk

as if someone had suddenly risen to his feet. Another

moment passed in silence. I was afraid to turn on the

light, for it meant death, I was sure. Everything was so

quiet that one could almost hear the stillness.

Suddenly I heard a man’s voice, only a few feet in front

of me, which made my blood run cold. These were his

Words

:

“Who the hell are you ?”

I could not speak for fear, and again his voice rang out

in the room : “Speak, or die
!”

This time I recognized the voice to be that of my em-

ployer, but it was too late. Before I could speak and tell

him who I was there appeared a flash in the darkness and
the crack of a revolver. I felt the sting and fell to the

floor, uttering my name. Again I heard the voice of my
employer, but I did not understand what he said. The
light was on, and I saw Mr. Hayes looking down at me.
I had left my door unlocked,” I was able to tell him.

“Unlocked? Why, the door was locked all right.”

I saw him go to the telephone, and I let myself relax

slightly. He came immediately, though, and wiped my
hot forehead with a wet handkerchief and held my head

his hand. I remember as in a dream his saying with
^larm in his voice: “I could not sleep ... I was taking
^ Walk ... I saw a man turn the corner, stop, and I was
spre he was trailing me.”

1 heard, then, the approach of men. I closed my eyes,
when I awoke I was lying here—Mr. Hayes still looking
own at me, and you standing by my bed. Say, when do

suppose I’ll get out from here?



John Randolph of Roanoke

By Thurman D. Kitchin, Jr.

J
OHN RANDOLPH was an ante-bellum aristocrat, in-

deed from one of Virginia’s earliest families, who

was first of all conscious of his birth into the purple,

and conscious of the waning of its principles; who was

physically unlike other men, but still would fight honestly

and bitterly for the retention of the political and social

ideals of his caste. Before he was an American he was

a Virginian, and he could not understand the Union’s

taking power away from his State. His fights concerning

this issue played a large part in training him as the

“master of invective.’’ His public life was marked by

political failures, and when there was a triumph it only

led him to stinging regrets. His private life was en-

wrapped with the crushing tragedies of death, with un-

endurable disappointments, and with severe scandal in

the family which cut him to the quick. His constituenc>

,

though, kept him at the capital, where he swung the

scorpion whip and lashed the robbers of Virginia.

It is this interesting character that Mr. Gerald Johnson,

a former Wake Forest student, now presents to us in

new political fantastic, “John Randolph of Roanoke.’’ H®

does not give us a man whom we have not had before,

but a most complex and exciting character, with i s

motives and its yearnings, in a short book of deligh n

and magnetic reading.

The dedication of this new book calls for our congra
^

lations. About twenty years ago Mr. Johnson
^

brilliant student of our college, and most of all a stu

of literature under Dr. Sledd. During this period tne

seems to have been a fast friendship, cemented
j

tion, idea, and understanding. The student gra “

from the institution, won success, and his latest

bution, in which “he exhibits a development

ment of his work,’’ he has dedicated to his teache ,

Gentleman of Virginia.’’ This consecrating of this v
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ticular book is appropriate and proper. It is such a work
as this, and such an association, that solidifies the pride

of Wake Forest, and perpetuates the name of a fruitful

college.

This book is brief yet comprehensive ; not a publication

of new facts, but a selection and a balancing and an inter-

pretation of truths about this man. Former biographies

of Randolph have been too long, too eulogistic, or preju-

diced. Mr. Johnson reveals his true life with its faults

and graces, its virtues and defects. His story is that of

a novel statesman, the general tone of which is expressed
in the author’s own words when he said: “Men have

delighted in the tale of a strong man contending with

destiny, no matter what the setting, no matter what the

time. Nor have defeat and victory much to do with fixing

that interest, although the man who goes down is, if any-
thing, more interesting than the one who wins.”

This story is of great political significance. John Ran-
dolph as a child had to retire from his residence to avoid
Itevolutionary battles. He witnessed the presidency of
George Washington, and in his early years came in close

^Pd intimate contact with the politician of that day,
Thomas Jefferson. As a young man he was not able to
desist this quiet and philosophic personality, and he en-
tered public life as a staunch follower of the great demo-

However, he later learned to hate Jefferson, as he
id about all the leaders except Nathaniel Macon of North
arolina. His life in Congress reveals the political strokes
Pr a quarter of a century when America was young and
Pastic. He opposed the War of 1812, and opposed the
resident in the nullification controversy with South Caro-
Pa. In the latter fight he was upholding Calhoun, who
Pd entered Congress and become a southern leader. The
emocratic west had now placed a President in Washing-
P- His public life, then, is a cross-section of national
airs— from Jefferson to Calhoun, two of our very
eatest statesmen, whose lives represent early politics
America.
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John Randolph’s character affords us rare psychological

interest. In his early youth we see the understanding

between him and his mother, his worship of his oldest

brother, and his hatred of his schoolmaster. He was

first an orphan, and before his death he saw the last of

his famous house die out as young men and boys. He was

not permitted to have a family of his own, and hence

there may have come a demand for compensation. When

insomnia attacked him he would pace the floor and some-

times ride horseback savagely. His friendships were few

and short-lived, for when he found a friend he was surely

soon to hate him. His extreme honesty and his aristo-

cratic idealism formed a basis for this unfortunate dispo-

sition. He said he despised equality, but he loved justice

as much so. Never would he submit to practical political

give-and-take, and he was as suspicious of others

was honest himself. It approaches the comic, whether

true or not, when as a mere boy at Princeton he accuseu

the renowned Dr. Witherspoon of swiping his pocket-

money. In Congress Randolph was the “dreaded debate^

perhaps the foremost master of invective in America

forensic history.” He opposed all changes and, it seems,

all developments. He hated the new. He was a pest

the planners and schemers of Washington; but Virgin

would send him back. Finally, he was sent to the e.^'

treme distance of Russia as a minister. Randolph

came addicted to opium, and in his old age at times

beside himself. His entire life, though, excites sy^v

thetic pity and a wondering admiration when

stand him. Mr. Johnson says: “Domestic

alone could never have broken him, or physical

alone, or betrayal, or grief, or pain of body, or ang

of spirit, or defeated ambition, or fear of doom

country and for himself. But all these together carr

him down.”
. ^ag-

His life is not void of unquestionable graces, a

nanimity of character shows itself when at one i

was taking care of six orphans. He did not

external and cool attention, but tried to be a real
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in their lives. The closest study and affectionate respon-

sibility is shown in Randolph’s letters to his young
friends and relatives. At his own death Randolph liber-

ated over three hundred slaves and left them enough
property to get a start. There is a greatness, too, in his

aphorism, “Life is not as important as the duties of life.”

A romantic allurement runs through this whole tale.

The first touch may come when we find that John Ran-
dolph is a descendant of the Princess Pocahontas. Then
his boldness, audacity, and hatred gives it a vigor, and
Piakes us wonder what next. Indeed, he was a strange
and mysterious man, a great man, and an honest man.
Mr. Johnson’s book shows him to us, shows us his weak-
iiess and his greatness, or in other words the truth. The
present date is far enough from Randolph’s time to allow
a study of him to measure his accomplishments and to

appreciate his aims. If one reads this refreshing and
enlightening biographical story in a borrowed copy, he
ydl wish it were for his own library. We almost feel as
^f a southern hero has been unearthed for us.



His Son's Luck

By F. M. Avehitt

I
T all happened while Dick Upton was on his first visit

to Kinston, the old home-town of his father, who had

died about a year before. He was visiting his friend,

John Rose. He and John had been classmates in college,

and now that school was over they were spending a few

days at John’s home.

John and Dick had gone into a drugstore to get a coca-

cola. While they were standing at the fountain a beauti-

ful girl came in and sat down in one of the chairs at a

table. Dick was struck dumb, for never in all his life had

he seen such a beautiful girl. She was about five feet

four inches tall, with rosy cheeks that bloomed with youtn

and not with the artificial color of the vanity. She
^

perfect blonde, with eyes of deepest blue. When Dick

looked into them he nearly fainted.

After she had gone and the boys were alone, Dick began

a volley of questions concerning her. John did not know

her. She must be a stranger, he said, or a girl that ha

just moved into town. Otherwise he would have been

sure to know her.
# r a

“John, I must meet that girl. I’ll be sleepless tor

week if I don’t. Come on, let’s go.’’ ,

“Hold on a minute,’’ John replied. “In what kind
^

a cell would you like to be placed at Dix HiU? I
.

padded one would be the best for a person in your

dition.’’
j u f ffirl-

“Quit your foolish talking. I’m going to find that g

You’d better keep silent if you wish to live and do w •

“All right. I’ll see if I can help you out in any

For several days Dick saw no more of his dr®**” ®

He made inquiries, but everyw'here the
"^jned,

same. Finally he gave up in despair. He was cha^^

for John had teased him unmercifully. He

no more. He just must meet her. But how .
ne

gather his dizzy wits about him for one last tr> •
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That night about six o’clock John breezed in. He
slapped Dick on the back and nearly knocked him on the

floor.

“Get dressed, you loafer! We’re going to a dance at

the Englewood over in Greenville. Hurry up, for we have

only a few moments in which to dress.’’

Hurriedly they donned their tuxedos. Finally they

Were ready after they had fussed and fumed at their

shirts and ties. Then they were off in John’s new car,

liis graduation present. They made good time over to

Greenville, stopping only once for gas and oil.

“What do you say to stopping at this drugstore for a

drink before the dance?’’ asked John.

“All right.’’

It had been raining a little that night and the streets

Were very slippery. They stood in the doorway of the

drugstore for a few moments after they had finished

their coca-cola. Suddenly Dick noticed a girl on the
other side of the street, her arms laden with bundles.
She turned to cross the street, but did not stop to see if

Anything was coming. All at once the siren of the fire-

truck Was heard coming down the street. She turned in
he direction of the truck with horror on her countenance,
or it Was bearing down upon her. She tried to hurrj*,
^t her packages were too heavy. She turned her ankle

on a brick which was lying in the street and fell down,
ne tried to get up, but the ankle couldn’t stand the

® rain. At the very instant that he had seen her fall

wk had started running to pick her up, regardless of
0 danger to himself. The truck was less than fifteen

J’ards away when Dick grabbed her and in a flash had her
®nt of danger. The shock was too much for her and she
ainted. Then suddenly Dick almost fainted, too—it was

^

0 dream girl ! By this time a crowd had collected. Sud-
®nly an ambulance appeared and the girl was carried off.

it
dance, but Dick could not enjoy

a ri

seemed to step on everyone’s feet and he heaved
oep sigh of relief when it was over.
0 the following three days nothing was heard from
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the girl, but on the fourth Dick was overjoyed to find a

letter from her, thanking him for his heroism, giving

him her address, and asking him to call.

He went over that night. He was so agitated that he

could hardly find her house number. He went into the

house quaking. He heard a silken rustle somewhere, and

there she was—the dream-girl—advancing to meet him.

“Oh, I scarcely know how to thank you for your heroic

act. I shall never be able to thank you enough. Come in.

I want you to meet my mother.”

<‘It_it—it was nothing. I—I—I’m glad to have done

you a service,” Dick stammered. Words failed him after

he had said this and he could say no more.

“Here is mother now. Mother, may I present Mr.

Richard Upton? He is the young man who saved my

life.”

“Oh, Mr. Upton, I’m so glad to meet you ! I shall never

be able to thank you enough for your wonderful deed.

Won’t you sit down?”
“Thanks, Mrs. Huske. I’m glad that I had the op-

portunity.” ,

They chatted for several minutes on the weather an

other such topics. Finally Mrs. Huske asked him where

his home was.

“Goldsboro,” he replied. ,

“Oh, are you related to Mr. Robert Upton who die

there a few months ago ?” Mrs. Huske asked.

“He was my father,” replied Dick.
^

“Oh ! I didn’t know that I was having the pleasure o

speaking to his son,” and her eyes grew wistful as if s

were recalling days that were past. ‘Well, I shall lea^^

you two now. Do come again, for we shall alwajs

glad to have you.”

They talked for about two hours, and then Dick
_

that he must go. Would she permit him to see her a^

tomorrow night? Yes, she would. So Dick went a'

highly pleased. ,

The next day he was talking to Mr. Rose, Jon

ther, and the conversation turned to Mrs. Huske an

daughter Eleanor.
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“Yes,” said Mr. Rose, “Mrs. Huske was Miss Nancy
Anderson before she married Leighton Huske. After

their marriage they moved away, and only recently have
they moved into Greenville. Nancy used to have many
beaux, and one of the unsuccessful ones was your father.

He was deadly in love with her, and when she decided to

Warry Leighton Huske it nearly ruined him.”

“Thanks a lot, Mr. Rose,” said Dick. “You have helped

nie greatly. I hope I shall not have the same luck that

father had.”

That night when he went to see Eleanor he felt that he
'vas “monarch of all he surveyed.” He knew that it

^ould not seem exactly right to propose on his second
^isit, but . . .

Later that evening, for the third time, Dick almost
fainted. He heard Eleanor saying, “Mother has told me
all about her courtship with your father, and of course
you know I couldn’t treat you that way.”
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Waiting

By X. Y. Z.

We have waited, long we’ve waited,

For the coming of the spring.

For the blooming of the roses

And the gladness that they bring.

Now the world is full of roses.

And our hearts are full of song;

For we’re living in an Eden

That has never heard of wrong.

Yet it’s coming—trouble’s coming

—

Like a serpent, sleek and cold,

It is creeping ’round the corner

As it did in days of old.

Never yet was there an Eden

But it came in, soon or late,

For beneath the rose’s petals

Ever grows the thorn of hate.

So we’re waiting, still we’re waiting.

And we’ll see what we shall see.

Let us hope it’s naught but roses

Blooming fresh for you and me.



A Substitute for Trial by Jury
A DEBATE*

By M. T. Griffin and Luther Robinson

Affirmative—M. T. Gr IFFIN

The query, “Resolved, That a substitute for trial by
jury should be adopted,” is receiving widespread con-
sideration throughout America and the world. This

^act implies that there is general dissatisfaction with our
present system of law enforcement and administration of
justice, and suggests that there is need for a radical
change.

I admit that there would be no need for a change if the
jury system were good and efficient. However, the
JPasses of the people, leaders in the legal profession, and
caders in all other professions are constantly reminding

that the jury system is notoriously bad. Judges,
criminal lawyers, prosecutors, and sociologists say that

. cause for the increase in crime in this country
he underworld; that a man who breaks the law may

0 so with a very good chance that he will never have to
ay the legal penalty. On account of this fact, America

Co
the safest place in the world in which to

^ murder—not because of faulty measures of de-

because of a worn-out and inefficient jury sys-
. which gives the criminal his brightest hope of

itiv^^^-
sufficient reason to warrant a thorough

®tigation of the system and a measuring of its merits
demerits.

history of trial by jury, it is sufficient to say

jjj

origin is controversial and the evidence conflict-

tuti
cannot point out the nativity of this insti-

concT’ri^^^
's forced more or less to evade the question by

afg constituent elements of the system
---_^*’oughly cosmopolitan. We ask you, however, to

• The
''vhich wc arc prlnllnir were doHvcrwJ in aeveral

there •rgumcnla on each aide are neceaaarilj incoaplde,
® two apeechea on each aide In the original debatea.
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disregard the history of trial by jury and the fact that it

has been referred to as a bulwark of our liberties. Too

much emphasis and importance have already been at-

tached to the antiquity of the system. What the jury

system may have done in the past, under entirely different

social conditions, has no bearing upon this discussion.

We want to know whether the jury system is functioning

satisfactorily and efficiently today. To do this, we must

weigh the virtues and vices of the system to see if it is

found wanting.

I will present three reasons for advocating the abolition

of trial by jury, of which I shall discuss the first two:

1. The jury system is inefficient in its very nature.

2. It has outlived its purpose, and is inadequate to meet

modern practices and needs.

3. There is a substitute now in use far superior to the

present jury system.

If you will briefly review with me the actual procedure

from the impaneling of the jury to the rendering of the

verdict, I think I can better point out to you the defec s

of the system.
^

The jury of today is not what the jury of some five o

six centuries ago was. In the infancy of the system on >

landholders and lords—the very best men of the comm
^

nity, from the point of view of intelligence as well as^^

social standing—were allowed to sit on juries. The sa

thing was true in early American histor>', in the

Washington and Jefferson. But let us see what has

pened in the complexity of modern society. Let us

sider how the men who are eligible for jur>’ sendee

selected. We begin by leaving out the most learne

capable men in the State. We don’t want them to ®
.^g.

Here is a partial list of those exempted from juo' se

all persons over sixty years of age, judicial

civil officer on duty at the time, all attomejs,
^^js-

teachers, practicing dentists and phj’sicians,

sioned officers and privates of the United j for

firemen, ferrymen, members of the legislature,
^^gg^g,

good measure, telegraph employes, steam en
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pilots, embalmers, ex-soldiers, ex-firemen, newspaper men,
and so on almost without end. These are unquestionably

the best people in the community, but no one would say

that these men should perform jury service. We could

hardly ask that ministers, teachers, doctors, officers, tele-

graph operators, and engineers be called from their work
to serve on the jury, and there are good reasons for ex-

empting the others. But, now, just who is left to do jury

duty? Anyone can see that in the vast majority of the

cases only the very lowest class remains—the illiterates,

the snobs, the hangers-on about the court, and other un-

reliable types. These people are not representative of
the American people, nor are they our peers. Yet they
are all we have left from whom to choose our jury. Any-
one can see that this evil is inherent in the jurj' system,
tor trial by jury automatically brings the evil of exemp-
tions into being.

Now, let us choose the jury. For this purpose we have
a twelve-year-old boy to draw the names, such as they
nre, from a box. On the surface this method seems fair
enough; but is it? Do not forget that there is a man to

superintend the drawing of the jury, and he is often a
Politician. He knows how to leave off his friends, and
u'v to have a certain type of juror drawn. This trick is

practiced to an alarming extent, if we would only get
own to the bottom of the matter and see it in use. But

suppose a few professional and business men slip by the
superintendent and get in the panel, what do they do?

oy take a trip to Europe, make a business trip out of
6 State, appeal to the judge or clerk, pay the fine for

2

gt serving, or anything to dodge jury duty. In 1926
>000 people in New York paid fines put on them by the

1 ^ ^or failure to serve as jurors. And they did it

"^he time of these men is too valuable to be wasted
cciding whether $500 is a sufficient consideration for

int^^^^^
U' an automobile accident. And few of them are

^rested in whether A had a just cause for assaulting
even killing B. Political and social reform are required
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to remedy such an evil as this. It is one of the evils

inherently attendant upon the jury system.

Now, we have our candidates for jurj’ service in the

courtroom, ready to be confronted by the challenges of

the lawyers. First, they are asked if any of them are

related or connected in any way to the defendant, if the

case is a criminal one, or to either of the litigants if the

case is a civil one. All relatives and connections are

forthwith dismissed—and rightly so. They w’ould not

make impartial jurors. Then those who have read about

the case—think of that, ladies and gentlemen, in this day

of newspapers !—and those who have formed any opinion

about the case are challenged and dismissed. In other

words, those who know anything about the case are re-

jected; which is to say, the more ignorant a citizen is, the

more dull his reaction to life about him, the better fitted

he is to serve on a jury. With the few that are left, the

opposing lawyers fight it out, each challenging and dis-

missing any candidate who he thinks might be partia

to the other side, or who could not be easily swayed by

him. And when the smoke of the battle has cleai^

away we have left a group of twelve men, about as unin-

telligent and emotional and sorry as could be got together-

This evil of the challenge clearly reduces the jurors to t

lowest degree of intelligence, but it is necessary in

jury system and cannot be done away with so long as

jury is used. .

All this is taking time and money. Consider the i

paneling of the jury in the O’Shay case in Chicago,

which more than thirteen weeks were required, over y,

men were summoned, and at a cost of some $60,000 to

State. In this case and in many others that I could me

tion we find that some 700 men were called before

juror was selected. In such cases as these one of

things is true: either a fit jury' was secured—but

that case 700 people had to be called to get one intei i^
man, and any system that is as wasteful as that shou

discarded—either that is true, or, on the

lawyers were trying to get a corrupt and unin e
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jury, and they got it. Any such system as that should
likewise be done away with.

But let us proceed with the trial. The lawyers present
their cases. And here we would do well to notice the type
of questions with which our typical jury of hod-carriers,
day-laborers, loafers, and what-nots is confronted. In
the early days of trial by jury the questions were simple
and direct: “Did you see Mr. Jones steal a spotted cow
from Mr. Brown? Can you identify this spotted cow as
t^he one belonging to Mr. Brown?” But juries no longer
have such questions as these to decide. Instead, they are

with two alienists, and very probably
hey labor under the impression that an alienist is a for-
ei^er. At any rate, they must follow the arguments of
he alienists and determine the sanity or insanity of the

of
fhey must decide complicated questions

In
would give an expert scientist trouble,

ill f

^pforious Fall and Doheny case we have a further
questions put before the jury,

tect
^ of a draftsman, clerk, archi-

banW ,

steamfitter’s apprentice, railway clerk,

elect •
^ drug store, second cook, and an

Unit^If
q"’ decide whether a President of the

net
had been imposed upon by one of his Cabi-
whether another Cabinet officer had been

^oyalt'
y fatuous and gullible, whether the exchange of

Sion work was an improper inva-

hy Doh
^ ^®8^*slative field, whether $100,000 in cash, sent

'''heth
^ Cabinet officer was a bribe or a loan, and

With
officials had any reason to expect trouble

decide
Competent, well-trained men are needed to

hecau
questions. But we cannot change matters,

givin
alienists and the evidence are necessary in

the accused a fair trial.

heglect^^^*'^^^
the jurors must try to discredit and

^hled ouf” T
presented and afterwards

Procedu ^
evidence and the technical code of

t®*P-
Sh^

greatest evils of the jur>' sys-
rewd and unscrupulous lawyers note and take
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advantage of every opportunity to appeal their cases.

The slightest and most trivial of errors furnishes grounds

for an appeal. The slightest error made by the judge in

stating the law or in admitting evidence, the misspelling

of a word or some other technical mistake in English in

the indictment, furnish opportunity for appealing a case

and having the original decision reversed or set aside.

There are at the present time pending in the higher cour s

literally thousands of cases that have been appealed on

such grounds as these. It is argued that the evils result-

ing from these technicalities have no relation to the ’

but is it not true that we have built up this technical wall

of procedure about the jury in order to attempt to keep

these ignorant jurors in their places? The very fact tha

the jury is made up of ignorant and unintelligent me

necessitates all these needless and wearisome contests

over the admission of evidence, which give so many

grounds for appeals and cause so much miscarriage o

justice. Thus, the judge may exclude all evidence tha

is not strictly to the point, for fear that it will have un

weight on the ignorant juror’s mind. By the very ta

that we do have the technical code of procedure we con

fess that the jury cannot be trusted to rightly weig

testimony. Yet we cling to the jury for the one purpo

of weighing testimony! It cannot be denied that t

evil is inherent in the jury' system, because if a^
presented at all it must be given in some such fashion

I have indicated. j„ring
Perhaps, however, the jurors have been asleep our

all this. But they cannot fail to be waked by the resou

ing oratory of the lawyers as they make their final

Then the jurors forget what little evidence they

have detected and give first place to the lawyer '

makes the most eloquent speech, or the strongest app

to their emotional natures.
u l w to

The judge makes his charge, interpreting the ^

them—as though the typical American jury could

enough law in five minutes to make the necessary^ ap

tions! Then as solemnly as judges they march from
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box into the jury room. Here the judge’s charge is

thrown aside and, after a few remarks by the foreman,

perhaps, the vote is taken. A hung jury results. Then,

perhaps, some one of the twelve undertakes to argue for

acquittal. If no one opposes him the vote finally goes for

acquittal; but in case another juror favors a verdict of

guilty a heated argument ensues, and the verdict then

depends upon which one argues most stubbornly and with
the greatest strength.

Such cases as this, in which one or two men are so

stubborn that the other jurors finally change their votes

exasperation, are too numerous to mention. Often
enough the jury absolutely disregards all evidence and
seeks a verdict in prayer, or passes a judgment of Solo-
uion on the case. Race prejudice all too often has much to
do in deciding cases. For example, there is the case in

'vhich an Italian, who was clearly shown by the evidence
to be guilty, was acquitted because a fellow-Italian on the
jury refused to vote guilty, saying to the other jurors.
You have acquitted Irishmen, Germans, and Jews all

^onth, and now you want to convict an Italian. I won’t
go along with you.” And besides this, juries will change
heir verdicts without hesitation, if so doing adds to their
Personal comfort.
How, in the name of common sense and reason, can

Justice come out of a system that is characterized by such
ncertainty and wrangling, such prejudice and narrow-

_®ss, such hair-splitting technicalities? These evils are
erent in the jury system. We cannot do away with

th^
the excuses from service, the challenges,

th^
ut evidence, the technical code of procedure,

^
0 hung juries, and the method of reaching a verdict,

are here to stay as long as trial by jury stays.

Negative—Luther Robinson

^EPORE beginning the discussion of the negative side

question let us get a clear understanding of

trial
the proposition that a substitute for

y jury should be adopted. We all know that when
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we speak of our judicial system we mean the entire ma-

chinery used in the enforcement of law’s, from the indict-

ment to the time when sentence is imposed upon the

criminal by the court. If certain evils creep into other

phases of this entire machinery, then we are certainly not

justified in blaming the jury for all of them, because the

jury is only one definite phase of the whole judicial sys-

tem. We would have it clearly understood in the begin-

ning that according to the statement of this query the

definite phase of trial by jury is all that we are called

upon to defend.

We contend that the jury is functioning far more satis-

factorily than any other phase of our judicial system, and

that the evils outside of the jury can in no wise be attrib-

uted to it.

If trial by jury is so much an outworn relic of the past

and no longer necessary in the administration of law, I

wish to ask the gentlemen of the opposition why it is that

trial by jury has been introduced into the Japanese sys-

tem within the past six months. Japan is now one of the

five great powers of the world. After spending six years

of thorough study of all the courts in the world, Japan

came to the conclusion that trial by jury, as administer^

in England and America, was the best possible tribunal m
whose hands to entrust the life and liberty of an individ-

ual citizen. Japan wished to democratize her judicial

procedure and to give the people a direct hand in the

enforcement of law ; therefore she introduced trial by jury

into her system of government.

Again, if the jury is so much an outworn relic of the

past and no longer serves a useful purpose, I wish to as

the gentlemen why the jury w’as introduced into the sys

tern of court-martial during the last World War.

down through the centuries the court-martial has a

ways had the power of life and death over a man in
^

army. That court has always been composed of the nios

highly trained men in the army. But during the a^^

war the system became so corrupt, so cruel, and so

considerate of the rights and liberties of the indi'i u
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that the United States Government had to pass a law
prohibiting courts-martial from condemning a man to
death without first a trial by an impartial jury of his
fellowmen. Thus we see a new use for the jury, in a sys-
tem that never knew the jury before.

Now, according to the statement of the query, the gen-
tlemen of the affirmative must present to you a plan that
yill justify the complete, absolute abolition of trial by
jury. As we discuss the merits of adopting a substitute
tor trial by jury we should keep before us a clear and
definite statement of the original and fundamental pur-
poses of the jury as it was intended by the American
people who wrote our Federal Constitution. For, clearly,

jj

we can show that by a continued use of the jury we can
est carry out those purposes, the affirmative is not justi-
ed m contending for the abolition of the jury and pro-

cOsmg to adopt in its stead a system wholly untried and
trary to the principles of a democratic government,
hen the Federal Constitution was first written there

the a"®
referred to trial by jury. But would

conrfif^^*^*o^" Constitution under these
demanded that two additional

definifoi
^

i. ^
written into the Constitution referring

^
believp^

tue American people demanded the jur>', they

continnVf it, and they will

to derifU
° ^®”^und to be tried by a jury when it comes

for 1 ffl

^ question of life and death, or imprisonment
few years or for life.

^ believ!f
^ discussion of the purpose of the ju6\

^8ree with
representatives of the opposition wiU

the ii
original and fundamental purpose

®stablishpH
twofold. In the first place, the jury was

^Kainst th
Purppse of protecting the individual

tbe past
^Jsuse of governmental power. Histoiy' for

iPstitution^'if"
centuries shows that no other

taininir tho
/o"® "lore in developing and main-

than ha<» tv,
""d liberties of the individual citizen

e right of trial by jury. In the second place.
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the jury was established for the purpose of deciding

simple issues of fact as reported by witnesses, the jurors

to be aided by instructions from the court, presided over

by an impartial judge. We contend that this twofold

system of judge and jury is the best possible combination

that can possibly be devised for the enforcement of laws.

The speaker of the affirmative has admitted the value

of jury trial in the past, but now he would have you be-

lieve that the whole jury system has gone to pieces within

the past few years. In the attempt to prove this they are

taking all the evils in our whole judicial system and at-

tempting to focus them upon the jury.

As an argument against adopting a substitute for tria

by jury we contend: (1) That the right of trial by jury

is fundamental in our Federal Constitution and is stiu

absolutely necessary as a safeguard against the "Misuse o

governmental power; (2) that the jury is fundamentally

sound and efficient; (3) that no effective substitute to

trial by jury can be devised that will carry out the

fold purpose of the jury and at the same time admit

people to a share in the enforcement of laws.

Now, when the gentlemen of the opposition bring b®"

fore you a picture of the apparent breakdown in our

system of justice and bewail the increase in crime an^

careless disregard for law which has seemingly

about within the past twenty-five or thirty years, then

assail trial by jury as the cause of these conditions, tn >

must prove that the evils of which they speak are

herent in the jury itself and not in some other Phases
^

our judicial system or in society as a whole. And,

thermore, they must prove that the system "*bich

propose to adopt will work under all conditions;

will be free from the evils which they say
jy

jury, and that it will carry out the purposes of the J

and at the same time admit the people to a share m

enforcement of laws. ^g,

A general survey of the social criticism which

veloped in this country for the past -L. of

shows that the jury is not responsible for the cri ic
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our courts. I believe you will agree that during this

period there has been general criticism, general dissatis-

faction, and general condemnation of all existing institu-

tions. No institution has escaped the attention of the

critics and the sneering reformer. Even the institutions

of religion and marriage have not escaped. But shall w’e

condemn these institutions in order to satisfy the critic

and the reformer? Certainly not. It is evident that an
extra strain has been thrown upon these institutions dur-
ing this period of which I speak. But does this prove

that these institutions are fundamentally unsound? The
history of the world goes to show that following any great

catastrophe like the Great War there is a general in-

crease in the crime rate, a general criticism and a general

Condemnation of existing institutions not attributable to
^ny one thing.

With these facts before you, consider, now’, another
important matter, another condition which has developed
m this country during this same period of which I speak,
t is evident that during this period there has been an
educated public opinion in its attitude toward offenses
^hich constitute crimes. This is shown by the fact that

have not only retained our old laws, but at the same
ime we have made many new laws which place greater
Restrictions upon the liberties of the individual citizen,

example, we have made new laws concerning automo-
1 cs. We have made strict traffic laws, we have made
ore stringent laws concerning sex relations and the
e eral prohibition law. And the violators of this prohi-
1 ion law literally fill our courts today.

th"^^®®®
new laws are the ones that are the most violated

;

Kr
violated under any system, because of the

ind^
restrictions they place upon the liberties of the

Poi'I*^^^^
citizen, who has not yet been educated to the

n where he considers these laws just.

a
^‘icording to the Year Book for 1927, there has been

nine^^^^^^
homicide rate since 1917 of more than

since^^o
million population, and at the same time

10 there has been an increase in the rate of con-
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viction for homicides of ten per cent per million popula-

tion. There has been a decrease of more than fifty per

cent in such crimes as public drunkenness, disorderly

conduct, larceny, and fraud. These are all old laws, w’ell

established and considered just. The efficiency of the

jury is increasing year by year in respect to these laws.

But notice the record for these new laws which have

thrown an extra burden upon the courts, in part because

many people still consider some of them unjust. Since

1910 there has been an increase in the violation of the

traffic laws of more than two hundred and fifty-eight per

cent, liquor laws three hundred per cent, and drug laws

two thousand per cent.

This record clearly shows that the system does convict

for violation of laws that are well established in the

minds of the people, and that these new laws are the ones

which are being most violated today. These laws will be

violated under any system until the people are educated

to the point where they consider these laws just. Now,

we contend that unless we give the people a direct hand

in the enforcement of these laws it will be impossible to

know when the people are behind the courts, and unless

the people are behind the courts we cannot expect a zea

for law enforcement under any conditions. The jury js

the only part of our government that connects the peop 6

directly with the government. There is nothing so calcu-

lated to incur social upheaval as the enforcement of un-

popular laws upon the people against their will. Now, i

during this period of unrest and unstable social condi^on^

we allow the reformers to take from us the RIGHT o

trial by jury we shall not have any power to assert o

^
rights if the government begins to misuse its power, an

the people of the succeeding generation will aw^e to

realization that they have been deprived of their voice

a democratic government.
j.

Trial by jury is not responsible for the criticism o

courts today. But those who thoughtfully criticize

judicial system say that we should purge it of those

which have crept in and are dragging the jurj lu
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dust, rather than abolish the institution altogether be-
cause of evils which exist in some other phase of our
judicial system and in society as a whole. The jury cer-
tainly cannot be blamed for the evils that result from the
technical code of procedure, or from the misuse of the
challenge by lawyers and judges.

Raymond Moley, of the law school of Columbia Univer-
sity, assisted by Justin Miller of the University of Cali-
fornia and by the authorities of Western Reserv’e Univer-
sity of Cleveland, Ohio, have just written a book on the
crime situation in the United States, called “Politics and
riminal Prosecution.” The book was published in Janu-

of this year, and contains the latest figures on the
crime situation in the United States.

In this book Mr. Moley places the blame for the crime
situation in this country almost wholly upon the prosecu-
ors and the judges. Mr. Moley and those who assistedim took five representative states in this country—New

California, Minnesota, Illinois, and Georgia—and
und that eighty per cent of all criminal cases were dis-

if th
some way before they reached a jurj*. Now,

hon
disposed of unsatisfactorily, I ask you,

tho^*^^ u
responsible for them, the jurj’ or

We r
cases before they reach a jurj’?

cent
conditions do more than twenty per

admi.7 .
^ justice is not

savs
satisfactorily, who is to blame? Mr. Moley

cutor<5 ^
juiy. but the very judges and prose-

«ubstitute ^r the'ju^r^"^^'"’""
opposition would

criminal cases disposed of by

tried a
^"'\.P*’°*‘^‘=utors, only twelve per cent were even

indicted
offense with which they were first

or allow«ri +
^ dismissed by the prosecutor

offense
° Kuilty before the judge for a lesser

^or exaZl" fi>^t indicted.

Uiurder wnnLi u
indicted for grand larceny or for

of a pettv m’ .1^
allowed to plead guilty before the judge

IS emeanor, fined a few dollars, and allowed
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to escape, or by bargaining with the prosecutor would be

set free entirely.

From eighty-five to ninety per cent of the cases in

Maryland are disposed of in the same way. Mr. Moley

says that this waiving of felonies and bargaining with

criminals by the judges and prosecutors is the crying evil

in the administration of justice in this country today.

Either a person is guilty of the crime charged, or he is

not. It does not satisfy the requirements of justice to

punish him for a lesser crime because it is impossible to

punish him for a greater one.

We see that this is exactly what is being done in eighty

per cent of the cases in the five states which I have just

mentioned. Criminals are being turned loose by the

wholesale by the judges and prosecutors, and the jury

has nothing whatever to do with it. WTien a criminal

commits a murder, instead of being tried before a jury

and either convicted or acquitted according to the evi-

dence, he is allowed to plead guilty to a petty misde-

meanor before a judge. By pleading guilty before a

judge the criminal is assured of a lighter sentence or a

pardon, or he may be permitted to plead guilty to a

offense than that with which he is charged. This is the

reason why ninety-five per cent of the criminals of MaiT'

land chose the judge in preference to the jury. In this

way the criminal receives something of value for his p ®

of guilty. I have shown you that the majority of th

criminals are turned loose in this way today. Once

I ask. Who is responsible for the unsatisfactor>'

tration of justice in these cases, the jur>*, or the judg

and the prosecutors?



John Armstrong

By G. W. Paschal

J
OHN ARMSTRONG, who knows of him?—one of the

founders of the Baptist State Convention of North

Carolina, and its first Corresponding Secretary; a

charter member of the Board of Trustees of Wake Forest

Institute
; the man who raised the money for building the

present Administration Building of the College; the man

appointed by the Trustees to make the first course of

studies, under which the first class of the College gradu-

ated in 1839 ; the first full professor, occupying the chair

of Ancient Languages; the founder and namer of the

Philomathesian and Euzelian literary societies, and the

Writer of their constitutions ;
the leader in the establish-

ment of the Wake Forest Baptist Church ; the founder of

the library and its first librarian ;
the inspirational leader

of young men ; one of the most powerful preachers, most

able and scholarly men, and most charming writers who
has been numbered among the North Carolina Baptists,

and yet Wake Forest has almost forgotten him.

He was the son of Robert and Mary Armstrong, and

Was born in Philadelphia, November 27, 1798, and died in

Hoxubee County, Mississippi, September 15, 1844. His

®arly life ^jjs spent in poverty and he served his ap-

prenticeship as a tinker. Before he was sixteen years

®ld, however, he was converted, and with all his life pur-

poses enlarged and ennobled he felt called to preach the

Hospel, In his youth and uncertainty he put himself

Pader the care of Reverend Wm. Staughton, who from
^at time directed his education, first in the Institute of

hiladelphia, a sort of branch of Columbian College at

ashington, of which institution Staughton later became
president and Armstrong a student. Here Armstrong
^as distinguished for zeal in the prosecution of his
® Pdies and the high stand he maintained in his classes.

He Was graduated with the degree of Bachelor of Arts
m 1825. Leaving Columbian College with strong testi-
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monials from the president and from the president of the

Board of Trustees, he taught for the year 1926 at Car-

tersville, Virginia, where he recommended himself by his

excellence as a teacher and his zeal in Christian w’ork to

all with whom he came in contact, including many of the

ablest Baptists of that State. During this year he learned

of the low estate of the Baptists in North Carolina, and

he determined to go there. He knew that in North

Carolina at that time there was little hope of getting

enough as a preacher to keep soul and body together, and

therefore he used his skill as a teacher to support himself

while he preached and ministered to Baptist churches as

occasion offered. With this in view, he bepn work m
January, 1827, as head master of a school in Nashville-

In two years he was already recognized as one of the mos

prominent Baptists in the State, and at the first meeting

of the North Carolina Baptist Benevolent Society, Febru-

ary 10, 1829, he was named as one of its directors.

A new epoch in Armstrong’s life begins with the organ-

ization of the Baptist State Convention at Greenville*

March 26, 1830. He was one of the seventeen men who

inaugurated this great enterprise. It is a sufficient evi-

dence of the recognition already accorded him that 6

was made the first Corresponding Secretary of the Con-

vention, a place which he held during the remaining

seven and a half years he was in the State, during w i

time the Baptist work of the State under his leadersn V

made almost marvelous progress.

When the Convention was organized in 1830 there "Ort

about fifteen thousand Baptists in the State.
°

these were unprogressive and opposed to the purposes

which the Convention was organized. But

ganization of the Convention a better day had
g

There was still much apathy and lack of interest a

the churches of the denomination, which in some

tions like the Kehukee developed into pronounce vv

sition. This was followed by the defection

other associations. But the zeal of the progreMi'6 ^

tist leaders of this time—Wait, Meredith, Dockery,
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the rest—was undaunted by any kind of opposition. Un-
der the leadership of Armstrong, missionaries were sent
all over North Carolina, and every Baptist pastor who
had caught the spirit of the Convention became a flaming
evangel. From this time dates the wonderful growth of
the Baptists of North Carolina. Who can fail to be
aioved by the enthusiasm of such words as follow from
the report of Armstrong to the Convention at Cashie in
1834 ?

At our last meeting, held at Dockery’s meeting-house, we re-
olced to see that our march was still onward, that from the
®ebleness of Infancy we had reached the strength and vigor of
youth.

. . . Aij,j now here we are again, assembled in the name
uud in the fear of the great Head of the Church. As a convention

have been In existence four years, and we may well say, What
Us God Wrought? This past year has exceeded all others. Our

^
sslonarles and agents have traversed the whole State; and re-
'^uls have, in many places, followed their labors. During the

th
ubout five thousand persons have been baptised; and

and
is rapidly increasing in strength, respectability,

tlo
'*®®^^^uess. The Institute [Wake Forest] commenced opera-

Upo^
February, and in September there were seventy students.

gp°” young men the Lord has recently poured out His
have reason to believe that from thirty to forty

of th
hopefully converted to the truth. And the sons of some

utay
^ ”'®”’her8 of the Convention are among the blessed. We

thlnJ^
gratitude and Joy, “The Lord has done great

hlessln
''^^®''oof we are glad!’’ Some of us asked for a

an for a great blessing; and God poured out upon us
®*ooeding great blessing.

on^^f
must be remembered that Armstrong was only

kfeat
^ whose zeal and labors brought about the

mentioned above, it must also be remem-

the
work was given direction and impulse by

iiQt
^^®msm of the youthful leader. And yet he did

righfi
to run away with his judgment. He

®®timated the nature of the difficulties with which

®st denomination was attended, the great-

weakening or breaking up of congre-

^tiat flo
'^tiurches by the steady stream of emigration

^^30 to'i 8d
North Carolina to the West in the decade

‘tO- “Many of our most efficient brethren,” says
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he, “have removed to the distant West, and many more

are on the eve of departure.” He feared that these men

were influenced by hopes of personal gain ; but after al-

most a century we know that the emigrants, fired with

the missionary spirit of the young Convention, went

forth to plant Baptist churches in their new homes.

Armstrong was in New Bern before the end of 1829.

After the organization of the Convention early in 1830,

when Wait had resigned the New Bern pastorate to ac-

cept the agency of the Convention, Armstrong was called

to fill the vacancy. He continued as pastor of this church

until 1835. But his greatest work in North Carolina was

in connection with Wake Forest College. His interest m

ministerial education was manifested as early as 1831-

He proposed to the Baptist State Convention, which rn®

that year at Rogers’ Cross Roads in Wake County, to gi'®

instruction free to any young ministers that the Conven-

tion would send to him. His labors for Wake Forest be-

gan as soon as its establishment was proposed, and con-

tinued with unabated enthusiasm, not to say passion, a

long as he remained in the State. As Corresponding S®

retary of the Convention he had the chief direction
j.

plans for its opening. As we have seen, he was a cha ®

member of the Board of Trustees. He was a member

the committee which chose Samuel Wait as the first P*"®

dent of the institution. I discuss briefly some of

activities in its behalf.

If the manual labor feature of the Wake Forest

tute did not originate with him, it found in him its m

persuasive advocate. On January 19, 1833, he

a lecture on Manual Labor Schools in the City of Ra
^

which was printed in the Raleigh Register of Februa

This lecture was as able and eloquent an exposition o

subject as was ever made. Its immediate effect w

gain acceptance for the manual labor principle,^ *
titut®

way to recommend most powerfully the proposed

at Wake Forest not only to the Baptists, but to o

especially the rich planters of the State.

One of his most remarkable achievements was ‘
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ing of the money for the erection of the old College Build-

ing, to which I have already alluded. At the meeting of

the Board of Trustees in May, 1834, it was decided to put
np a large college building to serve for both dormitories

and classrooms, and to cost ten thousand dollars. The
Trustees asked Armstrong to go into the field and raise

the money. Though he had traveled in only five counties,

seemingly the richer counties of eastern North Carolina,

he had already raised more than $13,500 when the Con-
vention met at Cashie in November of that year. Before
the first of the following February he had increased the

subscriptions to $17,000. Of this amount more than
?13,500 was collected. This accomplishment will appear
the more remarkable when it is remembered that there
'vere at that time not more than as many Baptists in the
State as Armstrong raised dollars for the building pro-
gram of Wake Forest; the people had not before been
appealed to for contributions to college education, and
^ost of them, being without newspapers and other period-
^^Is, had to learn what they knew of the institution at
ake Forest from Armstrong himself. As a result of the

success of his canvass, plans for the erection of the Col-
&e Building, as it was called, were begun even before
u canvass was finished, the permanent building was

erected with all speed, and with its erection Wake Forest

^

ccame a permanent institution. At the time of its erec-

and
college building in the State, it still stands,

lin
without appeal because of its majestic

rai^^
ought to be called by the name of the man who

*®ed the money for its erection. It is his only material
"Monument in this State.

ev
college professor Armstrong had a brief but most

ul career. Though elected to the chair of Ancient

uot enter upon its duties until

hav^^T**^^
second session in Februarj', 1835. We

uiak^e
^ asked by the Trustees to

^hou
course of studies for the institution,

labor^'
. Forest was at that time only a manual

institution, he made for it, as is revealed bv the
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records of the first graduates, which are still preserved,

a college course of studies; such was his faith in the

future of the school.

As a teacher he was one of that all-too-rare class who

are inspirational. That he was such we have the testi-

mony of such men as Dr. W. T. Brooks and Rev. J. L.

Prichard. Brooks in his diary compares some of his

later teachers to Armstrong and yearns for his old master.

One of his students, Mr. James C. Dockery, smit with the

love of the Muses, accompanied him to Europe to pursue

his studies in the University of Paris. He saw things

with the eyes of a young man, and his big-hearted sym-

pathy won them. One day in 1834, while traveling io

Pasquotank County, he stopped to talk with a young man

who was working as a carpenter on a house. In a conver-

sation of a few minutes he kindled in the breast of that

young man a desire for an education. When that building

was finished that young carpenter threw down his ham-

mer, declared that he was going to have an education,

and made his word good. He came to Wake Forest, ma ^

his way through to graduation in spite of lack of means,

became a great minister of the Gospel, in his final pastor

ate built the present church of the First Baptist Churc^

of Wilmington, remained at his post during the yello'^

fever epidemic that visited that city in 1862, and con^

tracting the disease himself, died a martyr to his

to duty. That was John L. Prichard, the father of Mr •

Janie P. Duggan and of the late Mrs. C. E. Taylor.

To Armstrong Wake Forest owes, also, the

of its library and, as I have said above, he was the n

librarian. It is his view that is reflected in the repor
^

the Wake Forest Institute to the Baptist State

tion of 1836, which declares that a good library is m

pensable to an institution that aspires to high

needful to both professor and student, and for

respect abroad. As the literarj- societies were the

agencies which could at that time collect mone>

purchase of books, they had each its own librarj
»

^
selection and purchase of books was under the car
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Armstrong. On one day in August, 1836, eight hundred

dollars worth of books were received at the Institute. To
see them admiring throngs of students flocked to Arm-
strong’s room, waiting with impatience until the opened
boxes revealed the fine volumes to their admiring eyes.

Since that time Wake Forest has increased in wealth a

thousandfold, and in students sevenfold, but the annual

appropriation for books has made no corresponding ad-

vance beyond that eight hundred dollars of 1836.

During the two years and a half in which Armstrong
J’emained at Wake Forest he not only taught his classes,

but led the students in many activities. For one thing,
be Was leader of one of the groups of laborers on the
farm. The character of his leadership may be judged
from a contemporary record, which says that “the fence
^urps, led by Mr. Armstrong, in two evenings made a
fence and staked it near half a mile in length, and most
uf the rails were carried on the shoulders at least three
hundred yards.”

•^vmstrong had a leading part in the organization of
he literary societies of the College. He had been at the
institution only two weeks when, on February' 14, 1835,
e delivered an address to the students on “The Value of
olemic Studies.” At its conclusion the two societies

^ere formed, the Philomathesian led by J. C. Dockery of
ichmond County and the Euzelian by H. K. Person of
utham County. The names of the societies were al-

sPf
!^®^fuinly suggested by Armstrong, while their con-

^
1 utions, practically identical for both societies, could

and^
written by no one else. The form and dignity

the
uf parliamentary procedure which from

6 first marked the proceedings of the two societies

dr P
been gained under his tutelage. He

ci II

societies for their public celebrations, espe-

oAh
those of the Fourth of July, then the chief event

1835^ year. The exercises of the Fourth of July,

a m
' ^he prints of the day to have been “in

anv
most interesting, perhaps, ever witnessed in

Part of the Union,” and this claim is confirmed by the
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diary of a student of that year. In 1836, in addition to

the oration and the other exercises of the day, the stu-

dents gave at night a play written by Armstrong, proba-

bly the first college play ever written and played in North

Carolina. Its subject was the rescue of a maiden cap-

tured by the Indians. The theater for its presentation

was in the hollow to the north of the campus. So real-

istic were the scenes that the children present did not get

over their fright for many a day and carried to their

graves vivid impressions of painted Indians and blood-

curdling yells.

Armstrong was full of devices for the physical, moral,

and spiritual improvement of the students, some of which

would be regarded today as idiosyncrasies. Though he

knew nothing of football, basketball, and baseball, by one

or another of which every modem college student is

expected to stay in the pink of physical condition, he had

some knowledge of dietetics and narcotics. When he had

been at Wake Forest only a month he got the students

together and addressed them on the use of coffee, which

he regarded as a great evil in diet. He showed that the

use of coffee as a beverage was recent, and to it he at-

tributed the physical degeneracy of Turks, Italians, and

Englishmen. On the other hand, the beasts of the field,

such as lions and tigers, by drinking water, had retained

their pristine vigor. He also declared that “the use o

coffee produces many diseases among men denominated

nervous, and that palsies are not infrequently traceable

to the use of the same beverage.” The result was tha

twenty-six students pledged themselves to substitute mo-

lasses and water for coffee for a space of three months,

while ten others “formed a society for the use of

water.” Later, under Armstrong’s influence, near y

every student in the institution resolved to abstain fr®^

the use of tobacco. But it must be recorded that in

and in all other matters of like kind he sought to gain

ends only by the powers of persuasion. He showed

he regarded the students as responsible moral agents a

never urged them to take a step against their will.
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As I stated above, Armstrong was a leader in religious

activities, also, in the early Wake Forest. He seems, in-

deed, to have regarded care for the religious development

of the students as sacred a part of his duty as his instruc-

tion in the classroom. He neglected nothing that he

thought might stimulate and quicken the boys and young

men in their religious life. In the pulpit, in the prayer-

meeting, in the Society of Inquiry, which was a students’

organization, in Bible class, in a special theological class

for young ministers, in special addresses, in ordinarj'

times and in times of revival, he was indefatigable in his

^^oligious zeal and work. In the organization of the Wake
Forest Baptist Church he was most active, being the

“organ” of those first constituted into the church by

President Wait, who did not become a member until later.

On that occasion, August 30, 1835, Armstrong preached
the sermon, at the conclusion of which, says a student in

his diary, “The Heavenly Dove in all His quickening pow-

ers came down among us.” Along with Wait he shared
m the labors of developing this church, for Wait accepted
the pastorate only on condition that Armstrong would
serve as assistant pastor. And, while he remained at

Wake Forest, Armstrong preached much more often
than Wait himself. The diary of W. T. Brooks, from
"'hich I have just quoted, shows with what acceptance
^nd appreciation his sermons were heard by the students.
rooks gives the texts of two score of these sermons, the

outlines of nearly all, and words of comment. He was
Uniformly pleased with them, whether the preacher
Sought to enforce the common obligations of the Chris-
mn life, told of the glories of the coming of our Lord and
aviour, or appealed with all his pathos and earnestness

^0 the unconverted. And his admiration grew from week
Week. Of one of the last of Armstrong’s sermons

g

“^^oks says that it “was really sublime.” None of these
Summons seems to have been without the evangelical note.

Wa!^
religious work at Wake Forest, Armstrong

‘ evidently possessed with a passion to provide the
ists of North Carolina with an educated ministrj*.
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Here, with a hundred bright young men, he had a glorious

opportunity to effect his purpose. His ardor and zeal may
be indicated by the story that follows. On the night of

November 30, 1836, he rose in prayer-meeting and intro-

duced the following resolution: “That in our estimation

our Brethren Henry L. Graves and Wm. T. Brooks are

called of God to preach the Gospel of Christ, and it is the

duty of this church to authorize them to preach the Gos-

pel wherever they may be called; and that the pastor be

authorized to furnish them with an instrument signed by

him and the clerk which shall be considered as a license.”

Brooks says that he was never more surprised in his life,

and doubtless Graves was as much surprised. The church

adopted the resolution, and the two young men were

thrust like fledglings from the nest of mother church to

try their wings. And well did the issue justify the inspi-

rational impulse of Armstrong. Brooks became an able

preacher and a professor in Wake Forest College, while

Graves became the first president of the Texas Baptist

State Convention, and also the first president of Baylor

University.

In July, 1837, Armstrong was granted leave of absence

for two years to study in Europe, subject to recall before

the expiration of that period should his services be

needed. There is a tradition, seemingly well authenti-

cated, that Armstrong went abroad in accord with a pla”

of the Trustees to study the educational systems of

Europe with a view of introducing them in the college

into which they were already planning to develop the

Institute, and of which it was expected Armstrong would

become president.

But when two years later Armstrong returned from his

stay in Europe he found his place filled at Wake Forest-

It had been necessary, of course, to get other men in the

places of Armstrong and Graves, who left the Institute

at the same time. Daniel Ford Richardson, a New Eng

lander, was elected to fill the chair of Armstrong. At the

same time John B. White, another New Englander,

also elected to a place on the faculty. During this perio
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two other New Englanders, H. A. Wilcox and Stephen

Morse, were also added to the teaching force. The former

remained only a year, while Morse, who had come to the

College in February, 1839, as adjunct professor of Ancient

Languages, was, right on the eve of Armstrong’s return,

advanced to full professorship in the place of Richardson,

who took another chair. The records leave little doubt

that all this was done with the acquiescence if not in

accord with the plan of President Wait and the New Eng-
landers on the faculty.

Armstrong, finding his place filled as indicated, was not
the man to wrangle for it. When he had understood the

situation he came before the Trustees at their meeting
during the time of the Convention at Grassy Creek, in

Granville County, in the fall of 1839, and offered his resig-

nation of the professorship at Wake Forest. Although
the Trustees refused to accept it, Armstrong insisted, and
the Board at a later meeting was forced to let him go.
Wake Forest College never received a greater blow’. It

^as in vain that the Trustees wreaked their vengeance on
the man whose machinations they believed had brought
about the situation, but who carried from Wake Forest
he church’s highest testimonials of character. The Col-

lost many of its friends. Some of the most active
^ustees never attended another meeting. The resent-
jnent against the New Englanders, who were believed to
a abolitionists and out of sympathy with the ideals of the
®uth, continued until finally all of them resigned. White

"ivr
^ of hoe moral character and of great

aft
ond left the College with the confidence of all

or remaining ten years longer than the others. The
of the College remained unpaid, the number of stu-

184^^ year after year to the low point of 54 in

le
finally in 1846 Wait himself left the presidency,

^aving it, however, with the confidence and esteem of the

ioiniediately made him president of the

The*^)-'
^ P°®*^*oii which he held until his death in 1866.

Self
hy far, however, was Armstrong him-

0 student of his record can fail to raise the ques-
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tion whether he was not the very greatest Baptist who
ever labored in North Carolina. Only at rare intervals

does such an inspirational leader of young men appear.

One of the handsomest of men, tall and well proportioned,

with good social qualities, fuB of enthusiasm and untiring

in labor, he was lost to the Baptists of the State and to

the College at a time when our need was the sorest.

On July 17, 1837, Armstrong embarked at New York

for Havre. He had as traveling companions Ezekiel G.

Robinson, later president of Brown University, and John

J. Audubon, the great American ornithologist, with both

of whom he formed an intimate friendship. For two

years he was in France and Italy, pursuing a course of

reading and visiting places of historical interest. During

the first three months of 1838 he w'as in Italy. In a series

of letters published in the Biblical Recorder he has left

a most interesting account of his observations during the

period from December 30, when he was at Lyons, France,

until he reached Geneva on April 5. In not twice as many

days Armstrong wrote forty-eight letters of an average

length of not less than three thousand words. It is these

letters that reveal the man as nothing else we have does.

He was thoroughly familiar with the history and antiqu^'

ties, the myths and legends of ever>' place he visited.

quotes freely from Virgil and Horace and other Latin

poets, evidently from memor>', lines suggested by liter*

ary associations of the places he visits. His pen-pictures

of Pompeii as he saw it and of the Roman Forum of

day are as clear as photographs. He is alike fortuna

and happy whether he is describing the Strada Nuova ^

Genoa, Virgil’s tomb, or the Gulf of Naples, the

Campagna with its luxurious crops in contrast with t

desolation that seemed to curse even the vegetation in t

domain of the Pope, the ruined amphitheatre at Capu^’

or the Pontine Marshes. He is equally happy and

esting in his descriptions of the churches and ,

treasures and antiquities of Rome. He becomes a fn®

of the priests, is given the special honor of hearing t

Sunday evening operas, and is present at the installa
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of cardinals, not withholding a word of scorn when even

the most intelligent of them kissed, as part of the cere-

mony, the big toe of the “Jupiter Capitolinus” trans-

formed into a “Saint Peter.” His friends and traveling

companions are men of prominence and ability, w’hether

Englishmen or priests of the Church of Rome. Unfortu-

nately, only this series of letters was published. He
'vrote numerous others, and kept a journal with copious

notes of his travels and studies. He had even prepared

n manuscript volume of his travels, but as many books of

travel were appearing, he hesitated to publish it. When
after his death Rev. Thomas Meredith, who knew its

''^orth, sought to get it, part of it could not be found, and
nn that account no publication was made.

After Armstrong had decided to give up his work at

^ake Forest he accepted the unanimous invitation ten-

dered him to become pastor of the church at Columbus,
Mississippi, and entered upon the discharge of his duties
there in the spring of 1840. I am taking the remaining
^cidents I shall relate of his life from the sketch hy Rev.
William Carey Crane of Semple Broadus College, Missis-
sippi, in “Annals of the American Baptist Pulpit.” He
continued in this pastorate at Columbus until the spring
® 1843. He led the church to pay off its heavy debt, saw
grow in numbers by revivals, as a result of one of which

J^re than thirty were added to his church by baptism,

j

'^ring the whole period of his pastorate he was faithful
P the discharge of every duty and, with great sincerity

zeal, pressed the claims of the Bible upon saint and
Pner. His congregations included a large number of
ersons distinguished for intelligence, who highly appre-
p cd his intellectual efforts.”

/^PP®* 1842, he married Mrs. Pamela Pouncey, a

pro^
the Columbus church. Since she had large

abl
^his marriage brought upon him a consider-

mov
burden of care. In the spring of 1843 he

Qq
^ 'vith his wife to one of her plantations in Noxubee

gjve
though the people of Columbus were unwilling to

^Pi up. Business called him to a visit to Texas in
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the winter of 1843-44, He did not, however, cease from
Christian work, but continued to preach at several of the

churches in the neighborhood of his home in Noxubee
County, and instructed a number of scholars in the clas-

sics. He attended the meetings of the Mississippi Baptist

Convention, and was moderator of the Columbus Associa-

tion in 1843, “and at the following session in September,

at the very time he was on his death bed, he was ap-

pointed to preach the missionary sermon at the session

of 1845.” He had contracted a fever which took a severe

form and brought him to his death on the 15th day of the

month. "His closing hours were marked by calm and

sublime dignity and perfect resignation to the Divine will.

His funeral services were attended, on the Sabbath suc-

ceeding his death, by an overwhelming congregation in

Columbus. ... It is rare that such a depth of grief

appears as was manifested on that occasion.” I close with

the following words taken from Meredith’s notice of his

death in the Biblical Recorder:

As a minister of the Gospel, Brother Armstrong stood de-

servedly high. As a scholar and a friend of literature, he
excelled by none of his brethren in this SUle. As a gentlemen

and a pleasant and amiable family companion he had few supe-

riors. As a pious man, a sincere and devoted Christian, a men

of exemplary moral character and of pure and spotless life,

was far above reproach or suspicion.
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Greetincs’
Student pays its

respect to the staff of 1928-29 for their serv-
ices. They collected material rather slowly in the earlier

part of the year, but they retrieved the mistake and have
eiven us our regular issues. Their magazine has been
as representative as the great majority of similar college

publications—more intellectual and much larger than the
8reat majority of them. The editorials, which have been
iversified, have discussed major problems on the campus.

.

cy have kept in view the advancement of educational
u erest, the encouragement of literary effort, and the
^casure of their readers. It will be our policy to do like-

^

ise. We hope that the students will freely use this mag-
^lue as their own, will contribute to it widely, and that it

Coif
^'^^^^ssfully serve the literary activity of the

Improvements greatest pleasure that we
the Campus number of improvements on our

e^lj
, campus. Attention has already been

^round^°
completion of the rock wall all the way

the twenty-five-acre enclosure of the campus.
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Probably no one thing has added more to the general

effect than the completion of the campus wall, together
with the restoration of the arch which was presented by
the Class of 1909, and the planting of shrubs at this

entrance of the campus.

We now have several first-class tennis courts at the

disposal of the students, including the three excellent

courts recently constructed near Bostwick Hall. There
have been unsuccessful attempts to supply this great need

before, and it is the sincere hope that the present courts

will always be kept in splendid condition. There is a plan

for preparing additional courts over near the athletic

field. Increasing the number of first-class courts will

bring about more general participation in this sport and

cannot fail to be appreciated by the student body. The

new tennis courts tend to bring the beautiful and majestic

front of Bostwick Hall more into prominence. They have

made attractive this part of the campus, which has been

largely waste land and certainly not pleasing in appear-

ance. The need for these courts is shown by the fact that

they are continually occupied during practically all hours

of the day.

The construction of one main walk through the campus
parallel with the highway is under way. This, instead of

two smaller ones, will provide larger grass plots. The

ground before some of the buildings has been elevated with

decayed rock. Concrete steps have been erected where

needed. It is obvious, of course, that there will have to

be some means of protecting from washing the numerous

walks that have been built up. Our lawns are extremely

heavy, though with a healthy appearance. Soft lawns

have not been the idea, or there would be mowers used to

produce this. The continual shedding of magnolia leaves

hinders the general cleanliness more than any other one

thing.

A major improvement is represented in the gift of the

senior class. There was some speculation as to what the

seniors would do; now there can be do disappointment*

It has been unfortunate that the drive entrance to the
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College and the so-called rear entrance were identical.

The curbing and the walks to the drive now being con-

structed by the senior class will bring about great neat-

ness to this part of the campus. The problem of parking

automobiles will certainly be presented, however, and will

have to be solved. Shrubbery to be planted will produce
a commendable finish to this work. This spring is the

first season that the larger part of our shrubbery has had
a chance to show itself, and we have looked on it with

pride.

Exact plans for altering Wait Hall probably have not
been concluded. This proposed change should be deter-

niined with care, and whether or not both sides of the
building should be the same is questionable. It would be
likely to appear very affected. The present front of Wait
Hall gives an old, grand, august appearance above all, but
shall we try to make another like it? In the near future
there should be an entire remodeling of the interior of
his building, making it permanently fire-proof. We want
^iways to keep this building, which has been in use since

closest to our hearts. No one can notice
IS hall in the early morning when the sun is shining on
e moist ivy leaves without being impressed by the
®^ty of this historic structure.
Wake Forest has a beautiful location and a beautiful

if.

Om* sincere interest in culture can manifest
se f in no better way than in making our campus more
®iiutiful. May the good work go on

!

The Seniors ^me of graduation approaches the

(j
,

professors feel that their smartest stu-

'vill f
leaving them and wonder what the next year

thei •

7”*^ their advanced fields. The publications see

thei^
talent retiring, the organizations know that

ally^f^f*^^^'^^®
leaving them, and the boys individu-

This
losing their most useful friends.

8roui?
^11 justified in the fact that a senior

tfom
' essential sense of the word, withdrawing
unywhere results in a loss. Time and training have
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made them a select group of men who have adapted them-
selves and have very largely chosen their own courses.
As they join the alumni their fresh interest and influence

will be helpful to us.

We congratulate the seniors on their gift to the Col-

lege. It shows that they have a turn to see the practical

needs of their school, and that they recognize their own
ability to meet them.

We wish them all early and full success.

During the period of examinations it is

Examinations’ harder to

admit, any usefulness in them. A com-
mon opinion is that they are merely a hardship to test us

for grades. We look forward to the easy feeling of relief

when they may be over. The ideal condition presents

itself at once when we think of schooling without any
examinations at all. Their practical uses sustain them>
however, and their real value justifles their existence.

Probably the first purpose is that of organization of

material. We study fragments of work two or three

times a week, assimilating dates and details that we are

not able to retain. An examination on a course forces us

to look on it as a whole, to weigh the good and the bad,

and to balance the scales. We are then able to see the

beginning and the ending, the origin and the develop-

ments. We must have a complete outline in our minds,

with the important facts succeeding one another accord-

ingly, and leading to an end. The examination presented

should permit this, and we should be able to remember

the contents.

Examinations do, in a sense, command us. There must

be a demanding hand. Even the sincerest scholar would

not always feel the urgency of daily work without the

prospect of being tested. The prospect of examination

helps us appreciate the importance of daily work, th®

daily task, even of frequent quizzes. They will make us

organize in our minds the entire field, and so rear the fu

and final benefit of our work.
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^ttchcraft

By loNOTO

Love, there’s witchcraft in your e^’es

!

Where always lurks some fresh surprise;

Now soft and blue as summer skies;

Like far-olf hills, now grown to gray
As the daylight dies away;
Now like steel, all hard and cold

With never a spark of love to hold;
Now with darker deeper deeps
Where unhinted mystery sleeps,

Such as midnight moonlight makes
Of two lonely mountain lakes.

What if this enchantment be!
Love, be wise; give them to me!
^ly lips two holy Palmers, see.

Ale Waiting, pledged to kiss them free.



Living a London Fog
November 10, 1914

Hy Benjamin Sleod

T ONDON.—Now, of all things, I had wanted to “ex-
perience” while in London, a genuine London fog

was first and foremost. But it looked as if I should be
disappointed; for so far the days had been warm and
sunshiny and the nights clear and beautiful. However,
my wished-for experience came at last and the next morn-
ing I arose a wiser if not a sadder man.

Take a map of London and find Kensington Garden
and Hyde Park, those twin pleasure grounds, the most
popular if not the most beautiful of London’s innumer-
able parks and gardens. Notice the Serpentine, that

loveliest of man-made lakes. Well, it all began at the

great bridge spanning the Serpentine and uniting Ken-
sington Garden and Hyde Park. I was leaning over

the parapet watching a glorious sunset—and of glorious

sunsets in England there is no end—when suddenly *

change came over everything,—so suddenly that I

startled. '1 he great convoys of ducks, swans, and goese

steering homeward from under tlie bridge, became faint

and far away; night has come at one stride,—not in the

usual lingering English twilight; and while shapes are

whirling, twisting, and twining along over the Serpentine>

like the dancing of water-wraitlis.

I join the stream of humanity which is pouring oit}"

ward. There is a feeling of uncannincss, of loneliness

in the very air, drawing people closer togetJier as if

mutual protection and comradeship. Look only aliea

of you : strolling groups of bo^-s and girb have suddcnl>

become metamorphosed into sets of Siamese twins,

peojilc and only two hands and two arms visible; ^
®

other hands and arms having disappeared—in the nns
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of course. Even the trees seem to draw closer together,
^ith those vast, ghostly mist-shapes flitting among
them.

As I approach the ]\Iarble Arch where the pathways
of Hyde Park come together and empty their streams
of humanity into the hurrying tides of Oxford Street,

—

am aware that a veil is suddenly being drawn over
everything. Even the lights look as if seen through
ground glass. The Marble Arch itself has grown to
ourfold its daylight dimensions.
Shall I take a bus here and hurry on to m3' own lonel}'

odgings? No; Fleming’s first and a good dinner,
t on’t forget Fleming’s, Oxford Street, if you ever go
0 London. No other place like it for a good, square,
expensive meal and a pretty waiter.)

is
both comes down and rises up. There

ram and yet your rain coat and cap are white with
pavement shines as if oiled. As you are

fan^^'
yori begin to have strange

’f?
swimming at the bottom of a might3'

nevo*^

""Aa tons of water pressing down upon 3'ou. But

tile
Fleming’s at last, and you turn into

and ^ lighted room with a sheer sense of relief

hours’ f

which docs not come alone from a seven

all f;• (Never mind that dinner, now. I’ll teU you

Wh^^
^“*'^°a-at-Table in another letter.)

away
eomc out from dinner a bus is just moving

tfy to
^ clamber to the top. No use to

*^he numbers now. I must trust to luck,
ticket’ Sir?”

^

t o llusscll Square.”

lit KingVwa
^ ^ change to 77 or 68

“VVl
1*^^'

Si'ainrnaticau'^*
^ recklessl}* and un-

“q^r f I

"^ark.”
Square, Westminster Bridge and South-

I’lght; ginunc a ticket to Westminster Bridge.”
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A sudden inspiration has come to me. I’ll see the fog
on the Thames, tackle 68 as she comes b}', and go home.

I roll off at the arch of the great bridge and gaze
down from the parapet. And truly the sight is worth
coming to see. I am suspended over a boiling caldron,
bottomless, immeasurable, the vapor from which rolls up
toward me,- but someliow never reaches me. The vast
houses of Parliament over yonder can only be guessed
at, and even the lights on the bridge become a faint blur.

A snorting, squeaking, puffing steam tug passes with its

endless convoy of barges, and the mist for the moment
seems to be draw-n after the weird procession and you
glimpse the Thames, dark and ominous below. Better
be moving on homeward. And you start across the

bridge. For suddenly all the busses seem to have stopped.
You reach the end of the bridge and look around for

some familiar object. Where are the houses of Parlia*
ment.^ Where is the Abbey Swallowed up in the iw'
penetrable fog around you. But you walk on, knowing
that 1 rafalgar Square is straight ahead, and there the

name of tlie busses is legion. But the Square has some-
how shifted its place. The houses around you are merely
shops, not the mighty government buildings, museums
and what-all not that surround Trafalgar Square. Ah?
here is a friendly bobbie on the comer.

“What’s become of Trafalgar Square, officer?

seems to have pulled up and moved away.”

^

“Trafalgar Square, sir? It’s half a mile behind yoUj

\ ou’re going south, sir. Where do you wish to go, sir?

“Russell Square.”

**Take 77, sir. Here she comes.”

You swing once more onto the bus and clamber
the top seats. Ah, this is glorious. You arc being waftco

along through the depths of an illimitable ocean,
palpable to touch, impenetrable to sight. It is dream-
land, not I^ndon.

“Ticket, sir?”

“To Wake Forest.”

J
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“Epping Forest, you mean, sir. No more busses there

tonight, sir.”

“All right
; Fiddler’s Green, then.”

“Golder’s Green, you mean, sir. Change at Kings-
^>ury to 27 . Show it to you, sir,” adds the kind-hearted

fellow, who really thinks you are a bit dippy.

You ask the conductor of 77 to put you off at Russell

Square Hotel and sure enough here is the familiar stair-

You have only to follow the iron grating to the

corner, cross over and go straight back a block, cross over

®8«’in, count three doors and j’ou are home once more.
Easier said than done. You think j’ou are at the right

J^cor, and try your latch key. Won’t work. You go
“^ck to the corner and try again. Perhaps, 3-00 have
miscounted. Rut even the corner has moved its place
®f residence and you stand hopeless before a long line
° buildings whose existence, however, 3'ou can onl3'’

guess. If you could only wake up that infernal pug who
arks all night next door west, when 3’ou are especially
^cu, and restless. It is 3’our last hope and 3’ou give

^^sirill whistle. There comes the little brute, barking
^ur dear life. Rut strange to sa}’, he, too, has changed
is place of residence and is on the opposite side of the
reet. Never mind, ma3'be old No. 47 has changed

st^'^
flic rest of the world. And 3*ou cross the

dor^ °ii the right of tlie barking
1 lie lock gives, and you are at home

!

Wi
^ your adventures are not done with.

°ut
^ "'ij-kc up the next morning at 7 :30 and look

liclov
cutting up as man}’ capers in the street

how were pla3’ing hide-and-seek with itself. And

lady* transform things. The 3'oung

nt opposite, second floor front, is leaning out

^frantr
E'd her usually trim-fitting dress is

closelv ^
'Hill flowing, and white, and her usual!}’

younip
^“^hs are strangely disordered. Here the

her curt^^’^
discovers you, and jerks herself back behind

iiiuch*^'”+
Stranger still, for she usually likes nothing

us o j)osc between her half-drawn curtains. Rut
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it’s all the work of the fog. And you go back to bed for
just another nap before the breakfast gong sounds at
nine.

And you ve had your longed-for, never-to-be-forgotten
experience. You have lived a London fog.



Thirteen Minutes

By B. A. Strickland, Jr.

Somnia, terrore* magicot, miracula, tegat,
Nocturnos lemurei, portentaque."—Horace.

enveloped the little German ^'illage of

ton
Driving rain beat in an insistent mono-

At
shutters of the shabby little dweUings.

0
he end of the one narrow street, apart from the

Whn7 building which differed some-

resonll I"
neighbors. In this odd structure, which

lahnT.
a miniature warehouse, was the home and

villatT
crazy chemist,” as the

""hilo
referred to him. He was classed by these erst-

atre
semi-maniac. Quite advanced in

Score n* 1 i
^‘^"crable old man, having witnessed three-

At
ParnlvH T sixty-eight he had been the victim of a

Useless V * • *; entirely

tinned t

^°*]J‘tlistnnding this handicap the old man con-

whirl, 1

chemicals and odd machines,

bad h
Possessed quite an abundance. For years

neon.
liv**

*^!^P®*’”*'anting exclusively with chlorine and

sufficient
chlorine with gaseous neon under

‘^antraterl
expected to obtained a highly con-

tbe would absorb ox3’gen from

planet qn
causing the destruction of all life on the

''^plosive al"^
I'u anticipated would be a deadly

late boor' VV'^''''”tcd by countless failures he had
^°^ily fatimio^r 1

almost incessantly. Hunger and

affect on tl
grown to have practically

absorbed constitution of the old doctor.

Was in
^‘uolc in his exjicrimcnt that every-

Periment q'
ackground save the object of his ex-

"o days previous he had ordered his
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assistant out of the laboratory giving him explicit orders
not to interrupt him in his experiment at any cost. This
assistant, who was quite a nonsensical type of fellow,

greeted the old man’s order as a pleasant diversion from
what his limited intellect considered foolish and useless

labor, the young man’s only interest h’ing in the pecun-
iary aspect of his position. During the daily gatherings
of the villagers at the taverns on the long winter evenings,
this worthy delighted to jest carelessly on the subject
of his employer’s eccentricit}'.

Probably Dr. Smole’s singular visage heightened the

impression of eccentricity which one received of him*

Surrounded by drawn yellow skin which resembled old

parchment were two ferret-like eyes. Those eyes of old

Smole were terrible. Their stare could be felt. His
glance sent urchins scurrying to their mother’s aprons,

made Catholics cross themselves, and inspired in the

strongest soul a feeling of abject dread. A large hawk-
like nose only enhanced the dreadfulness of those “orbs

of the Devil,” as the village scholar described the vener-

able old doctor’s eyes.

On this particular night Smole was using for the

time a new pressure-machine which he had only recently

completed. He had remarked to his assistant during the

construction of the apparatus that, with it, he was prac-

tically certain that the elements would compound per*

fectly. It was electrically operated, the current being

obtained from a private power plant which adjoined the

laboratory.

Due to some inexplicable reason or probably because

of severe bodily fatigue and feverish mental anxiety over

the outcome of his efforts the old doctor was in an eX

ceedingly excited nervous state and possibly was troubl^

by hallucinations and passing spells of delirium-

continually muttered something about a college, a profe®

sor, and revenge. No one was able to make sense of k*®

mutterings, and people attributed them to mental di®

orders. Not a soul dreamed that these disconnect

monosyllables had to do with one of the most sensation*
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murder mysteries ever recorded in the Berlin police
annals.

Ihe village, lulled by the drumming of the raindrops,
® ept soundly as the powerful pressure-machine was pre-
pared for use. Shaded liglits silhouetting the outlines
® letorts and flasks on the walls and ceiling created
mzarre, grotesque, incongruous figures. Dr. Smole ad-
justed the last screw and placed an emptv retort on a

rrow shelf to the left of the switchboard which was
ocated above the pressure apparatus. His useless arm
angled at his side as if suspended by a hinge. The re-
urt encountered an obstacle, balanced a moment on the
ge of the shelf then slid off. The Doctor had picked
P a beaker of concentrated acid. As the retort fell

be
raised the hand which contained the

bnfl Ti
^utch the retort. Glass met glass, shattering

off / •

1^ *’^tort and the beaker. The acid trickled slowly

sevo
carrying flesh with it. He winced under the

hi>i
staggered headlong toward the door of

ann-f
had he reached the middle of the

niaclr*"^"\^“^"
turned slowly toward the

ino- realized in time that the machine hav-

a "ot stay adjusted longer than

lie
controlled by an omnipotent hand

lirain 1 r
tlie switchboard. In his disturbed

led int'*^

uncied that he heard a noise at the door which

'Pile Inf 1

®*^pet—or was it really an audible sound.?

cautintiV
lifted up slowly and the door moved with

terror n
"”*’‘1 '* uml forwards several times. Excess

thoutrhf ‘l«"l<iug soul of the old man as he

file niosf” .

‘^^P‘^*'iuicnt’s being interrupted just at

sivitchhnn moved again toward the

liydraiii;
press the button which would start the

*^ent obb
luachine. An involuntary move-

tleliberatetv\l gradually,

^Pon the H
**^1

1

^PO'i its liingcs. Standing

4ure w - f«ll. thin yet statel?

^‘ead to foo?^*^^
shroud which covered it from
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The vision arrested his feet; he remained as if petrified
with liis acid-eaten liand half raised to the switch. The
spectral stranger with measured and solemn steps ap-
proached Smole. A shaded filament bulb located on the
switchboard darted a dim melancholy luminousness on
the drawn features of the Doctor. The figure advanced
slowly yet surely toward him. A few paces from the
machine it stopped, raised its right arm, and pointed to
the old clock on the wall.

The spectre remained in this posture for several
moments. The hand of the clock was upon the stroke of
twelve. It began striking. When the reverberation of
the last stroke had died awa}’ the mj'sterious stranger
advanced yet a few steps nearer the cringing Doctor.

Yet thirteen minutes,” said a voice, faint, hollow, and
sepulchral

; “yet thirteen minutes and we meet again !”

Smole’s form was convulsed in pain from the burning
acid and a horrible expression pervaded his features. He
shuddered and gasped at tlie words of the diabolical thing
which stood before him. “We meet again.?” he pro-
nounced at length with difficulty. “Where.? Whom shall
I meet?”

The figure pointed downward with one hand and with
the other raised the linen which covered its face.

“Almighty God!” shrieked Smole, “my proLsor!”
With a superhuman effort of his grisly, talon-like hand
he threw the switch. The machine start^.
A long, drawn-out, dismal shriek issued from his ashen

lips as he fell insensible to the floor. The machine sput-
tered, hissed, and became quiet. But only for the frac-

tion of a second—a reverberating roar blasted tlie peace-
ful silence of the countryside. The house of Smole burst

asunder. Some say that the rain ceased for a moment,
so terrific was the explosion.

As silence reiped again save for the dripping of tlic

ram the inhabitants pourctl forth from their hovels-

They seemed not to mind a drenching at all, so intense

was their curiosity. Some were attired only in nigh*

clothes, others wiUiout shoes, a few carrying umbrell®*’
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Several carried smoky oil lanterns. Driving rain, hurry-
ing forms, and flickering lanterns jiresented a drear,
cheerless scene. They fared forth in the general direction
of the remains of the Smole house which was now partly
in flames. A broken, twisted mass of wood and steel was
nil that was left of the doctor’s finel}^ equipped labora-
tory. As the foremost ones gained a \'iew of the razed
structure they beheld a human hand protruding from
etween two timbers. Speedily lifting the timbers and

clearing away as much debris as possible from around
1C hand, what had once been Dr. Smole, was dragged
orth. Two men in night clothes carried the battered
nnian form to the nearest house. Intermittent groans

escaped from the lips of their human burden. He
reatiled only faintly and was covered with blood from
lead to foot. The village physician seeing that death

only a matter of several moments administered a

£

^/niilant. Presently the bloody lips moved—he spoke
aintly, yet audibly, to the group gathered around the

l^<id on which he lay.

Years ago,” the cracked voice said, “he was mv pro-
cessor in college at Berlin.” The pitiful voice faltered,
^jen Went on. “We were intimate friends, he and I. His

kill
chlorine and neon—I s-stole it Then I

Don’t 1

—gassed him. My God, I repent
thing take me!” A spasm shook his frame

tin T somewhat more steady’ voice he con-

j .1
knew the cause of his death.

came out here. Tonight he came for

hims
revengev—to take me to hell.” Half raising

^ mi elbow he cried in a still more frenzied tone:
^ beguiled with visions of profit from my

onlv of
my perjury, my hypocrisy. I think now

murder “i 1, "D’ ‘lands. I am a

‘ies 1

—eternal damnation; nought

At tl

gi'ave save a gulf of devouring flames.”

lied so"*
.Piiicture the dying old man sat bolt upright in

science
throes of a burning con-

Ihe Demon, he comes for me! Miserable
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wretch that I am! Blessed Virgin, the Fiend sp-speaks
to me! He sneers at me. He makes ready to bear me
away. His talons are at my throat. I am lost! He
flings me from the rocks. The fire, the fire, it burns,
it—.” His eyes started from their sockets, and with
one long, lingering, convulsive paroxysm of mental
anguish more than physical pain, he expired.

Only the regular ticking of the tall grandfather clock
standing near the fireplace disturbed the unearthly
silence of the death chamber. The village physician
placed his ear to the motionless breast, listened a moment,
raised up and bowing his head breathed a short prayer.
As he raised his eyes his glance fell upon the face of the

clock. The minute hand stood at exactly thirteen

minutes past midnight.



Old North State News
(Dedicated to The Woman’s Club, Raleigh.)

By Benjamin Sledd

Post-haste the Muses hie to Wake,
Tile bardling by tlie beard to take

;

The dames command and he shall make
A poem instanter!

No balking! Pegasus must break

Into a canter.

And spread the tidings up and down
There will be held in Raleigh Town
Of newest things the very crown

—

What is it?—A Kermis!
(Look in your Webster, and don’t frown:

It’s there, my dear miss.)

A Kermis?—Just Ye Olde Time Faire,

When all the world had time to spare

;

When lads were free from cark and care.

And lassies winfu’
Their last year’s bonnet still could wear

Nor think it sinfu’.

Here’s dancing!—Do you watch the spiel
Of tripping toe and glancing heel
In strathspay, jig, liornpipe and reel.

And gay fandango.
And latest cantrip o’ the deil.

Ye unco tango

!

And eating!—World-famed barbecue
Which iron tears from Pluto drew
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When Orphens tried the trick anew
And touched P.’s palate.

And won his wife from Hades’ crew
Wi’ pork and salate.

Such music!—How the fiddle’s squeal
And thumping of the fiddler’s heel,
As in and out the dancers wheel

In maze bewitching.

Make e’en the grey-beard bardling feel

His toes all twitching.

And folks I ^All Raleigh Town is there j

And something more and still to spare;
The Old North State forgets to rear

And goes to living;

And she who sells has hands so fair
Selling seems giving.

L’envoi.

At Auld Nick’s booth are all things sold.
By the good poet we are told

;

Yet he’d forego his calling old
And go to buying.

If yonder lass with locks of gold
His wares were crying.



Shadowed

By A. Lachance Aydlett

^^ARTER raised himself in his stirrups and looked
far out on the African veldt. In all the vast ex-

panse that met his eye there was no sign of mo\nng ani-
•nal hfe except the single speck off to the left and almost
disappearing below the horizon. For days, weeks, he
ad followed that same speck, gradually coming a bit

c oser in the northward journey, sometimes losing track
® it entirely when he failed to learn at once iust what
parts it had visited.

The white man looked behind him at the group which
small band of followers. He nodded as he

^
ought of the fact that his own part}' would appear
^

tiny speck to one in the position of the dot on the

nie
The white man wondered as he sur%*eved his

1
"7 composed that far distant

A
looked back and seen them.

* Carter looked westward into the round ball of the

whole of the flat country

*t se
^ ^ curious color on the back country,

'^urneT^ •

source of the fire of determination that

and theiT^
catch up with that distant speck.

T'l 1 •

small
^ looked in front of him, examined his

"'est
^J^'P^'Ss, and turned his face again to the

"'ore ho
change of course? He had thought they

That toward the jungle country there.

the
^ tlicir intention when the}' had

lilacks f,.
turned to summon one of the native

Cart

afto^^y*^'^^^
closely the maj) brought him by the

tile safarfA
made known his wishes, then ordered

o make camp for the night. Further away
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he knew another camp fire would soon appear and, as

he later sat divining his plans, its faint glow rewarded

his gaze.

There could be but one meaning to the change of course,

the white man decided. Those he was pursuing must

have decided to head for British Southwest Africa. If

they could connect with the railroad there it would carry

them much more quickly into the darker portions of the

continent.

Carter knew that rail territory very well. He had

been a member of the Allied force that had taken the

Southwest territory from the claws of the German eagW

back before 1918. The British control of the seaport

on the western coast had necessitated the German inter-

ests building rail connections to obtain an outlet else-

where. The two curving arms of the road were familiar

to Carter. If those he was pursuing could reach the

southern arm and obtain transportation to the end o

the northern branch they would be speeded on their way

far beyond his reach.

From the outer darkness the white man peered m o

tlie depths of his own campfire as if it were a crystal gl^

showing him the events of the past His niind

back to the days of the march into the interior

land, when the'British forces had made a successful cH

to capture the powerful wireless sUtion hidden

interior by the military astuteness of the Kaiser

Ferdinand had receivi^d the fatal wound at

With its capture the entire German possession had cap

lated and Carter with his buddy, Atkins, had been tra

ferred to other sectors.
_ ^

Atkins was an English lad who accidentalU, it

g

to the Briton, had found himself in the

that brought under tlie British lion the first^o

perial possessions. He appeared in Carter s ca

as he had been tliat day when Atkins,^ the t iin 'C

rescuetl him from a crocodile in the Niger an •

current.
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Tlie Briton had seemed but a bo}^ to Carter, and after

the rescue there liad sprung up what each had considered

an undying friendship. Perhaps the fact that there

Was found in each tlie ideal of the other had a powerful

influence after the two had become acquainted.

Atkins, slender and blonde, of an artistic tempera-

nicnt and taste, possessing the education and culture Car-

ter had longed for, thinking deeply along lines few of

the soldiers could follow, philosophizing much in the eve-

nings when the forces had been halted to rest, had ap-

peared to Carter as the type of man he longed to be.

Carter, the rough man of the open spaces, trader and

master of men, had attracted the English lad because of

his desire of a lifetime to be the strong, robust, inde-

fatiguable person he found in the burdenless, browned

resident of Africa.

^'hey had become separated after Togoland and its

blacks bowed to the Union Jack and until recently Carter
had heard nothing of Atkins. That there would ever

come the severe break between them had never been sur-

mised by the lone white man who now was reading his

past history in the flames of the fire. That the cause
cf it Would ever have been what it actually was had
been the farthest from his thoughts until a short while
ago.

Atkins now sat about the distant fire and with him
®at the one white woman that ever could have driven the

^n-tanned trader in jiursuit of his erstwhile friend,

ever but once in the many and varied exj>erienccs Car-
m liad undergone had he ever been smitten by a face
® the fair sex until S/IE, at Capetown, had requested his

’J'Ssistance. p'rom that moment Carter had made a com-
P ete upheaval in liis own mind of the position in which
m lad formerly held all those whom custom had decreed
must Wear the sleeveless, low-backed, vari-colored gar-
ments that had always attractetl the admiration of the
•"m or more than their wearers.

had borne the, to Carter, all-revcrcd name of Diana
m'liwall. Her tall, athletic form that moved through the
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water as swiftly and smoothly as a fish, and her black

eyes and brown hair that brought a second glance from

many pairs of eyes on a ballroom floor, made up just

the complement Carter had known would be necessary

in any woman before he could consider her as his wif^

Her skill at tennis had been unparalleled, and she had

been runner-up in the tournaments on the links.

Yes, she had possessed all the attributes the lone white

man had decided would be necessary in a wife of his, and

he had married her. This was one of the greatest sur-

prises of his bachelor life, that he, Kim Carter, ever

should look with matrimonial eyes upon a woman and

should link himself to her forever. And then Atkins had

accidentally come across his path again and had been in-

vited to visit at his house.

Carter had heard of Paris, but the only impression

he could give of his acquaintance with that name was that

it was a French city, the capital of the nation. He may

have heard of the wooden horse of Troy, but it was

years ago in his childhood, and since then the African

had had little time to devote to mythology and to ancient

history. He recognized no similarity in the act of his

wife and Atkins to that of Helen when she left Mene-

laus’s household to take a long trip across the water

with Paris to his father’s kingdom of Troy. ^
ever thought of such a thing. Carter would have sniffca

at the idea of connecting his beautiful wife with an\

the “wops” of ancient days who ran around with As-

syrians when they tired of their mates.

In the few brief months of their married life Dian®

and her husband had seemed, to him, to get along

well; much better than he had thought he shou^

ever lie able to get along with any one of the

sex. His one great disadvantage was the fact that

was so often absent from his home on trading trips in

far reaches of the continent. Caider had paid htt ®

tention to the jokes about traveling salesmen whose

waited so long for them at home. When he had innr

Diana he had thought of her more as the additw"
•
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his treasures of some piece of furniture, or as impersonal

as a new rifle that would have stayed where he placed

it in the gun rack until he removed it himself.

And that is how it happened that, on his return from

one of his longest jaunts with trade goods into the in-

terior, Carter found his wife had taken French leave with

the guest whom he had asked to make himself at ‘lome

in his house until his return. His wife had gone otl with

the pal of former days! Carter saw notliing but the

red haze that seemed to come over his eyes. He thought

of nothing but to pursue them and bring her back to t e

place she should rightfully be, after giving her abductor

the punishment he deserved. Why she had ever left

him, Carter did not ask. He only knew that she was gone

and that it was his plain duty to follow and bring her

hack.

The runaway couple had several days’ good start on

the pursuing husband, and it was only by dint of oare u

questioning and trailing that he was able to come within

sight of them as they fled across the wide expanse of open

ground where his campfire now burned. And it wiu*

only by fast moving that he was able later to get within

half a day’s journey of them when they entered the jungle

country above the Congo.

Carter knew, or rather surmised, tliat they were going

into the unknown lands in search of the “white gold

tliat would later be brought out ns huge elephant tusks

on the shoulders of the native blacks. Since he had last

hnown him during the war Atkins had learned quite a

|lcal about African travel, the husband thought, since

'0 Was enabled to jiroceed so swiftlj’ through the tanglwl

*onss of undergrowth and up the sluggish river. He did

^'ot know that those he was pursuing had dropj>ed half

1- 'cir safari and were jiroceeding into the interior in

•ghter form. He kept his full body of men with him
•^od its size necessarily cut down his progress in the

chase.

the pursuer was jierched in the bow of his long, slim

oat, snaking its way along uj) the mighty Congo. The
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black men behind him wielded their light paddles with a

telling stroke, dipping deep into the dark water and

pulling hack with a long sweep that had part of the

force of the shark’s tail as he would flip himself along

through the sea many miles away. At the end of each

stroke the paddlers would give their implements a short

twist that served to check the effect of all working on the

same side of the boat, tending to send it in a circle. The

sinewey black standing in the rear bent the weight of

his sweating body against the steering sweep with which

he aided the rowers.

Carter was on the lookout for snags and hidden

stumps. Here and there along the way he saw a log

on the shore come suddenly to life, take to the water, and

swim sluggishly away, as the noise of their progress woke

the sleeping alligators and set them to clicking their

teeth in rage at the temerity of the lone white man with

his black followers who thus dared enter their sacred

domain and disturb their rest.

Off in the jungle there sounded the wild wail of ft

leopard as he sprang through the heavy undergrowth and

into the lower branches of the trees seeking his matc»

not knowing she had met her death three hours before

in the coils of the huge constrictor snake that now hung

satisfiedly from the great tree and ran his tongue in

and out in remembrance of the beast he had swallow c

whole for breakfast.

To the man staring now and then into the dark gv*^®^

of the jungle where it met the bank of the river, t ic

forest, tanglc<l and matted, seemed to symbolize the

twisted threads of his own life. He reflected more thftn

once on the thoughts that had occupied him ninnV n

night as he sat before the campfires of his .safari.

looked back at the expressionless face of the black

the steering sweep and wondered how he could be

unconcerned when he. Carter, could not |x>ssibl> in

^
passed things off in so light a manner,

about him he mused on the fate of these primitive,

less blacks of the Dark Continent, and wondered at
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decree that had made it necessary in the plan of tlie

world to send them under tlie yoke of the white man and

his nature-destroying civilization. Why was the Cau-

casian always to stand at the head of the boat, always

directing, always ordering, driving, forcing, expanding

his influence into all corners of the world? He harkened

l>ack in his imagination to the time when no white man
had ever visited the vast country the two safaris had

just traversed. He pictured in his mind Cecil Rhodes

he raised himself in his stirrups and peered out over

the vast expanses of the African veldt, dreaming of the

railroad that was some day to be his gift to that land.

Carter pictured the first of the black, puffing, iron mon-
sters as it rumbled over the newly-laid double line of

steel carrying its load far into the interior and startling

the animals of the plains, to send them fleeing from its

vicinity.

That was all many years now in the past. Carter

^as one of those conquering men with a white skin that

uiust ever hold command over the natives, that must ever

subject men of his own race and color to crudest tor-

tures and kill them off in wholesale lots with terrible

’Machines of war and poisonous gasses, with guns that

seemed never to cease their quick firing as they belched
torth the steel fed to them in belts, with bird-machines
lat carried tons of horrible death into the air over

great cities and loosed their burdens on the unsuspecting
populaces below—^w’hite men that fate had decreed must
j^yor pursue one another, even as he was now following
'IS erstwhile buddy of the trenches into the jungle, until

perhaps all but one race had been wiped from the face

?i
earth. It was not often Carter thought of tliese

ungs and then he always came to the same conclusion:
'ut he and all his fellows must accept their charge as a
uidcn placed by God upon the shoulders of the race,

^
uch Was not to be shifted until tlie last white man had
ua ly conquered the entire world.
Even now, he ])ursued without reason, accepting it

‘'s the only solution to the plan of which he seemed to h-
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a part. He had not thought of letting the modem Paris

go unpunished for his poor repayment of hospitality

in spiriting away the wife of his host. And in the same

way he followed them, day after day, drawing ever closer

and realizing that he was fast cutting down the distance

between them. Of necessity he had now cut down his band

of men to the barest skeleton and these he taxed to their

utmost as he shouted and encouraged them to exert them-

selves to the greatest possible speed.

When he made camp on the bank of the river at sun-

set each day, he looked down the river as it made ite

sluggish way to the western sea and pondered on his

course when he should catch up with his prey* Had he

been asked at one of those sunset musings what he would

have done had he known the objects of his pursuit were

just around the bend of the river, he would have given

a shrug of his shoulders for an answer, and would have

remarked tliat events that might transpire when he

walked into their camp would decide.

In the red-glowing face of the sun as it settled over

the top of the jungle behind him Carter often saw the

picture of the face of his wife; the flowing streame^

and rays of light he visioned as the long, golden Im**"

he had often loved to caress and fondle as they sat on

the moonlit veranda before the visitor had broken into

his happiness. That his wife ever could leave him he

had never considered, even though when he had pleads

his love he had told her that her least whim was to

tlic law in tlie new household. That she could have lo'

anyone but him had never entered Carter’s mind,

he was the kind of person that sometimes and in so*ne

respects closes the eye to possibilities repugnant to joy

aiui liappiness in which has been found a new world, t

a cat of the jungle suddenly sprung upon him on one

his trading journeys Carter would have known how

meet the situation without delay, but when a

being had captured his wife and taken lier into^ h« ‘

he was as lost as a small child that has loosed grip o**

mother’s hand and seeks vainlv for her in the maze
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c city traffic. It was the old stor}' of training and
experience; lie knew the ways of the jungle, for they
lad been deeply imbedded in his own spirit, but of the
^;ays of the fairer sex he was totally ignorant, and knew
iniself to be incapable of rationally meeting them.
Carter had placed his wife on a pedestal when he first

her, as man3' men do, and she had become a goddess
or urn to worship, at whose feet he must pour all the

ill ills soul and before whom he must pile

,
le riches and honors he could wrest from the savage

jungle that had become his foster mother. She had dis-
appeared during his absence, had gone awav with an-

si 'T*
oiiiy reason he could visualize was that

10 lad been taken against her will. In such event he
onsidcred himself bound to retrieve her and to punish
0 nian responsible, no matter who he might be.

oarf ^'P paddles,

ter f
at dawn and late encampments at night, Car-

so lo°^”*
liiniself within reach of the prey he had hunted

of
after dark when he first became aware

their*
i-” iii® "’ife and her abductor, the glow of

hend ^^P* the trees as he rounded a

QuickI I

* ''*^*^ acting as a beacon to lead him to them,

quart f

‘iiniio for the shore and established his own

niake^' r
".iff^i^ admonishing the blacks not to

M k‘
warning of their position.

^rcadiiif!'^-!'"*!!"*^^'
alone along the edge of the water,

^ush and *1 ^ strand, bearing only his pocket-

the fi
^”*1’ ^'^*'^‘11’ "’n* "O"’ aided b^' the light

und shed
* n-s it Jiceped slowly' over the treetops

^nt the d
^
k'

fflcam over the Congo. Wien nothing

^'iiiij all
Ilf tlie hot African night had surrounded

^inckncss
^‘^iiiiiiiii different to tlie white man. The

ill his heart'**^
•'ajal the anger in his mind and the fur}’

.journev ^ greater height at the end of

a bit f

coining of the moon had seemed to

iiiood
soniewl

ini” liis spirit and to lighten his

and seemed?*^". "1 f*'** •i<‘«'y jungle
to weaken the cries of the night prowl-
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ers after their daily food. Carter smiled grimly as he

pictured himself as one of them, as a tiger carefully and

slowly stalking his prey sitting so unconcernedly about

the fire up ahead.

He left the beach and entered the fringe of the lighter

undergrowth that he might approach the camp unseen.

The objects of his pursuit were in the full glare of the

flames of their own fire, that of the blacks being built

some distance away and about which they were crouched

eating their evening meal. Atkins was stretched on the

ground, leaning back on his elbow as he thoughtfully

stirred the red ashes with a long branch. Carter’s wife

was standing between him and the shore, looking now at

the fire, now at the black river behind her. The man

in the bushes watched them catlike for a brief spell and

cocked his ear to catch the least sound of any conversa

tion the light river breeze might waft toward him.

before Carter began to move out into the open, he hear

the man before the fire speak.

“Diana,” he called to the woman. She turned her

gaze from the river and brought it to rest on the fire.

“Yes,” she said.
• u 1 ‘s

“Somewhere back there,” he made a sweep with

hand down the river, “is your husband, I guess, in p^^
suit of us. I don’t know how close he might be, nor

far away.” i

“I was thinking of the same thing,” she answcre j

coming nearer to the fire and sitting down beside nm

“He and I were great buddies in the Togolan

paign during the war.”

He paused, and she waited for him to continue.
^

“I wonder if we hardly treated him fairly in

off as we did without any explanations. He lo'

a whole lot, you know.” ,

She bowed her head and drew figures in the san

her finger-tip.
, £01-

“Yes,” she answered softly, but' clearly enoug

the man in the bushes to hear. “But when nia

him I thought I loved him too.”
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She turned and looked at the sluggish river.

“I thought you were dead then,” she said into tlie dark-
ness.

“But, Diana, don’t you think wd should have told
him about us before he left.? I was so taken aback at
finding you, I could think of nothing but how lucky
I had been. Don’t you think we should have told him

had been married in London before the war.?”

The woman nodded. The man in the bushes felt a
Sickening sensation in the pit of his stomach

; he tightened
his grip on the stock of his elephant gun. Betrayed,
he thought, by the two who could have had his very life

only for the asking. That was something Carter could
not understand and still keep his head. When he placed
nis confidence in anyone, to have that trust betrayed was
^orse tlian to be knifed in the back. Because from his
o'''n nature and training he would not have been capable
of such a thing, he could not see it in others without a
^od flame before his eyes.

Carter’s hand fell on the small pocket of his bullet
0 t and he felt through the canvass the cylindrical forms

0 its contents. His eyes, had the firelight struck them,
^ould have flashed needle-points of flame back toward the
0 earing, even as the burning thoughts now flashed

his brain. He remembered now that the cart-
ges in that particular pocket were blanks he had had

ocasion to use some months ago. He felt he could give

^ no more than an even break.

be
woman he loved and the man who had

n c oser to him than any other ever before, should have
chance with his fury and sudden determination,

osn
?°

j

^ down at the gun in his hands. It was an

for
^ built weapon of tremendous power, having

bodle
behind one of its jirojectiles to pierce the

the n
^ husky men

;
it was the power that drove

elenl
^ ^he thick, tough hides of African

^'nn s. Carter fingered the blanks.

^he t^th helmet and placed in it five of
an s. From the straps across his shoulders he
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took five of the high-powered bullets and laid them among
the blanks. The snap of crocodile jaws on the river

bank would have deadened twice as much noise as that

he made in mixing the shells, the swirl of the water as

one of the reptiles sank vanquished came long after he had

again placed the helmet on the ground.

Slowly and calmly he ejected the load of the rifle

and it fell to the ground beneath him, slowly he removed
the deadly charge as if he were again on tlie battlefields

in Togoland preparing to reload against the enemy.
Slowly he selected one of the contents of the helmet,

grasping the copper cylinder by its primer end, and in-

serted it in the empty gun. It was another case of the

lady or the tiger; from the report of the shell Carter

would not know the effect of the firing. The noise of

the aroused blacks would drown the aftermath. The
figures before the fire were speaking again.

“I had you first,” Atkins informed the listener in the

bushes, “and it was either to give you up or to double-

cross my buddy. Diana,” his voice now had a tone as

if pleading for her understanding, “you know I couldn’t

give you up.”

She nodded and looked up at the treetops as she spoke.

“I know it, dear; nor could I do witliout you as long

as you remained on this earth. I should never have

married him had I known it was not you the dispatch said

had been lost in spy duty. I’m sorry we didn’t tell him,

but I have no regrets now for tlie step we’ve taken.”

She rose and went over to Atkins as he stood up,

clasped him in a close embrace. His lips pressed hers and

the lines of their bodies merged in the firelight that made

them a silhouette to Carter.

The man in the bushes grasped his weapon more firmly

and sighted down the top of the barrel. The slightest

pressure of his finger would release a messenger of death

that would pierce the bodies of both, or it would send

out a report that was startling but ineffective. Carter,

himself, would never know the result that witnesses and

you would have to decide. He took careful aim, pressc
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the trigger, closed his eyes immediately, keeping them so
until he had turned his back to the uproar about the
campfire, and departed through the swaying limbs and
heavy underbrush of the African jungle.
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but he has been convinced by a review of the history of the

subject that certain current histories of the progress of

the free schools have done just that, and his motive is

to speak the truth from the record while those concerned

are living, that justice may be done.
4.

This review will be divided into two sections: First,

with reference to the claims put forward in behalf of

Messrs. C. D. Mclver and Edwin A. Alderman; and,

second, with reference to the facts in the period from

1894) to 1906—the period in which the condition of the

free schools was made a subject of persistent public agi-

tation in this State for the first time, the State’s duty to

the free schools was presented both to the people and the

General Assembly, and the issue drawn and the battle

won.

I. Claims in Behalf of Messrs. Alderman

AND McIver

The two men who we have been told inaugurated the

present educational advance in the public schools o

North Carolina were Charles D. Mclver and Edwin A-

Alderman. I will say here that I recognize the

renown these men have won by their great services in t

field of higher education. I would detract naught fro
^

their renown. Surely their fame is secure without m

vesting them with honors not their due. It is only

cause certain services of theirs have been used by cer

writers hereinafter referred to in such a way

others of their due meed of praise that I now
j

necessary to speak of them here. Let us see

what part Messrs. Alderman and Mclver had m ao

ing the cause of the public schools.
.gar?

The Legislature of 1889 (See Laws of
“^j^gr

Chapter 200) passed an Act doing away with

numerous normal schools and making an approp

of $4.,000 a year for holding Teachers’ Institutes

several counties. For this work the State Boar °

cation selected Messrs. Mclver and Alderm^

nual salary of $2,000 a year each, thus exhaust g
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entire appropriation. These men began work on July 1,
1889, and continued until September 1, 1892, a period
of three years and two months. At the close of their
services the appropriation for the Institute work was
diverted to the support of the State Normal and Indus-
trial School of Greensboro, which opened its doors
October 5, 1892, and of which Mr. Mclver became Presi-
dent and in which Mr. Alderman became a Professor.
Thus it was that the entire appropriation for the Insti-
tutes began and ended with these gentlemen. When they
ptered upon the work of the Normal and Industrial Col-
lege they carried the appropriation with them for the
support of that school. It is true indeed that the Act
of the Legislature which authorized this change (Laws
or 1891, Chapter 139) did empower the directors of the
school to require its professors to hold institutes in the
'Vacation without additional pay, but such provision was
not regarded very hopefully by the State Superintendent
pf Public Instruction, the Honorable S. M. Finger, who

his report for 1891-92 says plaintively:

^

It will therefore be seen that under present legislation we
^annot have continual Institute work, as we have had for two
r three years by Professors Mclver and Alderman. The
ate Board of Education has now no funds with which to

‘Continue the work.

se
counties were also given the privilege, which

eems to have been unappreciated, of appropriating $100

^

nua ly from the public school fund and employing a

in”
choosing. “Only a few were held

a desultory sort of way”; the Legislature of 1895 re-
P aled this provision of the act.

^ should be observed here that in order to enable
^^cssrs. Mclver and Anderman to reach as many counties

Wh^'^+u
teachers were required to suspend school

ter^”
session of the Institute conflicted with the school

Vet”
pupils loose in the meantime.

1

^^^crman holding thirty institutes the first

»iear]””f
probably as many, there were still

y orty counties which they did not reach. As the
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Board of Education had exhausted its appropriation to

pay the salaries of these two conductors, it was power-

less to provide for these forty counties. In his extremity

Mr. Finger appealed to the Agent of the Peabody Fund,

Hon. J. L. M. Curry, and secured a donation sufficient

to provide several conductors for the Summer months,

among them. Dr. J. Y. Joyner, who in this way began his

distinguished services for the public schools of the State.

At the close of his term of service Mr. Alderman re-

ported that he had held 84 institutes, that is, he had been

engaged about half the number of weeks in the year on

an average; he had lectured to 3,607 teachers, and ad-

dressed (estimated) 35,000 citizens. Mr. Mclver did

as much. They did their work well; they were inspira-

tional teachers; they aroused general interest and per-

haps some enthusiasm, but not enough to make an ini'

pression, as we shall see. For four days at each Insti-

tute they instructed the teachers; on the fifth they ad-

dressed as many of the citizens as would be assembled.

What we are more concerned with is whether this work

started the educational revival still in progress in North

Carolina. That it did so and was the chief means of

effecting it is the assertion of certain writers of historj-

A typical expression is that of Mr. J. G. DeR. Hamilt^

in his History of North Carolina, Since 1860, in v'hic

he is followed almost verbatim by Knight in his History

of Public School Education in North Carolina.

Hamilton’s words are:

In 1889 the legislature abolished the absurdly numerou

normal schools which had through division of funds and eneT^

lost all significance, and in their place appointed

Mclver and Edwin A. Alderman as state institute conduc

to canvass the state, hold educational meetings,

tutes, and awaken public interest. The two years whic
^

lowed were probably in the long run the most fruitful

North Carolina educational history. These two
a

gifted men constituted themselves evangelists and con

state-wide revival which made converts by the thousand.

where they preached the gospel of universal education

state and aroused an interest and enthusiasm hitherto co
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to politics alone and usually to national politics. To their work
has been given the full credit for the unequivocal position in
the matter

^

of education assumed by the Farmers Alliance,
which was just now assuming a dominant position in state poli-
tics. This is scarcely accurate since the Alliance all over the
South demanded educational reform, but their work furnished
beyond all doubt a real stimulus of the demand which was soon
to rise for an improvement in public education. The more
^vious results of the campaign were the establishment of the
Normal and Industrial College for white women, of which
Mclver became president and Alderman a professor, and the
establishment of the Agricultural and Mechanical (later the
gricultural and Technical) College for Negroes. The funda-

mental result was the preparation of the soil and the sowing
of the seed from which Charles B. Aycock was to reap so rich
® harvest.

One may see a number of inaccuracies in the above
® atement that speak rather pointedly of Mr. Hamilton’s
carelessness. According to the terms of the empowering
ct and the Report of the State Superintendent of Pub-

ic Instruction for 1889-90 it was not the Legislature
^^11^ State Board of Education that selected IMessrs.
crman and Mclver for this work. But since, as Mr.

^
amilton says, the Act under which they were emplo3’ed_^as Worked through the Legislature by these gentlemen,

[ic that he is substantially correct in assuming

f appointment was contemplated from the first

j
1

pi’oinoters of the Act, though doubtless many leg-

^
ators were ignorant of it. The part of the Board of

have been perfunctory. And possibly

jjo 1

^^li^ton is right in disregarding the part of the
arcl of Education altogether. But in the Act Insti-

provided for and $4!,000 appropriated; the
^is eft to the Board of Education.

PointJi
accurate to say that the Legislature ap-

^eetin*^ T*®
canvass the State, hold educational

'This
institutes, and awaken public interest.”

duties"^?!!
^ multitudinous

Priation'
purpose of the appro-

'^oiiductin''^+i
“holding county institutes and

8 the examination of teachers, and for such
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other work for the instruction of teachers as may^^be

deemed advisable in the various counties of the state,”

the training of teachers alone being contemplated. Nor

is there anything in the instructions given the conductors

by Superintendent Finger to suggest that they were

expected “to canvass the State” and “hold educationa

meetings” other than the Institutes. Mr. Mclyer, hovf-

ever, did speak at several educational institutions, an

spoke well, in the interest of the proposed normal school

for women. It is singular that the historian did not con-

sult the record.

Again, the historian speaks of the stimulus of the work

of these men to “the demand which was soon to arise for

the improvement in public education.” It is far from

me to say that their work was without influence in form-

ing public opinion, but it appears that its influence was

remote at best. It is error, and injustice as well to others,

to attribute to these two the sowing “from which Charles

B. Aycock was to reap such a rich harvest.” This is

unjust to Aycock and the leadership he gave the free

school cause after 1899. It does not appear from contem-

porary records that their part in such sowing was

considerable, or that it was in any way related

advancement, the battle for which was won in

Even Mr. Hamilton recognized that there is nothing i^

the educational history of the years immediately

ing the period of their Institute w'ork to indicate ®

they had aroused any significant popular enthusiasm o

the public schools, or any demand for legislative ac m •

Certainly there is no evidence of such enthusiasm.

the opening of the paragraph following

on their work quoted above the historian admits t ®

manisfestation of public interest appeared untd i

when Superintendent C. H. Mebane, “a live wire,

forward with his plans for the
to

schools, but nothing is said of the events from

1899. Other men had been powerfully influencing P'^
^

opinion in favor of public school education, as ^
show, but of these neither Mr. Hamilton nor Mr. Knig
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who follows him, takes any account. In fact, one reads

Mr. Knight’s entire volume without finding even the

name of Superintendent Mebane. The field work of

Messrs. Alderman and Mclver ended in 1892. The con-

dition of the free schools did not begin to improve until

1899. Let us see what intervened in that seven-year

period.

It was not for many years, and after the memory of

these events was somewhat blurred, that extravagant

claims began to be made for Messrs. Mclver and Aider-

man in arousing interest in public schools. Only a few

years afterwards Dr. J. Y. Joyner (afterwards State

Superintendent of Public Instruction), their friend

and fellow-laborer in the Normal and Industrial School,

saw the matter differently. In his presidential address

before the North Carolina Teachers’ Assembly in 1896

he attributed to two other devoted sons of North Carolina

the progress hitherto made in our public schools, saying:

For the commendable progress in public education since the

War, the people of the State owe an everlasting debt of grati-

tude to Hon. J. C. Scarborough and Hon. Sidney M. Finger,

who more than any other two men of their generation have

given to this cause, in season and out of season, the best energies

of their lives, the best thoughts of their minds and the best

impulses of their hearts.

Mr. Joyner was silent as to any progress due to Messrs.

Alderman and Mclver. Manifestly this intelligent man
saw nothing worthy of mention in 1896 in their work.

II they had achieved anything, Mr. Joyner, the man in

position to know, knew nothing of it in 1896—four

years after. The truth is, at the time there had been
*10 free school advancement, and the work of INIessrs.

Alderman and Mclver was recognized as having accom-
plished its purpose in establishing the State Normal and
Industrial College.

All will agree that the obvious results of the three

years’ Institute work of Mclver and Alderman was the

establishment of the Normal and Industrial School at

Crreensboro. The historian might have added that it
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was also the intended result. The writer heard Mr. Mc-

Iver’s speech during this time. The burden of it was

the need of such an institution for young women. Such

zeal as he manifested for the improvement of the public

schools was by the indirect method of providing a normal

school to train teachers. This school was the desire of

his heart; to it he subordinated everything else to such

an extent that the Act establishing the Normal and In-

dustrial School provided, doubtless with Mclver’s consent

and probably by his advice, that the $4,000 previously

appropriated for Institutes for public school teachers

should be given to the institution where he and Alderman

were to enter upon their new duties. They themselves

abandoned the Institute work and took the appropriation

with them. If it had been so valuable, it is inconceivable

that they would have done this. The Superintendent of

Public Instruction, Mr. Finger, complained that in so

doing they had left what promised to became an im-

portant aid to the public schools to die for lack of sup-

port. There is no evidence of other than casual interest

in the public scliools on their part after they were estab-

lished in the State Normal and Industrial College. It is

certain that they openly and vigorously opposed the biU

to appropriate $100,000 for the four months’ term m
1897.

In closing this section of my subject, let me say that

the true nature of the work done in holding Institutes

by Messrs. Alderman and Mclver did not escape the

notice of the sagacious Ashe, who in his History of Nor

Carolina makes the account of this Institute work a

of his paragraph in which he discusses the establishmen

of the Normal and Industrial School and ends by saj

ing:

Their (Messrs. Mclver and Alderman’s) text was substan-

tially “universal education; woman the educator; education o

women the foundation of human progress.”

We may give them credit for bringing the State Nor

mal and Industrial College into existence and for argumg

that such an institution would provide public sc mo
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teachers, but how difficult must be the task of one who
would give Messrs. Alderman and Mclver credit for

bringing about the advancement of the free schools.

Seven years after they had ceased to hold institutes the

average free school term was twelve weeks, and less than
half the children of school age were enrolled! Four years

after they had quit this task their friend, J. Y. Joyner,
in appraising public school progress made no mention
of them 1 There was never an occasion or a moment when
they favored appropriations from the State Treasury
to the free schools—they always preferred another use for

those funds. It is quite clear that they had decided in

1892 to work in the State Normal and Industrial Col-

lege, and to take with them the appropriation for In-

stitute work.

Though the historians above named have been so ready
to give credit that is demonstrably not due to those who
they have willed should have it, they have with one accord
left unmentioned the noble part that certain others have
liad in promoting the development of interest in public
school education since 1890. And yet the labors of two
of these men. President Charles E. Taylor and Mr. J. W.
Bailey, commanded considerable attention at the time and
could hardly have been forgotten when those historians
^ere writing; or, if forgotten, there is ample record in

available periodicals which any one claiming to write
fair and impartial history should have consulted. Just
^hy this was not done, whether through ignorance, negli-

gence or design, is open to conjecture, but I leave the

nnprejudiced reader of what follows in this article to
judge whether or not any adequate statement of our
educational progress can be made that fails to take
into account the labors of President Taylor and Josiah
William Bailey.

But first I say a word about the support given the
cause of common school education in North Carolina by

ake horest men in the earliest years, for of this like-
ii'ise no historian has taken account.
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II. Some Data Antedating 1890

It was General Alfred Dockery, a charter member

of the Board of Trustees of Wake Forest, who, as is

shown by the Senate Journal of February 6, 1838,

introduced a resolution in the State Senate which led

to putting the common school system in operation in the

State. Soon thereafter Wake Forest put into its curri-

culum a course designed to train teachers for these

schools.

Later, in 1842, when the common schools were still

regarded with indifference or suspicion in many count-

ies in the State, John B. White, at that time a professor

in the College, and from 1847 to 1852 its President, led

the North Carolina Baptist State Convention to adopt

a report he had written in support of the common

schools. Since he was a New Englander, it was patent

to him under what a handicap the Baptist churches of

this State were laboring because of the illiteracy and

ignorance of many of their members. In the common

schools he saw the one hope of correcting this evil. In

the report written by him and found in the Convention

minutes of that year we read

:

By reference to the last census it will be seen that of 209,685,

the number of our white population over twenty years of age,

there are 56,609 who cannot read and write. A little calcula-

tion will show any one that probably one-third of our population

over fifteen years of age is in a like condition. As we have

few members in our churches under this age, we know at once

what must be their general character. . . .

We are not, however, to improve our course for the

by mourning over the past, but by looking forward, and tn

course before us appears to be plain. We must labor to benefi

our children and our children’s children. The

be educated. ... If our churches are e\^r
^

anything worthy of the name of Christian effort and Christ

benevolence, it must be accomplished by diffusing more gener

among our people the means of education.

Your committee remark, then, that our Free Schools sho^^

receive the special attention of ministering brethren. ,

schools are just going into operation. We are

to them. They are in their infancy. The system itself is
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doubtedly imperfect, and for this reason requires attention.

If its defects be observed and pointed out, they will soon be

remedied. In our denomination no person will be found to

attend to this unless our ministering brethren do it. And they

should make it a point of duty to do so. They should become

the guardians of these schools. They should visit every school

in their respective sections or in any way connected with their

churches. Teachers need encouragement. It will give them

great pleasure to see that there is some one at least who sympa-

thizes with them, and who appreciates in some degree the im-

portance of the services they are rendering the community. The

students can be conversed with and encouraged in habits of

virtue. It should never be forgotten that in a few years they

will make the community. From these, too, will be formed the

churches and the ministry.

The value of such a statement in winning favor for

the new school system can hardly be overestimated, when

it is considered that it was addressed to the most numerous

body of Christians in the State, and those whose favor

Was most important. The minutes of the Convention

show that its discussion by some of the ablest men of the

denomination aroused great enthusiasm before a crowded

house in the old Meherrin Church and that it was heartily

adopted. The friendliness of our Baptist people to the

common schools thus early manifested has, as every one

acquainted with our history knows, never waned from that

day to this.

III. The Contribution of Dr. Charles E.

Taylor: 1894i

Passing over now many years, in which Dr. T. H.
Pritchard, even while President of Wake Forest College,

Was addressing audiences in every section of the State
oa the need of technical education in agriculture and the

Mechanical arts and John C. Scarborough was magnify-
ing his office of State Superintendent of Public Instruc-
i-Mn, a position to which his big sympathies for the illit-

erate child had brought him, we come to the monumental
Work of President Charles E. Taylor “How Far a State
Should Undertake to Educate.” Tliis, I make bold to
®ny, first established in the minds of the people of North
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Carolina tlie fact that public schools for their children

were their most important educational concern. This

work appeared in a series of articles in the Biblical Re-

corder in the issues from April 4 till May 30, 1894. In

the course of the following summer it was published in

a rather closely printed octavo pamphlet of 48 pages,

of which pamphlet an edition of 25,000 was distributed

throughout the State. It was a notable production

whether one considers the calm, unimpassioned and

judicial temper with which the author developed his argu-

ment, tlie classic elegance of its style, its forcible and

unanswerable logic, the wide range of the information it

contains, or its popular appeal.

The article was called forth by the fact that President

Taylor, in common with many others believed that the

denominational colleges of the State were imperiled by

the aggressive policies of the President of the State

University. It developed three main theses, that it was

not right, it was not expedient, it was not possible for

the State to occupy adequately the field of collegiate

education. No serious attempt was made to answer it,

probably because there was at that time no one in the

State rash enough to undertake to match an argument

which showed at every step the skill of a master dialecti-

cian, unlabored literary finish and a profound under-

standing of the subject in all its aspects, all illustrated

by quotation from the work of statesmen, educators and

philosophers. This article is not a work for a day but

for all time. Though it has been robbed of present da}

interest by the turn of educational development in our

State, the historian cannot fail to note the power of the

argument upon the State’s paramount duty in elementary

education.

While Dr. Taylor’s discussion was appearing from

week to week in the columns of the Biblical Recorder

it made a profound stir in North Carolina and excited

comment from educators in such distant States as Mich-

igan, Wisconsin and Texas. It was reproduced in

number of the papers of Virginia. (Biblical Recorder,
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May 23 and 30, 1894). In these other States the in-

terest was largely confined to the main line of argument

on collegiate education. In North Carolina, however,

the interest aroused in the common schools was no less

profound and extended to all classes of readers. In

starting the development of the second division of his

argument Dr. Taylor said:

It is believed and will be urged that in the present condition

of the State every cent of money raised by taxation that is

available for educational purposes ought to be expended in

increasing the efficiency of the common school system; and

that all higher education ought to be cared for by private en-

terprise, and supported, so far as necessary, by private munifi-

cence.

Devoting fully one-third of his pages to the develop-

ment of this thesis, the author made a most vivid repre-

sentation of the poor condition of the common schools

and a most powerful appeal for their better support by
the State. This discussion was read from week to week
by tlie thirty-five thousand readers of the Biblical Re-
corder; it was preached from three thousand pulpits;

its facts and figures were repeated before a hundred

Baptist Union meetings and fifty Baptist Associations.

Nor did the interest stop with Baptists. The article

Was of such importance that the discussion became gen-

eral from one end of the State to the other, and resulted

m what the editor of the Biblical Recorder called “The
Educational Awakening.” People in all sections of the

State now had brought home to their hearts and con-

sciences as never before that by its neglect of the public

schools the State was robbing its children of their birth-

^'ght, committing them to lives of degrading ignorance,

keeping our citizens in poverty and industrial unpro-
ductiveness and barring all desirable immigrants; that
^he State’s first duty was to these scliools and not to

higher education.

Throughout the State tlie people gave many indica-
tions of their interest, some of which I shall tell of here,

^he Baptist State Convention memorialized the Legis-
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lature on the matters urged in Dr. Taylor’s articles.

The Chowan Association, with its ten or twelve thousand

members, at its session on May 23, 1894, passed a reso-

lution, “That in our opinion the next Legislature ought

to obey fully the Constitutional requirement to provide

at least a four months’ public school in every school dis-

trict in every county in the State.” Some further con-

ception of the interest aroused may be had from the fol-

lowing words from a report of its Agent to the Biblical

Recorder of May 30, 1894.

Many of our brethren expected to see Dr. Taylor, and

were anxious to hear him on the subject of General Education.

There is no subject in which our people are so much interested.

This is born largely of the articles which have recently appeared

from Dr. Taylor in the Recorder on the subject.

In letters published in the Recorder commending Dr.

Taylor’s views may be found such expressions as this

from a prominent citizen of the Southern part of the

State: “In Dr. Taylor the common people have a true

and able friend,—like the lamented Vance, a lover of

our State and people.” An able, conservative minister

wrote : “He heroically stands for the interest of the

people—and I shall be disappointed if, after this, we

do not have more and better public schools. I congratu-

late you on furnishing your readers with the best series

of letters on a vital topic that has ever appeared in a

North Carolina newspaper.”

One whose business carried him into every part of the

State and brought him into contact with Baptists of

every Association, said:

We are persuaded that no such campaign has ever before

been made before the denomination on general education as the

one just closed. The effects are not only seen and felt

but will be for years to come. The articles “How Far Should

a State Undertake to Educate” have been read and carefully

studied by thousands upon thousands of people in North Caro-

lina.

I might quote many similar expressions. As the last

writer quoted suggests, the interest aroused by these
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articles was to be of no ephemeral nature such as might

come from hearing a chance speech from some eloquent

evangel but it was an interest which was fixed and made

permanent by weeks and months of reading and discus-

sion; it resulted in an abiding determination on the part

of the Baptists of North Carolina, who composed nearly

one-half of its white people, that the State must do more

for the public schools. Why a matter which so power-

fully influenced public opinion in this regard should have

been disregarded by those who have written on our educa-

tional history is known only to these writers themselves.

It may be wondered why the great interest I have told

of did not result in immediate provision for the im-

provement of the public schools. That it should be a

matter of wonder with some only shows how far we have

come since that day. No one who knows the condition

of politics in our State at that time wonders at all. The
Public Schools were not considered as objects of State

appropriations but only of county taxes. The State

institutions coveted every dollar the State could raise,

and they were quite powerful in politics. It meant politi-

cal suicide to oppose a measure favored by these institu-

tions for, as was said by a man who knew, they had “the

deputation of killing and making alive office-seekers.”

Taylor by setting the betterment of the common
schools over against appropriations for higher education
had aroused the bitterest opposition. We have learned
today that the State need not abandon its central in-

stitutions in order to support public education. But in

that day with taxation limited by the Constitution to

66-2/3 cents on the $100 valuation and the consequent
limitation of revenues, it was always a question of where
the money could be got for both. Thus it was that repre-
sentatives of State institutions saw danger to their own
^propriations in any proposition to better the schools.

d. Thomas Hume, a professor in the University of

.
°^th Carolina, probably voiced their general attitude

in a speech before the North Carolina Baptist Con-
tention of 1893 when he said that, if either the common
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schools or the University had to go, he would have the

common schools go and the University live.

Accordingly, after the publication of Dr. Taylor’s

articles, partisans of the University were up in arms as

never before in defense of their beloved institution. The
more irresponsible among them thought the wa}’ to at-

tain their ends was by personal attack on Dr. Taylor.

Even the Charlotte Observer lent its columns to the pub-

lication of such attacks, which at last became so unbear-

able that in the issue of that paper for December 10,

1894, Dr. Taylor made a dignified protest of some

length, calling attention to the fact that while no serious

attempt had been made to refute his arguments, “the

bludgeon of personality has been used, for the most part,

rather than the Damascus blade of logic.” His incom-

ings and outgoings were watched. When he chanced to

go to Raleigh in January, 1895, during the session of

the Legislature, The Caucasian, ]\Iarion Butler’s paper,

intimated that he had come to engage in secret counsel

against appropriations to the Universit}^. The cue was

taken up by the Economist-Falcon, of Elizabeth City,

which reported Dr. Taylor as an active lobbyist among

the members of the Legislature. But an end was effec-

tually put to the publication of such charges and in-

nuendoes by a letter from Dr. Taj’lor in the Xeves and

Observer in which for all his efforts at restraint he was

not quite able to conceal the fires of his righteous wrath.

Dr. Taylor usually smote but once and smote no more,

since further smiting was unnecessary.

Most of the friends of the University, however, were

too just and too wise to engage in such petty measures.

Their concern was to have the Legislature vote the ap-

propriations. Matters looked somewhat dark to theni.

In the election of 1894 the Democrats had elected only

54 out the 170 members of the General Assembly, the

Republicans 56, and the Populists, the part}' of the

Farmers’ Alliance, 60. The Farmers’ Alliance was

known to be committed to the improvement of the coni

mon schools. Joining with the Republicans, tlie Popu
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lists organized the Legislature. Hardly was the result of

the November election announced before tlie friends of

the central institutions were busy to secure the election

of a Speaker of the House of Representatives known to

be favorable to the appropriations so that he might

appoint a friendly committee in Education. In this they

were wholly successful, since they had the powerful sup-

port of Marion Butler, a former University student, who

had come out strong for appropriations, and who on this

account was affectionately called “a University boy” by

one of our editors. After the organization of the two

Houses there was no longer any doubt—appropriations

fis large as could be risked would be voted and nothing

''ould be done for the common schools.

It is true that the Caucasian (Butler’s paper) of Jan-
uary 25, 1B95, had much to say about the hatred of the

dominant classes” for the public schools and made a
great pretense of favoring provision for them, but the

Writer confessed that he knew of no way to help them.
This was evidently only a sop from Mr. Butler to his

friends in the Farmers’ Alliance. Governor Elias Carr
lu his annual message insisted that the people were not
showing proper appreciation of the schools and that at-

tendance should be compulsory ; if this were done, he
thought the schools were good enough; but he was care-

to warn the Legislature against men whose “minds
move in a small range and are tainted with bigotry and
prejudice,” by which phrase some supposed he referred
o Dr. Taylor and his friends.

Those who favored appropriations already had things
cut and dried” when the Committee on Education held

* s public hearing which, following precedent, was pur-
posely deferred until the closing days of the session. This
meeting was described as a “battle royal” by the Ncics

onl
fu^r fts appears from the report the

^ y one to say a word in favor of the common schools
**8 r. Columbus Durham, who had proved a great

ta^^
champion of Dr. Taylor’s position, and who had

en great interest in having his article published as a
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pamphlet and distributed over tlie State. His noble ut-

terance must have struck with quaking and dismay some

on that committee who were so sadly faithless to the cause

of the children.

“What have you done for the public schools?” he thun-

dered. “You have not done anything as yet. A large

and better foundation work in public schools would har-

monize all the higher educational institutions of the

State. ... I have spoken on the subject in thirty

counties, and I expect to speak in every county in the

State, and we mean to talk to every community in North

Carolina until sometliing is done for the children.”

In a few months, however. Dr. Durham’s tongue was

silenced forever on earth. But the cause of the children

found a new champion. Though he was a mere youth,

it was soon seen that he was more than a match for all

his foes and theirs ; he fought so valiantly in their behalf

that though the Legislature of 1897 dodged the demand

for an appropriation of $100,000 to bring the terms of

all the schools up to the Constitutional requirement of

four months, that of 1899 was forced to yield, and voted

the appropriation. Thus the fight was won. The State

was committed to direct appropriations to the free

schools; and the cause of public education became the

source of political popularity.

IV. JosiAH William Bailey and the Biblical

Recorder, 1895-1905

This new champion was Josioh William Bailey. He
was a mere youth, having hardly attained his majority.

He was born in Warrenton, North Carolina, in 1873, the

son of Rev. C. T. and Annie E. Bailey. When he was

three years old his father moved to Raleigh to become

Editor of tlie Biblical Recorder. In 1893 he graduated

from Wake Forest College, having during his college

course manifested some of the ability which afterwards

characterized him. Immediately after his graduation he

took his place in the editorial rooms of the Biblical R^~

corder to assist his father who was in declining health.
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Using the first two columns of the first page of the paper
he gave such vigorous and able expression to his views on
religious, moral and social topics that he at once gained
the respect and admiration of the members of the State
press, who recognized that in the youthful writer a new
star had arisen among them. On the death of his father
in June, 1895, he became editor in name of this great
Baptist weekly as he had already been in fact. The
death of Dr. Columbus Durham, Corresponding Secre-
tary of the Baptist State Convention, in November of
the same year, left him almost alone to direct the policies

not only of the Recorder but also of the Baptists of the
State. It was a heavy responsibility to be placed on the
shoulders of one so young, but events were soon to show
that it was not misplaced. The young editor was gen-
erally constructive, but if anything was wrong in church
or State, it did not escape his attention or his rebuke.
When one of the carriers was padding the mails to secure
undue compensation of the United States Government
he alone of the editors of the State spoke out, and when
the railroad officials came to demand retraction with a
threat of taking away their advertising and of prosecu-
tion, he reduced them to speechless and impotent amaze-
ment by showing a letter from Postmaster General Wilson
^hich entirely sustained him. Mr. Wilson made publica-
tion of the facts in the Congressional Record. Many
^ere his services of this kind, but it is only that to the
public schools which concerns us here.

It seems to have been only after the adjournment of
e Legislature of 1895 that young Bailey came to a

\ ^‘^^^^'^^^tion of the poor condition of the public
ools. Reared in Raleigh, as the writer has heard him

it was hard for him to divest his mind of the idea
at all the children of the State had as good school

s
as those of that city of excellent graded

c ools which he had attended seven years. But having
a e a study of the Biennial Report of Hon. J. C. Scar-
orough State Superintendent of Public Instruction, he
arned how wretched were the schools provided for most
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of the children of the State. In consequence his previous

attitude of general friendliness was intensified into a

burning zeal for the improvement of these schools. Then

considering what the last Legislature had done for them,

he found that they had not even carried out the moderate

recommendations of the Superintendent. It was then

that he wrote the first of his long series of editorials urg-

ing the duty of the State to educate its children. This

appeared in the Biblical Recorder of April S, 1895.

It was a rather remarkable production for a young

man of twenty-two, and had the characteristics of all

that he wrote ;
it was based on understanding of the sub-

ject and was vigorous and clear in its expression. The

Legislature recently adjourned had left the public

schools in a bad way, he said, had heeded none of the

recommendations for their improvement made by the

State Superintendent of Public Instruction ; it had put

the public school system back where it was in 1881 ;
it

had forbidden the counties to make appropriations for

Teachers’ Institutes (only rare and desultory ones had

been held since the $4,000 annual appropriation for them

had been diverted to the Normal and Industrial School),

and left no one to organize the teachers locally or super-

vise their work. He also called attention to the fact that

the amount expended for public schools for the year

ending June 30, 1894, $783,408.09, was about seven

thousand dollars less than the expenditures for the same

purpose during the previous year; that of the 601,90

children of school age in the State not many more than

one-half were enrolled; that the expenditure per child

was only $1.30 a school year; that the school house and

property were poor ;
that the school term was only t ir

teen weeks on the average sixteen days less than the con

stitutional requirement. The reason for this con tion,

IVIr. Bailey pointed out, was that, “the amount of appro-

priations to a number of institutions and departmen »

support of which is not required by the Constitution, run

up so high that the constitutional limit of taxation i

reached when the levy of the taxes for the schoo
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sufficient only to maintain them for thirteen weeks.” In
closing he said: “There is nothing in public affairs that
so concerns us as the education of the 601,900 children

of the State; and there is nothing of more importance
to every patriotic citizen.”

Having thus put his hand to the plow, young Bailey
was not the man to turn back. In his next issue, that of
April 10, 1895, he said:

Next to Baptist churches the Recorder takes it as its peculiar
aim to hasten the day when the State will be dotted with school
houses, public schools, academies, boarding schools and institu-
tions of general education.

One has only to consult the files of the Biblical Re-
corder to he assured that these were no idle words. For
the next four years the needs of tlie children were ever
before his eyes and he wrote of them with increasing un-
derstanding, sympatliy and power. He thus continued
the work begun by Dr. Taylor, which otherwise would
probably have become without practical result for want
of a leader. The Recorder had a larger circulation than
any periodical in the State save one. It was a long and
difficult fight; there was much apathy and indifference
and even hostility to overcome; he had to endure the
scoffs and sneers of some wlio should have fought with
him; he had to circumvent the wiles of faithless politi-
cians; he was repeatedly told in 1895 that his exposure
0 the condition of the free schools was ruining the domi-

th "f
had to meet the issue, that to improve

e free schools would educate the negroes
; but he finally

tl?^
determined set of followers among his readers,

at the demand for improved schools could no longer
e rwisted. Though several able helpers later joined
r- Bailey in this noble work, notably State Superinten-

re?n°^
Instruction, Mr. C H. Mebane, who

tn-;
approved Mr. Bailey’s demand for direct appro-

crod’f°^f
months’ term, I assign the chief

alon^
happy issue to Mr. Bailey, since he

Lpr»M battle for the public schools after the
gis a ure of 1895 had, as events proved, left them
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worse than it found them; he alone saw clearly the wrong

which was being inflicted on the children of the State

in denying them adequate schools; he alone of all the

editors of the State and of all other men in influential

position consistently exposed the condition of the free

schools and denounced those responsible for it, and in-

sisted that the first duty of our Legislature was to pro-

vide such schools for the children as the Constitution re-

quired; and having by his many and vigorous articl^

won to his support a great popular following, it was he

who knew how to win the strong political support which

was necessary for victory. I will discuss some of these

matters in more detail that the difficulties of his task

may be the better understood.

The Baptists were still jeered at and charged with in-

sincerity because they asked that the public schools be

made the first concern of the State. A committee of the

Baptist State Convention had presented a very moderate

and dignified memorial on this subject to the Legislature

of 1895; it makes good reading even today. But that

Legislature utterly disregarded it. Doubtless partly

because Mr. Bailey continued to champion tlie cause

of the public schools in the Recorder and before the Bap-

tist Associations, the Baptist State Convention of 1895,

meeting at Morganton, reaffirmed its position on them-

In a short editorial note the Philadelphia Record strong }

endorsed the action of the Convention, saying: “Expendi-

ture of State funds for the finishing schools while the

primary schools arc unprovided for is a piece of folly-

Whereupon, the Charlotte Observer, seemingly out ot

patience that so respectable a journal should have com-

mended the Baptists of this State in this matter, said

snecringly and with brutal injustice: Well it does oo

'

rather patriotic on the face of the returns, but our

esteemed contemporary is probably not aware '

North Carolina Baptist ‘Association’ (Convention) *

more z^fiduus for the success of its Baptist college i

for iiettcrment of the jiublic school system of

State.”
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The attitude of this editor, Mr. Caldwell, was all too
general among those who might have been expected to

join with Mr. Bailey in his plea for the improvement of
the schools. So far as I have been able to find, the editors
of the State as a rule showed no willingness to cooperate
with him in measures to better the free schools but were
either cold or hostile. There was a widespread opposition
to improving the free schools on the ground that the
negroes would share the benefit of it.

Mr. Bailey had his first opportunity with the Legis-
lature of 1897. The year 1896 was a memorable one in
North Carolina as in every other State. For months be-
fore the national conventions of both the political parties
one heard nothing else than “Free Silver,” “Sixteen to
One,” “Bimetalism,” and “the Gold Standard.” For
three months before the election the people were in a
seething sea of political fury. But when the election was
over it was found that while the Bryan electors had a
^’^ajority in North Carolina the Democrats had elected
only 33 of the 170 members of the General Assembly,
^hile the Fusionists had elected all the State officers.

As soon after the election as the political storm had
somewhat subsided and men were able to think again of
o her problems tlian national politics, Mr. Bailey began
^gain to urge the claims of the common schools. He
recognized now that his problem was twofold: First, to
s imulate anew the general public interest; second, to

^ny with the Legislature.
e had grown in power during the past two years.

ne Convention of 1896 had elected Rev. Jolm E. White
Columbus Durham as Corresponding

niate*^
man, also in his first youth, a college

Wake Forest, was to prove a valuable companion

had
""ith Bailey. As iron sharpenetli iron eacli

dene*
other. Bailey now in the full confi-

school
powers returned to the discussion of the

tentin^ 'f r
*’'^*^”‘^** must have compelled the at-

Whjf
^ ° ^ wisest and ablest men of the State. He and
e canvassed the State every year, attending Bap-
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tist Associations. In the issues of the Recorder of De-

cember 2 and December 9, 1896, he had an article entitled

“The Distressing Condition of Our Public Schools,” of

which the following is the opening paragraph:

The people of North Carolina do not realize how distressing

is the condition of their public schools. The facilities for teach-

ing the children of the citizens of this State to read and write

are meagre in every respect, poor in the extreme, utterly in-

adequate, distressing to contemplate, and alarming to every one

who knows what their condition is. We desire to bring this

condition before the people, to tell them the facts; to get them

to realize that our school system is the foundation of our civiliza-

tion and our government, and in truth, tlie very hope and happi-

ness of our homes, and to realize how very sorrily this

foundation is laid. The matter is more important than any

other public question; it concerns every father and mother,

every citizen more vitally than any question of tariff, or fanance,

or temperance. It concerns our State as a commonwealth more

than all other matters, all the institutions put together. The men

who lead North Carolina to a better public school system wUi

do her a greater service than those who fought for er

freedom from England or defended her in the late war, or

who have served her in any way. The public schools are vital

to every home. Whoever makes them better does a service to

every home in the State. Moreover the improvement of our

public schools in a necessity, an essential to our welfare, individ-

ually and as a commonwealth, which if neglected will have fruit

in a withering ignorance or a whirlwind of mad prejudice an

passion—and probably both. These statements have been

written calmly and deliberately. If they are true, who wiu

face them and remain in the present indifference. They are omj

too true.

It is not without significance that among the reade^

of the Recorder at this time was Charles B.

It is only a surmise but it is not at all improbable

it was the words above spoken that first quickened m
that interest in the schools which was to make

It is certain that he and Bailey were friends and that

the campaign of 1898 he gave Bailey assurance that

would forward the cause of the free schools.

After tlie introduction quoted ^above ^Ir. Bailej

voted the main body of his article to showing the con
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tions of the schools as revealed by the biennial report of

Superintendent Scarborough, soon to be published and
to urging the newly elected legislators to do their sworn
duty in providing for a four months’ term in every dis-

trict. Since the last session of the Legislature the schools

had gone from bad to worse; the average term was now
only twelve weeks; the average annual salary (entire pay
for school year) of teachers was only $95; thirty-five

per cent of the adults in the State were illiterate; there
was no hope for better things with 603,673 children in

the State dependent upon the free schools for an educa-
tion unless these schools were better provided for. He
insisted that the Legislature should make the free schools

their first concern

:

The General Assemblies have uniformly disobeyed the Con-
stitution; and they have done so without adequate reason, not-
withstanding each member is oath bound to support it. . . . Now
It seems to us that the General Assembly might first provide for
taxation for the schools to the necessary amount, and then begin
making appropriations to the other interests of the State for
which the Constitution does not demand support. Does it not
Seem plain that the mandatory artieles of the Constitution ought
to have preeedence over the merely permissive ones, and also
Over other laws providing for support of the various enterprises,
departments and institutions?

It is impossible here to give even in outline his argu-
ments and pleas for the scliools. They may be found

every issue of the Recorder from December 2,
96, to March 3, 1897. Soon they were attracting much
tention and able men from all sections of the State

^eie writing words of commendation and encouragement.
And even from beyond the State Dr. J. L. M. Curry,
^gent of the Peabody Fund, who had favored the North

tj^^j
public schools with financial aid, wrote words of

® leartiest approval. It seems singular now, but refer-

newspapers of that time will show tliat the

CO
^^<^corder stood practically alone in exposing the

ti^
itions of public education and demanding legisla-

Pcrf public man or political leader would
espouse the cause.
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Early in February Mr. Bailey got a summary of his

articles, published in a pamphlet, into the hands of every

legislator; he stood at the doors of the House and Senate

and personally delivered them to thd members, ^ven

times he sought a hearing before the Committee on Edu-

cation and was only admitted on the sixth request; he

had found the new Superintendent of Pubhc Instruction

warmly in sympathy and ready to cooperate in pressing

the matter before the Legislature; a bill, prepared by

Superintendent Mebane, John E. White and J.

Bailey, to appropriate $100,000 annually to make it pos-

sible to keep every school at least four months had b^n

introduced and around this the battle waged. Powerful

pleas for its enactment made by White, Bailey an

Mebane were opposed by Messrs. Alderman and Mc-

Iver who offered a substitute calling for local taxation.

The bill as introduced was not passed by the Legislature.

“At the very close of the session,” says ^Ir. Bailey in ^

llecorder of March 17, 1897, “after every other appro-

priation had been made, after the session of the Assein }

had practically expired, at the last moment, thw
J

»

rather a substitute for this bill, amended, practically

killed three times, once in the Committee, twice in i

Assembly, its terms entirely changed, its very purpos

changed, the amount reduced to $50,000, p^sed. • • •

It gives no money direct to the schools. . . . It is a

set apart, to be given in amounts not
^

to each school district—whicli by the new law is a to^^

ship—that votes a tax of ten cents on proper }

thirty cents on polls.”

The people had asked for bread and

a stone, or at least they so believed, and after

energetic campaign had been made in i - a'
dozen

repudiated it at the elections next Summer, onl) a

townships voting the tax. Mr. Bailey joined m t^he

taxation campaign. Dr. Meivcr was its
neces-

Mr. Bailey was its secretary. He recognized

sity for local taxation as well as direct Sta e ®PP

tions. This is a sufficient refutation of suggestio
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he had espoused the free school cause in the interest of

Wake Forest College, as set up by the Charlotte Ob-
server. At the time the Legislature adjourned it was not
known how distasteful this bill was to the people; others,

even the presidents of the University and of the State
Normal, were ready to claim all the credit for its pas-
sage, which credit was hastily accorded tliem by the

morning papers of Raleigh, while they had not one word
to say for “the paper which prepared the way for the
bill by creating sentiment among the people and in the

Legislature,” not one word for the Superintendent of
Public Instruction who prepared, with White and Bailej",

the special appropriation bill and worked for it. This
led Mr. Bailey to give some of “the facts in the case,”

^hich, so far as I have been able to learn, were never
denied and which a sense of justice demands should be
printed here. They are from the Recorder of March 17,
1897:

of the Presidents of the State institutions worked for
e publie school appropriations until appropriations for their

own institutions had been secured.

They were here in Raleigh, but their whole influence was to

h^rT^
^^0 cause of the Public Schools until these institutions

® got^ what they wanted. When the question of making
^Ppropriations to the University and the State Normal came

f^’
* promise of a good number of legislators to vote

thi"
appropriations on the express condition that some-

Dubr
done for the public schools. This position was

y announced on the floor of the House of Representa-

thiu*'
Senate, Senator Grant went so far as to say

introd”^*^**
something was done for the public schools, he would

Pron
supplementary resolution rescinding the extra ap-

face
University and the State Normal. In the

inte **t*j*^-'
‘^“^ditions as these, of course, these presidents were

inflif^*
*^*^j*” public schools. But the fact remains that their

Jq
delayed the bill; that delay caused the appropriation

thi
> ^^'at whatever conditions were attached to

twr>
were attached under the pressure of these

progressive educators.”

It IS noteworthy that neither Dr. Mclver nor Dr.
crinan challenged the truth of tliis statement.
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But Mr. Bailey might well have been content that they

who had done to death the original bill and put in its

stead a wretched substitute should have the credit for

it ;
they had as much reason to be proud of it as Senator

Gorman shortly before had to be proud of wrecking the

tariff bill of his party. It is interesting to see who was

the political leader that responded to the demands of

Messrs. Alderman and Mclver and brought on the defeat

of the $100,000 appropriation. That responsibility

doubtless belonged to him who was master of the Fusion-

ists in North Carolina, Senator Clarion Butler, and Ins

course marked tho beginning of his fall. In the Legis-

lature he might have at a word done much for the public

schools ; he preferred rather to do nothing ;
in the Legis

lature of 1897 it was said that the members were prac-

tically all for schools but under the manipulations of

politicians they were powerless to make their wishes ef-

fective. The Populists who had been so strong in their

declaration in favor of education had been tried in the

balances in two successive Legislatures and found want-

ing. The people were done with them. And their failure

here had to do with their fall and ruin. In his editorial

columns Mr. Bailey exposed Mr. Butler’s course and

threw his influence to the Democrats.

When the Legislature of 1899, strongly Democratic,

convened, Mr. Bailey whose powerful influence was novf

recognized and courted by the able politicians of the da>,

had grown in wisdom—he had allied himself and i**

cause with Simmons and Aycock. The Democrats wc^

proposing to limit the right to vote after a few

to those who could read and write; before Ihej \entu
^

to go before the people with such a proposition they sa^

clearly that they must show’ unmistakably that the)

friendly to public schools. Hence the Legislature, ^
ingly at first as ready to sacrifice the interest of P

j.

lie scliools as any of its predecessors, passed w

the new bill carrying an appropriation of $100,

the schools as soon as the will of the leaders was in
^

Mr. Bailey, though confident of the result, did no
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on his oars, or cease to write strongly and warmly in the

interest of the schools in the Recorder. Mr. Stephen Mc-
Intyre, an alumnus of Wake Forest College, promptly
introduced the bill, and it was favored even by those who
had formerly opposed a similar bill. Mr. Bailey had won
his fight. He liad the political leaders with him, and so

well had the Democratic Party learned its lesson that

the Legislature was so much concerned to have it appear
that its first interest was tlie public sdiools that it refused

to increase the regular appropriations to the higher edu-
cational institutions, and allowed them only $12,500 for

special appropriations in place of the $70,000 which they
r^uested. At this time Messrs. Alderman and Mclver
did not favor the $100,000 direct appropriation for the
free schools. They were so little regardful of them that
they sought authority from the Legislature to borrow
for their institutions the bonds to the amount of $40,000
''hich had been deposited in the State Treasury as a
Nucleus for a new Literary Fund for the support of the
Common Schools. A loan of $9,000 had in 1893 been
joade from this fund to the State Normal and at tliis

ime had not been returned, and the Legislature seemed
o fear tliat such might be the fate of the remainder of
'c Fund if it was lent in this way. Their request was

refused. It was I’emembered too that tlie Literary Fund
times, so carefully preserved by Calvin H.

*^cy, had been lost when lent. To avoid anj' further
double in this matter the Legislature ordered the bonds

in the treasury to be destroyed,

this it did wisely, for the main battle was j’et to

next year Mr. Aycock was before the people

continued support to the education of their

tio^*
‘^nughters, if they would adopt the Constitu-

Amendment which })rovidcd that of those who came
1908 only those who could read and write

Av ^ pco])lc accepted the })ledge, elected Mr.
their Governor and adopted the Amendment.

^ ycock kept his pledge and won immortal renown.
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The issue won in 1899 was the four months’ schcwl

term and the principle of direct appropriations to the

public schools by the Legislature. It was for this that

Bailey had fought since 1895. It proved a popular

victory. Everybody at once got on his side. The orig-

inal $100,000 has since grown to more than sis millions

annually. Mr. Aycock’s pledge was made to meet a

demand which already existed. He had taken no par

from 1895 to 1898. But now that demand did exist

and was acute. In view of what is recorded above is

it too much to say that it existed largely because of the

work of Mr. Bailey for the previous four yearsr^ NN itn

all his youthful enthusiasm he had been making the cause

of better schools for the children of the State his meat

and drink for four years. Week after week, month after

month, he had kept this cause before the forty thousand

readers of the Biblical Recorder; and he alone of tne

editors of State-wide influence did this. We have s^n

that the Charlotte Observer sneered charging that tn

Baptists were interested only in their college. i

was the response when Professor John S. Bassett o ri

ity College in the News and Observer of December 0,

1895, had said: “Is it too much to urge that the pr^

of the State as every enlightened factor of our soae y

rally to the aid of those who have begun this work

well.?” Whatever the restraining reason, the
.

State-wide influence did not throw themselves tn

struggle in response to Professor Bassett s plea.

with his Recorder was left to fight alone. And not o }

did he make his pleas through the columns of his paF

he addressed the representative Baptists of the bwe

their Associations and Convention in hundreds of SPJ^
, j

During the sessions of the Legislature he was do J

active, working night and day to induce
j^cn

to be true to the Constitution and provide the

with better schools. He assailed them with pamp

he addressed their Committees on Education. ®

constantly in the lobbies. The cause of the chi ren

not his second interest but his first, and in it ic w
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of personal gain or of promoting

e ted Tt f«titution; his service was disinter?

,-n V upon the considerations set outm h,s editonals m 1895 and 1896, to which I have re-

wofdd''l
contemplate that those whose support

havo t r ,
determinative shLld

Ze 2at1r' battle almost

Dri«r’
^ blocked his demands for direct appro-priations, or came to his aid only when the popular de-

WedTnlS
^‘^bools which he had so assiduo^usly cul-ivated m his paper and on the platform, had made the

*bat any should have been

due tlds V
for themselves the credit chiefly

all s ifthaf
"°ble cause. But saddest

becate J ] \
educational history, whether

have failed
ignorance or prejudice, should

services T h
important

be as avaikb?
historian may disregard them. They will

*eday T^r hundred years from now as they are

hZ "°^bing than of this, if

will com^T
'

‘“/i ^‘'i
^bem, the

j*^«ticebut ak
''^l^j.^tber historians will not only assure

her own
" * ‘^‘^eredit the current historians. Truth'-'wn avenger.



The Mountain Evergreens

By Edward T. Harrell

I love the faithful, balmy evergreens that with

Their friendly branches furnish screens

From winter’s stinging air;

The pines and cedars whose soft arms enfold

i„d shelter from the winter’s blast and cold

The shivering, timid hare.

They are the memoirs that summer leaves

To Reassure the changing world, which grieies

To see her sunshine go
; ,

They hold out hope that in the wake of spring

The soothing, living force again will bring

The rose instead of snow.

The oak, in autumn, sheds his full

The maple’s robe gets tliinner day by daj

,

The flower’s flame is dead.

But pines and cedars
'’'“''iy '“f

‘1''

Which comes always to cartli but not to last.

With wintry days of dread.

Their gentle murmurs, holding hints of MaV

Are Nature’s living joys which pay

For dreary, winter hours.

Feacc, rest, and harmony their notes rep^ ^

There is no discord in their music sweet

Only songs of joy and flowers.



Ships

By L. D. Munn

I

Mighty works of iron and steel,
With pulsing hearts that seem to feel
Their way o’er some wide-watered plain
1 lowing furrows broad and deep
In their wake, like mountains steep
O erlooking vales of waving grain

—

II

Giant monsters of the sea.
Hulled about much mvstery.
As they ever come and go;
Struggling with the foaming wave,
;Like warriors strong and brave,
*' ‘gliting on their skill to show.

Ill

Guardians of some distant shore,
"onng through the sea’s thick floor,

a ’ing thrones and people shake;
le works of human mind and hand,
ppiiig by like something grand,

lieir proud procession make

—

IV

BcfortT''" "’"y

That th
" t'**^*^ ^'^y-

Tliey rro^'hr-

And grand review.

Master at the helm.



Yes

o

By S. L. Morgan, Jr.

M a low hill overlooking the

yj a palatial, colonial mansion. P
^gg

looked down along a
^thc trees on the

Jarte “Is? spa"r&b%h«, in the large front win-

^Through the
^Thffi’ding^n?^^

Sn^Xl'rleS^ Lgh heiteMng^ at h.

con,p®anion. who stood in the ind-
well built youth, with flaxen hair and blue eyes

some fellow in the early twenties.

«I, not this lovely, John?” the girl asked. But

I can’t help wanting to be at home again.

“You are right, Elisabeth,” Uie young

“Something must be done.
yVe’ll g'''®

We will recover your home and “".‘I'” ' „oW

the rascals a dose of their own medicine. I must g

*°Eulbeth Brown’s home had their

eral miles down the river, hut when jf® he had.

desperate raids on the property of
mu, the

with others of her sex, taken retug' 0»“
^fe had

hospitable home of Colonel Thomas 0«en. H

iol all she could to make it »
“«iem side-

poor women, driven from their homes on the

Elizabeth’s father. General ThomM

then at the head of a little band
^ There

the swamps of Bladen, farther up i

They had 1^
seventy of them—brave and strong-

.^gide of ^
forced to flee from their homes ^ ^ the

thrc«

For how could they expect to tignr
river.
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hundred men equipped by King George? They had hid-

den in the lowlands waging a guerilla warfare. This had
continued until, worn out from the lack of provisions, they
looked across enviously at their enemy. Something had
to be done. This was the opinion of all.

When John Owen rode into camp, he immediately
looked up General Brown with the intention of broaching
the subject of immediate action. But before he had time
to mention it. Brown said:

“Robeson and your father and I have decided to attack
tonight. But we need more horses. Mose tells me he
has been able to save a dozen of my horses by hiding
them in the ravine back of my house at Ashwood. I want
you to go with me immediately to bring them here to
hsc tonight.

I’ll be ready in two minutes,” said John, who hurried
away to find another horse.

rp "'as back in the allotted time and they were off.
c twelve miles to Owen Hill w'ere covered in short order,

ot the men did not stop, for there was no time to waste,
o down the river for three miles they rode. Then as

looked across toward Ashwood higli up on the bluff,

fc, are of a fire became perceptible, steadily ffrowinsr
^^>ghter and brighter.

fiuickly plunged their steeds into the river and

ton^
other shore. The long circuitous trail to the

^luff
John. Tliere in the shadow of the

Ihro
" as black as pitcli

; not even a star pee])cd

Ihe
heavy blanket of clouds. But, as they gained

seemed suddenly to have dawned. For

flittin^
' I

trees they could see a group of shadows

ft
barn. Suddenly from behind

heard the excited voice of Mose:

in d^T J

^ foun’ yo bosses, an’ run ’em

Nothin’

^

couldn’t do
^ ^ cause dere’s ’bout a dozen of ’em.”

forward enraged at this act of brutality jumped
^'^t, firod”^*^'

’ they realized the rashness of their
several shots into the group about the fire. The
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figures quickly shrank into the shadows and returned

the shots, but without effect. Seeing that it was futile

to attempt to withstand this superior band they turned

and retraced their steps down the face of the bluff. This

necessitated slow progress and the Tories were showering

them continually with bullets. When they finally reached

the other side, John found that Brown had been wounded

in the thigh and was growing rather weak and faint.

He rode beside the General and helped to keep him in

the saddle until they reached Owen Hill. Here Brown

was put to bed and he gave John these words of com-

mand:

“Take the news of this latest outrage to our men. Tell

Robeson to take command and carry out the attack as

planned, as best he can without the horses. We must

put a stop to these audacious acts.”

As he finished he dropped back to his pillow exhausted.

Elizabeth followed John out of the room and on to the

porch, and offering her hands to him she said:

“John, I know you will do your best.”

He kissed the proffered hands and whispered:

“I will—for you.”

He leaped on his horse and sped toward the caml^

where the band of brave men were preparing to attacK

the Tories across the river.

There were three hundred in the Tory camp at the

head of a ravine near the village of Elizabethtowm. To

night around a bright fire they sat, drinking, carousing*

and joking of the hardships which they were inflicting

on their erstwhile friends, never dreaming that they were

about to be attacked.

When John dashed into his own camp alone, the

crowded around him asking about General Brown,

quickly recounted to them the events of the past

and on hearing of the wound of their General, as

as the burning of the horses the band immediately sw

vengeance on their enemies. As soon as Colonel x o

Robeson found himself in command he set about prep
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ing for the attack. Orders were given and quickly

obeyed, and the band marched down to the river s edge.

It has been said that the night always seems darkest

just before dawn. So it seemed to John, although at

Ashwood he had thought it could grow no darker. The

camp-fires of the enemy glimmered from the opposite

shore as if unable to spread their light. All was still

save for the soft swish of the river as it flowed between

the two hostile bands.

In the midst of this inky blackness Robeson gave his

men their final orders. The company was divided into

three groups of twenty-three men each. Robeson com-

manded one, Owen, John’s father the second, and More-

head was in command of the third. John found himself

in his father’s company. The plan of attack was again

explained and Robeson then ordered the men to undress

and wade the river. With their clothes and guns held

high above their heads the taller men had no trouble,

but others found difficulty in keeping their noses above

^’ater. At length the farther side was reached and the

band silently filed through the trees bearing to the right

nf the enemy camp. They continued in this manner un-

til they were well in the rear. Thereupon, John’s company

Was given the center of the line ;
Robeson held the right and

klorehead, the left. The companies, now about fifty feet

apart, marched down on the enemy.

**W^ho goes there?” rang out a voice from the dark.

*‘Whigs,” said John in a low voice as he brought his

inusket down on the sentry’s head.

The three companies were now in easy firing distance

of the camp. Up to this time no sound had been made by
the approaching bands, except for the encounter with

fbe outpost. Now in the stillness the clear voice of Robe-
son rang our:

Colonel Wright’s company—fire.”

With a loud cry of “Washington,” Robeson’s company
fired and wheeling quickly ran ten yards to their right,
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reloading at the same time. Immediately on the firing

of his own company, Robeson ordered:

“Colonel Gillespie’s company—fire.”

And with the shout of “Washington,” Owen’s com-
pany poured their accurate volley into the disordered

camp, and then they too moved their position and re-

loaded. Immediately on the second volley Robeson
shouted

:

“Colonel Dodd’s company—fire.”

And with the same shout of “Washington,” the twent}'-

three muskets in Morehead’s company crashed into the

confused ranks of the Tories. And at the command:

“Colonel Ingram’s company—fire,” Robeson’s com-
pany fired a second volley from their new position. This
time John’s company answered the order,” Colonel

Brady’s company—fire,” with the cry of “Washington,”
and bombarded the camp with a second volley from their

new position. And so it continued: each company fired

and quickly wheeling, moved to another position, there

answering to another name with another broadside. The
disordered Tories, believing the whole of Washington’s
army was upon them, attempted to flee. But Slingsby,

their leader, recalled them and encouraged them to re-

turn the volleys.

Suddenly John’s father fell, wounded by a shot

through his leg. John quickly leaped to the front and,

just as their ruse was beginning to be suspected, led his

small band down on the camp. At the sight of this

charge, Slingsby’s men could be restrained by no en-

treaty, and they fled in all directions, the majority of

tliem, however, hurling themselves into the ravine and

racing down the river. John led his band over the side

and into the ravine where, overtaking the frightened

Tories, he compelled them to surrender. The other

companies quickly arrived on the scene and aided lO

securing the captives, who were luckily unable to see

the number of their captors on account of the darkness.

John immediately returned to his wounded father an

with tlie aid of another man carried him back to Ghven
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Hill. John helped his father to bed and having told

Elizabeth of the victory also went to bed just as the

rising sun threw its radiant beams through his window.

About dinner-time the day after the fight Robeson

came and reported the night’s events, by no means omit-

ting the part that John played in the capture.

“We all should be proud of our young hero,” he said

and glanced across the table at Elizabeth; she blushed

and assented.

After supper John and Elizabeth were strolling on the

grassy slope in front of the house. The moonlight played

in Elizabeth’s hair and made her seem to wear a halo. To
John she seemed an angel.

“You will soon be able to return to Ashwood, now,”

declared John.

“Yes,” assented Elizabeth.

“Ashwood is a mighty beautiful place, too,” again

afiirmed John.

“Yes,” she repeated.

“But Owen Hill is beautiful also, is it not?”

“Yes,” she again assured him.

“Elizabeth, Owen Hill is my home, but won’t you help

make it our home?”
“Yes,” she replied softly, and the conversation drifted,

becoming more and more romantic.



Dawn

By Lonnie D. Munn

I

Dawn!

It came so peacefully,

Just like the lull that comes after the storm

;

The day’s new-opened eyes seemed taken by surprise

To find so calm a morn.

II

Dawn!

It crept into my soul

Like the shadow of an upraised Cross;

The storms soon quietly ceased, and strife gave way

to peace.

And joy untold.



Chaucer'*s Prioresses Tale

By A. L. Aycock

A T the close of a beautiful April day near the end of
^ the fourteenth century, there was gathered at the

Tabard Inn in Southwark, just across the Thames from
London, one of the most interesting groups ever

assembled in “Old England.” We learn from a member
of this “companye,” Chaucer, the poet, that they were
on their way to Canterbury

The holy blisful martyr for to seke.^

Chaucer, who seems to have been a good “mixer,” soon
became acquainted with the other guests at tlie Tabard.

And shortly, whan the sonne was to reste.

So hadde I spoken with hem everichon,

That I was of hir felawshipe anon, . . .
^

Not only had he spoken with each of them, but he had
observed so carefully that he was able

To telle yow al the condicioun
Of ech of hem, so as it seemed me.
And whiche they weren, and of what degree;
And eek in what array that they were inne : . . .

®

So well did the poet fulfill his self appointed task that
^0 have not only a good description of their “degree”
^nd “array,” but have also a very terse and illuminating
character sketch of most of the pilgrims.

Canterbury Tales, 1. 17.
11 . 30.32.

^aid., 11. 38.41
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The Prioress

In this company of Canterbury Pilgrims

Ther was a Nonne, a Prioress,

That of hir smyling was ful simple and coy;

Hir gretteste ooth was but by seynt Loy;

And she was cleped madameEglentyne.'**

It is with this lady and her tale that this paper is pri-

marily concerned.

First of all let us take a look at “madame Eglentyne,”

with her shy, modest smile and very mild oath, as the

poet has described her. She sang well, spoke French

“ful faire and fetisly” according to the school from which

she graduated,® and had excellent table manners

.

She leet no morsel from hir lippes falle,

Ne wette hir fingres in hir sauce depe.

Wei coude she carie a morsel, and wel kepe.

That no drope ne fille up-on hir brest.®

She was so courteous that when the cup from which the

company drank was passed to her,

Hir over lippe wyped she so clene.

That in hir coppe was no ferthing sene

Of grece, whan she dronken hadde hir draughte.

The Prioress was very pleasant and amiable. She en-

deavored to conduct herself after the manners of the

court and to be held wortliy of respect. She was over

sensitive, so much so that

She wolde wepe, if that she sawe a mous

Caught in a trappe, if it were deed or bledde.®

‘Prologue to the Canterbury Tales, 11. 118-20. .... -wirleif
‘For an Interesting discussion as to the identity of “Madame Eg

tyne” and the school at Stratford-atte-Bow, sec John Mathis »
ley. Some New Light on Chaucer, New York, 1926, pp. 202-220.

‘Prologue to the Canterbury Tales, 11. 128-131.

'Ibid., 11. 133-135.

*Ibid., 11. U4-46.
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So tenderhearted was the lady that she would weep if

anyone injured her little dogs which she cared for as if

they had been children.

Madame Eglentyne was well dressed and had a very
pleasing countenance, with a well shaped nose, grey eyes,

a broad forehead, and a mouth “ful smal, and ther-to
softe and reed.” Withal she was a very dainty lady and
quite an asset to the company.

There is nothing about this description of the Prioress
to indicate that she was very religious. Let us remember,
however, that we are getting a picture of the Prioress,
not in her abbey among her people, but in holiday attire
and on a pilgrimage. The fact that she

. . . peyned hir to countrefete chore

Of court, and been estatlich of manere,®

gave considerable attention to her dogs, and was per-
sonally attractive is not necessarily an indication that
®ne Was overworldly or that she was lax in her obliga-
lons, religious or otherwise. When we understand that
Was possibly her duty to have in her charge at times

young ladies of high rank, we can better understand that
or court manners are not affected but ratlier natural.
^ this connection Professor Kittredge says:

^
rioress is of noble blood, and has been brought up from

wh'" h
religious order; but it is a rich order, of the kind to

entr^
of wealth and position entrusted, as they still do

g'^st, their daughters for care and education.^®

her
in her dress and table manners, priding herself on

Pose*^”™***^***^
**** antiquated Norman French which she sup-

•na n**
French of fashionable society, in all things tak-

Pams to countrefete chere of court,’ she stands as a

'°Ge°orfrV°
(Canterbury Tales, II. 139-140.

P- 176.
•'ynian Kittredge, Chaucer and IHs Poetry, London, 1920,

f

her'^r comes to the defense of the Lady Prioress

Understood when he says: “This couplet is often sadly mis-
imitation of nni-V u ^

Prioress’s bearings were labored and affected

Exquisitely uehavior. It implies merely that her manners were
"’hich shows tif

touch of preciseness and finish

Position in lifo
regards such things as of some concern. Her

required this of her, and it accorded with her nature
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typical superior of a young ladies’ school.*^

Moreover, she was comparatively young. She was a

woman. And she wanted to look her best in this com-

pany. Our picture of this lady is still incomplete, for,

as Professor Root has well said

:

The true meaning of her character is to be found in the fuller

revelation of her tale. She might have been expected to tell a

courtly one, which should establish her reputation as an accom-

plished woman of the world; but her affectations are only on the

surface. Her legend of the ‘litel clergeon’ breathes the 'spirit of

earnest, heart-felt religion, and shows that the tenderness of her

heart is not confined to the suffering of a wounded mouse or a

favorite lap-dog, but to make her susceptible to the truest and

deepest pathos.^*

Grace Hadow found in the Prioress a very interesting

character and in writing of her said

:

She tells her story with real tenderness and feeling, and it is

evident that the atmosphere of the cloister in no wise irks her.

It is impossible to regard her as a pattern nun, but equally as

impossible to judge her harshly.

The Boy Martyr

Now that we have seen something of the Prioress her-

self, let us examine her story. According to Professor

French, the Knight, the Miller, the Reeve, and the Cook

told their tales on the first day of the journey, April I?-

On the eighteenth, the Man of Law told the first

the Shipman followed him, and then came the Prioress.

When the Shipman had finished, the host turns to Madam

Eglentyne and courteously*® requests:

as well. As to table manners, which often make the uninstructed

laugh, they are simply the perfection of mediaeval daintiness. ^'°***'^

is farther from Chaucer’s mind than to poke fun at them.” (Can**

and Hit Poetry, pp. 176-177).
“ Op. cit., p. 190. • •

“Robert Kilburn Root, The Poetry of Chaucer (revised eUiuou/.

New York, 1922, pp. 190-191. , 07,
“ Grace E. Hadow, Chaucer and Hi* Timet, New York, n.d., PP-

138.

“Robert Dudley French, A Chaucer Handbook, New 'kork. 1927.

P- . Hr con-
““Of all the Canterbury Pilgrims none is more sympatheticwiy ^

ceived or more delicately portrayed than Madame Eglantin ,
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‘My lady Prioresse, by your leve.

So that I wiste I sholde yow nat greve,

I wolde demen that ye tellen sholde

A tale next, if so were that ye wolde.

Now wol ye vouche-sauf, my lady dere?’

‘Gladly,’ quod she, and seyde as ye shal here.'^

The Prioress before beginning her story, which she

tells with childlike simplicity, invokes the blessings of

the Virgin, recognizes the miracle of Christ’s birth, and

begs that in telling the story she may glorify the Virgin

and her son:

Help me to telle it in thy reverence

!

**********
For to declare thy grete worthinesse,**********
Gydeth my song that I shal of you seye.^®

A synopsis of the story follows.

Ther was in Asie, in a greet citee,

Amongea Cristen folk, a Jewerye,

Sustened by a lord of that contree

For foule usurc and lucre of vilanye,*®

Hateful to Crist and his companye;

And thurgh the strete men mightc ryde or wende.

For it was free, and open at cither ende.®®

At one end of the street there was a school in which

Christian children studied grammar and music and were

instructed in the Christian doctrines.

prioress. The impression she has made on the company is exquisitely
JKgested by the courtesy with which the Host invited her to tell
®r story after the Shipman has finished. His softness of speech and
anner contrasts strongly with the robust badinage that Immediately

** *” (Kittredge, Chaucer and llit Poetry, p. 178.)
Prioress’s Prologue, Canterbury Tale*, 11. 1637-1612.

‘•Th'
^*'“'°Kue of the Prioren’t Tale, 11. 1613-1677.
Christians were not allowed to practice usury; this left the

a J
Ihe Jews. For a consideration, a nobleman would protect

The^hi
let him have large sums of money in needy times,

he levt!i5
***° borrowed heavily from tlie Jews at times; at other timet

Ject r
'""rmous taxes on them. The Jews lived in a country sub-

an(j f°
Ibe ruler who might banish them at his pleasure

—

cution°'^ff^
them what he owed them. In spite of their perse-

Pictur’e
*
»
^ became enormously wealthy. Scott gives an interesting

of those Jews, Isaac of York, in his novel, Ivanho*.
Prior***’* Tale, 11. 1678-1681.
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Among thise children was a widwes sone,

A litel clergeon, seven yeer of age.

That day by day to scole was his wone.

And eek also, wher-as he saugh the’image

Of Cristes moder, hadde he in usage.

As him was taught, to knele adoun and seye

His Ave Marie, as he goth by the weye.*^

This ‘litel clergeon’ (chorister-boy) was verj' religious,

and, as he heard the older students singing the Alma

redemptoris,

. . . he drough him ner and ner.

And herkned ay the wordes and the note.

Til he the firste vers coude al by rote.^®

Not satisfied with having learned the first verse only,

he asked a fellow student, who was older than he, to

tell him the meaning of the song and to teach him the

other verses.

Though the other boy, “his felaw,” appears only once

and is then dismissed in less than two stanzas, Chaucer

has given us as clear a character sketch as if he had

taken up a whole page or more. The contrast between

the two boys is interesting. The “litel clergeon” was

so delighted and impressed witli the fragment of the

Alma redemptoris that he not only wanted to know all

of it, but he also wanted to know what it meant. “His

felaw,” however, did not seem to have any particular in-

terest in it. For him it was merely part of his school

work. He had, perhaps, been told by his teacher that

the song was in honor of the Virgin. More he did not

know, and, apparently, did not care.

This song, I have heard seye.

Was maked of our blisful lady free,

Hir to salve, and eek hir for to preye

To been our help and soccour whan we deye.

I can no more expound in this matere;

I lerne song, I can but small grammere.^

’^The Prioreis’s Tale, 11 . 1692-1698 .

"Ibid., 11 . 1710-1712.

"Ibid., 11 . 1721 -1726.
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These last two lines tell the story. There has been no

quickening response on his part to the song. Not so

with the little boy, for he is more keenly interested now
than ever.

When he learned that the song was in honor of ‘Cristes

moder,’ he determined to learn it before Christmas, even

though he neglected his school work. Having learned

the song, he sang it daily on his way to and from school.

As I have seyd, thurgh-out the Jewerye
This litel child, as he cam to and fro,

Ful merily than wolde he singe, and crye

O Alma redemptoris ever-mo.^*

The Jews resented this very much. Their hatred grew;
finally they decided to silence this singer and his hateful

song. They waylaid him, murdered him, and cast his

body into a wardrobe (privy)

.

When the boy failed to come home that night, his

mother was very much alarmed. As soon as it was light,

she began to look for him. She went to the school and
to every other place where she thought he might be found;
indications were that he had last been seen in ‘the Jew-
erye.’ She then sought him among the Jews, begging
them that they would tell her if they knew anything of his

whereabouts.

They seyde, ‘nay’; but Jesu, of his grace,

Yaf in hir thought, in with a litel space.

That in that place after her sonc she cryde,

Wher he was casten in a pit bisyde.

Ther he with throte y-corven lay upright,

He ‘Alma redemptoris’ gan to singe

So loude, that al the place gan to ringe.*®

Those who had gathered were astonished. The provost

summoned, the body was taken up, and the Jews
Were seized and executed. The child was then carried
Un-to the nexte abbay.’ The abbot had completed the

Prioress’, Tale, 11. 1741-17U.
11. 1793-1803.
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mass and was ready to bury the boy, but when they

sprinkled the holy water on his body, he sang again, “0

Alma redemptoris mater.” The abbot asked him why

he continued to sing even after he was dead. The child

explained that, even though his throat was cut, he had

so pleased Jesus by singing the praises of his ‘moder

dere,’ that Jesus had sent an angel to place a seed on

his tongue. As long as the grain remained on his tongue,

he was to sing ‘ “0 Alma” loude and clere.’ When the

grain was removed, the angel would then take him to

heaven. The abbot removed the grain.

And he yaf up the goost softely.^®

When those in the abbey saw this miracle, they pros-

trated themselves.

The covent eek lay on the pavement

Weping, and herien Cristes moder dere,

And after that they ryse, and forth ben went,

And toke awey this martir fro his here.

And in a tombe of marbul-stones clere

Enclosen they his litel body swete;

Ther he is now, god leve us for to mete.*’'

The Prioress concluded her tale by referring to a similar

story current in England at the time, that of Hugh of

Lincoln.

There seems to be no effort on Chaucer’s part to give

his story a particular setting. This is shown in the first

two lines of the tale when the Prioress says,

Ther was in Asie, in a greet citee,

Amonges Cristen folk, a Jewerye, . . .

Since there were several great cities in Asia that might

have contained “Jeweryes,” it is difficult to know

one Chaucer may have had in mind. Professor Skea

suggests that the “Asia” referred to here is possibly Asi®

"The Prioress’s Tale, I. 1862.

"Ibid., 11. 1867-1873.
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Minor.^® As for the “Jewerye” or Jew’s quarter, most
large cities had one. There is still a section now known
as the Old Jewry in London.

Sources

Professor French says that no immediate source for

the Prioress's Tale has been discovered.^® There are no
less than twenty-seven versions of this legend, at least

ten of which are found in manuscripts of the thirteenth

century. Professor Carleton Browm has assembled
twenty-seven versions of the legend and divided them into

groups, according to the differences of treatment. In the
first group the boy is lured into the home of a Jew and
killed. When he does not return home, his mother looks
for him, and, after several days, finds him, guided by
his singing to the spot where he is buried. The body is

taken up, and the boy is restored alive to his mother
through the intervention of the Blessed Virgin, whose
praises he has sung.

In the second group, the little boy is a chorister, and,
^stead of singing in the streets, sings in the Church.
Phe Jews take offense at the song as they hear it when
they pass the Church during the services. They lure the
lad to some secluded place and kill him. When they
cave, the Virgin Mary restores the child to life, and he
^eturns to sing in the choir. The Jews, hearing the
same voice, and recognizing the boy as the one they have
l^urdered, are astonished. Many of them are converted,
o the glory of the Blessed Virgin.
In the third group the ending is tragic. Only the

nice of the child lives, and when the seed is removed
rom his tongue or when the sacred rock is removed
^rom hjs mouth, the voice ceases, and the dead body is

Works of Chaucer, 6 vols., Oxford, 189-t, V, p. 175.

P. 233
Dudley French, A Chaucer Uandbook, New York, 1927,

^ GJf^veer Handbook, pp. 231-242. In a footnote on page
from Prnf

French says that his material for this section was drawn
Chaucer, D Brown’s study. The Miracle of Our Lady told by

“rtoress, published by the Chaucer Society in 1910.
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Though there seems to be no evidence that Chaucer

had either of the then extant versions of the story in

mind, his original, if he followed any, must have been

similar to the version of the third group. It may be

that he had no particular story in mind, but merely used

the martyr-boy motif and made a story of his own. In

this connection. Professor Lounsbury says:

. . . But besides his referenees to those [saints] already

described, there are several other saints of whom he speaks

specifically enough to show that he was well acquainted with

the mass of fable that had collected about their careers. One

of these is Hugh of Lincoln.®*^

According to Matthew Paris, the crucifixion of Hugh

of Lincoln took place in England in 1255. The fact that

this story was well kno'nm may account for Chaucer s

having used a similar one as the Prioress s Tale. A
brief synopsis of the story as told by Matthew Paris

follows. About the time of the festival of the apostles

Peter and Paul, the Jews of Lincoln stole an eight year

old boy named Hugh. They invited the Jews from other

cities in England to be present at his crucifixion. On

the appointed day the Jews assembled. The trial and

crucifixion of Jesus was reenacted, the boy taking the

part of Jesus and one of the Jews acting as Pilate. Hugh

was beaten, crowned with thorns, and, after he was cruci-

fied, his heart was pierced with a spear. He was then

disembowelled and buried. On the following morning

the body appeared unburicd, above ground. It was then

thrown into a well. The searching mother found the

body and summoned her friends and a judge.

It is of interest to note that the only supernatural

element involved here is the fact that the body w'ou

not stay hidden. The boy does not sing, nor in any other

way does he indicate to his mother where he is. xVccord-

ing to Matthew Paris,

“Thomas U. Lounsbury, Studiet in Chauctr, 3 vols.. New ork, 1892,

II, p. 324.
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The boy’s mother had been for some days diligently seeking

after her absent one, and having been told by the neighbors

that they had last seen him playing with some Jewish boys of

his own age, and entering the house of one of that sect, she

suddenly made her way into that house, and saw the body of

the child in a well, into which it had been thrown.®^

There is no special motif, however, for any miraculous

gift of singing, since there is no evidence or indication

that Hugh was especially devout or had ever sung praises

to the Blessed Virgin. The Jews needed a victim, and
he happened to be selected. That this is true, and that

the Jews were impressed with the miracle is indicated in

the confession of the Jew, Copin.

What the Christians say is true; for almost every year the

Jews crucify a boy as an insult to the name of Jesus. But one
is not found every year, for they carry on these proceedings

privately, and in out of the way places. This boy Hugh, how-
ever, our Jews crucified without mercy, and after he was dead,
and when they wished to hide his corpse, considering the body
of a child useless to draw an augury from (for which purpose
they had disembowelled it), they could not hide it under the

ground as they wished to do; for in the morning, when they
thought it was hidden from sight, the earth vomited it forth,

and the corpse appeared unburied above ground; which cir-

cumstance struck the Jews with horror. Finally it was thrown
into a well; but even there it could not be kept from sight, for
the mother of the child, searching into all these misdeeds, dis-

covered the body of the child. . . .

After his confession, he and eighteen of his friends

Were executed and over eighty more were confined in the
tower of London, awaiting a similar fate.®^

In the ballads the story takes a different turn; the

though dead, speaks to his mother. One of these,

^ugh of Lincoln and The Jexv's Daughter, has a group
of Lincoln boys playing ball. One of this group was
sweet Sir Hugh,” and “he play’d o’er them a’.” Having

**T A

Ijj
Giles, Matthew Paris’t Englieh Uistory, 3 vols., London, 1854,

u*
P* 139,

Op. cit., pp. 139-140.
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kicked the ball through the window of a Jew’s house, he
begs the Jew’s daughter to throw it down. She refuses,
however, and tells him to come up and get the ball him-
self, using a beautiful apple as an additional inducement
to get him into the house. When he comes in, she kills

him with a penknife; then

She’s row’d him in a cake o’ lead,

Bade him lie still and sleep;

She’s thrown him into Our Lady’s draw-well.
Was fifty fathoms deep.

When he fails to return with the other boys that night,
his motlier goes to the “Jew’s castel,” falls on her knees
at the well, and prays. Her son answers her, tells her

The little penknife sticks in my throat,

and bids her prepare his winding sheet, for he will meet
her on the morrow “at the back o’ merry Lincoln.” She
does as he requests

And at the back o’ merry Lincoln
The dead corpse did her meet.
And a’ the bells o’ merry Lincoln
Without men’s hands were rung;

And a’ the books o’ merry Lincoln
Were read without man’s tongue;

And never was such a burial

Sin’ Adam’s day begun.*®

Another story which is very much like the Prioress’f

Tale is found in the Fortalitium Fidei. Lugdun. 1500, fo.

ccviii. This story, Alphonsus of Lincoln, composed in

1485, is reprinted by the Chaucer Society, with an Eng-
lish translation.*® The main differences between this

and the tale told by the Prioress are very few. In this

Giles, Matthew Parit’t English History, III, pp, 138-I4I.
Sir Arthur Thomas Quiller-Couch (ed.), The Oxford Book of Bal-

lads, Oxford, I92t, pp. 353-358.
F. J. Furnivaii, Esq. (editor in chief), Chaucer Society: OrigiaoH

and Analogues of tome of Chaucer*$ Canterbury Tales, part 2, series 2,

no. 10, London, 1875, pp. 108-110.
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story, a Jew finds out from a Christian doctor the mean-
ing of the song which the lad sings on his way to and
from school. After they kill the boy, they cut out his

tongue also. Instead of a grain, an angel gives him a
precious stone in the place of his tongue. He then sings
the praises of the Blessed Virgin until the stone is taken
from his mouth. He gives the stone to the Bishop, and
his voice is silenced.

If Chaucer had a particular source for his story, it

seems that this story and his must have had a common
source, judging from the very close similarity.

Numerous other stories®^ have been woven around this

martyr-boy legend, some of which take the ballad form,
as in Francisque Michel’s Hugues de Lincoln, 1834!.

Speaking of this popularity of the martyr-boy motif in
stories and ballads. Professor French says:

The dark superstitution, which laid the charges of these
atroeities upon the Jews, had heen giv’cn fresh impetus two
j^nturies before Chaucer’s day, by the martyrdom of St. Wil-
iam of Norwich, a lad of twelve, who was believed to have

.

®en lured into a Jew’s house and crucified, during Passion Weekm the year 1144. As rumors of the fate of St. William passed
.
’ough England and Europe, other tales of boy-martyrs came

l^to popularity. The most famous was that of St. Hugh of
incoln, whom the prioress mentions by name at the conclusion
her story of the little clergeon. Chaucer may well have heard

®iie of the ballads written upon the martyrdom of this boy,
according to Matthew Paris,®* was murdered at Lincoln

the Jews in 1266.®®

Treatment

Whatever may have been his source, Chaucer’s treat-
of this story is his own. In the other versions,

•nfoi'niatlon on this point is found in Walter
is of

^tiaucer, 6 vols., Oxford, 1894, III, pp. 421-423.

^fanslation William Wordsworth made a poetical

'dition of
^hauccr’s Prioress’s Tale in 1801. It is found in the

eleven Poetical Works edited hy William Knight in

209-219. edition, and published in Edinburgh, 1882, II, pp.

^°"tnote 34.
rench, A Chaucer Uandbook, p. 234.
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especially the one given by Matthew Paris, much atten-
tion is given to the enmity between the Jews and Chris-
tians. The horrible details of the murder are given, and
the execution of the Jews is graphically described. The
little singer seems to be merely a thread to hold the story
together. Chaucer, however, deals less with the horrors
of the story, and more with the ‘litel clergeon.’ As Pro-
fessor Root has put it

:

The art of the Prioress’s Tale is shown chiefly in the increased
emphasis laid on the human as opposed to the supernatural
aspects of the story. The main purpose of the other versions is

to show the miraculous power of the Blessed Virgin and the
black malignancy of the cursed Jews, the murdered boy him-
self being little more than a lay-figure, a necessary part of the
machinery of the tale. Chaucer has slighted neither the glories
of the Virgin nor the wickedness of the Jews; but he has sub-
ordinated both to the deep and tender pathos which centres in
his ‘litel clergeon, seven yeer of age,’ his ‘martir, souded to
virginitee. Eight full stanzas are devoted to the setting forth
of his sweetly simple child-nature, before the tragic murder is

even hinted at.^®

Professor Root might have added that not only do
these eight stanzas but the other twenty as well set forth
the story with a beautiful child-like simplicity. There
are no far-fetched allusions. Mars, Venus, and the other
gods have no place here. The Prioress has in mind the

story of the martyr and his devotion to the Virgin, and
so simply and beautifully does she tell the story that

the spirit of the little child seems to pervade it from be-

ginning to end. It breathes the tenderness and love that

the narrator possibly felt for the “litel clergeon” and his

Alma redemptoris.

Chaucer, it seems, never lost sight of the fact that this

tale was being told by a devout prioress. The way in

which she lingers lovingly over the account of the little

boy and his devotion to the Virgin Mary may be an

"II. K. Root, The Poetry of Chaucer, p. 197.
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expression of the mother love which, with her, is never
to find its natural outlet.

It is no accident that Chaucer makes her tell the infinitely
pathetic legend of the pious little boy who was murdered for
his ehildlike devotion to the Blessed Virgin.^^

Whatever the case may be, one thing is certain

;

Chaucer has selected a beautiful, pathetic, and touching
story for an equally beautiful and sympathetic character.

L. Kittredge, Chaucer and IIU Poetry, p. 177.
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“Living a London Fog” is a letter written from abroad.

Dr. Sledd has promised The Student one of these for

each of its publications. The staff is delighted over the

assurance of a real literary contribution for each of its

remaining issues.

* * *

Where
Are We?

Not long ago a small group of loyal and

determined alumni of the college met in

Durham. This meeting was followed by

another, both being altogether unofficial. The purpose

was to discuss the needs of Wake Forest College. In

doing so they came upon appalling facts—some of them

new and some old.

Most of the alumni of the college do not know that

Wake Forest has these grievances, and some of the

students, facing them day after day, do not realize

exactly what they are. In short. Wake Forest has been

neglected. A movement is now in the hands of the

alumni to present the conditions and ask for remedies.
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One of their presentations is tliat of the twenty-one
classrooms here, thirteen would be condemned by a high
school inspector. Six of these rooms have only one
window.

Another is that Eu and Phi dormitories are in dire
need of a complete remodeling. It would be interesting
to know when such work was last done in this building.
Also our gymnasium now has been condemned by the
State inspector for over a year.

In other words the physical equipment of Wake Forest
nas not only stood still but relatively it has fallen back-
wards. The most tangent needs voiced by this meeting
nt alumni are those of more efficient classroom provision,
^specially for the Department of Bible, a new gjTOnasium
^nd more money for library books. Last 3'ear only
vljOOO was available for new books and periodicals. For
he last five years Duke has averaged forty times this
much.

Demands for physical equipment go hand in hand with
emands for finance. The denomination in the state has
imited funds, but of that they do have the percentage
S*ven to Wake Forest is deplorably small.

For the last four years, excluding the Centennial cam-
Paign, Wake Forest has received seven-tenths of one per

In^t
*he total contributions to Christian Education,

in th
given to the cause of Christian Education,

c form of scholarships, twelve times this amount.

wfk^p Centennial Campaign it is arranged that

Dollo^
receive only sixteen and two-thirds per cent.

this, she was forbidden individually to solicit

it Wa* 1

^ the State while the campaign is going on, and

recomrv?^ T
the last convention that a committee

^Vake
“That owing to the dire and urgent needs of

Coll”*^^^
College we recommend that

securp
granted permission through its Alumni to

Q
sum of .$250,000 »

the has gone ahead
I and acquired a small amount of money and
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a large amount of fame, should not now be held back
and strangled while younger schools catch up.

There is an opinion that Wake Forest, as old and
famous as it is, is provided for financially. This is a

mistaken idea. The college is endowed to a small extent,

but who endowed Wake Forest? By far the larger part

was secured from Mr. Jabez Bostic by President Charles

E. Taylor. But for tliis sum we would certainly have
no Bostic Hall, nor would it have been possible to pro-

vide for many other improvements.

This group of alumni made several recommendations.

Three of them are as follows: That they ask the Board
of Trustees to approve a plan to enter the field in behalf

of Wake Forest; that Wake Forest men everywhere be

acquainted with the grave needs of the college; that in

the allocation of funds Wake Forest should be given a

larger percentage of the contributions to Christian

Education. We are certain that as an organ of the Wake
Forest students we can honestly thank our alumni for

this movement in support of the “oldest and most vital

institution in our midst.” It is a positive, non-antago-

nistic plan, and fully in accord with the constructive

policy of President Gaines.

* * *

r> 1. • TTTL “The Truth as to the Advance-

Rpinntc i^cnt of Public Education in North
Emphasis Beloags

Carolina ” whicl. .e arc pubUshing

in this issue of The Student, we have a historical docu-

ment of great interest, especially to Wake Forest men.

The author refutes tlie conclusions of some former his-

torians, and accuses them of not consulting original

sources, or of failing to record the facts therein contained-

The article is of especial interest to friends of Wake
Forest because of the light which is thrown on the lif®

and achievements for many years of one of her presi-

dents, Dr. Charles E. Taylor, and on her illustrious sonj

Mr. J. W. Bailey.
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Although the article necessarily gives considerable
space to Wake Forest men, it is an effort to give credit
where credit is due.

With the new drainage system maybe the occupants
Hunters Hall this year won’t have to swim to their

eight-ten.

* * *

The South
Hermann Keyserling in his observa-

tions on America has been uniquely kind to
the South. In his most recent article in the pride maga-
zine of New England, and of the United States, he makes
a bow to the Southern states by saying the future, as has
the past, will come out of them. As much as we want
Jt

to be true, we almost look on him with curiosity when
he says, uncompromisingly, that the South contains the
®nly lasting quality of mankind.

In an earlier article in the Atlantic he proclaims Vir-
pnia to have the only real cultural atmosphere, while the
^aste of food in New Orleans alone reaches the European

I

eal. Does tliis not make us regret that we are unable
0 eat our meals on the Mississippi while inhaling the

of the Shennandoah.^
We appreciate his compliments to our states and be-

^ie\e in his prophecy. He reminds us of proud reminis-
^*ises and inspires us witli hope and ambition.

* * *

hands who work on the campus walks and grounds

^ork ^ great deal of routine in their
same old thing after every rain.

* * *

finally been sentenced to jail. In prison he

the H
* representative of the crooks that infested

of iy
^fning administration. Even then, in the name

lutile*
expediency, we hope his appeal will be
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With one exception, the address of Mr.
The Golden ^ Simms at the tapping ceremony of
Bough Address

Golden Bough put practicality and

idealism into the three ideals of scholarship, leadership,

and character. In an ordinary time the statement would

not have called for special attention, and possibly it was a

mere exaggeration to stress a point. But in the face of a

movement that friends of Wake Forest are now publicly

supporting, the declaration of the speaker seemed ill-

timed, to say the least. In a single striking sentence he

advised us to let perish the thought that Wake Forest

needed a million dollars to live, declaring that with the

character and traditions of her past she could never die.

We remonstrate with the speaker on this statement.

That Wake Forest has trained men of large reputation is

unquestionable. But can Wake Forest live without ma-

terial improvements.^ The answer depends entirel}’ on

what we mean by “live”—and let us fear the passive sense

of the word! For Wake Forest to live truly, the college

must maintain the standards of the past, and if possible, to

produce richer harvests for the future.

Let us recall the time when Wake Forest established her

fame in North Carolina. During the nineteenth century

and earlier years of the twentieth, the classroom equipment

here would compare favorably with that of anv’ other co

lege or university in the state. The dormitories were

modern and satisfactory. The library was well financed^

The college owned a rare and powerful telescope. In

our gymnasium was the best in the state.

In 1834 the denomination undertook the Herculean t^

of establishing a school that would be as good as any

in the entire South. During the period mentioned abo'
^

the college secured gifts which today amounts to
^

eighty-five per cent of our total endowment. \ out i

^
scholars, who are today venerable professors, came to

^
wide-awake school. Students who were most capable an

ambitious chose the atmosphere of Wake Forest.

The fact is that when Wake Forest was creating i

and making them good to the world, she was adequa c
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equipped and had excellent financial support. The support
allowed her to be active and make progressive moves in the
state. It established her as a leader. It attracted the
attention of scholarly men and of rich men. In other words,
here is where our glorious achievements were made.
Must we live and advance on them now.^ Will they not

become pretty threadbare.? For the sake of the many men
w^ho have given their lives for our cause let us cherish and
protect the traditions they made for us. It would be
cowardly not to do so. It is the height of injustice to boast
that we have traditions and then do nothing to keep our
Alma Mater worthy of them. They have been delivered
into our hands to be safeguarded—not merely to be remem-
bered. Recall Longfellow’s line and take warning:
Naught but tradition remains of the beautiful village of

Grand-Pre.”
The most profound admiration for the honors and stand-

ards of Wake Forest can be shown, not in relying on the
past, but, in an attempt to perpetuate the traditions that
^feated her fame.
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Drip, Drip, Drip!

By L. D. Munn

Drip, drip, drip

!

Upon the earth, O rain!

So that some dying rose

May bloom again.

Drip, drip, drip!

A tear-drop from above!
That heaven may send some lonely heart

The gift of Love.

Drip, drip, drip!

Upon some parched tongue!
That Time may hid some withering life

Again he 3’oung.

Drip, drip, drip

!

Ah, hlood-dro{)s on my Soul

!

I hat God may take the l)rokcn threads
And make them whole.



Heritage

By Edward Harrell

Characters:

John Cameron.
Agnes Cameron, his daughter.

Browning Cameron, his son.

Time: Present.

Place: John Cameron’s home on Back Bay, Virginia.

Scene: The living room of John Cameron’s humble home.

The room is furnished with homemade chairs and table, all of

good design. On the left wall, forward, is a large fire-

place; on the back wall, center, hangs a huge oil painting-

Opposite the fireplace are pegs on the wall with fish nets

lianging on them. A cot with a blanket is placed against the

wall, almost directly under the large painting. Near the

center of the room, a long table with two straight-backed

chairs, one in front, the other to the right. A cheap, dark-

colored rug is on the floor. Not far from the fireplace, facing

it, a large wooden rocking chair.

Insistent reverberations of the ocean are borne upward to the

house, which stands near the bay’s water front. A storm is

raging on the bay and on the ocean, which is ten miles away,

just beyond a narrow stretch of sand that separates the two

bodies of water.

After the curtain rises the door in the rear in opened slowly and

Agnes Cameron appears. Her face shows anxiety and worry

as she goes slowly before the fire and halts, looking into the

blaze. She is a pretty girl of seventeen, neatly dressed. Her

hair is dark, her eyes are brown, her body is of medium stature.

Her voice is low and distinct, with a tremor of sadness in it*

She goes slowly, after a few moments, to the door and opens

it. As the door is opened a gust of wind rushes in. She closes

the door hurriedly.

Agnes. How cold that wind is
!

[Goes to the xcindo^

facing the open bay.] The ocean’s roaring is louder

than it’s been in months. The bay’s rough; I can hear
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it lash the boathouse. [Pauses. If only Browning
would come! [Another pause. Her voice shows anxiety.

What if the bay—was—too rough for him? He’s not

strong like “Daddy Jim.” [Speaking impulsively.']

0, I hate! Hate it! Every breaking wave, every dark
cloud hanging over the bay, every whistling wind that

slashes at the house when I try to sleep reminds me of

that day when they dragged lilother ashore—drowmed!
This fear! This fear of—the waves taking—him, the

only consolation God has left me—now—^to remind me
of the Beautiful! [Turns sadly away from window.]
What if he’s—being beaten—tonight—^by those clawing,

cold waves? Drowned—like—Mother. [Hears sound
outside the door. Turns quickly.] O, I hope he’s come,
I hope

—

[The door swings open and John Cameron comes in, breathing
bard. He is a heavy-set man, not resembling his daughter,
but with a face stern and formidable ; his form erect, muscu-
lar. When he takes off the heavy raincoat and slicker hat
bis hair is dark, tinged with gray lines. Bushy half-gray
brows overhang the obsessed glare of his fierce, gray eyes.
He Wears a common, faded, dark-blue suit, and rubber boots
eoming to the top of his knees. Agnes waits breathlessly for
bim to speak.]

^
John. [Unbuttoning heavy coat.] Couldn’t find the

[Agnes ttirns away sadly.] He wan’t on the sand
® fip when we got there.

-Agnks. [fVith agitation.] Oh, Father, do you sup-
pose

—

Cameron. The boy ain’t havin’ no easy time of it

rough. [Notichig Agttes.] But, Girlie,

hit shore. He ain’t been living on the ba}" all his
* c for nothin’. [Sits before fire.]

Q
^ONEs. [Coming nearer him.] But he’s never been

Pa
^ storm like this—alone. Listen! [They

and*^
^ I can hear the waves beat at the boathouse,

know it’s been only a few times that we’ve heard
• Oh, it’s wild out there; it’s more than that—it’s

ess! Oh, God, God! What if Browning

—
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Cameron. [Interrupting.] Ain’t I told the boy to

stay away from the sand strip when he’s alone? You
know he ain’t strong. [Agnes starts to speak as he pauses,

hut remains silent.] Why didn’t the fool put up those

damned books when he saw that cloud makin’ in the north-

east?

Agnes. [Timidly.] I don’t suppose he was aware of

the spreading cloud.

Cameron. [Speaking harshly as he gets up.] No,

that he wan’t! He was moonin’ over them books again!

I wish to God Elizabeth had burned ’em! They got him

mad, mad I tell you! He ain’t never been satisfied with

me. Poetry! Music of the sea! Sunsets! That junk!

That’s all he talks about. [Agnes shakes her head slowly

as he continues in a harsh, angry voice.] There ain’t no

sense in it, I tell you

!

Agnes. [Thinking of Browning, goes nearer, speak-

ing in a pleading voice.] Oh, Dadd}’, you’re hard. \ou

don’t understand him or— [Pauses.] The wind’s rising-

It’s getting late. Can’t we do something? Can’t you try

just once more—look along the shore? [Almost sobbing-]

Won’t you go, “Daddy Jim?” [Brings his coat and

hat.]

[Cameron puts the coat on without a word, pulls the hat doW*

over his eyes, lights the lantern, and goes out. Left alone,

Agnes stirs the fire, then goes slowly across the room an<t

halts under the oil painting. She looks up at it for a minute,

her eyes dimmed with tears.]

Agnes. It’s sublimely beautiful—so like him. I’U

ways—love it—and—if he never—comes back—• [H^f"

head rests against the wall, as she gives way to sobs.]^

Dear God, Mother is gone—now—Browning is—gone-

Don’t let the sea—take him. Oh, God

!

[The door is flung open and Browning, exhausted,

His hat is gone, his clothes are wet and torn. He is

slender. His hair is black and uncut; his eyes are brown

gleaming. His features are sensitively outlined.
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he flings open the door there is a fierce light in his dark eyes.
In one hand he squeezes a small oil-shin hag which he holds
close with both hands after the door is closed. As he halts
a step or two from the door and looks xvildly at Agnes, the
9^’'l halts too, realising that he is half-insane. Browning hugs
ihe bag closer.]

Browning. [Pointing to her and speaking xcildly.]

^tand back! I know you! You’re after my master-
piece. I_
Agnes. [Shrinking hack.] Brother

—

Browning. Almost—finished! [He comes a step
nearer her. Agnes backs away toward the rear door.]

P

P "Pere tlie silence sings”—Oh, I’m cold! Dead, eh?
L e leiys the hag on the table, tears off the coat, and lies

on the cot.] Tired! Dead!

[dfter a few moments of silence .ignes goes hesitatingly to the
> sees he is still, and drops on her knees beside him.]

Br^tt^^^’
nfraid.] Brother!

God you’ve come; hut [brokenly] like

ns t}^^

[A/ie mbs his ha,ir and forehead. Browning stirs
^ough in a fever and opens his eyes. He sees Agnes.]

What a dream!
with me for going? [He tries to sit up,

Up p?
* back on the cot] It was wonderful today, Agnes.

Oh
[pointing] on the sand, overlooking the waves,

•^clto 1

physical, hut an inward peace that

pain-
Weariness that often we know deep within our

forgert^^^
®ouls. Oh, you know; [Carcssmgly] I don’t

artist, too, my only soul-companion,

it fo^
I’ve nearly finished it! I’ve written

poet’s light was on the sand veranda

lines to ^ [^^^ kisses her arid then

the tabl^^^^
nnd, tinstrapping the bag, lays the papers

as he ,s

'‘“'rip*
seated John Cameron opens the outer door and
she storm is still raging.]
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Cameron. Been with your poets, ain’t 3’ou.^ [Pauses.^

Drag me out on a night like this lookin’ for 3’ou, you fool

!

Who’s fault would it ’a been if we’d come across 3'ou in

tlie bay tomorrow, drowned like a rat? I’ve warned 3’ou

a plenty, ain’t I? What’s the reason 3'ou didn’t get here

before now?

Browning. [Calmly.] I was caught in the gale, and

the wind took me farther down the ba3% Had to land

there.

Cameron. [More angrily.] I’m damned tired of this

“poetry” stuff! I’m not goin’ to have it either! Now,

get over there by the fire and dr3' them clothes. [Broxcn-

ing takes a seat before the fire. Agnes stands behind his

chair. John Cameron is standing close by.]

Cameron. You’re some son ! You’ll be under m3* e3'e

from now on. No more “sand veranda” for 3*00, I tell

you, unless you go with me

!

Browning. [Looking in the fire.] I must go just

once more—tomorrow.

Cameron. We’ll see ’bout that! You’ll stay here!

Agnes. Father, there’s no harm

—

Cameron. You stay out of this, girl! I said the bov’

ain’t goin’!

Browning. [Quietly.] I must go.

Cameron. [Furiously.] So 3*ou disobe3’ me, 3’ou

whelp! I reckon 3’ou must have forgot them beatin’s I

uster give you for disobe3'ing me ! I’ll show 3’ou

!

[ Cameron goes to the table and snatches up the sheets of poetry-

With a swift movement Browning tries to reach them first,

but fails.]

Browning. [Tensely.] Don’t touch that.

[As Cameron starts toward the fire with the papers, Brownin9

catches his hand. His father turns and, dropping the sheets on

the floor, hits the boy with a terrible force that sends htjn

back against the wall. Browning sinks to the floor,
rent
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father picks up the fallen pages and carries them to the
Agnes is sobbing and wringing her hands.]

Agnes. [Going pleadingly to her father.] Father!
Flease, please

—

Cameron. [Ignoring her.] Now, look here, you poet,
>ou

! I’jj, going to burn

—

[Urowning struggles up. He starts toward his father, and then
halts.]

Listen to me! Tonight

j

I landed the boat and started home I fell over some
^gs lodged in the marsh. It stunned me. When I got

^
got within sight of the house something went

long with my mind. In just a moment I’ll be the same

this •
goijig to tell you

beca T
several years ago, beat me brutally

whin^**^
^ ''wouldn’t obey you. On my back there are still

secret-^”^^^’
^bis, but it’s my

ooain #
[Poititing to Agnes who is leaning

fora^l 1

sobbing.] Once since then I was sick

the ^ summer. A doctor came. He found out about

that
shook his head, and muttered something

tered T
understand about shock—nerves—shat-

I fgU t understand what. I understand now.

toniplif come over me again when I fell

thinxy w
^ infernal lash again. God ! Some-

what I
when I came in just now. I don’t know

up toith^^f
conies closer. His eyes light

burn m ^ Yf^iows fire. Agnes sobs and moans.] If 3'ou

tfl-e

»iy—-the thing I love I’ll_I_love—my—

flolr!^^l tatZe and falls. He lies still on the

^'"'ops th
screams and then covers her face. Cameron

picks
where he is standing and goes to Browning.P^chs h*

f*r tA AiaTtuinff

^°^ents th^
on the cot. For a few

looks sobs of Agnes. When
^owed. ^‘‘foeron is on his knees by the cot, his head

father
** ‘l^^plp touched. She goes and stands by

» to restrain her
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Agnes. Browning! Browning! [Her father rises

to his feet and moves away slowly. She kneels and buries

her head against her brother.] Can’t you—speak—to

me.? O, God, don’t—let—him—go!

[Cameron has picked up the poetry and is holding it in hit

hand. His face is distorted with pain. Folding the paper

slowly he goes noiselessly and remorsefully to the window

and looks out across the bay. The girl is still kneeling y

her brother.]

Cameron. [Painfully.] It’s been home—to me;

[Slowly.] not for him. It ain’t been home to you either-—

you’re both like your mother. [Chokingly.] I ain’t been

able—to

—

Agnes. [Rising and picking up a sheet of paper

which has fallen to the floor, gazes intently at it for a

moment, and then reads meditatively]

:

“When trag^v

lies like a bruise upon the heart, misty music rises for the

artist to snare.”

[Cameron’s face shows that he doesn t understand.]

(Curtain)



When the Current Strikes

By A. Laurance Avdlett

J^oes the State of North Carolina Show Cruelty in its Use

of the Electric Chair in the Little Octagonal Room?

‘ OOD MORNING.” The two words that dropped

from the lips of the negro seemed hardly to be
said in the tone and manner one would expect of a con-

demned criminal who in a few brief seconds would pa}'

"'ith his life the extreme penalty required by the State
of North Carolina of one who indulged in the bloody

pastime of first degree murder.

The man that had entered the door was stooped low
if he were carrying a burden too heavy to bear, which

ae Would soon shift to other shoulders. He was Hector
Graham, murderer, who had killed, according to his own
statement, in self-defense. The thick mustache was
Staying, perhaps with care; the dark skin was tinged
"'ith that curious color commonly termed the “prison
pallor,” the shaven head was round and with a high fore-
head.

..p^^^tainly to one unused to the faces of criminals he
not seem of the type that would kill another man.

® appeared rather to be of the type of negro that
hs behind the plow or with his foot pushes the spade

®®p into the earth in forming a drainage ditch.

of
"^1° Hector Graham maintained he was innocent

t t j
charged against him—wilful and premedi-

tated

last

def

murder of a white man—and claimed as he took his
seat in this world that he had done the deed in self-

ense to preserve his own life.

of th*^
about to meet their death at the hands

p
State of North Carolina are usually deadened

lonally, so far as fear goes, by excessive and con-
'“HI
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tinuous instruction along religious lines that has the

effect of a sedative.

The condemned man, as he sat down in the oaken chair,

asked for the open Bible in the hands of his spiritual ad-

visers who stood within the chains that kept the specta-

tors of the tableau a safe distance from the death seat.

The voice with which he read the word of God trembled

a bit as he began to speak aloud, but he almost instantly

seemed to get a grip on himself and forced his quaver

down his throat until the words that fell upon the ears

of the listeners were clear and distinct. He seemed un-

afraid.

When he finished reading, the prison emplo3’ees had

not yet finished their task of strapping him in the chair.

The heavy leather belt, about three inches wide, had been

pulled across his chest and the smaller straps had fastened

his wrists to the arms of the chair, consequently^ forcing

him to sit in a strained, erect position. He leaned forward

above the belt over his chest to watch the operation of

clamping the copper electrode to his right leg about four

inches above the ankle bone. When removed after the

ceremony it will have left its round brand seared upon

his flesh.

Tlie attendant leaned forward from behind the chair

to bring the black leather face strap-mask over the man’s

eyes and the negro looked hastily about him, taking in

every detail of the white-washed octagonal room, almost

stuffy now with the crowd on the other side of the chains*

and perhaps catching a glance through the narrow, iron-

barred window of the beautiful world which he was

leaving.

The face strap was adjusted and Graham’s head pullei^

back against the board rest on the back of the chair, tlien

the leather-covered, water-soaked, copper-lined cap

placed upon his head and the dangling wire inserted in

the waiting fastener. Warden Norman stood back n

give a brief, hasty glance at tlie chair and its occupan »

then his eyes met those of the waiting executioner at

switch. There was no need of spoken words to remo'
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the breath of life from the waiting negro ;
the glance was

a sufficient death warrant.

Tlie negro spiritual advisers turned their faces away
from the scene as they chanted a psalm for the heavily-

built negro in the death chair. They seemed not to hear

the thud of the body as it was thrown by the force of the

current against the straps that kept it from being hurled

the entire way across the room. They were speeding on
its way the soul of a black man of their own race as the

1800 volts drove it from his body.

And that was all. Of course there was a second shock

;

the first had been insufficient to kill, but it was brief, for

Graham was a large man and large men die easier than
small ones. The current during tlie two shocks had been

.jockeyed by the man at the switch as he played with his

''ictim, tightening and loosening again his muscles with
every surge of the lethal current. When he was pro-
nounced dead the outer door was opened and the watchers
^ere allowed to file out. Among the number had been
niore than one white face and clenched jaws.

To record the feelings of one who witnessed such a cere-
mony for the first time would be very difficult in view of
he passage of time, conflicting emotions at the moment,
nnd subsequent details of later executions. When one is

n member for the first time of the group within the death
chamber it seems as if he does not think. All the sights
nu sounds impinge upon a subconscious nervous system
mt after the ordeal is over transmits tliem to the func-
loning center of the brain. Thus it might be said all

impressions are second-hand, not being perceptible on
he instant. One has to have time to think over the experi-
ence and to recall tlie details before the actual feelings can
he described.

h
writer looks back over the first experience

nd with the effects of tlie vengeance of the State of

th
^ Carolina, an array of conflicting emotions present

^c^msclves. That occasion was the second visit to the

to
Senal room, the previous one having been made on a
n of inspection and curiosity. The first visit had
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shown to the eyes of a college youth merely a chair, albeit

somewhat harmless looking and perhaps even comfortable,

the hanging wires, and the twenty light bulbs in a double

row hanging on the western w'all. The chains about the

chair to enclose it and the rubber mat on the floor under-

neath were mere unessential details.

Then came the occasion for the second visit, the neces-

sary cutting of two classes and the nervous trip down
town followed by the equally nervous waiting about the

Associated Press rooms in the Raleigh Times building.

Tlie departure for the prison, conversation on the wa}’,

and the anecdotes of the group in the hall distracted the

mind from the unknown experience in store. As the

hands of the clock in the warden’s office neared 10:30, a

shakily lighted cigarette less than half smoked was rest-

lessly trampled under foot when the doors were opened.

Of the group that crowded close to the iron bars across

the way to the death chamber it came to the ears of the

writer that W. T. Bost of the Greensboro News had wit-

nessed about forty such tableaux—the figures were un-

certain at the time— ; tlie representative of the Inter-

national News Service had seen sixty in this and other

states; McKevlin of the News and Observer was an old

hand at the game; Lucas of the Times was not a novice.

For protection from the unknown and imagined har-

rowing experience, the writer instinctively sought the cen-

ter of this group with a hope that his action had been un-

noticed, and, thus fortified, walked through the prison

rooms and corridors toward the octagonal room. The

security of his position, surrounded b}’ the collective ex-

periences of all the others, made a welcome support until

the narrow passage between the souvenir room and the

death chamber was reached. Behind the right wall of this

passage was the humming d^-namo, unnoticed now in the

new uneasiness that came over him. The small width and

windowless sides of the short corridor brought on ane"

the dread of the unknown that set going once more the

trip-hammer beating of the heart.
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There was a halt at the door of the octagonal room.
From the threshold but still within the passageway, the

writer could see the death chair with the test lights on
the boards lying across the arms, the dull gleam of the

filaments showing the flow of current and causing for the

moment an intense desire to be on the other side of the

prison walls. To the sudden coming upon these test

lights across the arms of the chair and the muffled hum
of the dynamo from some place near by—it hardly
seemed possible to locate—was later attributed the desire

for flight from the unknown.
“I think I’ll wait here and watch it,” the writer in-

formed the warden, little knowing he stood on the exact
spot occupied by the executioner and having at his right

hand the very switch he was to see in action within a few
seconds.

“You can’t stand here because you’ll be in the way, and
you can’t go back because all the doors are locked,” the
""arden informed liim, and so he followed his only recourse,
^jhich was to range himself quickly on the other side of

death chamber near one of the windows which would
®uord a much more pleasing view should transpiring
ments in the room become too unwelcome. The window
"ould also afford fresh air if, as he had been told, the

in the chair was scorched by the current and the
smell of burning flesh were to pervade the room. He

of the ammonia-soaked handkerchief in his pocket
mt had been put there on the advice of Lucas of the

with the remark that its odor would be more agree-

^
0 than tliat of a cooking human. In the pocket of
oas also rested a similar handkerchief which had always

of his equipment.
atch in hand, to catch the exact time on each of the

ccessive steps in the execution, the writer waited
pectantly, somewhat nervously with a dread of seeing

he miglit wish later he had not seen, for the con-
demned man to appear.

^^'sf man to appear in the doorway was that of
® ° the spiritual advisers. He was chanting a psalm
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and was well-dressed as if he were president of a negro
bank. The writer wondered if this were the criminal,

since he was unfamiliar with the blue shirt and trousers

the condemned habitually wore. Gone now was the former
dread of the unknown and in its place was an unexpected

ease that appeared as soon as things commenced to hap-
pen. The long seconds of uncertainty were to become
only a remembrance in the future.

The second man to appear was dressed similarly to his

predecessor and was at once put down as not being the

man to die. Then came the slumped, round-shouldered

form clad in prison blue, the right leg of his trousers

slit to the knee, his head bent forward, eyes flitting about

as if he were uncertain about the reahty of it all. This

undoubtedly was the man. Then they set lum down and
killed him.

As Hector Graham went, so went many others before

and since; so will go many more, and there will be com-
paratively little difference in the details of their going.

Other men are now waiting their turn on Death Row,
the short, horrible walk, from which there is no returning}

staring them in the face. Citizens of the State might

wonder whether there is any cruelty in their punishments

To witness no more than the short execution itself

would leave the impression that it is simple and an easy

way of going to other worlds. The man sitting in the

chair seems to have made a wager with some one that he

cannot be fastened in a manner that would not permit

of his escape. Indeed the usual question plied to those

who have seen their first electrocution is: “Well, what

did you think of it?”

Then comes the habitual reply : “Why, there isn’t an}"

thing at all to it. You would’t have known he was dying

unless they had told you so.” And tliat is as it seems

on the face of it.

Later experiences are almost as much without anxiet}

as the first is filled with it. There was Dave Devlin whom

the writer heard in an interview laugh as he heard on

the day before his death the drone of the dynamo as i
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being tested and say with what seemed a light heart:

“They’re getting ready for killing hogs now.”

He seemed little worried hy the ordeal through which
he was soon to pass and confessed the next morning to
the crime for which he was sentenced and another as well.

When Dave left he had given a warning to all the young
hoys and girls to go on the straight path, and he followed
the practice of Graham his predecessor in reading aloud
from the Bible of the clergymen. How could he laugh
find speak of hog killing time as he grasped the iron bars
across his cell door and smiled at newspaper men out-
side!

“Tliey all get fed up with religion,” was the informa-
tion volunteered by Otto Wood, a resident of Death Row,
oecause of his record breaking breaking-out record. Otto
nears the spiritual exhortations of all of them from his

l^nll in the western end of the double-locked row and he
is^ns to them leave their cells on the last walk.

if rom the small window in the warden’s office one can
®!^®.the other condemned men standing in the doors of
icir cells, their hands grasping the bars above their heads

^s they listen to the prayers and songs over the one who
aves that day, and which they know will be repeated

'''fore long

AO remain m the death chamber, however, after it has
emptied save for the attendants who are to take the

nd man from the chair will show an entirely different
Pcct of the deatli penalty project.
One has to see but once the bulging eyes, distended

peculiar color of the face, sunken cheeks that
almost pierced through by the cheek bones, and the

exposing the teeth to realize that the man be-
him must have died in intense and untold agony.

^
ne Friday morning before the condemned man had

in, McKevlin of the Ncrcs and Obscrz'cr
ged the writer, ])ut his finger on the words “Sports

nier on the dial of his stop watcli and remarked : “This
^ of a sport.”
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To this sceptics would perhaps agree if they had ever

smelled the burning of flesh as the current licks up the

life of the man along whose nerves it is surging and causes

the body to send off an odor that tends to make the

stomach crawl inwardly and rebel. The curling steam

coming from beneath the cap and the bubbling saliva

oozing through the face straps and collecting in a huge

ball as if the victim were mad, are far from lessening

the horror of this method of punishment.

The effect of witnessing such a tableau can often be

observed in many fashions. The writer has personally

seen jaws clenched so tightly as to drive every noticeable

drop of blood from the face leaving it a ghastly pale

while the owner sometimes watched the chair, sometimes

{)eered intently at a tree or a brick on the ground outside

the window. One man, it is said, even sat down on the

octagonal floor, white and shaking, saying he was too

sick to stand it.

So the State of North Carolina continues to send men

into its prison in the Capital City who are never to conic

out again unless they leave feet first in the body of «

mortician’s carriage. Their bodies are sent to their rela-

tives or, if there are none to claim them, the}’ are shipped

to one of the medical schools in the State where they are

dumped into vats of formaldehyde and become the “stiffs

upon which embryo doctors of medicine carve in their

search for knowledge.

Four crimes are today punishable by death in North

Carolina : murder, arson, rape, and first degree burglarv-

The second and the fourth rarely are forced to the ulti-

mate end, sentences generally being commuted by the

governor. Yet a sentence of death for both arson and

for first degree burglary recently hung over two of the

inmates of State’s Prison.

With the onward sweeping tide of humanitarianisin

it is possible that the dcatli penalty within the next gen

eration will be abolished in this State and some other

punishment substituted. It is not every state in the union

that kills its greatest criminals, some of those in whie
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there is no death penalty having a smaller crime wave
than in those where men are sent to the chair or to the

gallows.

Little effect do the executions have on the people of

the State who would be likely to commit crimes that

"^ould lead them there. Shut away from the eyes of the

curious, few but the six official witnesses required by law,

newspaper men, and prison attendants ever see a con-

demned man leave the world of his birth.

Were the scene open to the public the ghastly effect

might be some deterrent to the criminally minded, but it

I’cmains useless in its seclusion, reaching the eyes of the

outer world only through the censored columns of news-

papers that are not allowed to carry the sordid details.

Again comes true the adage that “seeing is believing,”

and not until more of the people of the State see their

punishment in operation will they change its methods of

procedure.3



Black Death

By L. D. Munn

ttlV/TYGOD! Where am I? What’s happened? Oh,

jjiy God! my God! They’ve sealed me up in here

and have turned on the water. Help ! Help ! Oh, God,

have mercy on me, have mercy on me! I’ll never get

outer here alive. Help ! Help ! Why don’t someone

answer me ? Help ! Help ! Somebody open that man*

hole and let me outer here! Help! Help! Let me outer

here, Isay! Where is everybody? Help! Hey! John!

John ! Open that hole I say ! If someone don’t open that

hole quick. I’ll knock a damn hole in the side of this tank.

Oh, God! I’ll die in here if somebody don’t let me out.

Oh, why did I ever come down in this tank? Where

was I? I don’t remember nobody closing that hole.

I must have gone to sleep. Hey, somebody 1 John! Oh,

John! Help! Help! Where is that watchman? Is

everybody deaf? Oh, God, why did I ever go to

They’ll never hear me out there. My God! ISIy

Have mercy on me and let me outer here. Help ! Help •

The frenzied speaker was none other than Broadus

Keats, a holder-on for a riveter in the employment of

the Hampshire Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company-

He was a moderately-handsome youth of about twenty

years, stockily built, and possessing almost indomitable

courage. His muscles were as hard as steel, due to yea^

of heavy manual labor in the blacksmith’s shop of the

Hampshire Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company. -

present he was holder-on for his riveter-mate, John M el-

lings, an employee of the same company. Their last jo

had been the replacing of three new plates in one of ®

water-tanks of the steamship Nova Brook, which no

lay in dry dock Number 2 for general overhauling

repairs. He had only recently quit his place in the blac
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smith’s shop on the advice of his doctor. The steel-

chipped fumes arising from the blacksmiths’ anvils were
taking an effect on his lungs. He quit a good-priced
job for one of much smaller pay just to have an oppor-
tunity of breathing the pure atmosphere occasionally.

The three years he had spent as apprentice-boy in the

blacksmith’s shop, laboring for eight hours a day in that

smoke and grime, had been too much for growing lungs.

He welcomed the change. Only one who has been sub-

jected to that heavy, death-dealing air can realize the
change that came over Broadus Keats as he walked along
the docks or on deck, opening his lungs to the new-found
atmosphere. Of course a part of his time now was spent
below deck or down in the holds of some ship, but the

greater part was spent on deck or alongside the ship.

Although Keats had lived all his life under the very
shadow of the ship-yard, he had never exactly been con-
quered by its environment. That is remarkable, for once
you become a part of that great human ocean, you are
almost entirely swallowed up in its whirling chasm. You
absorb so much of the environment of the sweating, curs-
^*^g men that you eventually come to the place where 3’ou
actually think in terms of profanity. Nowhere in all

be World is there such a display of wickedness, goodness,
^ice, love, friendship, happiness, and jealousy as that
isplayed behind the gates of a great ship-yard. No-
^cre is the drama of life so vividly depicted.

Maybe one determining factor in keeping Keats from
emg enveloped by that surging sea was IMary Lovelace.
c Would have been a determining factor in anyone’s

* c. She and Keats had been childhood sweetliearts ; they
bd grown up together. It was an accepted fact that
bey Were engaged, and it had recently been rumored
bt the wedding day was not far hence.

Mary, who was one year younger than Keats, was a
bty girl of strong: character and resolute mind. She
always smiling and never seemed to have a care. To-

by she seemed happier than usual, for it was Saturday’,
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and he would spend the evening with her. It seemed as

if evening would never come.

At this time Keats was in the hold of the steamship

Nova Brook sealed up in one of the water tanks, with

water pouring in upon him, and he frenziedly beating the

side of the tanks with his fists and calling loudly for

help.

The water had now reached his knees and his hopes for

rescue were fading rapidly. His voice was becoming

weaker and weaker, but he put that much more power

behind his yells. He had begun to cough—a rough,

hacking cough—due to overworked, weakly lungs. The

louder he hallooed the less it seemed to take effect. His

voice seemed to roll over the top of the tank and come

back to him like a hollow echo. It sounded like the slow

tolling of a death bell—his own death announcement.

Now the water had reached his shoulders. His face

touched the water, as he had to keep his head turned

down because of the height of the tank. Now he con-

tinued to yell. Now he called on God the louder.

was going on in his mind? Let him speak for himse

“I\Iy God! INIy God! Do I deserve such a fate?

A living hell ! Oh, God, save me, save me ! Take

thing I got; take everything, but let me live. Oh, G^»

liave mercy !” Meantime, the water was closing about the

shoulders of Ilroadus Keats.

H

“Jack, go over to the office and tell Carson I want to

see liim right away.” The speaker was Quarterman

“Hardboiled” Riley, in charge of the repair work on tn

steamship Nova Brook.

“Yes, sir,” replied Jack IMcIntosh, Riley’s leading

McIntosh hurried down the gangplank and

around the tool-shop toward the superintendent’s otn^^^

In a few minutes he could be seen returning across

yard with another man at his side. Not a man

lielp laughing wlien these two men could be seen wa '*
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together across the yard—the short, dumpy legs of the

little Scotchman trying to keep up with the long strap-

ping strides of the big Irishman, Carson. They started

upon deck to where Riley was standing. If anyone had

been observing closely, he could have seen the quarter-

•nan peering around a corner to see if any of his men

were knocking off before time. He was feared bj’ his

roen and they were careful not to let him see them slipping

off deck. No one seemed to know just how long he had

been called “Hardboiled,” but the name could not have

been better applied. He was in this position when the

two men came up.

“Well, Carson, how’s the tanks.? Have you tested them

as I told you.? You know it is five minutes till four and

We fill the tanks when the men get off deck.”

“Yes, sir. They’re all tested and ready to go. I just

had finished the last one and had gone to the office when

Mack’ came after me.”
“Are you sure everything is O.K., and did 3’ou look

in every tank? You know this boat has got to leave here
m a couple of days, and I don’t want something popping
up here at the last moment. Don’t forget that the tanks
un that last ship gave trouble after you tested them, and
I don’t want that to happen again.”

The tanks are ready, sir. I’m sure of that.”

About that time a shrill whistle was heard from up
nbout the front of the yard, and a multitude of men be-
San to swarm like bees. They poured out of every door
un the yard and there was a general rush towards the
ifoe main gates. That quitting signal seemed to inject

^®w life into the men; the laziest man on the yard was
"^u denly transformed into a rejuvenated athlete; he was
generally about the first to get to the gate. The gang-
P ank of the Nova Brook became loaded with human cargo
a® the day shift hurried to get off ship. When the last
^lan had got off deck, a sharp command was heard above
^*^^^‘^atter and noice.

All right, turn ’er on !” It was the quarterman speak-
and the command was characteristic of the man

—
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sharp, biting, cutting. A couple of negro riggers

grabbed the valve wrenches and in a moment the rushing

water could be heard flowing to the tanks below. If any
one had been standing near, and if it could have been

possible for a human voice to penetrate the airtight cham-

ber of one of those iron tanks, he would have been startled

out of his senses on hearing a heart-rending cry coming

from the bowels of the central tank.

Ill

Mary Lovelace was getting nervous. Her mother had

been noticing the change coming over her for the last

hour. Thrice she walked up to the telephone—thrice she

placed her hand on the receiver—and thrice she turned

around and walked away as if in disgust. She could

neither stand nor could she sit still. She walked from

one end of the parlor to the other; several times she sat

down on the settee only to get up and continue her

walking. All the pent-up fury of a suppressed volcano

was about to burst forth in a violent eruption. Her

mother, watching her intently began to tremble. She

laid aside her dainty piece of embroidery on which

she had been working. She knew her daughter was

about to break out in one of those violent outbursts

of temper which she had witnessed only a few times

in her life. It seemed ages before she spoke, but

finally the silence was broken by one of those tremulous,

cracking, rasping noises that alwa3’s come from the

throat of an extremely angry person.

“IMother, Broadus hasn’t sent any word here today»

has he.^” she blurted out. Her eyes were red for want of

weeping, but she was one of those who had rather die

than be humiliated by letting some one see her weep.

“No, Daughter, he hasn’t.” The words were filled with

such sympathy that only a mother can express.

“He hasn’t phoned, either?”

“No, Darling, he hasn’t.”
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“Well, I can’t imagine what’s keeping him. He’s al-
ready an hour and a half late. If he couldn’t come, he
ought to have let me know.”

Now, Mary, don’t go acting like that! You know
ow I hate to see you let your temper get the best of a^ou.
ou are in your ugliest moments when 3’ou are that Avay.
trong people don’t let their tempers rule them; they

rule their tempers.”

^

Temper or no temper, I’m getting tired of the way
0 s treated me the last month. This makes twice he

done this in the past two weeks, and I’m getting good
^ud tired of it. If he thinks, just because our wedding

IS only three weeks off, he can treat me anj" way
pleases, he’s got another think coming.”
®ut, Mary, dear, he probably has a legitimate ex-

cuse for being late. You ought to give him a chance to
am before you criticise him. People become life-

enemies because of that very thing—accusing one
find not giving that one a chance to ex-

that^'f^^"^’
promised me two weeks ago

he had to break a date again, he would cer-

know, and you see, he—he—he—hasn’t kept

be played with.”

is
ids home and see if anything

think I am.? INIe—me—call him up.

Wpll ^
some man knoAv that I am that crazy about him.

“W
* I’d rather be dead first.”

the m ^'^'y luirm in that. If anything is

Can’t
"’ould appreciate your interest in him.

ieve bo
some people say you ought not let \'our

People
i'” others. I can’t see any Avisdom in tliat.

ibem
iike to knoAV Avhat others think about

lov
your dad and me!—Ave always manifested

by it”*^
owards each other, and we haven’t lost a thing
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“Well, I’m not Dad, nor am I you. I’m not going to

doit!”

The mother saw that it was useless to try persuasion

any longer. Every now and then a little ball of moisture

would roll down her cheek and fall upon her now-

wrinkling hand. A dagger thrust could not have pained

her more than one of those cold beads of water falling on

her tender flesh. Silently she turned away and applied

a tiny handkerchief to her cheeks.

Mary noticed her mother’s tears and for a time they

cooled down her passion, but it was not for long. M hen

the large hand of the clock began to point toward ten

o’clock, another outburst occurred.

Well, I don’t guess he’s coming, and I don’t guess

he’s going to call up either. He must think I have no

pride. Oh, I don’t care, I don’t care; let him stay.

I don’t want him to come! I never want to see him

again !” With these words still ringing in her mother s

ears she rushed upstairs and flung herself across t le

bed. Probably those tears tliat sealed her eyelids in sleep

that night would not have been so hot with anger had

she known how near her request was to being answered-

Monday morning the men on the Nova Brook were

laboring under a suppressed atmosphere. Tim

laughter and cursing of the men were gone. The me

seemed to get no enjoyment out of their work. » .

aiiplied the torch or drove the rivets mechanically, i

subconscious intuition which by some miraculous nmim

warns us of danger was working in every breast, a

low'est passions w'ere subdued that morning

thoughts occupied their minds. What had
^

No one seemed to know, yet they all knew something

of the ordinary had taken place. The men comer

only in whispers. They all had that feeling w uc

over a person when he stands in the presence of dear

Toward nine o’clock the word was out. A man

disappeared and he had last been seen on the s up*

officials of the yard instituted a search Jor j’^ade

man just as soon as the disappearance had been
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J^own to them. A group of watchmen went over the
from top to bottom, but no man had been found,

fhe boss men were in a dilemma. They could not ac-
count for the disappearance. Finally Riley happened to
think of the missing man’s mate.

Go find Wellings,” he commanded.
McIntosh hurried away and soon returned with the

riveter.

^

Say, Wellings, did Keats work Saturday afternoon?”
“Yes, sir.”

^

When was the last time you saw him?”
It was about twenty-five minutes until four, sir. I sent

>111 down into tank Number 3 to hold on my last rivet for

When I clamped on the rivet, I went on over to the
^ash room expecting him to follow, but, as I recall now,

^*>^icve he ever came.”
you see him after that anywhere?”

No, sir.”

can it be possible that boy is in that tank?

^
can t be. Carson examined every tank Saturday before

<!i'n
on the valves. Wellings, do you think it pos-

ho can bo in there?”

down
^'rrson could have forgotten to go

o in that tank, and I remember now how sleepy Keats

dow t

^^^ny. Pie could’t stay awake. He said he went

the wK
bleach Friday night and hadn’t got any rest

tank h
^ ^ifflit. It is highly probable that in that stuff}’

ati'oi
^ oould have easily fjone to sleep and not have

"^^^on they closed the manhole.”

whether he’s in that tank or not, tell

^his sV^
^ntchman to tap that tank. If that boy is on

It 5

Soing to be found.”

®Peni

^

before the watchman had succeeded in
tunk. Then the bomb exploded.

to lin
deck” was the word passed from lip

qI’- 1 110 secret was out.

tunk to°
lii’avest of the negro riggers went into the

1‘oportod*^^/^^^
t)ody, but he soon came back out and

lat the body was swollen so he could not get
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it through the manhole. A command was given to fetch a

couple of burners and for more than an hour they were

engaged in cutting a hole in the tank large enough to

get the body through.

It was an awed and breathless gang of men who stood

and watched the big three-ton crane reach over the side

of the ship, grasp the “death-buggy” in which the swollen

body of Keats had been placed, and convey it to the ambu-

lance on the yard below.

“What a death! It must have been a living hell to

die like that. The company will pay for that. They mur-

dered him like a drowned rat.” This was the sentiment

of the men that day. They could think of nothing else.

“Death due to natural causes—heart trouble; the man

was dead before the water reached him.” Although this

was the verdict of the coroner’s jury, it leaked out that

a couple of men were secretly dismissed from the emploj

of the Hampshire Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company-



A Vagahond'*s House
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made an effort to discover the author of this poem,
'*ch, so far as we can find, has never been printed. The

^iginal, written on hotel stationery, was found in a bureau
drawer at Honolulu. It was turned in by E. M. Harris. We

a f appreciate any information that our readers may give us
^ out the authorship of the poem.]

I have a house—as I sometimes may

—

my fancy in every way.

T
things that have caught my eye

drifting from Iceland to Molokai,

correct or in period style,

Qr thought for a long, long while

Of u
corners and all the nooks

;

Of H
bookshelves and all the books

;

An 1 '+i
table

; the deep, soft chairs

;

Q., Chinese rug at the foot of the stairs;

Tlia^t^*^
old rug from far Chow Wan,

And
Chinese Princess once walked on.)

To h
'''here the shadows fall, I’ve planned

^ magnificent concert-grand

I>j ,

'Vory keys and polished wood,

TheroMT
^

That I tl
•

table a rich brocade,

Tor tl
fairies must have made.

Weav sold thread on blues and grays

On tb«^
^ pattern of Puck—the Magic Maze.

Tor a
I’ll have a place

That w*
'^ mud god with a painted face,

Ty a ^^go

I’ll bn,
'PPme maid in Olongapo.

Witi^r ^

To hnlJ^^^*^'Tl^ques of milk white jade
r\- - my own particular brandOf cir» i

particular brai
''e«rolt« fr„„ t|,„ PI, ’s land.
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With a cloisonne bowl on a lizard’s skin

To flick my cigarette ashes in.

A long, low shelf of teak will hold

My best-loved books in leather and gold,

While magazines lie on a bow-legged stand

In a polyglot mixture close at hand.

Pictures.? I think I’ll have but three;

One, in oil, of a wind-swept sea

With the flying scud and the waves whipped white,

(I know a chap who can paint it right.)

In lapis blue and deep jade green

—

A great big smashing fine marine

That’ll make you feel the spray in your face;

I’ll hang this over my fireplace.

The second picture—a freakish thing

—

Gaudy and bright as a macaw’s wing;

An impressionistic smear called “Sin”;

A nude, on a striped zebra’s skin.

By a Danish girl I knew in France.

My respectable friends will look askance

At the purple eyes and the scarlet hair.

At the pallid face and the evil stare

Of the sinister, beautiful, vampire face

—

I shouldn’t have it about the place.

But I like—while I loathe—the beastly thing;

And that’s the way one feels about sin.

The picture I love the best of all

Will hang alone on my study wall

Where the sunset’s glow and the moon’s cold gleam

Will fall on the face and make it seem

That the eyes in the picture are meeting mine.

That the lips are curved in the fine sweet line

Of the wistful, tender, ])rovocative smile

That has stirred my heart for a wondrous while.

It’s a sketch of a girl who loved too well

To tie me down to that bit of Hell
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That the drifter knows when he finds he’s held
y the soft, strong chains that passions weld

:

Was best for her and for me, I know,
hat she measured our love and bade me go,
or We both have our great illusions yet

—

^Soiled, unspoiled by a vain regret.

these things Iwill have about;
ot a single thing could I do without

;

edar and sandalwood chips to burn
^ t le tarnished bowl of a copper urn

;

paperweight of meteorite

A lu
scorched the sky one night

;

Malay kris—my paper knife

—

^at slit the throat of a Rajah’s wife.

Tli^t
*ny house will be fragrant wood

^ once in the teeming jungle stood

Anc^
P*’°od, tall tree, where leopards couched
paiiots screamed, and black men crouched.

Anrf V,
house, I will suit myself,

Tilled
oall my “condiment shelf,”

Currv
manner of herbs and spice,

Tots n 1

for meats and rice,

f^nions"
of extracts rare,

Soys atiT^

Ginger 5 ^ ^“"^ht from an old Hindu,

"^^-^onds atfd?
AstraU ^ tinselled bars,

CitW and
Prized-

Atichovv n
peel crystallized,

^^«il and^?v Toha jam

aiiT’
‘ n>ai-.joram,

favors H
Til hnx Samarkand.

A sleek
Til name “Oh Hoy”

’ yellow-faced China boy.
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Who can roast a pig or mix a drink

—

(You can’t improve on a slant-eyed Chink.)

There’ll be driftwood powder to burn on logs,

And a shaggy run for a couple of dogs,

Boreas, a winner of prize and cup

And Mickey, a lovable gutter pup»

Thoroughbreds, both of them, right from the start,

One by breeding, the other by heart.

Pewter and bronze and hammered brass

;

Old carved wood and gleaming glass

;

Candles in polychrome candlesticks.

And peasant lamps with floating wicks

;

Dragons in silk on a Mandarin suit

In a chest that is filled with vagabond-loot

;

All of the beautiful useless things

That a vagabond’s aimless drifting brings.

Then when my house is all complete

I’ll stretch me out on a window seat

With a favorite book and cigarette

And a long cool drink that Oh Hoy will get

I’ll look about at my bachelor nest

While the sun goes zooming down the west

And the hot, gold light will strike my face

And make me think of some heathen place

That I’ve failed to see, that I’ve missed some way,

A place that I’d planned to find some day—

I’ll feel the lure of it drawing me

—

Oh, damn ! I know what the end will be.

I’ll go, and my house will fall away.

While the mice by night and the motlis by day

Will nibble the covers off all my books

And the spiders weave in the shadowed nooks.

My dogs—I’ll see that they have a home

While I follow the sun, while I drift and roam

To the ends of the earth, like a chip on a stream,

Like a straw in the wind, like a vagrant dream.
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the thought will strike with a sharp, sharp pain,
t hat I never can build my house again,
This house that I’ll have for a single day

—

^it’s just a dreamhouse anyway.

I

I

2



At the Tomb of Napoleon

By Benjamix Sledd

Paris, November 30, 1914.

SUNDAY
AFTERNOON was once more sunshiny?

warm, and inviting, a good time for strolling over that

part of Paris which lies to the south of the Seine between

Boulevard Saint Michel on the east, the Gardens of the

Luxembourg on the south, and the Champ de Mars an

the Eiffel Tower on the west. This is, after the Quarti^

Latin and the Cite, the oldest and most interesting pa^

of Paris. Here in the olden days dwelt the flower of the

French nobility, and the old palaces still stand in their

sombre secludedness, even though built straight-up from

the edge of the pavement. The lowmost windows are

barred and shuttered and the pair of doors that open on

the street are of heart of oak reinforced by cross-bars o

iron, or, in many cases, of solid iron, or even of bronz®

moulded by a sculptor’s hand,—all meant for defe^

against the possible mob by day and the still possi

subtle-handed, nimble-footed thief by night. But let

look within these forbidding doors. Ah, here is a tru '

fine specimen of the old-time palace. The walls are far

with marble; there are galleries with artistic iron

trades along the front, from the second story to the ni ’

and these bronze doors are the work of an artist,

ever sadly tarnished and marred. The sign

ments to let” is in one of the windows. We pass

the half-open doors; there is a rather forbidding rn

way, low, dark, and not too clean ; and almost our

fails us; but we go on; and once out of the

entry, lo, a vision of something enchanting,

We are in the midst of a court-3'ard perhaps a

feet square, about which the palace is built solidly*
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are trees which in summer must make this courtyard a
paradise of cool sliade

; a fountain is in the midst
; a maid

olding aloft an urn, over the edges of which ripples the
•^urmuring water

; there are four galleries running around
ne square, into which open doors and windows. True

IS no green grass; there are no flowers; both of
yiich would be here, if this were England. The square
IS roughly paved with the small block found in most Paris
squares and streets; and there is much evidence of un-
aanhness everywhere; but the surroundings bring up

^isions of the mad, glad old days when the whole world

1^*^^ ^ts treasures and its follies; its madness and its

§ uess, at tlie feet of the French nobility. Here is a

.. American check is not yet departed; so let’s

own and dream a while,—of the lovely feet that have
up and down those steps, of the glorious dark
kave looked out from yonder iron-doors; of the

Sild*^^*^
^^uquets which nightly ran riot in yonder richly

Salon
keavily paneled room,—once a nobleman’s

kalf
’ ^ manger of a pension, where some
dozen furtivc-eyed men are sipping their absinthe.

But I
Uess tl

moused fi'om my day-dream by the conscious-

Wav '
1

people are streaming past the door-

Ho|. _
ull going westward. It is a silent crowd, too.

eiate
chattering, laughing crowd that one asso-

Uow
^ ^ Baris. Indeed all Paris is strangely silent

And tl T
l?'uls, even, talk in earnest, hushed tones,

ut the ^
mature men. Yesterdaj’

^kronn-
Saint-Louis, when the several hundred bo^’s

courtyard at recess, all was low-voiced con-

uould lia^ /
could only think of tlic glorious tumult that

mai ^ young barbarians beyond

^khin n
crowded to the number of five hundred

Well
a hundred feet square,

old davsV^^”^
®kcnt westward-going throng. In the

0/ it
crowd; now I have learned to

^^ky Uar •

®klewalks in these old quarters are pain-

street
^ke })cople are in the midst of

kis man in front of me has his four boys
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with him ;
they all wear soldier caps and are keeping step

with the precision of youngsters who have already been

in the hands of the drillmaster. My hostess tells me that

even the wee tots play at soldiering. Poor France! Nay,

let us rather say “Glorious France!” For the splendid

way in which these French people are facing their fate

must needs win the admiration even of their enemies.

So I follow after these manly little fellows. ^ly old

heart warms to the sight. And now I begin to catch

somewhat of the subdued talk of the boys. Can it be?

Yes; they are talking of Napoleon, whose image just

now looms large in the imagination of this people. \ es

,

it seems so from their talk, but it sounds almost too good

to be true: they are going to see the Tomb of Napoleon.

Why, the guard at the gates told me only yesterday, the

Hotel des Invalides and the Eglise Saint-Louis were

closed and would be closed until the war was over. Well,

never mind, you doubting Thomas ; come on and let’s fol-

low these boys. Ah, here is the gilded dome of the Hotel

des Invalides sparkling in the low afternoon sun, and

here we are under the walls which surround the court-

yard before the entrance. At the gateway is a long hne

of patient-waiting people, drawm up two abreast.

bring up at the edge of the waiting line. Don’t try to

work your way forward; see, the gendarme yonder has

already ordered one man to go back to the extreme rear-

Each must wait his turn. So, only keep your place firml}

and let yourself move with tlie great chain of humanity-

But the pressure is a bit strong from the impatient reai^

Heaven only knows what will become of this duck-legg

bit of womanhood just before me. But she floats on,

a piece of cork on water, and seems to be well used to t

tremendous pressure wliich is all but lifting her off

feet. Never mind ; the waiting line is alread}’ passing

and you, lucky old dog that you are, will be in the

next after the one now forming. Up and down the si

^

walk pass the venders of post-card pictures of the

Over here on this tree a man has hung a genuine oil

ing by one of the best Paris artists. It makes one s
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cold to look at it. A man with wide fear-frenzied
^yes is crouching by the wall. That boy before him, a

if

®ome fifteen summers, has been offered his libert}'
ne will only shoot his old corporal, now a prisoner in
^ hands of the Germans and crouching there by the

,

^ ^ lias grasped the loaded rifle handed him

;

as lifted it to his shoulder; and in the very act of firing
as turned and sent the bullet into the heart nf the Ger-
an officer, whose face is contorted with the death-horror,

^eneath his flashing steel helmet. Already the wolflsh-
00 ing mgjj crowding around the boy have lifted their

^
os and we know what the boy’s fate will be. But he has

Hn^
fame. Henceforth this name will be on the

France. Everybody buys a card as we pass,

is weary waiting. You feel as if you were an

the t

^ giant cable holding up a suspension bridge and

lin^
^ beginning to tell. But patience: the long

has h
i® moving, and the strain relaxes. What

twe
i-be woman aforesaid.^ Safely wedged be-

banlT
soldier on the right and that trimly dressed

is reah
’^^^^^ow on the left. I know now that France

^ow ntj
^ democracy. Will she be crushed in the nar-

'ierto
Never; already she is flattened from cylin-

transf^
ielogram and yet seems to be greatly enjoying

^e are
Well. 0 1

i'be courtyard and here all is

tbrouo.u*\7
^^‘^I’e or so are admitted up the steps and

breathlp
gi'eat wide doors at a time. A moment of

am beneath the soaring

on the T"
^ marble railings

; am indeed looking downTomb of Napoleon!
The

^
oirculaj?^^ •!

stands the black sarcophagus, is

^oet deep
thirty-feet across and about fifteen

piece of Sji,
^ni’cophagus itself it hewn out of a solid

Pavement porphyry or black marble. The marble

i^nscribed ^ gigantic w^reath of laurel and is

bistory
of

^ names of Napoleon’s victories, the

bgUres surr
twenty years. Some dozen colossal

ound the crypt, symbolizing Napoleon’s chief
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victories. But to tell you the truth I remember but little

of this. The spell of that name which overawed the world

for a score of years was on the place and I yielded myself

to its conjurement.

An old soldier beside me leans over the balustrade and

gazes at the tomb with rapt looks. His hands are clasped

and tears are streaming dovTi his cheeks as he mutters

to himself. Not a word do I understand but I know what

he means. “France has need of her emperor today, when

she is sorely pressed; if he could only rise and come to the

aid of his people!” So I translate the mutterings of the

old soldier; and I am sure the words find an echo in

the heart of everyone present.

And now I am aware for the first time of a pale bluish

light falling through the stained glass of the dome and

adding wierdness to a scene which can hardly be equaled

for its solemn grandeur.

Some one touches me on the shoulder. We must move

on and give place to the next squad. The way out is

through the Eglise Saint-Louis ;
and a stately church it

is, but I remember little of it, except two things: first,

the curious light falling upon the high altar from candles

placed behind a huge stained glass window on each side

and making me think of Poe’s Masque, of the Red Death,

and next, the collection of battle-flags hung about the

galleries, as trophies of victory. Among these were two

flags, bloodstained and bullet-riddled, recently won from

the Germans in the Battle of the Marne. And as t c

people gaze silently and sternly up at these ghastly wit-

nesses of human ferocity, I read in every eye the meaning

of the old Roman cry “Vae Victis !” Woe unto Germany

when the day of reckoning comes! And I go out into

the gathering gloom of the early November twilight an

turn back along the banks of the Seine, whose waters

flow under the stately arches of the Pont Alexandre, no

sparkling, as they should be, wdth innumerable lights from

quai and bridge, but silent and sullen, dark and menacing-



The Faust Legend

By Nathan C. Brooks

^HE well known Faust Legend, after the manner of

legends, is popularly considered as being historical

though not verifiable. True to the characteristics of
®uch tales it has passed through the ages of gaining new
®iaterial here and losing a detail there until in its present
form one can neither distinguish fact from fiction nor
Accurately determine the sources of the material. Accord-
log to the Enclyclopedia Britannica, “the historical legend
®rms little more than a nucleus around which a great

^'^.ss of legendary and imaginative material has grad-
Ually collected.” An idea of the varied interpretations
Siven to the story may be gained when one realizes that
om two to three hundred volumes are devoted to the

*nrf^
Legend and the black art around which it centers,

the legend is said to have had its beginning at the
of Adam’s creation. It is not merely the fictitious

l^^rrative of a man who sold himself to the devil, but it

a cross-section of life; not of the life of one man, but

bttl
essential truths the story differs very

,
from a corresponding story in the life of every

kn
Faust is represented as one who in seeking to

fhe^T
S^’cat mystery of life determines to experience

God
good which it offers, in spite of

or any impending consequence. He is willing to re-

world in order to be able to find that

'A
seeks, for to him ignorance is the greatest tor-

coiTi
f^c made to endure. At this point one

fke central theme of the legend—the contract

fkose
fke “fall” can be found a trace of

cont
streams of passion—a desire for the unlimited

kmif 1

world through knowledge, and the un-
® indulgence of self through the senses—which.
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along with the contract, have ever been connected with

the Faust Legend. The serpent in speaking to Eve in-

troduced into the world the idea of the dualism of life.

This has been the cause of the struggles in the souls of

men all through the ages. This dualism was one of the

great causes of the struggles in the soul of Faust.

Through the years man has been face to face with dif-

ferent strands of this dualism. There was the Ar^ran

strand which emphasized the struggle of Light against

Darkness. Another, the Semetic strand, stressed the

fall of both man and angel. Goethe in his Faust hints

at this in “Prologue in Heaven” where he distinctly con-

trasts God and the devil. Upon the introduction of

Christianity there arose another example of the dualism

of life in the struggle between Christianity and heathen-

ism.. In fact it was probably in this conflict that the

name of the original hero of the legend originated; fo*"

Simon Magnus who was mentioned in the first Faust-

book in all probability derived his name from the name

of two mighty sins of the early church—simony nn

magic.

Soon after the advent of Christianity there arose

number of legends to which much that is contained in t e

Faust Legend can be attributed. In the first century

there prevailed a popular legend about a **^*^^^

magician by the name of Cyprianus who, it was claimed,

had hugged the devil. The devil then promised to gran

him anything which was in his power while Cypnanus

was living on earth and to make him a prince in the

life. In this may be found the germ of the co"*^*

between Faust and the devil. Later Cj’prianus
^

his contract with the devil because the devil had no ptn^*^

over a Christian girl with whom he was in love.

pented of his sin and became a Christian himself, d}in

the death of a martyr a few days afterward.
^

In Spain there appeared a drama by Calderon

great wonder-working magician. The interest or

drama lies in the triumph of Christian

heathen magic. It contained manj’ of the traits o
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Satan, the signa-

thron^W^’
sensual passion of man transfigurednrough the woman into cellestial love.

^

on HW*"
began to take

*bem was the old Magus
0

gend which arose in ancient times from the deification

who T.

"'^ture. At that time the philosophers

of *be mysteries

Power*
endowed with supernatural

Worke!’
"^ith veneration, as wonder

dS ti

’

"f
«“®‘- *'“ “f Christianity the

and wp?
tbe ancient world were changed into demons

Satan
® the popular imagination with

became
under the influence of Christianity magic

The eh
'^ud was given a diabolical character,

flnence
® f''PP?«"‘^ ^o be an antidote for the in-

JteforLf"^^^‘f’ forfeited during the

Christ Th
^ ^“P*" regarded as beinganti-

bonof h;
bond-slave of Satan at the expira-

j

nis term became the prey of Satan.

"loS™® *i''.
i‘ "•'gl't be

?«li ?“/
to classify the legendary material

J'anstK *'>' ‘»no of Johann Faust. The

into tl, w";®.'"?
“ ™ '"‘co-

S''* and till
‘ between the

Nt is Ived T". “"“Ption in which

the sivtl

^ returns to the churcli was exemplified

^bdeacoftr Theophilus, a Cilician

then
b’/bo was wrongfully dispossessed by a bishop.

't ^as here wifi
attend secretly a circus at night, and

rendered
hi

*
\*be aid of a Jewish sorcerer that he sur-

dcln rr'’
Tbroughout the narrative

!?* “opposed tl'i
“"‘“Ct "ith man

r.*th man hr
""‘tation of the contract of God

!'®bop,
and u

Prum>ses Theophilus supremacy over the
?»*“ W wha I “'/‘'"I

“ Tlicophilus soon rl

P yer he gets back the document, is forgiven
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of his sin, and returns to the church, dying thpe days

later. This tale became the theme of a poem in Latin

by Nun Hroswith (also spelled Hrotswithe) of Gander-

sheim. She changed the archdeacon into a monk and

had him expelled from his order. He then began to de-

vote his life to magic, but repented and with the aid of

Panaghia, or the Holy Mother, he returned to the church.

The Faust Legend may be said to have sprung here.

Another treatment of this theme was made by Hartman

in the twelfth century.

Protestantism gave a different interpretation to the

story and at the conclusion left the hero unsaved. The

fight was shifted from the church as a whole to the indi-

vidual person and it became a matter of conscience. Both

spiritual and natural bonds were broken, thus bringing

in much of the supernatural. The hero also involved

into an intelligent student who possessed endless spiritual

cravings. Immediately one sees that there stands before

him an entirely different Faust, but even this Faust dif'

fers greatly from tlie modern conception in which the

fight to make truth a reality seems to be the underlying

thought. These several conceptions give to one an en-

tirely new vision as a study is made of the legends which

eventually became associated with the sixteenth centurj

Johann Faust.

Some doubt that such a person as Johann Faust ever

existed and think that he is merely a fictitious character

whose name has sucked up the legends of an exceedingly

superstitious people. It is generally believed, however,

that there was a basis of fact on which tradition has bui

its grotesque structure, and the opinion prevails tha

there lived some well educated man by the name of Fans

who might have practiced jugglery about the beginniOo

of the sixteenth century. This, as is suggested by t ®

Colombian Cyclopedia, probably led the ignorant an^

superstitious people of the time to think that he
^

dealer in the black art. There is a considerable anioun

of proof which may be used to verify this belief.
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On August 20, 1607, the Benedictine Johann Tritheim,

or Trithemius, wrote a letter to the mathematician and
astrologer Johann Windung at Hosfurt. Tritheim, who
Was the author of a number of mystery books, spoke with

contempt of Faust. He stated that Faust called him-

self Magister Georgius Sabellicus Faustus Junior.

According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, Tritheim

called him a fool rather than a philosopher. Gorres, as

stated in the Colombian Cyclopedia, claimed that George

Sabellicus who disappeared about 1517 was the real

Faust. One can readily see from the name that Gorres
and Tritheim must have been speaking about the same
person.

More is heard of this Faust from other contempora-
ries. On October 2, 1513, Konrad Mudt in a letter to

Heinrich Urbanus spoke of him as a charlatan. From
1516 to 1525 he resided with his friend the Abbot of

.
aulbronn, and it is at this place, according to Swanwich

^ Goethe's Faust, that one may even today see the old
aust tower and Faust kitchen. Philipp Begardi in the
ourth chapter of his Index Sanitatis which appeared

1*1 1539 spoke of Faust as being one of the wicked, cheat-

ing, useless, and unlearned doctors of the times. Melanch-
nn, one of the most reliable men of that period, spoke

n
Faust as “a disgraceful beast and server of many

evils.” Tiie words of these and other men of the age
i^onvince one that Faust did exist.

In trying to find exactly what was contained in the
iigmal Faust legend one again runs into difficulties,

^^nann Faust, the son of peasants, was born, according
one authority, at Knittlingen in Wurtemberg, while

popular legend says at Rhoda in Saxony. Else-
oie it is claimed that he is a native of Swabia, and

.
other towns call him their own. It seems that

his^^
l^ii'owing away a rich inheritance left to him b}'

® Uncle, and attending a higher institution of learning,

^
Was dissatisfied with life. Seeking happiness he made

with the devil and signed it with his own blood,
ording to the contract he should renounce God and
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all ecclesiastical hosts
; he should be an enemy of all man-

kind; he should not obey priests; he should not go to

church or partake of the holy sacraments
; and he should

hate and shun wedlock. The devil then gave him an
attendant spirit who remained with him during the period
of the contract. Many persons thought that the dog
which followed him contained this spirit. For the next
twenty-four years it is supposed that he traveled around
Germany and other countries of Europe practicing the

black art. Faust who soon became the chief magician
of the period was able to summon Alexander the Great
and Roxana from Hades. He allowed a student at Erfurt
to gaze upon the heroes of the Iliad and the Od3'ssey.

He made blind Homer to appear and sing for him. He
brought the Grecian Helena to the upper world and
being conquered by her great beauty married her. This

marriage with Helena forms the main theme of the second

part of Goethe’s Faust. In his symbolic treatment Goethe

made her to become the perfect realization of ideal beaut}’

and Faust’s union with her became an upward step io

spiritual regeneration. In all of these miracles of Faust

one can see his longing (a longing characteristic of the

age) for freedom from the restrictions which were upon

learning during the middle ages. He was bringing to

a hungry world a glimpse of those forbidden figures of

the Classics. He was trj’ing to break the bonds which

were holding him from the truth.

Count Anthony Hamilton’s The Enchanter Faustus

and Queen Elizabeth paints a vivid picture of Faust at

work with his powers. At this point it might be w'ell

to turn aside and get a glimpse of this tale so that the

twenty-four years which Faust spent under the contract

may be better understood. Faust, the storv goes, left

Germany and went to England to see Elizabeth.

wished to see whether or not she was gifted with as nianV

good qualities as with bad. “No one could judge this

for him so well as himself—who read the stars like ABC
and whom Satan obe^’ed like a dog—^yet, withal, who was

not above a thousand pleasant tricks, that make people
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laugh and hurt no one. Such, for instance, as turning

an old lord into an old lady, to elope with his cook

—

maid—exchanging a handsome wife for an ugly one,

&c., &c.” He found her better than he expected, but

with less beauty. He at once began to flatter her about

her beauty. “He was the most adroit courtier j^ou could

fiud, though you search the world over.” She knew of

lus powers
; so at once she wished to have him bring before

her all of the ancient beauties in order that she might
he compared with them. In the presence of Elizabeth,

the Earl of Essex, and Sir Philip Sidney, the magician

performed this feat, bringing Helen of Troy, Mariamne,

Cleopatra, and Rosamond before them. The queen

thought that only Rosamond, who was said to favor the

queen, was beautiful. In fact she wished to have another

glimpse of her; so Faust with seeming difficulty called

Hosamond into their presence again. “The grand window
hurst open with the sudden crash of a tempest, and
through it descended the lovely Rosamond into the middle

^ the room.” Elizabeth stepped out of the circle which
*aust had made around each of the onlookers, and cried,

IMy dear likeness.” Immediately a violent clap of thun-
her shook the place. Black vapors filled the room “and
^ train of little fantastic lightnings serpentined to the
^Jght and left in the dazzled eyes of the company.”
ssex’s right brow was burned off in the confusion that

ullowed. Sir Sidney lost his “moustachio,” and the clothes
®f the queen were scorched. A host of deeds similar to
Us Were ascribed to Faust during the twenty-four 3'ears

he was served by the devil.

I'aust must have been “carried away b\’^ the devil”

^
out 1540, the date given in the Harvard Classics. The

'I
took him from a house near Wittenberg between

c 'e and one o’clock one night, though ns the Colombian

tlfi

points out, many other towns lay claim to
^|is distinction. The diabolical doings of the magician

not end here according to Johann Gast, a Sepnritist
® or, who said that the dead body lay constantly upon
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its face upon the bier, although it was turned upwards
as often as five times.

This story afforded much amusement for the people
and was soon very_popular. Its orthodox and protestant

character doubtless were responsible for its appeal to a

great many. The clergy likewise rejoiced in the tale as

it gave them a weapon with which to warn the people

against excessive desire for secular learning. The}* were

able to point out the fate of Faust as the fate of all who
tempered with the black art, or sought too much learning.

In 1587 Johann Spies, a publisher at Frankfort, pro-

duced Historia von D. Johann Fausten which was written

by an unknown author. This was the first of many Faust-

books. The first edition was placed on the market in the

autumn and four editions had been sold before the end

of the year. This book told how the son of a peasant

had achieved distinction at Wittenberg. He sought to

deepen his knowledge by a study of the black art and be-

came connected with the devil who amused him with high

living, sexual indulgence, and visions of the spirit world,

but Faust soon repented of the life that he was living

and sought consolation in mathematics. Faust was carried

through many other adventures until he was finally

carried off by the devil while pointing out tlie moral of

his folly. To some it appears that the author was trying

to make Faust a counterpart of Luther. The book in

comparing Luther and Faust shows “orthodox}* brandish-

ing its theological branch at the freedom of human
inquiry.” In the following year a rhymed version ap'

peared at Tubingen, and at Lubeck there appeared »

version in the low German by J. J. Balhorn. There were

reprints and amendments of Spies’ book every year until

in 1599 Georg Rudoljih Widmann published a ''cry

lengthy work on Faust. Numerous Faust-books during

the next few years were based on the account of Spies-

In 1588 there appeared a Danish work on this subje^

During the period from 1588 until 1594 there appenr^

in England a book entitled History of the Damnable
and Deserved Death of Dr, John Faustus. This boo
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been preceded in 1588 by A Ballad of the Life and
eath of Dr. Faustus the Great Congerer whicli bore the

name of Ayemes, a bishop of London. In 1592 Victor
alma Cayet prepared a French translation, fifteen

® itions of which were sold during the next two hundred
years. In 1592 the oldest Dutch and Flemish versions
appeared. In the Dutch the date of Faust’s death was
®aid to have been October 23-24, 1538. In 1612 there
^as published a Czech translation at Prague. In 1674,
0 ann Nicholaus Pfitzer published a Faust-book at
nremberg which was based on Widmann’s earlier version,

nnd in 1712 the most popular of all Faust-books The
tijith the Devil established by the world-famous

j

^^^’’^^(^fomancer and Wizard Dr. Johann Faust was be-

if h
German fairs. This book written by Christ-

^ Meynendon bore the obviously false date of 1525.

in t”
Fusti Placidii infelix prudentis, a Faust play

Unfn'r
published at Leipsic, but it was not

milV i
great drama on this subject was

as it^J
Tragical History of D. Faustus

acted by the Right Honourable Earle of

T'ho
servants which was printed in London by

i^^arlowe who was the author of the

^fter tP
1593 so he must have written it shorth'

'The fi f
^PP'^^^^uce of the English translation of Spies.

Sento
*’^^°**dcd performance of this drama took place

r Swanwick shows that Marlowe

Uecess^t
possibilities of the story to the

age_
hunaoring the prevailing public taste of the

V the ^
soliloquy just before he was carried away

En most dramatic pieces of poetr3
’

into cf i

^'^^^’**'^urc. As the Faust-books degenerated

the d”^^
wliich were sold at tlie German fairs

®Pcctac/*^^”^
flogenerated into a ])o])ular and often vulgar

mon sen^
'u which a clown representing the shrewd com-

^^PPet^'^l'^
luc middle-class became the chief cliaracter.

appear’
Faust as tlie liero were not long in

these performances were impromptu
passed down unwritten from one generation to
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another. The Colombian Cyclopedia holds that Goethe

received the inspiration for his play from a marionette

performance in which Faust was beaten to death by the

devil much to the joy of all good Christians present. One
of the more modern of these puppet plays is Puppen-
spiel of D. Faust which appeared at Leipsic in 1850.

The change to the modern conception of Faust began

in 1763 when Lessing became interested in Faust. He
wrote a play which has become lost, though a play pub-

lished at Munich in 1775 has been attributed to him.

But the New International Encyclopedia claims that the

play is not his.

The man who immortalized Faust was Johann Wolf-

gang von Goethe. His work was begun during the early

years of his life and was completed only a few years be-

fore his death. Being in composition for such a great

period was the cause for the difference in structure be-

tween the first of the drama and the last. The spirit of

Goethe’s youth may be perceived in the first part of the

work, while the more reserved attitude of age charac-

terizes the latter part. Much of autobiography was con-

tained in the completed work. The main theme intro-

duced by Goethe into the legend was that “a man must

not be judged by the sins and follies which may be but

accidents of his career, but the character which is its

essential outcome.” He showed that truth is the thing

which is sought after, no matter what the cost. Thus as

G. H. Lewis says, in the modern Faust the world sees,

as though in a mirror, the eternal problem of its intellec-

tual existance.



TVeiners for Supper

By W. N. Rose

gENT over with his head in his hands and his elbows on

flaiTiP
""as a pitiful looking man. The

suroN*
^ fireplace before him were slowly 3'et

the
^ out of the smouldering coals. The ffre in

dying slowly, dying

Not revive his slowly ebbing life

robbeT r
financially but he had also beenooed of his reputation.

a ffli?
had come at one time as the result of

It business partner.

Pficitlv
“ This man whom he trusted im-

had «S„r y “®«*stance of a sleek-tongued lawyer,

the fortnn
^

i!*”u
~^»bciously planned to appropriate

His h T rightfully belonged to Ralph

throuffh°l ^
foi-ward, his hands passing feverishly

q’^iver hWi Ws body to

^
pitiful spcctack

‘'i'iid. Truly Ralph was

^tool^on
wife, walked in and sat down on the

Q^d j

opposite side of the hearth.

f'^eet and ^hc had been
^ioi So tbn+

^ P^'t^ontly waiting and working with

year had
they could have something. Only

J^eavenly marriage. It had been k

movpd ^ I
sunshine and happiness. They

0„l/„ ,„„„th agi.

r® oould hard^ ^ situation—

a friffhtf 1

thought of the thing. It was

.^^PartS whlrT'^V xV”
Nan, no

had was to f f
' enjoyed so greatly. Nothing

®'''*P«ke to hii
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“Ralph, it is time to go to bed. You are tired tonight.

Come now; it’s past eleven already.”

She rose and walked across the room toward their bed-

chamber. He gazed at her as she went out. Nan was a

beautiful creature. Such grace and poise in the rhythmic
movements of her slender yet perfectl}^ formed body.
With chestnut-brown curls falling nonchalantlv over her

ears and temples, and eyes that were wonderfully brown
surmounted by a smooth, white forehead she seemed like

some fleeting vision. Her skin was like faintly tinted

ivory. How nature could perfect such a lovely woman
he wondered.

He rose from his chair and followed her into the bed-

chamber. She was already in bed and had turned the

sheets back on his own.

That night was a miserable one. He could not sleep-

He would close his eyes and try to rest, but each time he

would soon begin rolling and tossing from one side to the

other. Several times he arose to smoke and pace the floor

until the consumed cigarette burned his fingers.

God only knew how he had fought. It had been a good

but a losing struggle. That was what hurt him so badly-

He had worked hard, saved and stinted, oftentimes denV'

ing Nan and himself things which they really needed;

so that they might have something later. Yes—later, and

now that wretch who had been his partner had taken it

all. Ralph had sacrificed everything and received nothing-

Why not take a gun and end it all.? He could get out

of it so easily that way. Yes, he would do that. The go®^

was not worth the struggle. It would take a lifetime to

regain what he had lost. He walked over to the dresser,

opened the drawer and took out his revolver. Ah!
had shot many a “bull’s eye” without missing a time.

laughed fiercely, hysterically. It was funny that he

couldn’t miss this last target even if he wanted to.

rolling eyes which protruded like halves of eggs instea

of human eyes he resembled some wild thing. He
a terrible sight. Gnawing at the nails of his left ha^

he raised the gun in his right hand to his temple. Gla^^^
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rnf
^ mirror he saw Nan’s sweet face. A faint smile

hu
dimples to form on her cheeks. He must

H °"^‘^^hing might awaken her before he acted.

pliUiT-
^ again. She seemed like a peaceful, carefree

ciiilcl lying there asleep.

fn^^’
couldn’t do this without leaving some reasonm act. Seating himself he wrote:

the^+J^
^ear:—

K

nowing you can never forgive me for

von
^ to do, I shall not ask it of

t merely want to explain.

Part^
fortune is gone. I have been swindled by my

more ^
V

^ to give you

more
merest livelihood and you deserve so much

find so
^

which yon the things

t could^n^ happiness,

forced ¥
want. I would be

I^ss, ^ ^°t because I love you
m whirl,

®tand the circumstances

^nck and 7
^ ^ ^ y®" the best of

happiness in the world.

Devotedly,

Ralph.
jj

to Nai^
tlm note on the dresser and walking over

darlinn.
Ups tenderly. “Goodbye,

No
1

murmured.

to the
nervous. Calmly, as a hero being

Gaisin +i

torture, he reached for the pistol,

tfic
mirro^ nn*!

head he looked at himself in

the silence
^°^’‘'fi"gor tighten on the trigger.

“^'‘Iph R 1 r
7°h know*it ^

^^outed his mother. “Don’t

lias been
to go to work.? The alarm

ringing for almost an hour.”



By the Mississippi

By Virginia Benton

must 20 down from your hills and woods that hem me in,

: am homesick for the sight of the treeless plains, «
stretching on and on, no bounds bounding them by

save noon’s blue dome, sunset and sunrise,

\nd by night only the stars that come go

,

[ am homesick to see once more the ISIississippi,

Lolling its monstrous tawny folds along,

[n lazy lengths and angry loops and cui^'es

;

II

To hear the deep hoarse warnings of the bells along th

The hollow clangings of bells answering bells on the river,

The shattering, piercing screams of the whistles.

Signals bellowing from lioat to boat,
^ ^

Echoing and dying away, only to be echoed again

;

Sidc-paddlers sucking in, and exhaling.

Sending deep shudders over the boat.

The churning of the stern-wheelers.

Leaving trails of yellow-spume in their wake.

The black-funneled steamers nosing their way up st

The long trails of black smoke from the smoke stacks,

The coal barges dotting the river here and there,

The great dredges grimly heaving the mud along

banks,
. , , ^ forth,

Scows and rafts like dragon flies darting back and

The ferry boats with decks now thronging with P

Now heaving across with a huge tram of cars
; ther.

Half-dozing negro fishermen calling lazily to one
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The measured chanting of the workmen piling sandbags
on the levees,

^

e shouting of the stevedores as they trot barefoot up
the gangplanks, ^

III

And
mingled smells of catfish mud,

rotting wood of wharves and piles,

Land^
mustiness of wet ropes and driftwood,

reezes heavy with the odors of magnolia and
jessamine, ^

damp breathings of the summer

B
IV

The'dfmVfrv’^f^"^ shoreline wrapped in gra:yTiess,

The '
^^i^'hghts on the shores.

The
flashing through the deepening fog.

Snatch^
reflected in the dark waters,

phL''/
laughter.

The lirj-ir^™
voices dying away as the boat glides by;

The lono-.?^^”^
waters against the piers,

sighing along the levees.

The n^J 1
uncertain distances,

^ow sirirT

^ dread of great waters by night,

^ow
tiirb”

breath of a summer’s day,

now treacherous as the angry ocean

;

of Waters^^^^^^^*
sounds and scents of the Home



Church and State

I

The Proper Relationship Between Church and State as

Viewed and Held by Baptists

By Richard Paschal

Revised and Enlarged by G. W. Paschal

GENERAL STATEMENT

Between church and state several relations may

exist. The State may rule the Church and direct i »

operations as a peculiar function of ci\nl goyemmen <

or the Church mav rule the State and use chdl

ment primarily to"^ further the interests of the Churc
j

or there may be complete separation of Church »

State, each being supreme in its own sphere and m

pendent of the other.

The Baptist view is the last mentioned. And wis

the view that the world is gradually adopting.
^

it is important that there should be a clear understan e

of what is implied in this view and under what

and limitations separation of Church and State

tain. It is evident that in those countries

separation is found the citizens have a double allegi^.^^

one to the State, the other to the Church of tl^eir cn

A clash between the two can be prevented only v'he

nature of each is clearly understood and Churc

State are careful to keep each to its own province ft

not seek to exercise authority in that of the o le^

a correct understanding of this matter

is needed than a cross-section view of present

If we would see clearly the nature of the
.g

volved, we must see them in historical for

follow through the Christian centuries the strugg
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Am view that now holds, at least in

State
complete separation of Church and

purpose then in the present paper, after

of Cl?
^viefly the basis of the doctrine of separation

to
State as found in the teachings of Jesus,

Statp^‘*^^+i^^
outline the relations between Church and

then
Roman Empire until the time of Constantine,

that
Constantine until the fall of Rome, and from

Refer
Reformation. Beginning with the

loore
be necessary to make my account

ceive f
at this time the doctrine began to re-

Raptist*^*^^!
hands of tlie forerunners of the

^ition
^ begun that struggle for its recog-

Parts of*+v
which is still going on in many

see wl^ "0^

^^ve had
•
*^+

1
^ honorable part the Baptists

'^*^«Jerstan I”
struggle, but also shall get a clearer

be able to
uiany aspects of the doctrine and thus

the judgment of what today

are Je
^ between Church and State. For

®ver everv
''®^®’^^’"portant issues involved in this question

^^t a conte^^t'”
which there has arisen sharp contention,

points erenw??-
resulted in giving the disputed

It jg
.

distinctness and clarity.

^oparation nf
Jesus that the principle of

"’ganic in
and State first may be found. It is

the Go.?;'?
7"‘;‘'Ptio» ot the Kingdom of Heaven

snpreii!
‘ Preached, since it taught that

to Goj or traditions

^odiator
tl?nn t

individual alone with no other

follows It neces-

ir'^oal and hi. r?
relationship between the in-

? fomporal J: • f” "’^n, no King or
j- ^’glit to interfere

pricst or pope has

I
.'^yal to this nil

•
® su})reme allegiance is to God.

o7 ^^-®ter’s com^’^r^^
^^^o-or of Christ, obeying

^^ghteousnes. in7’^
strives to attain to the perfection

ns own life, and undertakes to preach
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the gospel of his salvation to every other creature. In

order the more effectually to accomplish this he joins

with his fellow Christians in an organization known as

a church.

But Jesus both by the example of His life and by pre-

cept recognized another allegiance as binding upon Him-

self and His followers, allegiance to the SUte. Living

as a subject and not as a citizen of the mighty empme

of Rome he yielded obedience to ite despotic laws, tie

was careful to conform even in little matters, as was

shown when he paid the petty exaction of tribute money

to the little town. And so He taught his disciples. As

touching His loyalty, in face of the accusations of the

Jewish Sanhedrin, Pilate declared that he found in Him

no fault at all, even though Jesus acknowledged that he

was a king, but of a Kingdom not of this world.

Thus Jesus when threatened with impending death con-

fessed that his highest allegiance w'as to the Kingdom

of Heaven, and there also is the highest allegiance o

His followers. And yet by the incident of the tribute

money Jesus taught that this higher allegiance in n

way annuls the allegiance which men owe to the bta

which they have formed for their government or to whicn

they have submitted themselves. It is no less our dut>

to render unto Caesar the things that are Ca^ar ^

to render unto God the things that are God s. p

Church and State have their proper spheres and claim

on our loyalty.
_

.

Perhaps it is well for me to stop at this point to i"

cate in what sense I am using the words Church an

State. By the State I mean any political o^ganizati

occupying a definite territory and able to enforce its a

The word Church is not so easy to define since it

different implications when used in different

In the early centuries it means Christians generaUy.

the fourth century it came to mean the state
’

later it meant the dominant church, the Church of n

after the Reformation it might indicate any one ot

numerous national churches; with the Baptists i m
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f group of Christians organized to enable its mem-
ers to lead better Christian lives and to promote the
^read of the Gospel in the world. But in the phrase

urch and State the word churcli in the last analysis
^gmfies the religious interest of any individual be he

nstian or Jew or infidel or Mohammedan or Buddhist.

St
individual and not with a group that the

th^t*^
^as relations; it is as individuals and not as groups

^
the State has punished men for their religious be-

Wa
^^

5°S’^^
2ing this the plea of the early Baptists
of Conscience rather than for separation

1
. .

aurcli and State, possibly without seeing that the

Us
^he former. While I shall inevitably

co^x
churcli in all the senses mentioned above, the
^ trust, make it sufficiently clear in what

®®ase It IS to be understood.

crupVI^
three centuries the State was pagan and

iuj?
\ritolerant of the Church, at first indeed slaughter-

centu
aimless brutality, but in the third

^ Imperial powers to obliterate

the St^'t
®Pruad was threatening tlie very existence of

cruelt-if r
^^hgion. In vain was the rage and cunning

the^
Pontifex Maximus was head also

Tra
pagan Rome, in vain the persecutions

to incr^*^*
Uccius and Diocletian. Christianity continued

on^U^
paganism to wane; in the year 311 Gale-

^hristia
^‘^“th bed signed an edict of toleration for

Mila
three years later Constantine by the Edict

before Christians the protection of the State.

Great b
^^ose of the fourth century Theodosius the

religion of
Christianity as the sole official

han.
^ State, and put heathen worship under the

^uce of },

.Church was thus winning its way in the

tolernT 1
persecution to a position where it

some m
^*^*^*^ officially approved, it suffered it-

^Uipefjj^i
® mcation from the influence of the very

and
° which had thrown the Christians,
® j the matron and the maid to the wild beasts
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of the amphitheatre or had wrapped them alive with a

coat of pitch and, tying them to stakes, had used them

to light the grounds of an inhuman Emperor. In the

early years indeed the Christians almost forgot they were

living on earth; “they were a people of God, called and

set apart.” The Christian Church in their thought was

a divine, not a human institution. . . . Their citizenship

was in heaven, not on earth, and the principles and laws

by which they strove to govern themselves were from

above. The present world was but temporar}’ and their

true life was in heaven.^ When this first sweet enthusiasm

had passed and tlie Church began to organize its forces

it modified the organization and government of ds

churches by successive stages to an approximation of

the government of the Empire. First, the bishop of the

local church became virtual dictator of it, whose decre<^

even in the time of Ignatius were to be revered and obeyed

without question ; the diocesan bishops followed ; and next

we find the bishops of the church of Rome arrogating

to themselves supreme authoritj^ over the Christm^

world. While it is certain that conditions within the

cliurclies themselves brought about by the numerou*

heresies of the early centuries were the occasions of these

gradual changes, it is none the less true that the rea j

acceptance by the churches of the system of episcopn^^

was made possible only by the fact that their member

had learned as members and subjects of the might} em^

pire of Rome to think of government as arbitrary

without responsibility to the governed. It was

these early Christians to be made to believe that the „

ernment of their churches should be patterned after

of the Empire and led to accept a Pontiff of the

Church who was only a Christian replica of the

Pontifex Maximus.® So true it is, as is shown not o

‘ McGiffcrt, Article “Church History” in Encf. Brit.
_ th»*

’ “The organization of the Church followed in its main (of

of the empire. It also had its dioceses and provinc^ ecu’ of^.

the most part with the simiiariy named political divisions
• ^jitica*

did the same circumstances which marked out a city to
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chur
many others, that a Christian

Stot^-
model its government after that of the

e m whose territory it is found.

The Church a Department of the State

Church became a department of

becomin ’-f i

emperor in his role of Pontifex Maximus

^'^te tha^
exercising authority no less abso-

‘^Jdrelifl.^

“IS predecessors in the pagan system of the

to u priests owed their appointments

office-
'^ere responsible for the conduct of their

Scribed f
wrong were pre-

^enturv °f+
^^^stians. Toward the end of the fourth

theen?
Christianity became the sole official religion

^’0“ with
® Church became a compulsory institu-

^oquired ^
defined and definite creed which all were

this
P““!ties of loss of citizenship.

Roll'
enforced against pagans and dissenters

""^s now compulsion and not religious freedom

^'^dest devpln
^ Church. This system had its

®^Paration Eastern Empire after its

^
thousanrl

West, and there it lasted more than
^^ter

this
the fall of Constantinople in 1453.

from ti,
“dierited by the Russian autocracy,

^^^olution of !oi the Bolshevik

?^“thority
in ti

the sole source of
^ great stnJ^

®o directed as to make
onder

that nn
°

r If
desjiotic power. It is hardly any

outlaw the Bolshevist liders

^diance
\vitli

a cllurch undergoes from an unequal
J'^^trated

in
government has been strikingly

case of the

-i^lljpeak belfw
Church in Germany.

relation between Church and
®*’oul(l rentre for ecclesiastical rule, but
IjUotea <=ivird vtion'i.*" i'l".

ecclesiaMical
^-«rned's Nel PP- «S-58.

"Pa^ m
®Pacy

Iltstory for Ready Reference" article
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State established in the German States at the time of

the Reformation. It is sufficient now to say that at that

time the German States were regarded as champions and

protectors of the Church against the designs of Rome.

But with the growth of absolutism in Germany under the

last Kaiser the Church found herself a slave to the gov-

ernment, with its powers prescribed and made subservient

to the State to almost the same degree as in Russia. In

discussing this matter about the first of the present cen

tury, a discriminating German writer® says:

"While the old territorial state rendered a magnificent service

in rescuing the Gospel, the close embrace of the State

threatened the church with suffocation. The Evangelical Church

in Germany has completely lost the support of the masses. For

them it is an institution of the State, or of the aris^racy anh

part of the system which they oppose. . . . But how is any ot c

condition possible under a church regime whose fundamen

principle is that the Church must subserve the political interes

of the State? Naturally the legal pastor must fit into tW

regime. . . . Political interests predominate, but such interes

which come and go with ministers do not coincide with t o

^

of the Evangelical Church whose chief interest is to extend

Kingdom of Jesus Christ.

With the fall of arbitrary power both in Russia

in Germany it is to be hoped that the world will ne'^

witness again the Church subjected to servility to

State.

Church and State Under the Papacy

The Eastern Empire, Russia and Imperial

have furnished woeful examples of the degradation o

Church when it is made subservient to the State.

history of the Papac}' shows that conditions equally

nicious arise when the Church strives to exercise

as well as spiritual authority. Even before the

the Roman Empire in the year 395, the Roman

pate had developed into the papacy and

supremacy over the entire Christian Church. I

* Otto Mayer in Schaff-Herzog, New Eney. of ReUtri^"’

“Church and State.”
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Goths and Vandals which, beginning in 410,
'Western Empire in 476, served to

as mSl-T
Churcli, since the Pope alone could act

the c
"‘^^'^een the conquered people of Italy and

aven
barbarians who were themselves Christians

fall of invasion. Though with the

Positio
^ Western Empire the Roman Episcopate lost its

the heir
church, “it became itself a new empire,

®st infl

^ and dignity of Rome, and the great-

Westrr^
for the peace and unity of the

^enturv
Though, before the end of the sixth

^xercise^ \ control of the Eastern Church it

powers f
^ supremacy in the West with increasing

^eadvar^”*? ft gained the more

^^eatise A
appeal to the famous

after 410 •

'^Sustine, De Civitate Dei, published soon

^’^gdom *

f r
Church was identified with the

Over
all

^ fhc claim made that it was supreme

'^^Sultimn^i”'^**®"® “Augustine’s theory

Churcl
everywhere in the West, and thus

was regarded not onh’

i^'^^'al, intpll
^ut also as the ultimate authority.

Hot h
political. Upon this doctrine was

him +1
himself but by others who came

beino- fin
of the papacy, the bishop of

CiX n V ^‘^‘=og">zed as the head under Christ

^^fhority on !
supreme organ of divine

^ntheT '
(McGiflPert.)

of the ^0 mentioned only a
pOdificatjQjj important periods in the development or
.^ogory temporal power of the popes.

temnn fo already
ftaly. rj,,

. ^ ruler of Rome and the greatest power
a Very oKi-

fhe last of the Church Fathers,
gard the Emnpt-"'*^"'i

found himself able to dis-

^ogan to o J’ Constantinople,
reate new nations in the West laying the

op. cit.
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foundation stones with his own hands.® Another Gregory,

Pope Gregory III, before the year 774, was able to bring

another great accession to the temporal power of the

papacy. By resisting the Emperor in his efforts to

abolish image-worship in the churches he won great favor

in Italy. Later by an alliance with the French kings,

Pepin and Charlemagne, he established the temporal

power of the papacy no less than its spiritual power in

Italy, and greatly extended the influence and authority

of the Church in all the expanding domains of the Carlo-

vingan princes. About this time, too, the popes assumed

all the outward pomp and majesty of the Roman em-

perors, deriving their authority from a forged edict pur-

porting to have come from Constantine. Since that time

the Pope inhabits the Lateran palace, wears the diadenn

the purple cloak, and carries the sceptre, and is attended

by a body of chamberlains, while he graciously allo^®

his foot to be kissed in imitation of the practice at the

old Imperial court.® It was another Gregory, Gregor)

VII, or Hildebran, 1059 to 1083, who by his courage

and ability brought the Catholic Church to its higher

position of political influence and gained for the pap®^^

the political power which it claimed as its rigo •

“Addressing the world in the language of his generatiom

he proclaimed to every potentate from the Baltic to

Straits of Calpe that all human authority being hoi e^

of the divine and God himself having designated

sovereignty over men to the Prince of the Sacred Col e„ >

a divine right to universal obedience was the ineM a

attribute to the Roman Pontiffs.”^ Ifan}** king

credulous and refractory, as was Solomon the

Hungary when Gregory assured him that his kmg

was the property of the Holy Roman Church, he

posed and another king put in his place. Hildebran

and the kings of the earth obej'cd, or disobej'cd at

'T. W. Allies, Holy See and Wanderings of the

I.arnetl’s New History of Ready Reference, article “Papa y-

* Bryce, Holy Roman Empire, chap. 7.

’ Lamed, History of Rec^y Reference, p. 6474.

ted
in
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peril. When the young Emperor of the Holy Roman
Empire, Henry IV, dared to disregard his authority, he
ound himself abandoned by his lords and people in con-
®^quence of being excommunicated by the Pope, whose
partial and conditional pardon he obtained only after

e most abject submission and after standing three days
aretooted in the snow in the courtyard at Canossa in
orthern Italy. Thus was realized and exemplified the

papal claim to temporal power, supreme over all the
^^ngdoms and governments of the world. For hundreds

years this claim was recognized and respected by the
^J^gdoms of Western Europe. Upon the discovery of
merica, the Pope as God’s vice-regent on earth bestowed

iect^t^^^
discovered lands to his liege and faithful sub-

Th
assigning the whole New World to Spain,

ough the Protestant Reformation and the new spirit
Nationalism in Europe have deprived the Church of

^^ighTt”^
of its political power, the claim to the

doned K
that power has by no means been aban-

Ijj ^ ^^10 members of the Roman Catholic hierarchy,

everv^*^
Pope should be the sovereign head of

°N ^^1® earth, and all political power

Catholi
purpose the promotion of the Roman

God ^ Their earnest expectation and prayer

''^orld
consummation may come, and that the

^od
*N°ii see the Pope vested again with the power

rj,j
Snity of Hildebran.

seen^t^*^°u^
practice of the Church of Rome will

Problems
an important bearing on present daj’^

N*^ed the^’^T
that this church has never recog-

N®®d the
freedom of conscience, but has always

^y the exr'^*
power, when it was able, to crush dissent

Rom
N^'^ioation of dissenters. Charlemagne forced

^iiugion on the Saxons at the point of the

the
'^^doy of northern Italy has been drenched

thev
^lomble Christians whose only crir-•ai ,. "uiuoie i^nristians whose only crime was

^hurch. o
* I’ccognize the Pope as the head of the

-^Ustri
” plain and hill of France and Germany,
iio Bohemia, the Church of Rome has used the
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civil power to hunt humble followers of Jesus Christ to

death. Petrobrusians, Waldenses, Taborites, Bohemian

Brethren have all felt the murderous and some of them

the exterminating hand of the Church of Rome. In o

land alone more than a hundred thousand men, women

and children have been victims to Rome’s unholy alliance

with civil power. In view of all this it may seem a ef'

rible anachronism that there should still

to defend such a union. The reality is that it is still

cherished official policy of the Roman Church as a wlmi^

So long as this is true the danger to the religious fre^o

of the world continues. Though the day

people to death for conscience sake may be gone, in bta

where Rome has influence with the civil power dis^

is repressed by cruel and arbitrary discriminations.

Church of Rome continues to be a threat which can

be disregarded to the proper relations of Churc *

State. So long as this threat exists the Baptists m .

continue to proclaim the doctrine which they
ys

and of which they have been the champions since the a

of the Reformation, that is, the doctrine of comp

separation of Church and State.®
jy

Some have seen in the Renaissance, which was

contemporaneous with the Reformation, a trans o

tion of the relations of Church and State.

States which arose at this time in most

each a nation of homogeneous people, who with tn

pride of nationality sought, prince and people,

mote the progress and welfare of all in the State,
.
gj-nai

regarding religion essential to their temporal an

welfare made the Church a department of the

•“In reality, the lloman Catholic Church U not si'fPj'f * .^‘^th^t

State church, holding Itself subject to the State.
tb<iltiy

remarkable world-power which in the middle sha

the function of government. If

diminished In the modern State, ^s bee
. nothing-

force. In principle, the Roman ^urch
fVol<*»

Mayer In Schaff-Heriog, Ency. of Religion, »rt
fj® spirit*’ /

“Its aim has been to include humanity w^n ^licT 7;^
while exercising a dominating influence °’®®

‘•7, *^,<.^0/
State, Its kings and governing authorities. Hastings,

and Kthiet, article “Western Church.”
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TilAney regarded the king as the champion and protector
of their faith, and head of the Church, and in his own
erritory no less than a pope.®
ft Was only under the protection of such States that
other and Zwingli believed that the Reformation they

could be realized. With reference to this an
® apologist of Luther has said d®

have
accessary that the new Christian community should

Co
outward organization; but whence was this to come.^

jjQ
* juristieally, that was a grave question. For Luther,

of
presented no difficulties. It was sufficient that means

fu th^*^^
provided, and immaterial how this be accomplished,

entrust was found that the simplest arrangement was to

ajose* ehureh to the existing authorities. Thus

the s’ f
German State Churches as the mature produet of

Occes^^f^^**^^
century. The Reformation did not recognize tlie

The r}J ecclesiastical organization apart from the State,

fostered *"*1? homogeneous mass, and eaeh temporal prince

his tern
particular section which was coterminous with

rise of
domain. With the appearance of dissent and the

®ient K
®°rifessions, the inadequacy of this simple arrange-

occame manifest.

above one might gain the impression

of f-u
arose many years after the beginning

the ver
The fact is, however, that from

short f
Reformation was regarded as stopping

^^d tia'lS**
goal.^^ On October 31, 1517, Luther

Witten]^
^ ^ds ninety-five theses to the church door in

,2'. as one reads them today, a

^'ither
fkan an ecclesiastical revolt against Rome,

in
tjjg

longer willing to see his country robbed

^^^'^giance'^Tn
,

was still professing

biUrderou
'n

fP® immediate successor to the

had d
Wlien later he had refused to recant

^ ed the power of Rome at Worms and had
*

f

“nfi P‘*Pa ‘^“‘ued at this time expresses this idea: “Dux
Mayer n>f*i*** The prince is pope in his own land.

Wh Reform H
® ®

^^in’ the mi.w scarcely boasted an existence of five years,

bi6«w’*®®*ent.” xi adherents, men arose who declared it to
" °/ C'on^e.Vncs

p
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professed to take the Scriptures as the sole authority m
matters of doctrine, he retained many of the forms and

fictions of the Church of Rome. He retained infant

baptism, disallowed the idea of a church made up entirely

of believing members, yielded to the State the oversight

of the Church, and endorsed the punishment of dissent

by the civil power. It is due him, however, to say that

historians of all faiths are agreed that but for the pm*

tection given the Reformers by the princes of the German

States the Reformation would have been suppressed h}

Rome, and furthermore Luther and Zwingli believed that

the support of the princes could not be kept if any dis

sent from the State religion was allowed.

By its very nature, however, the Reformation call^

into life and expression many forms of dissent. It

by claiming the Bible as authority that Luther had been

able to repudiate the demand for allegiance to the Chum

of Rome. And it was by an appeal to the Bible like^i®®

that the swarms of dissenters in the regions over which t

'

Reformation extended sought to justify each his pecuu®

form of dissent from the Lutheranism which most of *

German princes adopted as tlie religion of their Staf^

Some of these forms of dissent were fanatical and
^

tionary, others were not only harmless but went

the Reformers themselves in insisting on the spiritu* *

^
of the Church and the necessity for a regenerate chu

membership. But all were regarded b}* the

equally obnoxious to its welfare. Out of this situa

the question of the right to dissent from the State Cii

was raised in all the German States, and the

Church and State became the subject of much

and discussion. At this time the modern doctrine

complete separation of Church and State, so

Baptists, was first clearly and ably formulated nn

claimed. A proper appreciation of the advanm

made in the struggle for religious libert}' is possib e

for those who keep in mind the religious, socia

political conditions of the time. According!}' I

them briefly here.
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Luther’s Reformation, beginning in 1517, being wel-
comed by the German peoples and princes, was established

y the year 1522. In Switzerland, where a spirit of in-

cpendence had existed long before the days of Luther,
people welcomed his ideas and were ready to abandon

c papal cause so soon as they found a leader. And a
cader was found in Zwingli, pastor at Zurich, under

cse leadership the people, who were living under a
Republican form of government with independence of any
oreign authority, in 1523, adopted measures which were

ically anti-Catholic, going much beyond the reforms
°pfcd by Luther in Germany. This Swiss movement,

^ginning in Zurich, soon extended to other Swiss centres
'^c as Basel, Berne and St. Gall, and enlisted in its sup-

tha
scholars as Hetzer, Conrad Grebel and Bal-

ser Hubmaier. Outside of Switzerland it spread to
^trassburg and Waldshut.

the reforms instituted by Zwingli were much

'lews
*^^^*^ScHcal than those of Luther and although his

Swi
* Lord’s Supper were much different yet the

Germany in that in both

cljuj. 1
“‘’•Ptism was continued and both were State

such, each was tolerated by the other. But

^com f
5^®^^any nor in Switzerland was there more

^^tho
^*®senters than in Austria in the realm of papal

their
* ^ Luther and Zwingli were unrelenting in

Persec^f^^**^*°^
dissenters from the State churches and

them
in

their death and finally exterminated

Were of
of their influence. These dissenters

prod
classes, all of whom may be regarded

‘I'liclcen A \
Reformation, for their zeal had been

reformer t
example of Luther himself, “the bold

liis stand on Scripture and insisting on

touchston f^°^trine and practice to the Scripture

forth^* ^Rying emperor and pope and boldly stand-

*^'8hts of
^ of evangelical truth and the

^’^ysties*^^*^ •
One class was made up

lo^ j’l
revolutionists, men whose millennial

'em to fix times and places for future events.
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men who denied the rights of States to enforce men to

perform civil and military duties. Such men were the

Zwickau Prophets, Munzer and Storch, who won to their

views not only many ordinary men but even the head of

Wittenberg University in which Luther had been a pro-

fessor. Munzer became a pronounced socialist of the

modern type, propagated his views in the most inflam-

matory harangues, declaring that if princes disregarded

the rights of the Gospel and the people they “should he

strangled like dogs.” Other able and influential revolu-

tionary evangelists of this time were Pfeiffer of Miilliaus^

and Hut of Augsburg. For several years they exerted

much influence and had large followings, but after a fe^

years of violent denunciation of all in authority in Church

or State, and pernicious misleading of the poor an

simple with their millennial prophecies, they were repudi-

ated by the sound common sense of the people no less than

by Luther himself and came to their end, most of th^^]^

by violent deaths. They had all ceased from their acti'i

ties before 1528. Munzer, Storch and Pfeiffer did mor^

evil than the others, in that by misleading the peasan ®

with their millennial prophecies they caused them to ma

an untimely uprising to seek redress for their wrong®’

which were real enough, in which a hundred thousand lu®

their lives.
^

The second class of dissenters which arose and c^
into prominence at this time were the Anabaptists, or

baptizers. Their leaders were not fanatics nor did the)

preacli a doctrine subversive of good morals though man.-

of them had socialistic views and denied magistrac)

They lived pure lives themselves and adWsed their foU®

ers to live in peace and industr}*. But they differed f

both Luther and Zwingli in making religion
^|ie

and a matter of conscience, believing that “faith is

result of divine intuition alone, and cannot be

by fire or sword.’”* Believing that baptism should fo

faith they did not baptize infants nor consider the

wlien administered to infants real baptism, but a ui

'* Tract! on Lihtrly of Conicirnce, Introduction, p. Ix'i^-
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istered the ordinance anew to as many as sought member-
® their society, and thus they got their name. The
Visible sign of difference was in the matter of infant bap-
ism and over this were numerous public discussions and
^ ates. But neither Zwingli nor Luther were deceived

^ point at issue : the liberty of the indi\adual
o act in matters of religion as his conscience might lead
iin Was in its tendencies destructive of a State church.

^Wingli indeed had at first been convinced that infant
^ap isnrj unscriptural, but when he realized the

discontinuance might bring to the State
vc 1

, lijjg Luther, he counseled the most atrocious

tis^^^^^^
foi” the suppression of opposition to infant bap-

ba*^f
undertook. The Ana-

som
were popular and were championed by

Th
ablest preachers and scholars of the time.

®lau
of the movement in Zurich-Grebel, Manz,

Lat^^°^^
"•^^d Hubmaier, were men learned in Greek,

hans^tu^f
Hebrew. Hans Denck of Augsburg was per-

'vbat /
scholar of all the Anabaptists, though some-

•A^iiab^ y
Jnystic. Under the leadership of such men the
cause gained thousands of adherents not only

Tyj.oi*^”’*^
®^*^d Switzerland but also in Silesia and the

There Roman Empire,

^^nton^'^^f
organizations of Anabaptists in the

Pfessprl K
alone. Nearly all of these were sup-

WdpT-c 1530, and all of them before 1535. Their

death

Hub-
'^*iless

Vanished or imprisoned and put to

^^'aier b
^^S^ecd to conform to the State church.

stake'^^
allowed to escape was afterwards burned at

drowned^ p
Austrian authorities, while his wife was

othe
'^ally repressive measures were resorted to

Protestant
^ **^^*^'* the Anabaptists were found,

extermjj^
“•’^d Roman Catholics alike waged a war of

a home Ion
^Sainst them. The persecuted saints found

had
1^*^*^ Moravia than elsewhere, but before 1550

^vom tl

Practically exterminated there also.

•^Oabapf
'"ary nature of their faith and practice the

® a Were in opposition to a State Church such
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as Luther and Zwingli made the guardian of their re-

forms. For, as I have said, without infant baptism for

every child in the State they saw there could be no State

church embracing in its membership every person in the

realm. We have seen that some of the Anabaptists went

to the extreme of denying the right of private property,

while some were ready to declare that the civil government

had no claim to the allegiance of Christians. It was only

a few who attained to the position on the proper rela-

tions of Church and State as held by the Baptists of our

day. Most prominent of these was Balthasar Hubmaier.

Newman speaks of his “remarkable abilities as scholar,

thinker, pulpit orator, disputant, and organizer and lead-

er of men,” and declares that he was the greatest, ablest

and soundest advocate of radical evangelical reform, and

worthy of a place among the evangelical leaders of the

church universal. Trained to the priesthood of the

Roman Church he adopted Anabaptist \'iews in 1523, and

after four years of labor, principally at Waldhut and

Nikolsburg in Austria, he was arrested. After a long

imprisonment he was burned at the stake on March I®’

1528. Three days later his wife was drowned in the

Danube and her body buried. On the four hundred '

anniversary of his martyrdom the Baptist periodicals o

the world called attention to his labors and justly claim

him as the first modern father of their faith. For no

only did he stand with present day Baptists against

baptism and for a regenerate church membership,

views on the relations of Church and State coinci

almost exactly with those held by Baptists of today.
^

believed in the right of private propert}'; he believed t »

Christians })ropcrly owed to the states in which they h'

such duties as other citizens; they should pay their

and ])erform all the other functions of citizens

peace and war; they were free to take oaths in co

of law. This was the constant tenor of his preaching?

these matters differing from the majority of his bret i

He set forth his views on the right of a Christian

liberty of conscience unmolested by the State in a p r

He
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^ritten in 1624! at Schaffliausen in Switzerland whither
® had barely escaped with his life from his Austrian

persecutors. The paper was entitled “On Heretics and
A summary of it is given by NewTnan,*®

ert°
ho be “the most remarkable plea for lib-

^
y of conscience that the sixteenth century produced.”

is^tV
®^oimary the part pertinent to our discussion

Til

teach^
•'^•eli-heretics are those who against Christ’s

the t'**^
example condemn heretics to the flames and before

Christ°^H
j^ harvest destroy wheat and tares together; for

men •
j

ho butcher, to murder, to burn, but that

Ulan
'h have life and that more abundantly. So long as a

or a
ye should pray and hope for his repentence. A Turk

by ho be overcome not with the sword or fire but

her the*^"^
weeping. We are therefore to wait patiently

the Go
As thus violating the spirit and teaching of

h«quisit*^^
’ preaching orders, who were the leaders of the

hh such h*'*
declared to be the producers of arch-heretics.

®hamele<!
'^^''‘h spirit they should be they would not so

deliver
tf

^ dre !” It is no excuse that they

in tp'"

'*^h*oas for execution to the godless secular power,

a swn grievously. Every Christian

^®h a sw
‘‘Sainst the godless, that is, the word of God; but

h®
®xecut(^*^

against evil-doers. The civil power has a right
for sugjj

'doers, but the godless, God alone should punish

;

God k****

neither body nor soul, but are useful rather;

**'*'hes by
bring good out of evil. For true faith

conflict; the more it is opposed the greater it becomes.

Hubmaier understood and maintained

the
separation of Church and State,

its jnp
should not interfere with the civil duties

citizens should the State interfere with its

^*^Ptists ^
*’^’^tters of religion. After the rise of the

hiUclj
cl^

century these principles were to

i^^grd
aijai^'^

t>cfore that time the}’ were not

ideas of at i i

^ radical departure from it in

and otli ^
^•lioi' Hofman who had convinced him-

"^ith
civil

year 1633 God would dispense
government on the earth, but would make

l>p. 96ff.
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Strassburg the New Jerusalem and from this city extend

His dominion over the world. Still further removed from

the principles preached by Hubmaier were the purposes

of those who set up the Kingdom of ^liinster, in 1535,

for they did not wait for the Lord to come and set up

the new dispensation, but took upon themselves the task

of making of Munster the New Jerusalem of their dreams,

and under the name of religion committed excesses which

had made the name Anabaptist a reproach throughout

Europe. Nor did the so-called “Quiet Anti-pedobap"

tists,” the followers of Menno Simons, attain to the ful^

measure of the doctrine of separation of Church and

State as expressed by Hubmaier. They no longer wished,

as did the leaders of the Munster uprising, to take the

sword and smite the enemies of God, but on the other

hand they proscribed civic duties for themselves. They

could perform none of the functions of citixens of the

State, whether in peace or in war, they must not take

oaths in courts of law, nor must they marry outside the

society. They tolerated the State as a necessary evil.



^hat About the Yo-Yo, Anyway?

By Walter L. Warfford

^X' .
people are noted for their fads. In

then
^ ^ dress one fashion is the fad for a while,

tadi
so long ago it was the style for the

barel^ t
cover the ankles; then skirts extended

socjpp
knees. The protests of various reform

^hen
^**^'^*^ barely ceased to echo through the land

powerful
behold, Commercialism and Faddism, more

a ng^
the reformers and moralists, have issued

^t on
knees are beating a hasty retreat.

trouser
^ “Peg-leg”

bott
trousers are made on the box style;

goes trouser leg challenging the top. So it

^ashionc are subject to fads in

Cotl
’^ot about American faddism is that it is

'^bich I
fashions of dress. The particular fad to

“nl
refer is that of playthings for grown-ups.

*be bas had its day. One day it was
The

latest
; recently it was the Jumping Bean,

b^s
struclf

popular, and most universal fad that

diversities >
^^^^fry is the Yo-Yo. In the colleges and

^'^'Yo team
^ f

Popularity has been unexcelled. Even

^ako Fo^
been formed. Onl^' recently' the Dean

'effect
that announcement in cliapel to the

fbe
collefTo

fbe Yo-Yo team would report

There ar
®^’^^0'®iuin at two o’clock for tryouts,

fbis
little

vejiorts as to avIio was the inventor

^ of them^Vd'
^ oannot vouch for the authority

^rfectjy
reason n fbe explanations seem to be

««t C„, ''port “y* «"» «>e Yo-Yo
^ for his chJl 7

^^ *u Japan. A father made one as a
’ bug it “Yo-Yo” in Japanese. Inci-
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dentally it is said that the word “Yo-Yo” means m

Japanese “to do nothing.” Another report is that the

Yo-Yo was invented by an elevator boy in New York

City, while still another suggests that it was first whittled

into existence by a boy in Texas.
^

Leaving the determination of the origin of the Yo-Yo

to some future investigator more scientifically inclined

than I am, let us consider the operation of the Yo-\o.

The Yo-Yo is a pretty little spool with a tiny axle-

Attached to the axle is about a yard of string which i*

wound around it. Drop the disc-like structure while hold-

ing to the string and watch the spool climb back again-

The professional Yo-Yo-ist drops the spool, watches i

climb back again, and runs it over his hand, and then

sends it off on another mission of caper-cutting. If

really knows his “Yo-Yo” he can throw tlie spool straign^

out, watch it come back to liis hand, and throw it^ o^

^
his hand sending it toward the floor on another niissm

of cutting the loop-to-loop.

“Well, what makes the Yo-Yo ‘

3'o,’
an}'''a3-^

“Torque,” says Dr. D. W. Cornelius of Chattanooga, an^

he certainly ought to know for lie is a

physics. Being neither a physicist or a n^ntheniatici
’

I merely quote this authorit}- as it is quoted in The
_

Tar Heel. He explains that the Yo-Yo “yos’

“Mass time linear velocity equals momentum. In the i

case of the Yo-Yo, it would go on spinning

If mass time linear velocity equals momentum, it

that a force applied in the simplest ideal case will c

the momentum of a body; that is, the mass rema>

constant will change the linear velocity.

“Now take the Yo-Yo. As a result of the mass

under the force of gravity, and attached to the

liave a force or torque, which causes an angular
^cf

to be produced. The farther the top falls the

the angular velocity becomes, because the
. fre«

greater. If it were left alone and it were Pf

from friction it would spin forever. But
^.^crg)

to the string, when it comes to the end, the stored
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be utilized to bring it back up the string again. In

^
at We term the ideal case, it would return completely

® le top of the string. But no energy is equally 100
per cent returned.

have the Yo-Yo coming partlj'^ back up

to^
Now to get it up the string it is necessary

to
^ another force, or torque at the strategic moment

loss of momentum brought about through

ju^tT’k
imperfections of the machine. It is

swinging someone in a rope swing. One must

of
the swing is just at the right place at the top

le upward motion before pushing.”



Mystery
By Charles G. Smith, ’13

The icy cold has now all winter stilled

The honeybee, and every tree has lost

Its leaves except a few, which, dead and tossed

About by winter winds, have long fulfilled

Their purpose but, defying winter-chiUed

Destroying storms, as though there were no frost.

Persist in hanging on. The sun has crossed

Northward. Have all the tender buds been killed.^

No, for I hear a song from every tree

They now are singing, and they will right soon

Their nests forsake, each heeding Time’s decree.

Then new-old life, when Spring begins to croon

The mystic music Nature bids, we’ll see

Revived again by heat of sun and charm of moon.



Radio -Activity

By J. M. Early

E advance of science during the past few j^ears

Al 1

great indeed, almost beyond our perception.

st^V knowledge that has been gained and the

great
^^cts that have been discovered, reads like a

iust
Our discoveries have ceased to become

^nd th
*^*^*'^® facts. The story of radio-acti\’ity

vve 1

^ unbelievable conclusions drawn from it, if

aside all other facts, will make these last few

age”^
^^J’lorable indeed, and bring back the “golden

there
° discovery of radio-activity

being a new branch of science, and of

Wh
^ marking an epoch in world progress,

^ound^h'
Becquerel, the great French chemist,

emitted
^ '^^’anium salts continually and spontaneously

^cientific^”^^* " greater field in the

^’ibstan*^
^orld—in introducing a new substance, and

^adio-act’^
Possessing that peculiar property known as

®^aat va/'^* f
scientific world soon realized the

startr^
discovery, and in 1898 witnessed

^®olated t/*^^
^ork of Aladame Curie, who successfully

'^^adiuij,^'^
important of all radio-active substances

^acts of
i-kese who introduced to the world the

^.‘ooks.
S-®''

wonderful substances was Sir William

Oanie in^i«^n
vacuum tubes which bear

those
niv<!f

*
’ ^ke beginnings of the stud}’

'^,^*’^elon8 V,1
particles which have such

® tube characteristics. He took a
^Ofrent

throi/i
wires in the ends and passed the

'^o wires 'r/’
'

’
i

crossed the gap between the

a side hh *ke tube, and in-
c in the vessel thus formed, and noticed
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that as he reduced the pressure witliin the tube, the sparks

became less, and instead they were replaced by a glow in

the tube. He found that a tiny windmill placed in the

path of these “rays” would revolve. Thus he was led

to believe that these “rays” must be solid particles mov-

ing at a great velocity. Since the properties of these

residual molecules differed from those of ordinary gases,

he concluded that it was a new state of matter, “radiant

matter.” The next problem, of course, was to decide the

nature of this “radiant matter.” It might be either of

two things: the residual molecules of gas in the tube, or

tiny fragments of the metal of the electrode which were

torn off by the disruptive force of the discharge. Ii'

proof he constructed an electrode of platinum, and the

discharge was allowed to pass through it for long periods-

If these particles were torn off they would be splashed

against the tube at the spot where the luminosity "'as

visible. A careful examination of this spot, after man'

experiments, failed to show an}’ trace of the metal, ano

hence this was satisfactory proof that the green light at

the end of the tube could not be the bombardment ot

tho glass by the platinum particles. Crooks further

noticed that an object placed inside in direct path of these

“rays” would cast a shadow, but failed to identif}’ these-

Thus he assumed that these “ray” were particles or

corpuscles sent off from the cathode. It remained

another to further complete this work.

In 1895, Rontgen noticed that the green florcscent

patch of glass where the cathode rays struck the tun >

was the center of origin of a new set of ra3's,
which '

termed X-rays. These rays Crooks had failed to identi

in his work. They are invisible, ver}' penetrative

have an effect upon photographic plates, and even

certain substances to glow. These rays were found
^

be not particles like the cathode rays, but mere vibrati

in the ether. From this work on the vacuum tube, *

types of rays have been found, which have a close

semblance to tlie rays emitted by radium. The first }r

of these rays is known as the anode ra3’s or plus
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Tilney are particles of residual gas, relatively large and
s ow. The cathode rays, or negative ions, are smaller,
travel with a greater speed, 10,000 to 100,000 miles per
^cond, and have a mass of 1/1845 of the Hydrogen atom.

^
G third type of rays discovered by Rontgen was the

d
These are produced when the cathode ra3's are

® ected by a suitable anti-cathode. As stated b}' Ront-
^^tey are not particles but electro-magnetic waves

ha
^ *^^her. They travel with the speed of light, and

^^ve a greater penetrative power than the cathode ra3's.
also ionize gases, and render the air conductive.

V
^ Becquerel discovered another type of rays

Ul
^ to X-rays, known as Becquerel rays. He

phot
of uranium sulphate on a sensitive

^nd
plate which was wrapped up in black paper,

X-r
^ marks upon it, similar to those produced b3

’

of these can be refracted by a prism,

have^+p
^ospect they differ from ordinary light. Both

der fj.

Po'ver to pass through solid bodies, and to ren-
conductive to electricit3\

^adio
some of the most important of these

^^d disc
®obstances witli respect to their properties

g
Uranium

""eio-U radium lies its grandparent, whose

the
230, 234, or 238. After careful study

"eight
f”'^’°'®^ctive elements, uranium with an atomic

'loireiTie^t
found, which answered the above re-

^•'^nium
** know tliat from it comes radium,

"^^ich is
* ?

^ced in Table VI-A, has a life of 5x10® years

integr^ij^ inconceivable to us. From the slow dis-

fcfitiod uranium, several new substances are

^ew subst
^ ^csing an alpha ray, it becomes an entirely

^ '^eta rav
different atomic weight, and by losing

?^cuiic wd ]

^ ”cw substance, but with the same

^sobares w former we call isotopes, the latter

1/18« I,;'"''
ready learned that a beta ra3' is

not aff t
hydrogen atom so this loss

cc the weight of a substance to any notice-
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able amount. Uranium disintegrates in this manner: by

losing an alpha ray its weight drops down to 234, and we

have uranium X ;
then a beta ray is lost, with the product

uranium X2 ,
with the same atomic weight as uranium X

;

another beta ray is lost, which gives uranium then an

alpha ray is lost, and Ionium with the weight of 230 is

formed, which is the parent of radium. This substance

then loses an alpha ray and the product is radium with

the weight of 226. This process continues until the end

product, lead, with the weight of 206 is reached. It is

interesting to note that the final product of these radio-

active substances is lead with various atomic weights, each

differing from the other and from our lead found in the

fourth group in the table with the weight of 20 <•

Becquerel found that the radiations from uranium and

its compounds showed very little variation after thr^

years. They resemble the Rontgen rays more than ordi-

nary light. Rutherford showed that the radiations from

uranium were complex, the beta radiation being far more

penetrating in character than the alpha radiations.

Thorium

Uranium is the parent of the whole series of wliic^i

radium and niton arc members. Thorium, with an atomm

weight of 232 is the parent of anotlier series. Radinm

could not occur in this series because the atom of radio*®

with an atomic weight of 226 could not be obtained ^

expulsion of alpha particles. The nearest approach

it would be 228 or 224. The life of thorium is

at 3x10'^ years. The disintegration process is the sam®

as in the other scries, first emitting an alpha par^c _>

then a beta. However, the end product though

different from the other end products, its atomic 'wmg

being 208.

Polonium

In 1903 Madame Curie took a ton of pitchblend,

solved it in acid and added sulphuretcd hydrogen.

sulphides thus obtained were ver}' active. After care
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extraction, she subjected a residue to qualitative test, and
ound in Table II-A, a new substance associated with
ismuth which she named Polonium, after her native

country—Poland.
found that it may be partially separated by three

c ods, the last of which she used. Polonium nitrate
y rolyzes more easily than bismuth, and therefore the

ac’d'^^
^®^y precipitated by adding water to the nitric

^ci solution. By using this method, which was verv^ow and tedius, Madame Curie obtained a small quantitj’

extremely active. The activity, however, as

a
°^od, was not constant, but diminished regularl3'

time. She found that in eleven months,

caus^d^*^^
lost half its weight. This verj^ fact has

but**^^
*”*^*^^ believe that polonium is not an element

the
active bismuth, because inactive elements in

presence of active ones, acquire activity,

char^t
entered upon the discussion as to the

in Pit'll
polonium and reported finding a substance

^ot
similar to polonium, but whose activity did

^isniuth^'
confirmed tliis by immersing

^t emitt 1^ f
solution of Curie’s polonium and found that

Huip ^ "•Ipha rays. He also found that bismutli, plati-

in
P^^^^^dium could be rendered active by immers-

'''aslied**^
radium salt. After the metals were

traces
h hydrochloric acid and water to remove all

mu
^^oy still emitted alpha rays. Bismuth

l^ontlv^ri-
®;Otive than the other two, and conse-

than
bi

that polonium was nothing more

s*^lts. Th^^n^
rendered active by contact with radium

^horiviip
^ uries found that the radio-activity of radium,

^ith tii^
uranium was the same and does not vary

*^ctivity ^
u

. ^

though they should lose any of their

bourse of^‘^^
^ sometimes do, it is regained in the

^Utly. Polonium in these respects acts differ-

Pj.Qtacf •
Pkotactinium

'^ount of
^ comparatively new element, an ac-

recent discovery appearing in The Scientific
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American, January, 1930. It was recently isolated, and

its properties verified by Aristid V. Grosse, Director of

the Chemical Research Institute, Shanghai, China.

This element, of course, is radio-active, resembling

radium in its properties, though very different, and rarer

and more active. The explosion of the atom sends off

alpha particles and gamma rays at enormous speed. In

this manner an atom of the element Actinium is formed,

and hence the name Proto-actinium, “proto” meaning in

Greek “first.” Also there is a whole series of atomic dis-

integration products formed in this process.

Protactinium is put in the ninetj^-first place in tlie

Period Table between two of the heaviest elements known

to man—uranium and thorium. The existence of prot-

actinium was predicted sixty years ago, b}' that great

Russian scientist, hlendeleeff, who gave us our present

Periodic Table of the elements. Others worked on it, tr\'

ing to isolate it, but due to wrong chemical properties

attributed to it, no one ever saw any until 1927. If*

oxide is a white powder, of a high melting point, and

glows in the dark, due to the atomic explosion. It was

thought that protactinium was associated with tantalum,

just as radium is associated with barium. The differen^

from tantalum as predicted was actually proven. I

was not necessary to separate it from tantalum because

protactinium occurred by itself.

It is found in the richest uranium ore in the proportm**

of only one part to 10,000,000 parts of ore. It was foun

that while the uranium ore is worked up for radium»

protactinium accumulates in these insoluble residue*

which constitute the wastes from radium, which previous '

had been thrown away as having no commercial value*

These waste products contain more protactinium than t

natural uranium material. ,

Radium costs around $65,000 an ounce, so one wou

reasonably expect protactinium, which is rarer tn^^^

radium, to cost a great deal more, but fortunately
^

is not the case. Reacuse the radium ores are cheaper,

the protactinium content is higher than that of racU
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in uranium ores, together with the fact that its extraction
IS fairly simple, the cost of it is relatively low. The
extraction of it is not very complicated and difficult,

thereby differing from radium. This is due to the in-

dividual nature it possesses which distinguishes it from
other elements. Radium as we know has a close resem-
lance to barium, so much so that it requires several

orystallizations to separate it.

It is not probable that protactinium will replace radium,
ocause radium produces in shorter time a far larger

nniount of effective radio-active disintegration products

^

inn does protactinium. However, in medicine, it ought
d find a different application because its salts act differ-

in the human body than does radium,

lif
with a life history of 50,000 years, has a

wl^‘
^^ly Iinnis as long as radium. It is a metal

' iich can be made formed into sheets and wire, and

^
nyed with other metals. From protactinium there is

j.

Possibility of getting actinium which is 2,000 times

the*^'
^^'^11 protactinium. It has never been seen with

liiongh its existence is known, and it is used in

scion*^^^"”^
Ibnt will bring us a stej) further in the

bran^*^
radio-activity is very important, because this

our
science has opened up many facts on which

of
^jP^osent day conception of matter and the structure

w-Qrtl^
based. From this standpoint alone, the

Vaiy ,? Pi’otfictinium is greater than any commercial
may later acquire.

^obsta
connection the chemistry of these radio-active

P^ope^^^*
respect to their atomic weights, chemical

interest*!*
position on the Periodic table should be of

that the
** ma jority of these are so short lived

available only in exceedingly small quanti-

"cights
direct determination of their atomic

’’Methods
**p.^*^P°®®iblc, at least by ordinary chemical

T
®"’cvcr, there is a relationship existing among

substance*
^ transformations, each atom of the
omits on disintegration one helium atom, so
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it is to be expected that the transformation product will

be less than that of the original element by the atomic

weight of helium which is four. On the other hand, in

beta transformation an electron, the mass of which is

1/1845 of a hydrogen atom, is lost. But this minute

change does not affect the atomic weight, because the

then positively charged atom takes up from the outside

an electron to make it neutral again ; so the weight in the

beta transformation product is the same as the parent

substance. In tliis manner the atomic weights of the

radio-active elements of the uranium, radium, and

thorium series have been determined. As already men-

tioned the atomic weight of actinium is unknown, so the

atomic weights of all the members of that series are un-

known. However, the weight of it has been advanced by

some to lie in the neighborhood of 226. If this is found

to be true, then the atomic weights of these elements,

about thirty in number, lie between 238 and 206.

It is not surprising to find that the properties of the

radio-active elements have only been recently full}’ under-

stood. Owing to their short life, the majority of these

cannot be obtained in pure weighable quantities, so that

the investigation of their chemical properties has b^ii

limited to a study of their behavior when mixed wil^*

larger quantities of other elements. In this connection?

the question often arises as to the validity of the compn*"*

sons made between tlie chemical behavior of radio-acti'C

elements which are available only in minute quantitn^?

and that of ordinary elements which are investigated h*

weighable quantities. These doubts were removed in 190<>

by the discovery of a new phenomenon first observed for

thorium. It was found that it was impossible to separa e

by chemical methods some radio-active elements from

another, or from certain ordinary elements. This p‘\^

nomenon explains the earlier difficulties encountered *

arranging these elements in the periodic system.
" *

table contains only positions sufficient for the elemeo
^

that can be separated by chemical or physico-chem»c*

methods, hence those that could not be separated fr®
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other elements by these two methods must be given a
common place on the table. The chemical investigation
of these elements that were not too short lived showed
that they could be divided into two groups. In one, part
of the previously known elements, uranium and thorium,
there are those discovered by radio-active methods

—

polonium, actinium, radium, and radium emanation. To
the second group belong those which cannot be separated
hy ordinary methods, either from one of the above radio-
active elements, or bismuth, or lead, though qualitatively
they are chemically identical with them.

In concluding this discussion, we must not leave out
the most important of all radio-active substances, and

one which has meant much to the world—radium.
A lie story of this marvelous substance would require much
study, and would be too long a discussion to undertake
®^c. However, a few important facts concerning it will

suffice to give an idea to its great value and interesting
discovery.

Becquerej^ in 1896, noticed that in a room containing
dfanium salts, all photographic plates were rendered use-
®®s. He suggested to Madame Curie that she investigate

sh*^
strange action. So as stated above,

c took a ton of pitchblcnd, and after careful extraction

Sh^^*^
Ihe residue far more active than the uranium itself.

u found in Table IV a new element associated with
^fium, so much so that it required several crystalliza-
Us to separate it from barium. This new substance she

Radium.
It

as K
from pitchblcnd in just the same way

arium. After removing all other substances, it re-

g
behind mixed with barium. It can be partially

the
Ironi the latter by differences in solubility of

f

°*^*^*^® hydrochloric acid, alcohol or water. Then
actional crystallization, radium can be almost freed

fad^
barium. There arc such small quantities of

luus t

P^fubblcnd, tliat it is necessary to use several
u get a few decigrams of very active radium, and
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thus it is obvious that the expense and labor involved in

its preparation is great indeed.

Giesel found that pure radium bromide gave a beautiful

carmine color to the Bunsen flame. If any barium was

present there would be the green flame, and a spectr(^

scoptic examination revealed only the green line. This

carmine color in the flame is a good indication of the

purity of the radium.

It was soon found that radium emitted three types of

rays, each differing from the other in speed and size.

The alpha rays are positively charged atoms of helium,

moving at the speed of 12,000 miles per second (rays

from one ounce of radium) striking with the force o

10,000 tons of steel. They pass through the surrounding

molecules of nitrogen and oxygen, and knock off electrons

from elements thus ionizing everything near them. The}»

however, do not reallj' travel 12,000 miles in any time,

they are stopped completely before they have gone eight

centimeters through the air. After colliding "'*t

thousands of air molecules their initial velocity is reduc

to nothing. Alpha rays strike a zinc sulphide screen,

and produce flashes of light (Spinthariscope). Due ®

their mass, they are not very penetrating.

The beta rays are similar to cathode ra^’s (electrons)»

but travel much faster, 180,000 miles per second, nn

therefore have a greater penetrative power.

The gamma rays correspond to X-ra^-s, but are i

^
more penetrating. They have a shorter wave length,

therefore a greater penetrative force. Alpha rays n
^

stopped by .1 m.m. thickness of aluminum foil, beta r*.'

by 4 m.m. thickness, and gamma raj’s bj’ one foot

Tlie gamma rays are always found associated with

beta rays.

Radium disintegrates into two substances,

helium. Ramsay and Soddy proved that the n

particles were nothing more than atoms of helium

the same weight. Rutherford found later a ga^_

radium which he condensed by cooling in liquid air

volatilized by warming. This peculiar gas was r*
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It waJn
decreased after several days,

with n ‘'?i

emanation” until Ramsay, working

•lanied i^Rror^”'^"^’
weight to be 222, and

strange. It gives off

of ice \
t every hour to melt its weight

eollidino-T -ll
particles

feaetJ
^ * other. When atoms unite in ordinary

locked”"*’ T
fraction of the total energy

find tJi "f
toe atom is released; what if science should

G ey to this vast storehouse of energy.?

Its radi^f
radium today is as a therapeutic agent.

than 0^ r* r unhealthy tifsues

possible to doT^
managed, it is

tile body
iffti-oy cancerous growths on the surface of

^oen cured 1

certain that accessible cancers have

r Tl-c currtivc effect

tions Tn T to radium emana-

^""gerourb.
^ exposure to its rays, however, produces

^'^bes to !?
»t has to be kept in thick lead

though
in r n

‘^P^'^tor. Radium is also used,

b’Uiinous nai^nf
f

auiounts, in the preparation of a

Tit?
^ ^^‘I^^tite watch faces and door num-

^''"ntv centr'^'T/"'”''"^ "-atch is about

^ l P"" ‘t must

b-
Thrnn-lf

produced not over 200 grams of
gram.

Tlt^, ?V, to $120,000 per
^ladam Curi?« ^

1
^‘^P^^lts of Bohemia, from which

the onl •

obtained radium, are almost exhausted,

^’te ores of^u today is in the carno-

minufp
" * Colorado. Of course it occurs in

^'tter foyj,
^^antities, about two milligrams per ton,

exported
to

'* careful labor. Carnotite ores were

Today
not realizing what they were used

'*^solulj]j,
sulf f"

•
radium is converted into the

"ater eontapf"^
order to prevent loss from possible

act in handling.
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Madam Curie deserves much credit for her great work

in this field. During her recent visit to this country she

was highly honored, and in commemoration of her great

discovery she was presented with a gram of this precious

substance, which she turned over to a hospital for its use.

She has given all she has received to the hospitals in

Paris and Warsaw. It is indeed wonderful that those

who bring to us these great discoveries, use them for the

benefit of humanity, not asking anything in return, rather

than as a method for the enrichment of themselves. The

name of Curie will ever stand out in the records of the

achievements of science.

J
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.
Two notable changes appear in the new

Cat^o^ue^
Catalogue of Wake Forest College, now in

the hands of the printer: first, the reduc-

tion of the entrance requirements in foreign language

from four to two units; second, the substitution of a

system of majors and minors for the group system.

Hereafter any graduate of an accredited high school

may enter college with a minimum of two units in one

of the foreign languages. We understand, however, that

a student who offers the minimum number of units may
he required to take as much as twenty-four hours of

foreign language in college, while a student who offers

four units may take a minimum of sixteen hours m
college.

The beginning courses in language will count toward

graduation without restriction. Heretofore these courses,

which were designated as A-B courses, were used in part

to satisfy deficiencies in entrance requirements, and m
part for elective credit after more advanced courses were

completed in the same language. These elementary

courses were not allowed to count in the language require-

ment. As a result many students not especially interested

in language found it necessary to take more language

than will he required even in majors in this subject here-

after.

At first glance, this change appears to be a sacrifice

of standards. In compensation, however, a system e

majors and minors provide for greater concentration u'

two chosen fields tliroughout the junior and senior year®’

this concentration to be in advanced courses. It is under

stood, too, that all students who graduate after the class

of 1930 will have to meet the quality requirement

grades—a grade of 85 or more on half of the courses

taken at Wake Forest. Relief from making up entrauc

requirements in language, with the consequent

schedule, will in some instances make the 85 easier

attainment.
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About two weeks ago the President of WotCollege preached +n flm m j? t
Wake Forest

* * *

The Revolt the following and see if it doesn’tOf Youth «ound hke tl.e twentieth century: ‘S!
^ftve fallen off and thlT^t/^

maidenly modesty and honor
both in appearanl ind f

guardianship has decayed
nothing can be noted 1 !

*bat in all their behavir

sounds but of iest ^w'tl”
'"“’th wherein are

^ougue and wanton I’ ‘7
^

‘ J'^mking eyes and babbling
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inTheir wiletv
'

’ 'beir bodices^.
. V
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*4eelhttlratio7'^'S ^beptical of the

holfver IriookVT'fJ''^ philosophic

point of view Tl
of youth from a
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nV-i
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bould hke to say emphatically that the
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then, is one of tremendous mental and emotional power,

of superabundant energy, of experimental hopefulness,

of high idealism and of a superb confidence, clamoring for

intelligent utilization and effective, expression in a

daringly dynamic world.” A conclusion of his is that

“What naturally follows in the course of history is a

constant rise of moral standards.”

* * *

In the Virginia Quarterly Review there is an article,

“North Carolina at the Cross-Roads.” From its title one

would expect to find an article of great significance, but

when he reads it he only finds a prejudiced account of the

labor situation.

* * *

One of our associate editors last summer won $150 fot

a prize essay. We are publishing “Church and Sta^

in The Student in two parts, the first part appearin

in this issue.

* * *

In the Democratic primary next
The Senatorial student of this campus wiU

the voters of North Carolina in one of

most crucial battles of the State. Josiah William

graduated from this College and has serv’ed on the

of Trustees. Now, in the prime of his life, he seeks

higher political honors.

Mr. Bailey, as a United States senator, would

honor to his alma mater, as well as to the State o

Carolina.

* * *

A fact: About the middle of January

class was present on one of the major Enghs c

there was no room available for one of the pupi

why worry over material things!
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When The
^ article in this issue of The

Current gives interesting, though somewhat
Strikes disconcerting, information about an electro-

butrl •
article is not argumentative

siti
scene, and at the same time an expo-

les
mental experience of the writer. Neverthe-

greater argument against capital punish-
nt than the sight of it.

murderers is of vital concern toery American citizen, for the United States is the most

in th
nation of today. “There are more murders

in

^ Cinited States in proportion to the population than

can-t^i
country in the world.” We have

is j

Punishment and still the rate of these murders

is increase
^ penalty is so little used. The majority of

murrl^^*
detected. “Less than one per cent of the

murderous nation, once

crease '
punishment. But on account of an in-

to vpQf ji
rate, it became necessary for her

Restore the death penalty.

Prisonm^^^+^*^*
c>f the pardon power life im-

reducpfl
punishment for the extreme crimes, is

®onablp
? the absurdity. Every prisoner is rea-

^othin “°P*”g that some day he will be pardoned,

filled
demoralizing to a state than her prisons

'^ith these life convicts.

^crimin
penalty that murderers fear,

a -r.
intent on crime as to mnrdpr wrill Tir»f Innfr io4-^ Possihl*^rT

on crime as to murder will not long let

“Give
h’*^

"
u
imprisonment “with hard labor” detain him.

film
tbe'*^

cell” could never be comparable to “Give

the
losg

Every person has an instinctive fear of

Sfeater^i degenerate the person the
_ tile fear.

himsplf I . U'. '““-i uisueiieve

is urn- / ]

^ irrelevant to the example it sets,
go that capital punishment does not set an

himf
electrocution may make one disbelieve
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example because it is not seen, but this is untrue to human

nature. It is not the sight of death but the thought of

death that is so forbidding. It is this phase that serves

as the best preventive to these ^xfrfl-normal persons.

Capital punishment, it is sometimes argued, brutalizes

society. This is a mistake. It is the low grade of news-

papers that fill their headlines with crimes and ex^utions,

and their front page stories with sordid details, that

brutalize society—not the executions themselves.

John Rathbon Oliver, world-famous psychiatrist,

examines every criminal before and after death in Balti

more. He admits the effects of the experiences, but con-

cludes, “And yet, I still believe in capital punishment,

as necessary to the safeguard of society.

Human life has always been held sacred. When ojie

deliberately takes the life of an innocent person he forfei

his own right to live. For this crime “capital punisn*

ment has been used since the world began,” to safeg^a*"
^

society and to insure the sacredness of life and individua

liberty.
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Wake Forest College

The Fire From Heaven

A PLAY IN ONE ACT
By Benjamin Sledd*

^Saracters
:

•Abraham.

_

his son.

Jezer, Abraham’s chief servant,

y..* -^hraham’s messenger to Lot.
pah, foster-daughter of Lot.

Scene:

hi
Land, near the city of Hebron, where Abraham has

* ®*icampment under the oaks of Mamre.

®^nes foreground is a natural mound of earth and

tjj
*. “ watch-tower,

door^u’?*^*’
background, is the tent of Abraham, with

'^^•“Pment
” ®®yond, are glimpsed the tents of the en-

Lhe^t,^
toward the Cities of the Plains.

j'^st at
action begins late in the afternoon and ends

^
sunrise of the next day.

P*‘ng out^^f!!?
°Pf"s> Ishmael, a youth of some sixteen years, is

With Lookout Mound. He is tall and

in a cil
startling beauty of the desert-folk. He is

and fallin!! white

f ,,*“*ugled hnV^^
just below his knees. About his waist a girdle

down ofel the ends

o?*- 'urling thirki^‘®^‘^®\
without head-dress, his black

®ue leather
brow and neck. His sandals are

*CopyrI.,i.f K
' ornamented double latchets.

**** by the Author.
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Eliezer is just coming out of Abraham’s tent-door. He is

above medium height, heavily made, and stern-looking, with a

grizzled beard and shaggy black eyebrows. His dress is a

sleeved white tunic, falling in loose folds about his ankles. He

wears, not the common turban, but a distinctive white head-dress,

which covers his neck and shoulders and is bound about his hea

with a dark band. His sandals are of coarse leather, with two

latchets.

Eliezer. (Walking hack and forth before Abraham »

tent.)

High over the Great Sea the sun still hangs

But gives no light,—a blood-red eye that burns

Like as with Jahveh’s wrath.

(Gazing toward the encampment)

On man and beast

Has fallen strange fear. Shepherds skulk in their tents

All day, and flocks and herds cower in their folds.

(Turning toward the Cities of the Plains)

Must we, too, feel the weight of Jahveh’s hand.

Whereof the Strangers spoke, in Abraham’s tent.?

(Seeing Ishmael, who comes down from the Mound)

That son of Hagar ! With no sign of fear

!

Always abroad when danger is at hand

!

(Calling)

Where is your father, Ishmael?

Ishmael. Gone just

With those three Strangers he has entertained.

Toward the Cities of tlie Plains.

Eliezer. Three Strangers

!

Angels they were, messengers from his God,

Sent to renew that promise of a son
,

To white-haired Sarah; whence should spring, in tune,

The Chosen Seed, unnumbered as the stars

Or sands of Seir

!

Ishmael. Even Sarah laughed aloud

Out of her tent, hearing her childless age
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Once more made sport of by the god or devil

That plays on Abraham’s folly.

Eliezer. {Angrily). Madness, call it

!

A man reverenced and feared above all kings

;

Ey day, an eye that looks men through and through;
More filled with instinct than the beasts themselves.

So sure in reading signs of earth and sky ; /

Ent soon as darkness comes, a very child

Hearing his God speak in the desert wind,
Even in the twinklings of the silent stars

:

Always a prophecy of the Chosen Seed

!

And now when overhead hangs Jahveh’s wrath

—

IsHMAEL. No more of our backbiting Abraham, pray;
^ut come with me up to the Lookout Rock.
Eean on me hard ; the path is steep, old man.
Now look toward the Cities of the Plains.

Eliezer. ’Tis only what the Strangers warned. The
doom

f Sodom and Gomorrah is at hand.

Ishmael. What do you see?

Q
®^iezer. I see a mighty cloud,
"iJeld-shaped, stretched north and south over the

rj,,
.

Tlains,
^ rims heat-white but darkening, ring on ring,

^""ard around a boss blacker than night.

HiiMAEL. That is the cloud I saw at noon come down
^ad rest first on tlie House of Baal, which tops

c mount of hanging gardens in the midst

;

rp on fold it lowered, blotting out
^**iple and pillared walks.

What is the sound
monies up from the desert, far and near,

—

Of shambling, grinding, like the voice
a Great Sea heard from the clilfs of Carmel?

Wild beasts that denned and cubbed in the
^aiTn caves
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And gorges of the heights rimming the Plains,

Drove after drove, fleeing the doom they know

Is now at hand,—^wiser than man himself.

All day I stood and watched them streaming past.

First a great lion came slinking along

Almost in spear-length. As I
.

With muscles strained, spear poised to make the cast.

The creature turned upon me such piteous eyes.

Their fires all quenched and gray, I lowered my arm

And let him go. A tigress brought her cub

And laid it at my feet, then hurled herself

Madly back through the packed and staying mas

And brought a second cub and still a third.

Mere folly call it, when I left my spear

Thrust in the sand, and with a whimpering cub

In cither hand, she with the other in her mouth,

I made my way on to a sheltering rock

And left them safe, I hope.

Eliezeu. You
^ubs.

The mother through and through and brained

ISHMAEL. For shame, Eliezer! Faithful as you are

To every trust, you have a heart of stone.

But look! Abraham and Strangers stand at gaze

Toward the Cities of the Plains.

_ They look

Pillars of fire against the pit’s black rim

;

And Abraham kneels, with lifted hands, to One

Towering in majesty above the rest.

Now Abraham rises to his feet and stands

With bended head, like one whose prayer is answerea.

IsHMAEE. Two of the Strangers go toward the Pla^®

Where is the other?

ELiEzEn.
Vanished like a torch

Plunged into sand.

IsHMAEL. As Abraham com« this

He grips his breast and mumbles in his bear .
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Some fancy works him hard.

But look, Eliezer!
Some one, with camel in full stride, draws near.
Leaps down and kneels, but Abraham passes on
With holden eyes.

Eliezer. It is the boy, Elihu,
Sent before dawn with messages to Lot.
Let us go down.

{As Ishmael and Eliezer come down from the Lookout
Mound, Abraham passes, with bended head and unseeing
^yes, and enters his tent.)

Ishmael. {Calling). Elihu, come this way.

{Elihu enters from the left. His dress is a short tunic
camel's hair, a girdle of leather, and a turban of white

^loth. His feet are bare. He waits with folded hands and
lowered eyes.)

p
®^*ezer. Tlie master set midday for your return,
“hu

; make plain why you have tarried so long.

Elihu. There was no help, Eliezer. Every way this
side

to the Plains was blocked. The desert’s face
as verily hidden by wild beasts on the move.

Q
^ fiercest and the timidest alike

^owered and crowded round my camel’s feet;

y the elephant, in trappings still,

I
madly, trampled over the rest.

Bv round by the south,
y oeir and Zoar and the brook Arnon.

Ei-iezer. You reached the Plains at last?

Elihu

IsH

About midday.

Wael. Why do you pause? What tidings do you
bring?

i-iHu. Tidings almost too strange to tell

Eeiezer. We listen.
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Elihu. Past Zoar, where the way bends to the Plains,

The sun went out and yet I saw no cloud.

A shining haze wrapped everything about;

So bright, it made the eyes ache but to look.

The air burned like the desert at midday

,

My hair stood up and prickled to the touch;

Sword-point and spearhead sparkled, held aloft—

IsiiMAEL. The people, Elihu?

Elihu. Mad as the shapes that dance

Across the desert’s face before the storm.

Women and men, unclothed down to the waist.

Even the children, naked as at birth,

All wantoning in open shamelessness ,
•

Feasting and dancing cumbered all the ways,
-

The stones reddened with wine and strewn with tooa

IsHMAEL. And what of Lot?

Elihu. Skirting the walls outside,

I found him sitting in the Eastern Gate,

And with him were two men in talk, whose like

These eyes of mine will never see again.

All light they seemed; their garments woven of ugn ’

Their faces raying light as does the sun.

They looked upon me with their shining eyes

And straight they knew whence I had come and why-

Eliezer. And Abraham’s warning message?

ELIHU.
LcflUMaid-

There was no need. The men had told Lot aU.

I turned and gave my camel his own way.

Terror lent wings to his slow, stubborn feet.

IsHMAEL. And Zilpah,—have you tidings o

Elihu?
the ni»^‘

Elihu. Lot’s foster-daughter? Maddest of

As I went down by Zoiir from the heights,

I met her coming up out of the Plains,

Holding a new-born lamb under each arm.

The mother-ewes trotting along Ixside.
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Wk herding, shepherding,
hatever of clean beast pastures the Plains,
ese were the last, she said

; in her strange way-
mding, not with her lips but with her eyes.
e wild beasts had been turned toward the west;

O'night the birds would gather for their flight

—

Eliezeh. {Mocking) . She wore her vaunted veil of
second-sight?

Ishmaei,. {Fiercely), Blistered may be your tongue
for speaking so

!

^
{In an awed tone.)

eok up, Eliezer, toward the Plains. You see

—

Eliezer. a cloud shaped like a moving locust-
plague

—

Ishmaee. Or bow drawn taut, the ends bent to the
West—

-

^^^*6aid

^shmael. The doom of Sodom and Gomorrah falls—

^^asom'n
sunrise, the Strangers said.easonJ •

“i- sunrise, me atn

^

ng flrith Lot and urging him to flee

You saw Zilpah again, as you returned?

IsH

^^IhnJ k'
^ ^^cr voice, so clear, so sweet,

between high up among the hills
i’oir and Zoiir. She is mio.

tbi’o L
* . Abraham,—he must know of

'uis at once.

Isn
^^^(^Ppears through the tent door)

floeto^f moonrise

g
cst camel, nor let Eliezer know—

^uiu. Yoi 'll

IsiMr
""" venture down into the Plains—

"" go and rest”'' V ‘ ^ T, ?"
• I ou tremble for weariness.
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(As EUhu goes out by the right, Zilpah enters from, the

left. She is tall and slender and seems somewhat y<mnger

than Ishmael. Her light, straight hair, and fair skin

would mark her, not of the desert-folk hut of an alien race.

She wears a white flowing robe, sleeveless, -with a high

girdle of bright colored cloth. Her sandals are laced high

about her ankles. Her head is bare. For a moment she

stands in silence, with a hand on either shoulder of

Ishmael.)

Ishmael. Zilpah, why have you come?

Zilpah. To tell of Lot;

But most I feared what your brave heart would do,

When you had heard the boy Elihu’s tale.

Ishmael. Beasts of the wilderness obey your voice,

And should not Love?

Zilpah. Speak not of love

In such an hour. Look east: what do you see?

Ishmael. The moon breaking above the Moab hills*

Zilpah. And with to-morrow’s sun, high heaven itself

Will veil its sight from what it must behold.

Ishmael. But you are safe. And Jahveh cares for

Lot.

Zilpah. I left my frightened flocks safe in the hiU®

And ventured down once more into the Plains

To urge Lot and his people to escape

While yet was time ;
but all about his house

The men of Sodom raged like angry beasts.

Two strangers lodged with him, who had foretold

The city’s doom.

Ishmael. The rabble sought to lay

Rude hands on them?

Zilpah. From madness such as theirs,

Even Jahveh’s messengers are not secure.

There was no time to wait ;
for one more task
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I had to do,—to loose halter and door
And let the King’s white steeds, half crazed with fear,
Follow my own white Selim, whom you know.
To safety. Yonder by the tents they wait.

{Bending her knees half-mockingly)

Some day my lord will vaunt his flocks and herds

!

Fut hide me now. I hear Eliezer’s voice.

He hates the white outlandish thing I am.

{Zilpah is hidden among the rocks of the

Lookout Mound.)

Eliezer. {Coming fonoard and muttering in his
^ard). It should be dark but everywhere a light
uurns like a witch-fire, brighter even than day.

—

Ishmael, you and I keep watch to-night.

Abraham wrestles with his God in prayer
Ao save harlots and drunkards from their doom;
-Ihe young men cower helpless in their tents

—

Ishmael. Leave me to watch alone to-night, Eliezer.
h-ast night you watclied, unhelped, from dark to dawn

—

Eliezer. {Suspiciously). This eagerness

—

IsHMAEL. {Feigning anger). Go, old man. Do as

N ^
stir my wrath. Am I not Abraham’s son?

Eliezer. {Surlily). And I chief steward, hated of
all men?

{He goes out past Abraham’s tent.)

Ishmael. {Bringing out Zilpah from her hiding
^«ce). Up Lookout Rock, where all is safe!
®an on me heavil}', the way is steep.

{They reach the top of the mound and lean against the
stones, their faces turned toward the Cities of

Blains.)

q£
^®^*^iael. Liston ! A sound comes up, like to the roar
swarming hives in springtime from the rocks

—

Zilpah. It is the rabble’s voice, about Lot’s door.
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IsHMAEL. But see ! The cloud that since noonday ha«

hidden

Cities and Plain is lifting; and, below.

Temples and towers and walls seem all on fire;

The mount of hanging gardens in the midst

Flames like a terebinth torch against the dark

—

That blinding flash and deafening thunder peal!

ZiEPAH. The House of Baal is cloven through and

through.

And roof, columns, and walls go ruining down!

IsHMAEL. That cry went up to heaven’s very face!

A thousand human hearts perished in it.

ZiLPAH. The cloud lowers again and all is hidden

IsHMAEL. And gloom, like Jahveh’s frown falls from

the heavens

—

ZiEPAH. The very earth trembles like one in fear.

{Utter darkness, for a moment, veils the scene. As the

weird light returns, the lovers are seen clinging together

in helpless terror.)

IsliMAEE. {In an awed voice). Zilpah, put on your

veil of second-sight

;

Look forth and tell me how it fares with Lot.

{The girl draws a dark veil from her bosom and wrap

it about her head. Her eyes (done are seen above t

^
folds hiding her face. She looks out toward the Plotns-)

ZiEPAH. I see two men in white. They reason with

Lot

And urge him and his wife and all his house

To flee. Daughters and husbands mock their words.

The men in white seize Lot, his wife and daughters

And hurry them out at the Eastern Gates.

IsHMAEE. But see, Zilpah! The sun before his tune

Breaks over Moab’s hills. The cloud has lifted.

Cities and Plain are wrapped in dazzling light;

While overhead the cloud still hangs and glooms
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Darker than Jahveh’s frown.

Zilpah, look forth

Once more and tell me how it fares with Lot.

Zilpah. Now up the pathway from the Plains Lot

goes,

Supported by a daughter, on either hand,

—

His limbs unable to bear up a body
Heavy with meat and drink.

—
^They enter Zoar.

IsHMAEL. Where is their mother.'*

Zilpah. Yonder, she turns back
And stands leaning upon an upright stone,

Bending her looks toward the home she leaves

—

She lifts a vessel to her lips and drinks.
It is the wine she loves, better than life

;

Bor now—Ishmael, veil your head and face

!

IsHMAEL. My eyes are blinded and my ears are

stunned

!

Inhere are you, Zilpah.'* Are we lost?

Zilpah. Safe, safe!
Look now with guarded eyes toward the Plains,
t he heavens rain down their living fires, to meet
*ires bursting from below; the very air
Seems all on fire.

Ishmael. And Lot’s wife,—is she lost?

Zilpah. A cloud of fiery snow has compassed her.
t lifts, and where she leaned against the stone
tands something whiter than a pillar of salt.

Ishmael. From Jahveh’s anger

—

j,
Zilpah. She would not be saved

;

Or she was warned to haste and not look back,
most I loved her, for her gentle ways,
'^en with a foster-child. But Lot I feared;
fid trembled when I found his lustful eyes
i^cd on my face.

{She removes the veil.)
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IsHMAEii. I must go down, Zilpah,

And let Abraham know of Lot’s escape.

ZinPAH. And I must go back to my troubled flocks.

IsHMAEL. And I shall find you where?

Zilpah. We say farewell.

Abraham removes to-day far to the south

And I go to my own dear Moab hills,

—

Forever out of reach of Lot’s vile eyes

And viler hands and tongues of his two daughters.

Your mother Hagar has in store for you

A wife out of her own Egyptian folk

—

My heart aches but to see the coming years !

—

Your father stands in his tent-door. Hide me!

(A stern voice is heard calling, “IshmaeH”)

IsHMAEL. My father calls. I dare not disobey

(As Ishmael goes down from the Mound, he looks hack

a moment, to see Zilpah standing in the shadow of tke

rocks and holding out her arms.)

(Curtain falls slowly.)



’TVj spring

By SCBIBBLIR

’Tis Spring, they say

!

The flowers wake and so silently peep

From the beds where Autumn had

bade them sleep.

The birds, gone long

To a sunnier clime.

Are back with their chatter and song

To herald the coming glad springtime.

New life is stirring in field and in tree,

New hope arises in you and in me

—

*Ti8 spring—today!
, .

'
^

L



Eleanor

By Niela Alein

Eleanor first came into my life when I was eight

years old. I was living in Philadelphia at the time.

Both she and I were members of the “Pastor’s Choir,”

which was composed of about sixty children whose fond

parents cherished the delusion that their offspring could

sing. I had never noticed her until an incident occurred

which, very forcibly, called her to my attention.

One Sunday morning I found myself seated beside a

very small girl who was busily engaged in doing some-

thing to a piece of paper witli a pencil. As ray father

was pastor of the church, I felt rather insulted that any-

one would thus ignore the main business of the occasion,

and was quite anxious to discover the cause of this infant s

inattention. With nothing but the best of motives, of

course, I peered over her shoulder. To my horror, I savf

that she was busily at work on a caricature of my father •

It wasn’t even a good likeness. Fire was spouting from

his nostrils, and he was waving one arm in a manner whicn>

I must admit, was characteristic of him. The girl happo^'

ing to turn in my direction at that psychological momei^

I glared at her as ferociously as was possible. She turned

red. Her face, neck, and even her hands were a violen

shade of crimson, but, like the valiant little warrior tha

she was, she continued to draw. More glaring, on

part, did not seem to have any effect on this terrible per*

son. So I sat and suffered until the awful deed was com

pleted. Then the impudent minx, after scanning the

suits of her efforts, handed me the horrible picture of

own father, and, with her nose exceedingly high in the ai^

proceeded to go to sleep ! No, I should not say that lOj

first impression of Eleanor was a very favorable one.
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occasion of mj coming in contact with this
gh-voltage young lady was at a banquet wliich was heldat he church. Of course, as is the fashion at that sort of

line was formed. I was dragged, rather

minister s oldest son, and must, therefore, pay the penalty

Polit^«w°®?°r' } shaking hands and mumblingW thfr
^ 1 “ eiggk. Looking 4

int^tP / been resting, I stlred

fam.-I-

^ ^ countenance seemed vaguely

blulrd"’ M “"tn she

had
^ remembered ! This was the girl that

came
that rotten picture of Dad. Just then. Mother

over w-?!,''
A*!

to each other. This formality

toW ^ my bondage and

of th
Eleanor had a good time. The insult

I 4: “rV^'Z-kW in my mind, and «a soon

“

take ns T
”7" ‘1'“*

‘’“L- This was a mis-

''alL si T “"'I ®'“ '‘“PP"! niy face and

“npWsS, Tr® r° ““i linking

'kough she f ? ‘i™ I aaw her°gh, she apologized, and we became fast friends.

^^11 i
Eleanor, Dad accepted a

l“kiIadornh 'i
I did not want to Jcave

“pals” h?M tT'”^
because of Eleanor. We were real

'^hollv J ^ thought of moving away was

^hat tS!
' ^ ^ farewells, feeling

1 ;«t rbidiytisr

k“>dng mr ‘f"' my family moved to Baltimore,

rente 1

family came to Baltimore

Eleanor
1

*he street from us. But

from If 7
‘"’"""Sed she was ! No longer did she blush.

? her arre tit f 7 f «°Phlstocated than any girl

heerhobf ? T^' her skirts

plastered
^“cd since last I saw her. nnrl !»«,. t

been bnU i • T her skirts

^'^red wiH^»
^ her face was

make-up.’ Alas! Where ivas my pal?
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Where was the girl to whom I used to take all my troubles

and woes ? Where was the girl I had liked so well—so un-

“"SUllTwi™ ne forever ! Today, Eleanor is the beUe

o(te io^n. She is beautiful-I admrl .t-bu^^ fte

dangerous beauty of a flame. Fascinatmg.

Sr fascination of a great preeipiee, wh.eh leads one on to

"SLes sit and dream of the Ele^or that I bvA

and wonder why she had to change. And as 1 sit a

muse there pas^ses before my eyes the vasmn of a h tie

girl, with crimson face, drawing a picture ^
Ihiie an angry boy glares at her tnes to b

her morale. My Eleanor is gone-I know not tnis

one.



Boomerang

By R. E. Wilson

^^P'HERE was no sense in Dick’s being as cruel £is he
was. He had had two or three dogs when he was

younger, but they were always abused, beaten or tortured.
One dog. Sport, a beautifully colored collie had got in
Oick’s way when he was angry, and Dick, poking at Sport
^ith a stick, had punched the dog’s left eye out. Sport
had left his home then, and no matter where he had gone,
he surely must have fared better under any other owner.
When out hunting, Dick never narrowed his quest down

to quail or rabbits or ducks; he delighted in shooting
Robins, pigeons—anything that crossed his path. The

• !*• C. A. had had him arrested two or three times in
^n effort to check his cruelties to dumb beasts. Dick
adn’t had a horse or dog for months ; in fact, people who

bim were loath to sell him any helpless thing,
loaned money. That was his business. His father

ad left him enough to keep him comfortable the rest of
life, but Dick seemed to delight in foreclosing mort-

Sa^s when they came due, and putting his debtors out
house and home. He never lost any money, for he

^
Ways had ample security before lending any out. He
asn t popular. People only went to him when they had
® have money.

y^ar the Boll Weevil and the wet weather had

acr*^*^^
^be cotton crop. Instead of getting a bale to the

th t*
farmers, and independent farmers too, for

a bn]*”**^^**^^’
getting from a sixth to a third of

bn^ county was hard hit. Nearly everyone was

Paper
Negro’s place, with

thp\v,
^ bis home, if he could not pay off‘e mortgage. ^
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After having the satisfaction of seeing the old slave

and his weeping old wife shuffle out with a few belonging

to a friend’s house, Dick crawled back into his “doggy

roadster and started for town.

“Well,” he chuckled to himself, “not a bad morning’s

work. Ought to get two thousand for the place next year,

if the cotton crop is any better.
• f +

“By golly, I better have two more tires put on m front.

They’re plenty bad, and I’d hate like hell to have to change

one on this sandy road.” Such were his musings as he drove

slowly along, in second gear, through the sandy routes

towards town.

After reaching the concrete highwa}', Dick increased u®

speed somewhat. A short distance ahead, just off ®

pavement on the right side of the road, a dull black an

coppery-colored snake was basking in the early morning

sun, not bothering anything or anyone preferring ®

make his way unmolested to some secluded spot by wnj

of the ditch. The warm, fine grains of sand felt good

his belly as he crawled along. He was not looking to

trouble. He never did unless someone pushed it on hi^

He was contented and lazy. A field mouse had constitu

the Copperhead’s breakfast.

Dick spied the snake as he drove by, slowed dow^^

stopped, and backed up. Turning his wheels so that t

right front and rear wheels would run over the copp^

ribbon, he pulled over to the side and ran over the

with both wheels. This sudden attack caught the uns

pecting snake off his guard. Even though i®

sand in the ditch did absorb some of the weight o

heavy, disc-wheeled roadster, it was still enoug ®

exceedingly painful.
, , , had

Dick looked back at the snake after both

crossed its body. Seeing it writhing in pain and

its head to and fro in anger and surprise, Dick threw

car in reverse and backed over the snake. It s ^
the back and front tires with bared fangs. No use g>

up without a fight.
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Dick grinned, more of a smirk or sneer than anything

else, jerked the big roadster’s gearshift in low, and pulled

the car back to the highway.

“Well, so much for that,” soliloquized Dick. The last

he had seen of the snake it had been partially covered by
the loose sand in the ditch, feebly waving the upper part

of its body around in the air. Dick continued on his way
to town.

Before he had gone more than a mile, he noticed that

his car was harder to steer, that it wanted to pull to the

right side of the road.

“Damn, bet I’ve got a flat,” ho cursed as he pulled

oyer and stopped. “Hell yes. Why didn’t I have those

tires put on yesterday.^ And two miles to town. Oh,

^ell, I’ve got a good spare. Must have picked up a nail.”

The right front tire was slowly hissing out the balance

its air. Removing his tweed coat, Dick unlocked the

rumble seat and got out his jack and tools. He wasn’t
So Very used to changing tires, for he ordinarily kept good
°ues on the car.

,
A passing motorist slowed down and yelled, “Need any

'''Ip, Buddy?”
“No!” answered Dick, mumbling because some of the

*Uits Were very hard to loosen.

A-t last, perspiring and growling, he removed all except

nut. It would not come loose. He turned the tire

ground and around, pulling on it with his hands, but the
.^st nut would not come loose. With an oath, he gave

one final jerk, and as he did, he felt something sharp
® *ck in his finger.

Ouch,” he yelled, removing his hand hastily from the
ire,

‘Peels like a piece of glass. Not enough to have a

not be able to get the tire off, but I also have to

something in my finger.”

^

De got in the car, ran it off of the jack, gathered up his

and started slowly the two remaining miles to town
U the car hnmr, linmnincp on the flat tire.

,
liick

^or two

^
the car bump, bump, bumping on the flat tire,

ick left the roadster at the service station, with orders

new tires to be put on, and walked on to his office,
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where he told his stenographer what had happened. He
then washed up, and went into his private office. He was

tired, and his finger hurt a little. Dick put some iodine

on it and sat down to rest.

The phone rang. Miss Stephens answered it. “Hello.

Is Mr. Jessup there? This is Watt’s Service Station.

Tell Mr. Jessup that we found a dead Copperhead snake

wrapped around the right front axle between the brake

and the disc wheel. Just thought we’d let him know it*

We’ll have his car up there in a few minutes. Goodbye.

Somewhat astonished at the unusual news, Miss

Stephens went to the door of Dick’s inner office

knocked. No response. She went in, shook him, and

called his name. He did not answer.



By Their Tombs Ye Shall

Know Them

By C. A. Wn-LiAMS

J IAGINE yourself, if you can, rolling back a stone,

fo
^ room, and seeing there on the floor be-

^ track in the dust made by a human being flve

y^^^rs ago and yet looking as fresh and as clear-

ed
impressed there only a few hours

^

f ler. Or if you prefer, how would you like to enter
^similar chamber and behold the perfectly preserved re-

sto**^^
identical Pharaoh who was villain of the
Exodus? This may seem utterly absurd

experiences have recently been enjoyed by in-
Pid Egyptologists in their endless search for knowledge.

of „
^ ^^•y be deflned as the period of the resurrection

^bicb*^l?”^
worlds, and the romance of the explorations

^^tio
given back to us the buried civilizations of

y almost as thrilling as that of the discoveries

Hiattr^
Columbus, Byrd, and Lindbergh. As a

che
° Lindbergh has become an enthusiastic

work from a speeding plane

^
gn ultra-modern air photography.

™^bty empires which before have lived

classic
traditions and distorted pictures of

^^gun\
have risen out of the past. They have

palaces
shape and solidity before our eyes; their

’^'iquesr
temples, and their tombs have yielded us

'Culture
illustrations of the height of

^^ys.
reached in almost incredibly ancient

abo^f +u^v
” exaggeration to say that we know as

mill
'

•
® customs of the leading peoples of

enniums ago as we do of those of the Europeans
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of the Middle Ag«. The se«^
is reconstructing for us t e

enabling^us to see the

C3f=a3-"riir.;
surprises which the p g wonder has only

piented to *>» oode™^™^
of"Jhe fact that the rise

ard^deveSLaf of this race are so much more ancen

than was believed a few
j^st it-

Egyptology is
prior to 1580 B.C-

self over the question of all date p

Petrie places the beginnings of the ^ ^ 34OO

B.C. while the
th^fourth millennium

°'ln th^task of turning back

"thotols oTfnJe„“t kin^ have p^ed ou^»-

•‘Sing and fruitful source of^STthe natural

know that civilization in ^ maturity

course of development by
^

S ccn-

in other lands. It ys the
p^neers vvhose

-SI 7^
have given to us.
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The kings of the earliest dynasties built no pyramids
as tombs. Their remains were placed in a square chamber

sunk in the ground which had a roof made of poles and
brushwood overlaid with sand. A little later—that is, a

few hundred years later—a wooden lining for the chamber
was fashionable. It had a beam roof and side stairways

over a mound of earth held in place by a dwarf wall made
of wood. By the third dynasty the dwarf walls were being

erected of brick. This led to the use of stone for the waU,
and repeated coverings of stone enlarged the structure

until finally a smooth coating on the outside completed it.

Thus, we see that the first pyramid was merely a square

chamber which was sunk in the ground and covered over

with sand and stone. In fact, these flat top, sloped sided

tombs, with their burial chambers extending from 10 to

loo feet beneath the surfaces, were really not pyramids
but mastabas.

It was the fourth dynasty, however, which produced a
race of pyramid builders. The tombs of these ancient

Uionarchs were not such as could be erected by a race un-

developed or just emerging from barbarism; they could
°uly have been the product of a people comparatively far

advanced in culture. Their contents revealed evidence
Uot only of an astonishing proficiency in the arts of peace
but also of an elaborate and complex social organization
®Uch as we should scarcely have deemed possible at so

®^rly a date.

In the care bestowed upon the dead the Egyptians sur-

pass all other peoples of ancient or modern times. This
Is largely accounted for by the fact that they believed the

preservation of the body to be an essential prerequisite

any life after deatli. Tlie means adopted were more
less elaborate in proportion to the wealth of the de-

,
but the principle was the same in all cases,

first embalmed and after being swathed in

was placed in the coffin. In the time of the

^
- i magical texts, designed to protect the de-

'^sased from the perils of the lower world, were inscribed
'^Pon the coffin boards. Under the New Empire similar

ased s family
be body was

^Uen bandages
Middle Emiiirr
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texts were written upon papyrus and placed within the

coffin. Amulets of various kinds were placed beside the

mummy or around the neck. When these preparations

were complete the body was carried to the tomb, accom-

panied by relatives, friends, and troops of hired mourn-

ers. At the place of burial, the officiating priests per-

formed the appropriate ceremonies: extracts from the

sacred books were read, incense was burned, offerings were

made, and the body was then committed to the toii^-

Every provision was made for the comfort of the deceas •

Alabaster figures of fowls and loaves of bread and little

wine jars of wood were provided, which, by virtue of the

charms repeated over them, acquired the properties o

real food and drink. In the same way the food was sup-

posed to be prepared in wooden models of kitchens y

statuettes of cooks and bakers. Should the deceased^!®

for recreation there were games of various kinds and

favorite papyri. Should he desire to travel he

voyage in wooden models of boats which, with oars, rio

ging and crew, were placed in the tomb. He was, moi^

over, spared the necessity of performing labor in

future life by numbers of statuettes or answerers w ic

answered to his name and took his place whenever

work was assigned to him.

Evidence indicates that in earlier dynasties, the sla

of the kings were buried with their masters so that t

could serve him in the next world. They were doubt

slain on the death of the monarch. The chambers ot

royal tomb wefe also filled with stacks of great
gj.

wheat and corn, with pottery dishes, sp^^tidid

bowls, carved ivory boxes, golden buttons, pallet es^^^^

grinding milady’s face paint, chairs and couches o
y^g

orate design and decoration, and ivory and pottery o

plaques bearing records of the king’s valor in war

piety in the founding of temples.

Such an expensive funeral could only be arrang

the upper classes, but even in the case of the P^^^gg of

the tomb was a mere hole in the ground, the

the bones of birds and other animals in these cru e
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shows that the welfare of the deceased in the other world
Was not neglected.

Here and there in the wreckage of immemorial splendors

a little touch helps us to realize that these dim figures

Were real men who loved and sorrowed as men do still.

Close to Mena’s second tomb lies that of his daughter

—

‘Sweetheart” as he called her—to suggest how love and
death went side by side then as now.

The furniture of the tombs reveals an amazing profic-

iency in the arts and crafts. Ebony chests inlaid with
ivory, stools with ivory feet carved in the shape of bull’s

legs, vessels cut and ground to translucent thinness not
only out of soft alabaster but out of iron-hard stone,

finely wrought copper ewers, all tell us that the Egyptian
of the earliest dynastic period was no rude barbarian but

skilled craftsman. Perhaps the daintiest and most con-
vincing evidence of his skill is given by the bracelets which
^cre found encircling the skeleton arms of the queen of
*\*ng Zer of the first dynasty, which, alike for the grace
Of their design and for the skill with which the gold is

^rought and soldered, are admirable and such 6is would
0 credit to the best craftsman of today.

But these tombs have not only yielded evidence of the
of the Egyptian workman ; they have taught us that

oven at this incredibly early date the nation had a com-
^ ^’^othod of expressing its thought and had reached

. ooroughness of organization which we should not have
||0^gined possible. At an early date in the first dynasty
^.^i^oglyphic had begun to make its appearance; by the
,oIe of the period it is completely developed and by the

th
dynasty it has already become so familiar that

dat
*^vc carelessly engraved. On the very lowest

may be assigned to the djmasty this fact gives

• ^^gyptians the astounding start of all other nations

rp
0 art of writing.

^
ae inscriptions tell us of a court fully organized with

bureaucracy. Mena has his “chamberlain”

tio
^ ^'Jccessor tells of a “commander of the inunda-

’ proof of the early date at which the Nile flood was
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utilized and regulated for the benefit of the land. In sub-

sequent reigns we meet a “commander of the elders,” a

“keeper of the wine,” a “leader of the peers”—head of the

most ancient of earthly aristocracies—and a “master of

ceremonies.” The titles “ro3'al seal bearer,” “keeper of

the king’s vineyards,” and “royal architect” show us with

what minuteness the business of the court was regulated.

Some of the ancient kings had several tombs. The

builder of the Step Pyramid was one of these. This pyr^'"

mid is the most imposing structure which has survived

from such an early date. Its base covers over thirteen

acres and the height is 195 feet. The chambers are lined

with fine blue and green glazed tiles. In these p\'ramids

of five thousand years ago we find “accuracy equal to

optician’s work but on a scale of acres instead of inches.

One of them contains 2,300,000 blocks of stone, the small'

est weighing two and a half tons and some of them havuig

a mass of forty to fifty tons. The largest stone kno^vn to

have been handled by the ancients was the seated statue

of Rameses II weighing a thousand tons. The large stones

were squared, leveled, and fitted in a manner that puts

to shame our best modern work of this t3'pe.
One

largest pyramids has a mean error of only six-teentlis me

in length and twelve inches in angle from a perfect squ®^’

The hard stones, granite, basalt, and diorite were
,

by bronze saws set with jewels of corundum or diamon >

and hollows were made by tubular drills similar to our

diamond point drills. It has been estimated to have ta

a hundred thousand men twenty 3'ears to build such ®

imposing structure, the pyramid of Cheops.

A king who could rear such a monument had eviden j

at command the resources of a ver3
' well organized s

and capable architects. A striking thing about

this type is that the pyramids were built to satisfy

egotism of a single individual—the king. This
j|j.

impressive example of the excellent organization

up by the ancient monarchs and of the power the3
’

able to wield over their subjects.
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The religious beliefs which found expression in the

methods of conducting funerals and preparing for the
life after death seem to indicate that the conceptions of
religion held by the ancient Egyptians were behind the
high standards of material civilization they had attained.

Each group or settlement had its own gods. These were
often some natural objects, and, although several

towns worshipped the sun, probably no two of them called

the Sun-god by the same name.

From the tombs we also learn that the fifth dynasty
of Egyptian kings were Sun worshippers. The roj’al

family was thought to have descended directly from the

Sun-god himself so that if the ruler could marry—as he
often did—one or more of his sisters, his title to the throne
^as so much more strengthened, because he thereby
acquired more of the favor of the Deity.

One of the richest finds in all the history of Egyptian
explorations was nearly lost a few years ago through the

carelessness of archeologists. In one of the ancient tombs
w^oman in 1887 found some tablets of baked cla}", in-

scribed with arrow-headed superscriptions. Two archeol-
ogists refused to buy them because they thought the}’ were
^kes. Finally they were recognized as archives from the

^Syptian Foreign Office of fifteen centuries before Christ
Containing correspondence from all the neighboring
provinces and countries. This, too, from the very period
^’^licli more and more is being accounted the crisis of the
ortunes of the Empire. The tablets show us that a regu-

correspondence was carried on with other countries.

We are still being influenced a great deal by the ancient

Egyptians—probably more than we realize. For ex-

f,*^Plc, many people today speak of the dead as having
gone west” ])robably believing they are using an idiom

^ new it is almost slang; yet the inliabitants of the Nile
alley of four tliousand years ago must have had a similar

^^pression because their tombs—whether pyramids or
—-Were always on the west side of their temples so that

® oe buried the deceased literally had to “go west.”
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The position of woman in that ancient day seems to

compare very favorably with her position today and the

ideal of relationship between husband and wife seems to

have been singularly high. In some cases the queen WM
buried in the same pyramid with her husband though in

different chambers.

Judging from the extensive preparations made by these

old monarchs before their departure into the next world,

they evidently planned to spend eternity there. It is ex-

tremely fortunate for us that they did take with them their

own gods, slaves, servants, household furniture, pictures,

diaries, histories, clothing, and corn. One of them even

included a jar of honey for dessert, which was found some

few years ago still liquid and still retaining its sweet smell

and taste.

But if one of those old rulers had been told that hi^

position in a later world would be as one of the chief

exhibits in an American museum of the twentieth century

A.D ., one wonders what his reaction would have been.

Some of the ancient monarchs now rest five thousand

miles from the place where they were first buried fi'^®

thousand years ago. A mile a year. Not bad—for *

dead person. And every time they have moved since they

died, they have “gone west,” even crossing an ocean three

thousand miles wide.



A Louisiana Sketch

By ViHoiNiA BEirroH-

coastal highway following the gulf into New
Orleans is one of the most beautiful that I have ever

travelled. Particularly was it true on an early morning
in June when I determined to drive into New Orleans in
spite of the recent floods. The sun behind me as I
travelled westward touched the fresh blueness of the gulf
c anging it into an iridescent sea of loveliness. The
great white sea birds screamed and circled, ever wheeling
and dipping into the opalescent waters to arise with theirprey clutched in the black strength of their talons.

This was the last of June and the flood waters had
either receded naturally or had been forced back into their
accustomed channels. Everywhere could be seen theaevytatmg results of the flood. Piles of mud and driftagemed the road. In places the road had been undermined

inr-h j
some time I had been driving in water several

y
Just up the road I saw an old man jumping

xin
frantically waving a red flag. I puUed

P beside the ancient Frenchman. In broken English he

I Wn^^'m^i
^ intended reaching mj^ destination

bav T
highway and be ferried up the

mir’ French I told him that I

the
expect to reach my destination, so with

froif h
language, which could be called neither

ffesf^ i”°^
English, and with more frenzied wavings and

whioWi!'*’^"®
"" flat-bottomed boat

the Frenchman had dignified by the name of ferry.

sti-uS^'T the most perfectly con-

hoautv
’ unsurpassable in their natural

leave J ^ have been disappointed to

ebaniro
loveliness, but I did not begrudge the

h • As lovely as the roads are they cannot rival the
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beauty of the bayous. Green, grassy banks grow right

down to meet the even cooler greenness of the water.

Luscious vines hang heavily with rose colored flowers and

fruits, touching the water and spilling ever

fumes. I settled back to enjoy every minute of the dela}.

Two stalwart ’Cajuns poled the clumsy craft up the

narrow, winding bayou. Soon they were crooning a song

peculiarly their own. I watched our boat nose its w^
among the lily-pads and low-hanging vines. We roundea

a curve and burst upon the most beautiful sight 1

ever seen. It was still fairly early morning and

hung in faint shreds above the water. The j^atiiery

greenness of the cypresses dripped with a

moisture. Two white cranes, delicately poised on t e

slender legs, rose in graceful flight as we interrup

morning chat. The narrow passage «;as chok^
lived

luxuriant growth of the water-hyacinth. c P ,

ruthlessly into the midst of the delicate bed, the

blossoms folding away from us on either side until
^

in a dream of pinks and purples. One of the

flashed me an engaging smile as he tore up a

the sweet bells and tossed them to me.
jear

birds hopped sprightly from brush to ^ ^^rn-
sweet notes of a swamp angel could be heard m in

ing stillness. Now and then a rusty old alhga

be seen, the pale gleam of his malicious
jj^eak

follow us. The plop of a fat content!^ turtle

the stillness of the waters as he left his sunn3' g ^
approach. Small fish made tiny out-

and played. Jewelled

Just ahead of our boat great fishes turn
,

touched

ever-widening rings until the prow of ^ uded

the edge. Water-snakes, beautifully “^®’^-i/catch

smoothly out of sight, and once I saw one ste

a small green frog. r.<*hangioK’

How long I could sit and watch sue c

^
ever more beautiful scenes I cannot tell, ou

more powerful than the fragrance of ^e to

lc,.Jmyno,c. Coffee! Nothing eould F"""*
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leave a setting like the one I was enjoying except a tempt-
ing cup of Louisiana coffee. I closed my and sniffed
hungrily. But I had no cause to think that I would be
slighted when time came to serve coffee, because, typical
of the Louisiana French, the old ancient who had con-
ducted me to the ferry soon stood beside me with a cup of
this divine drink of the Louisianians. I assured him that

J
Would be delighted to have the refreshing drink before

t left their boat for tlie highwa}^. And I re-assured him
oy sitting with him and his two helpers, drinking the
oolicious coffee, while the boat drifted unheeded against
the grassy bank.



Sonnets

By SCBIBBLER

TO VIRGINIA

(Mercedes, Texas, 1916)

My prairie-tired eyes, they ache to see

Thy hills and vales, O Mother State of mine,

Beneath whose fairest skies God gave to me

To live and love in freedom’s air, divine

!

They long to see thy autumn woodlands, fair,

In garb of green and red and gold all gay.

Thy browning fields and barns, aburst with their

Full store for hungry Winter’s snow-bound day.

Sometimes—^my ears are almost false to me

Sometimes I seem to hear thy purling streams

As murmuring down the slope to seek the sea

They stir my heart to sweet, sad, mystic dreams

My wandering, weary feet would bear me fa

To press thy soil again, Virginia.

TO THE WOUNDED PATRIOT—
WOODROW WILSON

(1921)

The race will always stone the saint and seer,

It seems, as ever from of old was found.

The multitude today will rend and hound

Whom yesterday their clamor held most dear.

No cruel thrust is now enough severe

For him who then by all mankind was crowned.

The gliding years will quickly roll around

Rich tomb and marble shaft will soon appear.
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Each friend of man they drown with gushing praise

While others to his name their voices raise;

And then in turn we join the Judas throng

Who see in every holy deed a wrong.

We sell and kill each savior of the race

—

Tomorrow is his grave a sacred place.

SONNET

How soon life’s spring and summer too are spent

And nothing by my bungling hands is done

To give me place among good men as one

Who to worthwhile tasks, of strength, has lent

His all or to man’s aid his will has bent.

Each young accomplishment a blighting sun

Or scorching wind of failure, e er begun.

Has slain. Each hope fell sick and, dying, went

beyond recall. The autumn comes and then

The winter’s cold, the westward-slanting rays

Before the setting sun—and then the dark!

In those chill days of age and weakness when

The feet of men but halt and stagger in life’s ways,

Must I all empty-handed hence embark?



The Old Water Wheel

By Y. L. Bbown

AMID the ruins of what had once been an old grist

mill, towering almost as high as the tall pi^

enshroud it, stands a tremendous water wheel. The dam

which once furnished a lake of water is almost gone, only

the edges remaining. The sluice which pass^

over the top of the wheel has long since passed into decay^

The steel is covered with rust and its bottom is buried P

in the sand underneath. It stands a symbol of indust y

in a former generation.
i t is

Except for the wheel, a few twisted shafts, and

left of the dam, nothing remains that would suggest ma

ever having set foot there. All traces of a road ^re S

and grass, weeds and creepers are having a merry »

in their race to obliterate all but the old whwl. ”

of the buckets a robin has built its nest, seemingly K

ing that this great wheel will never again turn at n^
bidding. It is grotesque in its appearence, and the

and creepers, as they seek unsuccessfully to ento

last remaining evidence of man’s quest of

to one’s mind the snakes of the Laokoon sculp

writhing about the priest. Standing there submiss

its fate it reminds one of a caged animal P®
t-

to escape, ever straining at the leash yet outwar .

ing its fate. Strange in its appearance,
jng

location
;
yet strangest of all is the sound of ^a^er

over it where there is no water. By climbing e
^.^ter

columns to its hub you can hear the "»urmur °

continually pouring over it; yet it stands stil

.

mystery of the past age.
lingers

Professor Brock is gone now, but still within me

memories of the kind old man whom I loved as i
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my father. Sometimes I go and sit by the old wheel to

listen to its song and somehow I live again as I did the

day when we were sitting on the dam and he told me the

secret of the wheel and its unceasing chant. It is in

moments of downheartedness and despair that I seek the

comfort of its song and go away contented as if the old

fellow himself had spoken to me, and patting me on my
shoulder had told me to try again as he had in the days gone
by. Here is the story as he told it to me as we sat upon
the old dam admiring the big wheel below.

Son, he said, there was a time when this old place was
the pride of the country for miles around. There where
you see those bent and twisted pieces of steel stood a huge
*^•11 and adjoining it was the liome of John Bapin, the

•filler. Day after day the old wheel turned unceasingly
to the mad chant of the miller as he went happily about
his work. Living there alone witli his small daughter,
Hetty Jean, he was happy. Day after day, month after

^onth, and year after year, the old wheel turned on with-
out protest while the dam steadily defied the torrential

''^•ms of spring and the melting snows of late winter.

.
As time rolled on tlie old miller became fatter and more

Jovial, his business more prosperous, and his daughter
more beautiful. People still came as usual to the mill

*^ot it was whispered that they came as much to see the

miller’s daughter as to see his mill. Jean, as every

called her, was as beautiful as the place in which she

'Jed. In growing up she seemed to have absorbed some
all its beauty. Her voice was like the low crooning of
m wheel as it turned merrily onward and her long golden
air blowing in the breeze reminded you of the marigolds
lat grew so plentifully along the lake shore. Her limpid

®ycs tliat always sparkled with laughter made you

^

mk of the deep blue of the lake glittering in the ra3’s
a dying sun. Nestled in her small and delicate body

its^

** ®®ul as restless as the water which foamed and lashed
""ay througli the rocks, ever seeking its way onward to
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(At this point the old professor stopped, turned to me,

and asked for a match to light his pipe. Handing him

the match I waited impatiently for him to continue.)

Her admirers were many, and almost every o"®

acquaintances tried to win her love. Some even said tha

old Congressman Dare was interested more in her than i

those weekly chess games that he and Bapin indulged lO

so laboriously. She treated them all the same, encourag-

ing none yet polite to all. That is, she did until the oy

from the college came to work in the miU. He came every

afternoon and worked from two until six. His bashfu e

and feeling of insuperiority she mistook for a

indifference. She could not understand why he did n

make love to her as all men had tried to do before.

Day after day he came, worked his four hours and

Seldom did he ever speak to her except to answer

questions. As the days passed she became more

in the boy, and for some reason which she herself could

understand she would sit on the dam near where t e P
j

.

from the town came into the clearing, waiting impatic

for his arrival. .

Sometimes he would bring with him a book, or a s

of paper on which he would write in his spare time,^

always his greeting to her was the same “Good e' cn

and that was all.
. • nff

Things went on this way until Jean, while
|ier

the lake above the dam, was almost drowned. to

cry he threw down his book and raced along tlie
gj

the dam. He could not swim, yet somehow,

her from the water. In her first consciousne^
j

j^ter

him voice his plea for her to speak and she clung h

to him fearing it was all a dream.
gchoo^

He lost his timidity and his bashfulness. ^lost

was over he would now hurry from his class and r

of the way to the mill for the few moments he c

and talk with her before work. Sometimes they

sit on the edge of the lake and dream of each o

again they would talk of the things and pwp e i _ ^

lands; but what Jean loved most was to sit an
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he read the poems he had written. Some were of his home,
some of the trees, the flowers, the loves of the heroes of

ancient mythology, but most were of her.

When his work was over he would no longer hurry back
fo the small town on the hillside, but would often tarry

^ntil the last rays of the sun had faded from the tree-

^ops. On Saturdays, when he knew there was to be no
^’ork for the following day, he remained even longer. On
these nights they would sit by the big wheel watching the

*^oon as it made its way through the trees to illumine the

small clearing with its dim yellow light, causing the little

*'*Pples on the lake to glisten like gold as they merrily

chased each other from shore to shore.

'I'hey sat content with the world and the life which it

^cred, as the big wheel crooned a song of progress,

^ever did its sound change, yet never did they become
’^cd as they listened to its cry. The old miller sat on the
perch of his house, puffed on his old clay pipe, and was
P^^ppy.

With spring came rumors of war, vague at first, yet
growing more certain as the days proceeded. News of

tj^^^
Sumter reached the town and the people knew that

c War god was again reigning over the earth and the
’cs, spreading its dark shadow before him. Grej'-clad

tid*^
seen hurrying swiftly north to stop the endless

^

^ of blue. Each day their numbers increased until it

j.
that even the children were being armed and

to
forward. At first the boy tried to deafen his ears

c call to arms, tried not to see the grey clad men who

heart he knew it was useless. He

tin^"^ 1
’
yet lie feared to tell Jean. He con-

Ui&hi- i

^ Work even to the eve of his departure, and the

1
.“‘^^ere he left he stayed for supper with the miller

h,s daughter.

t}jg , supper was finished the old miller went to sit on

thij.
porch and smoke his pipe. As soon as every-

finished and the dishes put away Jean and the

by
the'^it'^^

back door and down to the big wheel
*^nge of the stream where they had spent so many

\
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happy nights before, living and laughing as two children,

living for the mere joy of life itself. That night he said

little but held her tight in his arms cherishing her as one

who is doomed to die. Sensing that something was wrong
she asked him why he was so sad. Unable to remain

silent any longer he told her he must go, and clasping

her into his arms he kissed her again and again, telling

her of his love, his hopes, and his ambitions, and promised

her he would return in spite of all. She sobbed like a

child, but he held her small quivering bod}' even closer,

kissing away her tears. The owl perched high in the

pines above the dam sat observing all, his wise old eyes

never changing, but there was a note of unusual loneliness

in his cry. *»***••
Three bitter years followed. Lee with his half-starved

veterans was on the verge of surrender and Johnson had

been driven back to Hillsboro. Following in the wake of

it all, came vice, greed and hate. John Bapin died and

Jean was left alone. No longer did the farmers coin*^

with their grain, because there was no grain to bring,

still Jean would not leave the place, not even after tho

Federals had taken over the mill and stationed troops

the valley below. An old woman came to stay with her,

but she cared for the company of no one. Long mon^
had passed and she had heard nothing from the boy. ^
was unable to write. There was nothing to do, it scenic®’

but fight.

She hated the troops below, hated their haughty cap®’

the dark blue of their uniforms, and everything they rep

resented. She hated them because the}’ had deprived

of the only one she loved.
.
She hated them all, but

dirty-looking one from the bowery of New York she
^

worst. In his cheaj) familiar way he had tried to make o

^
to her and even tried to kiss her. She detested him n®

snake.

Night after night she would sit by the old wheel

ing of the boy, praying for his return, hungering i®
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and his kisses. She would ween and kashamed of herself, only to cry axrain^’

S tits S ^'7
«“»

>>“ 1.= grS i®t st f u rr“ “"* * ™”.

dom. Th, // T”“ "''= ™™'ng at r.n-

wind Tl
groaned their defiance at

“•“;<> driWngir^twott ””-

J“ '“"gl> hyXS”"®t “ "‘“PP''! in'orvaU

'‘'raathoETet “l
'?/“* ‘<> ‘h* a‘o4

'>, slow?;t™rf ““"ds, but she kepttt
'‘““d just Ede i: d “„‘r" r-’

“"'iont walnut

^ C tr‘'r
“‘ "«> one lost gin

rt' ponin watn
'"’ «' as if^

f'" and descend™! T *'"
'‘"S' oentury-old

1 Went i? s^'^^aping all before
>^lfod

-n it,
only to cry in terror and be

i to th
''™s- AJI this the girl saw and

tlr’'"'"' Xfite etret”

nt'pX''
t‘‘

';T“''
•'“y srown into a man

k"* > ‘htdat'CT" '“d hap-

SO, ^aze of Jb'
Sonc. Hardened by the

" ‘a
understand J'*"”'- At first he did no?

> and then realizing what had hap-
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pened he wandered around caring to see no one. He wan-

dered as a man unconscious of his existence; he woul

touch very little food, appreciated the sympathies of none?

and lived entirely within himself. As time went on ®

slowly began to regain his senses, but his hair once dar

brown had become as white as snow. He went back to ®

college again, not as a student but as an instructor,

the years of reconstruction that followed the fiery

flamed throughout the land; silent and swiftly it nK>' »

and always at its head a white haired man rode

on meting out justice with the hand of the whip- 0

he would come to the old wheel and listen to its

for hours at a time. Sad, yet contented, he would

satisfied—^what the old wheel had told him.

±ne oia proicssor imu iiiiioncu. I turned to

Tears were running down his pale cheeks, and ^ ^
The old professor had finished.

IiaaItc flTiri HI

It
liuiT wtts 111 wic V*

.V ..nfid calf

growing dark. In the distance I heard the mournl

of an owl, and suddenly I understood.



Blood Money

By A. Laurance Aydlett

^ ,

ORE Helen Carter had married her husband she

to
would afford her the greatest pleasure

0 Work her fingers to the bone for him and any family
might have. Northrop Carter had long ago told

Ver
friends he would give all he had, even his

h*® future wife anything she

w Those were statements made during the

^orth^^^^
^^iss in which the courtship of Helen and

ago^
been surrounded; but that was ten years

in th
^'^bsequent years there had been quite a change

had o^

family and its fortunes. The family Helen

^PPe
inspiration for her labors had never

httle^^^’
°nly she and Northrop now occupied their

years
apartment in the suburbs. In those ten

their marriage Helen had gradually re-

hav’
” pleasure of working her fingers to the bone,

own «
hands in the dishwater, and of doing her" eooking and housework.

'^^en
had come three years after the Carters had

^*^d da^*^*^f^
"^hen Northrop’s father died, leaving his son

became'^' comfortable income. Helen soon

®^elusio f
bridge, and the Club to the

^be small
^ husband and her housework; all because

^be Cart
group in the suburban section in which

b°^ finally had recognized her sufficiently to

l^orth
when they met on the street,

hack for his wife had never let him

family^ W b*^ohelorhood statement about caring for

P'^fting *^1" l-bo insurance office early and late,
extra time that Helen might have a bit more
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spending money for fine clothes. And then the crash

came.

An unlucky investment of almost the whole of their

capital in the estate of the deceased Carter was suddenly

wiped out when the market fell late in the fall of 1929*

Northrop had staked their all on a stock of the “sure to

be a humdinger, take it from me” type on the advice of

one of his co-workers in the office. Her husband now had

nothing to offer Helen for her support except his earnings

at the office and admonitions to apply a check-rein to her

social program.

Helen tried, but the seven years of enjo3'ment
among

the weekly and semi-weekly gatherings of the scanda

mongers of the suburban Select Fifty was deeply m
grained in her. For a time she refrained from so muc

spending, but soon plunged again into reckless extrava-

gance.
^ ^

Somehow, after a time, Northrop found a way to supp }

her wants. What he could not earn at the office, he man

aged to dig up in some sort of outside work. In the se'

eral weeks he was engaged in this new source of

he never once mentioned its nature to his wife. For

matter she had not even asked whence came the supply

ready cash he now seemed always to have. But tlie s r

of it all was telling on him. Where he had once ^

strong and well physically, he now gradually grew thmn

and paler.

If Helen noticed, she said nothing of her hus

change in appearance and health. She was now prcsi

of the Suburban Club that was a replica of the

group in the section of the city where large lawns, g ^
houses, and powerful motors were as common an

numerous as the folding space-saving implements

furniture in the suburban apartments.
.

Then, one day, Northrop was brought home

from the office where the heat of the summer a er

had caused him to faint. It was the first time Hn

really noticed the pallor of his cheeks, the promm<^^

his cheek bones, and the blcariness of his eyes.
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the extent
upon her realization

tie extent of her husband’s sacrifice. Then fever set in.ileten immediately cut out her social engagements herteas, her bridge, her visiting. She re™i„^d®arht; all

he while to get worse, though whether from fever

Xsi^Z the

ro^Il
hlmmerson was called late one night when North-

out S wi ^hen he came

felt I,

th^re was a serious look on his face. She

tolome Jrf ®hout

PhysieiL^^ veriU
”

tivn^T-i^
typhoid hit him too severely,” the grev-haired

and »“"r/"';’ 'wakened® Jnditiot

antte bX'p’"’
“ "'“•ying, has about burned out his

eve^L'v';"''
““''''"Slj at Helen, peered deeply into her

'ap 'Zr:flt7.

}-»nH.u*and hM mad“‘ffor y™?»“

'pSfTg^'' ““S”*'™- The doctor

'>utteX''''Hrw' lT*‘’T“° “ ^"“a a *"'“1

'tfUgolMl l™
' 3'"“'' aaaial whims and

®offi£t to

'

1

'^ *
‘f

*° '"aka an income

lla ""08 aiwflv.
^

'
I”

you wished to live.

Uien of +J
^^‘^‘^ntly an excellent physical speci-

hospitIlf''SP^.'''’‘”®‘'
">uch in demand at some

transfu
hs salary too little, he sold his blood

too much.”
afraid—he did it a few times



Some of Louis Pasteur^

s

Contributions to Society

By J. Milton Early

II faut travailler

These were the words that led Louis Pasteur into

the great mysteries of science. He was born at

Dole, France, December 27, 1822. His father was a

tanner by trade, although he had gained distinction as a

soldier and had been awarded the ribbon of the Legion

of Honour. Louis was sent to school and though not a

brilliant student, he revealed to those about him that some

day he would become a dominant figure in the world of

science. After graduating from Royal College, obtaining

his degree of “baccalaureate es lettres,” he entered the

Ecole Normale in Paris, October, 1844, after successfully

passing the examination for his degree of “baccalaureate

es sciences.”

His first opportunity to show his scientific ability was

in the study of crystals. He had been asked by Aguste

Laurent, a well known scientist, to assist him in the wor

on crystallization, but the latter having been called away

to accept a position in some college, left Pasteur to

on the work. Pasteur possessed the ability to make t e

study interesting as the results of the work show. ^
took up the study of polarization, and explained that j

means of a polarizing apparatus, it could be seen that cer

tain crystals rotated to the right of the plane of polariz

light, while others caused it to turn to the left. He o

served that some natural organic material such as a so

tion of sugar rotated to the right of the plane of

light, while others like the essence of turpentine rotet

to the left; whence the term “rotary polariza m

Pasteur in his study of the cr3'stals of tartaric aci >
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noticed little faces on them that had escaped the eyes of
the most noted scientists. He came to the conclusion that
the deviation to the right of the plane of polarization pro-
auced by the tartrate, and the optical neutrality of para-
artrates would be explained by a structural law. He
noticed that the crystals of the tartrate were hemihedral,and when he came to the paratartrate, hoping to find
none of them hemihedral, he was greatly disappointed.Wot only were they hemihedral, but the faces of some of

® inclined to the right, while others turnedo the left He carefully picked out the crystals, putting

on theother those which turned to the left. By mixing an equal
mber of these, the resulting solution would ha^ no

ftect upon the hght, the two equal and directly opposite
aeviations exactly neutralizing each other. He proceeded0 this experiment with an anxious heart. At last with

apparatus, he found what he had been

look 1 ^-^oitement was so great that he could not

kno4 l- !?•
but rushed out to make

thisTrobl^^T”'!?'^^’
completed successfully

^ follow countrymen and to the world.

in« ;r'
discoveries, space will permit the mention-

g of only three. His first great work was the study

Were ? globules in wine

lenj?th?''!5^
fermentation was healthy, that they

Wheli f
'[bc" alteration began, and were quite long

this ref u*"" became lactic. “I have indeed reached

is co-ex! t’ ^

pxplained, “that the alteration of wines

microbe
.the presence and multiplication of

came fr''^'^'

vegetation.” He showed that all the work

derm;/ f fungus, the mycodcrma. This myco-

*be toucf'
wrinkled and visible, is greasy to

^hich n/
^i^vther pointed out that the fatty mat^ial

the
*be development of the plant keeps it

^'se it m necessary for its growth; other-

^he f„pffi

' and acetification would be arrested,
act that an open bottle of wine ferments and is
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transformed into vinegar is due to these tiny mycoderma

that are suspended in the air, whereas a closed bottle r^

tains its former taste. He heated some wine in a closed

bottle and let it remain for several weeks. Upon opening,

the wine had not changed; this he explained was due to the

fact that all the tiny plants in the wine together with

those suspended in the air had been killed.^ If

previously heated is exposed to the air, it will quickly

sour thereby showing that these small microscopic plants

are flying around in the air. It was further shoivn that

if alcoholized water is put out in the open, it will not

acidify, though germs can drop into it from the air. T ns

is because it does not contain food for those germs nec-

essary to the plant food that is present in wine but not

in alcoholized water. Pasteur proved that the yeast ^icn

caused fermentation was no dead mass, but consisted o

living organisms capable of growth and multiplication.

He revolutionized the vinegar industry by showing hoW

instead of waiting four months for the elaboration of

process, it could be made in eight or ten days, by exposing

the vats containing a mixture of vinegar and wine to a

temperature of 20° to 30° and souring with a small quan-

tity of the acetic organism. He explained to the vinegar

manufacturers that these microscopic beings, anguiUuIae,

which were found in the tubs of some Orleans vinega

works were of some practical value. They have also a

injurious character, as they require oxygen to live, a

as the mycoderma, in order to accomplish its

^
is equally dependent on oxygen. Hence a great s^^^
is going on between the anguillulae and the mycode

each fighting for the surface to get the necessary ,

acidification is successful, and the mycoderma ®I”*,
g

and invades everything, the anguillulae
first

against the sides of the barrel and watch for tlm

chance when the veil breaks. Pasteur had watch

struggle many times with the aid of the magnifying g

Sometimes the anguillulae would form in misses an s

^

cecd in sinking a piece of the veil. The disco^ery

way to preserve wines was a great aid to France.
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now possible after Pasteur’s work to ship wine to all parts
of the world without fear of it spoiling. To verify this,

the minister of the navy planned this experiment. A ship
that had started on a world cruise stored in a large quan-
tity of this heated wine, together Avith a small quantity
of the non-heated. If this trial proved successful Pasteur
Was assured of its future success. It did prove successful,
and the problem of preventing fermentation was solved.
Thus Pasteur had added another laurel to his crown of
service.

His second great work was in the silkworm region in
southern France. Years ago the silkworm had been in-

troduced into that region and the emperor took great
delight in it. It grew so rapidly and payed so well, that
the name “Tree of Gold” was given to the mulberry.
Suddenly, all these riches fell away

; a mysterious disease
Was destroying the nurseries. The disease was recognized
by little black spots on the diseased worms, and was there-
fore given the name of “corpuscle disease.” It not only
ruined the silkworm industry in France but spread to
pain, Turkey, Austria, and even to China. Dumas, one

of Pasteur’s former teachers in the Academy des Sciences,
called him from his laboratory to come to their aid.
Although he had never seen a silkworm, he had read sev-
eral essays on them. When he reached the strickened
area, he questioned several of the silkworm cultivators,
ut only received confused and contradictory answers,
unie had sprinkled sulfur and charcoal powder on the

''''orms. Ashes and soot were used
; some had used mustard

*^cal or castor oil. Fumigation with chlorine was ap-
proved by some, but objected to by many. Thus Pasteur
ound everything in a confused state. He was more in-
crested in seeking the origin of this disease, than the
^cthod used to destroy it. Some worms died on the
rames in their earliest days, others went through the third

®>id fourth moultings, climbed the twig and spun their
^ocoon. The chrysalides became a moth, but it had de-
ormed antennae and withered legs, and besides that, the
^Sgs from these were unsuccessful the next year.
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Pasteur settled down in a laboratory near Alais, France,

and began his study. He used two sets of moths ;
the first

was full grown coming from Japanese stock guaranteed

as sound. Those of the second set were sickly and did not

feed properly, and these seen through the microscope

only exceptionally presented corpuscles, while he found

some in almost every moth from the set which was sup-

posed to be sound. The question was naturally raised,

was it then elsewhere than in the worm that the secret

of the disease was to be found.? “It was a mistake,” wrote

Pasteur, “to look for the symptom, the corpuscle, ex-

clusively in the eggs or the worms. Either may carry m
themselves the germ of the disease without presenting dis-

tinct and microscopically visible corpuscles. The evil

developed itself chiefly in the chrysalides and the moth, it

is there it should be chiefly sought. There should be an

infallible means of procuring healthy seeds by having

course to moths free from corpuscles.” From this he

formulated his hypothesis: “every moth containing cor-

puscles must give birth to diseased seed. If a moth has

only a few corpuscles, its eggs will provide worms without

any, or which will only develop them towards the end of

life.” Pasteur later explained the whole situation thus:

“I am coming to the conclusion that there is no silkworm

disease but an exaggeration of the things which has always

existed, and it is not difficult in my view to improve on it-

The evil sought for in the worm and even in the seeds, tlia

was something, but my observations prove that it develops

chiefly in the chrysalides, especially in the mature moth s

formation, on the eve of the function of reproduction.

Pasteur’s method of procedure was quite simple.

the moment when the moths leave their cocoon and ma e

with each other, the cultivator separates them and

each female on a separate square of linen where it lays i

eggs. The moth is afterwards set aside where it dries up^

later it is moistened with water and pounded in a f
^

and the paste is examined under the microscope. I

least trace of corpuscles appears, the linen is

gether with the seed which w'ould have given birth to
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eased worms. Pasteur was pleased to learn that several
cultivators had followed his instructions and had met with
success, while others less well informed had not taken the
trouble to examine whether the moths were corpuscled or
not and had been the victims of the failure he had prophe-
«ed. “There is not greater charm for the investigator,”
asteur exclaimed after seeing his efforts rewarded, “than

new discoveries
; but his pleasure is heightened

V'^hen he sees that they have a direct application to prac-
tical life.” He had the pleasure of seeing his great dis-
coveries benefit both the human family and the animal
world.

Pasteur’s next and one of the most valuable of his many
contributions to mankind was his discovery of the treat-
ment for that dreaded disease

—

Hydrophobia. Much con-
fusion prevailed at that time in regard to the causes and
cure of it. However there were three things which were
quite positive: first, the rabid virus was contained in the

iva of the mad animals
; second, that it was communi-

cated througli bites; and third, the period of incubation
vary from a few days to several months. l\Iany had

studied the disease and insisted that the real seat of the

m'u was in the saliva, and the experiments that had been
^ade seemed to support that contention. A child was
a^jn with this disease and died amid the most horrible
ultjjngs. Pasteur gathered some of the saliva that had

j, ^ child s mouth, mixed it with water and inoculated

Tl!^
o some rabbits that died in less than thirty-six hours.

^

uis seemed sufficient proof that the virus was really

1

untamed in the saliva; but Pasteur guided by his great

fe

^ scientific investigation was not yet convinced. A
months later, he collected some saliva from a mad

g and inoculated it into other rabbits. The incubation

dot^

®u ^ow that it took months before the results could be
^ growing conviction that hydropho-

in th*^^
nervous system, and particular

feacl
oblongata. As long as the virus has not

snr»
'

X,
nervous system, it may sojourn for weeks in

c other point of the body.
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Pasteur at another time uncovered the brain of a rabid

dog exposing the medulla oblongata which was scalded to

remove all dirt or dust. Then with a tube, a small particle

of the substance was drawn and put in a glass with water

which was heated to a high temperature. Most of the ani-

mals that received this inoculation succumbed to hydro-

phobia; thus showing that this virulent matter was even

more successful than the saliva. “The real seat of hydro-

phobia,” wrote Pasteur, “is therefore not in the saliva

only; the brain contains it in a degree of \drulence at least

equal to that of the saliva of rabid animals.” To prove his

statement, he resorted to another method. A dog was

put under chloroform and a round portion of the cranium

was removed. The tough fibrous membrane being thus

exposed, was then injected with a small quantity of tm

virus which had already been prepared. The dog on re-

covering seemed quite the normal, but after fourteen days»

hydrophobia appeared. Other similar experiments were

made, each time obtaining the same results.

It was now the problem to prepare a serum that might

be inoculated into humans. This serum was known as

Pasteur’s treatment. It was found that the virus of a

dogs was the same strength, but when inoculated into mon-

keys it became weaker and weaker. It was also found t la

if this weakened virus be passed back through dogs or

rabbits it regained its strength. The principle of

treatment as explained and tested by Pasteur, consists m

making an emulsion of the medulla cord, and graduating

the strength of the dose by using a succession of cor s,

which have been kept for a progressively diminishing

length of time. Those which have been kept for four

days are used as a starting point, yielding virus o

minimum strength. They are followed by prepara m
^

of diminishing age and increasing strength, day by

up to the maximum which is three days old. 1 hese are

cessfully inoculated into the circulatory system.

principle here of course is the artificial acquisition y

patient of resistence to the rabid virus, which is pr^n
^

to be in the body but has not yet become acthe, y *
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customing him step by step to its toxic effect, beginning
with a weak form and progressively increasing the dose.

As yet Pasteur had worked only with animals. He was
not sufficiently satisfied to attempt it on man. How-
ever, on July 6, 1885, he made his first attempt to test

his treatment on a human. A little boy, nine years old,

had been attacked by a fierce rabid dog who threw him
down and was in the act of tearing him in pieces when a
near-by workman saw the struggle and went to the rescue.

The lad’s mother, after having the wounds cauterized, set

out for Paris where she sought the great help of Pasteur.

He was somewhat hesitant, at first, and conferred with his

colleagues all of whom urged liim to undertake the experi-

ment. The substance chosen for the first inoculation was
fourteen days old and had quite lost its virulence. It was
followed with inoculations of increasing strength. Pasteur
proceeded to this experiment with every hope that it would
prove successful in the human family even as it had done
m the animal kingdom. He placed the little boy in a com-
fortable room and kept constant watch over him. One of
the world’s greatest experiments was now in progress and
he felt the keen desire of caring for his patient. Through-
out the nights he lay awake hoping that the boy would
recover and yet fearing that he was already dead. Thus
he spent long nights in constant dread that his efforts
had been in vain. On the sixteenth of tlie same month,
some medulla only one day old, bound to give hydrophobia
fo rabbits after only seven days incubation, was injected
luto the young patient. Pasteur spent a terrible night
of insomnia

; through those long hours, he, losing sight of
uis many experiments that guaranteed his success,

imagined that the boy would die. But on the morrow, his

patient was alive; more than that, he had been cured of
that disease that had been one of the most feared of all

diseases. His work had been a crowning success, and now
hrough him, hydrophobia, the dreaded spectre that had
orouched at the doors of the world unchallenged, had been
conquered by the greatest of all conquerors—Science.
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People from all parts of the globe flocked to Paris to share

in this blessing to the world.

Bouley, chairman of the Academy of Science, showered

this tribute of praise upon Pasteur : “we are entitled to say

that the date of the present meeting (October 26, 1885)

will remain forever memorable in the history of medicine

and glorious for French science, for it is that of one of

the greatest steps ever accomplished in the medical order

of things. A progress realized by the discovery of an

efllcacious means of preventive treatment for a disease, the

incurable nature of which was a legacy handed down by

one generation to another. From this day humanity is

armed with a means of fighting the fatal disease of hj'dro-

phobia. It is to Mr. Pasteur that we owe this; and we

could not feel too much gratitude for the efforts on his

part which have led to such a magnificent result.”

It is needless to go further into Pasteur’s great works

and their application to the world. We are indeed in-

debted to him for his marvelous discoveries. Of the great

men that France has produced, he stands out more clearly

than any, even above the great military genius, Napoleon

Bonaparte.

Pasteur’s creed is very beautifully expressed in his

eulogy upon Littre: “he who proclaims the existence oi

the Infinite, and none can avoid it, accumulates in that

affirmation more of the supernatural than is to be found

in all the miracles of all the religions; for that notion o

the Infinite presents that double character that it forces

itself upon us, and yet is incomprehensible. When this

notion seizes upon our understanding, we can but kneel^

I see everywhere the inevitable expression of the Infinite

in the world; through it all, the supernatural is at t ®

bottom of every heart. The idea of God is a form of t e

idea of the Infinite. As long as the mystery weighs on

human thoughts, temples will be erected for the ^
of the Infinite, whether God is called Brahma, Al a >

Jehovah or Jesus; and on the pavement of those

men will be seen kneeling, prostrated, annihilated m
thought of the Infinite.”



Three Poems

By L. D. Munn

HEAVEN
Where is Heaven? Youth boldly asked.

Old Age replied:

Heaven, my lad, is any place

Where sin’s defied.

Where is Heaven? The sinner begged.

The Christian said:

Heaven, my friend, is any home
Where Christ’s the Head.

Where is Heaven? In vain I sought
It everywhere

;

One day I cheered a soul and found
My Heaven there.

SHE LOVES ME
What are the robins singing?

“She loves me.”
What are the sweet chimes ringing?

“She loves me.”

Why are the roses blushing?

“She loves me.”
What say the streamlets rushing?

“She loves me.”

What are the raindrops telling

On the window-pane?

“She loves me.”
Why is my proud heart swelling

Over and over again?

—

“She loves me.”
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THE HELPING HAND

’Tis good to live by the side of the road

And be a friend to man

;

’Tis better still to toil in the mill

And help wherever we can.

’Tis good to live by the side of the road

Where the race of men go by

;

But what about the down and out

Who in the gutter lie?

’Tis good to live by the side of the road

By the side of the highway of life;

But on the side of the highway wide,

Can you put an end to strife?

’Tis good to live by the side of the road

And be a friend to man

:

But what can you give to those who live

Where never a highway ran?



Futility

By William N. Day

Nona! Don’t you love me?”
“Yes, Jimmy.”

“Well, marry me, then, and quit this stalling.”

Jimmy Brandon leaned back in his chair and looked

across the table at the girl opposite him. She was a
striking brunette, but with a rather hard look about her
mouth.

Nona Balfour was nobody’s fool; she had been trained
too well in the school of hard knocks for that.

“Jimmy, listen to me! And don’t say a word until I’m
through. I know you’ll think that I’m money-mad when
you hear what I am going to tell you, but if jmu love me
fts much as you say, you will agree.

“My father was a mechanic in a machine-shop. His
folks were poor, hard-working people, and Dad had never
J^nown anything but absolute poverty from the day he was
born. I went to work when I was sixteen years old, and
f’ve worked hard ever since then. At present, as you
Know, I am getting more money than most girls my age;
f have a job that I like; I pay my own rent, and take care
of Mother.”

la
that’s that got to do with your marrying

j

**fjmmy, can’t you sec? You have no steady income

—

h bet that you are living off what little money 3mu got
forn your father’s estate. Aren’t you?”
^^Yes. But what of that? When I sell my invention—

”

Oh, you make me tired! You and your invention!
^my, you liave never really earned a cent in your life,
od you know it. You won’t get anywhere by talking

^ out your invention. Why, the thing won’t even work!
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coSTto sh« me youf bank-book with a

of «ffy " you

W rde tbe Sy ftousand. If you sUU love me theu

tt;:mTt‘you-reUmg. Until ‘"^-goodby^d-
Nona Balfour rose and walked swiftly ‘'e

Bending over the astounded Jimmy, she brushed a q

kiss over his forehead, and was gone.

»*•***
Work Hard, brain-wracking work,

woA. Hours before the lathe, the drill-press,
'

W^Ms spent in flguring-^ays spent m
fomehow" always failed. Reams of paper AM^
sorts of diagrams. Disapporntmenk

[r.

Rays of hope, that disappeared into t)''ghting P

Models made, tested, and thrown in the scrap-heap^

And through it all, Jimmy Brandon stu*

dream-the dream of a girl who h,^ sentencrf him

hard labor. For the first tune in his

Work dominated his whole being. His mm

aie-in his sleep, he would dream "^^^g^fal
ideas Work—of the hardest kind. Work bo

and physical. The kind of work that
“
J*

j tork
quicker than anything in the ’'“‘W-

. gg him

?hat sucks the best out of a man’s life, and leaves

exhausted in brain and body.

*•*•*•*
Two long years he had slaved-and “

demanded gold. At last, however, h.s
"“J ^.y, a

His beloved invention was a success This ve y

man had come from a great corporation to

“How much, Mr. Brandon?”

“What will your company give?”
„n„rse.”

“Seventy-five thousand dollars. Royalties, o

“Where do I sign?”
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With the precious check pinned to his inside pocket
Jimmy Brandon hurried to the bank. The teller looked
at Jimmy, and at the check.

“This is quite a surprise, Mr. Brandon.”
“Yes. I sold my invention. Hurry up, please.”
“Yes, Mr. Brandon.”
A quick wire to Nona, which simply stated, “Coming,”

and to the flying-field went Jimmy, with a song in his
heart, and a bank-book in his pocket that meant happiness
to him.

“New York plane?”
“Leaves in seven minutes. This way, sir.”

««»««»«
Nona Balfour stared at the evening paper.

transport plane FALLS; EIGHT KILLED
PxANE Falls at Logan Field, Baltimore

Baltimore, Md., Feb. 5.—Three persons were killed in-
stantly when a N. Y. A. T. passenger plane fell this
afternoon just after leaving Logan Field for New York.

Was reported that the accident was due to the care-
^ssness of the pilot, who was said to have been drinking.

Among those killed was James A. Brandon, of this city.
^notification of his body was made possible by a bank-

bearing his name, which was found in the pocket of
is coat. The bank-book showed that Brandon had, to-

made a deposit of seventy-five thousand dollars.



Church and State

II

By Richard Paschal

Revised and enlarged by G. W. Paschal

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BAPTIST

IDEAD—COMPLETE SEPARATION
OF CHURCH AND STATE

T T was among English-speaking that the Bap^

i tist ideal of complete separation of

was to have its rise and development
^

country indeed the ideal still lacks somewhat of realizati

but in America it may be said to be complete.
,

Dissenters known as Lollards had existed m ^ng »

for many years before the Protestant Reforma ion.

can be traced back to the times of Wychffe, 13 <8. 1 ^
«ro the religious aneestors of the P-ritans rather h^

of the Baptists. But the forerunners of

the Anabaptists, driven by the persecutions on the

nent, were already coming to England early
^

coming to seek a refuge which was not grant^

Instead they met cruel persecution in England an
^

land. One of these whose name is unknown i *

1560 got into a controversy with Rev. John

celebrated Presbyterian reformer, on the matter of 1^

to dissent, in which according to Knox he^^

great number of blasphemous cavillations,
ce

atrocious of which was his hinting tha
^ burned

had overtaken Ridley and Cranmer when
^ game

at the stake, since they had
^‘^J^gcuted Ana-

measure wherewith they measured to the pers

baptists. For these eminent divines, who on

ready both to say and write “that no man oug

secuted for conscience’s sake, had of en
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forth books, offiming™' to b^°lawM
set

r„m*
of Anabaptists continued with littlere™,s,„n severity throughout the entire relief Ehza!

cu L' booiAnient, and many e“t

sx£4s%^=.s±£.t.;
;£F=sriE&.r£™s;

S'^parate church at Norwich But neitf
«

otlier churc]i nf n- ’

x

* "either this church nor

English soil during the rern”o7Ehr„T‘Il
7""'

years of James’ rLn -

^ ^^'='''beth and the early

the churches dispersed’ ThTLr"^”'^*
7"*"

to maintain an Existence i r
^ churches

"^^ranizing a church at
'^tter n CO

•
ciiurcli at Scrooby led it to Leyden and

I^lymoiit?/ R brought his Pilgrims

^'^theisofn t^wm- ""ft two other Pilgrim

first L
William Brewster and William Bradford

^'^ith at cv Separatist church of John
i" Lmcolnshire, in the vicinhy

^ PersecuJi^ q ^
^‘^hig harassi

makin
followers also went to Hol-

thev f
* Amsterdam in 1606 or 1607tt>ey became the Second English Church at Am
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sterdam. About the beginning of the year 1609 th

church of Smith reorganized on a congregational basis

of government, and the members receiving a new baptism,

most certainly by immersion, became the first ^ap is

church of English-speaking people. Leaving aside tii

divisions in this church caused by the ^^thdrawal ot

Smith, I will state only the matters which show how from

the very first the Baptists have been promoters of proper

relations between Church and State. This ^
from various confessions of faith both of General Baptists

and Particular Baptists in the seventeenth century.

This first church at Amsterdam, becoming convinced m

1611 that it was its duty to return to England and gi

the people there the gospel according to their faith, pu
'

lished a confession which in one very important resp

showed a departure from the Mennonite and Anabapt

teachings of the time in that it did not deny magistracy^

On the other hand it recognized in the fullest way

right of the State to the loyalty of members of the chur '

The oflicers of the State might be members of the Cliu

of Christ and perform all the duties of citizens, suppo

ing the State “with their lives and all that t|iey haj ,

and taking oaths “in a just cause for the deciding

strife.”^

In another General Baptist Confession, that of

the makers declare that they stand “ready at all tunes,

necessity may require, to vindicate such a magis ^

magistrates, not only with arguments of sound reaso ,

also with our estates and lives; that right^usness mj

reign and vice be overthrown wuthout respert of p

Like expressions are found in the Standard on es
.. jg

1660 and in the Orthodox Creed of 1679, m
ay-

said that Christians ought to support ^gm,
ing all lawful and reasonable custom, tribute

for the assistance of them against
i j.jght

and potent enemies.” In the confession o

of unrestricted marriage according to the law

realm is also recognized.

' McGlothlin, BaptUt Confettion$ of Faith, p. 91.
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The Particular Baptists also held like views of magis-
tracy with their General Baptist brethren. In their first
confession that of 1644, they declare their purpose to
tofend the King and Parliament freely chosen by the
J^ingdom ... and all civil laws made by them, with
our persons, liberties, and estates, with all that is called
ours, although we should suffer never so much from them
in not actively submitting to some ecclesiastical laws, which
might be conceived by them to be their duties to estab-
lish which we for the present could not see, nor our con-
science could not submit unto; yet are we bound to sub-

1 our persons to their pleasures.” They desire to render
unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s and unto God the

ings that are God’s. Like expressions are found in all
subsequmt confessions put forth by the Particular Bap-
tists of England. ^

It IS a ^rikmg fact that in the confessions of both Gen-
ral and Particular Baptists in almost identical language

toir
allegiance on the part of Christians

is dn?l ir :i

prominence given to these declarations
doubtless due to the fact that these early Baptists found

LapTr?f this
gard followers of the Anabaptists of Munster. Bap-

rerTfl^T*^
citizens to support the

riST ^°"®t*tutcd authorities. The Church had no
gut to interfere with the citizen in the performance of

Prino-^^^"
principle, the complement to the

.
T ° of conscience in the doctrine of sep-

° luich and State, did much to disarm preju-

shoun^u^”*^
Baptists in the seventeeth century and

Con, ^
X-

^^“ffJuusly observed by our Associations and
'inventions of today.

seemt't
Confession of 1611, the main purpose of which

the
heon to show King and people of England

ivith +1

,^^ reasonableness of the new church in contrast

lor ih
^ of the Anabaptists, was not the place

scienoo Tf ^^""dom of con-

iu twn'
doctrine is put forth in striking fullness

papers, one by Leonard Busher, and the other
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by some unnamed member of the first English Baptist

church. Busher’s paper was written probably before the

little church had left Amsterdam. It is a plea for per-

mission to return to England with the protection of the

government rather than for liberty for dissenting churches

already in England. However it was not published until

1614. The second paper was published in 1615. Both

are reprinted in Tvcicts on Liberty of Conscience^ 161 •k'

1660. Busher’s article, entitled, “Religion’s Peace, A
Plea for Liberty of Conscience,” is addressed to the “High

and Mighty King James and—to Parliament.” Busher

insists on many principles dear to Baptists of today,

generation, believers’ baptism, the equality of all before

God, and adduces seventeen detailed arguments against

persecution. But most remarkable is his advanced posi

tion on the matter of liberty of conscience. He declares

that “those bishops and ministers which persuade the

king and parliament to burn, banish, hang, and imprison,

for difference of religion are bloodsuckers and man

slayers.” He would have the blessings of liberty of con

science extended to all alike, Protestants, Jews and Catho

lies. A half century before Milton made his plea for un

licensed printing Busher uttered these noble words:

That for the mere peace and quietness, and for satisfying

the weak and simple, among so many persons differing

religion, it be lawful for every person or persons, yea,

and papists, to write, dispute, confer and reason, print an P

lish any matter touching religion, either for or against w

soever; always provided they allege no church fathers

of any point of religion, but only the holy scriptures. >

yet to reproach or slander one another, nor any other per®

persons, but with all love, gentleness, and Peaceableness, in

one another, to the glory of God, honour of the king an

and to their own good and credit.

It is impossible here even to mention the man} *

ments and considerations with which Busher suppo

various theses all leading to the general conclusion

the true apostolic church, then scattered by
jj^e.

would be most speedily restored by freedom of consc
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The second paper, published in 1615, was written bvone who identified himself with the church which four
years before had put forth the Confession of 1611. This
paper is m the form of a dialogue, and is entitled “Perse-
cution for Religion, Judged and Condemned.” Nearly
every point touched upon in the paper of Rusher is treatedm this paper, and on doctrinal matters the two papers
agree. But some of Rusher’s points are discussed in more
detail. Rusher had declared that no king or bishop should
seek to compel faith. The second paper takes up the
matter of compulsory church attendance and treats it
at length. At this time in England as later in Virginia,
all were required to attend the services of the Church
of England under severe penalties. The position taken
and maintained with much acuteness and judgment is that
such a requirement is contrary to the religion of Christ
and a violation of the right of freedom of conscience, the
conclusion being that “none ought to be compelled byany worldly means to worship God, neither can any be
accepted in such worship, in that it is spiritual worship

iti*i
I^ike Rusher, the author of this paper

deludes Jews and Roman Catholics in his considerations,
inis IS all the more remarkable since at this time, in con-
^uence of the famous “Gunpowder Plot” of 1605 thereWas much enmity against Roman Catholics in England

thni V
‘bourse of the dialogue objection had been made

at if all religions should be suffered, it would be dan-
gerous to the King’s person and state, and but for fear
r such danger King and State would be more tolerant,
le writer abhors any who would harm tlie King, and

su?^*^®
follower of Christ would commit

a crime. By a proper execution of the laws such
Casons and jealousies as had been practiced could be
ecked. He goes on to say

:

cal?. suspected that one

pulsion?? f ^ because all the com-

law
worship practiced in public, according to

{ this land; which being taken away, there is no doubt
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but they would be much more peaceable; as we see it verified

in divers other lands where no such compulsion is used.

The objection is also made that papists are dangerous

because some of them hold that kings and princes when

excommunicated by the pope, may with the approval o

the Roman Church be murdered or deposed by their su^

jects. The writer abhors such “damnable and accursed

doctrine” and desires that others may, and regards as

most necessary all the laws that can be made for the pre

vention of such execrable practices. “But now,” sajs ig»

“I desire all men to see that the bishops and we justly

cry out against this accursed doctrine and practice in the

pope and his associates, that princes should be murdere

by their subjects for contrary-mindedness in religion; yet

they teach the king to murder his subjects for the sell-

same thing, viz., for being contrary-minded to them

their religion.”
. ^

It was on deaf ears that these noble pleas fell.

James the First believed that the Puritans and other Dis

senters with their doctrine of equality in Church ^ ere a

threat to the royal government and Divine Right- ^
cordingly, when the Puritans presented their millennia

petition at the Hampton Court Conference in I604f asking

that their ministers should not be required to con oiffl

in all respects to the liturgy of the Church of Eng ’

James sided with the bishops. Following his ^avori^^

maxim, “No bishop, no king,” he imprisoned the

sons who had presented the petition, and declared, 1

make them conform, or I will harry them out of the an •

He paid no attention to the pleas of the Baptists,^^

dissolving what he called the “Addled Parliamen ,

1614, he ruled according to his own will until the asse

ling of the next Parliament in 1621. But in the

time the Baptists had greatly increased in numbers,

multitudes of disciples,” according to a writer quo e

Crosby, History of Eng. Baptists, I, 139. But lej

increased in spite of persecution. This had
gg

severe in 1620 that they again presented their gne'

to King James in an “Humble Supplication.
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“Our miseries are long and lingering imprisonments for

many years in divers counties of England, in which many
have died and left behind them widows, and many small

children: taking away our goods, and others the like of

which we can make good probation ;
not for any disloyalty

to your majesty, nor hurt to any mortal man, our ad-

versaries themselves being judges; but only because we
dare not assent unto, and practice in the worship of God,

such things as we have not faith in, because it is sin

against the Most High.” Accordingly^ they petitioned

him to allow them to worship God in their own way. But
the King would not.

King James the First died in 1625, and was succeeded
by his son, Charles the First, who was even more zealous

than his father in seeking to root out heresy. During the

eleven years from 1629 to 164!0 he ruled without a Parlia-

ment, and in this period he established the High Commis-
sion Court under Archbishop Laud for the express pur-
pose of punishing Non-conformists. “Under his direc-

tion,” says Macaulay, “every corner of the realm was sub-

jected to a constant and minute inspection. Ever}"^ little

congregation of separatists was tracked out and broken
Up. Even the devotion of private families could not escape
the vigilance of his spies.” During this period the Baptists

could only worship secretly, and we have few records of

their activity. Tliey had a right to expect that the day
of the persecution was over when the new Parliament of

1640 broke up the Star Chamber and the High Commis-
sion and brought Laud to the scaffold for his crimes.

Events showed that the Baptists alone knew what liberty

of conscience means.

The next enemies the Baptists found to their cherished

doctrine and to their own freedom of worship were not

members of the Church of England, but Presbyterians.
Eor it was the Presbyterians who had the superiority in
Ihe Long Parliament which sat from 1640 until 1653.
Euring this period Presbterianism supplanted Episcopacy

the established form of worship and discipline. Seem-
*ugly intoxicated with the hope of establishing their
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church for all the kingdom, the most noted Pr^bjterian

divines of that day showed that they were no less intoleran

of liberty of conscience than were Laud and Strattor •

Dr. Calamy, one of the ablest among them, in ^ f
rmon

before the House of Commons, October 22, 1644-, wi

much eloquence and power urged upon ite members

view that to tolerate errors and heresies m religion

io approve them. Dr. Baxter declared that he abhomd

toleration; Mr. Prynne maintained that when r y

terianism should once be established all

would be conscience-bound to submit to it ;
•

wards, another preacher of the same faith, hope ° ,

the Baptist proJ^ed in error, when “the Parliament should

forbid all dipping and take some such course with ai

mppere, ae the senate of Zurich did "-that .s, he vouW

have had the Baptists burned at the stake.

The assembly of Divines which met at

at this time refused to make any concession

pendents, in which decision they
• Zj.s,

letter sent them by the whole body of London mi

December 18, 1645. Their exasperation that ^he " P

tists and others should ask to be unmolested in their

ways may be seen in the following excerpt from tha

ter : “We cannot dissemble,” they say, “how upon t

forementioned grounds we detest and abhor the

deavoured toleration. Our bowels, our bowels are

within us, and we could drown ourselves
join

we call to mind how long and sharp a travail

hath been in for many years together, to bring

blessed fruit of a pure and perfect reformation; an
_

that at last after all our prayers, and dolours, an

pectations, this real and thorough reformation '

ger of being strangled in its birth by a
by

fhat strives to be tought forth before ,t.>'
(Quoted by

Crosby.)
. nssed

To satisfy this spirit of intolerance Parhamen p

several laws in the interest of Presbyterianism,

which, that of May 2, 1648, was, according

so cruel and bloody that only the Popish law On B
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Heretics may be compared to it. One section of this law
provides severe penalties for those who preach “that the
baptizing of infants is unlawful, or such baptism is void,
and that such persons ought to be baptized again, and in
pursuance thereof shall baptize any person formerly bap-
tized.” In this period a number of the ablest Baptist
preachers were imprisoned and punished in other ways.
Their lot would have been much worse had not the in-
fluence of Cromwell, in whose army many of the Baptists
were serving, given them some measure of protection. It
is the opinion of a conservative historian that, “nothing
but the overthrow of the Long Parliament, and with it the
Presbyterian domination, prevented a more tyrannous and
implacable persecution than any that disgraces the fair
pages of English annals.”^

In the place of the Presbyterian establishment Crom-
well in 1654 put a kind of State Church. This new or-
ganization was non-episcopal and evangelical in character
and broad enough to embrace nearly all groups of
Protestants in England, while it left ample toleration of
iJissenters. It was endowed by the State. Some of the
Baptist churches and leaders approved this system, in this
Way coming nearer than any other Baptists have ever
done to endorsing union of Church and State. On the
board of Triers, whose function was to select pastors for
the various benefices, were some of the ablest Baptist
preachers, while at least two of Baptist faith were ap-
proved and served as pastors of State churches. That
flere may be no misunderstanding of the nature of this

^ S^'^^og the following description of Crom-
well s State Church, written by John Brown, and found in
Social England, IV, 397, f.

:

g
established Church recognized no one form of

asc ; it had no Church courts, no Church

ah
oo Church laws or ordinances. Nothing was said

^
out rites and ceremonies, nothing even about the sacraments,

tism
administering the Lord’s Supper, and also bap-

’
was left an open question to he determined by eaeh con-

Vedder, liaptuts and Liberty of Conscience, p. 63 .
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gregation for itself. All that the Commissioners dealt with was

the personal piety and the intellectual fitness of the minister

presented to the living. If he was shown to be worthy he was

at once installed. The Church buildings were regarded as the

property of the several parishes, and in one was to be found a

Presbyterian minister, in another an Independent, and in the

third a Baptist.

Notwithstanding the fact that Cromwell had sought

“to save free conscience from the paw of hireling priests

whose Gospel is their maw” (Milton), and had so sig-

nally favored the Baptists, some of them had not approved

his assumption of the Protectorate. After his death many

Baptists were among those who invited Charles the Second

to return. After the Restoration, on July 26, 1660, they

presented a petition to the King in which they pleaded

their loyalty and asked for the royal protection and free-

dom to worship God in their own way. Charles made a

gracious reply, assuring them “that he would have par-

ticular care that none should trouble them on account of

their conscience in matters pertaining to religion-

(Crosby).

Whether Charles was sincere in making this promise

is open to question, but he was certainly not able to re-

strain the spirit of animosity with which the members o

the Episcopal Church began to follow all not of t la

faith. The period of the Restoration witnessed the mos

destructive persecution of Baptists and other Dissenters,

the Baptists suffering only less severely than the Quakers-^

Taking advantage of the uprising of Venner early

1661, in which the Baptists and the Quakers had no par^

their enemies inflamed the mind of the King against tm

with the result that he issued a proclamation forbidding

“all meeting and conventicles under pretence of

There followed a period in which every turbulent mob i^^

its will with Baptists and Quakers without restraint ,
" '

^ frutllfally

•It is hard to realize that the following statement “The

made of persecutions of Quakers in the England of
.Jq

more

number who died in prison approached and at leas
„ jja^ent

suffered from violence and ill usage. A petition to the I^rs rose

of Charles II stated tliat 3,179 had been imprisoned; the nuiu

to 4,600 in 1662.” Article, “Friends,” in Ency. Britan.
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any petty magistrate invoked what law he pleased to im-
prison them.

And Parliament was not slow in enacting laws cun-
ningly designed to exterminate all sects which did not
conform to the worship of the Church of England. The
Uniformity Act passed in 1662 provided for the first

tune that no one could enjoy a benefice who had not
episcopal ordination. This drove some two thousand non-
conformist ministers from their pastorates, many of whom
^ere thus rendered destitute. As very few Baptists were
^joying benefices they suffered very little from this act.
But they felt the full force of two other acts: the Con-
venticle Act of 1664, which forbade under severe penalties
•'ny minister to officiate at or any one to attend a religious
^rvice not conducted after the liturgy of the Church of
England; and the Five-Mile Act of 1665, which forbade

dissenting minister to live within five miles of any in-

corporated town. Armed with the powers bestowed by
icse acts and all the statutes against dissenters which had

^cen passed from the times of Queen Elizabeth, and which
ere declared still in force, mayors and magistrates to the

^emotest corners of the kingdom arrested Baptist preach-
dispersed Baptist congregations, and in some cases

I

vonounced death penalties which, however, in nearly all
^stances were stayed by appeal to the King. But some

to^^^
to die in filthy prisons which they were forced

s lare with the most abandoned and violent criminals.

Crosby which cover this period are little
®ve than chronicles of persecutions.

the storm of persecution had spent its greatest

T twelve years, there is no den3'ing the fact

stt^
^ Baptist cause in Great Britain was almost de-

by these cruel laws. At the Restoration in 1660

En*^^
not fewer than forty thousand Baptists in

ere” •

"Eheir numbers had diminished rather than in-

oj,
1689. They were already discouraged and dis-

the Toleration Act of that j-ear once

abig
Save them the right of worship they were no longer
° regain their former enthusiasm. Evangelical
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religion in England had no revival until the coming of the

Wesleys and Whitfield a half century later. But in tlie

English colonies across the sea the idea of religious tree-

dom had already been planted, and here it was to have

its perfect flower and fruitage.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM IN AMERICA

Even in the New World the fight for religious freedom

was not won without many struggles. Virginia, first settle

in 1607, maintained until 1775 as strict an establishment

of the Church of England as was to be found m

Mother Country. With imprisonment, banishing

flogging, even the flogging of women on f^eir bare bacK^

the provincial government of Virginia sought

suppress all religion but that of the Established Cliurc

Likewise Puritan Massachusetts by harassing those

other sects sought to protect the Puritan faith from

tamination. With fines and imprisonment, with bran
^

with hot irons and with cutting off ears, with w^pp

and with hanging, they endeavored to prevent freedom

worship. Had they not come to America to found a »
^

in which they might worship God after their own J

Let all who could not conform go elsewhere.

Roger Williams did go elsewhere. In 10<3b ne

to Providence and there set up the first government

having the power to punish dissent in matters ol r h

did not, but on the other hand granted full rehgiou 1

dom. As long as the world stands this will be told

honor of this little State. All men of all oree^ or

found a refuge here from their persecutors. H
1657 and after came the persecuted

•J'nersons

marks of hlassachusetts cruelty exhibited on
or

in the shape of brands with hot irons on tlieir

festering sores on the side of their heads roni
j^j^ode

cars had been torn, and found safe refuge.

Island disregarded the threats of cruel repnsa
®

^
the New England Federation if the persecuted sliou

refuge there. It was entirely fitting that the

Providence should have been also the founder o
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Baptist church in the New World, that of Providence,

which Williams organized in 1639, for in this little State

the Baptists first found that religious freedom of which

they had been the first champions.

Except for the free ocean off the coast Rhode Island

was surrounded by colonies which detested toleration. In

1643 was formed the New England Confederation, com-

posed of the jurisdictions of Massachusetts, Connecticut,

Plymouth, and New Haven. All members of this con-

federation were as intolerant of religious freedom as was

Massachusetts, and in 1658 all agreed upon the enforce-

ment of the most cruel measures against the Quakers,

though none except Massachusetts went so far as to hang

those of that sect who persisted in preaching in their terri-

tory.

In Maryland, from its first settlement until the year

1700, we find an approximation towards religious free-

dom. Though this colony was intended to be a refuge for

the persecuted Roman Catholics of England, the Protes-

tants always were in the majority, three-fourths of the

inhabitants being Protestants as early as 1641. The early

colony, however, was largely under the control of Lord
Baltimore and prominent Roman Catholic families, who
showed a policy in regard to religious freedom far in ad-

vance of what was found in Virginia and in the New
England Confederation. In 1649 this policy found ex-

pression in a statute which provided that no person “pro-

fessing to believe in Jesus Christ shall from henceforth

in any ways troubled, molested or discountenanced, for

cr in respect of his or her religion nor in the free exer-

cise thereof.” This was religious freedom, at least for

®^11 Christians. But with the Act for the Establishment
this was all ended in 1700.

What might have resulted to religious freedom had it

^cen confined to the small province of Rhode Island, with
toleration granted in the other small colon}'^ of Maryland
is only a matter of conjecture. But it was not to be. In
this matter the Lord made the avarice, if not the wrath,
of man to praise him. In 1663 Charles the Second granted
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to eight of his courtiers all that magnificent domain whose

boundaries are the Pacific and the Atlantic Oceans, and

the lines extending westward from the northern boundary

of North Carolina and the most southern point in South

Carolina. In the charters the King authorized the Lords

Proprietors to grant full religious liberty to colonists.

In the second charter, that of 1665, the guarantees of this

are as explicit as language can make them. It is as fol-

lows:

No persons or persons to whom sueh liberty shall be given,

shall be in any way molested, punished, disquieted, or called

in question, for any differences in opinion, or practice in matters

of religious concernments, who do not actually disturb the civil

peace of the province, county or colony, that they may make

their abode in: but all and every such person or persons may,

from time to time, and at all times, freely and quietly have and

enjoy his and their judgments and consciences, in matters of

religion, throughout all the said province or colony, they be-

having themselves peaceably, and not using tliis liberty

licentiousness, nor to civil injury or outward disturbance of

others; any law, statute or clause, contained or to be contained,

usage or custom of our realm of England, to the contrary hereof,

in any wise notwithstanding.

The Lords Proprietors wanted colonists and hoped to

secure them by this promise of religious freedom. It "'A®

reasonable for them to expect that many would flee from

the persecutions of the Restoration to this land w’here they

could worship God unmolested. By agents and numerous

pamphlets this religious freedom in the Carolinas was

kept before the people of England as one of its chie

attractions. Later, in 1681, Penn’s charter for Penn-

sylvania authorized religious freedom in almost identica

terms, and Penn actually established a government m

which religious freedom was secure. Thus the colonis

settling in America came to regard religious freedom n®

an inalienable right.

But the victory was not yet won. The Church of Eng^

land was to make one last desperate effort to gam m
colonies the place it held in England and to

other churches. For this purpose there was organiz
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England about the beginning of the eighteenth century
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign
Parts. Its chief promoter was Dr. Thomas Bray, who,
like most of the other members of the Society both in his
day and after, was actuated by true Christian missionary
zeal. With Bray’s assistance the Maryland Legislature
in 1700 passed an Act establishing the Church of Eng-
land in the Province as a part of the diocese of the Bishop
of London. A year or two later almost identical Acts
^ere passed, not without much political trickery, by the
legislatures of North and South Carolina. In accord
^ith the cunningly devised scheme for the repression of
dissent and the promotion of the Establishment the famous
Schism Act was revived by statutes in the colonies, re-
quiring that all schoolmasters should be members of the
Established Church and have the approval of the Bishop
of London. Thus it was hoped to keep the teachers and
preachers of other denominations ignorant and impotent.

.
'i^as begun the fight for absolutism in religion

m the English colonies of America. It lasted until 1776
^ith the Church of England fighting a constantly losing
attle. The people of the Carolinas soon showed that they

^ere not willing to be taxed to support an Establish-
ment. Many even of the Church of England refused to
®erve on the vestries and the people were not to be in-
Uced by any threat of distraint of goods to pay taxes
Ur the support of the Church. Thirty years after the
rst vestry act was made in North Carolina, though in

meantime the Society for the Propagation of the Gos-
Pu had sent a dozen missionaries to the Province, there

j

single minister of the Church of England regu-
y established there

; sixty years later there were no
than five. The tyrannical Governor Tryon, who

^ssutned many of the functions of a Bishop, succeeded in
ymging the number up to eighteen by 1771, but got

^i^self and the King and the Establishment the more
ested thereby. While he was declaring that the Bap-
s Were not to be tolerated and was identifj'ing with

® Baptists and Quakers those Regulators who opposed
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his extortionate officers, the great mass of the people of

North Carolina learned to see some connection between his

tyrannical and murderous actions and the policies of the

church which he supported. This was the easier for them

to do since the pastor of his church in New Bern in public

prayer thanked the Lord for his victory at Alamance.

The result was that when the Royal Government fell the

Establishment also fell never to rise again. And the day

of full religious liberty, if not of complete separation of

Church and State, was at hand in North Carolina. A like

record might be made of the struggle against the Estab-

lishment in most of the other colonies. But it would be

tedious to go into more detail.

It is necessary, however, to indicate just how the separa-

tion of Church and State was finally brought to the pres-

ent happy status. For this purpose I will use the course

of events in North Carolina and Virginia, in both of which

States it can be shown that the Baptist influence was

strong and determinative in this matter.

In North Carolina the first constitution, which was

adopted by the Convention which met at Halifax in Novem-

ber, 1776, provided for complete freedom of conscience,

prohibited any established church, but did not quite reach

the goal of complete separation of Church and State.

There were two views among others than Episcopalians

in that Convention, one the view of the Baptists sponsored

by Elder Henry Abbott, a son of Rev. John Abbott,

Canon of St. Paul’s, London. Coming to America he

had been converted and joined the Baptist Church then

called Pasquotank, but now Shiloh, in Camden County-

As pastor if this church he was a well kno^vn friend o

freedom and an able and staunch advocate of compf^

separation of Church and State. The other party repre-

sented the Presbyterian ideal as set forth in a set of reso

lutions sent in from Mecklenburg County. The pie*

these resolutions was for the recognition of the Protests

religion, an approved form of it, as the State religi®^

and the disallowing of popish religions. Any religi

whicli did not violate the Westminister Confession and
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Thirty-nine Articles with the omission of the thirty-sixth
Was to be allowed, and there was to be no establishment of
one church to the preference of any other. In this clash
of the full freedom demanded by the Baptists and the
State protection of Protestantism urged by the Presby-
terians, the Baptist view prevailed, except, for article 32,
which reads:

That no person who shall deny the truth of the Protestant
'religion, or the divine authority of the Old and New Testaments,

who shall hold religious principles incompatible with the
^eedom of the State, shall be capable of holding any office or
P ace of trust or profit in the civil department, within this State.

There were similar restrictions in the first constitutions
of New Hampshire, New Jersey, South Carolina, Georgia,
Maryland and Massachusetts, while those of Pennsylvania
‘‘nd Delaware required belief in God, in future rewards

punishments, and in the inspiration of the Scrip-

The North Carolina constitution also provided that no
,
orgyman or preacher while in the exercise of his pastoral

^Unction should be a member of either house of the Sjtate
^og^lature. In this State the restriction with reference

on
fho truth of the Protestant religion was not

so as to debar Catholics, and was changed in

“p substituting the word “Christian” for the word
But Jews and those of other faiths were

lowed to hold office in North Carolina until 1868.
n Virginia the Baptists had suffered more during the

period than those in North Carolina from the

of the government. Says Dr. Hawks “No

tj.

^^ars in Virginia experienced for the time harsher

ijjjp
J’^ant than did the Baptists. They were beaten and

aiod
cruelty taxed its ingenuity to devise new

^^s of punishment and annoyance.”

of
persecution was the severer because the friends

‘Establishment saw Baptist preachers springing

^>tant EpU. Church in Virginia.
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up on all sides, making thousands of converts and wn

ning popular favor. There were able men among the

Baptists who could maintain the argument against th

best of their opponents and who in public speech knew how

to quicken the aspiration of the people for politica an

religious freedom. „
As the Revolution began the “Baptists to a man wer

in favor of it. In 1775 the General Association pres^tea

its memorable Address to the Virginia Convention, ine^

assured the Convention that they were ready to take up

arms in the cause of liberty. And in a statement of prm

ciples promulgated at the same time they declare

We hold that the mere toleration of religion by the

ernment is not sufficient; that no State Religious s is

^
ought to exist; that all religious denominations

upon the same footing; and that to all alike the pro c i

Government should be extended, securing to them the pea

enjoyment of their own religious principles and modes o

ship.®

For ten years the Baptists stood firm in their

of these principles before they saw them comp e ® y.

cepted by the Government of Virginia. Other denom

tions wavered. The Methodists at first stood witn^_

Episcopalians in asking for a continuance of the

lishment.®
. gg.

The Presbyterians strongly urged a general
^

s

ment under which all should be taxed -^ate

of the churches, and each taxpayer be allow^
»

his tax for the church of his choice. Ihey f

multiple-headed State Church, whereas ««P“® gnt

fighting almost single-handed against any

at all. It was on this issue, very similar to that i

Carolina nine years before, that the ^^ttle
' Patrick

joined before the Virginia Legislature of 1
^ ^ok

Henry who before had favored the Baptists no

them and took sides with the Presbyterians.

• Howell, Early BaptUti of VxrgirBa, p. U*f-.

•Address to the House of Delegates. Journal. October
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Baptists had abler champions in Thomas Jefferson and
James Madison, the latter of whom voiced the Baptist
view in the famous “Memorial.” On its final vote the
Legislature defeated the bill for a general assessment by
a large majority. After this Mr. Jefferson secured the
legislative enactment of his famous Statute of Religious
Liberty. In its preamble and enacting clause it embodied
the principles for which the Baptists had been contending.
It is the completest declaration of the principle of separa-
tion of Church and State ever written into a statute. Mr.
Jefferson counted it one of the great achievements of his
life, and in accord with his request it is so named on his
tombstone along with the Declaration of Independence
and the founding of the University of Virginia.

This statute was a distinct advance over the provision
for religious liberty in the constitutions of the other
States in that it no longer prescribed any kind of religious
test for citizenship or the holding of office, the last part of
it reading:

That all men shall be free to profess, and by argument to
maintain, their opinions in matters of religion, and that the same
«all in no wise diminish, enlarge or affect their civil capacities.

As interpretative of this famous statute from the view-
point of a Baptist we have this from Elder John Leland,
•0 1790 laboring in Virginia:

id
hhcrty I contend for is more than toleration. The very

p
toleration is despicable; it supposes that some have a

sh^'^n**'*^*'*^*^
above the rest to grant indulgence; whereas all

d be equally free, Jews, Turks, Pagans, and Christians.

Leland likewise declared that it w’as inconsistent
1 1 this principle for a husband to force his religious
pinions upon his wife or children or servants.^

^ow years later the friends of religious libert}^ among
oni Baptists had a prominent part, secured an amend-

the Federal constitution, forbidding Congress

Virginia Chronicle, XIX.
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from making any law establishing a

the free exercise thereof. It ^
• Arassa-

last vestiges of State religions had

chusetts, Connecticut and New
g of the

nt last and for more than a century in all the btetes o

American Union separation of Church and State appr

mates the Baptist ideals.

State Laws and the Church

Since however, the churches exist in the territory of the

State and own property in the State,
^ to

the State make certain laws setting forth
^n-

which the churches may go m setting rul^f
^

the

ment of their members, and also
.ould ha^^

churches may hold their properties. S'lJ
'^ ^ ^ad the

been almost if not quite unnecessary
ff ^J^^^hurch and

simple form of government of a local ^apti

sought to exercise no more ^“"^rol o^ er the

than Baptist churches exercise.
Catho-

have a government so simple; some li 'e

lie Churches have been accustomed to reg
to

their Church as superior to the law of th

punish for heresy those who depart from
^^dera

to seek to restrain those who join thei the

from liberty to leave them.
c:,,„reme Court,

United States, as interpret^ by the
j the rigW

definitely provides against the infrinpmen

of any of its citizens in these respects.
^ perform

according to law, coerce any
j’j longer than

any service, or to remain in its membersh p b

he wishes. „,.„rv Baptist oon'

In the matter of property-holding A property,

gregation is a local unit and owns i ow
. j^t plan

requiring no special legislation. ^ J j„ the early

the American ideal and was the p an
igSO in mo®

days of the Republic, and until the y the

States, and as late as 1896 in \irgini
. organ]'

last century churches with ^^jt their hold'

zations began to ask for special a P®
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mg of property. Twenty-four different churches liave
obtained such laws in most of the States. In the Roman
Catholic Church the property is vested, not in the local
congregation, hut in the bishops and arch-bishops; the
Methodist Episcopal Church has a similar method of hold-
ing property. The simple method used by the Baptists
of holding their property is a standing protest to all these
special laws made for ecclesiastical corporations, while at
t le same time it carries no threat of such an accumulation
of property by any Baptist church as will menace the
welfare of the State.*

In actual practice there are a number of matters in
which the province of the Church and that of the State
have not been clearly delimited. Some of these are prop-
erly matters for the State in which some of the churches
claim they have a voice because “moral issues” are in-
volved. Such before the Civil War was the slavery ques-
tion on which the churches of the North held one way
and the churches of the South another. Such today are the
t rohibition Amendment and the Volstead Act. Such also
are matters of peace and war, child labor, education. In
regard to these Baptist Conventions and Associations have
passed numerous resolutions, and sometimes, as on the
questions of war and peace, conflicting resolutions. In the
matter of Sunday observance also there seems to be an
uycrlapping of interest. It is now being generally recog-
nized that the State will no longer seek to establish holy

j

ays primai’ily for the purpose of worship
; such Sunday

^aws as are made are to secure rest and recreation for
Church must by its own teachings impose the

ugation to worship on the consciences of its members.

^Jiu State has taken over to so great a degree the
^t^Ucation of the children, the question of religious in-

iu tlic schools has become acute. In certain

rais
1^**^ Catholics have asked for a division of the funds

ther^
taxation to use to help pay the expenses of

! parochial schools in which their nuns and priests

m*- this imniRrapli wns found in an nrticic, “Civil Church> by Ilayics, in Thx New International Encyclopedia'
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teach and in which instruction is given in the doctrines

peculiar to their church. In many other States the ques-

tion of Bible-reading in the public schools has been much

discussed. Generally, as in Virginia and North Carolina,

the Baptists have taken the position that such reading

of the Bible would be a violation of the rights of those

who do not accept the Protestant form of religion, and

it is believed that the Baptist view is destined to prevail

in all our States. .

With the growth of the Catholic population and in-

fluence in recent years many Protestants including not a

few Baptists have become alarmed lest the Catholic m"

fluence in our government become dangerous and sub-

versive. It has been told and believed that the Catholic

population votes as a unit, or practically so, and a®

priest directs ;
that in many towms and States they hold

the balance of power and use it for the promotion of t e

interest of their church. Partly to meet this threat, rea

or fancied, was organized the Ku Klux Klan, which is

said to have in its membership in some States many i^

fluential Baptist laymen and preachers. Many of t ic

religious papers of the country avowedly made one of thei^

reasons for opposing the election of a candidate for Presi

dent in our last national election the fact that he was
^

member of the Catholic Church. With others

pose was ill concealed. More recently it is said t

cabinet position was denied a prominent member o

President’s party because he is a Catholic. As an

pression of present-day Baptist opinion on this ma

I am quoting the following from a recent issue of

Baptist (Chicago)

:

It might as well be understood once and for all t la
.

Catholic is subject to political opposition in this country

of his faith there is a reason perfectly consistent wiU a

spirit and with the principle of religious liberty. a
_.fch at

moval of that reason is in the hands of a politiwl
^gived-

Rome. A question of conflicting political loyalUes w
*

g a

. . . We arc not saying that Baptists ought o
poinl

candidate for any office because he is a Catholic.
^

a

we make is that their doing so in any particular ms
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in itself an evidence of bigotry. . . . They observe in the
office of the pope a joint political monarch with the center of
its sovereignty in a foreign country, trying to extend its power
in and over the United States by every available means. They
understand that monarch to be opposed on principle to religious

liberty. They reason that both religious and civil liberty are
imperilled in the United States to the extent to which the power
of that government is extended in this country. . . . They
are not happy in such a conviction. They would be happy to
be assured that the political control of this country by Catholics
would involve no impairment of religious liberty and no attempt
of the Catholic church to promote its own special interest by the
use of the functions and favors of the government. Pledged
irrevocably, as Baptists are, to a renunciation of political power
and of all special privilege on the part of their own ecclesiastical

fellowship, they wait and hope for assurance of a similar re-

nunciation on the part of their Catholic fellow citizens, authenti-

cated by the only agency which has the power to give validity to

such renunciation. On this point, the Baptists, like the Catholics,

can listen only to the pope.

Sucli is the view of the ablest Baptist periodical in the

United States. However, I venture to express the opinion
that the view expressed above is not quite in accord with
the historical Baptist position. The nameless Baptist
'vriter who in 1615 addressed King James in a plea for

toleration pleaded for liberty for Catholics no less than
tor himself, although he had much more reason to regard
them as dangerous to the State than we have. And he
pointed this out most clearly. Yet he would not have
the Catholics persecuted on account of their faith. In this

to deny a man the right to hold office, even the

because he is a Catholic smacks a good deal of
persecution. Technically the editor of the Baptist is

for technically the Catholic does have a divided

allegiance. But in reality there is no doubt about the

^sential patriotism and loyalty to our government of
Diany Catholics. Accordingly, while we should continue

point out to all the dual political allegiance of Catholics,

should not let the fact that a candidate for office is

^
that faith outweigh all other considerations. Moreover,

‘‘ptists should remember that, as the experiences of

Country

highest.
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history show, the way to win people to their way is not

by persecution but by being liberal and charitable. It

would be a great consummation if all Baptists had the

faith of that one who was pleading for hberty of conscience

in 1615, when there were not a hundred Baptists in the

world, and yet declared for the same rights for Catholics

as he desired for Baptists. With such faith they could

win favor with God and men.

I have tried to tell of the glorious records of Baptists

in securing liberty of conscience and complete separation

of Church and State. It is their achievement; they began

it, and have brought it to completion in this country. But

no such complete separation is to be found elsewhere.

There is still work to do in other lands. And we must

preserve our winnings in our own country. The surest

way to do this and win others to our view is for Baptists

to keep strictly to their religious work, avoiding every

semblance of persecution and not seeking to interfere with

the functions of the State, or the civil rights of members

of Baptist churches.



Exchanges

The December issue of The Acorn, while somewhat
pleasing in most respects, would have been much more
attractive had it included a poem or two and maybe a
drama. (In regard to the drama, it is to be greatly

lamented that so few magazines of our colleges seem to be

encouraging attempts at drama. There is probably no
student body but which has some talent that could be made
useful and of promise in the field of drama, if that talent

would appreciate encouragement from the right source.

Would it not?)

“A Snow Storm” by Mary Henly is ver}' finelj’ done.

Her words are well chosen and portray graphically and
realistically the spirit of her theme. She proves that she
IS an observer of Nature, and as she feels the approach
of the snow her sympathy is touched even by the “poplar
trees” which “creaked and groaned” as the black clouds
rolled “menacingly from the northeast.”

“The True Story of the Vo3'age of Sir Thomas Duval
to the Coast of South America,” by Margaret Craig, is

hardly more than ordinary. The plot does not have the
Resistance it ought to have and at times there is a drag in
the general movement of the stor3\

“On Things I Love,” by Helen Abernathy, is in theme
somewhat a new departure, quaint, almost whimsical; yet
one cannot read it without appreciation. Miss Aber-
*iathy speaks subjectively' and certainly her article evinces

clear, sparkling imagination.

.
In “Sketches” The Acorn adds a tasteful note to the

issue. “The Night Watchman,” by Ruth Britt, though
^ocal in color is a splendid tribute to one devoted to duty.

8e
Grace,” by Dorothy Lindsay, is a sparkling,

^i-satirical review of the young college boy as he calls
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to see his girl friend at college. Miss Lindsay might

improved or added further to the humor of her sketch had

she portrayed in similar style, the ultimate and immediate

approach of the young lady to her suitor.

“The Return of the Magi,” by Mabel King Beeker, is

perhaps the outstanding number of the issue. The story

is particularly adapted to the season and is written m a

charming manner. Miss Beeker presents her characters

in such a way as to portray a keen, sympathetic under-

standing of life. There is a realism about the plot a-nd

action that manifests fidelity to nature—a representation

without idealization.

The October number of The Wataugan is hardly more

than average in quality.

“Freshman’s Soliloquy” by Gene Richards is particu-

larly well named, especially if the word “Freshman is

well accented on the pennet and if the word “boy’s” were

inserted in the place of the word “man’s.

In the first place Mr. Richards’ selection is not poetry-

Truly he has fashioned it in part as such. It is soro<^

what symbolical of the fowl that tried to arrange

gorgeous plume from feathers not its own.

In the second place Mr. Richards has not said

that is in the least bit of harmony with the ^lus^

has used language that cannot possibly be associated

the spirit of poetry—in fact there is hardly anytlimg

his lines either in spirit or theme that could
„

poetic. It may be, however, that he has recent

}

to Mt. Olympus, or King Tut’s tomb, or the Monni

cave, or been inspired with some priestly oracle to ms

a new style of verse, verse that is not

that is but the feeble expression of foolish incan a

“If such there be

Go mark him well.”
^

“The Duel” by Mr. Richards is decidedly

“Freshman’s Soliloquy.” In this poem Mr-
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gives evidence of talent that might be of promise' Theselection possesses a sort of weird charm that is delightful
Fehx M. Italiano in “Poetry or Prose?” has wriftA„

so
article in an excellent manner. He has

STier^^ f
^ criticism that is well directed. He

oveZorLA -A / instead, the

place of emot-^*^ "f
rough-and-ready realism has taken theplace ot emotional and imaginative thought.”

sid^n'T’* r- !““« adds «.n-

hol wcllfr''- ?d 'n'-
J“'>g“g '">> Ws article

renn-
'^‘^quainted with his theme, and that is the first

oSr™ '''>'«-

aao admirable in

issue if^ ]

^ “corpulency” of the

"-“y “PP''«' *»

satirically the “Wl ““'"’P*"* P‘>'-‘'-ay

*iaie and^ find /• his first

‘Effects of cflW i
ii^^dering amid the dazzling

desired effect
however, he destrovs

factored a dl^l
‘"""'"^geration. He has manu-

^uiaT to ) ,

provincial nor col-

'"ii'ded that
should be re-

''^^‘^ctite sa t ^

Even the most

forced ^1 •
enjoyable if it is natural andforced, logical and not fallacious.

P'«^'of .“ is a splendid

Ih treatment^of^rT Political lines and
tion. ^ ^‘^^t IS well worthy of commenda-

liowever, about the Octoberas a whole; it is decidedly colorful and varied"
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It is free from much of the triteness and overworked style of

many of our college publications. The editors should be

congratulated on this achievement.

The December number of Voices of Peace is fairly veil

balanced and of about its usual quality.

“The Death of Autumn” by hlary Dwight Turner is

a bit of verse charming in spirit and style. The verse

reveals the author’s keen, S3fmpathetic observation of

Mother Nature, and the world is always read}’ to listen

when one speaks sympathetically of her. Then, too, she

has observed something of the accepted laws of stj’le

style which lends music and charm to poetry as does the

theme itself.

Miss Bush in “Blessings” has taken a reall}’ great poem

and done an almost unpardonable and incusable thing

paraphrasing it. She has not onl}’ done Mr. Whittier ftn

injustice by harnessing his style, but she has marred the

lofty spirit of the original theme. Such inventions in the

field of literature—amateur or professional—should be

outlawed and stopped forever. It is grossly unfair to a

man who has literally poured out his soul’s highest senti-

ments on a noble subject to have some one—after he has

gone on to “rest under the shade of the tree”—come along

with some plagarized invention and excuse it “with apoio

gies.” If a writer cannot be original enough to at lea

fashion the general framework of his expression then

should “bud” for a while longer.

The January issue of The Acorn is fair. There is room

for more short stories and poems, although “New Year s

Eve” paints a nice picture. The manner of the treatme

of “Shakespeare’s Three Roman Heroes” is very

along with the excellent selections from the plan’s to i

trate these characters.

“Princes and Peasants” connects Arthur and his

Table, whose chivalrous deeds were supposed to

done in the sixth and seventh centuries, with the Ixd a

cunning outlaw, Robin Hood, who presumabh’ li'od
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years later. It is a pleasing narrative. “An Old Storv”
IS a nice little story that is well constructed, with a unifiedpun. It is much more interesting than “Notes ”
The editorials are on topics very well chosen, writtenon the way many students do not avail themselves of theopportunities offered them through well-shelved libraries.

be
for February is of varied excellence. Thebest prose contribution is “The Autobiography of aRoman Slave.” Though the chronological^orL^of the

some of
^ pbghtedness over the story,

tW mteresting incidents of Roman life Sthat time are brought to the mind of the reader.

“Burial” stands above in the poetical attempts.

[Signed] „
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The Editor^s Portfolio

Some years ago Dr. B. W. Spilman suggested
•>_/ AAV.. y

A kA • • • • ^ ,

In and the collecting of publications of Wake Fores

About the contributed funds for

1 rary
purchase of a handsome bookcase,

later he made a gift, the interest on which was to be

to buy books written by our alumni. As a general ru
^

graduates of the College make generous response to o-V

peals from the library for their publications, but

occur when such publications are so numerous and so

pensive that their authors feel thej' cannot afford to c

tribute them. There are over thirty titles listed

name of the widely known Greek scholar. Dr. A. A •

ertson. Dr. Robertson gave a number of these

the library and last year others were purchased V

Spilman Fund. This year an attempt is being ma
^

procure the publications of Dr. Joseph Quincy A ain

Cornell, now acknowledged as one of the foremos

Shakespearean scholars.

An interview with Mrs. Crittendon also
^ in

there has been a very definite advance made in *
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important periodical sets. About fifty volumes of fbpiterary Digest have been added to the library. We have

^ ound volumes of the earlier years when thisagazme ranked among the foremost of periodical pubhca mns. And Ac*W. the authoritative^rgan o/Sm
W for the Advancement of Science

twenty-nin?years.

material in the library is grad-ally gaming recognition, and will increase in vabe asthe years pass. Even our immediate College group i^ prob^ably unaware of the wealth of material ac^LJed in the

the librarv ¥1
northwest corner of

-the
Quarterly Rerm,. the lievin,

complete
Religious Herald, are being

of tho l ,

Carolina Baptist, and is also the possessor

of hi.?
is meeting the need for the preservation

^^nctioToTihr*‘''^'''^-“+f
performing the primary

stimulating of a love for litera-

foi bonks T increased appropriation

receiving signifi-

Portion of the b
‘^^Partment is given a certain pro-

®«a>etles n ^ latest books are
*len (for

^pnse y not bought at the time of pubhea-

; stil m
proved by the acid test of

‘'re
finding’ n

the more important of these actually
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A Dream Lies Dead

By William N. Day

A dream lies dead here.

Softly go,

With bended head

And eyes held low.

Revere the memories

—

All I have

—

Of a dream I once held dear.

A dream lies dead here.

’Twas a vision divine,

And its hopeful joy

Pilled this heart of mine.

And now ’tis gone

—

Its passing marked

By only a sigh, a silent tear.



The Hotspurs of Cape Fear

By S. L. Morgan, Jr.

W'

edge.

’ITH a steady sweep of his oars, a young man

rapidly forcing a little boat down the muddy

waters of the Cape Fear. The early morning sky was the

color of slate, and the biting wind that was whistling

through the dark green pines and live oaks on eithe

shore prophesied snow before night. For a portion o

his journey the river had been shut in by lofty bluffs, n

now the evergreen hills sloped gently down to the water

S®'
^ j ,ug

Suddenly the rower ceased his efforts and turnea

prow toward the left bank. The current soon

him opposite a break in the pines. For a quarter o

mile inland from either shore a narrow avenue had bee^

cut leading up from the water’s edge over a

slope to the top of each hill where, facing each other °
^

half a mile apart, stood two beautiful colonial

These imposing dwellings were the homes of two
^

do planters of Bladen County, the Robeson

Colonel Thomas on the western hill, and Captain ® .

on the eastern. The plantation of the former was ca

“Walnut Grove.” The two men were highly

by all who knew them, both for their truthfulness ^a^^

honesty in their dealings with others and for their
j^g

in battle. Peter was hot-headed and rash in his ac

at times, although his brother usually used his

to restrain this characteristic. It was this t^i

added to their bravery, led them to be called ‘ T e

* This story, like “Yes,” which appeared in the ^untf>
based on certain historical events that took place in a

l. ,«cters
North Carolina, during the Revolutionary War. The (joverno^

taken from real life. The John Owen in “Yes” was at cme tim

of the State, while the county of Robeson was namea

Robeson brothers appearing in this story.
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spurs of the Cape Fear.” Only several months before

they had taken a very active part in defeating the Tories

at Elizabethtown. The latter had been completely routed

and had been forced to withdraw to Wilmington where

they nursed their wrath and awaited an opportunity for

revenge. In the meantime the Whigs had made an en-

campment above Wilmington that enabled them to pre-

vent many supplies from reaching the enemy. This state

of affairs was very irritating to the Tories, and they were

planning an attack on this encampment.

It was toward the home of Captain Peter that John

McPherson, the young rower, hurried after he had se-

cured his boat to the eastern bank. As he hastened up
the slope he wondered how the Captain was going to ac-

cept the proposal he intended to make. Ever since the

struggle with England began he had been a Tory—at

least in name. His father had insisted on it, even to

the point of threatening disinheritance if he failed to

comply with his demand. But several weeks ago his father

liad died as a result of a wound received in the Battle

of Elizabethtown, and now he felt free to support the

cause he loved. He might now follow the youthful im-

pulse to fight for freedom without opposing a loved one.

This morning he had come to offer his services and his

health to the Robeson brothers, the recognized leaders

cf the Bladen patriots.

As he reached the porch the massive oak door swung
uiward and the Captain himself appeared.

“Come in, McPherson. How’s our Tory friend this

®iorning?”

“That’s just what I’ve come to see you about, Cap-
ain,” returned John as he seated himself before the

arge fireplace filled with crackling logs. “Your Tory
fiend is about done for; in fact I’m almost a Whig.
Strange as it may sound, I’ve come to offer myself and

property to the Whig cause. Father can no longer
restrain me with his conservative ideas.”

“Great, McPherson. You don’t know how oppor-
unely you have intervened. Our resources have been
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quickly disappearing and it was only a matter of days

before the Colonel would have been forced to break up

the encampment above Wilmington, because of lack of

supplies. They seized the last boat your father was

sending down to Wilmington several weeks ago, but that

is gone now. I guess you didn’t know that you had al-

ready made a contribution to us.”

“That is interesting. But I’ll have another sent down

tomorrow night, and this time it won’t have to be seized,

John declared as he rose to go.

“Wait, don’t go yet. I must call the Colonel over, and

we’ll discuss this matter at dinner. I’m sure he will be

greatly interested in your decision.”

The Captain drew a blue square of cloth from a drawer

in his desk and beckoned John to follow him. Out on

the porch he pointed to a tall pole by the steps with n

rope attached—seemingly a flag-pole. As he tied the

blue flag to the rope and raised it, he said : “When Toffl

and I married we built these two homes, cut the avenue

you see between us, and set up these signal poles—he h^
one in his yard. Wait a minute and you will see his

signal. A red flag lets him know that Elizabeth and

will be over for dinner. A blue one invites him over.

A white one signifies acceptance ; a black one, refusal.

After a short while a white flag had arisen on the

distant signal-pole. The Captain lowered his, and wu

his visitor went in again to the fire.

It was not long before Colonel Thomas arrived, nod

John’s offer was repeated.

“But, McPherson,” he said, “even if the Captain an

I believe you are in earnest, the majority of our fei*®

patriots will be very suspicious of j^our actions, ine

will be many who’ll think it much safer for us if

are in jail. You have the reputation of being a de\o e

Tory, more so on account of your father, and your s

den reversal of policy will seem to some to be a t

the Tories are pulling on us to gain inside information

From what I gather Peter has already told you too

if that were the case. However, as far as I am concern »
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Lif' Tir“ T ““d y«--

tl.. , 'if*
?*'P « go to Elizabethtown and takethe oath of allegiance to the United States.”

afteinln!”^^ this

It would not be safe. Peterand 1 will accompany you and vouch for your sincerity,tt you re ready we’ll go right after dinner.”

SQual°w “""S,
Elizabethtown the court-house

dren + Tr
^

'«^omen, and chil-

rpr>
noisily and at times even angrily, glancing

peatedly at the door where just a few minutef beforfthree men had entered. Two of the men the crowd knew
eil. They were the Robeson brothers. But everyone
as asking about the third man. Rumor had it that he"^as a Tory. Then what was he doing here.?

dom-^*^ ? moment a young man rushed out of the
those around.

Tory th
John McPherson, the son of the old

trouble around here. He has
ken the oath of allegiance to the United States.”

"°j^hle gasp of astonishment, then several

citedlv man continued ex-

thewL trying to pull

'''hat th
stunt. As soon as he learns

be a wi • ^^th or no oath, he won’t

Tbo
more. Let s hang him ! Hang him !”

ia an ^ *he crowd, and the yard was
7^*^“ *1**^ Colonel appeared on the steps

to his
^ I^ater and McPherson. He drew the latter

“plif his arm. The uproar ceased.

Wealthv'nn'^*^^*^^!”^’
'^°ha McPherson, son of the

®on hn« -7 several weeks ago. McPher-

®tates
"'^^h of allegiance to the United

cause ’

All
offered himself and his resources to our

^ou harb
• hnow. The suspicion that

'ealized h
minds was anticipated by us. We

*''anv of
'^‘’old indeed look doubtful to

you. But McPherson has convinced my brother
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and myself that he is sincere. And the financial aid that

he can give us will help greatly. Whoever dares to ay

a hand on him must first meet us.”

The two brothers with John between them walked over

to their horses and mounting them turned back up the

fifteen-mile river trail to Walnut Grove. Colonel Thomas

rode by the side of the youth, while Peter acted as rea^

guard, but there was no interference and they reach

the Colonel’s at dusk without mishap.

“McPherson, come in and eat supper with us. You

hardly get home in time to get any there.”

“Thank you. Colonel, I’ll come in and warm up a htm

but I reckon I’d better not stay long enough for supper

that is, if you’ll lend me this horse for tonight.

The Colonel readily agreed to that and led the way in

the large living-room, the bright light from the fire-p

casting flickering shadows over the walls.
_

“This certainly feels good,” said Peter, closing

door behind him. “It’s turning colder every

I wouldn’t be surprised to see several inches of snow

the ground in the morning.” .

After fifteen minutes of conversation around the

ing logs, John arose, and bidding the two

started toward the door. When he reached it he u

around. i-gre

“Tomorrow night at nine o’clock a ho&t will p^
with supplies for the camp down the river. I

it. If by any chance one of you would like to go a

let me know and I will pick you up.” on
“Fine. If we decide to go we’ll make some sip

the shore that you will easily see.” Then

Peter, who had also risen to go, “By the » I

, ^gy
how are Elizabeth and the baby getting on ? I was s

this morning I forgot to ask.” Tom-
“They’re getting along very well, thank yon,

I think Elizabeth will be up in a few days.”

“McPherson, I’ll cross the river with you.

McPherson opened the door. A flurry of sno

into his face.
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“Just as I predicted,” commented the Captain, “but
a little sooner than I expected. That bunch of men down
the river will certainly appreciate the supplies you’re
sending them tomorrow.”
The two men then plunged into the blizzard and set

out down the slope to the river. When they had finallv
reached the eastern side the Captain deserted his young
friend and turned up the hill toward his home. The
latter continued on up the river and reached his planta-
tion without accident.

Early the next morning his slaves were set to work
loading a boat with supplies—food, clothing, and ammu-
nition for the needy soldiers in the encampment down
the river. The snow ceased after two inches had fallen,
^•nd the work was greatly facilitated. Although all the
cargo had been loaded by noon, John thought it better
to make the trip after dark. Therefore it was dusk when
he at last set out.

In the meantime, supper being over. Captain Peter
crossed the river to talk to his brother.
“Tom, I heard rumors today that the Tories are plan-ning to attack the camp tonight. What do you think wenad better do?”
Half an hour later the conversation of the two officers

iia suddenly interrupted when the large oak door swung
^luickly inward, and a negro slave rushed in almost out

breath.

Come quick, Marse Peter; dey is done set yo’ house
^ nre! Come quick, quick!”

negro turned his head and glancing through the
pen door, cried again, “Look, look, come on quick !” and

'^nshed out.

°®cer3 ran to the door and could hardly be-

I*ete
-A^cross on the opposite hill Captain

Th
^ ^ ^^°nse was fast becoming a solid mass of flames.

bri»l f avenue in front of them glistened

could I

strange light. And already black dots

^ouse
moving about on the snow around the
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“My God ! My wife is sick in there !” burst out Peter

and dashed down the slope with the Colonel right behind.

The little ferry seemed to take hours to reach the other

shore. Again on land the men set out at a run up the

slope. As they hurried on they saw that the slaves were

dragging out furniture, for the house was too far gone

to save. The Captain breathed a sigh of relief when he

saw his wife and child lying on a bed that was

standing in the yard. Seeing that she was safe for the

time being the men rushed on to save what they could.

At this moment John McPherson appeared and taking

in the situation at a glance joined in the rescue work.

When everything possible had been saved, the

gently carried Mrs. Robeson and the baby across t e

river. They learned from her that a small band of Tories

had entered her room, taken her, bed and all, and place

them in the snow outside. Then while she looked on he p

less, they had set fire to the house. The only man-sen an

in the house at the time was the old negro who had carrie

the news to Walnut Grove. ,

The Colonel’s wife took Mrs. Robeson in charge an

the three men held a hurried consultation. Peter wn®

furious. ,

“These Tories will pay dearly for this piece of ^or
^

they’ve pulled tonight,” he cried. “McPherson, I no g®^

ing with you down the river. Tom, you may come i

you like. If they don’t attack tonight, I’m going
^

attack them tomorrow night with the help of the ne

ammunition and supplies.”
I

“You’re getting mighty bold,” returned the Co
^

’

“but if there’s any attacking done tonight, we’ll certain )

be ready for them. Let’s be on our way.”

They jumped into the boat, and on the way

river began making plans for the encounter, i

was to be one. A little more than two hours la

fires of the Whig forces were seen on the left, an
^

some difficulty the boat was brought to the bank an
^

cured. The little garrison welcomed the two officers,

on learning of the service McPherson was rendering?
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garded him, too, with favor. They were surprised and
angered to hear of the recent atrocity committed by the
enemy. No rumors had reached them of an immediate
attack, but this news started rapid preparations for de-
fense. Colonel Thomas took charge and ordered the
ammunition brought to the camp. He then set about
to carry out the plan decided upon during their brief
voyage for defense against the greater numbers of the
enemy.

Leading away from the river was a road which a few
hundred feet away led across a little creek over a bridge.
The creek flowed along in a deep gulley, and the bridge
therefore was somewhat elevated. Here it was that Cap-
lin Peter was to hide with his half of the patriot band.
The remaining Whigs under the command of the Colonel
were to stay in camp in an effort to fool the enemy into
le belief that they had succeeded in surprising them.

If the attack was made, they were to retreat down the
road, making a feeble show of resistance. After all had
crossed the bridge, the hidden reserves were to attack
trom the rear, catching the Tories between two fires.

+1
soon disappeared with his men, and

tile Colonel had ordered his forces into their tents, ready
on an instant’s notice to play their part in the anticipated
nattle. It was now almost midnight and the camp was
dark save for the smouldering embers of the fires. There
^as an unearthly stillness, such as is noted only when
le land is snowbound, broken only by the measured tread

? tile sentry and the soft murmur of the icy waters flow-
ing close at hand. An hour of this dark stillness had
®npped away, and still nothing had been heard of the
enemy. The suspense was beginning to tell on the ex-
cited soldiers. Frequently some one would raise a hand
n quiet the low whispers of his comrades, and listen in-
ently, only to decide at last that his imagination had been
playing him tricks.

^dthist! What was that.? Surely the sound of oars
^eadily dipping in tlie river. But almost instantly it
eased. Presently, however, some branches crackled in
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the woods below the camp. Every man was alert. The

air became tense with excitement. The enemy had landed

and were creeping up on them through the trees. And

then the cry of the sentry rang out and simultaneously

several shots were fired. The men rushed out, and then

pretending fright began to beat a hasty retreat, firing at

times to lead the enemy on in a victorious advance. In

the glow of the fires the Tories were comparatively easy

marks for the Colonel’s men, and the few shots of the

latter were effective, while the former were at a great dis*

advantage in having no distinct target. On, on, they ad-

vanced, driving the Whigs before them. What an easy

victory. Nothing like surprises

!

Little did they know the truth of this last statemen •

When their last man had stepped on the bridge the

tain’s soldiers leaped from their hiding place and

loud cries opened a murderous fire from the rear.
®

Colonel’s men hearing this fell to the ground to a'Oi

being hit by stray bullets from tlie guns of their frien

and began a steady fusilade into the ranks of the

Shut in by Whigs in front and behind, and by ®

gulley on either side, the Tories were utterly i

They fired wildly about them, but the patriots lying a ^

them were not easy shots. Some leaped into the

and escaped, but very soon the bridge was groaningun

the weight of the dead and dying, and the road

was covered. A few offered to surrender, but Peter

still not had his revenge. He continued firing ti

one of the enemy remained standing. He had los

men, although many had been wounded. The enemy

been annihilated and Bladen County had
^ .l^beeo

enemies for the rest of the war. Peter’s wrath
jjjjent

somewhat appeased, but he never forgot the re*

that his wife had received at the hands of the cnem}*

Tory that crosse<l his path had need to beware.



Chemical fVarfare Agents

By C. S. Black

C INCE the introduction of cun nowder oil

those chem;
Gaseous warfare” included only

theenemv and projected upon
the forS^nf ^ xf

properties tending to reduce
ties haraiii;

7""^ production^f cTua^
Germ«.

screening, or incendiary effects The

P'"<lod upo?«\v P'lT “<f de-

*>'>«! poht ThrAffii'; T *° 8«a to the

P*'iseandsuffcrei7^ 1
’ taken by sur-

t®
protect 1

losses since they were unprepared

Ctttu&lT" TL7-n
''arfare and devour. ?

chemical

'^hich wore7 iT"
Peratures.

^
'^t ordinary tem-

**‘eHiodI ''"^prepared they liad to devise

T’**'
«>: variot7"T- tilling sheik

When the
them into enemy terri-

-as dispersed
'^apor

pressure t +1^
^‘y^^led solid particles, and if the

^^Porized A n°^ff^.f”^®tance was low the particles soon

'‘^uirements!^*'*'*’''*^
"’”®t the follow-

(bj
'' highly toxic,

o
'""P”.*’ ‘^‘'"®‘ty greater than air.

vaporized!^'"®
liquified, it must also be

pable of manufacture on a large scale.
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(e) Raw material must be cheap and readily avail-

able.

(f) Be handled without special precaution.

(g) Comparatively stable in contact with moisture.

(i) Little or no action on the common metals.

From the standpoint of their tactical use, agents are

characterized as persistent or non-persistent, and as

quick- or slow-action agents. An agent maintaining its

effectiveness over a period of time greater than ten

minutes is termed a persistent agent. One which becomes

effective immediately upon release is termed a quick-

action agent. The rigid classification of chemical war-

fare agents is made on the basis of (1) the purpose for

which they are to be used, and (2) the physiological

effects they produce. In the former classification they

are known as casualty, harassing, screening, or incendiary

agents; in the latter classification as lung irritants, vesi-

cants and lachrymators. Many agents belong in more

than one class when divided as indicated, but they are

universally classed on the basis of their primary effects

and thereby assigned to a definite grouping.

Casualty agents are those used against enemy person-

nel for the production of casualties and fatahties. Haras-

sing agents are those useful in small concentrations for

interfering with enemy activity by forcing the use of the

mask over rather long periods of time. Screening agents

are those employed in minimizing the enemy effectiveness

by protecting prominent positions, or by the production

of a screen behind which friendly troops may advance-

Incendiary agents are those primarily used for the n®

struction of enemy material by fire or by corrosion.

Lung irritants are those which cause irritation an

damage of the respiratory passages, and especially of t

pulmonary alveoli with the production of acute p'^

monary edema and resulting anoxemia and death J

asphyxia. This type of agent is, in general, also

matory, although this latter property is secondary. ^

vesicants are those which cause infiammation and bli®^®^

ing of the skin. They also produce conjunctivitis a
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intense inflammation of the respiratory system, withoutcausing pulmonary edema, however. The kchrymators
even in very low concentrations, cause an intense irritant
action on the eyes, producing such a copious flow of tearsnd so much pain that vision becomes impossible. Theirritant gases cause sneezing and irritation of the eves
nose, and throat even in low concentrations, nausea, vom-tmg and certain nervous phenomena. These last two

porary
other than tem-

The following table lists those substances generally
standard chemical warfare agents, andshows the classification of each.

Classification op Chemical Warfare Agents

Mustard
Phosgene
Chlorpicrin
White Phosphorus
r^wisito

Casualty Agents

vesicant persistent
lung irritant non-persistent
lung.irritant non-persistent
skin irritant non-persistent
vesicant persistent

^pmobenzylcyanide
h, oracetophenone
"iphenylchlorarsine

iphenylaminechlorarsine

Harassing Agents

lachrymator persistent
lachrymator non-persistent
irritant non-persistent
irritant non-persistent

Screening Agents

delayed action
quick action
quick action
quick action
delayed action

quick action
quick action
quick action
quick action

White Phosphorus
Hexachlorethane

p

Titanium tetrachloride
f

P'lfcctive during time of release
Oleum I

Incendiary

White Phosphorus
Mustard and Phosgene

Agents

Destructive incendiary
Destructive-corrosive

Preparation op Agents

employed during the Great War was
at Yni used it in the form of a cloud

PWd at’e^^” • chlorine were
able tho

Peaces and when the wind was favor-
cyhnders were opened and the cloud of gas.
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was carried over by the wind. The gas, having a density

more than twice as great as air, settled in the trenches of

the Allies and produced heavy casualties, as the troops

had no means of protection. Gas masks were devised as

soon as possible to alford protection.

Chlorine was discovered by Scheele in 1774, and its

elementary nature established by Davy in 1809-1818 .

It is a greenish yellow gas, possessing a characteristic

irritating odor, and is very easily hquified. It is very

active chemically, and attacks most of the common metals

vigorously.

The gas is prepared by the electrolysis of pure sodium

chloride. The sodium chloride is dissolved in water and

treated with lime water to remove carbonates. After

settling the clear liquid is drawn off and acidified

hydrochloric acid and electrolyzed in a Nelson cell. The

chlorine prepared by this process is 99.5% pure.

the close of the late war, the plant at Edgewood Arsenal

had a capacity of 100 tons per day.

Chlorine is a quick-action, persistent, lung irritant.

Phosgene, or carbonyl chloride, was first prepared by

Davy in 1811 by treating carbon monoxide with chlorine

in the presence of sunlight. Paterno developed a charcoal

catalyst which makes it possible to prepare the gas in the

absence of sunlight.

Phosgene at low temperatures is a clear liquid, boihng

at 8 degrees centigrade. At ordinary temperatures it

is a gas with the odor of musty hay. It is soluble in oils?

benzene, etc. As a liquid it dissolves other gases such as

chlorine and mustard.

Chemical Properties. Phosgene is a fairly stable com

pound. It is hydrolyzed by water to h3'droclUoric
aci

and carbon dioxide. When treated with a base it

over to sodium chloride and sodium carbonate. It

with phenol and method alcohol to give phenyl chlorfor

mate and methyl clilorformate respectively. Carbony

chloride corrodes metals.

Preparation. The carbon monoxide is prepared from

pure coke and pure oxygen. The carbon dioxide is
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moved with sodium hydroxide. The chlorine is prepared
y he electrolysis of sodium chloride. A specially^pre-

as the chemist calls it,
Tnchlor-methylformate, has the same toxicity as phos-gene and is also an active lachrymator.

chKTr chlorination of methyl-

nitrol
nitrochloroform or tri-chlL

nitro-methane is less toxic than phosgene, but more per-

It wa! f and lung irritation.It was first prepared by Stenhause in 1848 by treatingbleaching powder with picric acid.
creating

of
colorless liquid with the odorof anise. Insoluble in water and not hydrolyzed. It istab e and not affected by strong acids. It I soluble inalkalis and sodium sulfite, corrodes all common metals.

dro^^rtfr’
treated with calcium hy-

than tL 1 *^°re solublean the acid. An excess of lime is used to keep thefeaction mixture alkaline. Bleaching powder “made
l"we“dr't Picrate andd to stand one to two hours, and the chlorDicrinremoved by steam distillation.

^

P”™*" dichloridethyl sulfide, mustbe confused with true mustard oil which is allyl iso-

t

lo-cyanate. Its odor does resemble mustard, and when

bv “mustard” was used

pL! ? \ a

sholl
^

fill

irritant. The Germans fired one million
neiis tilled with mustard at Ypres, July 12-13, 1917.was first prepared by Victor Meyer in 1886 by treat-

fo^
hydrochloric acid. The Allies

sist!!?
preparation in 1918 which con-a of bubbling ethylene into sulfur monochloride.

PuriHf‘'''‘^A“ by im-

5.5 tiJ is
mes that of air. It is insoluble in water but soluble
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in organic solvents like carbon tetrachloride and carbon

disulfide.

Mustard is rather stable but is hydrolyzed by water,

yielding thiodiglycol and hydrochloric acid. Bleaching

powder is used to destroy the “gas.” If soap is us^

soon enough injury may be prevented. It has little

action on ordinary metals but will attack rubber,

property makes it rather hard to protect against by

means of the ordinary gas mask.

Lewisite is a strong vesicant as well as a powerful lung

irritant. Its chemical name is Beta-chlor -vinyl dichlorar-

sine. It was developed by Lewis and his co-workws a

Washington during the war. Lewisite is hydrolyzed by

water to hydrochloric acid and Beta chlorvinyl arsenous

oxide. It is soluble in absolute alcohol, benzene, etc.

Wool gives some protection but rubber does not. ^^a-

lies are used to destroy it Bleaching powder is used in

the field. It is prepared by passing acetylene into a*’®®"’

trichloride in the presence of anhydrous aluminum c

ride* •

Lachrymators. The lachrymators are halogen deri'a

tives of organic compounds. The chief ones are bromac^

tone, bromo-methyl-ethyl ketone, benzyl bromide an

brom-benzyl cyanide.
. „mide

Brom-benzyl cyanide is prepared by dropping br

into benzyl cyanide. The process was developed }

French. The compound is a solid.

Chlor-aceto-phenone was first prepared by Cirae

1877 by passing chlorine into boiling
^ed

compound is a white solid. Toxic smokes were pr

by using either di-phenyl chlor arsine or di-p enj

chlor arsine. They were dispersed by
of

Screening smokes were produced by the h}
^ j.ys,

titanium tetra chloride or by burning white p P ,

crude oil, and, for incendiaries, white phospho

thermites were used.



The Ruined Pier*

By Virginia Benton and Benjamin Sledd

I.

At close of the long, long day of May,
Near the ruined pier once more I lie

Prone on the levee with chin in hand

And elbows dug deep in the grass and sand.

I watch the Mississippi’s flow

Yonder out of the sunlit sky

And into the darkening sky below

;

And twilight comes up from the Gulf like a mist

And the River valley is amethyst

That slowly fades to silver gray.

Folding, folding the land away

;

And the River grows dim ; and far and near
The lapse of his dragon coils I hear;

Now changed to voices sweet and low,

Murmuring out of long ago,

As the River, lover-like, stays his flow

And wraps in his arms the ruined pier.

And the moon comes uj), a great red ball,

And mingled moonlight and shadows fall,

Bringing a vision of vanished years.

And the glory that once was the ruined pier’s.

In
second of a series of "Louisiana Sketches,”

collaboration by Miss Benton and Dr. Sledd.
written
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that he had not given up his wild habits. He would slip

off to the neighboring town without the knowledge of the

coach and I doubted not was visiting strange women there.

At first he was very reticent even with me. But after

our first football game, which was played in the city

of the strange women, I no longer had room for doubt.

That was long before the days of automobiles but many
people came to the grounds, which were then without

seats, in carriages and sat in them sis they looked on the

game. During this first game my roommate often carried

the ball, and many times for good gains. On such occa-

sions applause would come not onl}' from his fellow

students ranged along the side lines, but also from a

carriage which w'as drawn up in full view and which con-

tained a whole crew of the demi-monde, all w'earing big

picture hats with a great array of ostrich feathers. I ini'

mediately saw some connection from the applause from

this group and the nocturnal \dsits of my roommate to the

city and I must say I felt greatly aggrieved. I felt that

the honor of the college as well sis of myself was at stake,

and I resolved to have it out with my friend as soon after

the game as convenient.

“The opportunity came sooner than I expected, and

much easier. For it was my roommate himself

brought the matter up. After supper the next night, i

had hardly come into the room when he said: ‘Did

see that carriage over on the esist side of the ground }

terday with the girls in it?’ he sisked.
“
‘Yes, I should say I did,’ I replied, ‘and I

shamed.’
.^p,

“ ‘Did you see anything strange about the girls m i

he asked. . ,

“ ‘Well, I believe I did observe that one of the gn^

had on a veil. I thought that rather strange.’
^

“ ‘Yes, somewhat strange, but I want to tell yon

the girl wearing that veil is the dearest and bes g

in the world.’
“

‘I suppose so,’ said I.

“ ‘Oh, you need not sneer, I mean it.’
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“ ‘Mean it?’
“
‘Yes, I mean it and I am going to prove it to you

this night. I am getting ready to go there tonight and
I want you to go with me and see what a fine girl she is.

Tlien you will agree with me.’

“I had never been to such a house in my life, and I
had made up my mind that I never would go. I had
about as soon planned murder as to have consented.
Fortunately for me, as I thought, I had a duty in my
literary society that night, which I could not neglect, and
on this account Morris finally consented to let me off, but
on the promise that I would go when he came back from
the Richmond game two weeks later.

“In the meantime I thought to set jMorris straight.
I knew his family, how much honored and respected was
his father. Judge Nicholas Morris. I knew his mother,
how she secretly prided herself on being a member of the
Colonial Dames, and of her prominence in church affairs.
If they should learn of their son’s relations to an aban-
doned woman I was sure it would kill them, or at least
bring down their gray hairs in shame to the grave. And
this relationship would ruin the young Morris himself,

^would bring a scandal tliat he could never live down.
“I was well equipped with such arguments when I next

spoke to him of the matter, and I had no doubt that I
Should make him see the error of his way. But I soon
tound my mistake.

You see me,’ he said. ‘Well, as you know, I am no
saint. In fact, I am not one whit better than that darling

. Really I am much worse. For out of pure wilful-
dess and passion I followed after sinful wa3’s, but she by
^cident. Who am I to listen to people cry out on her.^^

sir, she is better a thousand times better than I am
I am going to marry her.’

Marry her?’ I gasped.

-
i cs, marry lier, and wc want to tell you all our plans,
you go out there witli me. I will tell you now that

an^^ ^ ^ known her, she has lived a chaste
pure life. I have arranged it all. She has a little
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room out there all by herself. I pay for it, but Madame

Carrie who keeps the house is very kind, strange as it

may seem to you, and gives the girl all the protection

possible. Maybe you saw that Spanish dagger I got

some weeks ago. That W6is for her. She carries it all

the time, and is ready for any event. If any violence

should be offered her, somebody would suffer; for she is

a spirited girl. I’ll tell you.’

“Thus it was that all my arguments with Morris ended,

for I assure you I often returned to the attack. He was

too fine a fellow to throw himself away. But I

weaker and weaker and before the two weeks had expired

I found myself sharing, I was ashamed to admit to my*

self, something of my friend’s view.

“The night appointed came, and there was I in toi'Ti

on our way to the terrible house of my dreams and

I could hardly drag my feet towards it. What if I shou

meet my father in that district? What if our college

president should see me? My feet were so much h'C

lead, that I had difficulty in keeping pace wuth the hasty

strides of Morris. But at last we are there. Oh, t e

sickening thing ! Those coarse girls at the door, inviting

us in. But Morris paid no attention to them.

he turned and led me to a little side door towards

rear. There he gave three taps at irregular interna
^

and the door was cautiously opened and we quickly

tered. What a sight met my eyes! There in the c ea

light stood a most beautiful and stately girl of

teen, of slight build, with her golden hair

arranged, and her bright young face aglow with c

of trustful love. She might have been the daugh er

an earl. I forgot all about where we were and thoug

of only her.

“ ‘Oh, I am so glad you brought your friend,’ she sa^^

when her greeting to Morris was ended.
^^theV

tell him all our plans, and how happy we are.’ An

went on to tell me all.

“They were to be married the night after our

giving game, and take tlie train immediately for
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where remote from railroads Morris’ uncle had a big
ranch. On this Morris was to have a position which
would enable him to support his wife. They would have
them a little home of their own, and would be ever so
happy. Then they must tell me more. First under the
vow of inviolable secrecy they would tell me the name of
the young lady herself. It almost took my breath. It
Was that of one of the proudest families in the state,
t was not from any will to sin, but almost accidental

that she had fallen. She had found too late that men
betray, and to keep from breaking her mother’s heart
had hidden herself in what she thought the nearest refuge.
Madame Carrie had treated her kindly in her way, and
by the goodness of heaven Morris had come just at that
time. He had saved her.

“
‘You will remember, Jimmie,’ he said to me, ‘that

you wondered where all my money was going. Well,
is the explanation. The arrangement we had was

profitable to Madame Carrie. Furthermore, strange to

^yj though not as strange as one may think, ^ladame
J-arrie has begun to love my darling. She says that she
as a daughter out West in a college where she is keeping
cr to save her from a life of sin, and on her daughter’s
ccount she is going to help us in our plan. Do you
now that she is giving us a thousand dollars to pay back

'^ben we get able?’

.
we will be so happy, won’t we, darling?’ she

^
* > looking at Morris with her wonderful eyes. ‘Yes

married, and we will forget all the past. We
Coll

now, but Morris says that he has to help his

it
Grumpton University, and I want him to do

Vo +

^ ^ ^ man, and we want
o share our happiness. Oh, how I love my darling,

savior. I now have another chance in life. How
bappy I am. I have the noblest fellow in

«ie World.’ ”

I^
^banksgiving day came. I shall never forget that day.

read*^*4^^^
football game we were interested in. We were

y 0 stake our lives to win it. What a crowd of spec-
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tators; nothing like that one sees today, but unprec^

dented for that time. And at its point of vantage stood

that carriage and that veiled figure. I knew who it ww,

and so did Morris. As he came on the field he raised ms

hand in salute, and was answered with a wavdng hand-

kerchief.

Such a game. Morris did prodigious. I have swn

backs before and since, Red Grange and all the rest, u

never a one who played wdth more spirit than he tha

day. Through three quarters the game had gone on,

and Morris had scored touchdowns in them all, sometmies

by impossible breaks through lines of tacklers of ^

skill. Now we were in the last quarter. Morris took ®

ball again and started through the line. That was under

the old rules when mass plays were allowed and both teams

often piled upon the one who carried the ball. So it

now. After a long struggle the players were

in one mass of bodies, legs and arms, and the o

began to pull the players off. Finally they came
^

Morris. He was lying wnth his head twisted

all could see that his neck was broken. Evervlxm)

came still. Then suddenly we heard a scream

that carriage was seen bounding that veiled girl- -

sight of her we all stood as if paralyzed. All ejes

fixed upon her. She came tearing away her veil
f

ran. Then she came to Morris and fell upon him, cO *

“My darling. Oh, my darling.” We were on the

seeking to remove her, when she raised herself

his head straight, kissed his yet warm lips, and

by him she cried aloud. “My darling is dead. - }

hope is gone. I am going to die, too.”

“Then looking at me she said, ‘I want you

I am buried in the same grave with my darling-
gj,

quicker than a word she drew that bright Spams i ®

and plunged it into her bosom, and fell ujwn e

body of Morris.
.

“We tried to raise her, but saw it was ^
was gushing from her wound and had drench
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of Morris. How pale she looked, but as she saw me, she
smiled faintly, gasped and died.”

After we heard this story, we sat awhile in silence. In
fact, we were all in tears and our hearts were in our
throats. Finally, the football enthusiast asked, “And did
you bury them in the same grave

.

replied the banker or college professor, “I re-
ligiously followed her dying injunction. My conscience
would never have let me rest had I failed in this. But
IS was no little problem I had. It was not easy to tell
Morris’ parents. But I did, and they came. It was much
more difficult to tell the girl’s parents, but I did it in
some way. I told them the whole story of Morris’ love, of
Madame Carrie’s kindness. They did not come, but I
arranged that they should be present at the burial, and
such a burial! It was at the old family burial ground of
the Morrises where all the family had been buried from
Colonial days. There we had the double grave dug. And
0 tliat we made our way so as to reach it about mid-
ight. Of course, I could allow none of his college mates to

come, although they almost worshiped Morris for his foot-
all prowess and now worshiped him more than ever for
mning the Thanksgiving game at the price of his life.
Went alone with Morris’ parents and the old colored
an w lo had come to drive the wagon with the corpses,
lien we came to the family graveyard of the Morrises

urrounded by ancestral pines, we found all the planta-
n negroes there holding aloft torches in their hands,

y
Sml s parents were also there, having driven from

for\^°
distant town. As our carriage stopped they came

Hardly a word was said, but that mother and

ris’
their daughter. And Mor-

jjjpjP”’*’cuts had tlie same desire to see again the face of

down
torches of pine held aloft we looked

and t
Groans

the

the
holders of the torches. Then we closed

^o IIS and lowered tliem into the grave.
Greater love,’ tlic minister read, by tlie light of the
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flaming torches which showed the pine trees standing like

sentinels around, ‘greater love has no man than this : that

a man lay down his life for his friends.’ ... ‘0 sin,

where is thy sting.'* 0 grave, where is thy victory?

. . . ‘Love is the fulfilling of the law.’ . . . ‘Love

never faileth.’ Then as some of the colored men were

filling the grave, and we, the mourners, stood instinctively

clasping one another’s hands, the colored people struck up

and sang through with their peculiar minor intonations

that hymn of Dr. Watts which for two centuries has

served the people of the South as the most soul-satisfymg

expression of their faith

:

“Amazing grace, how sweet the sound,

That saved a wretch like me;
I once was lost, but now I’m found.

Was blind, but now I see.”
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ernmarck declares, “There is abundant evidence that

marriage has, upon the whole, become more durable in

proportion as the human race has risen to higher degrees

of cultivation, and that a certain amount of civilization

is a necessary condition of the formation of life-long

unions.” These generalizations are borne out by the facts

of human progress. Very early, customs arose regulat-

ing the duration of marriage with consequent forms and

ceremonies upon the entrance into the marriage state.

The law and forms in the United States in general, and

North Carolina in particular, are based more or less on

the Common Law of England. When these States were

originated, all, except Louisiana, enacted the Common

Law of England as the basic law of the land with such

exceptions as might be provided by statute. Under the

Common Law, marriage was a civil contract, and no more,

to live and cohabit together exclusively. The Common

Law, which has never been the law in the United States,

attempted to take unto itself the exclusive jurisdiction

of the marital relation, and to place it on a spiritua

rather than a civil basis. This was the fundamental cause

that developed some of the paradoxes in our laws, for»

while none of the States ever enacted the Cannon Law

into the law of the realm, there was still the hango'cr

effect on the people who had lived under the dual law.

When two separate and individual powers attempt o

govern the same status conflict and misunderstanding are

sure to result, as they have in this case. However, as ^
fore stated, the Common Law of England is the

law of these United States. To a great extent, then, '

laws of the various States are fundamentally the same.

It is generally accepted that the capacity* to

governed by the law of the State where the marri^e ®

place, especially if the marriage is celebrated in the om

cil of the parties. There are, however, exceptions.

the marriage is contrary to good morals or the es

lished law of the forum, the lex fori governs,

of such are polygamous and universally

marriages. Where the marriage is celebrated outside
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domicil of the parties, the law of the State where it is

celebrated governs capacity, even though it be in evasion
of the law of the domicil, with the exceptions above men-
tioned and tlie question arises in the domicil, the law of
the domicil governs. This is the result of the “Full faith
and credit” clause in the Federal Constitution, and be-
cause the law holds the marriage relation so sacred.

There are two senses in which the term marriage is

familiarly used, both of which are essential to true
marriage, the one being preliminary to the other. The
two essential elements of the legal idea of marriage are,
first, the contract of marriage, the agreement of the par-
ties, the wedding ceremony; and, second, the state of life

which is ushered in by that ceremony or agreement, the
matrimonial union, or marriage status. These elements,
though both are often denominated “marriage,” are sep-
arate and distinct, and should be so treated. There can
be no matrimonial union without a marriage contract;
there can be no (valid) marriage contract without a
matrimonial union resulting therefrom. Yet they are

^y no means one and the same. A failure to observe these
distinctions will cause, as it already has often caused,
serious confusion and error.

So far as the contract of marriage is concerned, it is

&n executed agreement between two parties who must be
competent to contract, and is governed by the same rules
that control other executed contracts. But marriage, in
its completest sense, is much more than a contract. It is

Ushered in by the solemn compact of the parties, with the
accompaniment of such formalities and ceremonies as the
l^’W may prescribe. The result of this contract is the
immediate creation of a union for life between two par-
ies; but the union itself is no more a contract than the
ownership of land under a deed of conveyance is a con-
tact. It is a status, a condition, which by their con-
ract has become fastened upon the parties during the

rest of their lives and in every country where they may
So, whether temporarily or permanently.
The creation, continuation, and dissolution of this re-
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lationship constitutes matters of the deepest concern not

only to the parties interested but to the State as well.

The proper performance of the duties it imposes involves

not only the highest happiness and welfare of the indi-

viduals immediately concerned, but also of their offspring

and of the countless generations yet to come. To the

State it offers the means of protecting its citizens from

impurity and immorality, secures them the blessings of

home and family, and creates a noble nursery for the

commonwealth.

Keeping the element of the marriage contract distinct

from the status, we will examine, first, the “proper law^^

regulating marriage contracts; second, the “proper law

governing the marriage status or the matrimonial union

that results from the contract.

By the contract of marriage, or the marriage contract,

is meant the solemn agreement of the parties to assume

the relation of man and wife—the wedding ceremon}

which constitutes the vestibule to the matrimonial uniom

It is of course to be distinguished from a contract

marry, since such contracts, even though accompam

by consumation, no longer constitute valid marriage*

The contract to marry is merely an executory

to be performed hereafter by marriage; while

marriage contract itself is an executed
gj

formed at the same time and place at which it is en e

into*
^

In the discussion of the contract of marriage, w *

an executed contract, we must anticipate the

which determine the “proper law” governing

contracts generally, from which the contract of ma

docs not materially differ. It is accepted
jgter-

capacity to contract marriage is in general w
i.gj.ed

mined by the law’ of the place where the contra is

into, (lex loci cclcbrationii)

.

cTencrally»

Another principle applicable to contracts .S® ij,e

and equally applicable to marriage contrarts, ^^^d

formal validity of the contract (that is, c

solemnities with which it is to be entered m
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to be determined by the lex loci celebrationis. With re-
spect to the forms and ceremones of marriage, the solemni-
ties with which the parties are required by law to enter
into the marriage contract, it is universally conceded that
the lex loci celebrationis governs, no matter where the
question may arise. So far as these matters are con-
cerned, it is in general considered that the marriage if
'ftlid where entered into is valid ever3'where; and if in-
valid where entered into is invalid everywhere. Thus the

loci celebrationis has been held to govern the effect
ypon the validity of the marriage contract; of the omis-
sion of banns or license

; of the want of consent of parent
guardian; of the omission of religious rites, such as a

Celebrant in holy orders, etc.

The fact that the parties go abroad to contract the
*iiarringe in order to evade the laws of their domicil will

invalidate the marriage if it is valid where contracted
is not one of the exceptions before noted. Such

arriage will even be sustained in tlie courts of the domi-
the return of the parties.

exe ?
‘^°"tract of marriage is an executed, and not an

cutory contract, as heretofore set out, and is fully

Que
soon as entered into. There can be no
performance elsewhere. For the same rea-

tiiTio
question of its breach at any other

"viol
Police than when or where entered into. If a

taken
marriage contract” is alleged to have

®<ui;io
^ after the marriage, as in the case of de-

*^islca^)-
adultery, etc., it is an inaccurate and

®tatus^
words. In such cases, it is the marriage

Hot
tl

‘"‘station whose obligations have been broken,

®iid fjl^
^arriage contract. If the marriage is valid

will
oh jection in the State where solemnized,

thoijtjh tl
and free from ob jection elsewhere, even

*^*^inovo t

^ P^’Vtios should be domiciled in, or afterwards

'''Quid I
'^'jother State, by whose laws such a marriage

If
''«>‘table «6 initio.

^

tiler
voidable where contracted (but is

annulled) and the parties remove to another
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State, the question becomes more complex. If void or

voidable by the laws of the latter State also, it wouW

seem reasonable that it should be held voi^ble toere.

However this may be, it is certainly not void in the a

State so as to be susceptible of collateral attack m i

courts. 1

We observe, then, that both the marriage contract an^

the status of marriage, the legal union between

humans as man and wife, are justly deemed the most

portant of all of the relations recognized by law.

portant that a marriage valid where entei^ '

everywhere, with only the extreme exceptions noted.

As to divorce, the dissolution of the

we do not have such a unity of opinion. The^
^""^^'-eftrly?

of divorce, showm by statistics to be increasing }

gives rise to conflicting reflexes of both thoug i *

The supreme importance of the marriage sta

State ns well as to the parties has already 1>«|*

to. So also is the dissolution of this status.
|

its

of the State thereto must first be obtained 1 1

legislature or its courts, and only* for
^ well

assigned by the law-making powc«. Hence, i

establishc<l general principle of private *”^*^*,
donii^*^

that a divorce obtained in a State other than

is of no binding effect in other States. c
jrrantc*^'

ciple applies to causes for which divorces may

Hut, if the jiartics since the marriage base
^

la^

or several States, a question may arise as * So

shall detenninc whether tlicre is praV^

also, if the act on account of which di for

occurs in another State, by whose law i w gtat®

divorce, though constituting a sufficient

of the forumV or vice versa, what law should go

lieen a moot question. ,:„riolcs

As preliminary to a discussion o c P
^^gg^sarj'

erning the cfTect of a foreign divorce, i prO'

observe the inii>ortant distinction of * ^

ccetlings in pertotuttn and in rein. 1

TO'

inr
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coeding in persoruim is to impose, through the judgment
ot the court whose aid is invoked, some responsibility or
liability directly upon the person of the defendant.A proceeding in rein, on the other hand, is aimed not at
the person of tlie defendant, but at his property, or some
ther thing in the jurisdiction and power of the court
n a jirocccding in personam, no judgment or decree
gainst a defendant is valid unless he has been personally
or\c(l with notice of the action or suit witliin the terri-
orial limits of the court’s jursdiction, or has voluntarily
Ppeared. But in proceedings in rem, if the res be within
le court’s jurisdiction, due process of the law docs not
maud that actual notice be served upon the defendant

In such cases tlie law contents itself with
" general proclamation or publication of the

def
^ institutc<l with respect to the

or witli a personal notice served

‘J'^ioii
court’s territorial juris-

^
Many theories have been advanced from time to time

®*conf
<^oorts, all of which have been discarded,

the ol “Jurisdiction over

‘8 ent.V
^ confers jurisdiction over the other also,*’

to the 7 T .

to the resident plaintiff, sacrificing

the ?Y^*”‘^'Snty of his domiciliar}' law all of the rights

^0 dosi7
"t- According to this theory, which may

div^''*’^*
"" “Nevada Doctrine,” in order that

80 t77
niay have complete jurisdiction of the

the
rclfttj^

* s decree will receive recognition as dissolving

of
husband and wife, it is onl}’ essential that

to^al
whri^**A7'*^*

should be domiciled there—it is imma-

^Onder tp*’
‘'fih it is usually the plaintiff. The case

hotl"'*

theory) is practically identical with that

• ''to of i/
^’|‘.'’t'*-'s nre domiciled within the limits of the

*'0gardo7
* "'iJ the proceeding, as in that c.ase,

the
*^s one strictly in rem, the jiersonal element

^^nder t|,77i* being discarded altogether. Hence

to On
uuly such notice is required to be

u rosidont defendants as is required by the
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municipal law of the State of divorce in order to give

its courts jurisdiction—frequently nothing more than an

advertisement in some obscure newspaper of the State.

The second theory is entirely favorable to the non-

resident defendant, sacrificing the rights of the plaintiff

to the sovereignty of the defendant’s domiciliary law.

This, which we may designate as the “New York Doc-

trine,” is that a divorce is “a proceeding in personam.

According to this second theory, the personal element

predominates and causes a proceeding, whose purpose is

to dissoh'e the status, to be regarded in the light of a

proceeding in personam rather than a proceeding in rem;

and the same process is required to be served to bring

the defendant before the court as is required if the design

were to fasten on him or her a personal pecuniary lia-

bility. The New York courts hold that no foreign divorce

obtained in a State where the plaintiff alone is domiciled

will be valid extraterritorially, unless the defendant vol-

untarily appears or is personally' served with process

within the territorial jurisdiction of the court.

The third theory strikes a happy mean between the

first and the second doctrine. Since it was first promu

gated by New Jersey we may' designate it as the “New

Jersey Doctrine.” It is the best in the point of reason,

principle, and justice to all parties concerned, combining

as it does the advantages of both the other theories, an

minimizing the disadvantages of both. According to

theory, the personal element entering into a divorce si

is neitlier so disregarded as to make the divorce a pno^

ceeding in rem, nor so magnified as to make it a P^®

ceeding in personam. It is accorded its proper
\

and the divorce is regarded as a proceeding quasi tn

that is, it is sufficiently a proceeding in rem to pc

a court having jurisdiction of even a part of
jj

to adjudicate upon it, without ha\'ing to bring the P^. ,

of the defendant within its jurisdiction, either by

tary appearance or by service of process within the

torial limits of its authority; yet sufficiently in

as to require something more than a mere advertis
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tte pendency „£ the suit, if „„„ than that is practi-

So much for the situs of the marriage status or

I»r
^ f

universal acceptance of the decree grantedbj the court. We have in this nation forty-nlfw
dictions, the forty-eight states and tlie District of Co-

tarieSs^td-*"^
jurisdictions have ei^iteen

from SonHfr tlie waytrom South Carolina’s strict “no divorce on any grounds’’law to the law of New Hampshire which giviCrtSn
fiounds for absolute divorce. While the^ majority ofStates recognize thq divorce laws of the other Slite^«ome do not do so unconditionally, as iTas b^n b^foTe^len loned; and as the period of residence required beforedivorce suit may be brought ranges all of the way from

in/'^
^ the provisions regard-

anVm^'^**
summons vary as already mentioned, more

‘1.0 dc^oLTnttTd' rtore

Jus or Imr sif f
the court of

to tl I
• the divorce decree granted

securinn- d.V
® State of domicil. Often those

Uiarrv f "• ^J^te outside their domicil States^'^uy again and have children by their second marriage,

.
on ed with suits by the divorced husband or wife seek-

«ufcessfn!‘"f
" decree. When such a suit is

tliat tl,

’ that the second marriage is nullified,

dren
I^^^ties thereto are bigamists and that the chil-

such a union are illegitimates.

Unifip?f-
foregoing, it would seem that some sort of a

'^''^orceTair'^nrtt^^'f’!”
existing marriage and

*^eedcfl 71
^ forty-nine jurisdictions is seriously

®<^voral 1 1

unification to be secured.? For
J^avo

various associations, including the bar,

'^uificat;
to some system of

®ocietv
7‘ cohesion on the subject. In 1895 the

y tor Uniform Marriage and Divorce Laws had
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drawn up what they conceived to be the ideal set of laws

or a code on the subject. Though they have spent im-

mense sums in propagating and advertising, they ha^

as yet only been successful in ha^^ng their code adopt^

by three States. No uniform law can be drawn that will

not lower the standards of the stricter States, or

an attempt to meet their standards, will be so high t a

the remainder of the States will not adopt it.

The only solution, then, seems to be Federal Legi®

lation on the subject, but there are also drawbacks o

this course. To enable our Federal Government to hav

jurisdiction, an Amendment to the Federal Constitu lo

is necessary. To pass an amendment would require so

of the votes of the Southern States and of

States, as an amendment must be ratified by thi y

States. The Southern States, with their vast negro pop^^

lation and their racial problem in this respect, an

Pacific States, with the same problem in resp«t o

yellow race, would never give to the central authori

power to regulate marriage. Were they to do

majority in Congress could enact regulative

enough votes are beholden to the colored vote in c

that laws allowing inter-racial marriages
South

to appear upon the statute books ere long.
.

’

could never be expected to tolerate such a con i

therefore, to keep herself in a safe position, «!

relegate this power to the Federal Govemmen •

So, regardless of how beautiful, theorctica . ’ f^r

form marriage and divorce law may soun ,
we

the present at least, struggle along ^
. state i*'

fathers have tro<l before us, and attemp , coO'

its own way, to solve this difficult pro cm
, do^|^

tinue to hope that some day ^e barriers wi in

and we may have a uniformity all o\er w
, -ppines*'

laws so close to the people and so vital to



Magic Lights*

By B. A. Strickland, Jr.

^HE rushing waters of the blue Danube dash on to
the sea. The drowsy little village situated on the

oeiul of tlie river sleeps on. Its dusty streets and stone
mts remain the same. Kriigen seems unaware of the
passage of time. Standing a few paces from the ancient
jughroad which leads from the bank of the river, tlirough

village, and over the hill to the valley beyond, is a
s one hut which is somewhat different from its neighbors.

Jp
chimney has begun to crumble and weeds have nearly

^Iterated the footpath which leads to the door. It is

“\that it is untenanted. In spots the wooden

cav
* steps have already fallen in de-

arfin/ f on each side of the door,

'vhicb “'"•I®
two rooms, one of

room fT*"'
l^oth as a kitchen and a bed-

n, the other served apparently as a workshop.

yond"t?""r
evening when the sun is sinking be-

^earlv
“crizon, casting its dying mclanchol}^ rays

'^rclii

to the surface of the earth the village

tile on'*
gaze eagerly tlirough the window of

Carved*^
"workshop. Their source of curiosity is a

'I'lio r
Jiiece of wood which hangs from a rafter,

^eaut'f^i
striking the object are reflected off in

'"^ry
1** '"'Tri-colored lights which delight the little ones

Sortie
these reflections “magic lights.”

Set the “
f^”l'lcr lads talked of breaking the glass to

®liadows
lights,” Imt tales of ghosts lurking in the

‘desires

** ^ oninhabitcil hut repressed their truant
ley Were content to come occasionally and

^
^'fslon of the “Michael” itory.
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marvel at the strange reflections. When dusk fell the

children would run back to their parents and beg to hear

the story of the deserted hut and the “magic lights.”

Many years ago, they were told, there lived in the stone

hut an old violin maker, Wilhelm Luger. He had been

a woodcutter in his you^, but with the approach of old

age he had chosen an occupation less strenuous. His

violins were not masterpieces
;
yet the}’ were good enough

to bring a fair price. It was rumored among the erst-

while gossips of the village that old Luger had saved »

goodly sum of money in his youth which he kept con-

cealed in the hut. The old man was eighty years of

baldheaded and white-bearded. In his watery grey eyes

there was a far-away look which people said had been

there since his youth. For the sake of economy he cu >

dried, and seasoned his own wood for making violins. ^
loved handicraft and took great pride in the flnely

pared wood which was used in his instruments. It is sa

that in his carving, when too much wood would

splinter off, he would sob and gaze sorrowfully at

damaged spot.

His wife Freuda, an old woman of three score ana

years, had grown to be like him. When her

duties were completed she would sit near and

helm work, never so much as saying a word. Some

she would aid in the less tedious parts of his labor.

The aged couple had an only child, a boy, ^
jjjg

eyes were as blue and friendly as a summer sk}-

sandy hair, smooth face, and everlasting smile
’^V^.gj.pd

as soothing to the old pair as a cool hand to a
gj-g

forehead. The three of them always worked---i

was a stranger in the household. Eric had been

help his father in carving the scrolls for e
'

^

Through experience the boy had grown quite a ®P

task. The little group lived a life of eager m us ^
Eric had now reaped his eighteenth

father’s

pure and unspotted as the wood of which is

violins were made. To both Wilhelm and Freu

very dear. Some said that the twp old poop o
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their second childhood, being more like playmates to Eric
nan parents. When the boy had become large enough
they gave him a piece of maple to experiment upon with
his father’s carving knife. Often he used it to spoil a
good piece of maple, while at other times he fashioned
roughly the outline of a violin back which old Wilhelm
completed. The two, Eric and WiUielm, were never
apart. They seemed to take a certain indefinable delight
in each other’s presence.

The simple household of the Lugers was very happy
Mien suddenly an unexpected and unforseen calamity cast
Its shadow across their paths. Years ago Wilhelm had
indorsed a note for his brother and now he was called
upon to pay the forfeiture which would take practically
all his savings. For years he had looked forward to using
Ills money to establish Eric in a reputable trade when
ne became of age.

At first Wilhelm lost all hope, then taking new strength
le faced tlie issue. He overcame the utter dejection
uch clutched at his soul and thought long and seriously.

iVi!-
he removed the hearth-stone and

ing his little bag of money which represented a life’s
rk, counted it. There was slightly more than enough

i

forfeiture. The following morning at their

^
ager breakfast of barley cakes and hot water, Wilhelm
lie up his heart to his wife in a volley of eager ques-

he get

Wo
prosperous business without any capital.? It

0 take a lifetime to save up as much money again,

a t

looked forward all his days to starting Eric in
^ seeing him succeed. Now he would have

in
hi give him a running start

Wa
* ^ Surely, thought Wilhelm, there must be some

Brf
^

their son’s future. Ah! he had it.

the*^
he sent away to another brother who lived in

Ves^p^"-
would procure a good position for the boy.

^Iw*
must go. If he remained in Kriigen he would

ays be poor like the rest of the community. No one had
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ever grown wealthy there. In the city a good boy like

Eric would be bound to rise and make good.

Freuda was thinking also; she did not agree imme-

diately with Wilhelm. Instead, she started to voice some

protest, stopped suddenly and was silent for a moment.

She pondered. Yes, there was IMarkis’ boy who went to

the city and became wondrously rich. He had sent for old

Markis who wrote back to the parish priest telling mar-

velous stories of his son’s wealth and power. She won-

dered if Eric would do likewise if he went to the city

where there were so many opportunities. Finally her

face brightened and she nodded assent to Wilhelm’s idea.

They would write the brother in the city who would he

sure to help their boy. In the meantime Eric could be

preparing for his departure.

The followung day the letter was sent. The little house-

hold was both joyful and sorrowful—glad that Eric

going away to amass a fortune and sorrowful that t e}

would be left alone. Wilhelm even paused in his '"io

making to construct a little box for Eric to carry

things in. For four days the}’ labored, and Sunday ram

to give them rest.
, ^

The expected letter from the kinsman came on j*

morning. Eagerly they read it—yes, he would rjp

Eric as much as he could. A position was waiting

him. He must make his departure for the city the

lowing day. The letter was read a dozen times or

Freuda, in her rapture, went forth and exhibited i ®

the neighbors. Everyone was happy at their

That evening Freuda and Wilhelm worked

preparing their very best for the farewell meal. -

before had the little hut seen such a bounteous
’cheer-

sumptuous meal was eaten amidst an atmosphere o
^

fulness, although all three at heart were sad. m

was finished and Wilhelm went into the adjoining sn

finish Eric’s box which the lad would take wi i '

the morrow. to-

As dusk fell Freuda and Eric sat on the

gether and talked. Freuda was looking at le
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as she looked a tear-drop trickled down her wrinkled
cheek. She spoke slowly. He was all she had left to live
for. If he went away his father would die. Eric laughed
and dispersed the portentious words with a jocular re-
mark. He would grow rich and give money for a parish
church. With many such plans in mind the youth went
to sleep for the last time in his father’s house.

Wilhelm and Freuda were up before daybreak finishing
the preparation for the journey. Eric must start early
so that he would have plenty of time. WiUielm escorted
his son into the little workshop where the two had spent
so many hours together. The old man showed Eric a
piece of maple which was to be a violin back. It was a
perfect piece of wood. Not the slightest flaw marred
its smoothness. With tears running from his sunken eves
the old craftsman explained how he had taken the great-
est of care in curing it, how he would create a master-
piece—make a violin so fine that a king’s ransom could
not purchase it. Yes, Eric would be proud of his old
father yet. He could create a finer violin if Eric would
lelp liiin. Therefore he wanted him to make the first
cut on the piece of maple. Wilhelm would carry on what
Us dear son had helped him begin. Eric took the prof-
ered carver’s knife and made a delicate cut on the little

mard of maple. With streaming eyes the two turned to
cach^ other and embraced as two dear friends who are
parting forever.

T.hey reentered the other room where Freuda waited
^ith Eric’s things all read}' for the toilsome journey to

le city. He told his mother good-bye and followed by
parental instructions and many well-wishings, mingled
"1^1 sorrowful tears, the youth departed.

Eric lingered not, but with a firm step, with tlie hope
ftnd vigor of youth, made his wa}' down tlie foot-path to

dusty highroad. The neighbors stood in front of

j

and wished him the best of luck. Waving his
^ud to first one and then the other he followed the road

le summit of the hill. Just before disappearing over
brow he paused and waved one last fond farewell to
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his old mother who stood in the middle of the road gazing

pathetically after the retreating figure. In a moment the

figure had disappeared.

Days passed and along wnth loving letters from Eric

came a good report from the kinsman. The boy was do-

ing well. Already his salary had been increas^. Days

merged into weeks, and weeks into months. Old Wilhelm,

who had grown very feeble, was not seen so often in his

workshop. His masterpiece was progressing, however

slowly. Already the shapeless piece of maple had changed

into a symmetrical oblong form. Finally it took the

shape of a violin back. With painstaking care and much

effort it was planed to exactly the right thickness through-

out. At last the varnish was applied, changing the

wood to a deep rich yellow color which in spots shaded

into a brownish red. Wilhelm was very proud of it

suspended it from a rafter in the workshop to dry. Then

he decided to rest—not suspecting that his little res

would change into that eternal rest which in time comes

to all men. .

Meanwhile Eric’s letters did not come so often.

loving ardour seemed to have been dampened. Old > >

helm, who was now bed-ridden, grew more feeble as

days passed.

Finally the fatal blow fell. Eric was in disgrace.
^

boy had made his escape by sea, thus sa^'^ng his nec

from the hangman’s noose. .p,

The old couple were dazed. It couldn’t be

a criminal! Yet his letters came no more and

sage from Wilhelm’s brother surely did not lie.

this moment Freuda and the old man existed in * ^ {or
haze, a sick and aching mist. There was not mg

them to live for.
^ oufib

Somehow in his despair the old man
hut

to sit in his workshop. Neighbors who passed ^

reported that he was crazy. He would sit for

his workbench gazing at the beautiful ° ^nded
manship which his son had begun. It was still

^gyer
from the rafter where he had left it to dr^. ®
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lifted a tool after the letter came bringing the sad news,
but only sat and stared and sighed.

Freuda seemed to be in a trance. She did her work
mechanically, existing only because she had to.

Wilhelm lived only two years. One rainy day with a
few neighbors around his bed his spirit winged its way
into the great shadow. The beautiful violin back was
left where he had placed it to dry so long ago. No one
dared disturb it. Freuda survived her husband scarcely
a year. She was buried at the expense of the parish.
The little stone hut w^as locked by the neighbors and

left just as it was when she died.

Today the beautifully tinted piece of maple still hangs
from the rotting rafter and darts mellow, vari-colored,
“magic lights” into the dusty corners whenever the sun
shines upon it.



On Choosing One's Ancestors

By William N. Day

Every one is bom with ancestors, but some seem to

put more emphasis on this matter than otliers.

Imagine, then, the distress of those who realize the

supreme importance of a great family name, but who

can find no existing trace of a lineage that goes any

farther back into antiquity than the Cml War, let us

say. It is to such unfortunate ones that this dissertation

is addressed. .

Anyone, to be of much consequence, these days, nius

be able to boast of his forefathers. One may hear this

type of conversation at almost an}' one of the palaces

which shelter those of tlie “Four Hundred”: Oh, i^)

dear! Have you heard An Earl! They say that le

can trace his family back to King Henry the Eigh^-^

This sort of thing is sweeping the country. The

low Peril, the Red Scourge, all are innocuous, conipar

to the fever that is running in tlie veins of those ^ ^

aspire to the ranks of Society. As such an evil is

though, it is the author’s intent to render aid where i

needed, and to give advice which he hopes may be use

Let me relate the story of a very dear friend, w lo

contracted this fever to such an extent that

not sleep, for fear that her friends might happen

cover that she could not trace her ancestry be} on

Revolutionary War. In despair, she finally came o

my aid in locating some suitable ancestors, ''e

togctlier for the art shops. ..
. gg

The first shop we visited carried no old

we moved on, determined to do or die. The next p ^
old, ramshackle house on the outski^ of the

a veritable treasure-trove. It was litcrall} P®^
select

just the type required. All that
traits*

about a dozen of the most likely ones of the po
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name them, and, lo and behold, we would have our an-
cestors ready for display. The art dealer, a most oblig-
ing gentleman, carried a number of the prospective family
portraits to the front of the shop, that we might examine
them at our leisure. And then the fun began

!

The first picture was that of an austere old lady of
the very early Colonial days. She seemed to frown upon
us for disturbing her rest. It really was uncomfortable
to look at her, for she looked as if she disapproved of us
heartily. With one accord, we chose her. Indeed, she
would be an acquisition to any family' tree—no scandal
could ever touch one who was descended from such a pious
person as she. My friend suggested that we name her;
let me assure you that it was no light undertaking. Ger-
trude, Annabelle, Susan, Ruth—we tried them all, but
none of the names we thought of seemed to fit this severe
old gentlewoman. Finally, I suggested that we call her
Hannah; my friend assented, and Hannah she became.
The next portrait was that of a benevolent old ecclesi-

astic. We adopted him instantly, deciding that he was
to be at least a cardinal. He had a very decided air of
respectability about him; yet a vagrant gleam of whim-
sical humor shone from his eyes, seeming to indicate that,
while his life had been dedicated to the Church, he was
not above enjoying the pleasures of the fiesh, occasion-
ally. We named him Benjamin. I hope that he liked
his new name, for I would hate to cause such a fine old
gentleman as he any unhappiness at all.

We next acquired a portrait of a handsome 3'oung man,
dressed in the style of the old Cavaliers. He was to be
the black sheep of the family line. We could not quite
ecide what heinous crime we could fasten upon his fair

name, but finally resolved to speak of him in hushed
w lispers, and let the listener use his judgment. It would
really give a much better effect. Of course there was
®^ly one name for such a rake as he. Thus it was that
'c received the appellation of Rudolph.
A sweet young maiden was our next choice. The fam-
y reall^^ needed her to offset tlie impression given by

olph. This girl had tliat look of sad, sweet resig-
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nation so common to old portraits; she

too good to be true. We called her Elizabeth, and put

her aside quickly; it was tiring to gaze long upon suci

a model of the female virtues.
, . „

And so it went. We ended up by buying almost a

dozen of the portraits, and ordered them sent to my

friend’s house. ^They arrived the following day and were

hung in appropriate places.
, , ,

The time arrived when my friend had a very ®

group of society people at her house. The conversa lo

turned, as it always does, to the subjwt of lineage.

friend came to the front with an in^ntation to vie« ^

portrait gallery; the assembly assented and wa^ charm

by the selection of ancestors which my f"end had inad

I must say that she had learned her P^rt At

rate, she was accepted into the “Four Hun^ ,

is now one of the city’s most prominent social butted

This little anecdote will serve to illustrate my P

when I say that it is necessary to use discretion
f

ing one’s ancestors. Let me cite a horrible mistake

my father made when he was attempting to trace

family lineage, on his side.
, trrave-

He scoured the country-side, hunting for old g

yards that might possibly hold the remains of
|

Lne ancestor of L. At lost he f,n.nd a.e

place of a man who had been one of the firs

Kentucky. Proudly he related the tale of h

to every one who seemed the least bit interes

though, he told it once too often. my
It liappened at a dinner party at i^ich

his

father’s brother, was present. As
brag

recital, this person spoke up, paying- ^rst

of him, if I were you, Harry. That man

person to be hanged for hors^steaUng m K

My father has never spoken another word a

trious ancestor to this day. care-

The moral of this is that one should be
J^yyon^^

ful in choosing one’s ancestors, ^®y

erangs, and react upon one with fnghtfu



A Snow-Storm

By ScaiBBLER

It’s cold—and dark,

Save the icy stars’ faint beams.

Crystal arches bridge

All the softly tinkling streams,

And clouds grow thick

While the biting north wind screams.

Full is the air

Of the flying spears of snow.

All the earth is white

And the fields and forests show

Against the sky

As their feathery leafings grow.

Dawn comes—and day.

What a world of fairy dreams

!

On the woods and fields

As the undimmed sunshine streams

With magic light.

All the jeweled landscape gleams.



Some Utopian Mechanical Devices

of H. G. fUells

By S. W. Hughes

A LTHOUGH Mr. Wells seems sometimes to have an
^ impractical conception of the needs and interests

of the people, his Utopian books are intensely interesting

and thought provoking. His Utopias represent the

dreams and desires of a scientific thinker—his conception

of an ideal world.

This world is so well organized that there is little pos-

sibility that serious problems will arise that cannot be

settled quickly. The social problems are settled by the

decisions of the higher officials, who are selected according

to individual ability. The educational system strives to

teach each individual his direct and proper social posi-

tion.^

There has been a time when a certain section of a

planet could be isolated, with an Atlantis or a Republic

of Plato situated on this isolated spot ; but now one must

search out into the universe and discover another planet

on which to form his Utopia.^ The number of the inhabi-

tants is the same as in the present world, but the people

have different traditions, ideals and purposes, and the\

are moving towards an altogether different destination.

These inhabitants do not have the supernatural and

p*
*^

culiar bodies of the Martians,^ nor are they like the smal

ant-like inhabitants of the moon;® they have the

physique as the men on Earth, but a more thorough V

developed body and an unusual increase in intellectua

‘ Men Like Oodt, p. 89.

Modern Utopia, p. 16.
* Ibid., p. 23.
* The fVar of the World*.
* The Pint Men in the Moon.
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abilities.® A universal language without ambiguity is

used.’^ This Utopia is a land “where men and women
are happy and the laws are wise and where all that is

tangled and confused in human affairs has been unrav-
eled and made right.”®

Mr. Wells also gives a conception of the architectural
designs in his Utopian ideals and a brief description of
the organization of the buildings; but in all of this, he
only provokes the imagination of the reader. The resi-

dences are built much finer than ours, and with all the
labor saving devices possible, for the Utopian freedom
does away with servants. The home has pleasant boudoirs,
private library and study, and a private garden spot®
The larger buildings are made of metal, and constructed
in well proportioned sizes and shapes.^®

The buildings in the cities are arranged in the most
convenient situations and plans one can possibly imagine.
There is no walking across the street, through traffic, or
through large buildings when one is on a shopping tour.
Instead, there are walking paths which extend through
corridors and covered colonnades without opening into
the streets, and extending all over the town. Small shops
are found in these corridors, but the larger stores are
found in buildings adapted to the needs of the establish-

ment.“

The larger hotels arc built of artificial stone, with a
dull surface and a tint of ivory, and shaped in a quad-
rangle after the fashion of Oxford College. The irregu-
lar grainish grey color blends with the leaden gutters and
the light red roof. The buildings are about fortj’ feet

high with five stories above the lower apartments. The
windows either face outward or inward to the quadrangle,
leaving no room without a clear view and plenty’ of fresh
air. The passages and stairways are lighted artificiallv.

Modern Utopia, p. 23; Men Like Qodt, pp. 41ff.
Modem Utopia, p. IT; Men Like Oodt, p. 3 33 AT.

^A Modern Utopia, p. 30.
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ventilated artificially, and carpeted only with a type of

cork which makes them noiseless. The lower story is the

equivalent of any large hotel—chibs, kitchens, office,

dining-room, waiting room, smoking and assembly

rooms, a barber shop, and a library.*^
^ • i

A very interesting and handy heating outfit is in eacii

room. A thermometer with six switches beside it is

in a convenient spot of the room. Each heater is adjus -

able to the individual needs. One switch heats the

which is not carpeted but covered with a substance liKc

soft oil-cloth. The second switch heats the mattress o

the bed. The other four heat different parts of the wa

at various degrees. In the ceiling is a noiseless fan whici

pumps foul air out of the room, while a To in s

permits pure air to enter the room.**
^

The private rooms are equipped with simple df'

which afford the means for cleanliness with the
.

amount of work. A clock built in the wall, its face

with tlie surface of the wall and lighted by a
g

switch over the pillow, gives the occupant perf^

in discovering the time, either day or night-
^

wall comes in a gentle curve to the floor, there *

corners to gather dust, and a few stroke ^th am
ical sweeper cleanses the room effectively. Ad

^

frames and window frames are of metal, roun ^
impervious to draught. A handle at the f^

*L-oviding
turns the bed frame in a vertical position, thus p .

a frame on which the bed clothes can easi y .

There are no dust collecting hanging such^
curtains to check the draught from

pgts,

valencies, worthless irrelevant dusg

or the habitual paraphernalia about the »

leaden fireplaces. In place of these are ®
' pieced

walls, framed with just one color
J*”® hAiidles add

as the members of a Greek capital; the the

the lines of the panels of the ^
« the

framework of the lied, the writing table have al

“W ilodtm Utopia, Vp. 215-16.

“ Ibid., p. IM.
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simplicity, the exquisite finish of contour that result from
sustained artistic effort. The graciously shaped windoAvs

each frame a picture—since they are draughtless, the win-

dow seats are no mere mockeries as are the window seats of

earth, and on the sill the sole thing to need attention is

the one little bowl of blue Alpine flowers.”^^

In the bath-room the same simple, yet perfect, deAuces

are found. All the necessities are included, such as fluids

of pine odor or sustained odors of chlorine. There is a

shalloAv bath-tub, with an outer rim to preA’ent OA-er-

flowing when the water is splashed too much, and studs

on the wall to regulate the heat and the different fluids

which one may prefer in the AA’ater. A mirror is artisti-

cally placed in the Avail. ToAvels are in a storage box in a

convenient location, and a noiseless shaft carries them
away when one has finished witli them.^®

Pneumatic tubes carry articles from place to place,

both near and distant, as to the postoffice or to some
favorite shop. In tlie breakfast room is an electrically

heated coffee pot which can easily be operated.^*

Travel is most important in the busy world of today.
In Utopia the population, we are told, will be migratory
until each race settles doAvn for life.” The mechanical de-

signers are cultivated men, artistic craftsmen, and men
"’ho strive for simplicity and perfection in the mechanical
designs of the times and needs of the mechanical field.**

The smoke-disgorging steam railways have become such
ft nuisance that Mr. Wells presents a new type of train,

but he fails to describe the type of motor power. A net-

"’ork of mono-rail routes, built above the ground in places

^herc the rail will be in the way of traffic or important
enterprises, and so well constructed that a speed of two
^ three hundred miles per hour can be attained. The
Cftrs are balanced by a modification of the gj'roscopic
evico that we now use on our ocean liners. In the cars

Modern Vtopin, pp. 104-06.
«*n Like Oodt, p. I39| A Modern Utopia, p. 106.

"li Utopia, p. 43.

uf.”0^*rn Utopia, pp. 43, U, 43.
p. 111.



Crucifixion ofA Soul

By Niela Alein

T^USK. And a solitary man standing on the brow of
' a hill. The sky clouded almost to the point of

obscurity. Trees motionless in the calm that holds the

world in its grasp. Birds hushed, feeling the sinister

aspect of the atmosphere. Flowers drooping in the heat

which oppresses and menaces. Silence. A silence which
stifles Life itself. A silence tliat presages Death.

Death. A lone vulture circling in the sky. Waiting.
Waiting with a horrible patience. A patience which
seems to say, “I wait for the end which is inevitable to

all things.” A patience akin to that of the eternity which
is called Death. Death in the air. Death ever^Trliere.

Deatli, and a solitary man standing on the brow of a

Night threatening. The sun sinking into the bank
of clouds. Crimson rays painting the world with the

life-blood of dying Day. Angry colors clashing in the

western sky. No quiet, beautiful sunset here; rather the

dying struggles and convulsive agonies of Life surrender-

ing to Death. And a solitary man standing on the brow

of a hill.

Darkness. A whippoor-will sobbing out its plaintive

call. A bird stirs in its nest. Bats swinging, darting*

with a sound of rustling silk, or the rending of human
flesh. The sky a pall of inky black. No stars. No
moon. Nothing. Life flees. Death advances. Dark-

ness. Closing in on the world. Menacing. Terrible.

Darkness that threatens. Darkness that stifles. Dark-

ness tliat closes in, leaving no place to wliich to flee*

Darkness that oppresses. Darkness that takes the breath.

Darkness so awful that the senses reel. And a solitary

man standing on the brow of a hill.
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Midnight. The hour of Fate. The eternity between
seconds. Life and Death combined. The Death of the
old Day. The Birth of a new. Stillness. Stillness akin
to that of Death. Stillness like that which comes before
Birth. Complete stillness. The world holding its breath.
Waiting. Waiting for Life. Waiting for Death. Wait-
ing. And a solitary man standing on the brow of a hill.

Dawn. Life stirring. Moving. Release from the en-
thralldom of Night. Life. Light. Beauty unfolding
from the shadows. Death retreating. Death conquered.
Banished from the world for another day. Darkness
fleeing. Planning a new attack. But always retreating.

Light giving Life. Life revelling in Light. The rising

sun spreading its healing rays. Rays like the flush on
the face of a newly awakened infant. Light. Life. Day.
Song. Healing. But the solitary man no longer stands
on the brow of the hill.



The Test

By L. D. Munn

OLD Downing Field was alive with prancing, perspii'-

ing men. An air of expectation and determination

prevailed everywhere. This was the afternoon of the

last scrimmage before the opening game of the season,

and every man was keyed to the highest pitch in his de-

termination to be one of the eleven who would face the

firing line on the coming Friday. This afternoon’s scrim-

mage would tell the tale. For four weeks fifty brawny

men had permitted themselves to be beaten, bruised,

trampled upon in order to win a position on the covete

squad. Each man knew tlmt his showing on this pai'

ticular afternoon would be a potent factor in his selection

as one to carry the colors of his alma mater against the

enemy in the opening game. Twenty-two hearts stood

still as the referee’s whistle sounded the signal that t le

scrimmage had begun.
. .

Coach “Pile-Driver” Jones stood watching his aspiring

athletes go through their last scrimmage with a smi e

on his lips. It was clearly evident that he was in an un

usually good humor, for Jones seldom smiled unless ic

had a good reason for so doing. Probabl}’ it was because

the “dopsters” had been so liberal in their praise o n®

championship material, or probabl}* it was because e

himself had become impressed with the splendid s

the boys had been making in their fall training-

was known far and wide for his ability to pick a c i

pionship team, and once he made his decision as to w '

team would win the “rag,” very few people noum e P

suaded to lay down their money against it.
®

was still on his lips when he turned to his assistan •

“Great material out there. Jack. The best
^

in my ten years at Cornwall. Barring injuries, m
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that beats that bunch will walk off with the state cham-

pionship. Not since my second year here, when we won
the championship by a lucky turn of fate, have we had a

better chance to cop off all the honors and carry the Old

Blue and Gold to the top.”

“I agree with you, Pile-Driver, but what’s worrying

me is what you are going to do with Easy IMurdock.

That lad is throwing a scare into Haynes. My prediction

is that before the year is up Easy will be running that

squad in Haynes’ place. It will go mighty hard with

Bill since he is captain of the team, but I’m telling you

that Murdock lad isn’t going to be satisfied wnth warm-

ing the bench. I understand Haynes put the skids under

him and his best girl, and that will cause him to work so

much the harder to take his place.”

Jack Phillips, Jones’ assistant for the last three V’ears,

kept watching the game intently as he spoke, and especial-

ly did he watch the playing of the two opposing quarter-

backs, each of whom seemed bent on outplaying the other.

“You’re right,” Jones replied. “The3'’re the two best

quarters in the State. That is a proposition not easy

to solve. I can’t shift them to another position because

they are the only quarter-backs I have, and I don’t see

how I can afford to let either warm the bench. Their

services are too valuable. After today’s scrimmage I can

tell you more about it.”

Coach Jones cut short his speech just as Murdock re-

ceived a punt far down on his own ten j’ard line and

started working it back toward the opposite goal. Those

Watching from the sidelines either jumped to their feet

with excitement, or those already on tlieir feet began to

shout at the top of their voices. Such a run ! A golden

streak flashed down the field, now to the left, now to the

right, dodging the grasping hands of oncoming plav’ers,

or twisting through the clutching arms of the charging

tacklers. Suddenly the runner hit a blank wall. Three

hlue-clad warriors swung down upon him with all their

*oight. The three struck him at the same time. Down
he Went backward with the force of that collision, but he
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was up in a flash, and with the agility of a rabbit, sprang

around them, and zig-zagging back and forth, he side-

stepped his way to the opposite side of the fleld. With

a spirited spurt he passed the secondary defense. Only

one man stood between him and the goal.

Haynes had been watching this running performance

of his rival with bitter jealousy rising in his breast. No

sophomore was going to make a fool out of him, and no

sophomore was going to beat him out of his place if he

could help it. He stood still for a moment trying to

decide which way the runner would come, and then with

a sneer on his lips, he waited for his prey. Murdock saw

the charging captain come rushing in from mid-field just

as he side-stepped the second half-back, but the back had

thrown him momentarily off his balance, and before he

could right himself, Haynes struck. Eas}’ had had no

chance to dodge the terrific impact. He went down with

a groan.

“Bill Haynes! That makes twice you’ve tackled me

like that! What are you trying to do? Break a fellow s

leg? You know it is illegal to make a rolling tackle like

that. You are doing it on purpose.” Easy rubbed his

ankle vigorously, all the while looking directly at tlie

man responsible for his pain.

“Ah, shut up! You know I hit 3'ou fair and square.

This isn’t a baby’s game. If I weren’t able to stand

few knocks and bruises, I’d go back home to mama. - ®

wonder Elsie turned j'ou down. I don’t blame

I wouldn’t go with a mushroom either.” Tlie eyes of t le

captain were spitting fire as he turned on his heels to ge

back into position. .

The face of the sophomore turned red with

this insult, and he sprang to his feet as if he would lur

himself upon the other man, but biting his lips quic

he turned away and limped back into line. Such an ac

as this had won for him the nick-name “eas}’.”

The game was drawing to a close, and neither side
^

been able to score. The ball had passed back and o

between the “Blues” and “Golds,” and it now rest
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the hands of the latter. The spectacular playing of tlie

afternoon had been contributed by the two quarter-backs,

with both of them shining in every phase of the game.

Easy seemed to have had the edge over his opponent.

Those on the sidelines had closely followed the brilliant

playing of the sophomore, and they began to question

among themselves if the Captain was going to relinquish

his place to another. The “Golds” were making a deter-

mined effort to carry the ball across the line. Time after

time their quarter-back took the ball for gains. They

were now on the fifteen-yard line. Two minutes to play

!

The ball was snapped, and the “golds’ ” linesmen tore

a hole through the “Blues’ ” line. Once again the Sopho-

more received the ball. With the goal before him, he

paused for a moment to get his bearing, and then plunged

through the gap. That pause was his undoing. A thun-

dering blue-clad avalanche struck him about the knees

—

a blinding light across the brain, a grunt, and he

crumpled to the ground, writhing in pain.

“What’s happened?” Assistant Coach Phillips turned

quickly to Jones as he spoke, and at tlie same time began

running toward the huddled group of players.

“Looks like someone’s hurt badly,” exclaimed Jones,

hurrying after the running figure of his assistant

When they arrived at the group of bewildered men,

they found Murdock lying on the ground, tossing about

and groaning aloud. His distorted face showed signs of

excruciating pain.

“What’s the matter. Easy, old boy? Where are j'ou

hurt.” The coach knelt beside the groaning man and

began to run his hands up and down the injured man s

leg. Just as his hand touched his knee Easy let out a

cry of pain.

“My knee! My knee! It feels like it’s broken. Oh!

Oh ! Don’t touch it. Coach ! It hurts. Oh-h-h-h.’ Great

beads of perspiration stood out on the speaker’s forehead

fts he winced and groaned under the coach’s touch.

Jones remained kneeling by his quarter-back’s side for

a few moments, all the while examining the injured leg;
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then he rose suddenly and beckoning a couple of his

assistants to him, he commanded them to get the

back to the hospital as quickly as possible. Tell iJr.

Craig,” he continued, “to give this man the best of at

tentL possible.” He stood in silence for a

watching the two men bear off their human cargo, then

turning to Phillips he shook his head pvely:

“That’s the last that boy will play this season, or 1 m

badly fooled. I believe the mam ligament in his leg

torn W. If it is, I’d just «s well k.s, h.s

bye for the rest of the year. I ean t underelnn

his knee was jerked loose like that unless his legjsa

caught under his back when he fell. That means

rely upon Haynes altogether for this season. If he g

hurt, I’m sunk. I don’t have another man who can pun

and pass like he can.”
_

Then turning to the other men, he called ou^

right, boys, that will be all for today! You m^jot

wear your shoulder-pads tomorrow. Be on the g

at 3:30 for a light work-out.” With the- >^rdsj^e

turned and started toward the gate. Al ^
; ^.^i^ck

so busy thinking about their hard luck in losing -

and about Friday’s game that, as ^^ey made

the bathhouse, not a single one noticed the eM g

played about the lips of Captain Haynes.

II.

For a long time Murdock lay on his
®‘^jji”‘head.

eyes fixed steadily upon the grey-ceiling a
f„c<^

Myriads of pictures flashed upon the soft, gr«>

now it was Elsie’s face smiling down
hero-

wall—now it was a football game.
, j. run

“There he goes 1 No. 22! M atch tlia
-

He’ll
with the ball. Give the ball to ^ He
across.” How sweet those words sounded in h

smiled. Tliis had been his favorite pastime

weeks. He had painted many a
him back

ceiling of his room. A noise outside
j

he was

from his musings. Four weeks had passed since
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brought to this silent place; four weeks of longings, heart-

aches, and loneliness. To one used to the yelling of

players and the thousand different noises of the ball field

it was nerve-wracking indeed to be confined to a bed with

an injured leg. Visitors were few and far between.

Haynes hadn’t been around at all. Easy expected that,

because he had a faint recollection of a sneering face

closing in on him when he was knocked out. He had a

strong conviction that Haynes had accomplished his pur-

pose. Still he had told no one about what he thought.

But what about Elsie Why was she so cold toward

him here of late ? She had been to see him only twice dur-

ing these lonesome weeks, and even then she had appeared

strangely indifferent and very distant. The thought of

her indifference had made his confinement in the hospital

hard to bear. He had loved her for years. They grew

up together, and she had returned that love until she met

Haynes; then she began to turn a cold shoulder to him,

and finally she began to ignore him completely. Some-

thing must have gone wrong. He had tried to exj)lain,

and again and again he had gone to her for an explana-

tion, but she would always walk away with the same re-

mark: “You know what’s the matter. You don’t have to

come to me to find out.”

Easy’s heart had been heavy these four weeks, but

he forced a smile when he remembered that the doctor

had promised to turn him loose tomorrow. Anyway he

Would get out of that hole, and that was something to be

thankful for. “Your leg will be O.K. to walk on by to-

morrow, but by all means stay off the football field for

fhe rest of this season. You can’t stand it. One more

in jury like the last one and you are likeW never to play

again.” Murdock’s heart sank when he heard tlie doc-

tor’s orders, for he had ho])ed to get back into the game.

A week had ])asscd since Easy had walked from the

hospital—a week that had not been any too pleasant for

him. His leg was growing stronger every day, but he

lad been unable to enter into his studies. Everywhere
10 saw Elsie he saw Haynes tagging along also. And
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they seemed to enjoy each other’s company. That

thought cut him deeply. Once, unobserved, he saw Elsie

smile up into Haynes face with the sort of expression, I

love you,” and his heart seemed to stop beating. His

knees grew weak, and he would probably have fallen had

he not grasped a small elm that stood within reach.

blow went like a cold dart through his heart. He walked

away with the feeling that all w’as lost and that the world

held nothing more for him. He thought of leaving school.

“What’s the use?” he muttered. “She doesn’t care for

me any more. I’m so far behind in m3' work can t

catch up, anyway; so I’d just as well go home.” He

strolled thoughtfully around the campus for a few

minutes trying to make up his mind what to do,

suddenly made his way toward his room. Once inside he

feverishly began to pack his trunk. At last! E'er3

thing was packed except Elsie’s picture. He picked 1

up and looked at it longingly for a few minutes, hugged

it to his breast, and then placed it face down in the trunk.

With a bitter sigh he closed the lid.

The packing finished, he walked down to the station

to find what time he could leave. He passed several o

his friends on the way down who greeted him cheerfull})

but not a hint did he give that he was leaving. He was

rather taken back when the ticket agent informed hnn

that there wasn’t another train going his way until nine

o’clock the following morning. He wanted to get

from it all. How could he bear to spend another nig
^

at Cornwall? It would drive him mad. It was dri'ing

him mad. He wanted to get as far away from Ekie
^

possible. He couldn’t stand to see her, knowing

another. With weighty steps he made his wa}' back o

room and unpacked his bed linen.
1 , Id

That night he lay down with the feeling that he
,

be better dead than alive. It seemed as if no

for him, or what he did. For hours he rolled
^

unable to close his eyes. When he did doze off, e

.^y]d
to sleep wondering what kind of reaction Elsie wo

take when she found out that he had left schoo .
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“Fire! Fire!” The cry rang down the empty cor-

ridor of Simpson dormitory. The sound of slamming

doors and running feet quickly filled the air. Murdock
sat straight up in bed, wide awake. He had heard the

first alarm. Had he been asleep.-* Surel}^ not! He had

only lain down. He glanced at his watch. Three o’clock.

Whew! Later than he thought. He started to lie back

down. Certainly the fire wasn’t in that dormitory. What
did he care about a little fire? It wasn’t anything to get

excited about. They would have it out in a minute.

They always did. He lay back down, but the next

minute he was standing upright in the middle of the

room, his nerves all aquiver, and his muscles drawn taut.

Fire ! Fire ! Collin’s Hall is burning down ! The words

Collin’s Hall had brought him to his feet. “My God!

That’s her dormitory. I wonder if she is safe?” He
looked around for his bath-robe, and in a moment he

was digging into the contents of his trunk. “Just like

me to put a thing I need where I can’t get it.” At last

—

it seemed like ages—he extracted the hunted robe and

went sprinting down the hall, putting on the robe as he

ran. One thought kept ringing in his mind: “Is she safe?

Is she safe?” A glaring blaze struck his eye when he

rushed from the dormitory. The whole south side of the

campus was bright as day. The runner put on a little

more speed. The roar of the blaze, supplemented by the

shouts of frantic men, and the shreiks of hysterical girls,

caused a shudder to pass over Murdock’s body as he ran.

He was soon on the scene. Groups of scantily clad girls

stood here and there crying, while some of the less timid

ones were helping the men clear the building. Ha^mes
was the first man he saw. He stood apart from the crowd

and appeared to be directing the others. In a moment
Easy was by his side.

“Where’s Elsie? Is she safe? Are all the women out?”

He clutched frantically at Hayne’s sleeve as he spoke.

“I don’t know. I haven’t seen her. She’s probably
in one of those groups over there. I haven’t time to hunt
up every person in the dormitory at a time like this. If
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she were still in the building, we would have known be-

fore now.”

“My God, man! Is that all the interest you have in

her.? If she loved me like she does you, I’d know whether

she was safe or not.” The words died on his lips as a

terrifying cry rent the air. “Look! Look! A girl up

there! Fourth floor—second window!” All eyes were

directed to the fourth floor window. A pale face appeared

in the window for a moment and then dropped limply

out of sight. The girls stood speechless; the men were

frozen in their tracks. It was Murdock who broke the

silence. “It’s Elsie, Bill! It’s Elsie! My God! She’ll

die up there. I’m going after her.” He bolted for the

main entrance to the hall with Bill close at his heeb. His

feet had just landed on the burning steps when the var-

sity captain hauled him down from the rear. He sent

him sprawling to the ground and landed squarely on top

of him.

“You fool ! Are you crazy? What do you want to do.

Kill yourself? It’s sure death to go in that building-

Every avenue of escape is cut off, and the building is

liable to fall any minute. You can’t go in that heU-

You’ll never come out alive.” The speaker struggled

fiercely with his frenzied opponent who seemed to become

suddenly possessed with super-human strength.

“Hell, or no hell; she’s in there, and I’m going

her!” With a quick jerk he tore from Bill’s gra-sp nn

darted into the flaming building just as several more bo}S

came rushing up. They stood transfixed, looking at t e

disappearing figure, for they knew he would never come

out of that burning inferno alive. .

For a time Easy was bewildered as to what to do. * '

stifling smoke bit into his throat, and the glarmg ^
closed his eyes. He dropped to his knees. His ^

Scout training was a friend in time of need. If
jg

had a handkerchief. He grasped at the p^ket o i

robe. Sure enough! As luck would have it, his

came out clutching one he had left in there the day ®

Quickly he tied the cloth about his nose and mouth a
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began worming his way along the scorching floor.

Presently he found the stairs. He began his painful

journey upward. The flames were licking out at him

from all sides, and once or twice he had to walk upright

to keep from crawling through fire. Twice he burned

his hands erasing the flames of his burning clothing. He
was now on the second floor. His lungs were about to

burst. He couldn’t breathe. His eyes were burning

from smoke, but the thought of Hlsie on the fourth floor,

probably dying, urged him on. His heart stopped beat-

ing when he reached the next stairway. It was a solid

sheet of flame. To reach the third floor he would have

to go through that wall of fire. There were just two

things to do
:
go back, or go ahead. Either one probably

meant death. No ! He would go to Elsie or die in the

attempt. Gritting his teeth, he jerked off his bath-rol)e,

which he had forgot to throw off when he entered the

building, and wrapped it around his head. Then rolling

up the sleeves and pant-legs of his pajamas to lessen the

possibility of their catching fire, he raced up the blazing

stair. A false step certainly would have meant death.

He stumbled to the floor when he reached the top of the

landing, and a prayer of relief went from his lips as he

staggered to his feet. No sooner had he reached his feet

than a roaring crash informed him that the stairway had

fallen. It was either now to continue, or else-—. He

could not turn back. The exit was closed. Extinguish-

ing several small flames on his pajamas, he began making

his way to the fourth floor. The going was somewhat

easier now since it was mostly smoke that obstructed lus

path.

Would he ever reach the room he was seeking. By

counting the doors from the stairway as he passed by

he was able to ascertain in what room tlie body of the

girl he loved lay. He suspected he would find her dead

from fright maybe, but he wanted the satisfaction of

carrying her body from that blazing fire. If he couldn t

have her, he’d have her body. He wasn’t long in finding

fhe object of his search. It lay close to tlie window by
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the radiator. Sticking his head out the window for a

moment, he revived his bursting lungs with some of the

hot air from the outside. The watching crowd below

was quick to see him. “There he is! He’s found her.

they all cried in unison. ,1.11.1, Uo
Working hastily the rescuer wrapped his bath-rooe

about the still figure and tied it around her. He tho^ht

he would never get the bed sheets torn into strips. How

clumsily he worked! He knew he could do that faster

than he was doing it now. The job finished, he breathed

a sigh of relief. He could hear the searing blaze roar

under his feet. It wouldn’t be long before the room

would be a blazing furnace. He had no time to lose.

Tying one end of the strip through the bath-robe on the

girl, he next tied the other end around the radiator.

Then began the toilsome job of lowering the girl to tW

ground. A shout arose from the amazed crowd belo

when they saw the figure of the girl slowly descended

from above. No sooner had the body reached the

than a boy was seen to slip over the window-sill and shde

hastily down the improvised rope. Several boys ^

carried the limp form of the girl to a sheltered place

where they were now busily engaged in trying to re''!'

her. When the feet of the descending boy touchy «

earth, he took several steps forward and

foremost to the turf. Hardly had he been dragged

safety when there was a terrific roar, a blinding era. >

and old Collin’s Hall crumbled to the ground.

Next day Murdock was the hero of the campus.

name was on every tongue. The morning papers
^

the story of the fire on their front pages. ^
, j

have been elected president of the college tha aj

the election been in the hands of the students, buen

the sentiment that prevailed everj^where.

Both Elsie and Easy were carried to the hospital

the fire, but the boy was released early that mor

Except for a few burns on the hands "
..pg

come out practically unscarred. The girl t

so lightly. She had not been burned at all, but the
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smoke had almost taken its toll. Not until late m the

afternoon when the first visitors were allowed m her room

did she learn of Murdock’s heroic deed. Her ey^ grew

dim with tears when she learned he had risked his life for

hers. She lost no time in sending for him.

Murdock walked into Elsie’s room with a feeling o

uncertainty. His knees trembled in spite of himself. He

felt as if he were walking to his doom. He could hardly

screw up enough courage to look into that

face on tlie pillow when the girl reached out her hand

to him. Her voice thrilled him. “Frank, can jou e\er

forgive me? Can you forgive me for the way I ve treated

you?” He could hardly believe his ears. I didn t kno

you cared for me like this. I thought you loved that

Davis girl. I have never ceased caring for you, but 1

couldn’t afford to waste my life on a man who fooled

around with a woman like that. You know she hasn t a

good name.” /^i tv •

“Why Elsie? What do you mean? Clara Davis

doesn’t mean n U.ing to me. Why, I’ve only been around

her once or twice since I’ve been here.”

“Well, how can you explain your meeting with her

in the grove at midnight at the first of school, and how

can you deny her bringing you flowers while you ^^ere

in the hospital? I couldn’t believe anything else.

“To tell you the truth, EU!o, I did meet that g.rl in

the grove tlmt night, hut for the life

]
“now

the reason why, and I don’t know yet All I kno^ is

that I received a letter, typewritten ^nd unsigned, saj

ing that someone wanted to see me there at that hour, a

it was absolutely necessary that I

this girl came up and kissed me, and then ^
me how much she loved me. I took i as a Poetical joU

and went on about my business. As for those flo

she brought, I took them as a token ^
said nothing else about it. To be

rnefin
I welcomed any kind of friend then; but she doesn t mean

a thing to me, nor ever will.”

“Some how, I believe you, Frank, although I d .
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to know who wrote that letter. I’m beginning to see into

this affair a little now. If you’ll only forgive me this

time, I’ll never doubt you again.” If the nurse had been

looking in the room at the next moment, she would have

seen something not generally allowed on the campus.

Captain Haynes called to see Elsie after football prac-

tice that afternoon, but she turned him away with the

pretext that she was too tired to see anyone else.

III.

Ten thousand voices died in as many throats. A silence

hung over Downing Field. What had a moment before

been a seething inferno of lusty cheering was now a calm

ocean of drowned hopes and suppressed pity. A muffled

sigh swept the huge throng. All eyes were turned to the

pathetic figure borne from the field, for with that figure

went the hopes of Old Cornwall. Comwall’s hope for

the State Championship had rested upon the masterful

playing of her captain, but the hero had been brought

down in the hour of victory with a broken leg. He left

the field with the goal unattained, and with his goin^

went the hopes of the followers of the Old Blue and

Gold.

Coach Jones, with a sickening tug around his heart,

sent in Baker, his sub-quarter. With the first half o

the game still more than five minutes to go, he groane

inwardly at the chances he now had of taming the Tigers-

They had come snarling into camp, and it looked now

as if they were to go back home, having the prey in their

claws. Haynes had played the entire season without re-

lief, and had survived until the crucial game. Baker was

clumsy, inexperienced, and easily excited. If ^

dock were in the game! Jones closed his eyes and hop

for the best.
,

Far back in the student section of the stands, a o.

and girl sat watching every movement of the

Their hearts were with Cornwall. Although Frank . ur

dock sat in the stands, he was out on the field in

He was in every play ; he made every tackle ; he ran wi
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every run. Suddenly a gold-jerseyed man had gone

sprawling into the dust. He was seen to try to rise, but

crumpled back to earth. Murdock had seen the play. He
sprang to his feet instantly. A cry rose in his throat; his

heart thundered in his breast. Haynes was out—out for

good ; he needed no one to tell him that. A thousand

thoughts flashed through his mind. No team had been

able to score. The Tigers were putting up a great

struggle, and it was only the superb playing of the Cap-

tain quarter-back that had thus far saved the day. Time

after time he had brought a snarling Tiger to the ground

when he was the only one between the player and the

goal. Time after time he had booted the ball far back

into the enemy’s territory. With him out of the game,

Cornwall was doomed. Murdock stood watching the men

bear the Captain from the field with a wave of determi-

nation rising in his breast. Cornwall could not lose. He
would not let her lose ! Not even stopping to look back

at Elsie, he darted down the steps and headed across the

field.

Jones looked up surprised at the calling of his name.

An excited lad was tugging at his sleeve. He recognized

the beaming face of his promising sophomore.

“Coach! Coach! Let me go in there. Coach! I’m

in good shape. I can stand it !” The lad almost shouted

his command.
“Wliat are you talking about. Easy? You are not in

training, and besides, you’re not in uniform. It’s too big

a risk. It would kill you to get mixed up with tlvat tough

gang. They would break you like a stick.” The coach

uttered the words almost mechanically, but at the same

time a strange hope rose within him.

“I tell you I am in shape. Coach. I’ve been working

out in the gym for the last three weeks, and my leg is as

strong as ever. Won’t you let me go in. Coach? I can

put on my uniform in a few minutes. I’d rather die in

there than sit out here. Please let me go in ! Will you ?”

Coach Jones looked into the face of the pleading youth,

lu that face he saw victory. Almost unconsciously he
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gave his decision. It was his last straw. “Get into uni-

form and report back here as quickly as possible
!”

The dial of the time-table reported two minutes to play.

The score stood—Southern 6, Cornwall 0. The crowd

had begun to disperse. The yelling had ceased. All hope

had vanished. The victory was conceded to Southern.

When Murdock went into the game, the Tigers aad

already pushed across their marker, but had failed to kick

goal. For half the game the score had remained as it

was. The Tigers refused to yield. Backed against their

own ten yard line by the stubborn defense of the Golden-

clad gridmen, the Tiger quarter-back was forced to kick.

He sent the ball far up the field. It fell into the waiting

arms of acting-captain IVIurdock. The people pouring

through the gates turned to watch this last play. W hat

they saw will always live in their memory. They saw

what many unfaithful ones fail to see: seeming defea

turned into a last minute victory. Never had they seen

such clock-like interference—such inspired running-

They saw a lad carry a ball who knew not defeat. I

^
saw a goal, a face, a school; he ran not for himself bu

for others. The crowd stood speecliless, then indi'^dua

shouts led the way; ten thousand tired throats became

suddenly refreshed; thousands of hats were lost in

wind. Reason had vanished. IVIurdock had made a

touchdown and now the educated toe of a half-back »en

the ball sailing through the up-rights to

a surging wave of humanity swept upon the field.
^

mob was uncontrollable. It surrounded the hero a^

lifted him upon its wave. In like manner he was
^

about the town, his name on ever}' tongue. Once m

Murdock became the campus’ hero.

Elsie and Frank sat close to Haynes bed. ^
jjg

dered what the big captain might want witli

seemed uneasy when he spoke, and tears wellw up
^

eyes. “I’ve been a cad, Frank. I’ve treated }OU ^
than a dog. Both of you! You have made

u
of myself. I’ve heard what you did toda}. °

saved Cornwall. And I’m grateful. Peop e la
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mired me, but they didn’t know how crooked I’ve been.

I want to ask your forgiveness. Yes, Frank, it was I

who broke your leg. I deliberately tried to do so. And

it was I who framed that meeting with Clara Davis. I got

her to help me out. I wanted to make Elsie mad with

you. I made it convenient for her to see you two together.

I’m sorry. I want you to forgive me.”

“Why, no. Bill, I don’t hold anything against you.

I forgive you. We both do. Let’s forget our mistakes

and work together for old Cornwall.” He placed his

hand in that of the injured man, and the latter grasped

it vigorously. Enemies had become friends under the

bonds of the test.



My General

(1919)

By Scribbler

My General was a Brigadier,

A warrior true and brave,

With piercing eye and visage grave

And a lion’s heart that knew no fear.

Oh, see him stand at the crossing way

Where the flying iron rained

!

Or there, again, in a broken trench

On the side of a shell-tom hill, that day.

Above where a happy town had been

(The town of Cuicy, they say).

As the runner comes with the battle’s news

And the tale of dying men.

His shoulder is square and his eye severe

And his war-grizzled head erect.

But his cheek is wet with a falling tear

—

My General loved his men

!



Mid-Air

By R. E. WiLsox

Mother iust didn’t like airplanes—and she doesn’t

vet. She didn’t even countenance my flying, much

less my attempt to obtain a pilot’s license. But I was

as crazy about flying as a Dutchman is about sauer-

I had been flying, as a passenger, off and on for about

three weeks, and had had hold of the controls only twice.

What little flying I had done had all been during day

S I waSed to fly over the city at night. Around

the field one would often hear the pilots remarking how

beautiful the river was, with the lights of the boats an

city playing on the water.

“Mother, I’m going to drive out to the field f" “

minutes. I’m going to get Jnck to fly me over the city

if he will,” I remarked one evening after dinner.

“Now, please. Son, why don’t you stop this

and stick to your father’s office? Flying is «« dangerous.

Every paper, every day, tells about deaths of aMators,

my mother returned. ,

“But, Mother dear, not nearly so many airplane a

automobile accidents,” I contended.

“Well, dear, if you just must go up^ tonight, pease,

please be careful, and hurry back home.
^

“All right. Mother, I will. By the way, ^
®^

°

drowsy. Believe I’ll take a bath before I go-

time yet, anyhow,” I told her.

Sitting on the edge of the bathtub, waiting or

fill, I suddenly decided to run right on ou o

and see if Jack would fly me down the river o • >

where there was to be a huge pageant o some
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night, which would be a lovely spectacle indeed. It

shouldn’t take us over thirty minutes to fly down.

“Hey, Bob,” Jack spoke through the ear-phones,

“Wanta take the stick a bit.'”’

I had been so engrossed in the wonderful panorama

unfolding below me that I hadn’t even been thinking of

anything else. The small spot-lights of the tiny launches

were playing around on the water, the huge arc lights along

the wharf cast their scintillating beams across the slightly

shimmering riplets. It was beautiful indeed.

But Jack had released the stick and was giving nie

orders ; so I had to stop gazing, and watch the plane.

Everything went smoothly for about five minutes, I

judge, when, all at once, the plane dipped, the stick was

jerked out of my hand, and Jack was shouting excitedly

in my ears. The plane was sliding, losing altitude, bank-

ing crazily and balking. Jack shouted, “I can’t do a

damn thing with her. Bob, one of the cables has snapped

.

Get ready to jump, and don't pull that ’chute cord too

quick.”

Nervous and trembling, I unsnapped the belt, climbed

up over the left side, and jumped.
“One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine,

ten!” I finished, and jerked the ring. But I kept on

falling—no check-up at all. I had never jumped before.

The earth seemed to be leaping up at me on both sides o

the river. There were no lights on it now—except the

pale rays of the half-moon that I had noticed earlier m

the evening. .

,

Splash I A terrific impact as I hit tlie water—I eou

feel myself gasping for air—and breathing in water.

“For Heaven’s sake. Bob, wake up! You’ve let i®

tub overflow and fallen into it!” Mother told me.

up and take your bath. Tliere’s compan}' downstairs-

I’m working regularly in Dad’s office now.
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Scribners has recently announced that it is

Popular
. ^ conduct a contest for a long short

Literature
^5^000, The

story must be worthy as literature, or the prize will not

be civen. All of this is being done in order to stimulate

interest in this type of fiction. But why? Why is it

necessary to stimulate interest? Why are not people in-

terested in a better class of literature? Are there not

just as many people able to write now as before? Fossioiy,

but those that write, do not do so just for pleasure o

with any hope that they will become immortal, but wun

one thought, that they may receive big money.

Thus commercialism has had its influence on i ^

Those that arc able to write arc bent toward the cheaper

magazines, where they can ever find a ready mar 'e

their material regardless of its genre. So, ins c®

a stimulating effect on literature, commcrcia ism '

eises a degrading influence, because the author
„

his narrative such that a street-sweeper can ge a

out of reading it.
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Of course there are those that continue to write un-

affected by commercialism. These should be commended,
however few they are.

But this is not the only reason. People do not read now
as in former days. Modern facilities have increased the

diversions to the extent that there is little time left for

reading Shakespeare, Browning or any other great mas-
ter.

Literature is not the only one of the fine arts that is

suffering in this way. The same situation is present in all.

The effect on the public can be of one nature only;

that is, that the public is taking this course only to its

detriment, while the instigator grows rich by cultivating

in his patrons a retarding force instead of a progressing

factor for better Literature.

In closing the forty-seventh volume of this magazine
let us acknowledge an indebtedness to our faculty advisor,

extend the warmest regards to our contributors and tlie

very best wishes to our readers. May the next editor

task with a magazine to create and preserve

literary activity among the students at Wake Forest.

. ^ . Ernest Sutiierland Bates, whose article,

Shadow*°*°^
“Comstock Stalks,” appears in the April

number of Scribner's, brings before us a

daring and apparently unprejudiced revelation of the

evils of censorship. Mr. Bates’ inspiration seems to have

been the introduction into the Massachusetts legislature

of a bill revising the state censorship of literature and

art. The measure provides for tlie imposition of a two-

year prison sentence and a heavy fine upon any one who

brings into the state or produces in the state “anytliing

which, considered as a whole, is obscene, indecent or in™'

pure, or which manifestly tends to corrupt the morals o

youth.”
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Notwithstanding the fact that in the South this question

is discussed comparatively little, censorship is an inevi-

table problem which has appeared many times in tlie past,

and will doubtless continue to arise periodically in one

form or another. Mr. Bates attempts to show the futility

and ineffectuality of any attempt to censor anjdhing

which appeals to the public taste for the voluptuous.

The outcome, he thinks, would be worse than that of the

Eighteenth Amendment.

The private morality of a people, it is asserted, can

never be bettered or purified by the suppression of a

certain indefinite and ambiguous obscenity which the

censors tliink detrimental to a moral civilization. The

problem of censorship is complicated by the fact that

no dividing line between obscenity as censors regard it

and art itself can be established. Art is nature and

nature is sex, and to the erstwhile reformer sex is obscene.

Thus we have included in the misnomer, obscenity, every-

thing from art through discussion of sex.

A war against ideas, as this modern censorship seems

to be, can only result in a continual rebellion of the

average intelligence of the nation at large. Instead, the

obsessed censors should direct their attacks at immorality

itself and against the general fear of sex enlightenment.

Until such an initiative is taken, censorship will be as

ineffective as the proverbial “water poured on a duck’s

back.”
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